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A BROADER PERSPECTIVE

H. Norman Abramson

Southwest Research Institute
San Antonio, Texas

INTRODUCTION THREATS FROM CONVENTIONAL WEAPONS

Thirty years ago, w:en many of our military First, what do we perceive to be the current
facilities were built, there was no significant air threats? That question can be answered in rather
threat, and we had the notion that nuclear fire- specific terms only by considering our opponents to
power could substitute for conventional weaponry. have weapon technologies similar to ours. Tradi-
Our adversaries viewed that position and then devel- tionally, we think of military munitions such as
oped an integrated plan to gain strategic victories projectiles, missilis, or bombs which deliver large
in Europe while maintaining a "no first use" pledge amounts of energy on their targets either through
on nuclear weapons. Thus, the Warsaw Pact countries impact and/or blast. Although there have been some
have pursued with great vigor the preparations they enhancements in the performance of high explosives,
feel are necessary to conquer Western Europe in a the advancements in modern military weapons which
matter of weeks with conventional military forces. overshadow all others are the tremendous improve-
The historical goal in that battle arena is to ments in delivery systems effectiveness and accuracy.
advance quickly, destroying infrastructure, mili- Modern guidance techniques can place warheads on
tary installations, and any enemy forces encoun- target with great precision, which has increased
tered. expected loadings on protective structures by

orders of magnitudes and thus presents many new
With great hope in the policy of nuclear tecicat challenges.

deterrence, the U.S. also decided to develop far
more effective conventional tactical weapons. Even When warheads were only expected to detonate
recently, Dr. George A. Keyworth, II, the Presi- at some distance from their target, loadings could
dent's Science Advisor, stated the administration's be determined by choosing any equivalent charge
position that conventional weapons are a key to weight and calculating overpressures, durations,
the transition away from dependence on those tacti- and impulses by empirically derived methods. These
cal nuclear weapons deployed in the field near idealizations and data bases, however, are insuffi-
potential battlegrounds. The thrust is therefore cient for bombs directly impacting or detonating
to use modern technologies to improve conventional very close to their targets--within several charge
weapon lethality, with much greater accuracy and radii, the blast environment includes intense
dainage potential. shock waves, explosive products, and case fragments

travelling at extreme velocity. This complex load-
These evolving conventional threats have ing is difficult to idealize and there is very lit-

created new problems in protective structure design. tle experimental data for close-in detonations be-
Unfortunately, the bulk of the supporting technolo- cause most instrumentation simply will not survive
gy base is empirically founded and, in some cases, the severe environment.
obviously outdated so that recent efforts have fo-
cused on improving this base to meet modern threats. The loading is complex also for close-in
Civil engineers, who previously were responsible ground shock even though fragment loading from tm,
primarily for maintenance and services, were given buried explosion is not as severe. When the buried
the responsibility for modernizing and rebuilding charge detonates, the solid explosive is changed
that technology base and now have new challenges into an equal mass of gas at extramely high pres-
in meeting both readiness and regulatory require- sure which expands rapidly so that pressures at
ments. Most of the papers in this symposium report the explosive-soil interface can be hundreds of
efforts in these directions. However, even though times greater than the strength of the soil, creat-
current research appears to be addressing imme- ing a zone of crushed material. If the charge
diate needs, perhaps this is the time to take a detonates close enough to the structures, even the
broader look at needs and goals, how will they explosive products will contact the structure.
change in the future, and what new directions we Variability of soils and their properties makes it
should be taking.
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difficult to predict accurately explosive coupling and are usually readily accessible. For example,
with buried structures and most instv .,nentaticn is United States embassies have historic-illy been de-
also unable to survive this harsh environment. signed to reflect the openness and freedom of our

society. Therefore, most of them do not use re-
The immediate problem then is to possess the stricted access, heavy barricades, or special pro-

capability to design or upgrade protective structures tective features to keep visitors at a distance.
against modern threats for which expected loadings Consequently, they are very vulnerable to terrorist
are poorly described. So far, the approach has attack. Mire recently, we have seen some concern
been to attempt to improve the data base to include for protecting government buildings in Washington,
these more severe threats; however, the greater D.C., as whon trucks filled with sand were used to
challenge is to expand our perceptions to the full barricade the White House aqainst possible terror-
spectrum of threats and anticipate how their future ist attack. Especially vulnerable are industrial
evolution will affect expected loadings and struc- facilities such as power plants, petrochemical
tural designs. And while we are trying to expand facilities, storage depots, etc., which may be
our perceptions, who will attempt to evaluate what spread out over large areas, leaving vital compo-
new non-nuclear weaponry will appear from the SDI nents exposed. Many terrorist attacks have been

* program to pose new threats to our present covicepts targeted against U.S. businesses abroad. Other
of protective structural design? civilian lifelines such as communication networks,

pipelines, bridges, and such are completely unpro-
TARGETS tected, vulnerable to attack, and are undoubtedly

already targeted in the event of conflict. Complete
Although we think primarily of military facil- protection of all our facilities may be an impossi-

ities as the structures which require protection, ble task, but our vision must be broad enough to
we must also remember that the enemy intends to de- develop technologies which will enhance the surviva-

* stroy infrastructure. This means that virtually bility of both our military and non-military against
any significant structure, military or civilian, all opponents.
is subject to attack. For the most part, the civil-
ian sector is totally unprepared to meet such threats OPPONENTS
and therefore we have an additional long term goal
in providing appropriate techaology applicable to While the Soviets have hundreds of bomber
non-military facilities, aircraft less than an hour's flight from NATO air-

bases, posing an evident threat, there are other
Protective military structures are designed opponents and threats for which we can only guess

to house vital functions or equipment of extreme what kinds of loadings might be delivered.
value. Consequently, survivability takes precedence
over appearance and the structures are usually mass- Along with conventional troops, Soviet spe-
ie with soil and concrete the main building mater- cial purpose forces, SPETSNAZ, would be employed in
ials. Protection needs are expressed by operational wartime throughout Western Europe to covertly dis-
users in the form of requirements; the requirements rupt communications, destroy bridges, seize choke
are answered from the available technology base, or points, and to direct attacking aircraft to prime
extension thereof, and the need is eventually met targets. These SPETSNAZ forces are weapons and de-

* in the consequent design. Many of the papers to be molition experts specially trained in infiltration
presented in this symposium reflect efforts to ex- tactics and sabotage methods using explosives, in-

. tend our technology base for material properties and cendiaries, acids, and abrasives. Their realistic
structural response to blast and impact loads, training Includes accurate full-scale models of key

- Granted, there is a pressing need to increase our targets. Their role is to operate from behind
technology base to meet current user requirements, enemy lines and to attack major facilities and im
but are we producing the technical advances which portant weapon systems. The SPETSNAI is suspected
will significantly improve survivability in the of having already participated in a number of co-
long term? Unfortunately, technology developments vert operdtions, including assassinations. Their
in response to user requirements often are unaccept- clandestine operations and expert use of explosives
ably slow. Retired General Bryce Poe II in The are tremendous threats to unprepared non-military
Eniineering and Services QuarterlX Journal recalled as well as military facilities.
initiating ttems as a Captain in 1953 which were
finally constructed when he was a Lieutenant General Since 1968, there have been more than 950
in 1974. Because the items were important to war- terrorist attacks against U.S. businesses, includ-
fighting capabilities, he concluded that national ing more than 500 explosive bombings. Political
security was at risk for more than 20 years. Can extremists have exploited terrorism to attract world
we afford similar time lags in the future? Is our attention. The target of a terrorist can be any-
national security at risk today for the same reasons? thing, but the more newsworthy the better. Alarm-

ingly, terrorists have improved arsenals with
Potential targets of a non-military nature modern weapons and explosives which can be placed

come in a variety of descriptions and can include in close proximity to unsuspecting targets. Car
governmental, industrial, and civilian structures. bombs, for example, have proved to be capable of
These, unlike military facilities, have no well awesome destruction and are very difficult to de-
defined survivability requirements and are not de- fend against.
signed to provide protection from weapon attack

2
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% Although terrorists activities began with par-rs describe better instrumentation techniques
. civilian targets, recent attacks, such as the one and a few special problems.
* on our Marine barracks in Lebanon, illustrate that

military installations can also be targets. Unfor- The real question we must ask ourselves,
tunately, some nations actually sponsor Interna- however, is that even if we are 100 percent success-
tional terrorism and provide training, arms, sanc- ful in every are3 of research being pursued, hov,
tuary, and advice leading to an evermore sophisti- much improvemet will we gain in survivability?
cated and unknown enemy with an unlimited array of Are we making only incremental advancements at a

*targets. The terrorist issue is well recognized time when major or revolutionary new concepts and
by the participants of this symposium who are in- results are required? What new directions should
volved with weapon storage design, but the techno- we be taking? Considering the evolving, expanding
logies developed to combat terrorism against mili- nature of the threats, and the payoffs we expect
tary targets must be transferred to those responsi- from our current research programs, will we be in
ble for the protection of our civilian installations a better position of survivability 25 years hence
and personnel as well. than we are today?

-. CURRENT ACTIVITIES THE FUTURE

What are we doing to provide better defen- Conventional weapons systems will continue
sive systems? From the papers to be presented in to improve, and pinpoint accuracy will require
this symposium, several topics seem to stand out. facilities designed for direct hits. We can sure-
As said, definition of loads from air blast, ground ly expect that weapons will be smarte', with sub-
shock, impact, and combinations is a major concern, stantially improved projectile lethality, and over-
and the tremendous energy deposited on structures all will possess greatly enhanced power. Threats

* by close-in explosions is not easily characterized will not always come packaged as military bombs,
by previous idealizations and new methods are being and special forces and terrorists will possess
sought. We are looking for better means of measur- sophisticated weaponry and will be apt to attack
ing the extreme loadings and better understanding a broad array of targets.
of the coupling with structures. Another topic of
immediate concern is structural response, in which What lies ahead in protective structures
there are at least three distinct areas of research: design? If current research is successful, we will
design, analysis, and testing. Several of the be more able to describe loadings from nearby deton-
standard but now outdated design manuals have re- ations; dynamic properties of concrete and soil will
cently been revised or are under revision. But, be better understood; and perhaps new and stronger
even these revisions can only reflect the technolo- materials will be used in construction. Without
gy base as it currently exists and that is believed the development of novel design concepts and the
to be seriously lacking in many respects. More introduction of radically different materials and
than a dozen papers at this symposium will discuss construction techniques, however, we can expect

' analytical techniques, ranging from simple approxi- only marginal improvements over current practice--
mations to attempts at very complex descriptions, that will not be satisfactory!
A prevailing concern relates to better descriptions
of material properties and failure mechanisms. We The key to long term survivability is to es-
still have no clear-cut, standard, accepted methods cape the trap of attempting to solve today's prob-
for accurately describing the response of structures lems with yesterday's technology; rather, we have
subjected to high amplitude short duration loads, to begin to develop tomorrow's technology. This
although seemingly our understanding of dynamic requires a thorough and careful analysis of future
materials properties is advancing. As in the past, threats. I suggest the next symposium include in-
the main emphasis in structural response research vited speakers from the intelligence community to
is testing and development of empirical relation- describe the capabilities that our adversaries
ships. Other papers in this conference range from might possess In the future. Furthermore, repre-

- testing new structural systems to revisiting World sentatives from the user communities (both military
War II information. In some cases, scale model and civilian) should be asked to express their anti-
testing is being used to reduce test costs, and cipated needs. To stimulate effective technical
centrifuges are being evaluated as a method for test- thought in the researcher, it is essential to know
ing geotechnical problems at very small scale. Cen- as much as possible about the background of the
trifuge testing is viewed as an opportunity of over- problem, why it is important, wnat directions
coming difficulties in modeling soil because its should be followed in developing possible solutions,
strength is derived through gravitational forces, and how will the results be utilized in practice.
although there is some controversy over the validity
of the technique. Many see centrifuges as the only The research community must strive for inno-way to test soil-structure interaction problems at vative concepts, applications, and techniques. New
small scale while others feel scaling gravity is and different materials and construction methods
totally unnecessary for blast studies; however, it are needed to match their full potential against

, is more important to remember that the centrifuge very high intensity loads. We have depended for
is simply a modeling tool and, like any other model- years on passive protective structures; perhaps
ing technique, can only be employed usefully within active protective systems could be developed for
the scientific understanding of the user. Other civil engineering structures as they have been for
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- armored vehicles, missile silos, etc. Above all, Once again, I urge you to think to the
we must maintain a broad perspective and look future--plan your next symposium with the future
beyond narrowly defined problems and solutions by as your theme. In the meantime, concentrate all
prescription; we must focus on long term goals and your efforts to maintain the broader perspective

. objectives which, with creative and innovative you will need to meet the survivability challenges
thinking, could neutralize opponents. of the decades ahead.

Those persons responsible for evaluating and
" funding research and development efforts should

studiously avoid "more of the same" and "safe"
research which can lead at best only to incremental
advances. Instead, they should encourage and sup-
port truly innovative and revolutionary ideas; de- Acknowledgments: I am grateful to Phillip T. Nash

vote more resources to concept development and and ex B. Wenzel for considerable assistance in

less to routine testings. Dare to be bold! the preparation of this paper.
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STABILITY OF WALLS AGAINST AIRBLAST FORCES

John R. Rempel*
Center for Planning and Research, Inc.

Palo Alto, California

and

James E. Beck
James E. Beck and Associates

Palo Alto, California

ABSTRACT from the deflection history. The differ-
ence between these two quantities then

By observing pressures, wall deflec- must be accounted for by a process of
tions and accelerations during collapse "collapse". It is usually obvious from
as well as debris distributions after the magnitude of the difference which
collapse of several near full-scale collapse mechanism is most likely to have
buildings of four different types under been effective (e.g., brittle shear, elas-

" airblast loading, we have demonstrated tic bending, compression).
quantitatively the relative importance
of mechanisms invoked by the collapse In Fig. 1, interior and exterior
process. This paper outlines one of the pressure histories and the corresponding
analytical methods applied to the data deflection history of a solid masonry wall
and some of the results of the research of two clay brick wythes have been super-
program. imposed. The wall was without openings

and faced Ground Zero (Refs. 3 and 4).
During airblast loading the wall moved

INTRODUCTION steadily inward until deflection equaled
thickness at which point it was considered

Over the past eight years, experi- to "collapse". The exterior pressure was
ments conducted with explosions of measured in the center of the 8 x 12 ft.

* approximately 600 tons of ammonium wall; it was the result of a 37 lbf/in 2

. nitrate have provided insight into the incident blast wave striking the wall at
physical processes of wall collapse head-on incidence. Peak reflected pressure

• under airblast loading. Motivation for was 140 lbf/in'. Edge rarefactions eroded
the research was a wish to explore both the peak in approximately 16 ns.
collapse mechanisms and debris production The interior pressure shown in Fig. 1 was
and distribution in the range 7 to 40 psi measured in the middle of the floor of
incident overpressures. Structures of the room directly behind the wall, i.e.,
various kinds were built and exposed to approximately four and a half feet down-
explosive airblast: load bearing masonry, wind from the wall. The record shows a
half-timber, reinforced concrete tilt-up, fairly smooth, slow rise in pressure
and reinforced concrete frame with masonry because there was no opening in the front

, infill. Wall sizes were all in the range or side walls of the room; the airblast
8 ft. high by 12 to 17 ft. long. Elect- entered the room through a hallway and a
ronic instrumentation recorded inside and door at the rear of the room. Fig. 2 is
outside pressures, wall deflection, and a pre-shot photograph; a plan view is
in some cases, accelerations. Walls were seen in Fig. 3. Pressure and deflection
all oriented perpendicularly or parallel gage locations are indicated in Fig. 3 by
to the blast direction (Refs. I - 5). the letters P and D respectively.

METHOD OF ANALYSIS The measured pressure and deflection
histories should be transformed to spatial

Since net pressure loading and hori- averages. This has been done for this
zontal wall deflection can be estimated example by assuming deflection is in a
as functions of time from the gage data, "classical" failure pattern (Fig. 4) so
the energy deposited in the wall by the that the average deflection equals:
airblast can be calculated; similarly the
kinetic energy (if any) of the wall at -6m(l - H/3L) - TD6m
the moment of collapse can be estimated

where 6m is the midpoint deflection, L

Present Address: Westinghouse Electric and H are wall length and height, respec-
C rportion, SunnyvetCalornia Ecic tively. Although methods exist for trans-
Corporation, Sunnyvale, California formation of exterior pressure (Ref. 6)
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the effect is small when there are no probably did not exert enough restraint
openings and no transformation has been to crush the masonry. However, if we
made in this example. Neglecting a small postulate (1) the horizontal frame mem-
rotation the square of wall speed trans- bers were rigid, (2) the wall cracked in
forms as; a single midline fracture, and (3) crushing

1V occurred in four symmetical zones, (one
/m each at top and bottom and two at the

midline) then the crushing energy can be
When the wall fails with a single midline estimated. Under these conditions if
crack the transformation factors are: the depth of crush in each zone is x, the

TD = 0.50 angle of wall rotation is 0, then the
width y of the zone is

TKE - 0.33

for all values of H and L. tane x

and
Although the deflection gage in the x = 1(bsinO + H/2 cos9 - H/2)

experiment failed early, its record hasbeen extrapolated based upon previous where b - wall thickness. Neglecting
experience elastic compression, crushing work Wc is

then:

If A is the wall area, 6 (t), Poutt), c max

and P.n(t) are central wall deflection, cinside and outside pressures as functions 0

of time, then energy output is: where cc is the compressive yield stress
of the wall. The maximum rotation is:

W -T D  f (P Pi)A 6mdt -Ib

D out - in max - tan

where tf is the time of wall failure By estimating the value of the integral
(when net pressure is close to zero also). numerically we find the crush energy
Pout is the history produced by P5 in under these assumptions to be approx.
Fig. 3 but Pin is the record of P6 W -3.1 x 105 ft-lbf
shifted tothe right (away from the c
origin) to account for the separation (We have found brick and mortar assem-
between wall and gage. If M is wall blies to yield in compression at stresses
mass, kinetic energy is (again neglecting intermediate between yield values of
small verical components of speed): brick and mortar alone (Ref. 1). The

~ 3 value of Wc above has been computed using
KE m a composite value based on static testing

Numerically in this experiment of brick couplets.) Wc is of the orderi of magnitude of the difference or "dissi-
W - 3.7 x 105 ft-lbf pation" calculated above. It therefore

and seams likely that masonry crushing was
KE = 4.6 x 104 ft-lbf indeed the major dissipation mechanism.

so that the difference

W - KE = 3.2 x 105 ft-lbf RESULTS

represents energy of elastic and plastic Other building types have been
deformation of the frame and wall and the examined in this way with the results
removal of the simulated floor and crush- summarized in Table 1.
ing of masonry. For this R/C structure:

In particular, the pair of reinforced
KE/W - 0.12 load-bearing masonry buildings, DUA5401

(At the base of every wall in all experi- and DNA4070 (downstairs), both at nearly
ments a wood plate approximately 2 x 4 the same incident pressure, form an
inches in cross-section was bolted to the interesting contrast. A front view of
concrete floor to simulate a built-up the latter is seen in Fig. 7. Essentially
floor structure behind the wall.) identical except for the presence of a

second story at DNA4070, analysis clearly
Although the top course of masonry shows the increasing restraint provided

in the front wall, which partially adhered by increasing overburden. The downstairs
to the ceiling, showed clear evidence of front wall shows a dissipation
compressive shear fracture along its (W - KE)/W
entire length (Fig. 5), we do not know of approximately 75% without the second
exactly in what patternorto what extent story overburden the reinforced masonry
the masonry was crushed. The vertical front wall collapses with only 50%
frame members yielded (Fig. 6) and dissipation.
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In the case of the single story production under airblast loading pro-
unreinforced masonry buildings DNA5401 duced by non-nuclear munitions of yields
and DNA5403, we observed ceiling slab less than 500 tons. A short impulsive
uplift due to front wall collapse by airblast, for example, must provide
means of accelerometers and, after enough input energy to crush masonry at
allowing for 0.126 inches of elastic com- the frame or under an overburden; and

. pression, we found crushing reduced the the short duration will enhance any ten-
• wall height by 0.45 and 0.12 inches, at dancy to stimulate inertial reaction

30 and 10-psi,respectively. Depth of forces.
crush plus elastic compression is compu-
ted as the difference between expected This study of collapse mechanism
uplift due to rotation of wall segments from an energy standpoint has also been
and observed uplift. However, the helpful in evaluating and modifying the
smaller "dissipation" at lower over- more classical structural response models
pressure constitutes a larger proportion (based on force-deflection considerations)
of input energy than does the dissipation used by the authors elsewhere (e.g., Ref.
at higher pressure (See Table 1). But 1) in predicting incipient collapse of
the freedom of the overburden to be up- structure.
lifted reduces the dissipation (Compare
DNA4071 and DNA4070 downstairs).

Removal of the floor plate occurred TABLE 1
behind only two walls: the front ground Ratio of Kinetic Energy to
floor of the two story building and the Input Energy, Front Walls
front wall of the R/C frame building.
These were examples of greatest "dissi- Expt. Construction Incident KE/W
pation" in the pressure range 30-40 psi. No. type Pressure (psi)
Apparently the vertical in-plane forces 5403 Load-bearing 10 0.11
prevented shearing of the wall at the masonry (CMU)
plate.

5402 R/C panel, 25 0.30
Side walls in these experiments tilt-up

invariably moved inward one or two inches
immediately following blast arrival, but 5401 Load-bearing 30 0.50
very shortly after front wall collapse masonry (CHU)
(i.e., displacement equal to thickness)
reversed direction strongly. Their 4070 Load-bearing 40 0.58
debris was found outside the building (upper) masonry (CMU)
arrayed in a direction perpendicular to
the direction of blast wind. The strong 4070 Load-bearing 40 0.25*
differential pressure moving them outward (lower) masonry (CMU)
arose in the vortices shed by the front
corners of the building. The blast energy 4071 R/C frame, 37 0.15*
deposition during outward motion was clay masonry
found entirely in kinetic energy of units
fragments.

fragments *floor plate removed.
Rear walls moved initially inward if

there were no openings in the front wall
but initially outward otherwise. All
eventually collapsed outward - without REFERENCES
significant dissipation. The rear wall
of DNA4071 (Fig. 3) moved outward to a 1. Wiehle, C. K., J. R. Rempel, and
maximum of two inches then returned to J. E. Beck, Dynamic Response of Two
rest near its original position before Types of German House Construction,
being swept out of the building by high SRI International for Defense Nuclear
speed debris from the front wall. Agency, POR 6966, October 1978.

CONCLUSIONS 2. Rempel, J. R., J. E. Beck, and
R. G. McKee, Structural Response and

Our observations of several types Debris Experiments at Operation Mill
of building collapse have provided an Race, SRI International for Defense

Sunderstanding of collapse mechanisms such Nuclear Agency POR 7077, July 1982.
that we believe we can estimate quantita-

= tively the behavior of these types under 3. Rempel, J. R. and J. E. Beck,
airblast loads other than those applied Structural Response and Debris
in our e.periments. These collapse mech- Experiments at Operation Direct
anisms will be important, for example, in Course, Center for Planning and
assessing collapse probability and debris Research, Inc. for Federal Emergency
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Management Agency, in preparation.

4. Ray. J. C. and S. C. Woodson, Struc-
tural Debris Experimunts. U..Triij
Experiment Station f or Defense Nuclear
Agency, 19164.

5. Rempel, J. R., Blast Induced Forms-
tion and Distribution of Ub5ris_, Home
Ofl3.e Workshop, Eaningvol3. England.
June 21-23, 1964

6. laity, W. M., Front Surface Loadingj
Invstiations, Ballistic Research

Laboratories,Aberdeen Proving Ground,
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EXPLOSION DAMAGE TO URBAN STRUCTURES AT LOW OVERPRESSURE

Hyla Napadensky
IIT Research Institute, Chicago, IL

Anatol Longinow
Illinois institute of Technology, Chicago. IL

he

ABSTRACT The objective of this paper is to focus
attention on the problems described and to suggest

Manufacture. storage and transportation of possible solutions, so that the potential for
chemicals capable of exploding at energy levels damaging effects can be properly considered by

- comparable to TNT has increased in recent years. individuals responsible for the planning of
. Land areas adjoining such storage facilities and developments adjacent to hazardous facilities and

- transportation routes are now more densely designated transportation routes.
populated and, therefore, people in these areas
are at a higher risk than previously. This paper BACKGROUND
focuses on these problems and suggests solutions

-" so that the potential for damaging effects can be Existing DoD quantity-distance regulations
% considered and mitigated by planners in the (Refs. 1,2) used for the specification of minimum

vicinity of hazardous facilities and transporta- separation distances between various types and
" tion routes. quantities of stored explosives and surrounding

communities have evolved primarily from studies of
INTRODUCTION actual blast damage results (Refs. 3,4,5). Each

separate explosion was analyzed with respect to
Research studies need to be initiated to quantity of explosive, nature and extent of damage

reevaluate current regulations governing the produced. Each result was plotted on a quantity-
siting of "inhabited buildings' relative to stores distance chart, and a ctnrve was finally drawn to
of commercial and military explosives. One reason form an envelope on the safe side of the data
is that modern buildings are more vulnerable to points. Separation distances for quantities of
blast effects than those for which existing explosives for which no experimental (or accident)
regulations were developed. Many of the land data existed were determined by scaling existing
areas at risk are now also more densely data. In these charts damage is expressed in

. populated. Further, there are no Federal terms of quantity of explortve and distance to the
regulations governing the routing of materials target and Is primarily related to the
capable of exploding and thus all structures along overpressure at the site of the target.
transportation routes carrying hazardous miterials

- are at risk. A number of local communities have Current regulations (Refs. 1,2) governing
- attempted to limit the transport of explosives storage of explosives permit conventional,

through their environs without success. inhabited buildings to be located at distances of
from 40W1/3 to 50 1 / 3 ft (lSQl'5 m to 20Q1I/ i).

- Perhaps a more serious problem (and one for Where W is the weight of explosive in pounds and Q
which there are no regulations, or guidelines, and is in kg. The larger number applies to quantities
essentially no awareness by structural engineers greater than 250,000 lbs of TNT. In the weight
or architects) is the fact that the manufacture of range of 100,000 to 2S0O,. 7b of TNT. the

" chemicals capable of exploding at energy levels applicable distance is 2.42W .57  ft. How this
"comparable to TNT (trinitrotoluene), has increased regulation reflects the actual response of

substantially in recent years. These are being buildings subjected to blast loads In theory and
shipped along highways and railways in large practice is discussed in the following sections.

. quantities and at high frequencies. These
materials are not classed as explosives since BEHAVIOR OF STRUCTURES IN A BLAST ENVIRONMENT
their primary use is not to function by explosion.

4. The increase in the amounts produced and the The response of a structure to a blast wave
energy content of these chemicals has led to an Induced load depends on the makeup of the
increase in accidental explosions and, thus, an structure and the character of the load. Very
Increase in risk to built-up areas in the vicinity generally, structural characteristics of Interest
of certain processing plants, storage facilities include the mass and moss distribution, stiffness,
and respective transportation routes. fundamental period, type and mode of failure.

4.,
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Blast load characteristics of interest include does exist, and that in small quantity, is
p. peak load, rise time to peak load, duration and information on the strength of buildings against

character of decay, blast effects of nuclear weapons. This
information Is of limited use because nuclear

When the effective duration of the load is weapons produce loads that have long durations.
short, say less than about one third of the Some of this information is included in Table 1
period, then the impulse due to the load is of (Ref. 7). Shown are eleven categories of
major importance, and the response of the buildings and corresponding *Incipient failure"
structure can be based entirely on the overpressure levels. Incipient failure means that
consideration of impulse and momentum. On the the structure has been loaded just to the point
other hand, when the duration is relatively long where it will fail without additional load.
compared with the fundamental period of the Overpressures given are reference free-field
structure, say greater than about four times the overpressures at the site. Analyses performed
period, then the loading can be treated as a step considered corresponding reflected pressures and
load of infinite duration. In between these two drag pressures as appropriate in a given case.
extremes, the characteristics of the loading need Results are for the 'composite' building.
to be considered. Obviously windows, doors, interior partitions,

* furniture, etc., will become debris at lower
A given building is not of constant stiffness overpressures. Table 1 demonstrates that

or strength throughout. Individual components conventional buildings are for the most part
such as exterior cladding, interior partitions, "soft'. Modern buildings, such as those using

. window panes, etc., depending on support ere-fabricated components, are expected to be
conditions, orientation and materials, can be softer' than corresponding buildings shown in
locally stiffer or more flexible than the primary Table 1.
structure, i.e., the building frame. When
subjected to a given blast load, such components A study reported in Ref. 8 was concerned with
are therefore expected to respond in different establishing safe separation distances for a
modes than the structure as a whole, number of potential civilian targets with respect

to five quantities of explosives. Results for
It is evident from this brief discussion that nine of the targets are given in Table 2.

- a separation distance based on quantity of Included are safe separation distances, peak
" explosive alone is not necessarily a useful overpressures and impulses. Results are based on

criterion for defining a safe condition for all spherical charges and hemispherical blast wave
cases. data.

Recognizing this fact, it becomes useful to Results were generated by first determining
characterize the strength or some critical damage what constitutes damage resulting in injury tolevel of a given building by means of a function occupants. The greatest separation distance was
which covers the entire range of load-time then determined which for the given quantity of
histories capable of producing that same level of explosive would just preclude the occurrence of
damage. A peak load-impulse characterization
scheme (Ref. 6) serves this purpose. It is
illustrated in Fig. 1 where the function shown
represents a level of damage for different
combinations of peak pressure and impulse.

Procedures for evaluating the strength of
*buildings in a blast environment are fairly well

established at this time. Making use of such
structural analysis methods together with

*, probabilistic methods, and making use of available
experimental data, more reliable safe separation

• .distances can be established.

STRENGTH OF BUILDING STRUCTURES CL

Analysis of the response of buildings against
- the effects of blast produced by accidental

explosions has received a miniscule amount of
attention as compared to that of other hazards,

" such as earthquakes. The civil engineering Impulse, 1/1
profession, outside of one or two government s
agencies has completely ignored the problem
described in this paper, as has the architectural FIG. 1.-Peak Pressure-Impulse Characteization of
profession. Thus, information on the response of Structural Response (1o Is the ideal
buildings to blast effects, or formal procedures impulse, P0 is the magnitude of a
or guidelines are not readily available. What step load producing the sam response).
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TABLE I INCIPIENT FAILURE OVERPRESSURES (PSI)
AT SELECTED PROBABILITY LEVELS (7)

Building Category Probability of Failure, Percent

10 50 90

1. Single Story Frame Residences 1.5 2.2 2.9
2. Single Story Load Bearing Residences 2.0 2.8 4.0
3. Two- or Three- Story Frame Single 1.6 2.3 3.1

Residences, Row Houses, Apartments,
Motels

4. Mixed One- and Two- Story "Store 2.0 3.2 4.9
Front" and Light Commercial Masonry
Load Bearing Wall Buildings

5. Multistory Steel Frame Apartment 3.5 5.2 7.5
Buildings, Four to Ten Stories

6. Multistory Steel Frame Office and 3.6 5.4 8.0
Institutional Buildings, Four to
Ten Stories

7. Same as (6) except More than Ten 3.6 4.9 7.5

Stories

8. One- Story Masonry Load-Bearing Wall, 1.8 2.8 4.6
School and Institutional Buildings

9. Masonry Load-Bearing Wall Industrial
Type Buildings, One Story 1.7 2.6 3.7

10. Light Steel Frame Industrial Type 3.7 5.0 6.8
Buildings, One Story

11. Heavy Steel Frame Industrial Type 5.4 7.2 10.0
Buildings, One Story

1 psi - 6.89 kPa

this level of damage. Due to the significantly boundary. The analysis of damage concluded that
different definitions of damage as well as the blast effect was similar to that produced by
quantities of explosives involved, the results in 16 metric tons (35,300 lbs) of TNT detonated at a
Tables 1 and 2 are not directly comparable, height of 45 meters (147.6 ft). If DoD quantity-

distance criteria were applied, for this quantity- Separation distances based on current of explosive, inhabited buildings would be usafeo
regulations (Ref. 1) are included for comparison beyond aoVt 1312 ft (400 m) scaled dtances of
in the lower part of Table 2. It will be noted 40 ft/lblJ. Damage to conventional inhabited
that in six of the cases (see asterisks in Table buildings extended beyond these distances. For
2), the separation distances stipulated by the example, a roof collapsed at a distance of 1312 ft
current regulation are inadequate. This occurs (400 m); ceilings collapsed at 1755 ft (535 m);
mostly for buildings with large span roofs. It is 100 percent window glass breakage extended to
noted that potentially lethal effects of debris about 2300 ft (700 a); 75 percent window glass

- from failing neighboring buildings were not breakage was observed at a distance of 3900 ft
considered In the analysis described. (1190 m); approximately 20 percent window glass

breakage was observed at a range of 9005 ft (2745
SELECTED ACCIDENT DATA i); door ano window glass damage was observed at

1755 ft (535 m). The authors state that the blast
• On June 1, 1974 an explosion occurred at the load duration was long in comparison to the

Nypro Ltd. plan at Flixborough, Lincolnshire, response time of the structures observed. The
England (Ref. 9). The explosion followed the long duration was probably because this was a
ignition of a cloud of cyclohexane vapor mixed volume explosion (a cloud), rather than a

- with air. It resulted in 28 fatalities, numerous condentsd explosive (a point source). Thus, peak
* injuries and extensive structural damage. overpressure is directly related to damage in this

Structural damage extended well beyond the plant case.
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TABLE 2 SAFE SEPARATION DISTANCES. PEAK OVERPRESSURES AND IMPULSES
FOR INDICATED QUANTITIES OF EXPLOSIVE AS DETERMINED BY
STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS (8)

Target Quantity of Explosive (lbs)

1.000 TOWoo 100,000 1,000,000
R P I R P I R P I R P 1

, House (Split Level, 290 1.79 30 776 1.36 54 2089k 1.0 92 4500 1.0 190
%, frame-brick)

Church (A-frame 250 2.15 35 1185* 0.77 35 3481* 0.52 54 8000* 0.48 106
construction)

School (One-story, 180 3.64 48 496 2.49 84 1671 1.36 116 5500* 0.77 155
masonry)

Office Building 140 5.68 61 323 4.60 128 928 3.0 206 2500 2.15 340
multi st)ry, R/C
frame, boock walls,

Mobile Home 340 1.45 26 790 1.23 50 1900* 1.08 1(2 4950 0.82 172

* Bus (Passenger) 230 2.45 38 550 2.10 72 1280 1.90 151 31O 1.59 272

% Camper Pickup Unit 250 2.20 35 620 1.75 64 1520 1.45 128 000 1.10 212

Comercial Jet 200 3.00 43 539 2.15 73 1253 1.97 ISr .'O 1.97 315
Aircraft

Person (Male, 230 2.5 38 496 2.50 80 1068 2.50 180 2300 2.5 370
168 lbs)

DOD minimum distance
requirements (ft):
(a) blast hazard 400 862 1855 5000
(b) blast and 1250 1250 1855 .000

fragment hazard

R x Separation Distance, ft.

P - Peak Overpressure. psi

I - Impulse, psi ms
1 ft - 0.3048 m, 1 psi - 6.89 kPa
*'safew distance is greater than that required by regulations.

Fig. 2 is a compilation of data (Ref. 5) from his home a mile away and struck him. Minor
accidental explosions, categorized by types of injuries and major building damage occurred
damage. It IiA seen thatygen at a scaled distance throughout the residential areas closest to the
of 50 ft/lb 1 ' a (20 m/kg 1/ ) all levels of damage refinery (Ref. 10). Information as to the yield,
except "demolished" are found. Although most of i.e., the equivalent quantity of explosive
such exceedences are found in the lesser damage invlved is not available at this time.
categories, it Is important to emphasize that low
blast intensities cover larger land areas than do CONCLUSIONS AND RECOIHENDATIONS
high blast intensities. The potential for damage
and injuries in the larger areas of low-level There Is increasing pressure for land
blast effects can, therefore, be very significant. adjacent to hazardous facilities, previously used

Fr, agricultural purposes, to be used for

On July 25, 1984 two explosions occurred cowmercial development. Land developers should be
within minutes of each other at the Union Oil aware of the potential for damage near chemical
Company refinery in Romeoville. Illinois. and explosive manufacturing and storage facilities
Seventeen workers were killed and at least twenty (e.g. tank farms), and along transportation routes
one were injured. Structural damage extended well (highways, railroad tracks, railroad switchyards,
beyond the plant boundaries. The blast was "felt" ports and navigable rivers) where hazardous
up to 35 miles away. It flattened buildings at material may be carried.
the 1030 acre plant and toppled a 55 ft utility
tower more than two miles away. A five foot piece An effort should be undertaken to develo
of sheet metal struck a house half a mile away quantity-distance charts on a ratioras
from the refinery. A nine month old boy was put probabilistic basis; taking Into account the
into the Joliet hospital with head injuries differences in response from types of structural
sustained as a jewelry box flew across the room in systems, components, connections, materials,

" 15



* I)ISTANCE (TIiOUSAID FEET)

"*. BASED ON 3,25,000 LOS. OF EXPLOSIVES
I 7 P 10

MINOR DAMAGE FROM GLASS OR MEDIAN
MISCELLANEOUS SMALL ITEMS

1 SLIGHT DA4AGE: DORS, SASHES, OR FRAMES
MEDIAN 4 REMOVED) PLASTER AND WALLBOARD BROKEN;

SH1INGLES OR SIDING OFF.

l,. i II|II ' I11s . .. ,.
MEDIAN -W MODERATE DAMAGE: NALLS BULGED. ROOF

CRACKED OR BULGED, STUDS AND RAFTERS

BROKE.., .,I ,illl, I, I. , ,
MEDIAN -- SEVERE DAMAGE. STANDING BUT SUBSTANTIALLY

I DESTROYED. SOME WALLS GONE

.*- 1lII IIIl II 3,,., . ... .

MEDIAN 4. DEMOLISHED'. HOT STANDING-°A
0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70

SCALED DISTANCE = K, ft/lbl/ 3

(9 , M/kg "

FIG 2.-Distribution Plot for Categories of Damge (5)

building orientation, etc. In those cases where 5. Barricade Effectiveness Evaluated from
. buildings cannot meet stipulated separation Records of Accidental Explosions," Armed

distances, then guidelines for the design and Services Explosives Safety Board, Department
retrofitting of buildings to resist accidental of Defense, AD 487554, July, 1966.
explosions should be developed. 6. Abrahamson, G.R. and Lindberg, H.E., Peak

Load-Impulse Characterization of Critical
Results of previous studies indicate that Pulse Loads in Structural Dynamics', Dynamic

when specific protective measures are considered Response of Structures, Pergamon PresInc,
in the design stage of an engineered building, 1971
then such measures can be obtained at little or no 7. Pickering, E.E. and Bockholt, J.L.,
additional cost (Ref. 11). "Probabilistic Air Blast Criteria for Urban

Structures', for Office of Civil Defense,
Contract DAHC20-67-C-0136, OCD Work Unit
1154F, Stanford Research Institute, November
-971.

8. Custard, G.H., et al, 'Evaluation of
Explosives Storage Safety Criteria', Falcon
Research and Development Company, March 1970.
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EXPLOSIVE FUEL IGNITION EFFECTS ON

AN AIRCRAFT NOISE SUPPRESSOR SYSTEM

"* V.R. Miller

Flight Dynamics Laboratory
Wright-Patterson Air Force Base. Ohio

ABSTRACT :'.re of a n suppressor system (NSS) fol-

This paper presents the results from a test in 1 ti .,. jV1; i,.t ..... '
which the door acceleration and the pressure

* environment were measured in an aircraft noise DESCRIPTION OF TEST ARTICLE
suppressor system, following the delayed ig-
nition of the augmenter fuel of a turbofan The NSS used during the testing is shown
engine such that an explosion of this fuel in Figure 1. The aircraft was positioned in
occurred. The system was instrumented with the NSS such that the aft portion of the air-
hydrophones, as well as accelerometers and a craft is inside of tne secondary enslosure
high temperature microphone. The resulting (see Figure 2). The primary air intake muf-
data were used to define the effects of the flers (PAIM) were positioned in front of the
augmenter fuel explosion pressure on the no'se aircraft engine inlets., The PAIM reduces the

. suppressor system and Its components. noise produced by the engine compressor, which
is medium to high frequency and requires mini-
mal acoustic treatm:.nt to achieve the required
noise reduction. The secondary air intake
seals around the aft portion of the aircraft

INTRODUCTION and provides an acoustically treated path for
the cooling air which mixes with the engine

Stalls of turbofan engines are caused by exhaust in the augmenter. The augmenter, in
afterburner hard starts caused by a missed or conjunction with the engine, acts as an edu-
late light-off or blow-out. This is followed ctor, causing the ambient air to flow through
by an explosive auto-ignition of the fuel mix- the secondary air intake and mix with the
ture a few seconds later by the hot exhaust engine exhaust. The augmenter is sized to
gases. Augmenter blowouts result in an un- bring in sufficient cooling air and cause ad-
burned fuel mixture being ignited explosively equate mixing prior to being discharged in

• inside the augmenter section of the engine, the exhaust muffler. The exhaust muffler
. A pressure wave propagates forward up the fan directs the exhaust vertically to obtain noise

duct, and the resulting backpressure causes attenuation by spherical dispersion and in-
the fan and/or high pressure compressor to cludes acoustical baffles for additional noise
stall. In turn, the afterburner can be blown reduction. In the forward part of the aug.en-
out again due to the fluctuation in flow ter are cooling tubes which spray water into
caused by the repeated sequence of stall, hard the exhaust to limit the temperatures in the
start and stall of the fan and/or high pres- exhaust muffler to 800OF during afterburner
sure compressor. This chain of events can operation of the engine. The water and water
continue until the engine core does not have tubes also break up the engine exhaust which
enough energy to accelerate. In the meantime, reduces the formation of low frequency noise

• the combustor continues to pump hot gases into which is otherwise difficult to attenuate.
the turbine section which can overheat and

* suffer an overtemperature condition. This can
result in turbine blade damage. INSTRUMENTATION AND DATA REDUCTION PROCEDURES

Stalls caused by augmenter blowouts have The NSS was instrumented with nine 3/8
occurred during ground run-ups when snapping inch diameter hydrophones, one high temper-
an aircraft engine throttle from idle to maxi- ature microphone, and two acceleronLters.
mum afterburner. These blowouts have resulted Ilydrophones were used because of their excel-
in damage to noise suppressor systems. For lent frequency response characteristics and
example, bolts have been sheared, stiffeners are typically used in blast and shock measure-
broken, and welds cracked. A test program as ments. lhe location of the instrumentation is
performed by the Flight Dynamics Laboratory to shown in Figure 2. A complete description of
deternine the magnitude of the pressure at the data acquisition instrumentation is given
various locations within the secondary enclo- in Reference 1. All data were continuously
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recorded on one fourteen channel tape record- TEST RESULTS
er. Ihe magnetic data tapes, recorded during
testing, were analyzed on a General Radio Ana- Two successful augmenter blowouts were
lyzer and Raytheon computer. Overall pressure acnieved by snapping the engine throttle from
levels were measured with one-third octave idle to zone 5 afterburner with a 3 second
band and narrowband analyses performed for augmenter igniter delay (Runs 9 and 10, see

, selected transduccrs and test conditions. Table I). Figure 3 through 5 present pressure
. Further details concern~iog calibration and da- versus time plots from Run 10. These data in-

ta reduction procedures are given in Reference dicate that at least two fan stalls and two
1. compressor stalls occurred before the engine

throttle was backed off. This sequence of
stalls could have been repeated many more

TEST PROCEDURES times [2], but were stopped for the purposes
of this test program. These stalls had a du-

Data were obtained by the surveys, identi- ration of approximately 100 milliseconds at
fied in Table I as Runs 1 through 10, which locations in the secondary enclosure (Figures
include the conditions at which the aircraft 3 and 4). The predominant stall cycle's du-
was operated. All the runs were conducted ration is shorter at locations in the PAIM
without an engine shutdown. Run number 1 in- than in the secondary enclosure (40 milli-
cluded running the engine in all stages of seconds, Figure 5). This is significant be-
augmenter to establish baseline data. Runs 2 cause there is more energy in a "waveform which
through 10 attempted to simulate augmenter has a longer duration when compared to another
blowouts and auto ignitions by delaying aug- waveform of the same pressure rise but smaller
menter ignition. Throttle advances to each duration. A wave of longer duration will show
zone of aum,"-nter power were conducted with a stronger low frequency components that are im-
one second igniter delay. Runs 2 through 6 portant with regard to structural response and
did not result in an explosion. With the ig- integrity. This will be shown later. These
niter set for a 3 second delay, the throttle daLa and other unpublished data [2] show that
was advanced from military power to zone 2. the propagation velocity of the overpressure
with no explosion (Run number 7). The throt- pulses is approximately equal to the ambient
tle was then snapped from idle to zone 3 (Run speed of sound.
number 8) and then from idle to zone 5 (Runs
number 9 and 10) to prevent the augmenter Large differences in pressure and waveform

. fuel from being ignited. Only Runs 9 and 10 were seen in comparisons between plots for
resulted in an explosion (the desired simul- which an augmenter blowout was achieved to
ation). During Run 10, the bolts at the lower plots were a blowout was not achieved [1].
left end of the upper door stiffener truss Data from Reference 3 with engine operation in
were broken (Figure 1).

TABLE I Summary of Test Runs

Run Throttle Subsequent Throttle Augmenter
No. Setting iovement lcmiter

1 Military All five augmenter Normal
zones

2 Milltary To Zone 1 Augmenter One Second
Delayv

3 Military To Zone 2 Augmenter

4 Military To Zone 3 Augmenter

5 military To Zone 4 Augmenter

6 Military To Zone 5 Augmenter One Second
Delay

7 Military To Zone 2 Aumeter Three Second
Delay

S Idle To Zone 3 Augmetr

9* Idle To Zone 5 Augmenter

10 Idle To Zone 5 Augmenter Three Second
Delay

*Cases for which explosions occ, rre
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a normal zone 5 afterburner mode are very sim- While it is Important to know how the
ilar to data obtained when the engine throttle pressure waveform varies with time, it is
had been snapped from idle to zone 5 after- tquallyimprtant to know how the structure of
burner. This indicates that the pressure en-
viromiont in the NSS is not increased by a
snap throttle movement and igniter delay un-
less an augmwnter blowout takes place.

The absolute value of the largest ovrr-
pressure is ploatted against a ratio of offset .
distance to the distance from transducer to

the engine exhaust nozzle ) in Figure 6 for

the hydrophones located in the secondary en- "
closure. This figure shows that the over- I
pressures are reasonably constant for the
range of X ratios measured. Based on this,

it is reasonable to assume that the pressure
over the upper door is uniformly distributed

" .1 .'..... i I:  ;  . .. . . .

FIGURE S Pressure-Time Curve for Throttle

Snap from Idle to A/8 5 with 3 sec-4 . : ' ' OWd AuImentr Igniter Delay (Run
.. 10) ,,o-Idrophone 10

......... .

FIGURE 3 Pressure-Time Curve for Throttle
Snap from Idle to A/B 5 with 3 sec.
ond Augmenter Igniter Delay (Run
10) - Hydrophone 1

I'llI4 M~i ume

* II .

I *.S .5 .*S t.* ,. 1 .1

FIGURE 4 Pressure-Tim Cve forTottlFUE 6 Nondimnsionl1zd Nozzl-to-Trans.IGR 4 r M Cul e o r thottec ducer Distance as a Function of Ab-
Snap fi r Idle to A/D e with 3 sc- solute Value Of Maximum Overpres-
10d Augetr Ignter Delay (Run sure for Hydrophones I through 7
10) - Hrepbome 4 from Runs 9 and 10
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the NSS is affected by the overpressure. M and N suggests that the upper door's natural
Figure 7 shows an acceleration versus time frequency before the pressure pulse broke the
plot from Run 10 of the accelerometer located I71
on the upper door. Note that the door expe- bolts was approximately 7 hertz (u .) An

riences several very large amplitude peaks. analysis performed In Reference 1 verified
Also note tre large decrease in amplitude that this frequency of 7 hertz was, in fact,
between the first, second, and successive the upper door's natural frequency hefore the
positive peaks. This decay is related to the bolts were broken. For this analysis, the
damping by the concept of energy dissipation upper door was modeled as a rectangular plate
per cycle of vibration. The acceleration is consisting of two freely-supported edges and
approximately a damped sinusoid and can be de- two free edges. The approximate frequency
scrihed y exponential and sine terms of the expressions of Warburton were used [4].

- fdt  wee s h
form e sin (fpt + *) where fd is the Figure 0 through 10 show the power spec-

damped natural response frequency, is the tral density (1 hertz bandwidth) for three

ratio of equivalent viscous damping to criti- hydrophones from Run 10. Consideration of an
cal dampin,! (damping factor), f is the envelope for the PSID's in Figiire, 8 and 9 re-

p veals two distinct regions. At the very lovforcing (excitation) frequency, and f is an2
arbitrary constant frequencies, the spectrum varies as f2, so

that the spectrum rises at 6 dB Jer octave

W,,r$luul with tile peaks identified in up to a maxitmm frequency of - hertzI i-pilq '. i.t % l oh: -.hown III~ hm til! 011111,1n n y rVA I.

factor ; is equal to 0.085. This factor is as given In Reference 5. Above this maximum

important because the resultant muloti (if it frequency comes a range over which the spec-

upper door depends on the auount of damping trui is inversely proportional to f2 and its
existing in the door and surrounding structure. value falls at 6 dB pcr octave. The duration
The period of oscillation T is the time re- of the pulse At for the hydrophones located
quired for the door to repeat its motion. The in the secondary enclosure %I through 7) was
spacing of peaks toI tit t2 shows that the found to be approximately 100 milliseconds

period (equal intervals of time) was approxi- (Figures 3 and 4) which should yield a maxi-

mately 0.65 seconds, which corresponds to a ("- n)

response frequency (fd) of 1.5 hertz (T - -f). Figures 8 and 9 do show peaks in this fre-dd quency region. Frequency peaks in this region
This was the upper door's response frequency are important for structural response, this
after the stiffener bolts had been broken. being the region where significant resonance
Because the breaking of these bolts detached amplification might be expected from funda-
the stiffener at one end, the upper door's mental modes of the NSS. Since it is the low
stiffness and natural frequency were reduced. frequencies that have been increased, it is
Therefore, it was necessary to calculate thp expected that the stress levels produced by
natural frequency of the upper door before the peak overpressures in the structural
the bolts broke. elements of the NSS will also be increased.

Using the peaks identified in Figure 7 as

.5,'

'i.A

.141

to AB 5 h 3 S n ay
FIGURE Ru 10 foel r A c- eleCrmeter IThoctte on Upe oromI
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by the pressure pulse equal to the disturblnq
pressure pulse was equal to:

f1. _._ f____12_0.

C I (1 -f ), 1 + [ 2 ,. 1  )Of.d

~~I ~ J 1'This term normally is referred to as the maq-
nification factor or frequency response func-~Z~ y tion.

Sna fo Id e 5wih3sc

ond"' mete Igniter Delay (Run

* Figure 9 shows that the peak in the fre-
quency spectrum of the prezsure pulse measured
on the upper door was between 4 and 6 hertz.

* ~The dynamic effects of the upper door to the_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _-

pressure pulse must be considered since the ,

e)(Citation frequency (4 to 6 hertz, f P) was u '
approximately 1/3 to 1/2 of the upper door's FIGUBE 10 Acoustic Power Spectral Density
resonant frequency (7 hertz , fd). This means Distribution Obtained from Throt-

thttedfetodo ceeain hc tle Snap from Idle to A/B 5 withthatthedeflctin (r aceleatio) wich3 Second Auguenter Igniter Delaywas caused by the pressure pulse must be mul- (Run 10) - Iirophone 10* tiplied by a factor to obtain the dynamic re-
* sponse of the upper door. This ratio of maxi-

mum amplitude (or maximum acceleration) divid-
ed by the amplitude (or acceleration) caused ~e manification factor for the funda-

rent:al rode ras been plotted in Figure 11 with
_________________________t"' upper dcor modeled as a single degree of

1 freedlom systenm. This fizure shows the effects
of %-rious frequency ratios on the amplitude

.- for a damping factor 5 of 0.085 when the door
is s-.5bjected to a uniformily distributed pres-

* . p \;'..sure. For co-parison, the darrping factor of
0.3 was also plotted. N~ote that, as the fro-
quency ratio is increased to one, the magni-

30!.'j fication factor increases. Also note that the
lower the damping factor the higher the magni-I ~ ~ I;:~ ~ficition factor. For the present case two

I g'u.~frequency ratios can be cosdrd 0.57
and y 0.86) at the darping factor of 0.085.

If 4.Figure 11 shows that the magnification factor
I for these two frequency ratios are approxi.rately 2 and 4.5. This means that the dy.%mic

respense of the upper door was 2 to 4,5 times
2 the static response. If the pressure pulse

uuutw Ihad been applied statically to the upper door,
FIQUR 9 Acoustic Power Spectral Density It would be deflected. However, since the

Distribution Obtained from Throttle excitation frequency was close to the door's
Snap from Idle to A/B 5 with 3 sec- natural frequency, the actual deflection was
ond Aum ter Igniter Delay (Run increased in proportion to this magnification

10 yrophone 4 factor.
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.eCONCLUDINC REMARKS
., 5-- h.nThe experimental investigation reported

herein indicates the following conclusions:

-/ 0.20 "'1. A fundamental mode (7 hertz) of the
. ." noise supressor system's (NSS's) secondary

...... * enclosure upper door was excited by an aug-
* menter blowout in which the engine throttle

"I was snapped from idle to maximum afterburner
1 --- with a three second augmenter igniter delay.all This resulted in the failure of the bolts

i J holding a stiffener truss on the upper door.

0.4 lj i2. The maximum overpressure occurred in
the primary air intake muffler.

.3. The dynamic effects of the upper door
I iI must be considered since the excitation fre-

*_____ _quency of blowout (4 to 6 hertz) was close to
0!3 0.6 & 1 tho NSS upper door fundamental resonance ( 7

-* hertz). Considering these dynamic effects
2F WMIX 11;' WIMP" " showed that the dynamic response of the upper

FIGURE 11 Dynamic Magnification Factor with door was 2 to 4.5 times the static prssure.
'" Respect to Ratio of Forcing Fre-

quency and Natural Frequency of RLFERENCES
Upper Door

1. Miller, et al, "Nloise Suopressor Over-
An alternative analysis based on modeling pressurization Test," AFFDL-TM-78-114-FEE,

the excitation as a single sinusoldal pulse December 1978.
and ignoring damping predicts the magnifica-
tion factor for the two frequency ratios given .. Private zc.cr::r ic1tlon with M. Schmidt of
above to ba approximately 1.2 and 3 E6]. How- the Aero-Propulsion Laboratory, Turbine
ever, since the excitation in the form of Engine Division, W.right-Patterson Air
stalls during the testing could have been al- Force 2se, Ohic.

i lowed to continue many more times, the magni-
fication factors, as predicted above by the 3. Iller, et a), "Acoustic and Vibration
steady - state tnalysts, are considered to be Survey cf an Engine Operating in a Test
more appropriate. Cell," AFFDL-TM-76-99-FBE, September

1976.
-S It appeared that, based on the preceding

discussion, the stiffening truss on the upper 4. Warbarton, "The Vibration of Rectangular
door increased the door's natural frequency in Plates," Proceedings of the Institute of
such a way that it was in the same general Mechanical Enineers, Serial'A-V'T.-M,
frequency region as the overpressure pulse. to. 12, . 371-384, 1954.

* As a result, the door has greater response
with stiffener attached than if it were unat- 5. Johnson and Robinson, "Loudness of Sonic

" tached. The addition of more stiffening would Bangs," Acustica, Vol. 21, pp. 307-317.
change the door's natural frequency. However, 1969.
it is estimated that it would require more
than four times the present amount of stiffen- 6. Harris, C.M., and Crede, C.E., ed, ShocR
ing to raise the door's natural frequency to 'nd Vtbrat nn Handbook, 2nd ed., p. S_ 6.
at least twice excitacion frequency region of. McGraw - Hill, New York, 1976.
the overpressure pulse. Damping could also
be added to the door in the form of shear
bars, shock absorbers, constrained layer
treatment, etc., to be used in conjunction
with the existing stiffener truss to lower the
door's deflection when excited by an overpres-
sure pulse. Another approach to designiny the
door would be to remove the present stiffening
truss and use damping treatments, exclusively
to lower the door's response. The actual fix
which was used consisted of piacing two rigid
bars from the door to the back wall of the
se::ndary e%-losure so as to raise the door's
na-iral frequency out of the eAcitation fre-
quency region. These bars were located at the
1/3 points of the door.
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BLAST AND FRAGMENT RESISTANT SYSTERS (BFR) - TEST R.SULTS

Bernard C.J. Vienings

Hulley and Associates, Pretoria.

ABSTRACT erected and lined-up against a kicker angle
fixed to the footing.

A description with sketches is given of
the Blast and Fragme,|t Resistant (BFR) wal- , . .. I1'.1
ling system, which consists of formed metal 9 1
sheets joined together to constitute both the
permanent formwork and the reinforcement to
the concrete, which is poured into the void
between the sheets. Tests are described and if
results outlined which were carried out with

a 460 kg (1000 lb) GP air bomb, RPG 7, 68 mm Figure I

aircraft rocket, explosive charges and mines.
All tests results were succeesful within the
design criteria. A static flexural test is
also described.

SYSTRM DESCRIPTION --

The pttented Blast and Fragment Resist-
ant (BFR) walling syntem is t composite con-
struction it steel and concrete, designed to
provide protection against weapon effects in
a more cost effective manner thoa does con-
ventional reinforced concrete designed for
protection.

The basic component of the BFR system is I Figure 2

a wall element shown in Figure 1, consisting of I
interlocked external sheets. The two faces
are tied to each other by diagonal panels
shown in Figure 2 which, in zig-zag fashion,
form the lattica-work of a rigid mould into
which concrete is poured.

The sheets, which are presently available
in three thicknesses, 0,8, 1,0 and 1,2 mm,
provide the necessary reinforcemen'. to the
concrete. The sheets are presently rolled in
three modules : 200 m, 250 m and 300 mm
thJck walls. The standard sheet profile is
shown in Figure 3,

The sheets are pre-cut to dr ailed lengths, Figure 3

marked and delivered to site.

After conventinal concrete foundations have
been cast with starting reinforcing bars to
project and tie into the walls, the sheets are
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The external sheets easily interlock into A sandwich type construction has also been

each other at their shaped ribs in male-femle developed consisting of two walls 400 m apart,
fashion as shown in Figure 4. The sheets in with the void being filled with crushed stones
the two external faces are staggered so that usually 40 to 80 ma in size, as shown in
the ribs may receive the lacing panels. These Figure 5.
lacing panels are slid in from the top and
secured with self-tapping screws. The
assembled sheets form a rigid mould ready to
receive the concrete. The lacing panels are
perforated with circular holes to allow the
flow of the fresh concrete through them.

,: - Figure 5

Ink daftn uThe walling system has been put to the
following uses:

- Protective walls up to 10 m high
- Above ground buildings to resist weapon effects
- Ammunition storage magazines
- Chambers to resist effects of internal explo-

Figsure 4 sions ranging from 2 to 250 k8
- General protective walling systems to protect
against attacks ranging from purely intrusion

The external sheets form the min rein- and bullets, to direct hits from RPG 7 rockets,
forcement to the concrete. They provide the light artillery of the 122 am type, mortars
section with symmetrical tensile and compressive and general purpose aerial bombs.
reinforcement. The steel ribs are deeply
embedded in the concrete, ensuring good bond
between concrete and reinforcement. The lacing SYSTEM TESTS AND RESULTS
panels form a lattice-work properly securing
the external faces to each other, and also act 460 kg GP air bomb at 10 m distance
as a uniformly distributed shear reinforcement.

The sample tested for the above criteria

The only reinforcement bars that are was a 250 mm thick, 2 m high B R wall used to
necessary in the walls are the starter bars form a 2 m long x 1,5 m wide cubicle.
from the foundation walls, and corner bars at
a connection be-.ween a wall and a roof slab. The test sample was placed with the first

face being 10 a away from the centreline of the
Into the rigid steel mould which has been bomb which was laid on a wooden trestle 1,5 a

assembled a pumpeble 30 Pa (4500 p.s.i.) mix, above the ground. After detonation of the bomb,
with slump between 100 and 150 me is placed to the following results were observed (see
complete the construction of the walling system. Figure 6).
The system produces a strong, ductile and
fragment resistant component for the construction A number of large craters were observed
of protective walls and hardened buildings. The having penetrated the first sheet and the con-
sheeting forms a natural anti-spelling plate crete to a maximum depth of 40 ma. There were a
which is not available in conventional reinforced multitude of small hits with no penetration. The
concrete walls. back plate of the wall resisted any spelling

and showed absolutely no signs of any damage
or deflection. Damage to the first face was
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Direct Hits of 61 mm Aircraft Rocket

0The sample tested for the above criteria was

a sandwich section consisting of 200 mm BFR wall,
a 200 mm gap filled with granite stones of 40 mm
size and a rear 200 me BFR wall.

Rockets were fired at the sample and two
direct hits were registered.

The damage to the sample was localized to the
vicinity of the hits, with the exterior metal
skin being removed by the blast, and the exposed
concrote pitted to a depth of 20 to 30 mm. There
was no other damage to the sample, and no evidence
of bulging or breaching on the back face. The
exposed concrete was in no way cracked. Since
only the first leaf of the sample was damaged it
can be inferred that a single 200 - BFR wall will
supply 130% protection against this rocket.

Placed Explosive Charges and Mines

The BFR walls were also tested against placed
explosive charges. The following was observed

Fiire 6
- 1,7 kg PE4 plastic explosive shaped charge does

breach a 200 - thick BFR wall with a localized
opening about 400 m x 500 mm - Damage is very

local, with no propagation of cracks. A local.
bikini gauge placed on the inside face of the - 1 kg PE4 plastic explosive does crater a 200 m
front wall did not register any blast effects, thick BFR all (200 mm x 400 - crater) but does

Direct Hits of RPC 7not pqnetrate the wall.
Direct Hit of RPG 7- 1,7 kg PE4 plastic explosive shaped charge does

crater a 300 mm thick BFR wall but doe6 not
The sample tested for the above criteria was penetrate the wall. The crater is about 300 m

a sanduich section consisting of a 200 mi BFR in diameter and 80 - deep. The back skin of
wall, a 400 mm gap filled with granite stones the tested wall was bulged outwards by ±

of 40 mm size and a rear 200mm BFR wall over an area of 0,5 M'.
(see Figure 7). -a special charge (mine) was also detonated on

the same 300 mm BFR wall sample. This mine
Several RPG 7 rockets were fired at the contains about 2 kg of HE explosive but not

sample from a distance of 100 m. optimally shaped. The mine caused a crater of
300 mm x 500 mm to a depth of 100 mm. The back

All the rockets that struck the target, skin was bulged outwards by ± 20 mm over an area
penetrated the outer 200 mm BFR wall, the 400 mm of 0,4 m'.
granite stones and about half of the inner 200 mm
BFR wall, causing a heavy local plastic deforma- Static Moment-Rotation Teats conducted on 200
tion on the exterior face of the second BFR wall. thick BFR walling samples
The rear metal skin of the wall prevented any
spalling of the concrete. From the above blast tests it becomes apparent

that the BFR section offers a great degree of
ductility and is capable of deforming deeply into
the plastic range, and thus can resist blast loads
by absorbing large amounts of energy in internal
plastic deformation work.

To assess this degree of2ductility, static
loading tests were performed to determine Lhe sta-
tic moment-rotation relationship of the composite
walling system in the direction of the "span" of
the sheeting system.

Figure 7
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Simply supported specimens, 2 m long, were Ductility
loaded across the full width at mid-span by a
knive edge load (see Figure 8). Support rotations The most important advantage of the system is
were monitored by means of rotation gauges for its high ductility, as illustrated by the static
support rotations up to 50 and larger rotations moment-rotation test.
were monitored by means of a centrally located
deflection gauge. Load was applied and Resistance to blast is achieved by the defor-
recorded through a Macklow Smith hydraulic mation mechanism of the structure whereby the
testing machine, externally applied energy is absorbed and con-

verted into internal deformation work. The larger
Maximum unit bending moment values were the deformation accepted by the structure with-

plotted against augle support rotation as out failing, the better its performane against
shown in Figure 9. blast.

An angle support rotation of 13,50 was ob- Figure 10 shows the comparative energy
served without failure at the plastic hinge. It absorption capabilities of BFR, laced reinforced
was not possible to pursue the loading curve and ordinary reinforced concrete sections.
as the midspan deflection of the specimen had
reached the maximum clearance of the testing The high ductility is mainly the result of
machine.

- the use of commercial grade mild steel for the
It is interesting to compare this large sheets; this allows a high percentage of elon-

support rotation S13,5*) as agaii.st what is gation of the sheets before failure;
normally reported for laced reinforced con- - the lacing arrangement of the sheets whereby the
crete (120) and ordinary reinforced concrete (20). lacing panels hold the compression side of the

41- |sheets in position and prevent the early
buckling of the compression side;

- the confinement of the concrete into triangular
zones which probably contributea to an increase
in concrete strength.
Wi. UNal ruVE HF.sumEs JMVY Ams000 BY

Figure 8

APPARENT 1I0, :4

CAPACIT
OF WALLING

Ftgure 9 -AN6J M S 10TAT IT I *"
Resistance to Fraymnta Finure 10

30, The BFR walling section has shown during the
tests an excellent capability to resist fragments.
This is probably due to the stagered arrangement

0 5 of the external sheets and the continuous barrier
AVEAG UPOT OO ( 0 presented by the diagonal panels. Also, damage is

very localized. The impinging fragment is accep-
CONCLUSIONS ted and confined in the triangular zone formed by

The concept of using composite laced steel two adjacent lacing panels, and concrete des-
sheet and concrete as used in the BFR wallin truction is localized within that triangular

system offers some definite advantages over the acceptor zone. Concrete cracks do not propagate

traditional use of concrete in protective through the wall.

structures.
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Anti-Salling

The external sheets used as permanent form-
work are placed at the extreme fibers of the
section and provide thus natural anti-spalling
plates containing the secondary concrete fragments
which are customary in reinforced concrete
elements subject to blast and primary
fragments.
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ASSESSMENT OF MODULAR STRUCTURES N BLAST AND SHOCK ENVIRONMENTS

%: iMichael K. W. Wong

Air Force Weapons Laboratory
Civil Engineering Research Division
Kirtland Air Force Base, New Mexico

ABSTRACT SYSTEM ASSESSMENT JIDELINES

. Application of a set of System Assessment Several areas must be considered when con-
Guidelines to blast and shock testing of modular ducting a comprehensiv, evaluation program. Re-
structures provided the basis for development of a quirements, objectives, scope, and approach must
comprehensive test and analysis program. This be organized in a manner which insures that they
program sought to characterize the blast and shock are all satisfled by testing and analysis. By

* environment, determine the response of the struc- designing the program according to a set of gener-
its predominant modes of al System Assessment Guidelines, appropriate test-ture, and determine ing and analysis efforts can be assured.failure.

By conducting tests and analyzing the data, The basis for the system assessment efforts
load, response, and failure mechanisms were deter- starts with identification of 'he function and re-
mined. This paper will describe the role of System quirements for the structure. Three components
Assessment Guidelines in developing the objectives must be defined: (1) the environments that the
purpose, and scope of the program. It will also structure must function in, (2) the basic struc-
discuss the testing and analysis efforts undertaken tural configuration to perform the required func-
to study these structures. tions, and (1) the load and response mechanisms.

Knowing any two components allows for solu-
tion of the third. Thus, three types of system

INTRODUCTION assessment problems may be formulated. The first
type of problem consists of a specific environment

Structures designed to resist the effects of and a given maximum level of response. The solu-
blast and shock are often required to protect peo- tion to this problem requires design of a suitable
ple and equipment, However, design tools to devel- structure or system. The second begins with an
op such structures are generally limited. Thus, a environment and a predetermined system. Here, the
design may not always account for major response solution involves determining the resulting re-
mechanisms or dominant failure modes. Actual blast sponse. This type of an effort is an analysis
and shock testing of a prototype structure will problem. Finally, the third type of system as-

. often determine if the proper protection levels are sessment problem occurs when a system with maximum
attained. The loading environment, and response permissible response levels is given. To solve
and failure modes may also be determined. Such this problem, the environment which produces the

. testing, however, is often expensive and time con- maximum response level must be determined. This
suming, and the resulting test data can still leave type of problem could be called limit analysis.
unknowns unanswered. Thus, a comprehensive
approach is needed, combining field testing, data In any particular system assessment effort,
analysis, and optimization. This approach has been any combination of these three types of problems

- termed System Assessment Guidelines. might have to he addressed. Very often the entire
effort is Iterative among all three problems.

These guidelines have recently been used to
develop a broad evaluation effort to determine the Ii simple mathematical expressions the typi-
suitability of cylindrical and rectangular modular cal problem may he stated as.
structures in providing a particular level of blast
and shock resistance. The evaluation combined a S - fd(ER) (design) (1)
testing program and analytical effort to charac-
terize the blast and shock environment and to R a fa(E,S) (analysis) (P)
determine the loading, response, and failure mecha-
nisms of modular, reinforced concrete structures. E - fl(S,R) (limit analysis) ( )
Testing consisted of four separate test series,
each with a number of test events. Each test where S is the system or structure, R is the re-
series was followed with detailed analysis to sponse, E is the environment, and Id, fa, f1 are
determine the behavior of its particular modular the functions relating the components for the
structure. various types of problems.
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In an Iterative cycle, Equation 2 may be sub- s'.;s format has been recently applied to half-

-- stituted into either Equations 1 or 3, depending buried, modular, reinforced concrete structeres.
upon the type of problem. The resulting system or
environment would he used to drive a subsequent TEST PROGRAM
analysts problem. The process would iterate until
it converges to the desired soliition. Thus, sclu- General scructures which have the capability
tion of an analysis problem Is the key type of of resistino the effects of high-explosive blast
assessment effort. Figure 1 schematically outli- and shock are often needed to provide protection

- nes these processes. Testing would provide an to peopie or equipment. By applying the concepts
9 effective tool to solve the actual prohlem at of the System Assessment Guidelines, a comprehen-

hand. Since test data consist of response mea- sive program for evaluation of such structures was
surements, testing can most readily meet analysis- developed.
type problems. in such a situation, the envton-
ment and system are predetermined and the response In this particular case, the basic system as-
Is measured. Then, fa remains to be determined. sessment problem was one of analysis. The struc-
The major load and response mechanisms charac- ture ,or system was prespecified as being composed
terize fa, of cylindrical or rectangular reinforced concrete

pipe sections. The sections could be assembled in
-a wide variety of configurations and perform a

number of functions. Environments were also spe-
I I i.- cified, based on the expected proximity of the

structures to various detonations. Thus, the_L _-unknown system assessment component was the
response.

Syst Therefore, the Initial effort in the system( Rinal assessment process was to conduct testing to de-
Ib dI 1.- termine the structure's response. Based on the

. I esiPU Accepted testing results, If the response was determined to
'A alsi I" L constitute failure, a redesigr effort would cor-

, L rect the problem, followed by iteration to an ac-
ceptable. If the response was determined to be

Figure to. h,a Proes well ider the maximum allowable levels, a limit
analysis process would be ,ntered to find the

-limiting environment.
% 7 - _Since confidence in the expected behavior

IS i:levels was low, a two-phased testing approach was
T- developed. The basic system assessment framework

'sI Limit Analysis !"Puts t I was modified such that results from a less compli-
I -~ cated analysis problem would follow into a more

I Iarmut rigorous analysis effort. Phase-1 tested a simpleI A I al configuration of the concrete pipe sections with

itoudy es, limited instrumentation. The test rerults gave an
indication of the dominant load and response mech-

_._ .Moment anisms and determined which areas of the structure
L_ uanL,. should be instrumented more extensively in the

second phase. Phase-2 tested a more complex ar-
Figure 14. Limit Malysis , rangement of the pipe sections with a greater

amount of Instrumentation. This phase used the
By conducting tests, a particular system is knowledge gained from the first phase to determine

subjected to a created envi-omet. The interac- the optimum gage and detonation locations.
tion of the system with the environment creates
the loading and response mechanisms which are With two structural shapes and two test pha-
recorded as test data. Thus, testing is appli- ses, the testing program consisted of four test
cable to all three types of problems. series named the Multi-Unit Structure Test.

Since testing of every system configuration MUST-!: Phase-1; Simple Cylinder
and environment of interest is generally not pos- MUST-I1: Phase-I; Simple Rectanglesible, the immediate aim of the available experi- MUST-11: Phase-2; Complex Cylinder

ments is to conduct the tests which will yield MUST-IV: Phase-2; Complex Rectangle
data revealing the important loading and responsemechanisms. Also, the test data should indicate With limited lAstrumentation and test eventsthe predominate failure mechantsms. in Phase-i, a relatively small amount of data was

generated and analyzed quickly. The simplicity of

By applying the results of analysis to either these tests allowed some measurements of the
design or limit analysis problems, the entire response, given the structure and environment.
spectrum of system assessment problems may be ad- The resulting Phase-2 testing was a more efficient

Sdressed. The application of this type of an as- use of resources, based on the lessnns learned in
4.
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* Phase-1. Mistakes were minimized, and optimum stress waves From the ground shock propagated
test designs were produced. directly to the structure. The airblast generated

additional stress waves as it passed over the

MUST-I ground surface and berm. However, the soil did
not transmit a substantial amount of the airblast

MUST-I featured a simple cylindrical struc- energy into ground shock. Thus, the resulting
ture, consisting of four reinforced concrete pipe surface burst environment was rather benign in
sections with interior diameters of 8 ft (2.4 m) comparison to the buried burst environment.
and covered with a soil berm (Figure 2).

0
Event I (S)

Event C(S) Event A(s)

Event D(S)

S : Surface Burst
I - SuIed Bunt

Figure 2. MUST-I Test Article Figure 3. MUST-I Test Layout

Brnr types of bursts generated a variety of
The blast and shock environments were gener- strest vdyes which induced the major load and re-

ated by the detonation of 1000-1b bombs. Two spoise mochanisms. Extreme motions and excavation
* types of environments were generated for the test cauied during crater formation had little effect

series. The tirst type of environment was predom- on ;he loid and response mechanisms, since the
inately airblast, where the center-of-gravity of ranle of the structure to the charge was too
the charge was located on ground surface. The larLje. For other test parameters, such as dif-
other type of environment was predominately ground ferunt in itu soil, larger charge weight, or
shock. The charge was buried at a depth where clover range, crater-induced response mechanisms

: most of the explosive energy would be coupled into could become significant.
the ground, and the largest crater would be
formed. For a 500-lb (250 kg) charge weight, this For buried bursts, the load and response
depth-of-burial is 14 ft (4.3 m). mechanisms were generated by stress waves travel-

ing through the soil, The dominant initial load-
Four test events were conducted in MUST-I. ing was caused by the propagation of a compression

* They included two buried bursts alongside the wave (P wave) from the source directly to the
structure, one surface burst alongside the struc- structure. This wave created active loading con-
ture, and one surface burst on the longitudinal ditions on the lower upstream face as shown in
axis of the structure. Figure 3 shows the test Figure 4.
layout for the four test events.

Structural motion away from he load provided
The observations indicate that, at the ranges relief from the ictive stress. Since the struc-

which the structures were tested, little damage tural motion had a rigid body translation compo-
occurred. The buried side-on burst caused some nent, passive pressures developed over the down-

. cracking at some joints. The end-on surface burst stream area to re;Ist the motion.
produced minor crushing where the end cap was fit-
ted into the end pipe section. These observations Shear loads were generated by tangential
provide some indication of the possible initial passage of the P wave and the normal propagation

* failure mechanisms. of the S wive to the structure. Additional loads
were generated at later times by the arrival of

In general, the severest environments were reflected P and S waves at the structure.
produced by the buried detonations. For such

* bursts, the energy of the detonation was estimated The resilting response mechanisms were di-
to be almost completely coupled into ground shock rectly related to the identified load mechanisms.
with the resulting stress waves propagating di- The initial I wave loading was responsible for
rectly to the structure. In the case of a surface producing the major ovaling response. The P wave
detonation, a portion of the energy went into air- also caused r gid body translation. Shear waves
blast and the remainder into ground shock. The were also resionsible for rigid body effects.
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Free srfce Instrumentation for the tests was similar to

"/V sa the MUST-I set up. Accelerometers and soil stress
eftosrcal n of gages were used to measure the free-field environ-
mr li,,,ntort ment. Interface pressure, strain, and acceleration

INN gages were placed on the structure.

(a) Sauna-geeratqd waves.

Reflected

POO~l~nrtc I P-eves

;..cAir

-Figure 5a. MUST-11 Test Article

(b) Reflected "W".

Figure 4. Waves produced by a buried charge Event I(j)

For the case of surface bursts, stress waves
which induced the load and response mechanisms were
generated by energy coupled directly into the
ground and by airslap of the blast wave on the

* ground surface and berm. Both the direct-induced
i and airslap-induced ground shock produced P and S

waves, including reflected and refracted P and S Eveet A) Eveet 5(a)

* waves. However, since the available energy pro- vent C(S)

duced by the explosion was apportioned between
ground shock and airblast, the magnitude and
severity of the ground shock was less than for a /
buried burst.

. Upstream-induced ground shock produced the/ $_ surface Surlt
initial loads on the structure. These were S rid Burst

followed by downwardloads associated with airslap-
induced ground shock passing through the berm. The Figure 5b. MUST-I! Test Layout
upstream-induced ground shcok loads produced the
more significant response of the structure.

The observed load mechanisms were generated in
Although no failure occurred, the primary the same manner. Both P and S waves were deter-

potential failure mechanism for the cylindrical mined to cause the fundamental loading mechanisms.
sections is joint failure. Relative motion between However, the flat surfaces of rectangular sections

- sections would have to be resisted at the joints In did not shed the normal loads as efficiently as the
shear. The reduced thickness of the section to cylindrical shapes. Furthermore, the surface area
accommodate the bell-spigot joint and the absence of the rectangular sections was larger than the

. of moment transfer due to Joint dis-continuity surface area of the cylindrical sections, providing
induced a weak plane in the structure, Thus, load greater loading areas. Thus, the loads on the

* mechanisms which produce significant relative rigid MUST-II structure were more intense than the MUST-I
body translation between sections would be likely structure.
to induce a failure mechanism in the joints.

For buried bursts, the upstream face was the
' MUST-II most heavily loaded. The upstream region of the

floor was subjected to a fairly heavy load. Minor
The next series of tests were conducted under loads were induced about the structure as it inter-

MUST-Il. These tests subjected a structure, com- acted with surrounding soil during its response.
posed of four rectangular reinforced concrete pipe
sections, to four test events. The test scheme is Due to the different structural shape, the
shown in Figure 5. Similar to the MUST-I tests, MUST-Il structure exhibited different response
this series had two surface bursts and two buried mechanisms. Significant rigid body motion of the

, bursts. sections was a dominant response mechanism.

%'%
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Another significant mechanism was flexure of the
walls, floor and ceiling.

The rigid body motion component of the
response produced observable permanent displacement

r in the structure. Shear loads on the surfaces of
the sections produced longitudinal separation of
some of the sections, allowing soil from the berm

-' to infiltrate a joint. In addition, accelerometers
on the structure, in the plane of the bomb show

- rigid body motion trends upward and downstream.
Rigid body motion, moving the structure downstream,
caused the downstream wall to flex inward as
passive pressures were developed.

- There was an indication from the vertical
motion histories that the structure was pushed
upwards and then fell under the inflLence of gra-
vity, to cause additional shock as the sections
rejoined with the in place soil.

* The two surfdce burst events caused no signi-
ficant behavior. lhe load mechanisms were similar Figure &a. MUST-Ill Test Article

* to surface bursts created during MUST-I. The ini-
. tial Inads were generated by upstrea.-induced

ground shock. They were followed by additional
loads caused by airslap-induced shock waves pro-
duced by passage of the airblast on tie berm. BLAST WALL

The dominant response mechanism for the sur-
face bursts was flexure of the walls roof, and
floor. Apparently, insufficient ene gy was coupled
into ground shock to produce signifll:ant rigid body

*, motion.

The most likely failure mechan!sms for the
rectangular structures would be a failure of the LEEN

joints. As with the cylindrical structure, this K.,.
failure would be due to either longitudinal rigid e@ e@
body motion, causing opening of the joints, or
downstream translation, resulting in shearing of Figure 6b. MUST-III Test Layout
the joint.

Additionally, the walls of the structure could from concrete rectangular pipe sections. It was
be breached, constituting failure. A breach con- configured with a mair, tube with access tubes on
dition might be approached when rigid body motion either end (Figure 7).

., and local flexure are insufficient to relieve the
- loads, and the capacity of the wall is exceeded. In both of these series, the general load and

response mechanisms were similar to their Phase-1
* Either of these failure conditions could be counterparts. However, due to the bends in the

produced when the ground shock environment becomes longitudinal axes of the Phase-2 structures, addi-
sufficiently severe. Such situations would include tional response was expected. Also, the existence

. a larger charge weight or closer range. of a number of adjacent sections implied additional
restraint to rigid body translation.

MUST-Ill & IV
A!; determined in the Phase-1 testing, the bur-

Based on the preliminary findings of the ied bursts against the sic'e of the structure pro-
Phase-1 analysis efforts, the Phase-2 test series duced te most potential for damage. At the ranges
were developed. The MUST-Ill structure was i con- tested, it wa, found that sections near the plane
figuration of cylindrical concrete pipes, similar of the charge tended to mxie as a unit and were

* to the MUST-I pipes, but arranged in a longer tube, loaded similarly. The most severe joint distress
with two access tubes at either end (Figure 6). was generated at joints away from the plane of the
Test events were both surface and buried bursts, charge. At these locationt, large relative motions
From the Phase-1 tests, it was determined that had to be resisted by joints between sections with
buried bursts would be used to test the structure large dif'erences in rigid Wdy translation.
itself, while surface bursts would be used in
testing the entrance. In th? MUST-IV structure, relative rigid body

rotation between the section.; resulted in minor
The MUST-IV structure was similarly built crushing of the concrete cover on the joints. The
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41 equipment may be damaged during the response of the
A structure. Such equipment would have to be iso-

lated from the structure.

SUMMARY

The results of the Phase-2 test series could
be directly applied to any efforts to modify the
structure's design. For the specific parameters
used In the respective test series, the measured
responses could be used to drive a design problem.
The test results could also be used to determine if
the response of the structure constituted failure.
By conducting detailed analysis of the data,
improved understanding of load and response mecha-
nisms of the structure in a particular environment
can be realized.

The System Assessment process for these modu-
lar structures began as a preliminary analysis
problem, using simple structures in a given
environment. The structural response was recorded

Figure 7a. MUST-IV Test Article and observed. It also allowed a more effective
test setup for the more complicated phases of
testing which followed.

Based on the structures in Phase-2, a more
comprehensive analysis problem was approached.
This particular effort provided direct identifica-

6 tion of the behavior mechanisms. This ai:alyzis led
to additional adjustments in the design and bounds
on the load bearirq capacity of the structure.

,* By having an organized approach for evalua-
ting structures to withstand the effects of blast

* i"~ and shock, a proper balance of testing and analy-
1 1104411 sis can be developed. The System Assessment
I ,,min Guidelines provide a logical basis for such an
* "' evaluation. Their application to the assessment

modular, reinforced concrete structures in blast
Figure 7b. MUST-IV Test Layout and shock environment resulted in a successful

test program and a pair of structures which are
MUST-III structure did not show this problem due to capable of performing their intended functions.
its cylindrical shape.
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capacity of the section are insufficient to bear
the load. Such a situation may occur for a very
close detonation. It would probably be accompanied
by failures at adjacent Joints. Finally, fragile
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CHARACTERIZING IMPULSIVE FAILURE IN BURIED REINFORCED CONCRETE ELEMENTS

Timothy J. Ross

Air Force Weapons Laboratory
Civil Enginearing Research Division

Kirtland AFB, New Mexico

ABSTRACT

An analytic procedure has been developed, iu t)
using the classical elastic Timoshenko bem theory
to account explicitly for shearing deformations, KAN
for defining conditions under which reinforced SUPPORT

concrete beams and one-way slabs can fail in a
direct shear mode when subjected to distributed GENERAL FAILURE
impulsive loading from a planar source. The ZONE
theory is extended to account for nonuniform londs V

similar to these that generally exist from closely
detonated explosive point sources. The Timoahenko Fig.2 Generalized Shear Failure
theory has also been extended to include rota-
tional beam-end restraint to account for variable
structural joint conditions. Failure conditions
are investigated in terms of a new concept, the Heretofore, most analytic procedures posed to
instantaneous shear-span ratio, assess structural failure phenomena under impul-

sive load conditions have used continuum flexural
formulations such as the Bernoulli-Ruler bean, the
Kirchoff plate, and the Flugge shell theories, or

INTOODUCfION they have decoupled the flexural and shear respon-
ses by treating each as separate, single-degree-of-Considerable attention is being given to the freedom (SDOF) models. These studies have ranged

design of hurled reinforced concrete structures to from empirically based SDOF models [31 to yield-
resist the effects of blast and shock forces which line analyses [5,101 or multi-degree-of-freedom
emanate from planar or point sources [3-5, 9-II. analyses (91 based on flexural theory. However,
The focus of this attention, lately, has been on with impulsive loadings of ever increasing
the design for shearing loads which seem to be intensity, and with the associated short rise-

enhanced by impulsive pressures. This attention times to peak pressute, high-frequency charac-
to shearing phenomena comes with good reason. As teristics now domivte structural response.
explosive disturbances are initiated at increas- Because of this, il: is important that the coa-
ingly closer ranges to structures, the associated putational algori:;kms used to understand struc-
blast and shock forces on structural elements tural failure unde- impulsive loads also reflect
become higher in magnitude and generally quicker high frequency effcts in the equations of state.
in rise times. Studies [61 have shown that Such is the cave when shearing deformation* and
impulsive pressure situations enhance shearing rotatory inertia are included In the kinematic and
phenomena sore than flexural phenomena in very constitutive relations. For xample, the theories
early times after the shock disturbance is ini- involving the Timoshenko beem, the Xindlin plate,
tiated. Shearing failures associated with direct and the Federhofer arch adequately account for the
shear at a support (Figure 1) or a generalized extra complexity associated with high frequency
shear near a span interior (Figure 2) are of structural response. Recent studies [4.71 have
interest here. attempted to assess predominantly shearing-type

failures using these theories.q it)

This paper reviews recent developments in the
REAM failure analysis of reinforced concrete beams and

O-FOkIO KA one-ways slabs using the Timoshenko theory and
associated shear and flexure criteria [6,71. Theanalytic formulation of this theory provides for

OiKCTSHEAR FAIUFE EAI ORIGINAL POSITION an accurate assessment of the shear and moment
ZONE forces in a structural element as a function of

space and time. This formulation can be shown to
be an adequate substitute for the exact three-Fig.1 3ireet Shear Failure
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dimensional elastic theory for frequencies up to The beading mnment x and the transverse shear
about 100,000 rad/sec. This paper also addresses force V in the beam at a general section (denoted
the nation of an instantaneous shear-span ratio, as the coordinate x) along the beau span, can be
This ratio is a function of time and provides determined from the force deformation relations
another domain in which to assees the interrela-
tionship among various failure mechanisms.
Failure curves, defining peak pressures versus M -E14 .................................. (1)
rise time domains whets failures are possible, are V VAG(y'-4) ...................................... (2)
developed and compared to experimental evidence.

ANALYTIC MODEL and from the reported solutions [7] for homage-
neous initial conditions for the dependent

The classical one-dimensional Bernoulli-Ruler variables, y and *,
theory for flexural vibrations of elastic beos
becomes an inadequate model when higher modes need Y((X' G(,)in w.() - ?)dT..................(3)
to be considered. This theory is not uitable for () f.
transverse impulsive-type loadings hecause the
propagation velocity of the disturbance approaches 64(zt)m ()o G.(?)sinw.(I-)dt .................. (4)
infinity as its wavelength approaches zero. Both * ,
rotatory inertia and shearing deformations become
increasingly important in the higher mode.. A Y( . r'M._ \
good one-dimensional model for an assessment of ( -- P-1.+dx
high frequency influences on structural response G.()- . ...................... (5)
is the Timosbenko beam model [2]. An elastic (Y!
Timoshenko beam under the act'ion of 3 rapidly
applied triengu1r load is analysed in this paper
using the normal mode method. (Figure 3) In these relations k,G,I,A,L~r, and k' are the

modulus of elasticity, shear modulus, moment of

inertia, cross-sectional area, length, radius of

SPRING STIFFNESS LOD PER UMIT U -GH*Q (t) gyration, density, and shear deformation coef
ficient of the beam, respectively. The parameter
n refers to the mode number, so w is the natural
frequency corresponding to the ntl normal mode.
The beam is excited by a general transverse

tr. RISE Tire pressure q - q(x,t) end a general applied momentPe MeI which L set to sero for this study.

t ' TIWI FAILUR2 CRITERIA

0 tr t TIME ,In this paper failure Is defined to occur

when a concrete element reaches its ultimate load
carrying capacity. Whether this capacity is

Fig.3 Timoshenko Beam Model reached in terms of a shear or flexure mechanism
is dependent on the state of stress in the beam
and on which of the mechanisms is realized first
in the beam response history.

The well-known Timoshenko equations ore
solved using the assumption that the solution is failure in a flexural mode i defined to
characterized by harmonic motion. This asumption occur when a beam reaches its nominal bending
allows the beam vibration to be described by a capacity, denoted as Nc. This capacity can be
series expansion of the orthogonal modes, where computed based on Whitney's stress block and the
the temporal and space dependent featarse of the yield strength of the reinforcement. Criteria for
solution are uncoupled. In this case the solution thre important classes of shear failures have
is altered slightly because of the presence of been proposed 11], and their distinction described
elastic rotational beam-end constraints. The not- in terms of their relationship to certain magni-
s! mode solution is a function of a parameter tudes of the sheer span ratio. These criteria are
describing the stiffnese of the rotational beam- based on test results obtained in the static load
tad constraint. This parameter shows up in the domain. These classes of shear failure are termed
description of the Timoshenko beam normal modes, direct shear, deep-bes, and diagonal tension.
Because there are LwO dependent variables in the For direct shear, Vc, the failure criterion is a
Timoshenko formulation, the beam rotation due to function which relates direct shear resistance to
bending 4 and the beam transverse deflection y, sheer-slip along a crack plane, whether or not an
there will be two types of normal modes. These actual crack exists. This criterion Is valid for
two types are defined as flasure-shear modes and reinforced concrete specimens both with and
thickness-shear modes (7). The norml mode solu- without a precracked sheer plane. For deep-beam
tion is presented in terms of an orthogonal expan- and diagonal tension, the failure criteria are
sion of the normal mode shape due to deflection, functions of the shear-span ratio denoted by the

Yn, and an orthogonal expansion of the normal mode expression. N/Vd, where d is the effective depth
shape due to beading, On. of the beam.
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Tht failure criteria for Me and V. are -ERHN

uncoupled with regard to internal forces (i.e. He
Ls not a function of the shear force and V. is not A
a function of the bending moment). However, the
criteria for deep-beam shear and diagonal-tension
are functions both of the bending moment and shear 1mst0 ITRATUM 1E PLOSIVE
force, because of their dependence on the shear-
spaus ratio. %hen assessing the likelihood of a
structural element to fail in a particular mode.
it is much easier to compare flexural failures to
direct shear failures because of the decoupled
nature of the failure criteria. 1.

SOIL STRUCTURE INTERFACE PRESSURE I .'

Typically, most buried stvuctu.e experiments A
take measurements at the interface between the
structure and surrounding geologic medium with the
use of interface pressure gages. These interface TIVE(Nsse)
pressures can reveal a great deal about the struc-
tiral response and failure modes of buried rein- Ftg.6 Inxerface Pressure From Point Source
forced concrete elements by displaying the spatial
and temporal character of the interface loading.

. For example, expensive planar loads tend to engulf NUMERICAL EXAMPLE
a structure with a plane wave, and the interface
pressure is typically uniform along the span, as It Is interesting to compare various failure
shown in Figure 4a. In contrast, point souxce modes of a given reinforced concrete element to
interface loadings are highly localized because of impulsive loadings from a planar source and from a
a much smaller energy source compared to the pla- point source. This can be done quite conveniently
nar case. Pressure distribution# tend to be oonu- for the two modes of failure classified as direct
niform and, ore or less, proportional to the shear and flexure. To accomplish this, a com-
inverse of the square of the distance between the parison is made between normalized shear and
point source and structure as shown in Figure 4b. moment at a beam support (z-O) as a function of

NOHUNIFOMI PRESSU time. The moment and shear are normalized toNONUIFOR PRESUREtheir respective nominal strength capacities. MC
ilU 4* ,WI and Vc . It is then possible to determine whether

the beam is expected to fail in direct shear
7, # 4 4 before it fails in flexure.

X, 0 BEA L MAN An example beam, with nominal mechanical and,'0 geometric properties as shown in Table 1, is
(a) (b) selected for this analytic comparison. These

results are based on an analysis of the accuracy
Flg.4 Symmetric Interface Pressure Distributions and convergence of the normal mode solution

reported [7). The first twenty-one modes were
For a uniform pressure, the form of Equations 3-5 shown to provide convergence for the example
is considerably simplified because the external problem discussed herein. This number of modes
load will be a constant in the space domain. The was necessary beenause the higher modes are
nonuniform pressure from a point source is more strongly influenced by the beam shearing defer-
difficult because the pressure varies with space mutions. The highly impulsive nature of the
for all times; hence the resulting integrations loading excites the shearing deformations because
involved in Equations 3-5 are onerous. Interface they are associated with the higher frequency
pressure records for a typical planar wave 181 are thickness-shear modes alluded to earlier. By con-
shown in Figure 5, and those for a typical point trast, the moment relationships converged by
source [121 are shown in Figure 6. considering the first seven modes.

INTERFACE PRESSURE

P0  P0 P0 TABLE 1,-Exmpl Rilnforced Concr fe Seem Propetihes

Par s Dmoesln or veluO
-(1) (2)

.0 IUE 0 TNiE Length (L) 1.14 m (44.73 in.)
III2 F1Thickness (A) 0 15 m (7.25 in.)

- ---- Beam densiy (p) 2.400 kg/r' (10 pcf)
Shear modulus (G) 13.600 MPa (2 x 1W psi)
Modulus of elaaficity (E) 33,100 MPa (4.e x 10' psi)Si var deformtiom coeif'cient (k') 0.852

Poson's ratio (C,) 0.20
ffDirec sheaf capadqh" (t.,) 6.140 kis (13.300 ib)

itiate am t (M) 370 k-n t(.400 ln-bi
¢- Fig.5 Interface Pressure From Planar Wave ---- -
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Figure 7 showa a plot of the normalined sup-
port shear (V/V,) and notmalLsed support beading
moment (MN) versus ties for a naniformly distri-
buted pressure with a temporal variation as shown
io Figure 3, for the example elastic beam. The
plat is for a fixed boom and condition and for a f l L
given rise time and load duration as shown. As 4 VL
Several Important aspects of theoretical beam
behavior can b* seen in this plot. in the figure,___
the ties at which W/e a 1 is denoted as t' andI e l
the time at which N/N4 - I is denoted as t'. At4. '

early times, the normalized shear curves increase i
at a hither rate than the normalised meI

* curves. Nowever at later times, the normalised
moment curves Increase faster than the normalized
shear curves. Therefore, the occurrence of ~*
failure in either direct shear or bading depends
on whether the failure threshold (V/V 0 and
N/Nc equals one) intersects these curves at an
early or a later time, respectively. Figure 7 400
shows a condition where an early time direct shear * ~ ~

Nfailure is indicated (t1 < t"n). TK am~. ~)

Fig.8 Normalized Forces For Elastic-End Beam

~~'\ Aidealised triangular load shape in the time
domain) is Plotted in the P Versus tr domain, a

L . "failure curve." Typical failure curves for the
L n LL ample been with fixed ends are shows in Figure

9. These curves separate the Peak pressure versus
rise time domain into two regions. Combinations
of peak pressure and rise time which lie in the

4.0 /region above a failure curve define a loading for/ which analysis Indicates a direct shear failure.
Points that Ile in the region below the failure

* 3'.0 curve describe load parameter combinations which
It.:We will cause either a bending failure or no failure

2.0 1 amJ in the beam or one-way slab.

1. ,,aNOM1UFO LOAD

UIFORM LOAD

t't"PEAK pIESSUM 42

Fig.7 Normalized Forccs For Fixed-End Beam (P

The degree of the restraint at the beau ends 14
is another Important parameter that affects

* elastic failure. Figure 8 shows a plot of nor-
malized support shear and moment versus time for A

the example beam for a beam end restraint stiff- 11 3 .4
ness of I - 4I/zL. This restraint correspond to IOUE TINl (ISS)
the rotational resistance offered by a wail with
the ese properties and length as the beano as Fg9FiueCre
shown in the schematic in Figure S. A comparison l. alueCre

* of Figures 7 and 8 illustrates the Influence of
*nd restraint on the time parameters t' and t"~. In addition to being sensitive to certain
In early tine shear forces become more dominant load parameters such as the peak pressure and rise
over boadiug moments at the support as the beams time and to certain structural parameters such as
end restraint decreases, the lenth-to-depth ratio and the support

7 constraints. the failure curves for a particular
The transition from a predict~ed direct shear structural element are also sensitive to the spa-

failure to so shear failure occurs when t' - t". tial distribution of the Interface pressure.
If this transition for different combinations of Figure 9 shovs the failure curves for a uniformly
rise time tr and peak pressure Po (for an distributed pressure (figure 5) amd a soauniformly
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distributed pressure (Figure 6) where each procedure results in a series of failure curves,
pressure distribution has the same peek value and each representing a different location on the
temporal distribution (i.e., a triangular shape tn beam.
the time domain). The location of the curves is
to be expected, with the nonuniform curve being An indication of the adequacy of the failure
higher, since there is les energy in the nonuni- curve approach is seen in Figure 11. Points that
form load when compared to the uniform case. The fall above the curve are indicated by analysis to
nonuniform curve also increases with a greater fail in direct shear at a support, and those below
elope than the uniform curve as the rise time the curve to fail in flexure or not to fail at
increases. This behavior occurs because as the all. As seen, there is excellent agreement on
impulsive pressure approaches a atatic condition, this particular beam, except for the cases where
more and more of the nonuniform pressure energy possible mixed modes are involved. These
needs to be concentrated near the support for a situations may involve the other forms of failure
direct shear failure situation, such as deep-beau or diagonal-tension, and are

under investigation.
The instantaneous shear-span ratio, M/Vd, is

a function of time because of the temporal nature
of the quantities M and V. It is interesting to
look at this quantity and its relationship to the
static quantities used in design procedures (11. FAILURE CURVE
Figure 10 shows a plot of the instantaneous shear- LEEN
span ratio versus time for the example beam and 42 EE
the load parameters. The two curves are both for 0 0 DIRECT SHEAR FAILURE
a uniformly distributed pressure, but differ 20 0

according to two different beam-end restraint o POSSIBLE SNEAR-FLEZURE FAILURE
conditions. If the direct shear failure time W') 14 I1 FLEXURAL FAILURE
for these load conditions in taken from Figure 8 F R A E
for the elastic end condition and from Figure 7
for the fixed-end condition and superposed on the RISE TINE (SEC0)
tine scale of Figure 10, it is seen that the value

*of the quantity M/Vd that corresponds to direct
shear failure ranges from 0.1 to 0.22. These
transient values of N/Vd are les than the Ftg.11 Comparisons of Analysis and Experimental Data
suggested value of 0.50 for a direct shear failure
from static data [11, but they pertain to only one
set of cemporal and spatial (in this case uniform)
load parameters. SUm4ARY

0.7 An elastic Timoshenko beam model gives a
clear and accurate picture of the transient

0. -- FIXED (R-414 influence of shear and bending moment on elastic
-p. -R=4EI/L failure behavior in impulsively loaded beams and

0.5 one-way slabs. Direct sheer failures precede

M 0.4 - flexural failures in the early transient response
regime for certain combinations of load parameters

03 tr:O and beam end restraint conditions. The most

. tglusbc important load parameters affecting the failure
0.2 mods are peak pressure and rise time of the
0.1impulse loading and the spatial distribution along

the structural span. The beam end restraint

0 . alters the magnitude of the support beading moment
0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 much more than it alters the support shear force.

TIME (et) Direct shear failure curves developed from elastic

Timoshenko beas theory for uniformly distributed

Fig.10 Instantaneous Shear-Span Ratio impulsive pressures are found to be in good
"e agreement with experimental date. An approach has

been outlined to assess the influence of spatial
, For nonuniform loads, especially where the distribution on the eventual failure modes of a

peak pressure is located closer to the center of a member under impulsive pressure. Currently this
slab and away from a support, the analytic work involves the use of a failure curve and an
assessment of failure is more difficult. To instantaneous shear-span ratio. The utility of
assess a failure in the interior portions of a these parameters for distinguishing other failure
slab, the procedure described here takes on an modes such as deep-beam shear and diagonal-tension
extra variable-the location of the failure. To is being investigated.
accomplish this, the normalised shear and moment
quantities are monitoted in the time domain and ACKWIfOLUDGI11TS
along the length of the beam or slab. As soon as
either quantity exceeds a value of unity, both the This work was sponsored under &POSE Tresk
location and time of failure are catalogued. This 2302Y2 and is gratefully acknowledged.
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ABSTRACT deformation Is usually allowable. Second,
because it assumes a reflected pressure duration

Analyzing the response of a buried struc- that is long when compared to the natural fre-
ture to the nearby detonation of a general quency of the responding structural element.
purpose bomb is greatly complicated by the This is not usually the case. And, finally,
localized nature of the loading. Simplified because it assumes a uniform pressure distribu-
single-degree-of-freedom (SDOF) models are tion over the entire structural element.
desirable for preliminary design calculations
and for vulnerability calculations, -here the Specific procedures for computing more
large plastic deflections make other analytical reasonable estimates for design loads are given
methods more difficult and less reliable. Two in References 1 and 2. Reference I prescribes a
eseential parameters in the SDOF model are a pseudo-elastic design calculation for 'oderate"
resistance function and an equivalent loading damage in which the predicted peak reflected
function. A procedure is developed for esti- pressure on the structure at the point nearest
mating the load distribution on the structure the explosion is applied as a uniform pressure
based on the weapon size, its distance from the and the maximum resistance of the structural
structure, and the structural dimensions. With element being loaded is multiplied by 10. The
this load distribution, a load factor and a multiplicative factor is determined by the
resistance function are derived. The resistance damage level for which the structure is being
function is based on the yield lines expected to designed. If the element Just remains "elastic"
form fo i static application of the localized in this calculation, then "moderate" damage is
load. Tnus, the localized nature of the struc- predicted. This empirical method is based on a
tural response can be accounted for. Several large data base, and can give acceptable results
examples of computed structural response are so long as the calculations are for a configura-
compared with experimental data. tion similar to the data on which the empirical

factors are based. However, there is clearly
INTRODUCTION room for improvement. In Reference 2 an elasto-

plastic calculation is performed with an "equiv-
There Is a continuing need for simplified slent" uniform load. The equivalent uniform

analysis procedures for the response of struc- load is that uniform pressure that will cause
tures to conventional weapons. However, the the same maximum deflection at the center of the
highly transient nonuniform loads are difficult loaded structural element as would be produced
to approximate with a single "equivalent" - 3

pressure-time hiatory. Also, the localized by a pressure distribution that varies as r
prasure- host the leadingcausesacole twhere r is the slant distance from the explo-nature of the icading causes a complex, two-way, sien to a point on the loaded structural sis-

structural response, even in structures that are ment. While this is an improvement, taking into

designed and reinforced to respond as one-way ment th i is nairemef t aingI

slabs. The scope of this paper will be limited account the nonuniform nature of the loading,
to buried structures so that fragment loading the results are still. overly conservative when

will not be considered, compared to data. One reason is that the resis-
tance function for the equivalent uniform load

Simplified analysis methods currently in does not account for the localized nature of the

use generally give overly conservative results response. The procedure suggested in Refer-

when used for design, an~d can be very misleading ance 2 corrects for this by multiplying the com-

and nonconservative when used for vulnerability puted resistance by 1.5, and performing theand oncnseratie wen ued or ulneabiitydesign calculations with this increased
calculations. One frequently used approach to resisnce.

estimating a design load is to calculate the resistance.

peak free-field pressure at the nearest point on The procedure outlined in this paper ap-
the structure, multiply it by two. and design proximates the pressure at any point on the
the structure to withstand that load statically, loaded structural element as proportional to
This will, in almost every case, lead to an o3
overly conservative design. Pirst, because it r , where r is the slant distance from the

* assumes an elastic response when some plastic weapon, and computes the structural resistance
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based on yield lines expected to form under this further subdivided as necessary with a uniform
pressure distribution. average load used in each annulus section. Cal-

culations for M include compressive membrane
A CAL DR forces In the slab and assumes the yield line

pattern shown in Figure 3. From Reference 4, as
Assuming a point source for the explosion, modified In Reference 5. M can be calculated

the pressure at any point on the structure wall from:
*facing the weapon can be approximated by

('*" NJ -t 4 ~ $Sq$ [4 01 .0 )a 161
* ~whereri is i a )

14.
p(t) - pressure on the wall at a distance

r from the weapon

Po(t) - pressure on the wall nearest the +e(73,1 - 1  + .,]• . c .4 1)
weapon (distance D)

D - perpendicular distance from the " ":'',>(d. " i)" +

weapon to the wall

r - slant distance from the weapon to +m~d-.1 t.r[(-~ D.f (3)
the wall L J 7  ' J

External walls of hardened structures are where
usually long compared to their height, and are
normally reinforced as one-way elabs, heavy f' - compressive strength of the
reinforcement In the short span, or height, and C concrete, psi
light reinforcement in the long direction. How-
ever, the localized nature of the loading will i - 0.85 - 0.00005 (f' - 4000)

Lc
produce a two-way response, even In one-wmy 0.65 < 0i - 0.85
reinforced slabs. The extent of this two-way
action depends on the proximity of the weapon h - total thickness of the slab
and the relative amount of reinforcement in the
short and long directions. As a first-cut a - ratio of long to short span Of
approximation, the dimensions of the responding the responding area of the slab
area of the slab will be taken as the area with
pressures greater than (0.1) P, . or the actual 8 - assumed uldepan slab deflection

Sat maxiim resistance. T Is a
dimensions of the slab, whichever is smaller, steel tensile force per unit

The resistance of the slab will be based an length at a yield section, Ca
a yield line analysis that inclules compressive is a compressive steel force
membrane effects (Reference 4) and large deflec- per unit length at a yield
tion tensile membrane resistance as shown In section, C is the tompres-
Figure 1. lie ultimate slab resistance, R u sive force per unit length in
is given by the concrete at a yield sec-

F tion, primes indicate forces at

Sat 2 slab supports, and subscripts
u x I andy Indicate directions

(lenith and width respectively)
where Ft  Is the total load on the slab, WE In the slab

is the total external work done by the applied dx and dy - distance from the compressive
load, and Mi is the total work done by inter- face of the concrete to the

centroid of the tensile steel
nal forces in the deforing slab. The force Ft In the x and y directions
and the work WE were calculated by dividing d' and d' - ditance from the compressive

the slab Into annuli as indicated in Figure 2, x y face of the concrete to the
assuming the yield line pattern shown in Fig- ceutroid of the copzessive
ure 3, and calculating the average load in each stecl in the x and y directions
annulus. To calculate VE , the annulus was
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The limiting value of k. for one-way action
slabs is 8.0.

Ui AuLs. L.L length of short and long spans,
Q respectively, ft

AtsA AL total area of steel per unit
W Ividth in short and long span

direction. respectively,
2

________________In. /in.

DEFLECTION The different.'al equation of motion to be
Figue L Resstace fncton.solved for the slab response. y(t) is, from
Figue 1 Resstace fncton.Reference 7:

.7P,, etc KI (t5))+ Ft

O.8p, lot. \ where

0.9P P K.,m - load-mass factor

0.1pMt -total mass of the responding slab
area

Figure 2. Constant pressure annuli. R - resistance as defined in Figure I

______________________F(t) - total force on the responding slab
0. 1P0  area

Note that the load-mass factor is computed from
A ~the nonuniform pressure distribution, p(t),

0.1p deine InEqutionI ad te dfletedshape.
*(x,y) , defined as flat plates bounded by the
yield lines in Figure 3.

Figure 3. Yi4'ld line pattern.

As shown In Figure 1. the maximum resis- KI %K

*tance, RU I is assumed constant between aidapan A

*slab daflections of 0.25h and 0.5h. Concrete is RN-f *2C.y) dAIN,
crushing during the resistance decay region as-
sumed between midspan deflections of 0.5h and h.
At a aiispan deflecti,3n equal to h tensile mem- A

brans resistance beginas along a slope given in K. .(p(t) #(X.Y) dA,1(t)
* Reference 6 as

A * responding slAb se
A f

K'-k tS dy (4) a -inn per nt of slab aea
(12Ls,)2

where ()of~)4

K' - slope of tensile membrane region, Equation 5 was numerically Integrated using
psi/in, the Newmark 0 method * Details of the computar

program are liven io Reference 3.
f d - dynamic yield strength of t':e

y reinforcement steel COMPARISON WITH EXPERINWIAL DATA

and Calculations were performed for a series of
7 dynamic test described In Reference 3. These

kt13 tests were performed on buried, reinforced con-
crate, slabs that were 43 Inches high by 15 feet

4F y -)(-l/ *tLh AL long by 4.3- Ut 8.6-inches thick. The explosive
- used was 15.4 lb of C4 in ii stdl cylinder which

simulate4, assuming a 1/3-mca.e wall, an earth
* penetrating 1000 lb 'bomb. The simulated bumbe

wer* detonated ac various standoff distances.
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Test results are shown in Table 1. The number- REFERENCES
ing scheme to in keeping with that tn Refer-
ence 3, and the range is the perpendicular di.- 1. Department of the Army Technical Manual,
tance, D , between the center of gravity of the 111-855-1, "Fundamentals of Protective
charge and the slab. Design (Non-Nuclear)," Headquarters,

Department of the Army, July 1965.
Results of the calculations are also shown

in Table 1. Calculations for hi 9 on which the 2. Departrent of the Army Technical Manual,

maximum resistance depends, were based on the 115-855-1, Revision in publication.

assumption that the maximum slab resistance oc- 3. Baylot, J. T.; Marchand, Kirk; Kiger,
curs at a andspen deflection equal to 0.5 ttwe 3 . A.; and Painter, J. T.; "Response of
the slab thickness. Loads used in the calcula- Bured Structures to Earth-Penetrating Con-
tions were computed using Equation I th P(t)Engineering
taken from the measured data in Reference 3. and Services Laboratory, Technical Report,
Results in Table 1 indicate good agreement be- Tyndall, AFB, FL (in preparation).

tween calculated maximum reaponse and the exper-
imental data. 4. Park. R. and Gamble, W. G.; "Reinforced

Table 1.* Calculatioas and Data from Reference 3. Concrete Slabs." Chapter 12, John Wiley andSons 1980.

Test Range (D) !!!1mm eflecL1n-. 5. Guice, L. K.; Louisiana Tech University,

No. ft Data Calculati Ruston, LA; Private Communication,

4 10 0.38 0.31 Nov 1984.

5 5 2.13 2.80 6. Wiehle, C. K. and Bockholt, J. L. "Dynamic
Analysis of Reinforced Concrete Floor Sys-

5A 3.75 Breach 12.5 tes"; Technical Report, May 1973; Stanford
Research Institute, Menlo Park, Calif.

6 5 1.56 1.58

7. Biggs, J. 1. "Introduction to Structural
7* 5 0.63 5.2 Dynac. McGrai;-lll Book Co., New York,
9 32.94 5.20 NY, 196Z.

10 5 1.69 1.50

Slab 7 was 8.6 inches thick. All other slabs were
4.3 inches thick.

CONCLUSIONS

The computational procedure described here
accounts for the nonuniform pressure distribu-
tion on a buried structure generated by the
nearby detonation of an earth penetrating bomb.
The computed resistance of the responsing struc-
tural wall is based on yield line theory, it
includes compressive membrane effects, and it
accounts for the localized two-way response of
the wall. Predicted maximm responses using
this procedure agree well with data from a
series of dynamic tests using simulated 1000-lb
bombs. The simplified procedure outlined in
this paper reprve.tts a significant improvement
over those simplified methods that are in gen-
eral use at the present time.
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* ABSTRACT "OMPUTRR PROGRAM

This paper presents the application of The computer program REICint [11 is
the nonlinear dynamic analysis computer based on energy principles using static and
code, PPICON, to two specific types of sur- travelling plastic hinges and a rigid per-
vivability problems: Underground hardened fectly plastic constitutive relation
shelters and runway damage assessment, between the hinge moment and its angle of

rotation. For flextire the basic assumption
. The computer program RFICOI was used is that the failure mechanism is by plastic
- to analyze a generic reinforced concrete hinges; and failu'e, defined by actual

structure to determine its survivability at material separatior, results from gross
various weapon stand-off distances. Local- rotation with reinforcement tensile fail-
ized shear failure and flexural response ure. Shear failure is assumed to occur
calculations are performed using fourth- early in the dynamic loading process and is
order Runge-Futta and Newton-Cotis numeri- based on a critical velocity associated
cal inteqration techniques to solve the with a critical impuLse.
differential equations of motion and
energy. Punway damage analysis was per- The flexural reuponse for plates will
formed for both vertical and horizontal be described here briefly and details of
buried cylindrical charges. The crater the analysis for plates and beams are
radius and apparent center-point displace- given in the references [1-31. The failure
ment versus the charge center of gravity mechanisms for plates are shown schemati-
were obtained for a generic concrete runway cally in Fiqure 1 anil the details for the
section. The paper concludes that REICON plate are shown in Ficgure 2. Similar mech-
provides reasonable analytical results with anisms are assumed for beams. Using Figure
a minimum of data preparation and computer 2 the equations oZ motion for the assumed

* execution time. plastic hinge response may be written. For
the inclined portions (1) and (2) the equa-

INTPODUCTION tion of motion becomes

The problem of predicting response of
reinforced concrete structures to localized ++
underground explosives is rather compli- mea7lfX (z2 + 1) - X- (z+ 1
coted if all the parameters of the mate-

* rial, structure and loading function are
taken into account. A finite element b
program could possibly handle all the para- ) f() p(x,y)xdydx
meters required for the analysisl however, 'x

many of the parameters associated with the A
d dynamic properties of concrete and soil/ a
structure interaction loads are just not

. available. Couple these problems with all
the other standard large deflection, large fzbx h f a

strain, nonlinear material, nonlinear geom- + f(t . p(xI)ydxdy(
etry problems; these codes become almost
economically prohibitive to run.

This paper describes a rather simpli-
fied computer code with very short running X)+ Z

A time that uses a response failure mechanism . n -. +
% based on the method of plastic hinges or

yield lines. A very brief description of
the computer model and the results of two - FM U(1 + AW)a
examples of its use are given in the

- followinq sections.

•, .-. .4..- .. .. .
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.-, Figure 1. Plate response and failure mechanisms.
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and for the flat portion (3) the equation Edge shear failure, defined as con-
of motion is plete severance of the plate from the sup-

ports at the edges is assumed to occur when
the internal hinge forms at the edges.
This may be analyzed in a fashion similar
to a metal beam analysis of Reference (61

m(l-X)(l-zX)abs where a cretical velocity for complete
severance at the edges is calculated. The

*. result of this analysis qives the critical

' f(t)f bf p(xy)dydx (2) velocity as

Xh fzbxh
a 6cr = (20'7 /3) (aud/P) (4)

*, - nw(1-X)(l-zX)ab

which is independent of the dimensions of
the plate and depends entirely on aud, the

where- ultimate dynamic tensile strength of the
r'einforced concrete slab and tho slab Aen-

mass per unit area sity 0 . The critical specific impulse,
A-R aspect ratio - b/a Icr , required to cause shear failure may be
X xh/a expressed as
zb final hinge position
f(t) time variation, load function
p(x,y) spatial variation, load • )

function Icr = Ph6cr ( (5)/3)(paud)
F hinge moment multiplier,

natural hinge F = 1,
fixed edqe F = 2

?II plastic hinge moment/unit dist. where h is the slab or plate thickness.
• a,b plate dimensions using a linear rule of mixtures for density

" loadin direction, and dynamic tensile strength Oud the crit--

loadedI below n=l.0, ical impulse becomes
loaded above n=-l.O

Xh hinge length
x,y plate coordinates [2

e hinge rotation angle I cr = (v'/3)h 0 [~ +pr (I-q)ac~d +qcdl 6)
w weight per unit area cr

. 6 center point deflection

The initial position of the hinge may be

, determined by the initial conditions where q is the volume ratio of rrir orcing

element and subscripts c,r refer to con-
crete and reinforcing element 1rsp ctively.
The applied specific impulse is given

6ax--6 = generally as /

f' la f t .1 cr p(t)dt (7)
Tap j0

where p(t) is the time varying uniform load
If the initial response is a Mechanism 2 and T cr is a critical time for shear
then the hinge motion is towards the Mecha- response, on the order of a quarter period
nism 1 mode as shown In Figure 1. The of the fundamental flexural mode or the
spatial. integration of Equations (1) and period of the third or fourth flexural
(2) are performed numerically using a mode. When lap exceeds Icr, then shear

* method of Refererce F41 and resulting dif- failure at the edges is assumed to occur.
ferential equations are solved numerically

* using a fourth order Runge-Xutta method of For localized shear failure, a static
Reference [5). Failure is assumed to occur localized hinge mechanism given in Refer-
when a reinforcing element fails in ten- once (71 and shown in Figure :1 was used.

* sion. rhis criterion is incorporated into Again the critical velocity/impulse criter-
the computer model. ion was used in the following manner.
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BURIED RECTANGULAR STRUCTURES
A.A

A typical analysis was performed on a
generic reinforced concrete rectangularly

shaped personnel shelter approximately R
feet high, 12 feet wide, 100 feet long and
12 inches thick. The structure wall was
assumed to behave as a simply-supported
plate with the explosive charge fully

• coupled into the soil. The load on the
structure was characterized by an exponen-
tially decaying pressure-time history with
a user-defined decay constant. The spatial

SECTION A-A variation of pressure was characterized by
the Hopkinson or "cube root" scaling func-

A tion with user defined constants (Reference
81. The explosive chacge was idealized as
an uncased spherical charge located at

Figure 3. Schematic of localized breach by shear. various standoff distances from the struc-
ture (Reference 91. Figure 4 contains the
complete input and output data for one such
analysis, The standoff distances (Z1 and-" Z2) and the pressure durations were varied
as the charge was moved from 10 to 40 feet
from the structure wall. Additional exam-
ples are contained in Reference [1].

1. A loadinq symmetric about either s
axis through the plate center was RESULTS FOR BURIED RECTANGULAR STRUCTURES
assumed.

The results of the individual analyses
" . Starting with an initial radius are summarized In Figure S. As the weapon

equal to the thickness of the is moved away from the wall, the structural
plate, an average grecific impulse response becomes p-ogressively less until
I is determined by there is insufficient pressure to give a

response. The fact that the tension rein-
forcement fractures in flexure indicates
that the centerline deflection is excee-

T sive. When the results are tabulated in

T xr "fc r2 p(B,rt)d ddt (8) this manner, the response spectrum is read-
A JO JO ily apparent and easily quantified.

Approximately 35 minutes of central proces-
sor time was required for all eleven analy-
ses. Reference (11 contains additional
examples with favorable comparisons to
experimental data.

3. If Y<Icr then localized shear is
assumed not to occur. If 1>1cr
then increment h to h+dh and Tenalon 143x
recalculate f until I<Icr. Weapon Breach Reinforcement Centerlins

Standoff Radius Fracture Dcflection

4. The value of h+dh where Y is (feet) (inches) in Flexure (inches)
slightly greater than Icr becomes the
breach radius for localized shear. 10 48.0 YES N/A

13 48.0 YES N/A
Localixed shear failure coupled with 16 35.5 YES N/A

flexural response is Of interest where a l1 fTORP YES M/A
n slab is resting on soil containing a local- 22 NONE No 11.89

ized explosion. rhis problem is treated by 25 NOIE NO 4.83
determining the breach radius and then 28 NOITE NO 1.63

removing the breached volume and associated 31 NIONE NO 0.39
loading. The flexural response using a 34 NONE NO 0.04

Mechanism 1 response is then used to calcu- 37 * * *

late the upheaval of the remaining slab. 40 * * *

-he loading function is written goner-
ally sc that either cylirdrical or spheri- *Insufficient pressure to give response.
cal explosive shapes may be used. Details

* of these functioras are given in Reference Figure 5 Summary of Results
*" (11. for a Buried Rectangular Structure
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CALCULATIONS Oc A CONCRTE PLATE 
PAGr I

BUAIE0 RECTANGULAR ITPUCTUMI ISPPIA1CAL CHIAOE 10 1 IOIII . 1It.9.4t

INPUT VALUES

K UA IrLv -$ SPAIN.I AI AL0 I 0N
SZ!,.I;+~P n 1"V IP o,. 99o

S oPPat FACOR 1 IRPLYo ARP 0FI
BILL €P t A I C.

dsR NRi ft'. 0 . O.-f. .I.. o .b *73,OGOOE-0

AS~ IFG CUE la" 1S1#1 189
Anil' P I . IN L A

m P ofV a a lglVTQ il

Is 11,1.. MIRI: INN:
IT 1R8 IV'

IJAISI hISJoIya, RATIO 'I"tl P!IAlTIO°
l NCAERWNT- I22C. Ii *

IRIL . PRINTED LINE. S.C. 31

COMPUTEO CONSTANT VALUES

,. , TO. . ,,,.INSIO ESSIRl0l !ENt, 1 N.'LIN.IRIU11IH POR UINI 111.50.fROil

IrRIGINAL HING LOCAT 0 S I"R.S@ IRil |!
O

W I

SIPPLY-TUPPORTIO GENERAL TIME FUNCION1 VEAICAL bALL BLAST LOAD

CALCULATIONS ON A CONCRETE PLATE LOCALIZED SHEAR FAILURE CALCULATION PAGE

BURIS RECTANGULAR STRUCTURE ISPPIICAL ChARGE1 10 OO530111. 11.2.41,

SIPLY-SUPPORTIO GENERAL TINE FUhClION VERTICAL bALL #LAST LOAD

BREACH RADIUS I RAC I CRITICAL

CALCULMIONS ON A CONCRETE PLATE FLEXURAL RFSPONSE ASSURING NO LOCALIES SHIEAR FAILURE PAGE 3

BURIEO RECTANGULAR STRUCTURE I5pHERICAL CHARGMS £0 BSIOII1. 11.29.4e

S|iPLY-SUFPFRTE° GENERAL TIRE FUNCTION VERTICAL bALL BLAST LOAD

"ISUCVS 111OtSI, RIVt ,)L$ l "PI Ki BE i iTA P IfRISWU R A o t!f a ., MIl.i i

0 0 0. 0 0.

7 RUA ASTERISKl INlICATES THAT A BEINFORCIN° EiLREN HAS FRACTURESO

Figure 4. Example Input and Output Data from REICON

, "
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RUNMYA DAMACP ASSESSMENT CONCLUSIONS

When an explosive device is placed in While finite element techniques are
the soil directly beneath a concrete slab, very powerful, they usually require large
the response may be one of the following: computers and long execution times. Tradi-

tional numerical integration techniques
a. breach or complete shear of a coupled together with explicit expressions

portion of the slab without appre- for the differential equations of motion
ciable damaqe to the other por- and energy offer an efficient alternative
tions of the slab, to solve the structural response of non-

linear dynamic systems. When one considers
b. flexural response usually in a the accuracy with which most material and

Mechanism I mode, or loading parameters are known, time con-
suming analytical calculations are often J

c. combination of a and b. not justified. The computer program REICOt'
t11 provides a quick and efficient alterna-

An optimum depth of burial of the explosive tive to larqe, general purpose finite ele-

below the concrete slab will give maximum ment computer programs and requires a
uiqheaval. This ortimum depth may be deter- minimum of data preparation and computer

mined analytically by REICON by initially execution time.
placing the explosive device in contact A
with the slab and progressively increasinq
the distance of the explosive from the
slab. At each depth both the breach or ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
sh,.ar radius and height of upheaval are
calculated. This calculation was performed The authors wish to express their
for an unreinforced concrete slab 2n x 20 appreciation for the efforts of the Air
ft, 1.0 ft thick resting on sandy soil con- Force Armament Laboratory for their assist-
taining a cylindrical explosive of 6.7 lb ance in developing and installing the
located directly beneath the center of the computer code REICON and providing ex-
calculation and the significant result

shows that the optimum depth for maximum
upheaval occurs where the breach radius
goes to zero. The experimental results of REFERENCES
explosive cylinders, inclined at approxi-
mately 300 to the slab normal, show an
optimum depth of 34 inches as compared to 1. Ross, C.A., Sierakowski, K. L., and

the average of approximately 35 inches for srhauble, C. r., "Concrete Breaching

the curves of Figure 6. This depth is Analysis," ArATL-TR-81-105, USAF Arma-

referenced to the midplane of the slab. ment Laboratory, Egltn AFB, Florida,

All the necessary data required for this nece.iber, 1981.

calculation are found in Reference AC.2. Pss, C. A.0 anal Schat'hle, C. C.,

"Failure of underground Hardened
Structures Subjected to Plast Load-
ings," AFOSR TR-79-0679, US Air Force

40 6 7 lb charge 8 office of Scientific Research, Bolling
-breach radius horizontal Air Force Base, n.C., April, 1979.

charge 3. P-ss, C. A., Schauble, C. C., and

:et 6 Nash, P. T., "Response and Failure of

0.. cha rg Underground Reinforced Concrete Plates
"" Subjected to Blast," The Shock and

vibration Bulletin No. 50, Part 3,
20 4 Shock and Vibration Information Cen-20 ter, Naval Research Laboratory,

C/ lftshinqton, D, C., pp. 71-Al, Septem-
U/ 2 ber, 1980.

'O 4. Hildebrand, F. B., Introduction to
- Numerical Antlysis, McG rxaw-il I -pt .

- 1- niCompany, Nw York, New York,
0 3 3 39 0 pp. 71-76, 1956.27 30 33 36 39 42

cg position of explosive. in 5. Hildebrand, F. R., Introduction to
Numerical Analysis, McGraw-Hill -ub-

Figure 6. Breach radius and height of upheaval vs cg I-T1U . Enompay, New York, New York,,A

of explosive below midplane oF slab. pp. 236-239, 1956.
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STRUCTURAL hZhP0UII UW LOCALIZED VINAMIC LOADS

Theodor Irauthamner and Mehul Parih

Department of Civil and Mineral Engineering I
University of Minnesota, Ninnapo!ie, Minnesota 55455

loaded by a simulated nclear environ-

*ABSTRACT ment and cases where the loading was

Studies at the Waterways Exp~erimentloayidueby- eicsI

*Station on the response of reinforood Since the end of WWII soot of the
*oonp "ets box-type structures nuder the research on lacdenees structural response

effects of simulated nuclear detonation. is us. U.S. was devoted to protection
*and under lecaiized high explosives from nuclear detostiona. and only in

detonations provided the required 6ata the last Live Years there was a revival
%for comparing the structural responses, of activity in the area of hardening

Analytical studios at the University of against conventioiial weapons. In, Order
Minnesota may provide additional to understand the satsce of the differ-

* infozmstion that can be combined with onces between these two envirooments. 88
the experimental results for explaining related to blast ad shock effects. eme

*the nature of the obderved behavior And has to study the expected loading 0oW-
the re~sons for such differences. This ditious that could be assoiated with
paper is aimed towards highlighting the suck *eets. an" to evaluate the struc-

*two types of behavior, and providing tural response accordiagly. For &*clear
brief disaussions on the results of detonations the blest and shook will
recent experimental and analytical Produce high intensity stress wave'that
studies. Propagate in the $%rownd and reach the

structure under cci siderat ion. The
stress field will Interect with the
entire structure since the nuclear

INMODUCTION ef focts &To acting an a large some in
the medium where the atrustare is

Crreat design procedures for pro- located. Under theiie conditions Noe nay
tective structures to resist convention- essume that the analysis ca be
&I weapon eifects are primarily based on performed by considering the variation
WWII tech~nology, &ad are similar to of load (i.e. pressure) with time Vhile
those described in let. (1). The quali- no significant spatial variation needs
ty of a design procidure can be enhanced to be considered. ft the Other hang,
by comparison to actnai system behavior Whom conventional detonations are

* and by 0061i'yin tits design reOmnda- considered tae Pressure wave Prapaates
tioes accordingly. As a result it seems from tae soure@ of ditoation which is
to be quite beportant to be able to ac- located sear the strieture (in cases
curately describe structural behavior whore the weapen Is far from the
undor tiseffects in whick one is inter- srcuetelseaerte ml u
ested. At this time there ar* questions to tits steep decay of Pressure with

* regarding the accuracy of the deseril'- diotance). sa" therofrms the applied
tionandderiitas~ o efectsanden-loads are acting on a relatively mill

riromment, as presented in Ref. (2) 0or area of the entire strueture. noe
siniiar documents, but this Issue Is not loading SEditicn 11der conveAtiOdal

4oaner consideration. in this paper. One weapon aftests are thetefcre defined by
may employ information from other .a presure-time history acm*ied 102h a
sources, for example Refs. (3.10) Is spatial distributien. and the nature of
order to better define the asticipated the struetural response is .oasiderably
loading conditions. ad to provide the different from that in the aselost
designer with More realistic intformatiss domain.
and recommendations. furthermore, the
purpose Of thIs paper is to diOcuc8 and
demonstrate the differences in structwr-

* &I response bet-**& the cases that were
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In order to study ad demonstrate the shoe: resistance fumtios in order
the differenes Is the structural to compote the sheer response of the
repose* sder those two loading slab. In those osese the pressure-time
ooaditzas it was decided to obtain test histories that wet, employed to
data from field experiseats, aud to represent the loading fanotias fox the
compare analytiena with experimental flexural ecmputst ions were seemed to be
results. Fortunately. seeh tests Vere uniformly distributed over the Stire

*conucnted on the same type of structures slab.
where tae main differences were related
to the source of loads. ft two series The structural systems wader
of tests seven reisforced coasete box- consideration veoe reinforced oncrete
type structures were subjected to box2-type structures with internal

*simulated nuclear blast by employing the dimeasiems of about 4 ft X 4 ft 1 16 ft
DET teshnique (1.4. ad 6). while in (1.2 a X 1.2 a I 4.S s) ad a wall
another series similar structures were thiok"e*s of 5.6 in (140 wu). The
subjeozed to the blast and chock effets nuclear load simulation wee generated by
from tae detonation of 9.Skh spherical a Righ Suplosive Simlator Technique
liii chargs (5).* These case@ were (MRT) applied to the soil frees surface
analyzed by employing a& advanced located about 2 ft (0.6 a) above the
siagle-degree-of-fredom (amW) structure, while the localized EU
numerical technique, and the results onviromment was generated by the
were compared to the experimetal detosation. of 21 lbs (9.5 kg) of
data. Previous studies at the Val- spherical lilT charges at various
varsity of Miamesota led to the develop- horizontal distane$s from the sides wall
meat of O1W procedures for studying the mid-height poiat. Utruetural mseasimse
response of reiaforced concrete struc- for these structures hae bve described
tural ayete"s under severe dyamic I& the literature (1. 4. 7. md 8). mud
loads, ad the results obtained by such therefore the information will act be
evaluations were quite cacurate, as repeated here. Nevertheless, the issue

*compared to experimental date (1. 4, 7. of the loadiag fusotien has to be
and 8). As a result, it was decided to discussed Is order to highlight the
employ the same technique for the diffrenees between the system

*analysis of the present structural responses, as presented seat.
specimens ia Order to ensure that a"y
difference in results between the two For the analysis of the structures
canes will be due to the type of loading uader the simulated nuclear effets it
condition to be Imposed on the was assumed to employ a pressure-time

*structureS, history where the peak pressure was the
average peak pressure f rem all pressure

ANALMTChL APYRDAC gauges. That load was applied as a
Uniformly distributed Pressure over the

*The systems under consideration are entire slab. Wheni the localized offsts
shallow-buried roisforoed concrete box- have to be oonsidered. the previous
type structure, as descibed I& Refs5. technique for representing the loads is

*(S. 6, and 7). The response under so ltser aceurate asn* the pressure
simulated nuclear blast envicemet was function includes a spatial distribution
discussed is Refs. (S and 9), while the as well as a ties variation. If cm
response under REU charges was preseated employs the load defisition tunotion,
In Ref. (5). The applicatien of gmw from the nuclear domsa for the
techniques for the analysis of such localized (i.e.. comveaticmal) problem,
systems was discussed is Refs. (1, 4, 7, the resulting structural behavior, as
and 8). mud is briefly desoribed sert. represented by data from the so"e

numoeal approch, will be much mere
719h structure was represented in severe than observed experimentally.

tht~ analysis by two resistasoc functions This is a clear iadicationt that the
one for the flezural response ad previous appreaeh for the load

'.another for the shear :esposse. In the definition tends to overestimate the
ooptto ypcllaigfuction applied loads, and therefore cannot be

oasoaplietio a tyial loadeingu employed for studying legalized effets

included an effective mass,.ihs udmtlsas*
characteristic system damping, and the
firwt resistance function. At each time In order to include the effects of

4 step various parameters were Oemputed the load spatial distribution on the
and the flexural central a@e*location structural behavior it was proposed to
was used to derive an effeetive invrtia normalizes the applied pressure through
force acting on the slab. That inertia the ratio of the loaded area divided by
fore$ was applied to a paeoed am th. total ares whisk is exposed to the
system that Included the total mass, ground eheek. This procedure has been
charasteristie structural damping, mud porfmwed by cmputing the pressure-time
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histories for unit areas of the slab, 5. Raser. S.A.. and Albritton, O.E.,
and inoluding the time-of-arrival of the 'espos. of Buried lerdened Box
load at the area of interest. Those Structures to the Effects of
pressures were integrated over the Localised ExplosionsO. U.S. Amy
subareas, and an effeotive history was Euilnsor Waterways Experiments
oputod for the slab. That loading 8ttion Technical Report SL-SO-l,
function was applied to the simulated March 1950.

structure for computing the system March 1980.

response. 6. tiger, S.A., Setoll. I.V.,

UIULIS $lawson, T.R.. and lyde, D.V.,
'Vulnerability of Shallow-Buried

Structural response under simulated Flat Roof StrastZos , iV.S.A
nuclear blast effects, and the Enginer Waterways Experiment
comparison to experimental data, is Station, Technical Report SL-30-7,

presented in Table 1. A similar Repotis 1 through 6. Septseber 1980
c comparison has boon performed for the through September 1934.

structures under the effets of the
spherical TNT charges, and the results 7. Krauthsnmer, T.. "Shallow-Buried RC
are presented in Table 2. These results Boz-Tpo 8t tructuroe, Proc. ASCE
may denotrato the effectiveness of the Journal of Structural Engineering,
proposed approach both for oases in the Voh 110. No. J. March 1984.
nuclear domain, and under the RB
generated loads. At this time the pro- 1. Krauthammsr. T., 'Simplified
sent effort continues towards modifiea- Analytical Models for Preliminary
tion of the method. an# Introduction of nealrationa, Pro. th
Improved models for loading functions Pntercation S upousum of

and structural response. Further Protaotivo Strutues, Mannheim,
studies will be performed on the soil- September 25-27, 1984.
structure interaction issue. 9. Parsons, I.. and Rinehart, B.,
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TABlE I 8IAW OF 33311LT3: NUCL3* UIAIN

hzperimoat measured Average Computed Anlytial lumO Tim Of
Structural pPreakest Pales
behavior or Detleotion Pressure Deflection Attained (n) (in) (a see)

Event Failure Mode A (iM) (UPa) A 1 (n) Al/A

No. 1 Flozuge 12.7 9.0 16.2 1.28 0.14 .6 -

eNo. 2 shear Failed 36.2 Failed 1.0 5.0 too 1.02

No. 3 Flexure 152.4 18.3 152.4 1.0 0.16 4.8 -

No. 4 Flexure 304.8 20.0 309.9 0.98 0.4 6.0

No. °  F xure 78.4 79.0 81.S 1.03 20.3 29.7 -

No. 6 Bhear Failed 80.2 Failed 1.0 5.8 5$8 1.06

Le Flexure 185.4 8.0 1832.9 0.99 0.33 3.3 -

Average: 1.04

Data from Rot. [6Je

Data from Ret. (91

TABLE 2 RESULTS FOR RE ENVIRONMENT

, Case Range Analytical Analytical Obasrved Experimiental

Eft] Residual Behavior Behavior

Displacement
[is]

sCi 8 0.89 No failure Similar residsal diapleomeat
No failure

3C2 6 2.35 No failure Flexural cracking

3CS(1) 4 Computation Steel failure Flexural failure
stopped at at 0.0116 see. Excessive Ismanoat deflection

10.61 laches, with displacement of 10.S$

0.0116 see. of 10.610

3C5(2' 2.7 Shear failure Instant shear Massive concrete failure
failure

3DI 8 0.53 No failure No failure

3D 6 1.27 No failure No failure

3D6 4 4.24 No failure Flexural craoking

3D7 ( 1 1  2.7 Excessive Steel Failure at Flezural cracking

dozouation 0.0061 see.
of 18.190

3D81  2 Shear failure Instant Shear Shear failure
Failure at
0.0028 seconds

(1) In tho experiment, acoelerometer Vas on the opposite side of the slab under

observation.

(2) In tne experiment, charge was placed horizontally away from the *eater of the
slab.
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Simulation of Real Weapon-Effects in Multiple-Driver Shock Tubes

G. Hoffmann

Fraunhofer- Insti tut fUr Kurzzeitdynam k
ERNST-MACH-Institut

Eckerstr. 4
7800 Freiburg, Germany

ABSTRACT

To estimate the reaction of structures against weap- D o wsk I
on effects concerning the pressure caused by tir T_

,*, detonation the pressure-time-history must be known,
It can by obtained in free-field tests; in the same
way the reaction can be achieved. In most cases it
is more advantageous to do this in a simulation de-

, vice e.g. in a shock tube. Assumption is then the Fig. 1 Multiple Driver Shock Tube/2/
agreement of the pressure-time-histories in the
free-field and in the device. There are no problems Fig. 2 shows the ideal free-field pressure profile of
with relatively small shock tubes of constant diam- a weapon, while Fig. 3 presents that one simulated
eter. But in large facilities this condition is not in a shock tube of constant diameter, and Fig. 4
fulfilled. Constructive aspects force the use of a gives an example of the effect in a simulator of the
multiple driver. The consequence is a step In the above mentioned kind, where several spikes occur as
cross section of the expansion tube. This causes a result of diffraction and reflection processes. In
unwanted effects in the pressure decay: So-called the interaction with structures, these spikes may
pressure spikes arise after the first peak-over- cause effects which are different from those of figs.
pressure, and this is no real weapon effect. In ex- 2 and 3 resp.
periments with a model shock tube with an extreme
tube step it should be investigated, if there is
a possibility of damping or eliminating these 20
spikes. The means developed are described. sp Mdas: 2.2 k9

1. INTRODUCTION [bad Distance: 2.0 m1. NTRDUCION{ Explosive: Tritonai

(TNT/At 80120)
The pressure-time-history of a detonating weapon at

'4 a given distance from the detonation center can be
achieved in free-field tests. But in mostcases it 10
is more advantageous to simulate those weapon effects

".. e.g. on account of cost, security and reproducibility
especially considering large charges. Wellknown
mean.5 for simulations for this purpose are shock- 5
tubes. The krowledg, of their function is presup-
posed. Generally, there are no problems with small
tubes of constant diameter from the beginning inthe
driver part up to the measuring point in the expan-
sion part.

, On account of several reasons shock cubes withdiam-
eters of some meters cannot be driven by a sarae diaim- Fig. 2 Pressure-time-history of a Real Weapon
eter driver-tube. It must consist of single tube el-
ements of small diameter (g 1 m). Fig. 1 sketches The aim of the investigation is to find constructive

• such a device. Examples are the facilities nf the means to avoid the spikeor at least to damp it to a
REITER-ALPE in Germany and of GRANAT /2/ In France.. tolerable value. The most simple way to do so is to
Installing several driver tubes it is obvious that lengthen the driven tube to more than ten times the
there must be .discontinuous extension in the cross diameter. But at large diameters this would lead to
section. The consequence is that the shock fronts very long devices. This would increase cost and spece
emerging frum the driver tubes are diffracted, which and not at last it would necessitate a stronger pro-
causes an unwished effect in the pressure-timetis- pulsion to get in the farer distance the same peak
tory, not found in one of a free detonation. overpressure as close to the membrane. On the other
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hand this can only be a theoretical considertion the described case the reltionship of the
because in practice diaphragms of meters in d am- cros secton was a. W
eter are not manufactured.

- the nearer the pressure transducer was in-
stalled to the diaphragm (therefore, the

.5 ,measuring points went changed to A: 3.2 DEs
C Compression Pressure: 3.5 bar B: 5.6 DE, C: 7.2 DE),

-lbod Compresston Volume: 1000 C"E=; Distance from Diaphragm: . m.D c 3f D m - the smaller the compression volume (but not
-_____3 Itoo small) and the higher the compression

pressure was chosen (best values have been
2 -- - VK . 25 cm3 , Pk " 20 bar).

' -- __-"

0.10.0 in Do

-0.1 Wo ____ ____ -

0.0 0.5 to0 1.5 2.0 tims!

Fig. 3 Pressure-time-history in a Shock Tube I
of Constant DiameterVggp10 1

z ~~~~Compressed Air : ,. t,.,m

________________ a 16 br m~a Tube
Spike 66 MP VK a 602 cm3 14

C, Q5
Fi.5 Model Shock Tube

bar] In an. extensive research program a lot of means like
mesh wire grids, baffles, multiple cones etc. were

0 tested. But these means turned out not to be very
succesful, because they reduced the free cross sec-
tion in such a way that tne peak overpressure and

0 1 2 tirm] 3 the duration of the overpressure were untolerably
diminished.

Fig. 4 Pressure-time-history in a Shock Tube The essential results of this first test is present-
with Discontinuous Cross-Section ed in Fig. 6. The pressure-time-history would only

be received at the measuring point B on account of
2. MODEL DEVICE AND EXPERIMENTS the long divergent nozzle. Curve I shows that an

excellent pressure decay, very similar to the one
To minimize the costs studies were carried out with caused by a weapon, is obtained which such a con-
a simplified model tube the scaling factor of which struction. It serves in the latter as the abovemen-

* was 1:63 in comparison to the GRAMAT device. The tioned base curve. Looking on the diaqrams it must
simplification consists of only one driver tube in- be mentioned that the time scale is unallowably
stead of several ones but with the same geometric extended in order to get a better mark of the spike.
relationship of the cross sections. In Fig. S the In this regard, the second peak, very close to the
mean dimensions are sketched. In this version they first peak overpressure, i.e. 0.01 ms later, is ab-

* agree with the GRAMAT device, except for the adapt- solute an effect of the eigenfrequency of the pres-
ion of tube extension. This was necessary to get a sure gage -as it was proved- and, therefore, can not
spike-free base curve in the same tube. In this way be interpreted as a spike. Comparing the pressure-
it can be seen that a diverging one with a smell time-histories 1I and III the damping effect of the
opening angle of 60 from the compression to the ex- baffles Is obvious, but the results are not sets-
pansion tube is another mean to get the wanted pres- fying since the curve is transmitted to mall values,
sure profile. But it must also remain out of con- i.e. the reduction is about 50 %. In order tocompen-
sideration on account of the long tube extension, sate for the pressure in the driver should be en-
The first test had the aim to change the geometry larged. But the question remains then is this worth
of the tube in such a manner that a very marked to do or are there better means?
spike should arise in the pressure decay.
This was found After some considerations how to avoid this disad-

- in the case of an unsteady step from a small vantage and after some experiments the answer was
to a large diameter in the expansion tube (in found in a certain construction which proved to be
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SVO, 2 CMsuccessful.To find this construction a second test
series was conductedat the beginning of which was
overthought that the pressure-time-history measured m2 --
at the wall of the tube is only of theoretical in- ' 
terest since in practice a test object is hardly in. I m 0 (W IW
stalled there, but on a plane platform near the tube is . C

* axis. There the pressure profile can differ especial-
, ly at the beginning of the shock when the front is

not yet plane, as it was subsequent experimentally
confirmed; see Fig. 7. L op,27 N ,mm

V, - 25cm'
. . P, - 20 bet M

Version I

p T13
Ilz]MP 8wA

0.25

Version I

IS6.5 .. 5 2. [] .L.

,T13i 14 -- s Versio Zl p I''",.

po
6.---

M+ z m _,"

t.'. o~Thqivgm 1 "

Fig. 7 Pressure-time-histories in the Same Cross
Sectic n at the Tube-Wall and at the Plat-
form

0.s Fig. 8 visualizes how the spike develops. It shows
p a section of the tube beginning at the transmission

-4 .posP,. from small to large diameter (left side) up to the
right of the cross section where the transducers "A"I -- are installed. This cut was chosen -instead of "B"-

Wrisn I tS79KOI because here the shock fronts are very clear. In the9.25s ,,si= osaF left picture -taken from a 24 pictures-serie- the
-vwsamES6&K3 |I incident shock front has just reached the edge of

the measuring platfor,,;in the meantime fronts reflec-
ted at the tubewall are walking~to the axiswhich
are contacting in the next picture the vortices at

0themouth of the smal tube.The important shadowgraph
for the spike is the right one. The incident -now
nearly plane- shock front is running over the gage,
installed in the middle of the support of the plat-

9 |. . 2. , 2.s form (black square). This front causes the overpres-.ure peak; that one at the upper wall is produced
by a MACH-stem. The spike will arise when the foot

Fig. 6 Comparison of Pressure-time-histories point of the reflected front, which is connected to
Spike-free (1), Marked Spike (II) the MACH-stem, overruns the gage. It is now very ob-Spike-damped (Il) vious that the spike is no real weapon effect but

involved to the simulator and therefore it must be
damped or elininated for a correct simulation.
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Small Tube MACH-Stem are "minced" and the "pieces" are following another
min short time distances and superposing themselves;

Vortices Measuring Section A Platform thus a damping effect is obtained.

Measurin Platform 0 10nM

LN dent ShockFrn

Wall Reflected Front

Fig. 8 Shadowgraphs of the Shock 
Tunnel

Wir~e I mm )

From this picture it can also be derived where one (Mesh Width mm!

has to start against the spike: On the one hand at
the small tube mouth on the other at the tube wall. Fig.1O Damping Tunnels

Consequently a lot of ideas were developped in this
direction. The most striking constructions are shown All these constructive components, presented in

in Fig. 9 and Fig.10. To smoothen the unsteady tran- Fig. 9 and Fig.1O, were combined in a convenient

sition from small to large diameter two kinds of manner. The pressure-time-histories were registered
short cones with a "wave-breaking" surface were in- at the wall and on the platform in the three cross

serted. One of them has the coarse profile of a comb sections A,B,C, already mentioned. The best results
or a series of teeth in its cross section -it is, were achieved with the components as they have been
therefore, called "tooth cone"- the other one with installed in the tests numbqred T 53, T 56, T 59.To

fine triangle spikes in its profile is called "spike evaluate the improvement the best method is to corn-

cone". In one test serie on the platform a board pare all the pressure-time-histories because the
as a test object was inserted at the ewhole decay gives the best overview, but on account

This board contained also pressure gages at the side of so many plots it is not very easy to survey es-

wall, on the roof and the front wall. Unfortunately pecially in this presentation.
a splinter of the diaphragm destroyed the front wall
gage and, therefore, a wide meshed spl inter barrier Constructior ario_
grid was installed. Fortunately having also smooth- Splinter VRFr Grid
ing effect on the spike it was retained in the fur- Lwe jhou Tooth Cone ISkCon
ther. Fig. 9 gives an idea of these means. -per15Tu9.O Perf.Tu. 5Mesh Grid T. - Meh .ri

T T19 TS53 T 56 TS59

Soph Cone Sike Cone Mess. Point Presure relation Ps

A 1,42 1,14 1.17 1.17

B 1,52 1.09 1,56 NS

C 1.17 NS NS NS

A 6.82 6.25 5.32 5.34

B 1,7
r
. 1,24 1.39 1,39

.C 1.74 1.32 1.19 1.17

plinter Brrier Grid Table 1: Relation of Spike Overpressure pso
to the Pressure pws without Spike

Fig. 9 Special Extension Cones for Different Components
(NS Z NO Spike)

In order to disturb the reflection at the wall an
inner coating of it was assigned consisting of per- At the point where the most striking spike arises
forated sheets and mesh grids. The perforated tun- a discrete degree of evaluation can be seen in the
nels were manufactered with two bores, one 10 mm relation of the spike overpressure pgs to that pres-
diameter the other 5 mm. The distance to the wall sure PS in the decay , which would L obtained if
was chosen with 10 mi.. The grid tunnel could be com- no spire occured at thistime. These values are gath-
bined with the perforated tunnels as another, inner ered in table 1, separated for the measuring point

coating of them, as Fig.1O shows. The length of the at the wall and on the platform, resp. If the rela-

tunnels were the same as that one of the platform. tion pso/Pws = 1.00 the spike is completely elim-

With the perforation it should be achieved that a inated, i.e at no time the point Pso can be found

part of the shock front is earlier reflected at the in the curve decay and, therefore, it is marked
coating sheet,another -passing the bores- notbefore with NS (No Spike). To be able to estimate the im-

striking the tube wall. In this way the shock fronts provement the values of the test (T 19) without
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any installed component is included in table 1. As seems to be MP B for test T 5,i. But looking at the
can it be seen, the damping effect is considerably whole pressure profile plotted in Fig.11 it can be
good especially at the wall, also at measuringpoint neglected because the spike appears very late at a
AW which is very close to the tube step. Anexception small pressure level and thet is why the relation

is so bad. The more important pressure-timehi stories
on the platform are not improved as well, but never-

o thc"w Porkoted 1=v44wMM, Mfhw oid theless it can be called a good progress. From Fig.
-3Dg -11 also can be seen that there is no big difference
I.-/J i/.e iMPi i/u ,f. between T 56 and T 59. What is very striking in table

"- I. are extremely high relation values for NP A
(platform). They are obtained because the peak
overpressure is unexpectedly low -about the half

OwaMnsM or ww Q , km EMM or even less of the normal hight- and the spiko isi - s ,. , .extremely high.

-T56 barl
Ibol MP Bw G.75 - I
9.26_ T 19

MP Ap

1.5 -

),S
0..5

-_._ _ 1__. S I. . 2. t1m.) 2.5P T 5 r UR. O 
V

Fig. 12 Pressure-time-history at MP Ap(Platform)
* without Components (T 19)

Ibar)I
0.S . 1. 1.5 2.75 -P 2. P_ To .

T 56 1ULON 59
f (bar MP Bp MP Ap

0.,

2. t [al . 5

-'M .S --M O .5 . 1.5 2 . t foo l 2 .6

s.2- _ _Fig. 13 Pressure-time-history at HP Ap (Platform)
.with Components (T 59)

0-.Fig. 12 and Fig. 13 show the appertaining pressure-
time-histories to this measuring point. The damping
effect is remarkable, too, but only for the second
spike and so on. It is also obvious from theseplots.s 1. 1.s 2. 1 fol 2.s that it is not opportune to tnstall a test object so
close to the step (in this case nearer then 3.2 DE)
because one is amidst in the diffraction zone
where the shock front is not yet well forped. Per-Fig. 11 Spike Damped Pressure-time-history haps the first spike could be better damped if the
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tunnel was extended to the cross section of the - to improve or simplify, resp. the compv.nents
tube step. This is not yet tried being of no great
interest. - to enlarge the model tube on account of scaling

effects,
In the beginning of this presentation the argument
was given why the time-scale for all the pressure- - to use more than one driver as it is necessary

' time-histories was inadmissably enlarged. There- for large simulation facilities.
fore, finally the representative pressure-profiles
are plotted time-correctly in Fig. 14 and Fig. 15. 4. REFERENCES

/1/ Grattas, S., Monzac, I.B.G.
9.s T19 Le Stmulateur de Souffle a Grand Gabaril:
P I7 T$ 9m du Centre d' Etudes de GRAM4T:
ba) MPBp Conception, Etudes Performances
0.26 7. Int. Symp. on Milit. Appl. of Blast Simu-

lation
B ' _ __ _ _ A A Canada,July 1981

Cadet, H., Monzac, I.B.G.
I' Le Simulateur de Souffle a Grand

- 2. 4. a. 8. 1 du Centre d'Etudes de GRAMAT:
Description et Utilisation Operationelle
7. Int. Syup. on Milit. Appi. of Blast Simu-

Fig. 14 Time-correct Pressure-time-history on lation
the Platform without any Component Canada, July 1981

/2/ Amann, H.O.
P T59 ,"c. a Personal Information

[bar] Ernst-Mach-Institut, Freiburg.,_,____MP Bp Germany, 1984

* a,

" 4. e, . t . M Is.

. Fig. 15 Time-correct Pressure-time-history on
the Platform with Components According
to Test T 59

The example shows the measurements on the platform
at the measuring point B, i.e. in a distance of
5.6 D from the diaphragm. In the contrast of these
diagrims the remarkable progress in damping the
spikes is obvious. Not yet as smooth as the pres-

*sure-time-history of non-stepped shock tube (see
Fig. 3) it encourages to do more work in this field.

3. CONCLUSIONS

The described experiments have shown that there are
constructive means installed in a shock tube withunsteady stepped cross section which can damp or

• :even eliminate spikes in the pressure decay. Thus
it is possible to simulate real weapon effects
whose pressure profile is " spikeless" more accu-
rate as before. The studies are Just at the begin-
ning; much work has still to be done to optimize the
results. Points of investigation will be

- to change the volume and pressure in the driver
of the tube in order to simulate any weapon,
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DESIGN OF LURIED STRUCTURES FOR CONVENTIOMAL WEAPONS TIREATS

Jams T. Baylot
and

Sharon B. Bellue

USAS Waterways Experiment Station
Vicksburg, Mississippi

k,"ABSTRACT DISIGN OF ROOF SLAB OF ROOtN A

Th 5-855-1, "FundamentalA of Protective Normally, the design of a hardened structure
Design for Conventional Weapons," has been im a trial-and-error procedure. A trial section
revis-:d to include recent test data and design is selected and analyzed. A new trial section is
methodology on conventional weapons effects. then selected based on the resalts of the analysis.
This manual provides methods for determining Only the final analysis is prevented in this paper.
loads on buried structures from conventional Xqnaadon, figure, table, and section numbers refer
wespons and outlines procedures for designing to those of the revised version of TH 5-855-1.those structures. These procedures are dis-

cussed, and a typical roof slab design example The following values were used in the design:
is presented. Methods of designing exterior
and interior walls are discussed. Long span length (LL) - 87 ft

INTRODUCTION Short span length (L) - 33 ft
Roof thickness (t) - 48 in.
Effective depth (d) - 45.5 in.

Th 5-855-1, "Fundamentals of Protective Design Tensile steel ratio (p) - 0.004
for Conventional Weapons," has recently been Tensile strength of steel (f - 60 ksi
revised and is currently being reviewed. This y
manual provides information on a wide variety of Unconfined compressive - 4 kai
weapons effects as well as informstion on how to strength of concrete (f )
design structures to resist the loads transmitted Weapon penetration into - 24 in.

, to them by these weapons. Some of the subjects detonation slab (X)
covered include:

Non-Nuclear Weapon Characteristics The following characteristics of a 500-lb GP

Ground Shock Cratering and Ejects bomb were taken from Table 2-4:

Loads on Structures Total gross weight - 520 lb
Mechanics of Structural Elements Charge-to-vight ratio - 51Z

Dynauic ResFonse of Structures Length - 45 in.

-he purpose of this paper is to provide an example DESIGN PROCEDURE
of how the inforustion contained in TN 5-855-1 my
be used to design a buried structure. A design The following procedure was used to check the
example is presented, and the methods used are design of the roof slab:
discussed and evaluated.

1. Determine loading on roof.
Figure 1 show^ a plan view of the structure 2. Determine natural period of roof.

which was analyzed. This is a reinforced concrete 3. Determine equivalent static load.

structure that is buried under 7 ft of earth, which . e capacity of roof slab in flexure.
is in turn covered by a 3-ft-thick detonation slab. 5. Check shear capacity of slab.

The structure was designed for a direct hit from a 6. Determine support reactions.

500-lb general purpose (GP) bomb. Design calcula- 6

tions for the roof slab and interior wei.ls are
presented, and the design of the exterior wall is
discussed. Information concerning weapon penetra- CouplIns Factor
tion and detonation slab design is provided in the
manual but will not be covered in this paper. The For a 45-in.-long, bomb and a 24-in. penetra-
worst case for design of the roof slab would be tion, the center of gravity of the charge will be
the 500-lb bomb detonating directly ever the located near the top surface of the slab. The
center of Room A, as shown in Figure 1. procedure from Section 5-1.d.3 my be used to
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calculate the coupling factor for a charge to used as an average duration for design; therefore,

contact with more than one material. Figure 5-3 this duration was computed. The range from the
(Figure 2) was used to calculate the couplit.8 fac- weapon to the quarter point of the span is 12.96 ft.
tor for each material, using a depth of penetra- the pressure P p is calculated by substituting into
tion (d) of 0 ft. Equation 5-6 was then used to Equation 5-5a.
obtain the overall coupling factor.

From Figure 5-3 qp

Coupling factor for concrete (f) 0.85 The total Impulse (I0) is calculated using

Coupling factor for air () - 0.14 Equation 5-Se.
Io /e(- + 1)

Equation 5-6 averages the coupling factors 7S- )( ) -n + )

based on the weight of the charge in contact with V13kw )
each material.

For the two materials considered: Po 144c c )

f a fa + \ (qp (235(.493)(1) (1A) - 3.24 pa,-,

wher W nd Warethe weights of charge ina c For a triangular pressure pulse, the duration is
contact with air and concrete, respectively given by

W - Total charge weight 21

Assuming halt the charge ts in contact with
each material, and substituting fa and f :Therefore

f - 0.14(.5) + 0.85(.5) - 0.495 21t 4W.E 2(3.24) .0.0256 see 25.6 wmee
Peak Pressure at Center of Slab qp Yqp 252.6

Free-field pressures and impulses my be ccA- ftVuivalent Uniform Pressure
puted using equations fton Chapter 5. From
Table 5-1, the soil properties for calculating The loads on the roofs of underground struc-
ground shock parameters for a dry sand are: tures are not uniform, especially if the depth of

burial (DOB) is shallow. However, uniform loads
Seismkic "'elozity (c) - 1,000 fps are needed for the single-degree-of-freedom analy-
Acoustic Impedance (pc) - 22 psi/fps sis. Figure 8-1 can be used to obtain an equlva-
Attenuation Coefficient (n) - 2.75 lent uniform load. These equivalent uniform load

factors were obtained by performing a series of
Peak pressure is calculated using Equation 5-5a. static finite-element analyses. In these analyses,
Charge weight (W) is 0.51 x 520 = 265 lb. R is the the equivalent uniform load i* one that will pro-
distance fron the bomb center of gravity to the duce the same midpoint deflection as the distri-
roof, in feet. buted load given in Equation 8-1.

Po - f(pc)160/ R N-n (5-a) P- or(D/Rs )  (8-1)

where

The peak pressure (P c) at the center of the PR - Pressure on roof at a distance of
slab is calculated using Equation 5-5a and a range away from weapon
(R) of 10 ft. Por = Pressure on the roof directly below the

weapon
10 2.75 D - Depth from weapon to roof

Pa(045(2(6)265 l/515.8 psi Rg - Slant distance from weapon

Duration of Pressure Pulse Using Figure 8-l.b (Figure 3) and a ratio of
standoff to short span, (D/A) - 10 ft/33ft - 0.3
and a ratio of short to Iong span (A/B) -

The positive phase duration varies across the 33 ft/87 ft - .38, the ratio of uniform load to
slab. The duration is short near the center and peak stress is 0.43. The equivalent uniform pres-
longer near the supports. The equivalent triangu- sure is 0.43 Pc - 0.43(525.8) - 221.8 psi.
lar duration at the quarter point of the slab was c
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Refl-cted Pressure 3

From Section 8-l.a, the reflected pressure is M - (33 ft)(4 ft)( ft 6 4 ../@2
1.5 times the equivalent uniform pressure.

.2
1 - 4.27 lb a /in. per unit of widthPr "1.5 x 221.8 psi a 332.7 psi ,

Subotituting into Equation 10-10 gives the
q The duration of the reflected pressure is six fixed-fixed natural period:
*. wave transit times through the roof (8-1.a). The

speed of the wave in concrete is 10,000 fps. T 2 w._ 1:7=2 7 042 a - 42 ms
Therefore. the duration (tdl) of the reflected fixed -w 76,327
pressure is:

Since the boundary conditione are somewhere
t 12 x 4 ft between fixed and simple supports, an average
dl 10,000 fps period betweeu fixed and simple supports was used.

*'.. Design .Pressure Pulse T - 1.5(Tfled) - 1.5(42) - 63 we

The design pressure pulse is the combination Section 10-3.b.7 recommends that the period
of the reflected pressure pulse and the equivalent af the slab not be modified to account for the mass
uniform pressure, as shown in Figure 4. of the soil; therefore, the 63-ms perikod was used

NATURAL PERIOD OF THE ROOF for calculations.

EQUIVALENT STATIC LOAD
From Equation 10-10, the natural period (T) is

given by: The procedure sutltned in paragraph l0-2b(2)(e)
1 was used to dete.mins the equivalent static load onZrJ- 777 (10-10) the structure from a tuo-part pressure pulse. 1f a

where bilinear pressure-time history (similar co the one
shown in Figure 4) Is used, the following approxi-
mate relationRhip conservezively predicts the

KLm - Load mass factor response:
M - Hass
K - Stiffness (F1)1  (F 1) 2

From Table 10-2, the effective stiffness and Rm + 1 (108

load mas factor of a uniformly loaded one-way slab
in the elsstic--plastic strain region are given by: CI(04 and C2(v) are the values of Rm/F corre-

sponding to a certain value of duttility ratio (p)
K - 307EI/L3  and the ratios of duration to period tdl/T and

KM - 0.78 td2 /T, rspectively. This equation when solved for

R results in:
m

From Equation 9-2, the o4ulus of elasticity
(E) of the concrete is given ly: R - (F1)1 CI( ) + (F1)2 C2( )

E - 57,000.%.f' - 57,000 V3,000 - 3.122 x 106 From Figure 4

The average craicked-uncracked moment of (V 1)l 332.7 - 221.8 - 110.9

inertia (I) is given by Equation 9-38: (F1 )2 a 221.8

*bd 
3  tdl - 0.0048

I - 2 (5.5p + 0.083) (9-38) td2 = 0.0256

f.e tdl/T - 0.0040/0.063 -, 0.076
for a 1-in.-wide section: td2 /T - 0.0256/0.063 = 0.40

2 (5.5(0.004) f 0.0d3) - 4,945 in. 4in. From Figure 10-3 (Figure 5), for a ductility ratio
of 10:

The mass is the total mass of r 1-in.-ide K /(Fl) -(,.24
strip of the slab. a 12

C2 (10) - 0.24

Q I) impulsive, and Figure 5 may not be used.
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For an impulsive load: where

R m1 (1-') P a Plastic moment capa'nity at supports

R V2,,m - Plastic moment cspacity at middle

For a triangpar load, Equation 10-4 may be reducedto: Mp 8 a pm 0 523 ft-klps/ft

p. p
wtd /T8

R/eF T dl - (523 + 523) - 254 kips/ft width
m 11 2i~-l33

(O.076)254 kips/ft x 1000 kip

4.' f2(10) - 1 R- 25 hi 53.400 l pal
m 12 in.)(33 ft)(12 in./ft)

- 0.05.5 Since the capacity of 53.4 psi is greater than
C1 0the required capacity of 52 psi, the slab isC1 (10) - 0.055 adequate in flexure.

R - (110.9)(0.055) + (221.8)(0.24) - 59.3 psi CHECK SHEAR CAPACI", OF SLAB

The shear capacity should ba determined for aThe manual recommends that the design load he uniform load equal to the flexural capacity. For adivided by 1.5 to account for some of the conserv- slab of normal thickness, tne critical section for
atism b1iilt into the anelysis procidure. There- shear is a distance d away fro t!e supports.
fore, equivalent static design blast load is: The shear stress (v) at d from the support s. a

uniformly loaded one-way slab is:
593 .- 39.6 psi

.- 1--2 (0. 5L) %/
L

The dead load should be added to this value.The dead load for 7 ft of concrete and 7 ft of soil (30 f 12 l.1ft - . (0.5)(33);12)(53.4)/,.5.:(33)(12)

Is 12.4 psi. The total design pressure is
39.6 + 12.4 - 52 psi. L79 p

CHECK CAPACITY OF SLAB IN FLEXURE Because the slab iv not Actually a one-way

slab and the load is not uuiform, thie use ofEquation 9-18 was used to determine the Equation 9-39 in predicting the shear stress
plastic moment capacity of the section. capacity of the concrete Is overly-conservative.

Therefore, the shear stress capacity Is taken as-
M - pf bd2 (1 - 0.59pf /f') (9-18) the limit value of:
p y y c

This equation determines the static capacity vc c 35.c " 3.5 '3 = 192 p.
and should be modified to account for dynamic
strength increases. Since the applied shear stress is less than

the shear stress capacity of the concrete, no xh'ar
Based on Sections 9-2 and 9-3, dynamic steel is required. However, the aanual recomm"eds

strength increase factors for steel and concrete that an additional shear stress capacity of :J psi
are 10 percent and 20 percent, respectively, be provided in the form of atirtaps.

% Thprefore DETERMINE SUPPORT RZACTIONS

Hp .0.50.00411210.1 - Dynamic support reactions must be deteriined
so that interior load-bearing wlls can be

" 5,673 Iu.-klpuift - 523 ft-kips/ft designed. Tle exterior nalls must also be checked
for the axial load plus bending rment that is

The capacity of the slab is given by transferred to them from the roof slab.
Table 10-2 as:

The reaction which occurs at the ends of a
8 +uniformly loaded fixrd-fixad one-way slab in the

Wa  L ps pm plastic response region is given In Table 10.2 as:

V - 0.38 R + 0.12P

V is the dynamic reaction as a function of
time, and this equation Is only valid when the slab
is responding in the fully plastic mode. P is the
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dynamic load as a funcLion of time, and Rm Is the where

ultiruate capacity of the slab. The peak reaction t a Duration of reflected pressure
will occur at the tine when the slab reacher its r

ultiuate capacity. The maximum support reaction is zf S 81ont range from weapon to free edge

determined by substituting the value of % and the D - Distance from weapon to center of

value of P at the time the slab reaches ultimate structure

capacity. Since the eurattott of the reflected CL " Loading wave velocity

pulse is very short compared to the natural period Xf a Distance from center of slab to nearest
of the slab, it is untikely that the slab will free edge
iteach its ultimatm capacity before the reflections Cu 0 Unloading wave velocity
are relieved. Therefore, it is conservctive to
determine the peak reaction using the equivalent
uniform incident pressure. These pressures must The relief time should be calculated ving the

be multiplied by the area over which they act in j.ocedure above and the procedure used for the roof

order to determin z the MIAimum reaction, slab. The omaller number should be used,

V - [0.38(53.41 + 0.12(221.8)] 33(12)(1) The walls will normally be one-way slabs and
may be considered deep slabs. Lf the span-tc-

- 18,575 lb/nu. effective-depth ratii is less than or equal to 5,
the slab should be analysed using the procedures

- 23 kips/ft in Section 9-5e(2).

The interior and e erior walls should be designed The required moment zapacity of the wall may

to resist this load. be cuntrolled by the moment transferred to it from
the roof slab. If this is the case, the bomb

DESIGN OF EXTERIOR WALLS should probably be illowed to detonate closer to
the wall. However. shock levels inside the struc-

The exterior walls must be designed for the ture should be checked before the design standoff

weapon penetratiag the soil and detonating opposite is changed.
the wall. Procedures are out' ined in the m=nual
for determining the path the bomb wil.l take after DISCUSSION OF DESIGJ PRODCEDURES
it enters the soil. Usi.g this informacion, a
detonation slab can be designed to keep the *;eapon The piocedures for designina buried structures

it '.ny desired standoff distsnce from the wall. presented in the latest edition of T14 5-855-1 have

Once the stan'off 
'-, determined, the procedure for been changed significantly from the previous

designing the wall is similar to the one used for edition. The equations defining the load-time

the roof slab. history of the structure have been changed to in-
clude recent data. In the previous edition, the

'M i'ore tiaau likiiy, the bomb will penetrate deep peak reflected pressure and duration of the half-

enough to detonate opposite the center of the wall, sine wave pulse can be computed. In the new

and the cnarge will be fully coupled at that depth. manual, the i.cident as well as reflected pressures
The same :rocedure used to determine the roof slab and duracions mdy be calculated. Using this pro-
loading is used to de'er'ine tir *ali loading. cedure, the reflected pressure is applied to the
Witn the normal wall heights and weapnn standoff, structure for a much shorter period of time.

the equivalent uniform load factor will be almost
1.0, since the pressure is almost uniform. In the previous editior of the manual, the

load is applied uniformly over the slab. In the
*Th- eilected pressure is 1.5 times the inci- revised isanual, a procedure i provided for

dent Fressure, but the procedure for calculating averaging the load over the slab. This can signi-

the reflected pressure duration may be dIfferetst ficantly reduce the design loading for a close-in
than the procedure used for the roof slab. If the detonation.
wall is relatively thick and short, the reflection
wity be cut off by a relief wave coming in from the In the previous manual, an impulsive elastic

free edge of the scructure. ThIs .mlief time is analysis is performed. An elastic analysis is

given by: performed, and if the maximum stress remains below
a fictitious yield stress, the design is accept-

Z - D X able. This fictitious yield stress is a function

tr f + 7 of the mount of damage allowable. This method
CL -u was presented because of its ease of use and

should produce good designs if the load is truly
impulsive.

In the reuised manual, a simplified method of
performing a linear elastic-plastic dynamic analy-
six is presented. This procedure is no sore com-
plicated than the impulsive elastic analysis but
is accurate for a wide range of problem types.
This procedure should be much more accurate for
longer duration loads.
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There are several factors which are not con-
sidered in ts simplified methods presented in the
manual. Compressive meubian action, time phasing
of the load, the localized nature of the structural
response, and soil-structure interaction can &
significantly affect the response of the structure. 44-'.

Each of these factors can increase the hardness of
the structure, and if neglected, the design of the --

structure will be overly conservative. For this
reason, the loads are divided by 1.5 before they
are applied to the structure. These procedures
will produce conservative results even after appli-
cation of this factor.

A computer code to analyze structures subject
to conventional weapons effects is currently being
developed at the Waterways Eperiment Station. ,
Th1r code will consider those factors neglected in ,no wu~ie,.muw.mw,
the manual and should allow for less conservative
designs. Figure 3. Equivalent uniform loaA in flexure

with fixed supports.
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UESIGN OF LAYERED STRUCTURES AGAINST CONVENTIONAL WEAPONS

keuben Eytan

Eytan building Design Ltd.
Tel Aviv. Israel

ABSTRACT - the structure's roof in the case of a
direct hit of an artillery shell
(aboveground or underground structure)

. The design of layered structures - the structure's walls in the case of a
against conventional weapons effects is near miss of an air bomb (aboveground
presented and compared to the design of or underground structure).
conventional hardened structures. Several - the aboveground structure's walls in
types of layers configurations such as the case of a direct hit of a shaped-
concrete-air-concrete, concrete-soil- charge project'le.
concrete, concrete-rocks-concrete, steel-
soil-steel and steel-concrete-steel are
presented and discussed. The design con- CONVENTIONAL UESIGNS
cepts and advantages of the above layered
structures against direct hits and near The configurations of "conventional
misses of conventional weapons such as designs" for three types of attack are

* artillery shells, air bombs and shaped- illustrated in Figures 1, 2 and 3.
* charge projectiles for both aboveground

and underground structures are described. The conventional design of an above-
based on practical experience, the optimal ground or underground structure against a

• applications of layered structures are direct hit of an artillery shell consists
presented. of providing protective layers above the

structure:

- a penetration layer (burster layer),
INTRODUCTION made usually of hard materials such as

concrete, rocks, etc. which stop the
shells' penetration and induce it's

In this paper three types of conven- explosion.
' tional weapons attack are considered: - an absorption layer, made usually of

soil which absorbs the energy released
- direct hits of artillery shells. by the shell's explosion.
- near misses of air bombs.
- direct hits of shaped-charge The conventional design of an above-

projectiles. ground or underground structure against
a near miss of an air bomb consists simply

Artillery shells include high- of a hardened structure with monolithic
explosive projectiles fired by mortars, walls and roof.

'- guns or rocket launchers.

Air oombs include fragmentation/,jlast The conventional design of an above-
air bombs or warheads (ground-to-groind). ground structure against a direct hit of a

shaped-charge projectile consists of one
Shaped-charge projectiles include of the following solutions:

projectiles fired from portable weapons
(RPU etc.), anti-tank weapons, recoilless - the provision of a thick monolithic
guns or air-to-ground launchers. structure capable of absorbing fully

the jet effects.
The attacks are considered to occur on - the provision of an "activator"

aboveground or underground structures and element at a certain distance in front
the main impact of the weapons effects of a monolithic structure.
will be on the following structural
elements:
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absorption
absorption layer
layer

a) Underground hardened structure b) Aboveground hardened structure

Figure 1. Conventional designs against direct
hits of artillery shells.

)))r7I
a) Underground hardened structure 0) Aboveground hardened structure

Figure 2. Conventional designs against
near misses of air bombs

a) Single monolithic structure b) Activator element in front of the
structure

Figure 3. Conventional designs against direct
hits of snaped-charge projectiles.
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THlE LAYERED STRU(.TURES CUNCEPT UPTIMA . APPLIVrATIONS OF
LAYERED STRUCTURES

To replace the above described coflvefnh pialapiainso aee
tional designs the laytred structuresThopiaaplctnsflyed
concept was developed, structures regarding thne type of attack,

aboveground or underground location of the
The layered structures consist of structure and the type of layers configu-

* several layers of different materials act- ration bre presented In. Table 1.
!ng together In withstanding the weapons
effects and thi normal static loads.__________ ____________

Structure Type of r t
In this paper five types of layered location dttICL. a1 ty12 I I~IYP.

structures described in Figure 4 are dis-
cussed: underground Near miss

- reinforced concrete-air-~reinforced - - -

concrete. orc i
- reinforced concrete-soil-i einforced 01 In artil-*

* concrete. 1er4 shel -

- reinforced concrete-rocks-reinforced
concrete. Ab.weground Near miss

- steel-soil-steel. stutre :m a aIr
- steel-concrete-steel. srcue bm

Direct hit
of a shaped

barge
tye1 type 2_____ p;rojfictle

roicafreo eifoce Table U ptimal applications of
77*layered structuresE I I s i The layered structures in. the above

described applications were developed,
tested on full-scale and constructed in

0 different locations and In large numbers
so th&i it can be now stated thiat prac-
tical experience for the layered struc-
tures presented in this paper has been

type 3 gain'id.

reinforcea

UE5IIN C6NSIUERATIV.S FOR
LAYEkEU STRUCTUKIES

In the design of layered structures to
withstand the conventional weapons effects
the following considerations were applied:

type4 tye ~Layered Structure Type I

se ~ see concrete (enocdcnrt-i
-reinforced concrete)

steel
connetorsIn the case of a direct hit of an

soil artillery shell the layers are designed as
follows:

Figure 4. Layered Structures
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- the outer reinforced concrete layer: Layered structure type 3
to stup the penetration of the projec- n.....r c.e....o.....c
tile and to induce it's explosion. (reinforced concrete-rocks

- the air gap: to prevent direct shock -reinforced concrete)
transfer to the Inner reinforced
concrete layer. In the case of a direct hit of a

- the inner reinforced concrete layer: shaped-charge projectile the layers are
to withstand the blast effects going desigoed as follows:
through the outer layer and to absorb
all secondary concrete fragments of - the outer reinforced concrete layer:
the outer layer. to activate the projectile.

- the rock fill: to absorb partially
In the case of a near miss of an air the jet effects.

bomb the layers are designed as follows: - the inner reinforced concrete layer:
to withstand the remaining jet

, - the outer reinforced concrete layer: effects.
*. to withstand fully or partially the

fragments penetration and/or the blast
effects.

- the air gap: to prevent direct shock Layered structure type 4
transfer to the inner reinforced ........................
concrete layer. (steel-soil-steel)

- the itner reinforced concrete layer:
to withstand the remaining fragownts
penetration and/or ola;t effects going In the case of a direct hit of a
through the outer layer and to absorb shaped-charge orojectile the layers are
all seconuary concrete fragments of designed as follows:the outer layer.

- the outer reinforced steel layer:
to activate the projectile.

- the soil fill: to absorb all the jet
Layered structure type 2 effects.
........................- the inner steel layer: to hold the
(reinforced concrete-soil soil fill in place.
-reinforced concrete)

In the case of a near ,mlss of an air Layered structure type 5
bomb the layers are designed as follows: ........................ (steel-concrete-steel)

- the oLter reinforced concrete layer:
to withstand partially the fragments In the case of a near miss of an a!r
penetration and/or the blist effects. bomb the layers are designed as follows:

- the soil fill: to stop the primary
fragments penetration and,/or the - the outer steel layer: to contain the
secondary concrete fragmants of the concrete fill, to reduce the fragments
outer layer and to partially absorb penetration and to be part of the
the shock transfered from the outer blast-resistant structure.

• layer. - the concrete fill: to withstand the
the inner reinforced concrete layer: fragments penetration.

" to wit;,stand the remaining shock - the steel connectors: to ensure the
effects transfered through the soil overall structural blast resistance.
fill. - the inner steel layer: to contain the

concrete fill and to be part of the
In the case of a direct hit of a blast-resistant structure.

shaped-charge projectile the layers are
designed as follows:

- the outer reinforced concrete layer:
to activate the projectile.

- tne soil fill: to absorb partially
the jet effects.

- tne inner reinforced concrete layer:
to withstand the remaining jet
effects.
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LAYkREU STRUCTURES COMPARED TO

Case i - Aboveground structure against a
6irect hit of an artillery shell

,......m m m..... 0 . ... .. ... .. .. . .. .

Let us compare a layered structure reifocee
type 1, as illustrated in Figure 5, to
the conventional design described in
Figure lb.

Figure b. Underground layered
structure type 2

The advantages nf the layered struc-
ture, as compared to a monolithic rein-
forced concrete structure, are:

reinforced - the overall thickness of the double
_r concrete wali is less than the thick-rk'. ness of the equivalent monolithic

wall.
-the shock taqe hog h al
Is greatly reduced.

- there is no danger of spalling and
therefore no need for anti-spalling
measures.

- the waterproofing performance of theFigure 5. Aboveground layered layered structure Is higher.
structure type I

Case 3 - Aboveground structure againstThe advantages of the layered struc a direct hit of a shaped
ture, as compared to a monolithic rein- -charge projectile
forced concrete structure, are:
- the overall dimensions of the struc- Let us compare a iayered structureture are significantly reduced, type 3, as illustrated in Figure 7, to- the dead loads are much lower, resul- the conventional design described In

ting in a lighter structure. Figure 3a.
- the air gap can be used for services,

*. equipment, storage, etc.
- the design of the layout of service

" ducts, pipes, cables, etc and their
* penetrations through the structural

elements is much simpler.
- the construction is easier and reinforced
quicker.

- the supervision and maintenance of ail
the services is much easier.

• : Case 2 - Underground structure against Figure 7. Abovegruund layered
a near miss of an air bomb srcure tyere

------------------- - structure type

LThe advantages of the layered struc-
*Let us compare a layered structure ture, as compared to a monolthic rein-

type 2, as illustrated in Figure 6, to forced concrete structure, are:
the conventional design described in
Figure 2a. - the overall thickness of the double

concrete wall is lees than the thick-
ness of the equivalent monolithic
wall.

- the construction and long-term perfor-
mance problems of very thick concrete
walls are eliminated.
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cosr-BENEFIT

In different practical applications
of layered structures it was found that
they are more cost-effective than the
equivalent conventional designs.

SUMARY AND CONCLUSION

The design concepts and advantages
of layered structures were presented in
comparison to conventional designs of
hardered structures.

The layered structures discussed are
not theoretical bet have been construc-
ted and therefore should be regarded as
feasible and practical designs.

The purpose of tile paper was to
present the iayered structures as com-
pared to conventional designs but it is
not the author's intention to generalize
and claim that layered structures are
always better and cheaper than conven-
tional hardened structures. It remains
the designer's task to decide which is
the optimal solution for the given set
of threats, site conditions and con-
straints and the rtructure type.

However, as shown here, the layered
structures present an attractive alter-

_. native in the right environment and due
to the present experience it is the
author's beiief that in the future the
layered structures will gradually "esta.
blish" themselves as conventional solu-
tions for hardened structures against
conventional weapons.
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A CASE STLY IN DESIGN OF UMDERGROUND SHELTERS

Felix S. Wong, Rudolf Y. Mak, David Kufferman and Paul Weidlinger

Weidlinger Associates
Palo Alto, California and New York, New York

ABSTRACT b&re structure in a conventional design. Hence,ASRCthe cost of the design is basically the same as for

A m gp othe conventional design. Details can be found inA design methodology developed previously has []
been applied to the design of several underground
shelters. The methodology accounts for the effect CASE STUDY
of structure-medium interaction (SMI) but requires
little extra expense beyond that of a conventional The prospective shelter to be designed is a
design, e.g. the design of an aboveground shel- two-story, fairly rectangular, reinforced concrete
ter. Results c ;t case study are presented in buliding, which is referred to as the ADCC building
this paper to illustrate the methodology and its (see Fig. 2). The preliminary plan for the build-
potential impact on the design of underground ig ncludespteliinro lab and wal
shelters. ing includes twelve distinct roof slabs and wall

panels which must be sized. Sizing involves the

determinatior of the rebar percentage and slab/
panel thickness, since the concrete tnd rebar

INTRODUCTION types, as well as the overall dimensions of the
slab/panel and munition threat, are predetermined

The design of underground shelters against by construction and operational requirements. The
non-nuclear munitions should incorporate the ef- shelter is to be burled in sand.
fects of dynamic SMI, i.e. the coupling between the
response of the buried structure and the load ex-
erted by the medium on the structure. This inter-
action is known to change significantly the magni-
tude and distribution of the structural loading srn
from that of the free-field soil [1]. The design Threat Effects
of the underground shelter is correspondingly
affected.

An exact method to include the effect of soil-
structure interaction on shelter design involves
the use of dynamic finite element models of the
complete soil-structure configuration, in order to Free-Field
capture the complex wave mechanics. Such finite Enviromient
element analyses are, in general, too expensive for
design purposes, since several iterations are usu-
ally necessary. Through our research effort a

* design methodology is developed whereby the effect
cf SMI is incorporated in the design procedure, hut
which requires little extra expense beyond that ofI r----------
a conventional design, e.g. the design of a conven- Structural d ifled I
tional shelter. This methodology makes use of the Design/Anolysls j  Structural
transient nature of the munition source, the spa- C I
tial and soil attenuation of the blast wave from L - --------
such a source, and an approximate SMI algorithm.
This design methodology will be referred to as the
SMI design methodology to distinquish it from con-

-" ventional design methods. It consists of two steps
shown schematically in Fig. 1. The modification of Structural
the structural characteristics in step (ii) to ac- Re s oonse- ----------- - - - - - --
count for the effect of interaction is accomplished
in a systematic manner, and is based on the proper-
ties of the medium and structural materials and the
mechanics of dynamic SMI. Except for this modifi-
cation, the procedure is identical to that for a Fig. 1 SI design methodology.
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directly above the center of the slab. In particu-
lar, results obtained by using the SMX design meth-
odology will be compared with results of a conven-
tional ipproach. In the latter, the ground shock
is simply amplified by a factor of tNo and then ap-
plied to the structure. This should be contrasted
with the SNI design approach where the load depends
or the strt:tural response at that time. It can be
shwn that the mechanism cf interaction is also

'd.._._0 7equivalent to the addition of (radiation) damping
to the structural response [3].

4 2 All results presented in what follows are

<I based on a prelimina-y slab configtrration wit, 4
ksi concrete and 60 ksi steel rebars. Reinforce-

. (ment is 0.5 percent top and bottom in the vertical
and horizontal directions. The sand medium is as-

* sumed t have unit weight of 120 pcf, a loadir.,
wavespeed of 1000 fps and an unloading wavespeed of
300 fps.

Fig. 2 Layout of ADCC stru:ture. Structural Load--The difference ".tween the load-
ings delivered to the slab accoruing to the Wm and

All slabs and panels were analyzed using in- conventional mezhodologies car, be ascertained by
. elastic finite element models with 20 elements comparing the pressure contour plots shown in

along the length, 10 elements along the width and ' Fig. 3. In the conventional ap.roach, the apolted
elements in the thickness direction. Space limita- load is not affected by the response of the struc-

* tions do not permit all the results to be included ture and the piessure contour surface is strictly
2 herein. Since results of all slab/panel analyses convex (Fig. 3a). ;he peak pressure occurs at the

are fairly similar, they will be Illustrated by point nearest the source, i.e. at midspan, and the
using results for Case L., i.e. the design of roof decay of pressure with range and tte is monotonic.
slab 2 sbjected to threat A, and the source is On the other hand, in the SMI method, deflection of

X" - 31. ms t - 33. ms t - 31. ms t - 33. ms

S" t-35. ms t - 37. ms t 35. m t -37, m

t-39. ms t- 4..s t- ms t-1 sm

t- 43. is t .m t-43. n t -qs.

(a) Conventioaal design method (MI S4 design mfthod

Fig. 3 Comparison of loadings on structure according to conventional and SMI design methods.
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a) Output stations and sign convention (b) Moment distribution along horizontal line

near plane of symmetty

Fig. 4 Comparison of results from SMI and conventional design analyses.

the slab relieves the loading acting on it. Since to the load relief effect of the interaction. The
the loading is the highest at midspan, deflection latter is due to the damping effect of the inter-
of the midspan Is also largest. Relief is large, action. The rebound in the slab is greatly dim-
which, in turn, counteracts the high loading. inished due to radiation daping, as will be
Hence, once the structure begins to respond to the described presently. The difference in shears fol-
initial applied load, the pressure contour surface lows the same pattern as the difference in moments,
has a crater shape (Fig. 3b). By comparing Figs. 3a but will not be illustrated.
and 3b, It is seen that both the magnitude and the
spatial distribution of the load are very differ- Instructure otion--Another important SHI effect
ent in the two cases. At later times, peak pres- which is often ignored in conventional design can
sure ir the S1! case tends to occur near the be described with reference to Fig. 5. In this
support, since the support corresponds to "hard" figure, a representative slab velocity/time trace
points which are not capable of any load relief. is compared with its counterpart obtained using the

conventional method. Recall in the conventional
Moment and Shear--Because of the effects due to SM4 method being discussed, the blast load Is simply
on the magnitude and distribution of the load, the amplified by a factor of two. Since the source is
maximum shear and morent in the slab computed by directly above the center of the slab in this case,
using the SM! methodology will be different from the slab response is fairly stiff for this threat
that computed by using conventional procedures. enviroament, and no structural damping Is assumed,
The difference is qualitative as well as quantita-
tive, as the comparisons in Fig. 4 show. In this
figure, the solid line corresponds to the SH! meth- .: ."
od and the dashed line the conventional method, as

described previously. The sign convention for .....
the moments My and Mz, and for the shears Vy and Vz ..
is described in Fig. 4a. Structural response data
are obtained for three lines with constant values a.
of y, i.e. horizontal lines on the slab, and for
three lines with constant values of z, i.e. verti- 2 Io.
cal lines on the slab. However, only some repre- .
sentative results can be presented here. aV

With reference to the comparison of uoments
along the horizontal plane of symmetry of the slab -u.
shown in Fib. 4b, the magnitude of the minimum or . _. ___......

maximum mo ant by the SM! method is uniformly in e . ., . M s. a

smaller than that by the conventional method. The Tim bI

difference is approximately 40 percent for the peak
negative moment, whle the difference for the peak Fig. 5 Comparison of velocity-time traces from SR
positive moment is much larger. The former is due and conventional design analyses.
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the tim trace corresponding to the conventional Impact other system design consIderotions as well.
method (dashed line in Fig. 5) is the response of The SMI design methodology illustrated herein by
an undamped elastic system subjected to Impulsive using a case study incurs little extra cost when
loading. The SMI response shown as the solid line, compared with conventional design procedures. How-
on the other hand, exhibits very strong damping ever, it may lead to significant savings by provid-
which not only contributes to the reduction of the ing more realistic estimates of the design loads
peak velocity in the first half of the loaded and peak structural response.
cycle, but also changes the subsequent respnse
very significantly. This phenomenon is called REFERENCES
radiation damping and can be traced directly to
the interaction mechanics [3]. It is clear that [1] Wong, F.S. and Richardson, E., *Transfer Func-
the spectral contents of the solid and dashed tion Analysis for Statistical Survivability/
lines In Fig. 5 are very different. Hence, equip- Vulnerability Assessment of Protective Struc-
ment attached to the roof or wall will be sub- tures," AFWL-TR-82-32, October 1962.
jected to very different excitations according to
these design methods, with Important consequences (2] Wong, F.S. and Wedlinger, P., *Design of
on their shock-isolation requirements. Underground Shelters Including Soil-Structure

Interaction Effects," Proc. Sym. |nfaractit
SIMARY of Non-Nuclear Nunttt 13th 5trucsMe1, Col-

orado springs, CO, way 19W.
The effects of dynamic SHI can change signi-

ficantly the magnitude and distribution of the [3] Wong, F.S. and Weidlinger. P., "Dawing of
structural loading and, hence, should be considered Shallow-Buried Structures due to Soil-Struc-
in the design of underground shelters. In addition ture Interaction," Sho-k and Vibration Bulle-
to structural survivability, these effects can tin , Part 5, Ity l1z2.
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zrfCL.tIC COLLAPSl ANALfiIS OV TRANMSILY LOADED) CONCUMt BLASS

Jet.7 ?- Jacak
and

University of Kentucky

-: Lexington ,Kentucky

ABSTRACT 1c; negative yield moment per unit

The lexual trenth f ot~otoplcllylength provided by bottom tension
Th feurlstegt o rtoraialyrebat* placed parallel to the y Ireinforced fiat Plate floor systemsai

* subjected to combinations of disttibuted
and concentrated loads is aalyzed. Several 1,) iedmnin fapnli

*upper bound solutions corresponding to dif- 1eXdsid directions, resapeatiely

ferent yield line patterns are obtained. adydrcinrsetvl

both column reactions and concentrated l,. 1, coor'4 inates of the controid ofI
panel loads are assumed to act over finite the concentrated load within aateas rather than point loads. The analysis paeIs limited to interior panels of an lnfi-
nite system, with all panels Identical andauntyedmetpruitlgh
subjected to Identical loadings. It hasn mtyedmmn e ntlt
been found that a *eries of critical pat- a E k a- m +hk,+ k9+O. total posi-

*terns meorges, whose geometry depends on tive plus neaiemoment resist
the Seometry of the scrruccure. the distri- lag capacity of the slab In two
button of the reinforcement, and the loca- orthogonal directions
tions, shape* and siles of the patch loads.

1' applied concentrated load

LIST OF SYMMLS a A S side dimensions of the area

a oa x direction dimensio-zs of ellip- covered by a conceatrated lead
a oa4tical fans in collapse macha- IN a collapse load per unit ares

- IIE, khiifk' + fr cefiin
b ob ydirection dimensions of ellip- Y.4 ~ 4-. ofiin
to4 tical fans in collapse mechanisms of orthotropy

c * j side dimensions of a colu in In - w xl? load ratio
the x and y directions. respecti-
vely INTUOUCTION

K *wAl
t lm~k coefficient related to the Colm*n supported, reinforced concrete flat

yLeld inse pattern slabs or flat plates are subjected to

k.~u negtiveyied moentper nitlarge beaing moments and shearing forcesk, ngtv il oetprui at their connections with the Coemsn.length provided by top tension Alther or both of these offets can cause
reinforcing bars placad parallelfaur bypnhgoftesb. uc
to the x axisfalr bypahnoftesb.Sb

slabs are typically designed for distri-
gpoiieyield moment per unit buted loads. Uouever * they ace frequently

ku psi irealso leaded with concentrated or patch
%length provided by bottom tensionlodsuhamaieyfrittucs

ras pae aallt h etc. and, Is the dynamic range, missiles
or explosives. The flexural strenth and
collapse mechanisms of such slabs when

kym negative yield moment per uni t subject to combinations of distributed and
length provided by top tension concentrated loads, have not previously
rebate placed parallel to the y been reported on In the literature.
axiN Reinforced concrete slabs with usual

reinforcement ratios exhibit a great deal
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of ductility in flexure. Tests on slabs
show that extensive deformations occur - I n m -
before their ultimate strength is reached
and that the tension reinforceaent in the 0 r
vicinity of concentrated loads or supports - W m m 
yields before punching, thus permitting
large rotations to occur. This ductile .. - a

behavior enables slab systems to redistri- m m m
buts masents prior to collapse, provided A a
that shear failure is prevented. The re- 0 r:
search reported heroin Is concerned with m m n m
the inelastic analysis of the flexural
strength of orthotropically reinforced
slabs supported on columns and loaded with 0 au
combined distribut&d and concentrated RAT RAIE RDW SL
loads. Shear strength has been dealt with
frequently in the literature and is not
considered. It is obvious, however, that
flexural distress is unlikely to enhance
shear resistance.

DESIGN ETHODS A

Sect. 13.3.1 of the ACI (316-83) Code
states that A slab system may be E pI
designed by any procedure satisfyinS
conditions of equilibrium and geometric
compatibility..." and Sect. 13.3.1.1 names c

. two methods of design of slab systems L
subjected to gravity loads only. However,
concentrated loads cannot be handled cor-
rectly by these methods and elastic, e.g. ETL OF AUM
finite element, methods give unrealistic
results at corners of patch ot concen-
trated loads, or supports, i.e.the very a panel, are arbitrary.
locations where failure usually initiates.

The flexural limit strength of rein WDES OF COLLAPSE IN TE SLAB
forced concrete slabs can generally be

* predicted quite accurately by making use The yield li"t analysis has been
of the yield line theory. This method is crried out using the virtual work method
also ideally suited for duling with cot- ua presented by Johanso 13). The method

" nor* of concentrated loads or supports by id based on a postulated geometrically &d-
means of yield fan mechanisms and has alsible collapse mechsm.
given good correlation with a large number In ay analysis of flexural strength
of experiments, by means of yield line theory it is msces-

The yield line theory will therefore. sery to consider all reasonable, geometri-
be used here. cally admissible collapse echaaim. The

one giving the lowest upper bound on the
% -M AMALITICAL 1O4EL collapse load will control.

Aos the many factors which can
The slab system to be analysed is Influence the flexural collapse of flat

supported on columns so arranged as to slabs, those being studied, are:
divide it into rectangular panels. See
fig. 1. A concentrated load, P, will be 1) the coefficient of orthotropv,
assumed to be distributed over a small 2) the geometry of the panel,
rectasgula,, arm of dimensions s and A 3 , 3) the aspect ratio@ and siae of
as shown. The entire slab, including the columns &ad the footprints of the
area beneath P, will carry a uniformly concentrated loads,
distributed load of magnitude w per unit 4) relative magltudes of the concer
area which may be self weight plus any trated and distributed loads,
additional distributed surcharge. 5) the locations of the concentrated

The analysis will be limited to iate- loads in a panel. ned
rior panels. It is also assumed that all 6) the relationships between total

4 Interior panels are identical snd are iden yield moment resistance available
4 tically loaded. Concentrated load will be in the slab sd the loads.

assumed to be distributed over small re-
tangular areas, as is the case in many Since the yield lia metaims for
real ittLations, and magnitudes and foot- the problem under investigation may in
print areas, as well as locations within volve yield fan forming both at column
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reactions and around concentrated loads, a
question arises regarding possible Interac
tions among the fan@. This problem has
never previously been addressed. -- P- SITIV YIELD LINE

The most likely, geometrically admis - AATIVE YIELD LINE

sible yield line patterns for the problem
at hand are shown in Pig. 2.
They include both simple overall folding-
type yield line mechanisms (Cases A and B),
simplified straight line mechanisms (Cases [ *l
CD,E and F) and standard fan-shaped flexu-
ral punching mechanisms (Cases G and H), as I
well as more complex mechanisms involving

Interacting elliptical fans in simulta- Case A
neotsly forming load and column punching
mechanisms (Cases IJK and L). A positive "- A E []
yield line is defined as a plastic hinge in OV -A

whith the rotation ia cotavex down. The re-
verse is true for a negative yield line . U U
Positive yield lines are shown in FIg.2 as
dashed lines, negative as thin solid lines. -- POSITIVE YIELD LINE

The governing equations, expressing - E&&TIVE YIELD LINE
the relationship between the yield moment Cas B
capacities of the slab and the collapse
load for a particular pattern of yield -
lines, were derived and solved by numeri-
cal minimization schemes [4). [-[]- L

RESULTS OF THE YIELD LINE ANALYSIS

As an illustration, an isotropically
,..reinforced system with square panels and C -3 -

point columns and loads (to compare with . .

known solutions for extreme values of e)
[1,3,51, was analyzed.

Two locations of concentrated load
are analyzed: when the centroid of the
concentrated load falls on the top left - POSITIE YIELD LINE

- quarter point of a panel and when it falls NVE YIEL LIN
". on middle point of a panel.

The results are presented in terms of
the coefficient K in Tables 1 and 2, where- -__

in K - w )l/mk. They are also plotted
using a logaxithmic scale in Fig.3 and
Fig.4, respectively. The formulae for K as
derived by yield line analysis are not

*. given here for lack of space, but are avail- Case C .
U'. A nb e r te pshable to Interested parties upon request.

dAs can be seen from the graphs, when ED 1:3
the concentrated loads are applied in the
middle of panels, the folding-type mecha
nisms (Case A ,or B) give the lowest values
for the load ratios of up to, approximate- ED ]

" ly, equal to 2. For higher ratios of g the - - P0MV9 TIMLS u
* column punching mechanism will control the -- T U L

collapse.

For concentrated loads applied at
quarter points of panels the combined -][

column and load flexural punching mechanism
(Case K, or L) govern. for load ratios w up IJ0
to, approximately, equal to .75. For higher
ratios of agin the column pvching me-

% chanisms will control the collapse. I
The influence of other parameters, Ca" D

e.g. the ratio of transverse to longitudi-
nal reinforcement in the slab (i.e. coeffi
cient of orthotropy), s of the footprint
of the concentrated load and other loca- Pig. 2 TWied Line Pattern. for Flat Plate Floor
tions of the concentrated loads can be
found in (2]. System

so

*~~ ~ ~ % -* 4 ~ e.. .~wU * r.'. p~
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- EGATIVE YIELD LINI .-- , b
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EDI jA DA 0

-~ A - -- POSITIVE YIELD LINE
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Fi. 2 Yield Line Patterns for Flat Plate Floor Sytem
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Table 1 Values of K for concentrated load at quarter point of panels

A-1 .1-1 , Ih- 
1v- .25

Point loads and supports

Case .010 .025 .100 .250 .500 1 10 100 1000

A , B .027 - .254 - - 1.781 3.635 3.968 4.004
C .053 - .517 - - 4.010 12.346 15.586 16.006
0 .053 - .501 - - 3.207 6.970 7.896 8.003
E no no no 10.314 11.821 11.982
G .0314 .078 .313 .774 - 2.734 - - -

H .0312 .077 .287 .634 1.058 1.589 2.896 3.155 3.184
I , J .0224 .056 .220 .533 1.036 no no no no
K , L .0219 .055 .218 .540 .951 no no no no

(-) - value was not calculated
no - mechanism will not form

Table 2 Values of K for concentrated load at quarter point of panels

1 ,'-1 h- Iv- .5
Point loans and supports

Case .O0 .025 .100 .250 .500 1 10 100 1000

A B .020 - .191 - - 1.336 3.340 3.929 4.000
C .040 - .388 - - 3.004 9.247 11.674 12.000
D .040 - .375 - - 2.402 5.220 5.914 6.000
E .040 - .387 - - 3.000 9.231 11.650 12.000
G .0314 .078 .307 .742 1.397 - - - -
H .0312 .077 .287 .634 1.058 1.589 2.896 3.155 3.184
I J .0314 .078 .311 .773 2.044 no no no no
K L .0269 .067 .264 .673 no no no no no

F .154 - - - - 3.206 3.910 3.998 4.0r'0
(-) - value was not calculated
no - mechanism will not form

K C K

12.3 E 12.5

*10 G 10 C.
5,- A A 5 O

. 2.5 H .5

53 50

I, J K L 2

0.5 A ,

.025 .025

.01 .01 U

1J .325 .1 .2:, .5, 1. to 180 LOW, J1 .025 .1 o2j .$, 1. to 100 loft

Fig. 3 Collapse load vs. load ratio for Fig. 4 Collapse load vs. load ratio for

different Yield Line Patterns for different Yield Line Patterns for
Ih 1 ,- .25 k" i,, .5
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CONCLUSIONS

It has been found that different
mechanisms can control the collapse. Which
particular mechanism becomeo critical de-
pends on the combinations of variables
which characterize a particular slab eye-
tam. Some of the equations derived cocati-
tute a general.4 ation of elliptical fan
equations derived by Sawcsuk and Jaeger,
and equations derived by Gesund for cases
of flexural punching of column supported
slabs subjected to distributed load only,
and boundary supported slabs subjected to
combined Tlal•ngs.

Further study is needed 1) to
evaluate the effect of these parameters,
for exterior and corner panels, 2) to
develop reasonably accurate but simple
strength predictions which can be readily
used by the engineering profession, and 3)

extend the work to irregular layouts of
columns and loads.

3ome experimental verification has
been carried out [2), but more would be
desirable to assure that no possibly
critical mechanisms have been overlooked.
Knowing how gently curved the solution
surfaces obtained from Yield Line Theory
are, however, it As extremely unlikely that
any alternate mechanism could give an upper
bound on the collapse load which would be
as much as 25% less than the lowest
presented here.
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SOIL-STRUCTURE INTERACTION UNDER BLAST LOADING

Yu-ao He

Tianjin University
Tianjin, CHINA

ABSTRACT way, as an object of study. And take it as
"- the plane strain problem when the surface

Through the analysis of beam-type of earth was overspread with distributed
underground-structure, a new model for 1oads.
the interaction between back filling

- soil and underground-structure under &

blast loading is presented. Such that & 1

* the underground-structure can be predi-
- cated correctly. h

A Finite Element-Curve Fitting
method for determining the rigidity of Tv
back filling soil, which is a basic com-
ponent factor of the model, is also
given in this paper. 1

The calculated results based on A r es e t qi i
this proposed model and the dynamic .

"" experiments of shallow-embedded beams
" were in good agreement. snil-structilre interface

INTRODUCTION j. j..S

The model of soil-structure interac- 
Tv i.._ Tw _=.

tion (SSI) of underground-structure,
according to that by means of which part
of the SSI system discussed was taken from B. Earth Pressure(dynamic displacement)
, may be divide into two forms: associated
and disassociated. The associated model is
that in which the medium/structure should
be considered as a whole and analysed by Fig. I Earth Pressure on the Beam
using the finite element method in an or-

, dinary way. On the contrary, the disasso-
ciated model is actually the structure Before the blast loads acting, the
itself separted from medium and while ana- earth pressure can be obtained by the con-
lysed the influence of SSI should be taken ventional formulae in the soil mechanics.
account in. For the shallow-embedded structures con-

structed by the cut-and-cover method, the
It is obvious that the analysis for earth pressure should be using Tersaghi'e

underground-structure by the associated formula that is well known.
. model is more complicated than the disas-
" sociated. So it needs further laborious It is should denoted here that these
. works and requires the computer with more formulae given by soil mechanics of today

large storage. are only suitable for the state of static
. equilibrium. While the displacements dyna-

The disassociated model has been stu- mically occurring, the original earth pre-
• died in different way by some researchers. ssure Tv is no longer keeping unalternated
" In this paper, a new disassociated model and should be equal to the contact pre-

for the dynamical analysis of underground- ssure Tw between soil and beam, obtained
structure under blast loading is given, by the conditions of compatibility in the

static sense under the pressure Tv. The
DESCRIPTION OF MODEL pressure Tw should be maintained until the

dynamical displacements vanished. So that,
Take the beam-type structure, show in in the period of dynamic exciting, the

Fig. 1 which might be the top slab of sub- effects of the contact pressure Tv on the
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responses of the beam equivalent to some From theoretical analysis, it had
mass added upon the beam. The mass is equal been known that the functions depend on the
to Tw/g and may be called as " Equivlence properties of soil, the geometrical para-
mass " conveniently. (g is the acceleration meters of where discussed on the beam, the
of gravity) height of soil covered over the beam (as a

semispace problem) and the frequency of
The procedure of the responses of the disturb.

beam under blast loading may be illutrated
by the concept of wave dynamics. The pro- The stress Ti should be given certain-
cedure might be divided into two phases ( ly in practice, and then the stress Ts may
He 1979 ): constrained and unconstrained, be obtained theoretically. 1at the stress
In the constrained phase, suppose that the Tr is almost unknown, it is a function of
beam is applied by an imaginary " fixed- U and 0 mentioned above.
rigid " constraint, shown in Fig. 2

In essence, the SSI is equal to the
radiated stress plus the action of inertia

Ti + To of equivalent mass M . Therefore, the new
L- " SSI model proposed this paper can be gener-

ally expressed in the following form:
(S ) - + co + )u(2

"ixed-rigid" constraint
If let the proposed model discrete

A. Constrained Phase for numerical analysis, a schematic diagram

for the beam is shown in Fig. 3
1001/// 1_ zzl////// 2a/// Zl ////

1 22 -1
TI~~ I Ts+T 01 '2

"C" 2  K1 2

_*.., B. biconstrnined Phase "

Fig. Dynamic Loads on the Beam C K C .4".~1 1 •

While the incident stress wave imping- M1
ing upon the upper surface of the beam, the - h_
scattered wave should be generated. Let the
incident and scattered stresses represented Fig. 3 A Schematic Diagram for SSI
by TL and Ta respectively.

Next, the unconstrained phase, to free
* the beam from the imaginary constraint, the In the figure, K i = abK' a = dis-

deformation and the displacement should tance between joint i and',J on the
happen. These disturbs will input forcefu- beam, b = width of the beam, K'4 = distri-
lly into the medium. Then the radiated wave butee rigidity function. The "function
will generate. Let the radiated stress be- means that the distributed force to be
ween the soil and the upper, surface of the needed for generating an unit displacement
beawl represented by Tr . Generally, the ex- at point i; the distributed force acts on
pression for it might be represented by the the soil at a range just length a with
following formula ( He 1979*,1980 ): the midpoint of point j . Similar defini-

Tr = ( KU + CO tions for Cij, b, MI  and M2 may be given.
In the following, function K is found

where U = disturb(displacement or 4eforma- by static elasticity. So that the proposel
tion of beam) SSI model belongs to quasi-static.

U = rate of change of disturb with
respect to time SOIL RIGIDITY FUNCTION

K = rigidity function of soil From that indicated above, the rigidi-

C = damping function. ty function for any discrete point i can be
written as K i( h/l, E, V ). It is depend-
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ing on the relative height of covered soil
h/l and the property of soil ( Young's mo- P (h/1) = 4050(h/1) - 615(h/1) +
dulus E and Poisson's ratio V ). In which,
h is the height of covered soil and 1 is 245(h/I) (8)
the span of beam.

The secant modulus E(kg/cs) of soil
The Finite Element-Curve Fitting me- is obtailfed by the Newton-Raphson method

thod for detemination of the rigidity func- from the stress-strain curve and Equ. 7
tion is shortly mentioned below. The method After some circles *of iteration, the pre-
is divided into two steps. First,by using cise value of E corresponing with actual
finite element method, the values of K strain of soil is obtained. Then substitu-
for discrete points h/l = .25, .50, .7ji ting E in Equ. 3 - 6, the modified rigidi-
1.00, 1.25, 1.50 are obtained. And then funtions are given.
the rigidity functions should be given by
using the curve fitting method for these EQUIVALENT MASS
discrete values. Conveniently, let V = 1/3.

finite element Krom Terzaghi's formula for soil pre-
finite eIleet"K 2 rO

.OE KIj method 12 sours, the soil weight acting on the jointhtod i or 2 of the beam (shown in Fig. 3) is:

W = abTv (9)

K22 By the conditions of compatibility,
.02E the equivalent masses at joint 1 and 2 can

.-- -- K1 1  be obtained:

M1 = W((I/k 1 2+1/K 2 )(I/K 21+ /K22 )-(1I/k2 2
o I ._. hl +11 22)( 11+11K ?))/g((l/k21+ll 21

O .5 1.0 1.9 )(11K12+1/k12)_(11k11+11K11)(11k22

Fig. 4 Soil Rigidity Functions.. 1/K22 )) (10)

These functions should be 
written as

the following: M 2 =W((/k21+I/K21)(./K12+I/K 1)-(I/k11

Kl1 ( h/l, E, v ) = E(.03297(h/1) - +1/K1)(1/K2+l/K2))/g((l/k2+1/K

.024231(h/)+ .006566(h/I) ) (3)

K2 1 ( h/l, E, V ) = E(.O3141(h/1) -

.016491(h/l) + .003253(h/1)3 ) (4)/K 22 )) (11)

K 22 ( h/l, E, P ) = E(.04315(h/l) - where k j= rigidity of the beam. Its defi-

.0 28 ,151(h/l) + .006713(h/i)
3 ) (5) nition is similar to Kij.

K1 2 ( h/l, E, V ) = 2K2 1 ( h/l, E, V ) (6) Discussion on Equ. 10 and 11:

NONLINSARITY OF SOIL 1. If soil is more rigid than beam,

The rigidity functions given above are 
Kij*kij then M, = M 2= 0

based on the hypothesis of linear elastici- 2. If the rigidity soil and beam is equal
ty. But the strains of soil might be lareer
than 1,/10000 while the blast loads acting to each other, zi. k then = 2
on; the nonlinearity would be appeared. So - W/2g
that the influences of it must be consider- 3. If beam is more rigid than soil,
ed. It may be treated with the Newton-
Raphson method for modifying the modulus ki Ki then MI1 M2. W/g
E. i2i

From above, the general aspects varia-The equivalent strains of soil under tions for the equivalent mass may be found

the giving loads q(kg/cm) can be calculat- out.
ed b2 the Finite Element-Curve Fitting me-
thod also: After some statistical simplifications

Equ. 10 and 11 might be written in fol-
= ql/13(h/l)E (7) lowing forms:

where (h/l) = strain function 1. For the simply supported beam
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= (6 69 10-3 aK11 + .3512)/(23.72 10- 6

e 2  + 10.94 1,0-30Kl1 + .3512) M1 /M

-fixed-end beam
M2  7 10- K l - .3512)/(23.72 10-6 -8

*2 K11 + 10.94 10-3OKl1 + .3512) .6 simply supported(13) 

beam

2. For the fixed end beam 
.4

M, = (3.11 10 3 eK1 l + .3512)/(3.05 10 6

2KI + 2.91 10 3 9Kl + .3512)
(14) G .4 .8 1.2 h/i

M N2 =-(2.20 10- 3 eKll - .3512)/(3.05 10- 6  K 2/Ko
,2 K 1 + 2.91 + + .3512) fixed-end beam(15)

where 9 = (E/!)(h/d)3; relative rigidity
parameter .6

d = height of beam lysim
Y = oung's modulus of material for simply supported
beam . .. 2

soil-structure interface

Fig.6 Relative Equivalent Mass

W w w

'I if (rr=
Ml9 M g Ml intcrval=O

2g 1g COMPARISONS WITH EXPERIMENTS

The data of the experiments were known
as that: the span and height of the steel

- Fig. r Contact Forces beam is 70cm and 2cm respectively; the wei-
ght per unit volume and modulus(initial) of
soil is .00143kg/cm4 and 1OOOkg/cma for
sand(Experiment No. 1), and .0O189kg/cms
and 200kg/cmlfor clay(Experiment No. 2)

Illustrative example: Suppose a steel respectively.
beam with span 1=100cm, height d=2cm and For verifying the proposed model, the
modulus E=21OOOO0kg/cma. The distributed c orvnri theprnse given, t
blast loading q=lkg/cm*. The modulus of comparisons with experiments are given. It
soe](for' initial) E=200kg/cm4. Find the is convenient to choose the fundamental
equivalent masses for the different heights frequency of structure for comparing.
of covered soil. The fundamental frequency can be de-

By using Equ. 12-15, the equivalent mass- termined by the following formula obtainedeB should be obtained. And then, the varied by using the proposed model for the beamen soul be btaned Andthe, th vaied as well as that shown in Fig. 3.relations between the relative equivalent
mass ( MI/M , M2/ M ) and the relative /
height of covered soil ( h/l ) are ((A - (A2 - 4'B)4)/2(Mb+ M2)B )+given in Fig. 6 for observing and comparing b (
conveniently. In which M = W/g. (16)

where A = 1/(K11 + k11) + 1/(K22 + k22)

H 1/(KI + k11 )(K22 + k22) -

1/(1K21 + k2 1)(K1 2 + k12 )
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* c = (Mb + M2)/(Nb + MN)_--

Mb = concentrated discrete mass ofbeam at joint 1 and 2 .

In Equ. 16, the damping had been neg- 1.
lected. theory

If let K =0, then the fundamental h/1
frequence for"Jthe beam of uncovered soil, . . rimpn ,
c, will be given. -. 0 .5

The coparisons are given in Fig. 7-8.

" It is shown that the calculated based Fig.7 Comparisons with Experiment
on the proposed model were in good agree- No. 1
ment with the results of the experiment No.
I and No. 2.

CONCLUSIONS

The new SSI model proposed in this
_. paper can correctly reflects the practicl
, behaviours of the underground-structures

under blast loading. And then it is effec-
tive and useful for the purpose of analys- 5 1.0
ing and designing in a simple way. 1.0
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PREDICTING CONCRETE SPALL RESULTING FROM DYNAMIC LOADING
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reaching an interface between two materials, the

incident wave would in general be both reflected

Whether spalling will or will not take place and refracted. However, if the interface Is a
as a consequence of a dynamic load is of free surface only a reflected wave would be
considerable importance to the designers of generated. For an arbitrary angle of incidence, a

" protective structures and therefore has been the stress free boundary can only be insured if a
" subject of a number of research projects. rarefaction and a distortional wave are generated
-- However, due to the complexity of the problem,

available analyses rely on either highly idealized at the interface. However, If the angle of

boundary and loading conditions or on empirical incidence is normal to the free surface, the

expressions derived by fitting curves to a limited necessary boundary conditions can be satisfied by

. amount of experimentally obtained data. A review a reflected tensile wave equal in shape and
magnitude to the incident compression wave. The

of the methods most commonly used to calculate actual stress state at a point In the concrete
spalling of the backface of concrete slabs is target is determined by taking the sum of the

presented. Limits to the applicability of the stresses induced by the incident compressive pulse
- predictive procedures are discussed. and the reflected tensile pulse at that point.

For a target consisting of a material which has a
much lower strength in tension than in
compression, a tensile failure will occur at some

1. INTRODUCTION plane in the target when the amplitude of the
reflected tensile stress wave exceeds the dynamic

The dynamic response of a concrete structure tensile strength. The location of the failure
can be divided in a broad sense into two surface is a function of the shape and magnitude

categories: 1) structural or global behavior, and of the Incident pulse. For the example shown in
2) local behavior. Local behavior can in turn be Figure 1 where the shape of the stress wave is
divided into a number of separate study areas. triangular and the magnitude is Just equal to the
included among these sub-areas are; a) cratering, dynamic tensile strength, the distance from the
b) penetration, c) perforation, d) cracking and e) free surface to the spall plane is one-half the
spalling. The primary subject of interest of this wavelength. For larger incident wave amplitudes,
paper is spalling. Other local effects will only the failure strength would be reached sooner and
be introduced when necessary to describe the the initial spall thickness would be less, but
spalling phenomenon. multiple spall zones would develop. When failure

does occur, the material between the original free
Spalling, as used in this paper, refers to surface and the newly created fracture surface

the ejection of pieces of concrete from the back will possess an amount of entrapped momentum equal
(unloaded) face of a concrete structure which has to the mass of the spalled material times the
been subjected to a dynamic load. When ejected, particles' velocity in the spalled zone. It is
these concrete particles typically possess this trapped momentum that gives the spalled

- velocities large enough to cause severe injury to material its ejection velocity.
. personnel and/or damage to equipment housed within

the structure. Spall is the result of a tensile The incident compressive wave can be the
failure in the target material. The process of result of an impact of a solid body, an
loading which leads to spalling is shown overpressure such as would be caused by a blast
schematically in Figure 1. In this illustration, wave, or a combination of impact and impulse
a load pulse in the concrete resulting from a resulting from the nearby detonation of a cased

, specified dynamic load is idealized as a plane explosive charge. Predictions of spall thickness
triangular compression wave and the target is have typically been either empirical in nature,
assumed to be a planar wall of some finite i.e., the approach taken is one of determining the
thickness. The incident pulse is shown in the best fit to a set of experimental data, or
figure as passing through the target without theoretical in which the formulation requires that
change in either shape or magnitude. Upon a signficant number of simplifying assumptions be
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" made in order to make the problem solvable. The design procedures currently being used (27, 30) do
. approach chosen is usually dependent upon which of not allow for an Increase in design strengths to
, the above loading conditions is considered to be account for dynamic loads.

the design threat. Since more data exist for the
problem of response due to impact of a projectile, 3. BEHAVIOR OF SLABS SUBJECTED TO IMPACT LOADS

*" solution techniques for the impact problem have
largely been empirical. On the other hand, Although the mechanics of projectile

penetration has been stiudied since the earlybecause the amount of data on the spoll of eighteenth century, a completely adequate
concrete slabs from blast loading is much more theoretical description of the behavior of a
limited, the solutions to this type of loading target as It Is Impacted by a high speed missile
have tended to be theoretical, has not yet been proposed (2). There are however,

* number of empirical and semi-empirical methods
2. RESPONSE TO AN IMPULSIVE LOAD for predicting the response of a concrete target,

Including spalling, to a missile impact. Each is
When an explosive charge Is denotated near a a best fit to a limited number of observations and

concrete wall a compressive stress wave Is being empirical, each varies In its ability to
generated that is transmitted through the predict the onset of spall.
structure. As was observed in the Introduction
when this compressive wave reaches a free surface, 3a. The first of the spall thickness expressions* it Is reflected. The reflected wave will have a was the Petry Formula which appeared in its

- tensile component whose amplitude is proportional original form In 1910. In the revised form
" to the amplitude and a function of the angle of currently in use (1, 7, 19), spall thickness is

Incidence of the compression wave. A comparison calculated as a function of the strength of the_ of the state of stress induced by the incident and concrete and the weight and velocity of the
reflected waves with the dynamic material missile. The Modified Petry Formula Is given as:
properties of the concrete must be made in order
to assess the liklihood of spall. Peak incident
pressures can be calculated if the magnitude of S - 26.4 K A log (1 + V 2/0.0215) (2)
the explosive source and its distance from and p p
orientation to the target are known (7, 8, 30). 3b. The Corps of Engineers (COE) Formula (7, 9,
Accurate spall calculations require a detailed -) was developed from test results obtained by

- knowledge of more than just the magnitude of the impacting concrete slabs with artillery shells of
incident wave however. The stress time history four different sizes. The expression for spal'.
must also be known or assumed. One possible wave thickness Is given as:
form which has been widely used is a triangle such

. as the one which was shown in Figure 1. Another s - 2.12d + 1.36x for 3d < s 18d (3)
is an exponential relationship such as the one

- proposed by Kot et. al. (20) which they found to where:
- be in somewhat better agreement with available 222P d0 .215  V1 . 5

observations than the simple triangular pressure x + d/2 (4)
distribution. A plot showing a triangular pulse f2
and Kot's exponential decay pulse together with a C
pressure time history measured during tests 3c. The National Defense Research Committee (23)
reported by Coltharp (6) Is presented in Figure "eveloped a spalling formula by observing that in
2. There does not appear to be d great deal of a large number of tests, spalling would take placei" difference among the three plots and either of the
two idealizations would be expected to simulate when the projectile penetrated at least 50% of the
the important characteristics of the actual target thickness. A prediction of the amount of

* pressure wave in sufficient detail for design. penetration to be expected was made by assuming
Predicted first spall thickness for the that the force resisting projectile penetration at
exponential stress pulse as presented by Kot et. any time t Is proportional to the missile velocity
al. (20) Is given as: at that time t times the depth of penetration.

The NDRC formula for spall is given as:.. V t+ 1t/y x2'

( -1 (1) s - 7.91x - 5.06 7 x < 0.65d (5)

The symbols used in this and subsequent equations where:
are defined in the glossary at the end of the 2.2 8 0.5

- paper. x (4KNd DY1 "8 ) x 4 2d (6)

Dynamic Tensile Strength a KNd 1 2 DV1 8 + d x > 2d (7)

Spall occurs when the net tensile stress The NDRC formulation will predict spallexceeds the dynamic tensle strength of the thicknesses in the range of s3d which s
appropriate for thin targets or largeconcrete. Several investigators (3, 22, 24, 29, projectles, For thicker targets (s 3d) the

31, 32) have reported dynamic tensile strengths as projetla Fo the trg of t 3d) th
much as 2.2 times the measured static concrete NDRC formula takes on the form of the Corps of

. tensile strength. Despite these observations, Engineers equation for spall.
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* 3d. The Amman and Whitney formula was developed
* TF3, 14, 15) to characterize the damage to where:

concrete structures resulting from the impact of 0.191d
explosively generated fragments. In the original x (16)
forms the equations for spall were strictly s
applicable only for missiles having Impact and: 2
velocities greater than 1000 feet/sec. The W-V2

*~i formulas have been modified and now appear to give I - (17)
reasonable estimates for spall caused by missiles gd f
impacting at lower velocities (13). Spall
thickness Is given by the modified Amman and In the Hughes model the impact force
Whitney formula as: increases linearly to a maximum value which

corresponds to the onset of spall The load then
s - 1.215xd 0 .1 + 2.12d (8) decreases parabolically to zero at maximum

penetration. In the equations presented by Hughes
- The form of the penetrdtion equatien Is that of the missile must be non-deformable, energy ctnnot

the NORC equations (eqiations 6 and 7) but with be dissipated at the point ot impact exceLpt In
K 1.15K The Amman and Whitney deforming the target and the effects of
peetration equTons are often expressed in terms reinforcement cannot be accounted for. Fughes

of fragment weight. When given in this form the presents data (16) comDaring calculated values of
penetration is calculated as: spa11 thickness with available data. The figures

WfO.37 V0.9 show good agreement betveen predictions and
X - 0.91 x < 2d (9) observations with the predictions tending to be.

0.4 0.9 0.33 somewhat conservative. The predicted veluesx - 0.3 Wf V + x.5d(Wf x (ppear to become increasingly conservative as the

3e. Kar (17, 18) has developed a set of impact factor decreases.

expressions that utilize the same format as the
e'r equaions bt utlz provid e for adtionae 3h. A series of tests performed for the Bechtel
NaRC equations but provtide for addititona rp. (1, 9, 28) in whlch both deformabe and non-
he parameters in the formulation. These addiions to deforrble large dtameter cylinders impacted
the spa equations include the effects f mssle oncrete slabs resulted tin the development of a

.- material properties and cross sectional area and new set of empirical equations for calculating
* the size of the aggregate in the conc-ete. The spall thickness. For non-deformable missiles the

spall thickness is calculated by the following Bechtel equation for spall is:
expressions: .0.4 v0.5

2s 15._ p (18)
s-a - p(7.91x - 5.06.&2) (11) dO.2

where:

22 _8 d d (For defirmable cylinders the spalling thickness
x = (4KNd V '  ) xi2d (12) is:

10. V.8 d W 0.4 06x- KND DV + d x > 2d (13) 5.4V (19)

3f. Chang (5) postulated that particle spall , d0 °2

-,sulted from local bending failure of the c

* concrete target. A spall thickness was defined as 3i. Stone and Webster performed a series of tests
: the wall thickness at which the kinetic energy of sTmilar to the Bechtel tests (1, 9, 19). As with
. the impacting missile equalled the strain energy the Bechtel equations, spall thickness for either

capacity of the portion of the wall affected by rigid or deformable cylinders can be obtained.
the impact. The resulting expression developed by The Stone and Webster equation for spall thickness
Chang is: is given as:

W 2 )0.4

S- (u)0.4a ( -(14V) WV 0.33(20)
v d, 0.4 (14) s.

" c

3. Hughes (16) nondimensionlized the NORC 4. COMPARISION OF THE IMPACT FORWJLAS
equations by proposing an impact factor (similar
to the impact factor proposed independently by Figure 3 is a plot of the predicted spall
Haldar and Miller (12)). According to Hughes, thickness as a function of impact velocity. A
spall thickness can be calculated from the prediction of the spall thickness for two

* following different projectiles is presented for each of the
empirical spalling procedures reviewed above. The

s 1.74x 2.5d (15) first, shown in Figure 3a, might be considered to

* ,91
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be a typical frtagment with a projectile weight- d * projectile diameter (in). For projectiles
0.68 kg, and a diameter - 2.5 cm. The second with non-circular cross-sections, d "

projectile, shown in Figure 3b, welgh% 160 kg and equivalent diameter (same contdt area)
the diameter is 15.2 cm, The target consisrL of do  - outside diameter of missile (in) -Kar
5000 psi concrete. It can be seen that for both W, 0 projectile weight (lbs)
large and small projectiles the Corps of Engineers W, a fragment weight (oz) -Amnan & W itney

• Formula gives the most conservative estimate of g u acceleration due to gravity (ft/sec )

spall thickness with the degree of this N - missile shape factor 0.72 < N < 1.14
m conservatism increasing with Increasing projectile N a missile shape factor 0.72 < N < 1.17

velocity. Superimposed on both figures is a -Kar
V - missile impact velocity (1000 ft/sec~

shaded area indicating the general region In which f a concte i)mprctsveot (100 f/ i K

most of the available data fall. Within this c crete compressive strength (lb/tnKp penetrability coefficient -Petry
range the NORC formulas have been shown to be K * 180/ AT? -NDRCadequate, though, conservative, predictors of K * (180//rn )pl .25 -Kar
spall for small missiles. The NDRC equations are
quite conservative for large missiles (9) (lb/ft)
Observed behavior has been shown to be more D - missile calibre density - W/d3 (lb/ft 3)
satisfactorily predicted by the Bechtel equations Pp * sectional pressure of missile 1.27 W/d2

for these missiles (9). (lb/ft 2)

modulus of elasticity of misslle (lb/in3 )
5. COMBINED IMPACT AND IMPULSE • modulus of elasticity of steel- %uX 1  is1b/in 

t

The equations reviewed above have ai l maximum aggregate size (in) -Kar
considered damage to be the result of either a p - coefficient - Em/Es -Kar
single load either Impulse or impac, An Ya - ;oefficients -Chan
important considerat4on In the determintion of 1 a reference velocity - 200ft/sec -Chan
the dynamic response of a concrete wall Is the A impact factor -Hughes, Haldar
effect on that wall of a combined blast and a strain rate factor
fragmentation load typical of that delivered by E + 12.3 (ln(1 - 0.031)) -Hughes
explos;ve munitions. The results of recent tests C - coefficent reflecting missile
In which concrete walls were subjected to loads shape -Stone & Webster
from both cased and uncased charges indicate that
damage due to the combined load Is much more 7. REFERENCES
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BLAST RESPONSE TESTS OF REINFORCED CONCRETE BOX STRUCTURES:
Methods for Reducing Spall

David R. Coltharp, Sam A. Kiger, Ken P. Vitayaudom
USAF Waterways Experiment Station

Vicksburg, Mississippi

Tom J. Hilferty
U. S. Air Force Engineering and Services Center

Tyndall AFD, Florida

ABSTRACT effect of an open versus closed shear stirrup de-
sign in the wall reinforcement and examining the

Nine explosive tests were conducted against rein- effect of a charge detonated with its axis 600 from
forced concrete walls to determine the effective- horizontal versus 900.
hess of: (a) earth berms, (b) spall plates, and
(c) increased wall thickness, on reducing or elimi- Nine tests were conducted with cased explosive

- nating spalling of the wall. The test items were charges detonated at a given standoff from one-half
reinforced concrete box-type structures, and the scale model structures. All tests were instru-
two opposite walls on each structure were tested. mented with active gages and high-speed photography
Cased explosive charges were detonated on the to obtain data on the loading and response of the
ground near the structures, and instrumentation test walls.
recorded blast-pressure loading, steel strains,
wall deflection, and in-structure motion. Three EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
tests ased earth berms placed halfway up the ex-
terior of the 32.5-cm-thick walls. Three tests The procedure was similar than that used in
used spall plates on the interior of the 32.5-cm- the first test series (Reference 1). Four box
thick walls. Three tests used thicker walls structures were constructed for use as test speci-
(40 cm, 47.5 cm, and 55 cm). All three methods mens (Figure 1). Each had a floor, roof, and two
were effective in reducing or eliminating spalling test walls and were 4 m long with interior dimen-
of the interior of the wall. Test results and the sions of 1.65 m (height) by 1.65 m (width). The
relative advantages and disadvantages of each steel reinforcement design for the roof and floor
method are discussed. was similar to the first test series (Reference 1).

Principal steel ratios for the test walls varied
INTRODUCTION and are discussed later. Single leg, open shear

stirrups were used in all but one of the walls.
Background Stirrup spacing was based on the static flexural

In August-September 1982 a series of six tests capacity of the wall. The transverse steel ratio

were conducted to determine the response of con- for all walls was 0.1 percent. All steel was spe-
crete walls with various amounts of reinforcement cified to be ASTM A615-68, Grade 60, having a mini-
to nearby detonations. Results of this program are mum yield of 414 MPa. Tests showed yield to be
reported in Reference I and identify spalling of approximately 497 MPa. The concrete compressive
the interior of the walls as the major damage strength was approximately 38 iPs.
mechanism. In November-December 1983 a second
series of wall tests were conducted to evaluate Each box was placed in a reaction structure
methods of reducing this spall. Nine scale model to minimize rigid body motion and exposed to the
tests were conducted at Tyndall AFB, Florida, by nearby detonation of a cased cylindrical charge.
the Air Force Engineering and Services Center in The charge design and standoff was the same as
conjunction with the U. S. Army Engineer Waterways used for the first test series and was chosen to
Experiment Station. This paper presents the re- simulate a scaled specified weapon. All charges
sults of those tests. A detailed description of were detonated on the ground surface with their
both test series is given in Reference 2. axis vertical except for test No. 3 which used a

charge with its axis 600 from horizontal in a
Objective and Approach plane containing the midplane of the box structure.

The primary objective of the second testing
program was to evaluate three separate methods of Test Description
reducing or eliminating spall: (a) use of earth Table 1 presents the primary test parameters.
berms on the exterior of the wall to attenuate the Figure 2 shows the protection methods tested.
peak stress and distribute the loading resulting Berms were used in the first three tests. They had
from the blast, (b) spall plates on the interior of been tried successfully in previous tests (Refer-
the wall to trap the concrete spall particles, and ence 3) and consisted of local soil placed on a
(c) increased wall thickness to attenuate the 1:1.5 slope against the exterior of the wall. Two
stress wave below the spall threshold value, berm heights were tested with walls having minimum

reinforcement. Since no significant wall damage
Secondary objectives included evaluating the
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STable 1. Test Sequence And Parameters. bern tests is dramatically reduced due to the wave

, attenuation of the soil. Figures 5 and 6 show the

wall Principal Spall spatial distribution of peak pressures on the wall

---- Test Thickness Steel Protection for the shots without and with berms, respectively.Tal Te enge A P Met, These graphs again show tile draatc reduction in

No. cm Percentage Method peak pressure due to the berm.
1 32.5 0.09 0.7-m-high berm
2 32.5 0.og 1.0-r-high berm Acceleration Data

*Peak acceleration data for the various gages
3* 32.5 0.09 1.0-m-high berm is given in Table 2. The berm Test Nos. I and 2

4 32.5 0.50 Spall plate show decreased accelerations. The same decrease
in response can be seen in the shock spectra

5 32.5 0.25 Spall plate plotted in Figure 7. (An upper bound acceleration
6.e ifor these spectra can be approximated from the

peak values given in Table 2).
" 7 55.0 0.08 Increased thickness

80I e cDeflection Data
8 47.5 0.11 Increased thickness The peak midspan deflections for the tests are
9** 32.5 0.25 Spall plate given in Table 3. Test Nos. 4 and 5 were similar

to Test Nos. 2 and 6, respectively, of the first
60 same wall as used in test series. Note from the table that even with

degree orientation, much less steel percentages, the deflections for
lTest No. 2. walls with berms were significantly less. Note

** Closed stirrups versus open also that the thicker walls deflected less than

Test No. 5 with the sme capacity 32.5-cm wall.
, resulted from test No. 2, this wall was retested Test No. 9 which used closed stirrups also de-

with a 600 charge orientation so that fragments flected considerably less than Test No. 5 with
wou'd impact above the berm and possibly produce open stirrups.
more damage.

Fragmentation Effects
One-millimeter-thick spall plates were used on As with the first test series, fragment im-

three tests. They were attached to the wall in- pacts on the test walls were concentrated near the
terior with approximately 19 bolts/m and extended bottom except for Test No. 3 with the 600 charge

• from the floor to the midpoint of wall. Steel configuration where they were near the midspan.
percentages for these walls were chosen to compare The berms in Tests 1 and 2 stopped all fragments
with two of the walls that were tested in the first from reaching the wall (Figure 8) while fragments
series (Reference 1). A closed stirrup design was for other tests penetrated 4-5 cm into the wall
used in one of these walls, and exposed the exterior layer of reinforcing

(Figure 9).

Test Nos. 6-8 used thicker walls 
in an effrt

to attenuate the stress wave in the wall to such an Spallation and Structural Dam ge
extent that spalling would not occur. Thicknesses No spalling occurred for the three berm tests.
were chosen based on predictions of Reference 4. The walls appeared to respond in a flexural mode
The steel percentage was chosen such that each of judging from the cracks near the midspan of the

% the thick walls had the same flexural capacity as a wall interior (Figure 10). Structural damage for
. 32.5 cm thick wall with 0.25 percent reinforcement, these tests was minor.

Measurements The spall plates functioned properly in all
The gage layout for the tests is shown in three tests in which they were used. As antici-

Figure 3. The gages were used to measure: pated, spalling occurred only on the lower portion
(a) loading of the wall from the sirblast and (for of the wall. The plates suffered a large membrane
the berms tests) ground shock; (b) strain in the deformation (-20 co) but contained most of the
reinforcement steel; (c) in-structure motion (ac- spall particles (Figure 11). Structural damage was

celeration, velocity, displacement); and (d) rela- highly localized to the lower middle of the wall
tive displacement of the wall and roof. High- and was similar to that seen for the first test
speed cameras were used inside the box structures series.
to record crack formation, wall motion, and con-
crete spall velocities. Figures 12 thru 14 show the spalling of the

three thicker walls tested and how it decreased
TEST RESULTS with increased wall thickness. Noting that the

spall fragments for Test Nos. 7 and 8 were located
Pressure Data only a few feet from the wall, it was judged that

The peak pressure versus distance up the wall the spall area and velocity for the 47.5 cm and
is shown in Figure 4. The graph is plotted for the 50 cm wall were reduced to acceptable levels.
center vertical gage line and compares the results Structural damage was light.
of the first series with data from the second
series. Also shown is the predicted pressure for a CONCLUSIONS
spherical charge (using Reference 5). Note that
the pressure near the bottom of the wall for the All three methods, spall plates, added wall
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Table 2. Peak Accelerations, g's.

Test No. AWHH ARV ARH AFV AFH

1 +3,100/-2,900 +84/-86 +88/-80 +80/-88 +180/-150

2 +2,800/-2,600 +72/-90 +84/-82 +82/-86 +150/-150

3 +11,500/-15,000 +390/-400 +420/-400 +370/-400 +350/-290

4 +22,500/-12,500 +1,490/-1,498 +1,100/-1,300 +1,600/-1,800 +2,500/-3,500

5 +14,000/-10,000 +780/-1,180 +580/-950 -- +3,500/-4,700

6 +9,500/-6,000 +1,5001-1,490 +1,000/-980 +4,000/-3,100 +2,600/-2,300

7 +8,000/-6,000 +1,300/-1,200 +1,2001-1,000 +4,300/-4,300 +4,000/-4,000

8 +17,500/-10,000 +1,500/-1,800 +2,500/-2,000 -- +12,000/-8,000

9 +14,000/-7,500 +1,000/-1,100 +900/-850 +4,000/-2,700 +8,800/-6,000

Table 3. Peak Midapan Deflections. fragments to acceptable levels. Increased thick-

ness also offers added protection from direct hit

Wall Midspan penetrating weapons.

Test Steel Thickness Deflection
No. Percentage cm Berm - Exterior sand berming is very effective in

, -reducing the blast pressure and fragmentation
1 0.09 32.5 X 6.4 loading. The interior suffers no spall damage

and only minor flexural cracking. Beruing permits
- 2 G.09 32.5 X 3.6 the use of lower steel ratios, produces a more

flexural-type response, and is the most cost
3 0.09 32.5 X 10.2 effective solution.

4 0.50 32.5 20.1 (23)* REFERENCES

5 0.25 32.5 44.5 (37)* 1. Coltharp, Da',id R., "Blast Response Tests of
Reinforced Concrete Box Structures," Proceedings

6 0.15 40.0 24.1 of the Symposium on the Interaction of Nonnuclear
Munitions with Structures, Part 2, p 133, May 10-13,

* 7 0.08 55.0 12.7 1983.

8 0.11 47.5 10.9 2. Coltharp, D. R., Vitayaudom, K. P., and

Kiger, S. A., "Response of Semihardened Facility
9 0.25 32.5 24.1lr  Walls to Nearby Detonations," Air Force Engineer-

ing and Services Center, Technical Report, Tyndall
* Corresponding data from first test series. AFB, FL (in preparation).

Used a closed stirrup design. 3. Loos, G., and Pahl, H., "Explosive Tests on

Underreinforced Model Structures in Incirlik
thickness, and earth berms, were effective in re- (Republic of Turkey) and Meppen (Federal Republic
ducing or eliminating spall. Each offers advan- of Germany)," Infrastrukturstab der Bundeswehr,
tages and disadvantages. TB-82-01, January 1982.

Interior spall plates contain the concrete 4. Hader, Hansj~rg, "Effects of Bare and Cased
fragments, but the exterior and interior of the Explosive Charges on Reinforced Concrete Walls,"

* walls are still damaged resulting in reduced Proceedings of the Symposium on the Interaction of
section capacity. Steel spall plates provide Nonnuclear Munitions with Structures, Part 1,
EMP protection and are a good retrofit technique. p 22, May 10-13, 1983.

Increasing the wall thickness to 40 cm reduces 5. Department of the Army, TH 5-1300, "Structures

the area of spall and spall velocity, but still not to Resist the Effects of Accidental Explosions,"
to acceptable levels. Wall thicknesses of 47.5 cm June 1969.
and 55 cm reduce the area and velocity of spall
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Figure 10. Flexural cracks on bermed wall Figure 11. Deformation of spall plate
(Test No. 1). (Test No. 4).
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DYNAMIC ANALYSIS OF A BURIED CONCRETE STRUCTURE SUBJECTED

TO GAS PRESSURE LOADING
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S.Donato Milanese (MI),Italy Segrate (MI), Italy

ABSTRACT

This paper adresses the highly nonlinear the base of recent experimental results,
problem of extreme accident analysis of a the length of crack propagation in pressur
buried concrete member subjected to impul- ized pipelines are not infinite but of
sive loading. A reinforced concrete wallis about six pipe diameters.

designed for environment protection against.
nearby pipeline explosion and its struc- COMPUTER PROGRAM CAPABILITIES
tural behaviour is analysed by means of
the modern finite element nonlinear pro- The modern computerized analysis is appli-
gram ABAQUS. In this paper, some general ed for the investigation of the behaviour
features of the computer program are first of the earth and buried concrete struc-
presented. Then its use in the field of tures in presence of this extreme dynamic
structural strength assessment is describ- loading phenomena. The modern structural
ed by the following applications: analysis system ABAQUS, developed by
- pressure wave propagation study; HIBBITT, KARLSSON & SORENSEN, INC., [11 is

- - reinforced concrete wall behavior analy- extensively used for this purpose. General
sis ly regarded as one of the most advanced

- surrounding ground behaviour evaluation. finite element analysis programs, ABAQUS
has implemented powerful material, geome-
try and boundary nonlinear engineering mod

INTRODUCTION eling capabilities. Moreover, ABAQUS In-
The design of highly pressurized pipelines cludes the automatic control of load in-

is more and more related to requirements crement and time step size, based on tole-
of environment protection. A typical case rance definitions,that represents a quite

is given by the damage effects that might challenging feature in nonlinear static
. arise from a gas explosion in a pipeline and dynamic analyses.
* buried in an earth structure like a dam. Concerning reinforced concrete structures,

, In order to increase the safety factor in the program contains a general capability

such a critical situation by preventing for modeling plain and reinforced concrete

the dangerous movement of soil portions in In all types of structures. Separate mod-

the direction of civil constructions , a eling is used for concrete and reinfor-
concrete protective wall is incorporated cement so that rebar direction,location,

in the earth structure. In Fig.l, an earth size and spacing can be defined in de-

embankment containing a gas pipeline is tail. Rebar Is usually treated as an else-

partially surrounded by a buried concrete to-plastic metal. The concrete behaves in

wall. As the dimensions of the concrete agreement with an elasto-plastic failure
structure and its reinforcement percentage theory principally based on Chen & Chen's
have been previously determined, the prin- model that utilizes a uniaxial stress-

cipal aim of this study is to estimate the strain curve where the yield surface and
concrete strength limit and the earth the failure surface are related to the

structure integrity. The general assump- uniaxial and biaxial compressive strengths.

tion is that plane strain analyses are per As shown in Fig. 2, the salient feature of

formed for reasons of computer costs and concrete is the difference in response

conservative considerations even if, on under tensile and compressive stresses.
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Crushing and cracking failures are deter- The finite element model used for the cal
mined by reaching critical stresses. But, culatlon Is shown In Fig. 4 and utilizes
In tension, and additional strain failu- simplified soil properties: the soil mate
re criterion Is introduced to check more rial assumes a linear elastic behaviour
accurately the cracking failure. In crack with no tension strength. The gas pressu-
ed zones, a strain softening model is a- re is applied uniformly In the pipe hole
sumed for the direct stress across the neglecting the pipe wall. The buried con-
crack due to rebar-concrete interaction crete wall Is assumed to be rigid in
and a variable shear stiffness can be in- confront with the deformation of the soil.
troduced In presence of aggregate inter- A comparison between the solution of the
locking I1I . These arguments have been differential equation (1) and the nodal
also discussed, together with numerical displacements calculated by ABAQUS for
applications of partial damage and dien- one Interesting point shows a quite good
tegration of reinforced concrete compo- agreement (see Fig. 5). The gas volume
nents, in a previous presentation at the variation In time is also similar for
First Symposium on The Interaction of both calculations. The deformations of
Non-Nuclear Nunitions with Structures 12). the soil lump laying around the pipe are

shown for two real times (1.07. us. and 6.3
PRESSURE WAVE PROPAGATION STUDY os) In Fig. 6. This numerical simulation

The distribution in space and the varna- only covers a time interval of about 7 astion in time of the Impulsive dynalic because, after that time, the soil breaksloading applied on the protective wall Into small fragments and, thus, the inl-

strictly depends upon the following deter tial hypothesis is no more acceptable.
minations: But, after that time, the gas pressure

- gas-soil interaction effects; drops to very low values.

- elastic pressure wave propagation In The integration of stresses obtained lns.

surrounding ground. de the soil elements close to the con-

Assuming the lump of soil that covers the crete wall permits to define the Input

pipeline to behave and to move high up pressure loading that vary In space and
like a rigid body and assuming that the time. The analysis related to the concre-

gas volume dilatation is directly correla te wall strength assessment utilizes an

ted with soil displacement, the following ABAQUS model defined by a few 8-nodes
differential equation can be written on plow strain elements In connection with a

the basis of gas dynamics [3]: CONCRETE constitutive relationship and a
RIBAR element behaviour. As far as the Im

m x - f(x) p(x,,t) - go (1) posed boundary conditions on the wall mo-
del are concerned, different springs are

where: defined to easily simulate the soil de
m Isthe oillimpms;formability and the foundation Interac-

x Is the vertical displacement; tion effects 14,5,61 (Fig. 7).
f In the effective surface exposed to gas Every time Increment within an historypressure; step, ABAQUS gives the values of the no-

p Is the gas pressure; dal variables, e.g., displaements, velo-

In the vertical velocity; and the element variables values, e.g.,
t Is the time parmter(m ) stresses, strains, section forces, ecc.

Noreover, in presence of reinforced con-

The solution of equation (1) gives the crete material, steel yeldlng and concre-
pressure variation In time (time history) te cracking and crushing messages are
as shown in F1g.3. It should be noted printout in order to accurately observe
that, for this application, the pressure the propagation of the pressure waves,
decreases after the first period of 6 ma the growth of plasticity,the extension of
and it has half of its original value craklng and the progressive disintegra-
after a period of 29 ma. These results tion of the composite material. Fig.8
have been used as input for an ABAQUS run shows the structural deformation and Fig.
with the following goals: 9 Illustrates the state of partial damage
- verify the assumptions made; In both concrete and reinforcement bars
- calculate the pressures acting on the at 5.77 ma.

concrete wall.
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As illustrated in the last picture, a lar The subdivision of the global analysis into
ge amount of external energy is dissipat- different steps has permitted to obtain a
ed through the inelastic material deforms clear understanding of the development of
tions of concrete and steel. The main the physical phenomena.
consequence for the buried wall is its ABAQUS computer program has proven to be

- protective action by absorbing and dissi highly efficient and able to account for
pating a large amout of the total input the severe non-linearities occurring dur-
energy and by drastically reducing the ing a fast-transient dynamic event like
impulsive loading effect in the surround the present gas pipeline explosion in an
ing soil of the earth strnicture. earth structure.

EFFECTS ON EARTH STRUCTURES REFERENCES

The next step is related to the -evaluat- [11 ABAQUS User's,Example Problems,Theory
ion of the dynamic residual effect of the Manuals, Hibbitt, Karlsson & Sorensen,
gas explosion on the earth structure con- Inc., Providence, L.I., USA, 1982
taining pipeline and wall.
Having a soil stiffness much smaller than [21 Crutzen, Y., Extreme Dynamic Loading
that of the concrete materialwe assume Effects on Steel and Concrete Shell
the wall to behave like as a rigid body. Structures, First Symposium on the
A linear ABAQUS analysis is defined for Interaction of Non-Nuclear Munitions
the earth structure response in order to with Structures, USAF Accademy, Colora
verify that soil displacements and stress do, USA, 1983.

es are within the linear elastic range. [31 Landau, L.D., Lifshitz, E.M., Fluid
Fig. 10 shows a typical defozmation shape Mechanics, Pergamon Press, London,1959
of the dam. It can be noted that the di-* splacements are only meaningful near the [41 Barkan,D.D.,Dynamics of Bases and Foun
alwit ae n donly meanigof a mgntfica dations, Mc. Graw-Hill, New York (USA)wall with the introduction 96a2 a a

1962'tion factor. Fig. 11 illustrates the ef-
* fect of the high pressure wave propagat- [51 Bowles, J.E., Foundation Analyuis and

Ion through the earth structure in 3 par- Design (2.nd edition), Mc. Graw-Hill
ticular points below the buried wall Kogakusha Ltd., Tokyo, 1977.
(see Fig. 10). [61 Prakash, S., Soil dynamics, Nc raw-

Hill, New York (USA), 1981.CONCLUSIONS

The computerized approach based on the

finite element method confirms its gene-
ral use for a wide range of challenging
engineering problems like this optimal
environment protection design case. L-

Concrete wall

Figure 1. Description of the problem
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Lower wall surface (node 703)

-1.0 m(node 705)
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- Figure 10. Typical earth structure deformed (ABAQUS plotting)
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Figure 11. Displa:ements vs. time in the ground irnder the wall
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STRUCTURAL RESPONSE TO WEAPON LOADINGS
AREAS OF APPLICATION OF EULERIAN, LAGRANGIAN AND COUPLED CODES

-* Friedhelm Scharpf
.t

lndustrieanlagen-Betriebsgesellschaft mbH, West Germany

"I.

ABSTRACT vation of mass by definition is suitable

for an accurate material description. If
In order to calculate the structural re- large material flow is expected it is
sponse to weapon loadings Euleria.i and La- advantageous to use the Eulerian formula-

grangian codes can be used. In this paper tion, where the mesh remains fixed in spa-
the areas of application of the different ce and time. However there are a lot of
codes are demonstrated including coupled applications, wheL' only parts should be
codes. For impact and penetration problems mapped in Eulerian coordinates, such as

• an idea for an improved model is outlined explosives, while other parts, like struc-
o combining the advantages of Eulerian and tures, are better mapped in Lagrangian

Lagrangian codes. coordinates. This can be solved by either
uncoupled or coupled calculations. Espe-
cially in three-dimensional cases where
the computing costs are seldom negligi-

ble it is very important to use the suit-
SIqTRODUCTION able formulation setting up the problem.

The interaction of ammunition with struc- All the codes in this area can still be
tures is a transient process, mainly in called "youngm. As they are all demanding

- the extreme short time range with very for a fast and inexpensive computer with
high loadings. Exacting requirements are large storage capacity, the development of
set on computer codes for application in these codes has to be seen in relation to
this area. They have to account for nonli- the extraordinary hardware development of
near material behavior with plasticity and the last years. Many two-dimensional and a
failure models, for nonlinear geometric smaller but growing number of three-dimen-
behavior and even for dynamic change of sional codes are already known (1).
the whole system, calculating post-failure Examples in this presentation are calculat-

behavior or updating contact areas in pen- ed with codes of the DYSMAS-family (DYINAM-
etration problems. IC SYSIEM MECHANICS ADVANCED SIMULATION),

developed in Germany (i). The program-fam-
Extreme nonlinearity leads to explicit ily consists of the codes DYSNAS/L, a FE-
formulations where the equations of mo- Lagrangian code, DYSMAS/E, a FD-Eulerian

* tion are integrated independently from the code, and DYSMAS/ELC, an Euler-Lagrange
material response within each time step. coupled code, each with both two- and
The Lagrangian formulation with the conser- three-dimensional versions.
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APPLICATION OF EULERIAN CODES The velocity distribution of the three-
dimensional problem is shown at the arri-

Eulerian codes are often called "Hydro- val. time of the blastwave at the door.
Codes" because they are mainly used to This problem can be calculated purely
solve fluid dynamics. The accurate de- Eulerian (with a rigid structure as a
scription of plastic flow is not so impor- boundary condition) if the motion of the
tant in this area of application as pres- structure has only little effect on the
sure is dominant in comparison to devia- loading during the calculated time. In
toric stresses. On the other hand severe this case the structure is stiff and small
fluid flow requires the fixed grid of the movements of the structure are not causing
Eulerian formulation. For these reasons significant changes of the air pressure
hydro-codes are also used to calculate wave. The time history of pressure at the
explosives including shaped charges. surface of the structure is recorded and

can be used later as the loading function
" A wide range of application of Eulerian for design.

codes is the calculation of the structu-
ral loading. An example of a blastwave
impacting a shelter door which is shielded

bAPPLICATION 
OF LAGRANGIAN CODES

.- .... :::.The response of structures to weapon load-
f-,. .,oo .... ings can be calculated with Lagrangian

codes. These codes should model material
...... and geometric nonlinearity. Distortions

of the mesh are allowed within the limits
,,., ........:. *...of the basic assumptions of the numerical

,.:. 
.+,:. ............... 

.

j 0 v m o d e l . T h e r e s h o u l d b e n o r e s t r i c t i o n s
i jto r ig id bo dy m o t ion . M any Lag ra ng ia n co de s

_________________ can also be used for the calculation of
two or more bodies impacting each other,
if an adequate contact processor is built
into the program.

i. Geometrically complex structures can best
. . b e m o d e l l e d b y F i n i t e E l e m e n t s . M o s t o f

"." 
• " "the 

newer codes are usingj Finite Element

*.• ."formulations for the discretization of

V2 space instead of difference equations.

An example of a shelter door loaded by
Sair 

blast demonstrates the application

of a Lagrangian code. The Finite Element
discretization of the shelter door is

Fig. 1 Numerical Simulation of Blast shown in Fig.2. The door is loaded by
Wave Impacting a Shelter Construction the detonation of a bomb. The pressure
Above: Ground-Level Section (Top View) functions were calculated separately with
Below: Mid-Plane Section (Side View) the Eulerian code. The door is in contact
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with the shelter, but it opens after the A wide field of application for coupled
pressure impact which can be seen from the calculations are underwater explosions
displacement transient in Fig.3. against ships. Fig.4 shows a result of

a numerical simulation of a torpedo shot
against a frigate at a real time of about

4Y 60 msec.

I II IF ]II I I

4,1, . . ....Fig. 2 Shelter Door, Finite Element

Discretization

Fig. 4 Numerical Simulation of an Under-
water Detonation against a Vessel-Undo-

formed Structure, two Plane Sections
Through the Gasbubble

* ./ A sudden motion of a structure against

water causes high pressure due to the near-

most incompressibility of water. A sudden
Fig. 3 Displacement Transient in motion of this structure in the other di-
Z-Direction at the Lower Door Joint rection causes immediate cavitation in the
with Opening after 40 ms water with a pressure collapse. In the

case of a torpedo shot the ship structure

locally moves more than one meter within

COUPLED CALCULATIONS the initial loading time. So loading and
response is an interactive process, which

Often the loading process acting upon a means that a coupling processor has to

structure is not only caused by an exter- exchange information between fluid- and
nal energy source but also influenced structure within each time step.The Ruler-
by the interactive response of the struc- ian code needs the information about the
ture itself. In these cases it is not pos- actual position of the structure as a geo-
sible to run the Eulerian code for calcu- metric boundary condition. The Lagrangian
lation of the loading and the Lagrangian code requires forces depending on the
code for calculation of the response in actual pressure distribution at the sub-
succession. merged parts of the structural interface.
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If the motion of the structure is small other, as the slide line model, the model

a coupling model can be used, where the for Lrbitrary crack opening, or the ero-

structure is only allowed o move within sion model. The latter model is demonstrat-

one row or column of the Eulerian grid. ed in the calculation of the penetration

Such a model can be used to solve e.g. of a two-plate target in Fig.5.

hydraulic ram problems with small structu-

ral movements. If, however, one has to

calculate the penetration of a fragmmnt

through the wall of an aircraft tank, L.
a coupling processor has to be chosen

allowing arbitrary motion of the structure

like in the example above. -

Beside other classical areas of coupled
problems like soil-structure interaction

(buried charge exploding near a shelter)

there are a lot of special problems asking

for a coupled code like calculations of .
an active armor.

CODES FOR THE CALCULATION OF PENETRATION . **

PROCESSES

In most cases a penetration model requires ..

a very accurate material description. "". W -.

For this area of application, the use

of Lagrangian codes (with contact pro-

cessor) is advantageous. Good results Fig. 5 Penetration of a two-plate Target

can be expected for impact problems. Mate-
rial failure can be accounted for by modi-

fication of the stress tensor.

In this model, failed elements are erased

Difficulties arise in cases of complete dynamically. But the masses of the ele-

penetration, where the target mesh has ments still remain in the system as single

to be cut or opened. To overcome the numer- masses controlled by the contact processor

ical problems caused by large distortion and exchanging kinetic energy with sur-

of failed elements, sometimes the only way faces henceforth.

is to set up this problem in Eulerian

description or to use a coupled code with Analyzing thick targets (in relation to

an Eulerian target and a Lagrangian pene- the caliber of the projectile) numeri-

trator, cal trouble can still occur with the ero-

sion model if the mesh is too coarse.

At present there are models for the post- When a failed element is eroded there

failure behavior of Lagrangian material by is a sudden gap and it takes some cycles

separating elements or meshlines from each of calculation until this gap closes again.
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Especially in expensive three-dimensional REFERENCES

problems, where the mesh in many cases

cannot be as fine as desirable numerical (1) Zukas J.A., Impact Dynamics,

troubles with those artificial discontin- John Wiley & Sons, New York (19e2)

uities may occur.

An idea for an improvement is to combine (2) The Program Family DYSMAS,

the advantages of the Lagrangian and the B-TF-V197, IABG, Munich (1984)

Eulerian description. This model should

calculate as long as possible in Lagrang-

ian coordinates. However when failed ma-

* terial causes severely distorted elements,

* this material has to be transformed dy-

namically into an Eulerian grid. This mod-

el requires a Lagrangian code, an Eulerian

- code and a coupling module which is able
to redefine the interface between the La-

grangian mesh and the Eulerian mesh auto-

matically. Of course this model should

be three-dimensional as most of the inter-

esting penetration problems are three-

dimensional. So the idea might be quite
simple but the realization will certainly

be an extensive work.

CONCLUS lOlUS

For the field of structural response to

weapon loadings, guidelines were given

for the choice of an appropriate code

formulation depending on the physical

nature of the problem to solve. The use

of the adequate code formulation is essen-
tial to get proper results and necessary

*. to keep the computer costs at a level
as low as possible which is at least in

*. three-dimensional calculations also a

very important aspect.
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COMBINED FINITE ELEMENT AIb LUMPED KASS TECHNIQUES FOR
PARAMETRIC STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS OF STRUCTURES

John E. Crawford
Peter J. Mendoza

The Aerospace Corporation
El Segundo, California

INTRODUCTION FRAGILITY ANALYSIS

The analysis of structures built to survive The fragility of a structural system, whose
blasts entails a large number of highly non- properties are defined by random variables, is
linear response computations to determine the measured probabilistically. The fragility ndi-
blast pressure at which the structure fails. cates the likelihood that a system's functional
The large number of computations is needed to failure will be caused by a parcicular blast
accounc for the effects of parametrically vary- load. Typically, Zragility is expressed in

. ing the structural properties and weapon types, terms of the peak overpressure PRO of the
With their simplicity and economy of operation, blast load, e.g., that Pao which has a 25
lumped mass approximations are commonly employed percent chance of causing failure. Also typical
for these computations in the form of either is the representation of a structure's fragility
single or multiple degree-of-freedom idesliza- through the devlcopment of a fragility curve,
tions (SDOF and MDOF). Although the SDOF and which defines Pa 0 as a function of the proba-
I DOF idealizations have proven effective when bility of failure for a specific weapon type.
applied to simple conventional structures, for Generally, some "key" dlisplacement value is
complex structures these idealizations are often chosen to indicate failure; such as the maximum
only superficially based on the actual vertical deflection at the midspan of a
structures' behavior. structure.

This paper outlines a new strategy for Gneration of fragility curves using either
defining and evaluating lumped mass approxi- a Monte Carlo or some other statistical method

* mations. The strategy consists of utilizing the involves a sulitantial number of nonlinear
finite element method to improve these ideslizsa- structural response computations. The quantity
tions in two ways. First, for the structure, of computations must be sufficient to enable
the static load-deflection relation and the determination of the effects of variations in
associated shape function are determined from a the structure's properties and weapon types.
high fidelity nonlinear finite element calcula- rhis, along with the iterative computation of
tion. Secondly, the errers introduced by the Pqo for each specific set of structural proper-
lumped mass approximation can be isolated and ties and weapon types, usually results in such a
explicitly assessed using the improved input large number of computations as to preclude the
provided by the static finite element calculation use of dynamic finite element computations.
and by comparison with the "exact" results pro-
vided by the nonlinear dynamic finite element Because of their simplicity and economy of
calculation. Thus, a sophisticated analysis operation, lumped mass approximations are often
technique (i.e., the finite element method) is employed for these probabilistic computations in
used to generate "experimental-like" data that the form of either SDOF or NDOF idealizations.
in turn are used to define the relatively simple For complex strictures, however, these idealize-
lumped mass idealization, potentially resulting tions are often only superficially based ou the
in an economical solution to a highly complex actual structural behavior because of either
problem. lack of test data or any clear understanding of

structural performance; e.g., how the structure
To demonstrate the effectiveness of this new "s affected by the variation in a web's thick-

strategy, vis-a-vis the combination of finite ness or yield strength.
element and lump mass procedures, an SDOF ideal-

* ization is used to compute the response of a Finite element calculations can improve the
stiffened circular plate. These results are fragility analysis in three ways: (1) by provid-

* compared to those from a nonlinear dynamic, ing shape and reaistance functions for the SOOF
* finite element computation, The paper also and MDOF models, t2) by determining the effects
" describes the basis for the SDOF idealization, of parameter variations on these functions, and

the results from the finite element analyses, (3) by assessing The systematic errors introduced
and the manner in which these results are used by the SOOF and NWOF idealizations. The remin-
to develop the SDOF idealization. der of this paper describes the manner in which
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che results from finite element calculations are
% used in conjunction with the SDOF idealization.

Also mentioned in a validation case w~hich
illustrates the efficacy of this procedure.

A, SINGLE DIGRBE-OF-FPKEDCK MODELS

The intent of the SDOF idealization is to -...- -

ceplicate the displacement history of any
specific point in the actual structure. To
dev~elop the idealization requires two fundamen- -- - - ----
tal pieces of information: a force deformationI

* a relation for a specific point and its associatedI
a. shape function. For an SDOF idealization, the----

equation of motion is written in terms of an
* effective mass, stiffness, and force

*~e % + ke 6  - fe(t) )

* where these effective properties are defined in
terms of the actual structural properties and
ihe shape function

effective mass: Me -K~b 4T (2)

effe -tive stiffn ss: ke - KLR(6) (3) _
effective force: fe(t) - KLF(t) (4)

* 51,2 in.
where

M - lass factor, which is a functionI

N.KM - mas factor, which is a function ______

of * 108 in.
total m2ss of structure

a - stiffness of structure, often "W" denotes location of maximum web deflection
denote-I as the resistance function

* Figure 1. Generic Stiffened Plate
F a dynamic force applied to structure

6 - displacement for the SDOF ideal- where
izat ion or the "key" displacement
within the reel structure

KS(6 X M/Ki, (6)
6 = acceleration

From this form, it is clear that as the factor
See reference [11 for a more corplate de- KS becomes negligible, Equation (5) reverts to
scription of the method. a static condition. This equation can also be

used to evaluate the effect of various shape
For nonlinear system, the stiffness of the functions, where smaller values of displacement

sNtructure i,* approximated as a pieceis linear will be computed as the value of KS increases.
* function and is generally denoted as the resist-

ance function RM6. The load and "ass factors Shae and Resistance Function Computations.
are derived from the shape function #, which Static finite element calculations are used as%is itself dependent on 6 and the spatial co- the basis from which the resistance R, and its
ordinetes. associated shape function #, are derived. The

static force used in the finite element model
a.'.To better tnderstand the effect of the shape must replicate the spatial distribution of the

function, Equation QI) is recast in toerm of the dynamic forces applied to the actual structure.
actual system parameters Also, some error occurs If the applied dynamic

load is met in phase everywhere on the actual
KS(6 MT 6 + L(6) 6 F (t) (5) structure, such as for a traveling wave.
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DEFLECTIOIN AT LOCATION "W", in

Figure 3. Computed Resistance Function for

STRUC.URES VO through V4

Figure 2. Structure Mesh DISTANCE ALONG WEB. mn.

* To illustrate the process for deriving R and
*, a finite element computation for a stiff-
ened plate is presented. The design is shown in
Figure 1; hereafter it is referred as the

. STRUCTURE. The properties of the constituent t I
- materials for this baseline STRUCTURE are given ;e LOAD, psI DEFLECTION A W" KRJ
., in Table I in the horizontal column V0. To - 1 I"?1

examine the effect of different geometric and INNI 4w, I" I1
" mechanical properties on the STRUCTURE's re-

sponse, several variations from the baseline
configuration are defined. These are also shown
in Table I and are denoted as STRUCTURES VI .-

*~through V4. The premise for these variations is
maintenance of a constant weight. All calcula-
tions are done with ADINA (reference (21) using Figure 4. Shape Function for STRUCTURE VO

nonlinear material properties and finite
strains; the loading is a uniform pressure The mass and load factors are computed from
applied to the top surface of the STRUCTURE. the shape function. Since the STRUCTURE experi-

ences deformations into the plastic range, #
Figure 2 depicts the mesh used for the will change as a function of the load as shown

. finite element computation; because of symmetry, in Figure 4. Using this figure, an expression
only one-eighth of the STRUCTURE is modeled, for # as a function of the STRUCTURE's center-
The top and bottom plates are modeled as shells line displacement can be derived, i.e., # a()
and the webs are modeled am membranes. The where 6 also is the SDOF displacement variable
resistance functions, i.e., applied pressure for the STRUCTURE. In the limit, a continuous
versus maximum web displacement, for STRUCTURES curve for the KS factor versus 6 could be
VO through V4 are shown in Figure 3, while the generated. From a practical standpoint, it io
maximum resistance for each variation is listed adequate to compute only average values of KS
in Table 1. For STRUCTURE VO, the deformations associated with each linear portion of the resis-

* along the top of the web are depicted in Figure tance function. Thus, for the elastic range of
4, where they are normalized with respect to resistance, a value of Kg is computed; while
their maxima. The normalized deformations for the plastic range, several values may be
constitute the shape functions *. computed.
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Table 1. Properties and Response for STRUCTURE Variations

lbCol I Ks at

STUCTh Wt. Thickness Wt. 7 Thicknes it. rY ThICknoiS Wt. W, Thickness Wt. W psi 644 psi mx Leadnl tint 11111 IkALL __1 nL_ 11111 s1 1AU __A l k 111111 111111 __k1 1161

VO:
As shwie In 1734 2.0 365 i0 3.0 456 40 1.0 173 37 1.04 1"5 37 2100 0.72 0.74
Figure 1

VI:
3" re"uc 1734 2.6 ass 30 2.0 A"4 Alp 1.04 :1 3; iL" 146 37 got0 1.0 a."so
tin. ieeb

Va:
38S Increase 17134 2.0 355 3.0 45 49 105 |73 37 .0 1"5 37 230 04.4 9.70
ey web

V3:
s0t reduc-
tie in Mo 0 4.16 631 SO 4.3 0 0 45 1.05 20 27 2.13 37 37 300 0.70 0.7
height

,% V4:
Increase

in web 2201 .0M 01 1 0 1.7 275 U 0." 00 37 4.72 0 4 37 1100 0.76 0.71
height

Table I contains the KS factors for the SOOF RESPONSE
several STRUCTURE variations. The KS varies
only minimally with increasing pressure for 12 -
STRUCTURE VO; it starts from a value similar to /
that for an elastic circular plate (reference -
[I]) and increases in value about 10%. In the

,. plastic range, the variation in KS is in sharp /
contrast to the result obtained in reference [1), ,L.
where the plastic KS for a circular plate de- _ /

*" creases by about 30%. The reason for this dia- 4 -- FINITE ELEMENT
crepancy is that the KS of refereice [11 is /RESPONSE
based on a bending mechanism, while the mechanism
associated with the STRUCTURE is that of shear .±

- failure. I 1"1111 0.002 0003 0004

SDOF Validation. The preceding methodology TIME, Sec
*' provides an SDOF idealisation based on a consis-

tent and relatively accurate set of parameters. Figure 5. Comparison of SOF and Finite
The remaining and prominent source of error in Element Response
the SDOF approximation is the inherent weakness
of computing a dynamic response with an SOOF.
This is particularly pronounced for stiffened

* plates which may require very high pressures to CONCLUSION
fail. Associated with the high pressure blast
is a very short duration wave front, so that This paper presents a methodology for
much of the energy is not converted to notion defining the SDOF model based on static
because of the typically lower frequency of the responses computed from a high fidelity finite
SDOF system. That is, the frequency mismatch element model. By also performing a few dynamic
between the load and the SDOF system causes finite element computations, the SOOF results
underprediction of the motion, can be evaluated for accuracy and possibly be

corrected to provide ultimately better fragility
To obtain bome estimate of the error asso- curves. In summary, the strategy presented

ciated with the SDOF idealization, a nonlinear provides a basis upon which the efficacy of
dynamic finite element response was computed for using the SDOF model in fragility calculations
the STRUCTURE VO and is shown in Figure 5. The may be judged.
corresponding SDOF calculation is also shown.
The resistance function for this calculation is The calculations for the STRUCTURE indicate
based on a bilinear approximation taken from that tho SDOF can yield an adequate result when
Figure 3 for STRUCTURE VO, and 0.79 is used for compared to a high fidelity dynamic finite
KS . As expected, the SOOF uuderpredicced the element solution. Also demonstrated is the
t"exact" finite element result, in this case by importance of understanding the mechanism in
7%. which the structure fails. For the STRUCTURE
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used in this paper, the SDOf factor KS is inberent lack of coupling between the blast load
quite different from that reported in the and the lower frequency SDOF model. The SDOF
standard references. Tha differences in #, R, method is especially suited for the development
and KS for the parametric variations VO-V4 of of fragility curves where parametric calcula-
the STAUCTUUE's properties indicate that for tions are needed and only moderate accuracy is
parametric studies KS and R must be taken at required.
functions of the strjctural variables.
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INELASTIC ANALYSIS OF REINFORCED CONCRETE PANELS
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• ABSTRACT
AS C The aim of this paper is to present a simpli-

Recently, the results of 21 reinforced con- fled method and to compare the results with that of
crete shear panel tests were reported by the a refined finite element method. The proposed
University of Toronto. This paper attempts to cor- method enables designers to assess the response of
pare several analytical predictions with these reinforced concrete panels throughout the entire
Toronto's tests. These includes (1) a simplified range of loading up to ultimate strength including
analysis method; (2) a refined finite element the post-failure behavior.
method; and (3) a sumary of other investigators'
results using different constitutive models for Recently, some test data and several calcu-
reinforced concrete materials. It is found that, lated results were made available to the investiga-

for practical use, the simplified method excluding tors through the International Competition Commit-
* the effect of concrete tension stiffening appears tee on the Prediction of Structural Response of

to give an adequate prediction of the behavior and Reinforced Concrete Panels. These panels were
strength of shear panels. The refined finite ale- tested at the University of Toronto in the summer
sent method is found to give a better prediction of 1981 This paper attempts to compare the pred-
for the case of anisotropically reinforced concrete ictions based on the simplified method with that of
panels. Toronto's tests as well as those predictions m-de

by other investigators using different constitutive
models for reinforced concrete materials.

1. INTRODUCTION All reinforced concrete panels considered in
the present study have the same thickness with two

Reinforced Concrete Planar elements often form layers of reinforcements. Only in-plane loads are
" part of a complex structural system, such as shear considered. Herein, for simplicity, the panel is

walls in multistory building frames, box girders or treated as a plane stress problem.
V-folded plate roofs.

The first part of this report describes
Generally speaking, the analytical methods briefly the tests that were conducted at the

developed for these types of structures can be University of Toronto, followed by the presentation
grouped into two approaches. The first approach of the simplified analysis method and the refined

- treats the penal as an ordinary beam, while the finite element method. The comparisons between cal-

- second approach considers the planar element as a culated results and tests and between the simpli-
general plane stress problem, usig elastic homo- fled method and the refined finite element solution
geneous and isotropic idealizatiors for the are then presented.
material. Recently, through experimental studies

* and engineering approximation, the effects of 2. TEST PANEL AND TEST SET-UP
-. cracking of concrete, yielding of reinforcing steel

and the nature of failure mechanism have been 2.1 Test Panels
r' incorporated.

The panels tested at the University of Toronto
With the present state of development of fin- were 690 x 890 x 70 me plates with two layers of

ite element computer method, analytical solutions welded wire fabric (Fig. 1), The clear concrete
for any properly formalated constitutive laws for cover to the outer reinforcement (the X direction

- reinforced concrete materials can be obtained, steel is on the outside) is 6 me. The wires were
Within the mechanics of finite element, however, spaced at 50 m center to center. At each edge of
the trend has been toward the use of higher-order the specimen, five steel shear keys, anchored with
element and/or more complex material models. As a shear studs, were cast. Brass strain targets were
result, computational time has been drastically fixed onto the reinforcing steel and protruded to
increased, the surfaces of the specimen. Sixteen targets, on
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a 200 -e grid, were used on each side of the speci- is formed by reinforcements for each of the rein-
men to read strains in the longitudinal, forcement directions, in dhych only internal normal

'% transverse, and the 45 directions. Table 1 sum- forces can be transmited
writes the parameters and observations of the 3.2 Material Stiffness
tested specimens

The material stiffness of the composite ele-
." 2.2 Testin Set-Up ment is obtained by the simple superposition of

material stiffness** of concrete to that of rein-
Every specimen was loaded by links pinned to forcement. This is sumaized in the forthcoming.

the steel shear keys. Each key was acted upon by
two inclined links (Fig. 2). When one link pulled, Elastic uncracked concrete: If the influence
while the other pushed with the same force, a of reinforcement area Is included, the matrix [D)
resultant force parallel to the edge was produced. for the special case of plane-stress condition is,
If the other also pulled with the same force, a in the usual notation,
resultant force normal to the edge would be pro-

-. duced. XX

The forces in the 40 links (2 x 5 x 4) were tyY (1)
produced by 37 double-acting hydraulic Jacks actiug 'I
on 37 of the links. The remaining three links were Ii"XJ
fixed in length to stabilize the overall position where

* of the specimen vithin the rig.r1

To prevent out-of-plane movement of the panel E ( 1
the shear keys were attached to an auxiliarX frame [DIc - (-p) 0
by means of tie-rods with spherical rod ends :-v

3. SIMPLIFIED METHOD 0 0 -
in which px and p are steel ratios in x- and y-

direction respectively and E and v ace Young
3.1 Material Modol@ modulus and Poisson's ratio of concrete respec-

Concrete: The uncracked concrete is assumed tively.

. to be ai eas tic, isotropic, homogeneous mate al. Elastic cracked concrete: In this case, it is
The direction of crack is assumed to occur perpen- further assumed that a crack forms in the place
dicular to the maximum principal tensile stress in perpendicular to the maximm principol-tensile-
the concrete Just prior to the formation of cranks. perendic to th manio pricpl-tensile-
After the formation of cracks, they are assumed to stress direction. As mentioned previously, for the
be fixod in the panel. Further. the cracked con- case of purely brittle-racture model, col thecrete Is assumed to be a transversely isotropic (or normal stress perpendicular to the cracked planecrete and part of the shear stress parallel to the
Sorthotropic) mterial with one of th c material axes cracked direction are released; the other stresses

nThe oeserved shear-strength in the cracked concrete are assumed to remain unchanged (Fig. Sa). Thus,
duTe reserehartenthing te ackoned corete the stress state in a cracked concrete is essen-
due to agregate interlocking is accounted for by tially an uniaxial stress state parallel to the
retaining a portion of the shear modulus. cracked direction. The sliced concrete between two

adjacent cracked planes behaves as a single column.
Inte For a cracked concrete, we have, referrng to the

approach is used . In this approach, a crack is

treated as an infinite number of parallel fissures x'y" coordinate system (Fig. 3)

in Fig. 3. Two approaches for tensile stress Ec 0 0

built-down across the cracks are used: one consid- (
ers the influence of conc~rete tension stiffening as Ao. 0 0 0 he (2)

shown in Fig. 4a, the other treats the concrete as y y
a purely brittle-fracture material. A-V [ 0 0h

Steel: The reinforcements are treated as a %. m .. I I o of . d

continuous layer. Thus, no individual bar is con- where G is the shear modulus of concrete, and is} (~th 0 %ed1 .Uct n 8 facr 8 oforshear stdulus
sidered. The reinforcement is assumed to take only t 0 ed u in fachyr fo sar fo s

axial stress and its stress-strain relationship Is transformaI we obaihe inrmeal stress
- idealized as the elastic-perfectly plastic type. tranreations in the ocrd nt stresi-

fo strain relationship In x-y coordinate system (Fi

Reinforced Concrete: Perfect compatibility of 3)"
?"deformtion beteen concrete nd steel is assumed. A1 9

The uncracked and unyielded reinforced concrete can

therefore be considered as an elastic isotropic, Aq I D) Ac (3)
homogeneous material. After cracking occurs, it y
can be visualized as a planar latticed structure ]A- At
with infinitesimal mesh size. One set of lattice

. links is formed by concrete columns and other set where [DI c -
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C4E +2C2S 2G C2S2 Ec-2C2S c 2C3 SEc-2CSMPG direction.

C2S2E -2C2S2 G 84Ec+2C2S2 PG 2CS3E +2CS2 2c Plastic Reinforcement: Similar to the cracked
CS CS8 c 2C concrete, but with the modulus 9 equal to zero,

3 
3  2 2  the component material stiffness ualrix for a plas-

'- CSE -_CSMSG c CS3E c +" MP c  2C25Ec C +'c J tic reinforcement to

m" C CC C

where C - cost, S - sine, H a C2 - S2, the angle 4 [DJS - (0] (7)
.. indicates the direction of cracks (Fig. 3).

On the other hand, for the case of concrete 3.3 Single Element Analysis

tension stiffening model, the stress state in a
cracked concrete is assumed to be in a biaxial The stress-strain relations expressed previ-

stress state. The sliced concrete between two ously in terms of stiffness matrices can now be

adjacent crncked planes behaves as an orthotropic incorporated in the analysis of reinforced concrete
planar element. In this case, following Eq. (2) panels using a single square elment to approximate

and assuming vx  vy - v, we have the actual tests. The numerical analyses have beenr performed for the cases shown in Table 2.
E c E Ec O

I 0 A I Cracking in Concrete: Before cracking, the
AIx I 1 - v I-x  specimen behaves as a linearly elastic isotropic

Il E VE I material and its stiffness matrix is obtained by a
-'As -1 -- 2 0 Ac (4) simple superposition of the material stiffnessee of

I 1 1 - v concrete to that of reinforcements in x-, y- direc-

"0 0 2G A ] tions. For example, by substituting a - 0 and 900

xy c A FXY into Eq. (6) and aeding Eq. (I), we obtain the
l ,; e huncracked stiffness matrix of the reinforced con-

similarly, we have Eq. (3) and the elements in the crete specimens.
*matrix [Dc are defined as

D ) C2 (C22V)E+ S2 (S2+C2V)E C2S2G Using the Mohr's circle construction, the
11 2 2  + + c crack direction, which is assumed to develop per-

S "S2 (C2+S2 + C(C2+S2v)Et - 4C2S2 PG pendicular to the principal tensile strain in an
S 1 2  " 21 t c uncracked concrete, can be determined.

D3 1  2+S V)E2 +C V)E 2C(C 2 S 2 When the neximum principal-teneile-strain

D CS(S AN, 0% - 2+2F + 2CS 2C2  P reaches the critical values eo (Fig. 4), cracks
32 2 2 "v)Et C2 c occur in concrete. After the formation of cracks,

"* D = 2C '(I-') - 2CS 3 (1-)E 4CS(C 2S 2 the stiffness matrix of a cracked specimen must be
13 c -c used. If the cencrete tension stiffening is

" 2CS 3 ( c _ + 4C(C 2  2 ignored, the stiffness of the panel is obtained by
D23 '' ' 2 I t +Wc the superposition of the stiffness of cracked coc-

2C2S2(I-OE+ 2C 2S2(v)E+ 2(C 2_$2 PG crete (Sq. 3) to that of reinforcements, the later

33 c t c is the same as that of untcracked specimen before

where Et is the initial tension modulus of elasti- yielding of steel.

city of concrete. Beyond the initial crack point I (Fig. 6),

SE e mcthere are two extreme loading paths to follow:~Elastic Reinforcement: Since the reinforce-

ments are assumed to take only axial stress, the either point 3 or poinz 2. For a load-controlled

material stiffness matrix for reinfoycements is analysis, the loadiPg will reatin on the sam level
i as that of the uncracked cas'., w1ile the Oisplace-

similar t~o that of cracked concrete (Fig. 5b). ment or strain must increare significantly as the
Denoting the inclinatlon angle of reinforcament element stiffness reduces. This correuponda to
hebars with x-axies m, 4.t is found that point 3 in Fig. 6. Since both the compressive con-

FA"x Ax crete and the tensile steel are still in the linear
-,|[1 range, it is a simple umtter to determine point 3

Aay [Ds Aty (6) directly from point 0.

IA &t For a displacement - control ^nalysfs. we must
we .1 .'-J allow the redistribution of the released s,- saes

iwhere in a cracked element during the sudden formatton of
2 cracks. This corresponds te loading path 1-2 (Fig.

c 9 C S E SE 6). The released stresses to) can be represented

I in the x'y" coordinate system as.

C [Ds SE CS 9

3C- 3 IC Si 2
o  0 (8 )• 2CS39Ss 2CS3R 9 PeiS Be Y_%_,y T-)' S R t

..- C- cas S - sin. p steel ratios in x'
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where 0 again is the redvction factor of shear aggregate Interlocking, a part of shear force will
stress. With respect to the x-y coordinate system, still exist, as shown in Fig. 5a. This implies
Eq. (8) has the form that, to some extent, the "uniaxial" compressive

. 0 strength of concrete depends on the reduction fac-
" X x tor P.

1 01 -[T] ([11-[T]) qy (9) Since all the stress-strain relationships.,

including cracked concrete, are linear, a direct
X' Ixy 'WXY analytical solution of stresses and strains for

where [TI - this type of problem can be achieved without the
recourse to a step-by-step calculation.

4 + 2C C2S2p c2 S2 _2C2 S2  2C3 S-2CS(c 2 S 2 )P 4. REFINED FINITE ELEMENT METHOD

S2CS3+2CS(2-82 4.1 Material Models

c s_cs(c2_s2)p csI+cs(c2_S)p 2c2S2+( c2_s 2 )2 P
CJConcrete: The uniaxial stress-strain curve of

concrete under compression is assumed to be of the
It should be noted the ( ) is the released form

stress vector for concrete only. Before cracking, E
the total stresses (u in an element may be a -_c (12)
separated into 1+(Ec fo/fc -2)(e/o)'(/o)2 (12)

(a)+ (a) 1c0{o) " 1(()c a Under unlaxial tension, a linear stress-strain

- [DIc({} + [Di e} (10) relationship with and without concrete tension[D e)stiffening is used. Herein, the concrete tension

where the first term represents the stress in con- stiffening model is considered as shown in Fig. 4b.

crete and the second the stress in steel. In the present analysis, we use the failule

criterion of concrete proposed by Chen and ChenAfter cracks developed, the total stress In the compression-compression region:
change (A)o in the panel can be written as

(Al-(I-()f ~ n + A 11/3 -12 .0(13)
(Aa } - Ju - foo l - [Dl]c(I } + [Dls' - IoU(OiJ ) " J2 1 u

- [[D] c) - (cy + [Di (e) (11) In the tension-tension or tension-compression
c 0 5 region:

where the firnt two term represent the stress f 2 /6 - 1 /3 2 .0 (14)
* changes in concrete. U (ij) -2 Il/ Au~l 1  u-

For the case of tension stiffening model, the where
stiffess , b and v material constantsstiffness matrix of the cracked specimen Is u

obtained by a simple superposition of Eq. (5) and Steel: As for steel, an elastic-perfectly
Eq. (6). For simplicity, we assume that after plastic Von Mises type of yielcterontwa

- cracking the concrete moduls is approximately of" yield criterion was
equal to the secant modulus until the tensile- assumed. In the case of biazial stress state, the

strain of concrete exceeds a certain value, at von Mise criterion reduces to
which E is taken to be zcro (Fig. 4a). Further, 2 " + 2 2 (15)
it is ashumed that, when the maximum principal ten- 2 fy

sile strain of concrete reaches the value c , or
the maxiau principal compretsion strain of con- where a .2 - principal stresses. f Is the yield
crete reaches the value KC , the stiffness matrix stress of steel.

Eq. (5) is reduced to q. (31. Thus, the influence of shear stress an the

Yieldin n Steel: The yielding of steel is strength of steel is included in the refined
one of che possible failure modes in a specimen. analysis.
It io herefore necessary to check the strain in 4.2 Finite Element Analysis
the axial direction of the reinforcements. When
the axial strain in the longitudnal 1 r transverse A model consisting of four node plans stresse~~teels reaches the yield value ao. the steel amdlcnitn ffu oepaesrs

"o yields. o elements was used. The numerical analysis is per-formed by load increments as shown in Fig. 7a. The
- Crushing in Concrete: In some c the solution within one load increment s obtained by

uniaxi-alcompressive strain of the sliced concrete solving the matrix equation
" between two adjacent cracked planes need to be

checked. As it reaches the critical value c (Fig. OKI - IK](AU) (16)
a) corresponding to the uniaxial stress ldv2l Kf ,
where w Is a reduction factor usually taken to 6 where (Ax) is Incremental load vector, and (AU) Is0 the incremental unknown displacement vector. The

dimension of these vectors is equal to the nuber
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of discrete displacements considered in the present results based on the simplified method with
analysis, those computer solutions based on different consti-

tutive models are shown in Figs 8 to 11 for the
The stiffness matrix [K] is assembled from the four types of panels.

element stiffness (k) matrices by the direct stiff-
ness procedure. The element stiffness matrix An for the aggregate interlocking, It is found
depends on the material properties of the element, that it has a significant effect for the non-
and is given by the matrix triple product isotropically reinforced concrete panels, such as

panels PV19 (Fig., 12) and FY29. In fact, the
[ - 1 [I)TD][Bdv (17) aggregate interlocking factor 0 is found to improve

significantly the softening behavior of a cracked
Matrix [B] specifies the strain-dislacement rela- concrete specimen. The value of this factor
tions. The materiel properties are introduced by depends on the level of loads and the amount of
means of the material stiffness matrix [D]. The steel ratio. For the present cases, it is found
element stiffness matrix changes with the change of that If the value of 0 is limited in the range 0.5
the material stiffness, such as, for example, dur- to 0.8, the solution that describes the post-
ing the transition from the uncracked to the cracking behavior of panels is generally accept-
cracked state, able.

The iteration procedure for one load increment If the tension stiffening of concrete is con-
is illustrated In Fig. 7a. The solution is first sidered, as shown in Figs. 8 to 11, the calculated

P performed assuming an initial stiffness (point 2 In curves are closer to test curves, but the failure
Fig. 7a). Then all material criteria are checked points do not change such.
in all elements. For those elements whose tensile
strength or yield stress is exceeded, the material 5.2 Refined Finite Element Method
stiffness and thus the element stiffness matrices
are updated. The unbalanced forces are redistrL- The predicted .'esults including the considera-
buted to the entire system in order to maintain tion of concrete tension stiffening are summarfsed
equilibrium. This may take several displacement in Table 3 by comparing with both the tests and the
solutions (between points 2 and 3), before all predicted results of the International Competition

* material criteria are satisfied. In This pro- and the simplified method. Some typical plots are
cedure, any number of elements can be treated shown in Figs. 13 to 16. Since the refined finite
simultaneously for cracking or plasticity during element method considers a more realistic material
one load increment, model, the results are better than those of the

simplified method. The refined method can also
If the displacement (instead of force) incre- predict the progressive failure during the loading

ment is specified, a typical load-dislacement process. For example, it describes the details of
, diagram is shown In Fig. 7b. Such curves may occur the cracking development as shown in Fig. 17. The

either just after the formation of cracks or at the results of the refined method, eapecially those
limit load. Details of this calculation procedure considering the effect of concrete tension stiffen-
are given elsewhere (see in Ref. (11). The present ing, are quite close to the average values of the
refined analysis was conducted using a finite ele- test results.
ment program called NFAP , which is an in-house
research computer code at the University of Akron. 5.3 Error of Predicted Results
All computer runs were made on an IBM 360-158 com-

. puter. The predicted failure stresses for panels are
generally found to be higher than that of test

5. NUMERICAL RESULTS results (Table 2 and 3). Further information about
the details of the tested specimens is necessary

5.1 Simplified Method before a definite conclusion can be made. As a
typical example, from the crack picture of panel

Using somewhat different material parameters, PV29 (Fig. 18), it is found that though the crack
the numerical results predicted by eight Purdue patterns are in consistent with our computations,
graduate students using the simplified inelastic the failure modes of specimens at ultimate strength
analysis without concrete tension stiffening are were quite different. In some cases, the actual
summarized in Table 2 together with the average failure is caused by the transversal pull-out of
values of the four tested panels reported by reinforcement bars, which, in turn, causes brittle

-. University of Toronto and the rnge of 20 anlytL- sliding sher failure of concrete. Most of the
cal predictions made by 24 authors from 11 dif- predictions reported by the International Copeti-

ferent countries around the world. tion team also had a much higher failure prediction
for panel PV29 than that of tests. Furthermore, it

The simplified method appears to predict the is seen from Fig. 18, that the transversal bere are
failure stress of panels reasonably well, espe- not exactly vertical. This will certainly have an
cially for those under same loading system. As Influence on the post-cracking behavior of panel
compared with various predicted results of the PV29. Thest phenomena, can also be found in many

* International Competition, the predicted failure other panela (Figs. 13,14,15).
strengths by the simplified method are seen closer
to the average value than those hesed on computer It is difficult to conduct a pure shear stress
models. A sketch of comparisons between the test in a laboratory set-up. The problem
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associated with this type of tests are, among many Knrs., University of Akron, Oct. 1, 1980.
others, (1) How to control the whole not of Jack@
vith a concerted action (Fig. 2); (2) Nov to keep
t'te exact direction of the Jack action, especially
near the state of failure; and (3) How to avoid y Ir
various kinds of local failure Including the local
pull-out of the shear keys, local yielding of r
steel, vire rupture at 4velds etc. In the prelim-.
mnary results reported by the University of-- --

Toronto, 53.3 percent of these tested specimens T
failed prematurely due to local failure. I

6o CONCLUSIONS " - - a

(1) The important parameters in the panel
study are the aggregate interlocking factor 0, and r
the reduction factor of the uniaxial strength of

, concrete 6C. For the present analysis cases, the r x
values of 0 are limited in the range 0.5 to 0.8,
and r are taken to be 0.85.

(2) The finite element method is found to give
a better prediction for the case of anisotropically Fig I TEST PANEL

*. reinforced concrete panels.

(3) The Inclusion of tension stiffening in the
concrete material model improves the accuracy of
the results. For concrete panels, the range of
post peak of concrete tensile strain may be taken
around l0c

0

(4) Except for the cases of local failure, the
simplified model excluding the effect of concrete
tension stiffening appears to give an adequate
prediction of the behavior and strength of shear
panels for practical use.
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TA5L I. KSPIKCUSM PARWUS AND TEST OBSRVATIONS
IMIrA OF ITEnM TI OLD XNUTI 'CTLTI

S STEEL VEIN. xTOU11 TN U STIARNA' L)ING 'r
PONCOI (We) fc M4 PATH C124A0Kr

-. -, . - (e) 18 (Nt (5w*) __-3_(0_00!__HP)
P _ 0.18 0.118 4_ 4 23.6 2.25 1.10 1.16 Craektns*

PV3 0.48 0.48 160 60 26.6 2.30 1.46 3.07 Steel rup__ture-_

PVI6 0.74 0.74 2m0 no 21.7 2.00 "2.07 2.14 Yielding
YS 0.74 0.74 620 030 28.3 23.0 "1.73 4.24 Pull-out

PV4 1.01 1.06 240 240 26.6 2.50 " 1.70 2.8 Yielding
PVX4 1.7 1.73 460 400 20.4 2.3 1.93 S.24 Pull-oUt
PV6 1.70 1.70 270 270 29.6 2.10 2.00 4.55 Local Yielding
PV7 1.79 1.79 430 450 31.3 2.10 1.93 6.51 Pull-out

W8 2.42 2.62 460 460 29.8 2.50 " 1.73 6.07 Pull-out
PVl3 1.79 . 250 - 10.2 2.70 1 1.71 2.01 Cocrete shear

PV12 1.70 0.45 470 270 16.0 2.$0 1.73 3.31 -

PVI 1.,79 1.00 200 280 14.5 2.70 1.581 3.37 1
PY1 1.79 1.31 240 240 15.6 2.60 1.06 3.50 Local Yielding
7. 1.73 1.08 430 480 34.5 2.20 " 2.21 8.00 Pull-out
PV9 1.79 1.70 40 460 11.6 2.80 " 1.31 3.74 Concrete Shear
PI 0.74 0.74 210 250 21.7 2.00 0rqxju o.T.0 ... No failure

MI 7.- 074 0.74 2so 250 20.4 2.00 -au,-.2 fIUIII failure of

% PV27 1.75 1.7835 442 442 20.4 1.90 0rTJU __-yO 6.3
P32 1.73 1.755 40" 404 19.2 1.O0 0' Oas=y-0.699_T 9.!
SV! 1.75. 0.713 4S8 29 19.0 2.15 04.0 __ __-_Y_0 4.0

2S 3.75! 0.305 441 324 21.6 1.50 5.3
A ?~2.348 6 jY 5 ) ___

* Inittaily crocked at 900
No-stress relieved wires r ptured at "elds.
to be halted prior to failure

TAILE 2 NIURICAL RESULTS OP SIMPLIFIED NOTOD
BY PUllE GRLAUATE STWENTS

PAL4MTRS P 0'DICTWP AID 75

NAruMf CONCE;RT t 'iFEL
t () c) t V k Bompa) I7P27 7025 P01 0239-- ____________P___ t (Wa) o a0a

-r ;
H.Sugieoto 47331 f 

0
.
0
Of. 0.15 0.5 1 2000 7.331 3.53 S.153 10.776

4733
'fc 0.9f€  u 0.19 0 1 207000 7.88

2 D.J.N _____ CII
0.5 " 7.35 5.14

3 E.N. Lui 
47 30

'17 
0 0 1

t r 0.20 0.5 1 207000 5.67 11.30 3.9 12.73
A_ _ _ C

2f /oC 0.09, r 0.20 0 0.8 200M 7.6787 9.650 2.08 2. T70

* 4 X.L. Lie " " 0.5 " 7.5030 * 3.9233 11.11

0.8 " 7.395 " 3.7601 11.31
S N. Sabo 0.9. .1 0.15 0.6 1 2040 .1 *.7 10.03

0.9f C t C.6 .60 ." 1.90
6 5. salsel 2. It 0.099c f t/I 0.20 0.0 I 204500 8.257 11.360 15.548 12.730

7 D. sotee 2f1€
e  

0.09%9 ft/ 0.20 0.5 1 13995 7.53 11.30 5.6t 12.730
______ CO C C

S . Secolar lf/£C 0.09, ,/t 0.2" 0.7 1 2000 7.51 11.36 4.04 12.736

EXPRIMNTAL VALA5MI 6.3 9.1 4.0 5.9

INTP.iNA?1.NAL P.DICTION COMPETITION Rese e.45.5 3.91.2 .".? 3. 16. 3

is Avr*qead 7.11.2 013.9 .0.3 9.323.2

S. Dow.
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TAILS1 3. 516615Wf Of P*DICTZS AM T11111111 DATA

smuz DATA r ri Jr'

FF27 FY25 FY19 FY2391;,*j-

5XRNN VL9 .3 9.1 4.0 5.9

INUr0x1.fm RANGE 6.41.1.6 3.9.2 2.1.5.7 3.7-16.5
1011211C11011 JUST SEPUI CRACKS ARE juST AFTER CRACKS AREO nTION AVKAGE .±12 .0.9 --.- TFORMED FORMED

SIMPLIFIED~ -oCnrt (6) STRESS CHANO!E IN CONCRETE DUE TO CRACKING

NtIQD Tnin 7.4 9.7 3.6 11 1
* (5-0~~~~I.6.k-.SS) ~~L~llL

With Concrete

IEFMND FINITEL Toeo S. .V
a~tTw MINGO 6.0 9.4 3.5 10.4/' / / K

(A) With Concrete/
Tesilos 7.5 9.7 14.5 7.3>

(b) STRESS CONDITION OF STEEL

u,1ASMD COMPRESSION11 FIG 51 STRESS CONDITION

/Ee 
REAL

0.07E - v,/
// I 3

" p REESED ST.ES

TENSION ,
(m) SWLFrID METHOD

2

-o

vSEP WIG AFTER CRACKING
I CRACKING

FIG 6s TWO LO.IDIN PATHS

C FOLUTION

TENSION

3

(h) REFINED METHOD

FIG 4s UNIAXIAL BEHAVIOR OF CONCRETE

FIG 7s CALCULATION PROCEDURE

(a) LOAD INCREMENT
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TRANSMISSIBILITY METHOD IN STRUCTURAL
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ABSTRACT simple frame structures. For complex structures
or structures with multiple cracks, the frequency

" In this 3aper, transmissibility changes in a method encounters uncertainties (4,5), that a
large frame structure caused by damage are probabilstic assessment becomes necessary and is
utiilzed to diagnose the structural damage from yet to be developed. Those uncertainties arise
cracking. Trinsmissibility, for the purpose of from a myriad of measurement problems; such as:
the present stody, is defined as the ratio of the small frequency changes for a small number of
peak acceleration at the response location to the cracks, differences in frequency changes within
amplitude of the sinusoidal excitation in a plane measurement error for different damage configu-
frame structure. Transmissibilities &t different rations and crossover (frequency of predamage
locations in an undamaged structure and in a higher mode drops below that of lower mode after
corresponding structure with known damage are damage). Transmissibility change is proposed as a
computed and the resrults are compared to establish better means of da%ge diagnosis [6,7]. Trans-
a trend among the changes in transmissibilities in missibility is defined as the ratio of the
re1etion to the damage. Transmissibility is a response at a point on the structure to a sinu-
function of the load frequency and has maxima at soidal excitation at another point. Significant
the modal frequencies of the structure. In a changes in transmissibility can result at optimal
field application, transmissibilities before and response and excitation locations.
after the damage occurs can be measured. The
damage location can be predicted with a minimum In this method, damage to a Mode I type crack
number of response locations where transmissi- in bending, is modeled as a fracture hinge [2].
bilitles are computed (or measured). Internal damping is incorporated into the

structural model by means Df complex Young's
roduli for sinusoidal excitation. Governing

INTRODUCTION equations for the beam elements which make up the
structure are therefore of the same form as that

Nondestructive damage diagnosis is an for a Bernoulli-Euler beam with complex coeffi-
. important component of structural safety analysis. cients. The dynamic analysis of frame structures

The reliability of a fractured structure depends may then use the circuit analogy developed by
on the accurate diagnosis of the location and of Akgun, Ju and Paez (5,8,9]. Each uniform beam
the severity of the fracture ddmage. Standard element is represented by an analog w-circuit. A
methods of fracture inspection availatle in ASME fracture hinge, that is, the mechanical analog of
code (1], which specifies visual, surface and a crack, is simulated by a "crack resistor."
volumetric techniques, are all applicable to

m relatively simple structures or to large complex TRANSMISSIBILITY
structures with known and readily accessible
fracture locations. Otherwise, special methods
based on a sound structural theory are needed. For a structure excited by a sinusoidal force
The present nthod is one of those utilizing the at a specific pcint, the transmissibility across
changing dynamic characteristics due to the the structure at an arbitrary point (a measuring
presence of cracks on some structura members. It station) is defined as

". is desirable to apply in the diagnostic test the
dynamic characteristics that relatively minor T wIA/Fl (1)
fracture damage would render large changes in
tteir values. The present paper illustrates the where A is the transverse acceleration at the
use of transmissibility change for assessment of response station and F is the force at the
fracture damage especially in large structures. excitation station. When F is sinusoidal,

transmissibil!ty becomes
Earlier work by Ju et al [2,3] utitizes the 2

changes in modal frequencies for fracture damage T Ry/Fm (2)
diagnosis. There, the method applies readily to
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where , y and Fm are the excitation frequency, nn-dimensional variable (0 = 3w(l - v2)(b/L}

the magnitude of the transverse deflection, and 2
the amplitude of the excitation, respectively. called the "sensitivity number,
Transmissibility, hence, is a function of the
frequency and has peaks at the natural frequencies [2,3) which is a function of the crack depth (y)of the structure. Its value at a particular and the slenderness ratio (b/L) of the beamof locte strucrequenc It , ralue a tclarg element on which the crack is located. Solutionlocation and frequency will, in general, change If of the circuit equations yield the transverse
damage occurs to the structure. The relative deflection at the desired locations on thetransmissibility change at a location is defined structure.
as

RT = (Tc - To)/T o  (3) The application of the transmissibility
method will be illustrated with an example of a

where To and Tc denote the pre- and post-damage three-story four-span frame (Figure 1). Without
Sr t Tloss of generality, all the beam elements aretransmissibilitychnges , rectiel. Te rtivfe taken to be of equal length and the properties aretransmissibility change, RT is a function of the unfrthoguthera. TefndmtlT$ uniform throughout the frame. The fundamental
location of excitation, excitation frequency, undamped characteristic value of this frame is

• location where the response is measured, and the computed to be 0.9653 without any crack. Since
* damage parameters, i.e., crack location and exciting the frame near the fundamental modal

intensity, frequency yields the largest changas in transmiss-
It Is desirable to have large values of RT  ibility, the frame is excited at a frequencygT corresponding to a characteristic value of 0.96,

corresponding to relatively small cracks. Such slightly less than the fundamental characteristic
values are obtained in the vicinity of the modal value of the pre-damage structure. One of the
frequencies of the structures. On the other hand, outer ground-floor columns, being most easily
if the deflected shape has a "pseudo-node point" accessible, is where the excitation is applied.

4 (PNP) under the excitation (the point with The optimum locations of the excitation on these
smallest magnitude of transverse deflection), this columns for the maximum change in transmissibility
point will, in general, shift after the damage has are found to be near the junctions with the
occurred. The numerical results indicate that girders. The location of the excitation is thus
largest changes in transmissibility are obtained chosen to be at a relative distance of 0.95 fromin the vicinity of, but not exactly at, the the ground. One of the objectives of the study is

- pseudo-note points of the undamaged structure [7]. to accomplish damage assessment with as few
In general, then, transducers as possible. To that end, the

-- R (4) "pseudo-node points" (PNP) of the girders 16, 19,
-1 RT 21, 24, and 27 (Fig. 1) are computed accurately in

where the lower, limit is approached If the order to place the response transducers. Knowledge
- transmissibilities are computed near the of the transmissibility changes at these five

pseudo-node points of the damaged structure. It stations is found adequate to Isolate the damage
should be noted that the pseudo-note points of the to within one or two cells of the frame. The
undamaged and damaged structure are very close, computed relative positions of the pseudo-node
RT is, therefore, very sensitive to the location points (PNP) of the above girders, measured from
of the response station in the vicinity of the the left end of each girder, for an excitation at
pseudo-node points. the fundamental characteristic value .96 applied

on column I (Fig. 1) at 0.95 relative position are
given in the following table. The transducer

COMPUIATION OF DEFLECTIONS locations (TL) used in the analysis to follow are
shown in the last row.

Under sinusoidal excitation, internal damping
in a beam can be represented by the complex Girder 16 19 21 24 27
Young's rrodulus [10], namely, PNP .6062 .3913 .4899 .6183 .3811

TL .61 .39 .49 .62 .38
E = Eo(1 + i) (5)

Figures 2 and 3 depict the transmissibility
where E and a are the dynamic Young's modulus and changes corresponding to a crack on girders 17 and
the damping factor, respectively. A damped 26 (Fig. 1), respectively, as functions of the
Bernoulli-Euler beam under concentrated load can crack location. Transmissibility change at thebe simulated by an analog v circuit. A planar station 27 (on girder 27) for a crack on girder 17frame, n stories by m spans, is then represented is very sma11. Changes at the stations 16 and 19
by an interconnecton of circuits simulating for a crack on 26 are also very sll. Those

by a inercnnecionof cicuit siulaingtransmissibility charges are, therefore, not showncolumns and girders [5,7]. I, this paper, only in ttfiures Tha g at or , istasen
one major crack is assumed to exist on the in the figures. The damping factor, 6, Is taken
structure. The beam element with the crack is as .01 in the computations. The sensitivity

% simulated by two i circuits joined by the "crack number, 9, for the crack Is .01. 0 is a function
* resistor." Crack intensity is represented by a of the crack depth and the slenderness ratio of

the beam on which the crack Is located [8,3]. For
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beams with slenderness ratios (length to beam- beams, magnitudes of the above R values may
depth ratio) of 10 and 20, 0 = .01 corresponds to i

relative crack depths of .20 and .28, exceed 10% but they would still remain much

respectively. smller than those of the other significant R

values.
Figures 2 and 3 demonstrate that the trans-

missibility change at a station varies signifi- C) If R and R are the largest two or are
cantly witt' respect to the crack location. The A16  21

large variations are predominantly due to two negtive and the lowest two, the crack is on one

reasons. First, a crack in the vicinity of in of the elements 1, 2, 4, 5, 16, 17.

inflection point of the modal shape causes a very d) If R19 and R are the most significant
small change in the transmissibility. Secondly, 21
the locations of the pseudo-node points of the values among all R (i.e., they are the largest
damaged structure, which are close to the
pseudo-node points of the undamaged structure, two, or one is the largest and the other is nega-
depend on the location of the crack. Small changes tive and the lowest), the crack is on the element

in the locations of the pseudo-node points hence 7, 8, 10, 12, 14, 18, or 19. If, in addition,

cause large variations in transmissibility at a R 9 
> R 21 ) 0, the crack is not on the element 7,

given station. 8, or 12.

The objective of the study is to find general e) If R21 and R24 are the only significant
trends among the values of the transmissibility values (i.e., positive and large, or negative and
changes, which can, in practice, be used to locate low) while the others are small in magnitude, the
damage, given the transmissibility changes
computed from the measured responses at the crack is on the element 2, 3, 5, 6, 20 through 22,

response stations. To that end, transmissibil- or 24. If, in addttion, R27 is also significant,

ities at all five stations on the frame of Figure the crack is on the element 25 or 26.
I were computed with and without any crack, with
the crack location varied throughout the frame. f) If A21  R ) 0, the crack is on the element
The results of comparing the relative transmis-

sibility changes at the five stations, when the 9, 11, 12, 19, 21, 22, or 24.

* frame is excited at column 1, are summarized
below, where R. stands for the relative trans- g) If 2> 2  > 0, the crack is on the element

missibility change at the station on element J. 9, 11, 12, 15, 23, 26, or i7.

a) A crack close to a joint or an anchor renders h) If R21 and R27 are negative and the only

larger transmissibility changes than a crack in significant values, the crack Is on the element
the mid-region of a beam element. J2, 14, 22, 23, 25, 26, or 27.

b) if the crack is far from the jth transmis- I) If R19 and R27 are the most significant values
sibility station (on element J), R is very small among all R the crack is on the element 10, 13,

compared to the other R values. Specifically, 14, 18, 19, or 23.

i) R16 " 0 for a crack on elements 3, 6,

9, 10 through 15, 19, 22 through 27. If no conclusion is reached as a result of excit-
_ ii) R19 z 0 for a crack on elements I Ing structure on column 1, the frame may be

through 6, 9, 20, 24 through 27. excited on column 13 and a diagnosis may be

iii) R24 a 0 for a crack on elements 10, 13 reached.

* through 15, 18, 23, 27.
iv) R27 m 0 for a crack on elements 1, 3, CONCLUSiONS

4, 17. The present paper establishes the technique
v) R21 is almost always siqnificant when of transmissibility method in the diagnosis of

the crack is not at an inflection point fracture damage in structures. The analysis is an
of the modal shape. extension of the circuit analogy method which was

These results are for a s value of .01. R is developed for the frequency method in damage
j diagnosis. The extension involves the incorpo-

considered near zero if its magnitude is less ration of damping and the insertion of the
than 10% for the crack located anywhere on the excitation and the response stations. The paper
particular beam element. IR271, for example, is also proposes the optimal locations on beam

less than 10% fur a crack located at most anywhere elements in the structure for the mountings of

on the girder 24. However, 24 is not listed in response transducers. It is found that, in the

(iv) since R > 10% when the crack is near the neighborhood of pseudo-node points in the
structure at the particular excitation frequency,

right end of the girder 24. For larger values of the transmissibility change can be large even with
o, i.e., for deeper cracks or for less slender
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small cracks. With the influence Of damping and
changes in dynamtic characteristics, the difference
in relative transmissibility changes JR,) can lead

to the accurate location of the fracture damage
and thus an assessment of the intensity of the
crack damage.
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N=3, M-4, FXCII. ON I AT .95, CRACK ON 17 WITH THETA=.01
X16 - .61, X19 = .39, X21 = .49, X24 = .62

05

•.. Legend
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0 0.1 a? 0.3 0,4 0.5 0.6 01 0.9 0 . -9112
CRACK LOCATION - - -

Figure 2. Relative Transmissibility Changes at Stations 16, 19, 21,
and 24 for a Crack on Element 17.

N=3, M=4, EXCIT. ON 1 AT .95, CRACK ON 26 WITI I TI Il1A=.O1
X21 ._49, X24 .62, X27 .38

oz *.. . : ...
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"ye ,. li,

C IA.

'LI - 21

0. 0.1 0.4 .S O. 0. P 0.5 0.0 1 . .27

CRACK LOCATION .... _

Figure 3. Relative Transmissibility Changes at Stations 21, 24, 2
and 27 for a Crack on 26.
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EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION OF REVETMENT EFFECTS
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ABSTRACT Three basic configurations were used.

Effects of revetments in reducing airbiast 1. Free-field measurements (Tests 1 and 2)--
loading on aboveground structures as a function Tests involved no revetment; the miock structure was
of scaled distance, ft/W 1/3, where W is the explo- located at one side of the gage field.

* sive weight in pounds, are investigated experiment-
ally. Two sets of ad hoc model tests were 2. Revetment/Structure tests (Tests 3, 4, and
designed. The objectives were to determine the 5)--Tests involved a revetment and the mock struc-
least scaled distance from the explosive source to ture located a scaled 15 ft behind the revetnment
a "structure" behind the revetment while maintain- (e.g., spacing for a road).
ing a desired 3.5-lb/In 2 peak overpressure environ-
ment. Analysis of the data showed that revetments 3. Revetment/Structure tests (rests 6, 7, and
effectively reduce the peak p,*essure immediately 8)--Tests involved a revetment and the mock struc-
behind the revetment. However, a transition region ture located a scaled 4 ft behind the revetment
exists behind the revetment where the pressure (e.g., spacing for a sidewalk).
field recovers and approaches the free-field value,
thus nullifying the effect of the revetment. The revetments are relatively close (4 to

15 ft full scale) to the structere on these tests
I. INTRODUCTION (Fig. 1).

Current explosive safety criteria for struc-
tures in the vicinity of stored explosives are
based on the quantity of the explosive and the
distance from the explosive source. The term
relating these two conditions is called a K-
factor, which is equal to this distance in feet
divided by the cube root of the net explosive
weight (TNT equivalent) in lb1/ 3 . Current stand-
ards for intraline distances call for a peak side-
on overpressure of 3.5 lb/in 2 and a K-factor of 18.
Intraline distances apply to facilities closely
related in mission to the explosive source.

Economic and land considerations motivated the
design of two sets of small scale revetment tests
to investigate the possibility of reducing the K-

-. factor using a bin revetment, while maintaining the
3.5- lb/in 2 overpressure ceiling. The tests were
also designed to provide baseline data regarding
free-field environments, airblast/r-vetment shock
interaction, and blast loading definition. , "

The small-scaled tests (1/26 scale) involved
surface bursts of a 0.5-lb (C-4) hemispherical

explosive charge, scaled revetments, and mock
structures. The K-factors ranged from 5.4 to 13.2
for the first series of four tests, and from 10.7
-zo 19 for the second series of eight tests. The
first series used a simple stationary bin revet-
ment. The second test series involved a movable
revetment and mock structure to accomodate various
configurations. Figure la. Movable mock structure.
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T1 t Explosive location t0 -O . I I I "
(masured from mounting I
plaste 114P dtn d)

3* 10.977 ft (3.3 a) eak overpressure versus distance

4 9.314 ft (2.839 m) Pressure measuremnt code:

4 7.650 ft (2.t33 ) C, free field

73 4 ft scaled behind evetift

K-stations fov ' -Y ;6r a 1 ft scaled behind revefrent

Cvents 3, 4. and S* . 26 and 36 ft scaled behind
5 1 revetment

14- 0,,

Sff 14.2; 12.2; 10.2 0 0

*~12-

KRF 15.06; 13.06;
11.06 - 10

K 5 1.5 11.3
PT .1f

K 5.S 1 01. 0 0
KS 16.0; 14.0; 12.0 M structure H/2 

0

r-' . -
.000

K 6.;145 1.5E 0 ( 0 0 .

*a.0 6 (dynamic pressure probe) -usud0

in Test 3.

"X RF and KRT refer to K-fsctors on the front - ,

and top of the revetewrt respectively. 6 13 iL 14 16 18

Figure lb. SSRT-II gage mounting plate (36 by Scaled distant k). ft/lb

42 in 2 ) and explosive locations for
Tests 3, 4, and 5; mock structure at Figure 2. Pressure versus distance.
scaled 15 ft. comparing the free-field measurements (circles)

The airblast environment behind and in front to measurements behind the revetment (squares and
of the revetment and the revetment-mock structure triangles). Immediately behind the revetment a
shock Interaction were measured Using Kulite pres- nearly 2 lb/in2 pressure drop is seen. It Is
sure transducers. To monitor planarity of the important to observe that farther behind the eevet-
shock front and vertical pressure gradient, sooie ment (at a distance approximately equal to 4 to
pressure transducers were mounted on riser. at two 5 revetment heights) the peak side-on overpressure
elevations, H and H/2 (Fig. 1b), where H is the tends to recover and approach its free-field value.
revetment height. This phenomenon is demonstrated by the response of

the gages farthest behind the revetment and shown
The principles and analysis of the test data as + s ymtols in Figure 2. It is interesting that

are outlined in Section I; conclusions are the free-field pressure eeasurements reach
presented In Section 111. 3.5 lb/in 2 at a range approximately equal to K-18,

thus correlating with the current design manual
11. TEST RESULTS (Ref. 1).

The first test series established the lower 2. The airblast load on the mock structure
bound for K-factor. The results of the first test at scaled distances of 4 and 15 ft behind the
series showed that a K-factor larger than 13 is revetment was monitored. Investigation of the
required to achieve a 3.5-b/in overpressure pressure history ivecords of the mock structure
behind the revetnment. The thrust of the second revealed a great deal of shock interaction occurr-
small test series was to determine the minimum K- ing between revetment and mock structure (Fig. 3).
factor that would not exceed the desired peak over- A sumary of free-field easurements and the mock
pressure environment behind the revetment. structure loading with the corresponding K-factors

is give,1 in Table 1. Note that there is a decrease
1. Analysis of thn data demonstrated that a in the free field overpressure (gages 1. 3 through

revetment could effectively reduce the peak side- 5, 9 through 10) with increasing range in both
on overpressure and lower the required K-factor. tests. Also note that gage 7 located on the front
A quantitative measurement of the revetmerit face of the mock structure recorded a reflected
effects in reducing the a side-on oVerpressure pressure over twice the incident overpressure.
versus scaled ditne~K s i ustrbted in
Figure 2. This reductlon in overpressure at a The strong 3hock interactions o'served between
particular range due to a revetment is shown by the mock structure and revetment suggest that the
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TARLE 1. MOCK STRUCTURE AND FREE-FIELD BLAST ENVIRONMENT

_____ ___ _ Test to. I . TestNo. 2

Gage Elevation, K, P, I, K, P. I,
No. in ft/lb 1 /l lb/In 2  lb/in 2-s x 10- 3 ft/lb11 3  lb/in 2  lb/in 2-sx 10-3

1 0.0 16.20 1.20 3.54 12.2 6.56 4.56

3 0.0 17.50 3.68 3.60 13.5 5.07 4.17

4 3.0 18.0 3.0 3.80 14.0 5.52 3.94

5 0.0 18.0 3.5 3.20 14.0 4.95 3.83
a6  6.7 18.0 2.8 0.5 .. ....

b - 2.5 10.0 7.54 -3.6 14.0 11.50 3.25

8 5.0 18.25 3.4 0.95 14.25 5.20 1.27

9 6.0 18.5 3.5 2.98 14.50 5.20 3.68

4.10 0.0 19 ... 15.0 4.69 3.29

0I"
a Dynamic pressure measurement.
bReflected pressure measurement.

CNo revetment used in Test 1 and 2. Gage locations 11 and 12 not used (Fig. 1b).

.-- 0.002 incident peak overpressure criteria alone may not4 0.-- ...... 00316 be sufficient to fully determine the total load on
-4 ** a structure or to ensure its survivability. These

2 interactions, i.e., multiple reflections and di?-;- ; _ - fractions, effectively contribute to the total load

on the structure and their impact should be consid-. 0ered in the criteria for selecting a viable
K-factoo. Criteria based on other parameters such

-,-.000o6 as blast pressure waveforms and impulse functions
" -should be considered. Note that there exists an

0-4 -. 0 enhancing effact cau2ed by multiple reflection of
the shock .twaen mock structure and revetment

_... .. A. . 1-0.0024 which greatly influences the loading definition on
9the structure.

Time, ms

3. A pressure decrease with elevation was(a) Scaled 4-ft spacing. detected. iowever, this gradient was less than

10 percent.

.W .7UL pressure traces demonstrated the reproducibility of
- -:-_ - "001 n 4. In general a comparative analysis of the

F117 t the free and pertuv'bod airbiast environment ahead
. ,-. - and behind the revetment. The pressure records

0 * -0 provided by transducers positioned at various loca-
* tions relative to the revetment were investigated

.~- ~. and compared with theoretical prediction. As pre-
1. dicted by theory (Ref. 2), for a low overpressure

-4 region, the gages ahead of the revetment recorded
.- 0 . .4 sure as the incident overpressure (Fig. 4). The

7 a 9 to S pressure measurement provided by the gages mounted
STim,.m on the risers displayed a double peak pulse

indicative of the reflection waves from the flat
(b) Scaled 15-ft spacing, base plate (Fig. 5). The flush mounted gages

*located imediately behind the revetment showed
flat top traces attesting to the diffraction of the
blast wave around the revetment (Fig. 6). The

Figme 3. Revetment/Structure shock interaction at intlfal broadening of the pressure pulse due to
scaled 4-ft and 15-ft soacing. vorticity effects behind the blast wave (Ref. 3) on

top of the revetment is compared with the free-
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-.- -- - -- . o - .0"4 field pressure environment (Fig. 7). Qualitative
S- - -comparison of the two records sh')ws that, for

---.0,Od nearly Identical Incident peak overpressures, the
, - .- impulse related to the pressure pulse on top of the

-- .... 00 revetment peaks much sooner, due to the vorticity
4 .0 modified pressure pulse shape. The measuredV ---- -* . . dynamic pressure showed that at low overpressure
2.. - . . - .0016 the peak dynamic pressure, at best, has the same

-... ..... ... magnitude as peak static overpressure (Fig. 8).
S- - This behavior is in accordance with the findingso ...__ o-outlined in Reference 4.

4 .... .. s 0.0016  CONCLUSIONS

Tixm, as Analysis of the data demonstrated that revet-
(a) SSRT-II-8 ments are effective in reducing distances while
- a S- 11.oo maintaining a desired peak 3.5-lb/in 2 overpressure.0.00 Depending on location of the structure behind the

" 6 _ --. o~o ---- trevetment, the current K-18 can be reduced to a

value between 13.5 and 16. It 'Is concluded thatload definitions based on peak overpressure are not
* 4 !.•03 a sufficient criteria; for accurate definitions of

.. ....- load other airblast parameters such as impulse and
-- 0.0016 reflected pressure should be considered as well.

"" " ' -!-/ ". - ....... '-- oi

6 7 69 10 - - -~ ILZ iZZ
TI.. mi b-J~ -0.0064

T- - 0.0...

Ic efl....affect ?f diffraction

'° :! Y!Li
"" . .._ - :L-+--- - -, Figure 4. Incident overpressure followed by _...

reflection from revetment. 4 0.002

I -4-.j- - - - .0048_
Ve lected p o

.. 0.0..2 - .0016

6 7 8 9 10

2..---- m .0016 Tim. s

_ -0 (a) Free field blast environment behind the revet-

-2 .: -0.0016 ment, SSRT-II-4, No. 3.
7 8 9 10

Time, ms 10 .0.0040

S(a) Reflected pressure from base plate, SSRT-II-4- - -o,--- -
No. 4. 0.001

0.0lant top effect -.
Co dfffractlon 0.0024

•-2~~~ 0.0024- . .01 Tm

' ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ lce uls 0.00b4Fe ildbaten8omntbhn te vt

() l saction from bases late
4, 0.0016j

4' .0- 0-.0022

2 0.71 X 10r

Tire, ms

56 7 8 (b Free field blast environment behind the revet-
Tim. m ment. SSRT-II-5, No. 3.

(b) Reflected pressure from base plate, SSRT-II-5,
No. 4.

Figure 5. Reflected pressure provided by gages Figure 6. Free field pressure environment behind
mounted on risers.
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D EVELOPMENT AND TESTING OF IGLOO ROOF RETROFIT CONCEPTS

James W. Ball
and

David R. Coltharp

U. S. Army Engineer Waterways Experiment Station
Vicksburg, Mississippi

ABSTRACT was to develop and test the effectiveness of pas-

*' sive and active retrofit cover concepts in prevent-
A variety of roof retrofit cover concepts were de- ing personnel (using up to 40 lb of explosives)
veloped and tested as a means of preventing person- from entering an ammunition storage igloo through
nel using explosives from gaining access to ammuni- the roof. Secondary objectives included obtaining
tion storage igloos. Four passive cover concepts, pressure, acceleration, and fragmentation data for
which were used in conjunction with the existing comparison against criteria for sympathetic
cover over the roof of the igloo, consisted primar- detonations.
ily of: (1) 3-ft-thick concrete, (2) rock rubble,

* (3) 2-ft-thick concrete, and (4) additional soil. Design Assumptions and Charge Threats
* A single active cover concept consisted of a foam- It was assumed that a terrorist team would at-
. Ing liquid designed to fill the cuater that re- tempt a surgical entry versus a structural breach-
- sulted from "first shot" detonations. Seventeen ing or collapse of the igloo. Also, it was assumed

explosives tests were conducted using shaped and that the cover designs would prevent the attack
platter chargas with up to 40 lb of explosives, team from digging and placing the explosive charge
For each test, pressure measurements were recorded close to the roof of the igloo. Primary materials
inside and outside the igloo, along with accelera- considered in the design of the passive retrofit
tions of the igloo's floor slab. A high-speed covers included (1) added soil cover, (2) concrete,
movie camera, focused on the inside of the igloo, (3) rock rubble, and (4) gravel.
recorded all roof perforations. All retrofit
covers proved adequate in denying personnel access The pr'imary explosive threats considered in
through the roof of the igloo. Sympathetic detona- the design of the retrofit covers consisted of an
tion inside the igloo due to fragment mass and M3 40-ib shaped charge and a 40-lb platter charge.
velocity is more likely witb .he soil cover. It Pertinent information on the ML3 40-lb shaped charge
is less likely with the 3-ft-thick concrete cover, is presented in Table 1. The platter charge con-

%sisted of 40 lb of C-4 that was placed on one side
INTRODUCT.ON of a circular steel flyer plate.

Background TEST PROCEDURES
Current ammunition storage Igloos offer lis-

ited protection against forcible penetration with Test Structure
various tools and explosives. As part of a program Design and construction of modifications to
to upgrade the igloos against forcible entry, the an existing damaged igloo (Fig. L) at the SIAD in
U. S. Army Engineer Waterways Experiment Station Harlong, Calif., were accomplished by the U. S.
(WES) developed and tested four passive roof retro- Army Corps of Engineers District at Sacramento,
fit concepts for prototype igloos against persons Calif., during the period 10 March through 10 Au-
using up to 40 lb of explosives in the form of gust 1983. These modifications included: (1) re-
shaped charges and platter charges. In conjunction pairing three existing holes in the roof, (2) re-
with these passive concepts, the U. S. Army Con- pairing cracks in the arch, (3) adding four roof

struction Engineering Research Laboratory (CERL) retrofit covers, and (4) constructing internal
designed and tested an active delay system that bracing to support the added weight of the retro-
consisted of filling craters formed from "first fit covers. The front headwall of this igloo, al-
shot" charges with foam, thus denying early em- most entirely removed from past damage, was not
placement of "second shot" charges close to the included in the modification. However, the re-
roof surface. mining headwall was completely removed for test

purposes.
Preliminary tests were conducted on existing

reinforced concrete elements at Fort Polk, La., and The existing Igloo is a lightly reinforced
Camp Shelby, Miss. Results of these tests were concrete arch (Fig. 2) that is 81 ft long. Prin-
used to design four cover concepts that were con- cipal reinforcing steel of the arch consists only
structed and tested on a prototype igloo at the of 0.5-in-di m steel rods that are spaced on 12-in
Sierra Army Depot (SIAD) in Herlong, Calif. centers. The concrete thickness of the arch varies

from 16 in at the base to 6 in at the crown.
Objectives Therefore, the percentage of principal reinforce-

* The primary objective of this investigation mat varies from approximately 0.10 percent at the
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base to 0.27 percent at the crown of the arch. Placement of Test Charges
Prior to each test shot, an explosive ordnance

Based on the preliminary tests at Fort Polk, team (NOT) from First Special Operations Command of
La., and Camp Shelby, Hiss., four passive retro- Fort Brag$, N. C. placed each test charge at each
fit cover sections were constructed over the roof test location. Each shaped charge was placed in
of the igloo. To support the added weight of the the standard-isued metal tripod thC. provided a
retrofit covers, the lightly reinforced concrete 15-in standoff distance. With the exception of
arch was supported with internal bracing. A cross- Tests 2A and 4A, all platter charges were placed
section of each cover along with the internal brac- on a wood stand that provided a 2-ft standoff dis-
ing is shown in Fig. 3. The four cover sections tance. Since each charge was placed on the aide
consisted mainly of (1) 3 ft of concrete, (2) 3 ft slope of the retrofit covers instead of the crown,
of rock rubble, (3) 2 ft of concrete, and (4) 2.5 ft care was taken to align the charge perpendicular
of soil. For testing the CERL's active foaming to the roof of the arch. Prior to Teat 2A, after
system, 1-in-diam PVC pipes spaced on 12-in centers foaming the crater formed from Test 2, the EOT
were embedded in the 3-ft concrete and rock rubble shoveled off the foam within 2 feet of the bottom
sections. Fig. 4 shows the four constructed retro- of the crater and placed the platter for Test 2A
fit covers. Plywood forms used for concrete place- directly on the foam. For Test 3A, the foam was
ment in the first and t6ird cover sections were shoveled out of the way and the wood stand with the
left in position for the tests to prevent the soil 20-lb platter was placed in the crater that had re-
overburden from sloughing. As another means of sulted from Test 3. The same procedure was used
preventing sloughing, boards were placed on the for removing the foam prior to Test "A. However,
side slopes at the terminated ends of the rock this tame the foam was removed to the level of the
rubble and sand cover sections. original retrofit cover and the 20-lb platter

placed directly on the foam. All other second test
Test Shots and Locations shot platters were placed on the wood stand in the

Test shot locations are shown in Fig. 5. The craters resulting from the first shots.
first test shot at each location is numbered from
one to nine. The second test shot at the same Damage Survey
location as the first is designated with the letter Measurements of the crater in the retrofit
"A". Two "first shots" and one "second shot" were covers, measurements of the perforated holes in the
conducted on the 3-ft concrete section; three first roof of the igloo, still photographs, and a visual
shots and three second shots on the rock rubble inspection were made following each test shot to
se.:tion; two first shots and two second shots on assess damage.
the 2-ft concrete section; and two first shots and
two second shots on the sand section. ALl first Electronic Transducer Measurements
shots were either 40-1b shaped charges or 40-lb Five channels of data were obtained from ese-
platter charges. All 40-lb shaped charges were tronic instrumentation for each test shot. Two
identical to those whose characteristics were pre- channels recorded the pressure inside and outside
viously defined in Table 1. All 40-lb platter the igloo. Three channels recorded the vertical,
charges consisted of 40 lb of C-4 that was placed longitudinal, and transverse accelerations of the
on one side of a 0.5-in-thick steel plate with a igloo's floor slab. The outside pressure gage was
diameter of 19 in. All second shots were planned located on the centerline of the igloo's apron 2 ft
to be only 20-lb platter charges (20 lb of C-4 outside the open end. The pressure gage inside the
placed on one side of a 0.25-in-thick steel plate igloo was placed on the igloo's flocr. It was
with a diameter of 19 in). However, after Test 5A, transversely located in line with each test shot
it was conciuded that these charges were having no location (6 ft from the igloo's centerline). For
effect in perforating the retrofit covers. There- test shots 1-2A, 3-4A, 5-5A, 6-7A, and 8-9A, the
fore, 40-ib platter charges were used for Tests 6A, inside pressure gage was located longitudinally
7A, and 8A. For Test 9A, the last shot, a 20-lb from the outside pressure gage at distances of 67,
platter charge was used. 72, 63, 47, and 24.5 ft. respectively. The accel-

erometers were located on the centerline of the
CERL's Foaming Operation igloo's floor slab at the sams longitudinal die-

CERL personnel foamed the craters formed by tances from the open end as the test shots.
-Test Shots 2, 3, and 4 prior to Test Shots 2A, 3A,

and 4A, respectively. This procedure entailed Particle Size and Velocity Measurements
attaching an adapter to the end of a pipe that had A measurement was made of the particle sizes

* been broken from the first shot detonation and re- and velocities of fragments that perforated the
suiting cratering action. Two hoses were connected roof inside the igloo for each test shot. These
to the adapter. The other ends of the hoses were measurements were recorded by a high-speed movie

. connected to two pressurized tanks containing the camera (1,000 frames per second) positioned 165 ft
foaming liquid. The tanks were located on a truck in front of the igloo focused ot, the front post

, at the base of the igloo. A valve was turned on (Fig. 6) and endwall (Fig. 7) inside the igloo.
and the liquid foam from the tanks passed through The post and endwall were painted white with black
the hosa and out the broken pipe into the crater. stripes spaced on 2-ft centers.
The liquid began to foam, filling the crater and
hardening. The amount of time required for the RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
foam to harden is determined by the exact mixture
of the foaming liquid. Dam&Ae Survey

Results of the ddkage survey revealed that all
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retrofit covers were adequate In denying personnel not missing. It is believed that the response of
* access to the interior of the igloo. Only "first the test igloo with these differences is higher

shot" 40-lb shaped charges were successful In per- than it would be without them.
forating the roof of the igloo. This occurred for
all cover sections with the exception of the 3-it- Particle Size end Velocity Measurements
thick concrete section. The perforated holes were The Individual mass of particles (fragments)

* swill'with diameters that ranged trom 4.5 to 6 in. and their corresponding velocities were undetect-
able with the high-speed movie camera focused on

Electronic Transducer Measurements the inside of the igloo. The camera did show that
As would be expected, peak recorded pressures only the shaped charge detonations of Tests 4, 5,

inside and outside the igloo occurred with the 7, and 9 would induce fragments inside the igloo
largest charges, i.e.. 40-lb platter and shaped that would be of concern to sympathetic detona-
charges. Peak pressure measurements of "first tions. With the exception of Test 9, the camera
shot" tests using these charges are shown in recorded a dark mass of debris that entered the
Table 2. The table also gives the time of arrival perforated holes in the Igloo's roof and impactedof the pressure wave at each gage location. As the floor slab. For Test 9, the jet from the
shown in this table, peak pressures inside the shaped charge entered the inside of the igloo
igloo range from 0.2 to 2.25 psi. Also, peak pros- through the perforated hole in its roof.
sures outside the igloo range from 0.47 to 6.5 psi.
Pressitres inside and outside the igloo increase as Average velocities of the mass of debris in-
the charge locations are moved closer to the open side the igloo resulting from Tests 4, 5, and 7
end of the igloo, the lo=tion of the outside pres- were calculated to be 494, 517, and 242 ft/s, re-
sure gage. With the exception of Test 9, there was spectively. The average velocity of the Jet from
no measurable pressure inside the igloo that was Test 9 was calculated to be 2,282 ft/s.
induced through the igloo's roof. This is evident

- in Table 2 when a comparison is made between the CONCLUSIONS
. arrival times of the pressure wave inside and out-

side the igloo. For each test, with the exception The following conclusions were obtained from
of Test 9, the pressure wave arrives at the outside the test reoults.

- gage location before it arrives at the inside gage
location. Thus, the Feak pressure inside the igloo 1. All retrofit cover designs were proved

- results from the pressure wave that enters the open adequate in denying access through the roof of the
end of the igloo. A comparison of the pressure- igloo to personnel using "first shot" and "second
time histories for Test 9 inside and outside the shot" 40-lb shaped and platter charges.
igloo (Fig. 8) shows that the arrival time of the
first pressure wave at both locations occurs at 2. All retrofit covers, with the exception of
10 ms. The first peak pressure spike of 2 psi in- the 3-ft-thick concrete cover, permitted perfora-
side the igloo is associate, with the pressure that tion oZ the igloo's roof. The perforated holes

. is induced through the perforated hole in the roof. range in diameter from only 4.5 to 6 in.
* The second pressure spike of 2.25 psi is associated

with that pressure wave that enters the open end of 3. All retrofit covers, with the exception of
the igloo. The pressure induced through the roof the soil cover, prevented pressure from being in-
is consistent with the observation made with the duced through the roof of the igloo.
high-speed movie camera that was focused on the in-
aide of the igloo. The camra uberved the jet 4. The applied dynamic loads resulted in no
from the shaped charge entering the igloo through damage to the igloo, other than perforated holes in
the perforated hole in the roof. This jet was not the roof.
observed with the camera for any other test.

5. Sympathetic detonation inside the igloo
The low level response of the floor slab that due to fragment mass and velocity is more likely

was indicated by the recorded acceleration time with the soil cover. It is less likely with the
histories is consistent with the observation of no 3-ft-thick concrete cover.
damage to the igloo as a result of structural mo-
tion. It should be noted that the measured re- 6. Test results provided pressure and acccl-
sponse would Le different for an igloo that con- oration data that can be used for comparison
tained no internal bracing and whose endwal] was against criteria for sympathetic detonations.
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Table 1. Characteristics of the M3 shaped charge.

Cone Liner
Total Explosive Type Charge Charge Outer

* Weight Weight of Diameter Height Container Thickness Angle Diameter Weight
lb lb Explosive in in Material Material In__ deg in lb

40 30 Coup B 9.5 15.5 Shoet Metal Steel 0.150 60 9 5.6

Table 2. Peak pressure measurements.

Retrofit Cover
* Section 3 ft Concrete _____Rock Rubble

40-lb 40-lb 40-lb 40-lb
Test Charge Platter Shaped Platter Shaped

Test No. Location 1-1 1-0 2-1 2-0- 3-1 3-0- 4-1 4-0 5-1 5-0

Peak pressure,
psi 0.25 0.63 0.20 0.47 0.30 0.78 0.23 0.62 0.31 0.8

* Pressure wave
arrival tine.,
us 110 62 110 50 100 50 [00 48 80 42

Retrofit Cover
Section 2 ft Concrete 2.5 ft Soil

Test Charge 40-lb Shaped 40-lb Platter 40-lb Shaped
Test No. Location 6-1 6-0 7-1I 7-0 8-I - 9-I 9-0

Peak pressure,
*psi 0.45 1.3 0.41 1.3 1.20 4.0 2.25 6.5

Pressure wave
arrival timne,
ms 59 28 59 28 28 15 10 10

Note: I's denote inside; 0's denote outside.

1/lI' 0 ROD# is, OC

-~8" x It' WELD11D WINE PADRIC

Fig. 1. Existing Damaged Igloo. Fig. 2. Cross Section of Existing Igloo.
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NODEL TESTS ON COMPOSITE SLABS OF LIGNT GAUGE METAL
SEET AND CONCRETE SUBJECTED TO BLAST LOADING

Peter Balas
and

Bengt Vretblad

Forty - Swedish Fortifications
Research Department
Eskilatuna, Sweden

replaced by a thicker sheet with welded headed
bolts (studs) has been carried out. The results

7 Model tests have been carried out at the from this investigation show that the composite
Research Department of the FortF - Swedish structure is economically advantageous when com-
Fortifications on composite slabs of light gauge pared with a conventionally designed structure.
metal sheet and concrete, using welded studs as
shear connectors. Tests were also carried out on Model tests of composite slabs of light gauge
corresponding conventionally reinforced concrete sheet metal and concrete have been carried out
slabs. Slabs were subjected to blast load and - in accordance with the objectives of the re-
as a reference - to static load. The results to search program. The aim of the investigation is
date are given in the report. They indicate that to
composite action between sheet metal and
concrete is possible in slabs subjected not only - experimentally investigate the possibilities
to static, but also to dynamic loading, of using composite structures of concrete

and sheet metal with welded studs during
1, Introduction blast loading

The main interest of the research program - tudy the relationship between load and de-
concerning composite structures subjected to formation, and the ultimate load behaviour
dynamic loading presently in progress at the of longitudinal slab sections (simply
Research Department of the Fortf - Swedish supported and restrained) during both blast
Fortifications has been concentrated on the and static loading, and compare composite
composite action of concrete in conjunction with slabs and conventionally reinforced concrete
other materials. The use of composite structures slabs.

- in the field of fortifications is of great
interest in two areas especially, that is to say 2. Exnerimental Investiaation
in the strengthening of existing hardened

. structures and in the construction of now 2.1 Test specimens
structures that are to withstand
electro-magnetic pulse (IP). In all, four slabs were manufactured; two compo-

site slabs (SI and S2) and two conventionally
When strengthening existing structures through - reinforced concrete slabs (Al and £2). four
for example - the addition of in-situ concrete frames were made, three of which were of compo-
onto the original concrete structure, the compo- site construction (S3, 54 and 55) and one of
site action of the two materials will determine conventional reinforced concrete (3). Their
the strength of the structure. The shear connec- appearance and dimensions are shown in FIG 1.
ting devices are of major importance in compo-
site action. Theoretical and experimental Steel sheet of nominal thickness 1.5 m was used
investigations of shear connectors and inter- in all test specimens S1 - 55, with 25 =e studs
faces subjected to dynamic loading is at present of type N4. The choice of sheet thickness and
being conducted at the FortF. The results of the stud dimension was determined partly on the
investigations are to be published at a later basis of practical aspects, and partly on the
date. request that the ratio of stud diameter to sheet

thickness be in the order of 2.S.
One of the conditions that several hardened
structures must fulfill, is that they should - The number of studs in slabs S1 and 52 was

' besides withstanding blast loads - be fitted determined so that the total anchoring force,
with a complete IfP protection. This means that that is to say the numbe of studs multiplied by
the structure must be encased with metal. The the design value for a stud (according to the
question is: is it possible to use the same Swedish Code for Light Gauge Netal Structures)
sheet also in a loadbearing capacity? a preliai- be equal the tension forces in the sheet at

nary investigation on whether or not convention- yield. In order to witbataud the effect of
al reinforcement and lightgauge sheet may be suction from the blast, the slabs were further
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reinforced with primary hogging reinforcement 5 ties ot the centre of the slab. 'A
e6 um and 8 0 6 as crossbars.

%FIG 3 shows the load-deflecti~o curve for slabs
The slas ki and A2 were for reference purposes, Si and Al fox the same load case. FIG 4 shows
which 18 wb7 they were manufactured with codven- the deforation of these slabs when subjectd to
tiL&I reinforcement only. Primary and crossbar different loading ces, which is why the
reinforcement conbieted of 6 * 8 = (ribbed bar, deflection is related to the aid-*pan momest.
yield stress 400 NPa) and 9 11 6 ma respective- FIG 5 shows the load-deflection curve for slab
ly. The remaning reinforcement (hogging) was S1 agin. Besides the measured deflection, 6,
the sawe as that in slabs S1 and S2. even t"he calculated vlues are shwn, whereby

complete collpoeito action ws assued to exist
The numbr of studs jzt framso8S3, S4 and S5 was between the concrete and the shoot (constant
determined on the basis of the total anchor 91). PIG 6 shows the lod-defloction curve for
force - based on the design value Gf the studs - test specimen 84, where, as in FIG 5, even the!%
being coptible to the force in the shoot due calculated values are shwn. Beides the asJmp-
to a ~nt which was equal to the kAnld aoment t~oas sade in FIG 5, it was even assumed that
a t sidepn in the conventionally reinforced the corner rtinforcesent w-s of ideal elaeto-
slab. In order to achieve rigid restraint of the plastic material of infinite ductility. Theme
slab from the vertical part, the corner of the four figures show that, under static loading,

0fro was lreinforcedc ssawith ucnn6 • 8 us (ribbed baez, the expected demands an regards deflection of .
400 M . Al rsbr:ifreetwas * 6 m, tecoposit structure, veto fulfloed. ;

the number given in FIG 1.

The conventionally reinforced fres, A3, was blast tests. The deformation curves shw, in allreinforced with 7 * 8 =n (ribbed bar, 400 IN~a) case3, deflection of the centre-line of the
as8 sagging reinforcement In the slab, all other slabs as a function of time.
reinfor cement being identical to that of frames
53 - S5. FIGS 7, b and c ohmv the maximum deflection

before decay of slabs S2 and A2 xespectively
2.2 Loaing during the loading sequence shwn in FIG 7a. it

is apprent, as is also the case during static
The tests were carried out in two series. The loading, that even here that* is a oticbln
slabs were tested in test serie no. 1, and the difference in the deflection vs time of each
frame in test series no. 2, se FIG 2. slab. The mnaum deflection of slab A2 is

a pproximately four tines gre~tor than that of
Slabs Al and S1 were teted in test series no. I slab S2, and at the some time the remaining
with static loading only in the form of four deformatio of A2 is 15 nn and negligabl* in 82.
knife-edge loads placed as shown in FIG 2 or one
central knife-edge load (81 only). Slabs k2 and The testing of slab S2 vas repeated with in-
$2 were tested in a shck tube where they were creased lod intensity, se FIG So. It was not
subjected to a blast load. The general shape of until this latter load, at considerably higher
the pressure-time relationship of the load is pressure and impuls levels, that the maximum
shown in FIG 7, and the remaning deforation we of the saw0 b

order as that of slab A2. Copare FIGS Ob nd
Frame S4 in test series no. 2 was teted, an was 7c.
specimen 5 2, with a static load with four
respectively one knife-edges. Fraes A3, 53 and finlly FIG 9 and 10 show the deformnaon vs.
S5 were subjected to blast loading. The blasr time of the frames during the load sequesue
ws "side-on" that is of the t)Ve show i.n FIG 9 shown in FIG 9a and 10a. Those figure oho
that passes over the top side of the frees, again, as in the previous cae, that the con-

posit structure show less usz/num and les
Th pecimns subjected to etw *c tsting were remaining deformation than a €v eventionally
loaded with a hydraulic Jack (through a eysten reinforced tet specimen, due to greatr stitff-
of linked beaom that transferred the load into nens (in this particular instance).
four knits-edge loads) where the load ws mesu-
red by means of a load-cll. The deformation* 3.2 Load capacity
(deflection&s) were weasured prtly electronic-
a lly and partly through mechnical deflection For • shelter structure both olatic and plantb.:
gauges. Strain measurement were recorded for the behaviour is of importane. Ultimat load behav-
reinforceent and for the shoot. iout is often of considerable interest. This

test series has resulted in ductile as well u
3. Tort results and na brittle failures.

3. t Deformation The shear connector in the €aegosite slabs Vt
and 82 were designed so that compoit actLcs

FIGS 3-6 ohow the deformatiton due to static between the concrete and the sheert etetd ee
lcidino in the for of load-deflection curves, whom yield stres*@ were readied in the sheet.
onm for each test. in all case the maximum Ductile failure ws obtaned under both the at-
deflection is shown, that is to say the deflec-* tic and the dynac loading of the"sl anb. The
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appearance of the slabs after blast loading is TEST SPECINS
shoen in rIG 11. The total anchor capacity in.
the sheat connectors has, during the entire' TiS nits 1 TEST uniEs NO2
loading sequence, been greater than the the
force in the beets. In this way, not only the
ultimate load but even the total ultimate do- A A Z I I
flection of the test specimn have been deters-+mead, through the strain properties of the sheet
material.

Fraes 83 and S4 were designed so that their J- -- [U t
load capacity should be equivalent to that of
the conventionally reinforced frame £3. In this Al, A2. S1. 52
case the shear connector must exhibit plastic
behaviour before plastic behaviour is possible
in the sheet. The design did not permit move- m - - - - ---
meants be teen the concrete and the sheet to HHis.
allow for plastic behaviour in all the connect- ._J
ore, however. The sheet was even restrained A-A-AI.A2 0
through spct-welding to embedded angle sections,
which contr-buted to the limiting of movement -AAM-
between the concrete and the sheet. The total
anchor fore at the moment of failure was there- .

fore greater than the sum of the forces in the______
shear connectors. WO T1

When failure occurred in the row of spot welds, A"lg
all shear connectors between the support and
mid-span failed simultaneously. The composite A-A-s3s4,ss-
frames therefore failed instantaneously both
under static and dynamic loading. The appearance
of the test specimens at failure is shom in
FIG 12. FIG 1. Test specimens.

S5 was made identical with S3 and 34 with the
one exception that instead of spot welds between
steel sheet and the angle sections at the supp- TSN
orts continous welding was used. This did not TESTING
change the mode of failure but changed the load
at failure. T SERIES NX I TEST SERIES NIX .

To sun up, the results of the investigation
indicate that composite action between concrete
and sheet metal may be obtainod in slabs subjec-
ted to static and dynamic loading. If the total
anchor force in the shear connector is less than
the force that is equivalent to failure in the A1,S1
sheet, then an instantaneous failure is shown by
the structure. The shear connectors must be
designed so that their total load capacity is
greater than the force required for failure in
the sheet, in order to obtain ductirefailure in pp)t)
the structure. =a f

Balazi, P., "odel tests on composite slabs of A.0
light-gauge metal sheet and con-
crete subjected to blast loading'. p A3. 3. S5
(To be published)

Pamaden, J.A., "Sa=verkasbjilklag av tunpldt
och betong - inventering och
nuligesrapport'. SDI Rapport toemap coon cEas N W
103:3, juli 1982. Swedish.

The Swedish Code for Light-Gauge Netal Structur-
es (English translataion) 3S1. Stockholm 1993. FIG 2. Loading of test specimens.
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-6 -a -measured value
01 calculated elastic deformation

Al 6 / el .concrete assumed uncracked in
I calculateon of moment of iner-tia, I

I, . I c calculated elastic deformation
. --V  6 el - Concrete assumed cracked in

6F el calculation of moment of iner-
tia, I6m -calculated value with

-- ,I-1I b + I c)/2

0 -- r1-""r-----"-'r-0-
123 4 S 6 9 10 61=1 f a

FIG 3. Load-deflection curve for slabs Si and Al FIG 5. Load-deflection curve for slabs S1.
(static loading).

I km). e, °, al .... -- /

1 __:_.,, /
NIUS / ,

SI ,

lrALCAATED

l1,' /

M CAI~m

- I 6 Ili

FIG 4. Moment-deflection curve for slabs SI and Al, FIG 6. Lad-deflectioh curve for frame 54
Comparison between deflection in each test Index el - elastic deformation
specimen related to moment at mid span with pl - elasto-plastic deformation
alternative loading (Al-four knife-edge (stresses in reinforceint
loads, SI-one knife-edge load). Both curves - yield stress)
are calculated for four knife-edge loads. Other symbols - se" FIG 5
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FIG 7. Blast loading of slabs S2 and A2
(60lg, 1.47 m from test specimen). ,
a) Pressure time curve of load sequence. C

-) Deflection curve (midspn) as a function
c) Deflection curve as a function o. ti,,

ImM

of (tifo9r 3s of time fo edge of tfor A2. .. i

, fbar1 -d)

2 ,' -_ --- _

b)in Delcincredidpn safnto

Ii ..m r ''*~-** ~ - __ _ _ _ _ _ .b.)- if' i .. . .. .. ... .-

\ , 
-

\

. FIG 9. Blast loading of frames A3 53 and 55.... ......... - ..........._____- (6xiOOg, 3.0 m from front efige of test

.2)'Pressure tins curve of load sequence.
b) Deflection curve (mIdspan) as a function

riG a. Blhst loa ding of slab S2 (6x30g, 1.0 it of tii. for frame A3.

from test spocimen). c) Deflection curve (mldspan) as a flunction
a) Pressure time curve of load sequonce, of time for frame S3.
b) Deflection curve (midspan) as a function d) Deflection ,urve (midspan) as a function

of time. of time for frame SS.
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I ba. a, a

1A.1
.0*

b)

b)

* FIG 1fl. Blast loading of slab 55 (645009, 3.5 m
from test specimen)
a) Pressure time curve of load sequence
b) Deflection curve (midspin) as a function

of time

C)

rIG 12. Appearance of composite frames after
loading. Failure load.
a) Frame S3 (blast load, max impulse

ew 5 kM.-s)
Nb) Frame S4 (static load, P-180 kN center

FIG 11. Apparerance of camposite slabs after 0) Frame S5 (blast load, max impulse
loadng. Failure 'lad. 7 k' -
a) Slab S1 (static load, Pw190 MN center

load
I b) Slab S2 (blast load, max inpulse cm

3 kPa-s
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THE MUST-IV (MULTI-UNIT STRUCTURE TEST) SERTIES

Vincent A. Meyer

New Mexico Engineering Research Institute
Albuquerque, New Mexico

ABSTRACT 1. Ilentify critical load and response mech-
anisms fo' the shelter and equipment in a conven-

The t4JST-IV Test Series was designed to eval- tional w.apon environment.
uate the survivability of a reinforced concrete
personnel shelter in a blast and shock environment. 2. Provide data to verify, establish, or
The shelter consisted of precast, modular segments modify criteria for the identified modes of
with bell and spigot joints. It was rectangular in failure.
cross section and contained complete mechanical and
electrical subsystems for a self-conta' .ed power The evaluation of the shelter was done on a

S a nd air supply system. The blast and shock envi- systems assessment basis. This evriluation approach
ronment was generated using 1000-lb and 500-lb begins with the identification of the functional
general purpose bombs. This paper examines the requirements of the system. Tho, three components
testbed construction, test program, and test that must be defined are the environment, the
results of this series. strur;ture, and the response mechanism. If two of

the components are known or given, then the third
INTRODUCTION can be zolved for by the use of one of three equa-

tions. The design equation is used when the envi-
• Protection of personnel in chemical environ- rcnment and response are given and the structure is

mefits is required to support United States Air the unknown. The analysis equation is used when
Force (USAF) operations. Fecause conventional- che structure and the environment are given and the
weapor environments are expected to accompany these response is the unknown,, The limit states equation
chemical environments, personnel shelters must be is used when the structure and response are given
able to ftinction when exposed to the blast and and the environment 1% the unknown. The MUST-IV
shock effects generated by conventional weapons, test series primarily involved the analysis equa-
Fcilure of the shelter system is defined by the tion. The details of this assessment are being
following: addressed in another paper at this symposium pre-

sented by Lt. Mic~liel K. W. Wong of the Air Force
1. Collapse of the structural elements under Weapons Laboratory (AFWL), Albuquerque, New Mexicr.

blast or shock loads. To define the three functional components, data
were collected pretest, posttest, and during the

2. Failure of the structural envelope to event. The data consisted of the output from
hold a positive pressure against the chemica'i active free-field soil stress, acceleration, and

* environment. blast pressure gages; active structural concrete
strain, steel strain, interior pressure, and soil/-

3. Failure of the air supply system due to structure interaction gages; active equipment
equipment failure from blast or shock locds. acceleration, voltage measurement, current measure-

ment, intake and exhaust pressure, and generator
4. Injury to personnel from blast or shock shaft revolution-per-minute measurement gages;

* loads. passive structural displacement gages; and struc-
tural element gap measurements.

The entire MUST series consisted of two TEST ARTICLE
phases. In Phase I, generic cylindrical and rec-
tangular structures were tested anO evaluated. In The MUST-IV test article was a precast, modu-
Phase 11, full-scale, fully equippid, cylindrical lar, reinforced concrete shielter that had a rectan-
and rectangular shelters were tested and evaluated gular cross section. The modular system of con-
The MUST-IV test article was the rectangular shel- struction is considered to have the following
ter tested in Phase I. advantages over a cast-in-place concrete

structure:
The MUST-IV shelter was sjbjected to a series

of tests that specifically challenged the shelter 1. Plant-cast concrete quality control and
in order to evaluate it agaitist the failure modes, material savings due to production line

d Other objectives of the MUST-TV test events were techniques.
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2. Field labor savis end material savings nackagls located under the structur or inhe neardue to elimination of u TreWOrio Tree Yleld to the structure were oren hlace e

A sand bed was placed and leveled in the trench.
3. Flexibility in shelter layout. This sand bed allowed the structure to be placed

with its midline at the final grade of the
4. Slast and shock load energy absorption testbed.

through structure displacement.
To assemble the structure, construction tech-

Nineteen modules, six end caps, and two inter- nques typical of large diameter pipe laying were
ior bulkheads were assembled to form the completed used. Each module and interior bulkhea d a ale
test structure. In plan view the assembled struc- (spigot) and female (bell) end for mating of the
ture was roughly U-shaped (Fig. 1). modules and bulkheads. End caps were bolted to

flat ends on the specific modules. All Joints were
CONSTRUCTION assembled with an elastomeric gasket material and

sealing lubricant. The lubricant alio aided in the
The MUST Test Series was conducted at the assembly process. A 140-ton capacity mobile crane

McCormick Ranch Test Area. McCormick Ranch is a was used to place the individual pieces of the test
600-acre test site located adjacent to Kirtland Air article in the trenches. The modules, bulkheads,
Force Base in Albuquerque, New Mexico. Reference and end caps were pulled together by cable come-
[I] details the soil conditions at the testbed. alongs secured to cast-in anchors along the sides
From the surface to a depth of 6 m (19.7 ft), the of the pieces.
soil is a uniform, medium-to-fine, nonplastic sand.

. Intense soil cementation has been observed in some The trench was backfilled to the final grade
- excavations, but does not occur uniformly over the of the testbed using in situ soil. Mechanical
* testbed area. Also, the surface soils have been tampers and a roller compactor were used to compact
% deposited from alluvial action so that a noniso- the backfill to 95 percent of the maximum density

tropic condition exists. Wave speeds in the soil as determined by ASTM 0698-70 at at 2 percent of
are faster in the north-south direction than in the optimum moisture.
east-west direction.

After completion of the backfill, the remain-
Preparation of the testbed consisted of sur- ing free-field gages were placed. The structure

veying and grading an area 45.72 m (150 ft) by was then covered with a loose, uncompacted soil
30.48 m (100 ft) within an already established berm. In cross section the berm was trapezoidal.
shrub-free area. The corners of the main segment See Figure 2.
trench and entrance and exit trenches were then
established and excavated to the required depth and
levelness. All free-field instrumentation

Event B

Blast door End-cap B t wall

-Blast door End-cap Blast door

Event D Event A

S , Interior bulkhead

Change booth MER
Itr~l- - ,,-- Blast door

Jr ''"i/ End-cap r Ai r lock End-cap-I
/ ,,.,-Air lock

Evn VHA

End-cap-tFEvn

* Event E Interior bulkhead '-End-cap

Figure 1. NUST-IV general shelter layout.
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All maJor interior equipment for the mechani- sure measurements were made with Ku1lte transducers I.
ca1 and electrical subsystem was mounted on shock- having a range of 20.69 M4Pa (3000 lb/in f. Pres-
isolated frames with the exception of the fuel oil sure at the soil-structure interface was measured
tank that supplied the unit heater and diesel gen- with Kulite WAN transducers mounted in a New Mexico
erator. The shock isolation system had been Engineering Research Institute (NMERI) normal
designed based on the expected shock environment stress mount. Concrete strain was measured with
and the frequencies of each individual piece of 9LH strain gages which have a resistance of 120 0.
equipment. The fuel tank and minor equipment were Steel strain was measured with Ailtech weldable
hard-mounted to the floor, walls, or ceiling as strain gages which have a resistance of 350 a.
appropriate. Airblast pressure measurements were made with

Kulite pressure transducers mounted in standard
DATA ACQUISITION AFWL. hardware that had been cast in concrete blast

pressure pads (external blast pressure) or had been
Transducers and :,ardware commonly used for mounted on threaded flanges (interior pressure).

conventioral blast and shock testing were used on
the MUST-IV test events. Free-field acceleration The basic measurement system consisted of the
was measured with four types of Endevco accelerome- transducers, the cable from the transducers to the
ters cast in epoxy minican'sters. Structure accel- Junction box and forward amplifiers, the Junction
eration was measured with Endevco accelerometers box, the cable from the Juncticn box to the record-
attached to aluminum mounting blocks. Soil pres- ing van, and the recording van.

Test article- Uncompacted in situ
soil berm

b4 Testbed final
grade

ROOl -9T a ., K

-= "IN n a a

Undisturbed SRecompacted in situ soil
In situ soil-/ (Typical both sides)

Figure 2. Typical cross section of test facility.
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The junction box was approximately 99 m (325 TEST RESULTS/ANALYSIS
*. ft) from the structure, where IS0-230 amplifiers
. were located. Amplification was required for most The single surface burst event was not expect-

of the structural gages, and this closely coupled ed to p,-ovide the most severe environment for the
amplification provided the maximum signal-to-noise structure. The event did test a proposed blast
ratio and date recovery. Signals were relayed from wall, the blast valves, a blast-resistant door, the
the junction box to the instrumentation van through exhaust and vent pipes for the mechanical equip-
20-pair cables. The junction box also served to ment, and the exposed end cap of the exit segment.
connect the unamplified structure gages and the The blast wall provided some attenuation of the
free-field 2-pair cables to the ?O-pair cables peak pressures and experienced significant dis-
runnir.g from the junction box to the Instrumenta- tress, but performed as designed. The door failed
tion van. in rebound when some bolts had their threads

stripped by the nuts, thus allowing the door to
The data were recorded on 28-track Ampex 2230 swing open. Because of the timing of the failure

recorders in a multiplex record format, and the design of the airflow through the struc-
ture, this failure did not qualify as a system

In addition to the active and passive gages failure. The exhaust and vent pipes, and the end
used in each test event, interior and exterior cap performed as designed. The airblast load on
motion picture cameras were used to document the the end cap and the ground shock environment were
behavior of the test article during the test. The the major loads on the structure from this event,
high-speed exterior cameras recorded the blast, while very little of the structure response was
ejecta, and dust cloud formation while the Interior attributed to airslap through the berm.
high-speed cameras recorded structure and equipment
response. The failure modes of major concern with regard

to the buried burst events were the failure of the
TEST PROGRAM structural elements, in particular the bell and

spigot joints, and the failure of the equipment.
As in the previous phases of the MUST series,

1000-lb and 500-lb general purpose bombs were used Test events A, F), and E provided the environ-
to generate the blast and shock environments. ments to primarily challenge the structural ele-
These general purpose bombs were placed as a sur- ments and the joints. In addition, event A also
face burst, with the bomb center-of-gravity at challenged the mechanical equipment. Test events
testbed grade level or as a buried burst, with the C, F, and G provided the environments to primarily
bomb center-of-gravity at a specified distance challenge the mechanical equipment but also tested
below grade. the end cap.

The evaluation of the Phase I test events and The individual wall, floor, and roof elements
the cylindrical shelter in the first part of Phase of each module responded to the environment with an
11 had shown that for a partially buried, bermed, elastic behavior. The corner details at the inter-
multi-unit structure, the surface burst did not section of the walls with the floor and the walls
place critical loads on the structure or equipment. with the roof had been designed to be moment-resis-
Therefore, the test plan for the MUST-IV structure tant. This stiff corner successfully transmitted
emphasized the buried bursts. The locations of the flexural forces between elements. N4o evidence was
bomb center-of-gravities were chosen to test the found of any tensile cracks on any face of any of
system failure modes. They were also chosen to the individual elements.
3ttempt to repeat some of the bomb-to-structure
locations. Bomb center-of-gravity locations are Eac& module generally responded to the envi-shown in Figure 1. The test event schedule is ronment with a rigid-body rotation and translation.
given in Table 1. Events A and D were located in The geometry of partially burying the structure
similar positions to the rein segment and the with a loose berm allows the structure to posi-
entrance and exit segments. Events C, F, and G tively respond to the horizontal and vertical co-
were located at varying distances from the main ponents of the shock load. The partial burial with
segment end caps. a controlled, compacted backfill holds the struc-

ture in place so that the horizontal component of
TABLE 1. MJST-IV TEST SCHEDULE the load pushes the structure into the in situ soil

and backfill (translation). Since this backfill is
Test Event Test Oate Bomb Location only up to the structure midline with a .oosely

placed berm above it, the structure is not as con-
A 17 Feb 84 Buried strained at the top downstream corner as it is at
B 24 Feb 84 Surface the bottom downstream corner. With nothing but a
C 2 Mar 84 guriid loose berm above it, the structure respcnds to the
D) 9 Mar 84 Buried vertical component of the shock luad by moving up.
E 16 Mar 84 Buried The acceleration data plots show the -1 g trace asF 23 Mar R4 Buried the structure 'falls" back after the loading and

G 25 May 44 Buried the interface pressure data plots show the point at
which the structure rejoins the ground below it.
This combination of load components with a con-
strained bottom downstream corner is thought to be
the mechanism that produces rigid-body rotation.
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i* Also contributing to the structure response is 3 Morrison Dennis, Bacon, Pamela C., and Meyer.
the Interconnection of adjacent modules. If the Vincent A., Analysis Report for MUST-IV (Fourth
structure was continuous, one would expect a Multi-Unit Struc ture Test. Fu11-SlZe Rectanguiar
response similar to a beam on an elastic founda- SWelter). Events A throuG . AFWL-IR-84-131, Air
tion. However, each bell and spigot joint allows Force Weapons Lab tory, rtland Air Force Base,
some degree of freedom for movement between New Mexico, (in publication).
modules. Insufficient data were generated from
this test series to identify the exact nature of 4. harris. Keith L., Power System Report for MUST
the interaction of the modules at the Joints. IV (Fourth Multi-Unit tructure Test Full-Size
Comparison of data from gages In adjacent modules Rectangular Shelter). Events A through F, AFWLt.-TR-
confirms that differences eyist. The steel strain 84-XXX, Ai Force Weapons Laboratory, Kirtland Air
gages that had been placed in certain Joints, and Force Base, New Mexico, (in publication).
that may have contributed some information as to
what was occurring at the Joints, were either not
functional at the time of testing or produced unus-
able data. When evaluated against the system fail-
ure modes, however, the Joints did not fail. They
did exhibit three types of distress, hut with the
exception of event F, none of these joint-damage
types would qualify as a system failure. The three
Joint-damage types were crushing and spalling of
the joint edges due to rotation and closure, crack-
ing of the bell or spigot due to relative rigid-
body motion, and longitudinal separation of the
Joints. This last type of joint failure did
qualify as a system failure in event F. The
center-of-gravity of the bomb had been intention-
ally moved closer to the structure to create a more
severe environment on the Filter Blower Room (FBR)

. and end cap. As a result of the bomb location, the
• . last three modules in the main segment were lifted

up by the blast, longitudinally separated, and when
they fell back, the FBR module tilted partially
into the crater.

CONCLUSION

A partially buried, bermed, multi-unit rein-
forced concrete structure was directly evaluated
for the failure modes in a conventional weapons
environment. While the structure did show some
distress at some elements, it did not fail under
the specified criteria and miss distances. The
shelter responds to the loading environment by
flexure of the walls, roof 3nd floor, and transla-
tion and rigid-body rotation of the modules. The
shock isolation mounting of the equipment protected
it from the blast and shock loads. The module
joints are the critical elements of this structure
and further study of the exact nature of the joint
interaction is suggested.
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RESPONSE OF A BURIED STRUCTURE TO HIGH INTENSE IMPULSIVE LOADING

J. RICK HOLDER

USAF Armament Laboratory
Vulnerability Assessments Branch
Eglin APB, Florida 32542-,5000

ABSTRACT OBJECTIVE and APPROACH

A 1/3 scaled buried multiroomed concrete The objective of this ueries of tests was to

structure was subjected to a series of Internal &other empirical data from Internal high explosive

high explosive tests. The purpose of the tests was detonations. ' last pressure, impulse, wall and

to gather empirical data necessary to: (1) develop equipment acovieration, and wall deflection was

methods to predict internal wall breach from measured. Tea'ts were conducted with explorive
internal high intense impulsive loading, (2) charges detor ited at different standoffs from
develop methods to predict internal pressure different we 1 w.thin a burled multiroomed
migration from internal high explosions, and (3) concrete structure. Each room had either a steel
determine overall component structural integrity, or wooden door. All rooms had some type of
Impulsive loading was obtained from detonations of equipment with internal electronic components. Some
0.1 to 2.0 pound charges. A large amount of tests had the doors open, some closed, some with a

structural response data was gathered which con be miyture of the doors open and closed. Each room

applied to problems involving dynamic loading of was instrumented with a pressure transducer.
reinforced concrete structures. The data gathered Selected walls and/or roofs were instrumented with
during this test program will be presented. an acoelerometer. Seloted equipment was also

instrumented with an accelerometer. Walls
surrounding the room where the event took place
were Instrumented with deflection gages. After

INTRODUCTION each test a damage assessment was performed on all
structural oaaponenta of the target.

Backgtound
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

The Air Force Armament Laboratory (AFATL) has
responsibility within the Air Force for the Test Structure
lethality evaluation of conventional munitions
against ground and air targets. Hardened, high One reinforced concrete multiroomed box-type

' value targets such as radar sites, airfields, and structure was constructed for use an the test
command control centers represent high priority specimen. The structure had eight rooms, floor,

target threats in a tactical scenario, and are roof, and a hallway running the entire length of
consequently of high interest in current Air Force the structure (Figure 1). Each room had two full
munition development programs. Part of the internal walls fixed on four edges, one external
engineering knowledge necessary to evaluate the wall and one internal wall with a door opening.
lethality of conventional munitions against high All internal walls were 0.33 feet thick, 5.0 feet

value targets includes internal detonations of In length, and 4.O feet In height. The floor,

explosive against internal concrete walls, floors, roof, and external walls were 0.67 feet thick. The
aPsdtest structure represented a 1/3 scale model of a: and roofs. ProblR10s presently exist due to the

lack uf data measuring blast pressures placed on full-scale generic structure. The ateel
internal walls, floors, and roofs due to the reinforcement percentages for the Interior walls

detonation of explosives internally. Therefore, It was 0.027 and 0.013 for the exterior walls, floor,

is important to collect such empirical data and to and roof. The reinforcement design did not use

develop methods to predict internal wall breach and shear stirrups or shear dowels; however,

pressure migration from internal high explosions, development lengths of the reinforcing bars were

In response to this need, the USAF Armament used to tie the walls to the roof and floor slabs.

Laboratory planned, constructed, and tested a Reinforcement details are shown in t' e section

buried, multiroomed reinforced concrete structure. drawings of Figure 1. The test structure was

This paper describes the results of field testing constructed on Eglin AFI range facility. The

the concrete structure at Eglin AFB range structure was built with the roof at ground level.

facilities. Once constructed, 5.0 feet of compeoted earth was
placed over the structure. This structure was
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P# PressureN gagQ

PLAN VIKW

rn-I

A -12

hM-4

-r -- a-

figure 1. Test structure and gage., Wall. loCatio..

* completed in 1977 and allowed to set until testing,
June 19841.

Material and Structural Properties

* The concrete mixture Used for the structure was Val(.PopesieStregt
de31jned to give a 28-day compressive strength of

* 4000 psi. Actual daO~ from test cylinders gave an A "500
*average compressive strength of 64100 psi at 28- B 7300

days. Table 1 indicates actual Wall compressive C 6900
*strength using the Swiss Hammer method. For D 6500

identification each wall is labeled by letters (see E 5800
Figure 1). The cement used met ASTM Specification F 6000
C150-71, Type Is The course aggregate used was G 6500
crushed lim'estone which met ASTM C-33, 057. H 64100

The reinforcement steel Was specified as ASTM 6800
A615-68, Grade 410, having a design minimum yeild of 64100
410,000 psi. KC 6200

L 700

The gage layout for the active instrumentation N 6700
113ed is presented In figure 1. The gage layout was 0 5800
chosen and located to mes&ure: Q 5800

a. Airblast load imposed on the walls, roof, and Q 5600
floor surfaces. Ro 600

*b. In-structure mo',.ion (Acceleration, Velocity, Foor 64100
*and Displacement). flo 60

In addition to the &otive gages, passiVe scratch Table 1. interior Wall Compressive
gages were used to measure the peak and permanentStnts
displa!3ement of the wall.

r
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Instrumentation a. The structure was cleaned of any debris.

PCB pressure and velocity transducers were used b. Instrunentation was prepared and calibrated
to make the active measurements. These transducers for each test.
were attached to RG-62 coaxial cable which ran
approximately 300 feet to the following reoording a. Door position of individual rooms was
sequence: selected.

d. The charge was emplaced and armed.

- o e. Final checks were made, the final countdown
began, and the

charge was detonated.

f. After each detonation, a mechanical fan was
placed on the

struoturets entrance to remove the explosive
1. PCB 463A Charge Amplifier gases and the

aerial debris.
, 2. VR 3700-Wide Band Group II-Frequency Modulator

Tape Recorder g. An explosive expert insured complete
detonation.

3. Bell and Howell 5-133 Oscillograph
h. Still photographs were taken of the damage to

4. Hewlett Packard 5180 Waveform Recorder all interior
walls, floor, roof, doors, and equipment that

5. Hewlett Packard 9825 Computer was located
in the various rooms.

6. Hewlett Packard four-pen plotter
i. Measurements were made of the damaged areas.

When the charge was detonated a loading was
placed on the concrete walls, floor, and roof of an J. Major cracks were marked and a drawing was

* individual room. The pressure was then formed made of the
. throughout the structure and exited through the interior damage.

entrance. The gages reacted causing an electrical
signal to move through the cable to the charge
amplifier. At this point, the signal is amplified
and moved to the frequency modulator and
oscillograph. The oscl1lograph allows a quick look TEST RESULTS
at the wave form. The frequency modulator stores
the signal on analog tape. The signal is then Twentytwo successful tests took place. The
transfered from the tape to the computer where its following tables Indicate each test's charge weight
software calculates the pressure-time history and location, test wall and room, pressure,
curve, impulse, and acceleration. Peak pressure impulse, deflection, and acceleration measurements,
and impulse are also determined by the computer and a damage assessment after each shot.
program. This data is then plotted for permament

* record. TEST
Explosive Charges o. (L09)

ee~~g LOk is"UKOS

" All charges were fabricated by forming *ee * St A (JOCS)
composition C-4 explosive into a sphere. The 8 1=1408t. 0 (11NrW)
charge weight varied from 0.1 to 2.0 pour.ds. * ( (Ci

* Test Procedure P, P2 P4 PS Ps P? P
" l" (Po f) I

Prior to the start of testing, stands were EPI-,"WOO (PSI: [ . J i JLI.I..l I - I
constructed to house the pressure transducers. The
stands were designed so as to loote the pressure a WAL WALL W-A. I-' . £_1.9
sensing element 24.0 inches above the flooe slab in IW,,,0N A K IROIR" 21
all locations. The charge was also placed 24.0 A
inches above the floor dlab in all tests. Various L0 . .2l1 7
standoffs were used in testing the different

* walls. Velocity transducers were placed on DAHAG:* D [9 w1 Wa1 NoPtIt, .v - NO OA?. LL DOS
lifferent areas within the test structure dependig To um pop MW CL O. TH WTYM am m A ,, or Ns I
on the charge location. Preparation for the WSW IW INO 7. WON WAS KHT. NJ-*-UKAOIL. (LC-
individual tests proceeded as follows: TRICr, 3.836 FINI As ND CO IT IN NO I ND I0EDIATE

MALLAV viii Sei M. #0 SUCTUA. DAU OCCRRLED
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TEST 2 TEST 5

Ch4WG Wf9M Los goW4;i%1 .25 11,L1I
Che al Wion :01513 TaeII'~ca $~'en I iROmiChaIrge Log' fiI i PO I t r~ t( 3 I WALLDl~

lost Wall A -VALLI I.1 PV LLI
* Cmarge Slondoff .27.5 *jh I|NS Chae a -9,, ff-p-l

* ,egez.arpeu29.5 VINEMIS'
Charge V-oodIee 24 1INCH$tS 1 , 24  |NIC45S

TrInsIdJC " P1 P2r P3 P4 P5 P6, P7  PeOPg Pz 53 PA PT PS P? P
L=Ma I~ 

. P2 PA

rook Presur 6CCP P~ee WPSI@I 35o 5.35sw f5il93 .1 4 I 1697

1pus PSI I. tEHl Ilws PIMC

WL WLLWALL WALL Eouz, WALL WALL WALL WALL IEOUIP
W I. V&- I L CATP-N WL1A

LOCATION A FQ LOCATO 'Jo. MO ~1 AE F LOCATION IK ROOFIRM 2A 4 

Iit1 K O I: -90 lea "Ism' tole*e,., 0, 63.9 12.212.5

. DAMAGEw EOUIP IENI NO
T 

SET PROPERLY - NO DATAALL DOORS DAMAGE. a CAGE PALFUNCT ION - NO DATA. ALL DOORS WERE OPEN.

VISE LEFT OPEN. NO SIUCTIRAL DAMAGE OCCURRED. NO SITRUCTULi. OR COUIPMtNT DMIAGE OCCURRED. 1* ICPULS6 COULD
NOT K CA.CULATED,

TEST3 TEST
CMwgI Weigit * .25 11111

Cptarge WV'1O4 .25 eII Cmwrg Lomion iS 'owl
•Charge LoceI : ROOm Tool WelI A IWALL

Tee Vil A IVALL CCMw'Oe Stadoff 3.9 1INF.Ci
C -arge St efld@ I1 4 INCHES Ip 24 Picst
barel' X: -fd J1WS10 9zr ta"4rip5 24 (INCHES$
Ihere V eo~rd~fV 0 21' NCHES;

Treneduce P, P'i2 3 .- " PP i 1 P4 P5 P6 P7 08IFP*
AML ~ 'PeeA "teewe 1111161 F4. 64 O1.461. 17.0 1 £IS So .54

g&Pressure 'PISIG -MCI______ _ 139

camr WALL WALL WA&'k WALL tOUlp
WL AL CG WILWALL EQI LOCATION A IK KATIONFM

LOCAT ION Fon e I,'., ~K ROOF RM llOo

_'.!1 56",c] [ ""' 0.414.2 [.3 ,,,...44$, I ;."- ., zei
DAMIACE v GMAG l AFUNI ION - NO DATA. ALL DOM WIRE OPEN.

DAMAGEI I [OUIPMtNI NOT SET PROPERLY - NO DATA ALL ROD NO ITIIUCtIRL. Ol ESLolPMNT DAIAGE OCCURRED. IW S iIPI COULD

LEFT OPEN. NO STRUCIURAt DAIAGE FIVE REYS WERE ANOCRED FPROi NO K CNCULATID.

THE TERI|NAL AEYSOA0D LOCATED IN ROOM' 2.

TEST 7

TEST 4 r: v , .
l'10 Wail A (WALL)

Cnnnn WO e Il ,*IV ILII I C vrg e s tw o f f , I *e Ilu ic4 [
Charge LocalC, n01 Ig m-eeeeereie. I9 Plv.Iqs
Too# Well A fWALL1 ng ?-eeedlnoee 24 fPIV1,196
Char ge SIao IO 24 11101

cooId no wg941 Pi Pt PC P4 111 PS P? P

-. , I -  pm I-e- -*1 1
" "&owe 1111011
lsIe '*I's .13 $ I .. ,, If..t...ol W In.LL WALL C,.o WALL WALL . o ouI

I fALOCATION K LOCATION F. OO
WALL WL -ALL WALL gIJN. el.' L1.e areCp $LOCATION F. LOCATIJON M.ROFf2 '

itsft11a . 3 $ _j 82*01 3. 6. 5. DAMlAGE, a cAL u"Tiom. NO DATA ALL !f0i5 WERE OPEN.
* WONTgI SALLE8 FROM' WALL A OF 5001 I MEASURING. 9.75 WIDE

DAIAGEiv CAGE MALFUCTION - NO0 DATA. ALL DOf WERE OPEN. BY 9.25* HIGH P' I.511 IP. CONCOETE SP1ALLED P501 WALL A Vf
NO STRUCTURAL OP ECuIPOtN? DA/IAGE OiCUiRED, 11011 f 119AING 17.9* WIDE Ov 32.O" 10N S 2.5' DEP. TWO

WIDIPCALANO mNE WIZOPfATA RP1WOMMI BARS WIK VIlimi9.
nm IMt COLD NOT K CALCULATID.
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TEST 8 DAMAGEI T, "a mAL cTION NO DAIA. ALL OWNR WERE OPEN. .-
ADDITIONAL CONCRETE SPALLED FROIM WALL A tW ROD" $ EXPANDING

Char.ge Weight .46 ILiS THE CRATER 10 2.75k WIDE IY 22 HI 44 IY 2,75" DEEP. A CRATER ,..
Charge Locateio I .400i V4S P*D ON WALL A IN ROOM I IEASURING .5- WIDE IIV S 25"
Tes Wall S i WALL I
CI' tge S litonff 42 IINESI NIH By l.83 R IP l REINORCMENT WAS VISIBLE ON WALL A IN
Chrgle X-Coodinae 3 CINCHES, 0101 1. A COICRETIE PLUG IAUIG 2 le- WIDE vIY I 75- HIC4'
Civia'Sg Y-collfdifl 34 INCES WY .2i REP SPA.LED FROM WALL B IN OMP S OSCILLOSCOPE, .

COVER EGAiI TO SEPARATE IN ROOM 2 CASING ON EOUIPMEVNT iN

TrasduerP 2P3 P4 1s Its P? Py NOION S KGAN TO SEPARATE.

*POOL Pressure.SmG
- TEST 1 1 L ,

AG W ALL W ALL A W ALL W ALL LU ) Cir W e i h t .P i . , 2 -
LLOCATI ON OCTO (OFM 2 Test Well I WALLIIocI K EE RO l, e.IM ; I ICHE S" ' " °^+ ! 7 5 7 5 i ' 1 0 1; t 7 . 9 1 1 . 8 g o -W-c o r d n i . . s o I l pic " I s , .

_ R71 7-1_o_ V-4crdiolte 324 I INC ESI

DAMAGE t IF GAGE MALFUNCTION NO DATA NO VISIBLE STRUCTURAL f T,'SJC , I I, ' I s I i PI
A/SAGE INSIDE ROOM I- APPROXIMATELY .5ib OF CONCRETE MEASURING Peak Pres

4"X2.5" SPALLED FRoM WALL A IN ROO 6 . THE RIGHT SIDE OF ROOM j" Pase we IPS CI to.-Ols f.-)2. 1. . 05.. . *
OW FRAIE SPOKE LOOSE FROM TIE WALL AND PROTRUDED INTO 1H I.

HALLWAY 8.5 INCNES.ALL DOORS WE TE OPEN. r WALL WALL WALL WALL EDUIP

LOCAIONl 8 L LOCATION RO M 2r
Del lee, ACe~elrev - -.63 It.', %,

TEST g DAMlAGE, v GACE MALFUICTION - NO ATIA. 1 DE'LECTION GAGE

Cherge wighe , .45 LBSJ MEASUR . , SP'ALL P30R WALL B CAUSED THIS LARGE READING.
Cerge Locet io,, i RmOOMI ALL DOORS WERE OPEN, WALL A WAS iOREACHED. A HOLE MEASURIG I'
lat Well IVALLI IN DIAMETER WAS FORMED. TIE CRAIER ON WALL A Of ROOM i WAS
ChIige SImidof 21 CINCHES,
Chage Xt-cowdi l 3• :INCOESi UNCHANGED. ADDITIONAL CONCRETE SPALLED PlOM WALL A IN RIXIIM I
CharSge V-coerdir ilee 24 CINCH4ES) EXPANDING THE CRATER TO *.25' WIDE BY 5.94" NSIGH. A CRA'ER

________________ FORMED ON WALL 3 OF ROM I IEASUJIIIW 5.•3" WIDE Dy 2.75" H1IGH .. .
. , r o, I i PS J1 S .13' DEEP. ADDITIONAL CONCRETE $PALLED PROM WALL I IN ROOM1 2,

iLatlioni P, I P2 I P3 Pi iEPANDING THE CRATER TO 10" WIDE BY 15.55 NIGH BY 2.13" DEEP.
IPeaS Pressure (PSI67 F 1% 3.9 .. NO ADDITIONAL DAMAGE TO EOUIPIENT IN ROOW 2 0 ROM B.
I1pouIso 'PSI ISE' j 9 . D

TEST 12
A WALL WlALL CAGE WALL WALL LOUIP

LOCATION Ii L LOCATION L ROOFRM 2 Charge Lool SOA I ,LOO'M

1101ec i gm ACCeleref Tet Well 1I IWAL.LI10,61 F 35 .0 Chrg ALLoil e. 1oem

DAIMAGEs I GAGE MALFUNCTION - NO DATA. NO VISIPLE STRUCTURAL

DAIMA. INSIDE ROOM15. NINE PIECES OF CONCRETE ,EASURING 6, 3- i., I l i I .V II
EAC14 SPALLED FROIM WALL A IN ROO 9. THIS SPALL INCREASED T4E T P2 13 S 5i P7 Pe

CRATER TO 99 TS' WIDE BY 22- IlGlo By 2 63- DEEP. REINFORCEMENT IPeak Pressure IPSlC, 7 .1 1 1,13.60 i 01.33 0. .2
WAS VISILLE. ROOM ?'S DOOR FRAME WAS BROKEN COMPLETELY FROM el 1 ... 41 .1 7 .,1 -. 11' !Pd -

THE WALL AN ADDITIONAL SEEN LEVS WERE ANOLKED Ff? .m TWE_________________. S

TEIIINAL AEYSOAPD LOCATED IN ROOMt 2. ALL DOORS WERE OPEN. G GE L WALL CAGE WALL WALL EQUIP "GAGEl.I AE ,. AI ~lI[UP ~ '%

LOCATION 19 11 LOCATION0 L ROG Rfl 21
so "Ii"Acceleral.r. ~ 1.

TEST 10
DAMAGE:I, CAGE MALFL*C ION . NO DATA. ALL DOORS WERE OPEN.

C'iwgi Loal los oon;. S THE HOLE IN WALL A INCREASED IN SIZE 10 MEASURE S y IDE IVChargle Lmoation I IOOnI

Tol Welli 5 IALLi 4.' IIIG. ADDITIONAL CONCRETE &PALLED FROIM WALL A Of NOW'1 S
Charge SsSff 5 I NCHIS
Cher .'Aw@inella 

I  
II IkCHESI TO IEASRA 22.9" WIK ID 2260'* • INC. ADDITIONAL CONCRETE SPALLED

CEtege Y-ClOerdiit 24 IltHES1 FROP WALL A OF BOOP I TO MEASULE I0S WIDE IV 7 1- HIGH. A CRACK
MEAURING 42.1" HIC44 DEVELOPED FR0OM THE FLOOR AT THE CORNER OF

T=w.ua J f 3 WL 33WL IN ROOM1 I - OTHER FINE CRACKS DEVELOPED ON BOTH *
P" PPACES OF WALL A IN THIS GENERAL AREA. A SPALL AREA OF 346" MIGA'IeP e P SI 1

'.
2

,
1. 2.5 12-58116."l51[3- BY 1 ' WIDE I' .2S DEEP ALSO DEVELOPED IN THIS AREA AT THE

.r.P. . .4 .O OPENING OF WALL A IN ROOM ICCfCR*ETE SPALLED MEASURING 4 0-
WISE I 00.5" HIGH WALL S WAS BREACHED A 40k MEASUPING 7 B'

WAL WLL WALL GALLE EOUIP WICE BY 8.5" HIGH WAS FORMA. TWO VERTICAL AND ONE HORIZONTALLCA IIAIN WAS SFLECIED W*8 TOWARDS R0011 1. ADDITIONAL CONCRETEL*"A 1 .3 a AcL ROOdR_ 2 IILl PAW WALLt . OF RIO I EDOPANINC IN CRATER, to 11." WISE P
IRV •L A L f 12. 1.&4- HIGH l8317tON. CONCRETE SPALLEl P WALL 3 OF i I

,OFAN41ING 14 CRATER TO 8i." WIDE S i1.01 SOils%.4
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TEST 13 TEST 16

Tool Well IWALLI lost Well C fWALL I
Charge Slak"Of 42 1INC04Si Cherge Steoidait 1 11 6 ct * I

2446rtml so g.ES r NC1fd4ee H 'NES

M = I~'e e P1 P2 Ps P4 Ps R PS Pe~ T ='7 I P2 1 1 P4 P 6 P P7 !P!

POO Prssue 010 .0 6. 1 .0 2,1 5 1 PO& *oee IPSICI 12276.471I 11,32 1 1 I 14
* I0isIS .SC 16 ti.'s 91 11.9919.9110 1 mus SSIc 371.71*1.2161 1 6

1 CAGE WALL CAL AC, WALL. WALL EOUIP GAGE WALL WALL CAGE [ALL ALLJ CUIP

C~ LOCATIOH - - R , OOF RM CI LOAING a a:b iKROOFMRM6* ~.0 710.~jAtlOgiF'*~ 7 * (i;1 T;r-1 1--;;
itS. g ~~ . .* *~ 75.0

*DAMlAGEt v cAGE MALFUNCTION NO BAIA. ALL DDORS WERE OPEN. DAMIAGE. C AGE flALFUNCI ION -NO DATA 0OOR 6 WAS CLOSED. THE
It GAGE WAS DISLOCATED. POSSIBLE ADDITIONAL CEFLECIION LENGTH4 REMINING DOOR WERE OPEN. ADDITIONAL CONCRETE SPALLED FROM WALL
DUjE TO MIOVEMENT- NO STPUIGTUPAL DAMAGE '0 ROOM 7. ECuIPnENT IN H IN ROOM1 9 MEASURING 18.5- WICE BY 14.5" H4IGH BY 2.113 DEEP. ONE
000" 7 HAD INTERNAL DAMAGE. CRY WAS DISLOCATED 'ROM EOUIPMENT. VERTICAL AND TWO MORIZON7AL REIMFORCEMENI BAXS WERE VISIBLE NO
COLJPIIENT FRANCS 'JERE BENT AND 911O~eN. BAR DEFORMIATION4. EOuIPMENT IN ROOM' 9 HAD CONCRETE SPALL COVERING

IT. HOWEVER, NO APPARENT DAMIAGE. CONCREIE CORNER OF WALLS A AND
TEST 14 K IN RM 6 HAS BROKEN LOOSE MEASUING 14.0" WIDE BY 28,9- MIG1

By 2.56' BEP. CONCRETE $PALLED FROMI WALL H4 Of ROOM 7 MEASURING
* ~ egeWeght -sIII~~~2."HG V. DEEP. CONCRETE SPALLED FROM WALL

Cheege Local, 4. 7 Irw) 0 OF ROOM1 7 MEASIING 15.0" WIDE BY '$A- HIGHM By 1.44DEP
Tool Well P IWALL, ALSO. CRACP.S RUING 45* AL. 10C WAY IMMI0CM WALL It MEASURED

CJ-eege dev ale. It ..sLCS' 24" FROM LEFTtO RIGH4T. CONCRE'E SPALLED FROM WALL G, OF ROOM' 7
= 0: -seeedinele 24 lIieCSo MEASURING 4.6' WIDE BY 1,73" HIGH4 BY .63 DEEP. COWNCAVE $PALLID

1%' FOW WALL 9 OF P0017 MEAURING 2.6r WIDE D 16.6 HIGHl BY IS- REP.
I T~a~.due,. I -P, P~i a . 4 PS 1 PS 1 7IPB T16 WALL APPEARED AT THE DOORSWAY ANeD IDAI LEFT TOWARDS THE

1.26m, so *5 P, 7 P COW"R. CtMAT1 SPALLED FROM WALL C OF ROOM * MEASURING 26.6 WIDE
A' I.Cmie *Piks-iE 724 IIi.6~~ Was NO VISIE D"n"GE

!IALL WjALL LAE WALL WALL COUIP

LCA1 H OCAIJON 1 R ROOF RM 6 TEST 17

Charge Local lw. 2 laoo)DAMAGEt 9 CAGE VIALFUNCTION - No DATA. ALL DOORS WERE OPEN. 1ae. well C IWALLI
NO STRUCTURAL DAMAGE 10 ROOM 7. EOuIPMENI IN ROO' 7 WAS FURTHER Ce"ge $foed'dgt is 36 INCIES

*DESTROYED. NO LONCEk REPAIRABLE. = : ~: 01oBia 24 INCHES?

TeetodgerP.?2 1PS 4 O'SP e P6171TEST 15 Po Presur l it. So 19M1. 130510 L]
eneage We 1h .75 L1.93

Cherge = icon 7e I R0011
* Teel Well N fWALLI[F W a L

Ct'AW6 $1 ( 6.9 r~w.Its) A09 AGE ALL WALL OP

Y -e e e i n s. e j 2 4 'I1 N S " 11 "_ I o nO M R DO R M 6

P1IP2 1Ps !4 IP5IPI7 P6
Peak~ .20sur 3.65G 3141. 1 V g7- DAMAGEs v GAGE mNAFjcTiow - No' DATA. DOOR 2 VAS CLOSED AND9

Impulse I.45 .00 27.681 6 r 4-451 REIAINII MI O WERE OPEN. WALL I BREACHED. WEAC4 OF WALL B
11. ROOM I MISE 24.5* VICE BY If* HIGH. 17WEE VERTICAL A"4G
ISIDE HORIZONTAL REIV11OUVENT BAR$ WERE EXPOSED. NO DEFLECTION~ AG WALL WALL L WALL IWALL C OIJIP IN NREIIORCVUNT. CONCRETE WPALLED FROM 14C CO3I OF WALLS KCAK A ANeD A CREATING A REACO MIMUING 5.6 WICE By 15.8' .41GM.LOU-jIO G OC~AON R IROO PM 6 AIIIIONAL CCOTE SPALL9D FRO WALL IN OF ROW1 7 11EARMING

Aetele51.e1 %v 1 103.0' WIDE BT 36.6' HIGH IT 2.25 DEEP. ADDIIIONAL CONCRETE
$PALLID FROM WALL 9 OF ROM 6 11ASUNING, 26.6 WIDE IT 25.5'

DAMAGE i GAGE II&LFW.CTION - NO DATA. ALL IOO5 WIRE oPEN. MICH IV 8.09" DEEP. OW AND FRAML TO POCl? 6 WAS fLOWN INTO
31 LAMME DEFLECT ION PROBABLY DUE TO COCKTE $PALL.* NO NR 4 AND SKNIT TotCEOUIPVVNI. KNMR COULD FUNdCT ION. NO

APPAKNl. AIXAG0 TO UIPTUNT. ALL &OIPMNkT IN R.JO1 .2 WASSTRUCTURAL DAMAUET 1001 7. HOWEVER. CONCRE1E WA&LLED FROM C~fttELY 111STROYE ALONG WITHIM 7410 AND FRAMC. TIC FRAMC
WAL hOF 1001 0MEASURING 1.S'WVIK BY 1.0"HIGH YIV 211 WASKNt AND LOCATE IN ROOM . NO DAMAMT10WAL. C IN 0100142.
KIEP. CRACKS ALONG WALLS A AND A MAV9 ENARGD. FIVE REINUORCE-

MDT II*85 AT THE JUNCTION OF WALLS A AND R Aft VISIOLI. MOlN I
DOOR FRAMC CAIC LOOS FRO WALL AT THE POTTOM RIGHTI SIDE OF
EIIRANCE.
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~*TEST 18 AC AOAI AOCE~ 2AALL LL QUIP
LOAIN E PIo ROOF RM 3

Cg..aLctpn2 'ot 129 13.6G

Lhervi, R-ooerdinat 43 iINCHESI DAMIAGE, to GAGE MlALFUJNCTION t1lO DATA. DOOR 5 WAS CLOSED.
REMIAINING VMOS WERE OPEN. ADDITIONAL CONCRETE SPALLED FROMT

C~wg~'.6 4 VINHES) 1 T T~WALL I OF 10W1 I MEASURING 31.3" WIDE IV 22.3" HIGH NY 2.5"
L~ocin [_!9~~~. ~~~PI3 DEEP. TVA IREACH IN THIS WALL ALSO INCREASED TO MIEASURE 12.9"

Pot .esoe (PhIG, V 43It IDE 3? 14.0" HIGO. THREE VERTICAL AND TWO HORIZONTAL REINFORCE-
loI s IPIM j 1.9 112.m0. M!ELLL1i.!. INT BAR# ON WALL I IN ROOM' I ARE TOTALLY EXPOSED. NO DEFORM-

AIlON OCCURRED, ADDITIONAL CONCRETE SP0ALLED 7RO0M WALL C OF

- -~0 7 FROM WALL 160 WID RBY 100 HESRN 3~ IDE U 2.5 DEIP, SOMWAE ALL WALL GAg WAL L WAL ROFECESUIGU0 IMUPS3 NG Y25"DE.Su
LOCTIO H 1 AIRLINE RADIAL CRACINGW DEVELOPED FROM THIS SPALL ARCA. THREE

LOCATION m ROOFRM LOCL1..ION MORIZOM!AL AND ONE VERTICAL SAN WAS EXPOSED. CONCRETE $PALLED
aDe' 00% AI 96. .7 3.3W" DE.P. TWO VERTICAL AND INKE 3RIZONTAL REINFORCEMENT

$aft WERE JXPNBED. MAIRLINE RAOIAL CRACKING OCCURRED SIROL*LDIND
DAMAGE, * GAGE MIALFUNCT ION -NO DATA. DOOR %0 ROOM' 3 WAS THE $PALL AREA. TWO WALL @REACHES OCCURED IN WA. .L G OF ROOM S
CLOSED. REF'AININmCDOOS WERE OPENd. NO CHANCE TO DAMTAGE IN WITIN A CONCRETE SPALL AREA MEASUIJAIG 22.0' WIDE NY 24.0' HIC.4
RO00I 2. COETE SPALLED Ff2Ofl TOP, RIGHT OF DOORWAY TO WALL 0 BY 2.11m DEP. THE FIREI MOLE MEASURED 2.5" IT 3.8". THE ZECOND

im mom sMEAURIN 3.21 UVE S 1051 HGH B 4." DEP. I.. MNOUWEB 9.9" BY lBS. ON THE SECOND MOLE, THREE HORIZONTAL
ADDITIONAL CONCRETE SPALLED FROM WALL Z OF ROOM' S MEASURING 8-0 ANN 60 VERIMiCAL IMINORCEUNT7 RAN WAS EXPOSED. NO XWORATION
WIDE BY 14.0" HIGH BY V.25" DEEP. DOORA EDGE OF WALL R IN ROOM 7 OCCUSRK16 ADDITIONAL. CONCRETE SPALLED FROM WALL C OF ROOM 7 AT Tg
SHEARED OFF MEASURING 4.5- WIDE B' 29.3- HIlim BY 4.5' DEEP. M MEASURING 31,0- WIDE BY I%.5" HIGH IT 8.0" DEEP. FIVE

HORNIZOPOIAL AND tEE VERTICAL 011iNORCEPIENT &*S WFRE ENPOSED.
ADDITIONAL CONCRETE PIECE FACE' TWE DOORWAY OF WALL A IN4 ROOMTE TIQ MORE OFF MEASURING 7.4' wit. Dy 15.0" HIGH BY 4 5' DEEP.

Cherge Local IQ" 2 WW~EI
Test Wall C IWA LL
emerge Stendofi S ICHS TEST 21
Chr.ge X-Go@I'd nae !9 1 IAAHLS1
Charge Y-cordnle, 24 *IK)4ESI

CJrarge Waig"I 2.1 OLD$)

[1 Charge Loc~ss ion I rlOrn 1P4ndu~ P5 P sI'jp PG~ P71 PD Test W812 D IWALL)
* PO~aA@EPSG'Charge, C,'ndoff 6.0 IJK14ESI

Pee lessw IP SI-FSEI 0833MZ, 2 5.8 Cag Xtroilidimet*, 33 I INCHESI
..ous 3.arg 1. .3 -cooEdlieSt 24 'INE I~

CAE WIL WL AE WALL IWALL EQUI L1a P2n I3 P 5 P ?

L~C O X0 13 LOATN Ml ROOFR 6 Pb gew PSC$ A74 '444. 3

GAE WALL VI C AGE WAL- WAL.L E(.UIPIDAMAGE s GAGE MALFWCT ION -NO DAIA. ALL DOORS WERE OPEN. LOCATIN g OCATION m ROOF RM 5
ADDITIONAL CONCRETE SPALLED FROM WALL D OF ROOM' I IIEASUjEING ali77.5" WIDE Dy 10.0' HIGH. RADIAL CRACKING SURROUF;DED THE [ in I,.,r"* 2 .
BREACH IN THIS WALL. ROOF JOINT AT WALL B IN ROOFM I HAS .~"

*EELEDA CRAMK IF& ENTIRE LENGTH. ADDITIONAL CONCRETE DAV1AGE I I GA.GE MALFUNCTIONA - NO DATA.'ALL DOORS WERE OPEN.
SeALLED FROM WALL S OF ROOM 2 MECASURING 22.3" WIDE BY 22 9" ADDITIONAL CONCRETE SPALLED FROM' WALL C OF ROOM 2 MEASURING
HIGH. A CRACA DEVELOPI'D DIRECTLY ABOVE THIS SPALL AREA ON 23.3" WIDE IV 23.5" HIGH BT 3 8" DEEP. THE BRACHG IN THIS WALL
WALL B IN ROOF' 2 MEASUR1ING 42.0" WIDE BY 2.5" HIGH By .33" EXPANDED Id 106' WIDE BY 0.0" HIGH. THE WALL APPEARED TO BE
DEEP. A CRACK .)EVELOPED ON WALL P OUTSIDE OF ROOM' S MEASURING ANY~ WEAK. MLTIPLE CRACKING OVER ENTIRE WALL C. ADDITIONAL
0.06" WIDE BY 26.0' HIGCH. EOUIPTENT ;;N ROOF' B RECEIVED M'INOR CONCRETE SPALLED POR~ WALL C OF ROOM' I MEASURING 42 0' WIDE
DAMAGS BUT COULD K REPAIRED. THREE LARGE CONCRETE PIECES BV 343"* HIGH BY 3.25" DEEP. ADDITIONAL CONCRETE SPALLED FROM
SPALLED FROM WALL R OF ROOF' 75S ENTRYWAV MEASURING 5.0- WIDE WALL B UOF'101 2 MEASUING 22.0" WIDE BY 27.5" HIGH BY 2.0-

116 2.41' HIGH IV 4.5' DEEP (ENTIRE THICAHESS OF THE WALL) . CONCRETE KP H RAHI AL9I OM2EPNDT ESR 49
SPALLED FROM1 WALL C OF ROOM' I MEASAJNG IS.0- WI&IE Sy 14.8- HIGH DE.TEBEC i ALSI OF XADDT 'AUE1.
BY 4.75' DEEP. WIDE BY 14.1" HIGH. ALL EOUIPMENT 114 ROOM' 2 WAS DESTROYED.

CRACKS H4AVE DEVELOPED ALL THROUGH4 W4. M' OF ROOM 2. ALL
CONCRETE ON WALL No IN *RF I WAS SPA .LED AWAY FROM THE

WENORCMENT. THE REFI4FORCEMENT WAS NO" DEFORMED. IWO $PALLTEST 20 :.,AS DEVELOPED IN WALL D IN ROOM' 3. TIC FIRST MEASURED 45.0"
Char e we ght OS)WIDE By .5', IGH4 IV 53* D EP. THE SECOND AREA IEASLOEI, 1.25"

Charge L.cation * IMODnt WIDE BY 6.25" NIC44 By 1.5' DEE. RADIAL CRACAING DEVELOPLI
?eWell F (WALL) THROUGH THE ENTIRE WALL. ALL EOUIPICH?7 IN ROOM' 4 WAS DESIROYED
Charge X-cooudle .0 13 INCpKu ADDITIONAL CONCOE'E SPALLEL FROM' WALL I OF nR00' 4 IN TWO PLACES.
Charge V-CcOrdInlt, 24 'INCHESI THE FIRST MEASURED 23.0" WIDE ST '6.$" HIGH 8T 2.25- DEEP. TPC

SECOND MEASURED S.9- WIDE OT I-I' WIDE Sv 1,6!" DER, CORAS
OCCUR AT jCtH POOF AND FLOOR JOINTS OF WALL D. IN( NREACH4 IN

.Lo It 25.. WALL C IN ROOM' 6 INCREASED TO 14.- WIDE MY I$.$" SIC..
T-enI I ;$ TI I ARDITIONAL CONCRETE SPALLED FROM WALL P DF ROO' S IPWASUPIAC 7.9'

Zeeuea t~fFSECT7.3 35 .15 3.0 IDE DY 1.25' H4IGHI b' 1.9' DEEP. A BREACM OCCIjED IN WALL F IA
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RD * H (ASUNiN 9,- WIS E ;.IV HIGH. A BREACH ccCURRIE iN open In the rooms; therefore, one must consider
WL P N ROC" AT THK EDGE O T.E iOOIWV MEA4IUIiOi 6.1' VIN these rooms partially vented. The door openings
mv I.- HIGH. t' (i VALLED I Nl HI .S AREA MtEASU IG i1, tWIDE were small oompared to the total surface area;
NY sj.- 13 iB I.a - DEEP. EOUIPMEN IN ROO 6 VAS N, WIH therefore, full ventirg of the contained explosion
PSIOLt REPAIR NEEDED. AI19070AL CONCRCtK SPALLED FRO I FO did not ocur. This confinement increased the
OF It00, % dAzSuihc 23 .i v:D iV 2e.5- 0icm S0 I,$- IP. A interior pressures, Impulses, and duratiVn. In

SECIIWO * WA.L P IN noPI 5 WAS SPOKEN or. V1H1 cNCAVE VALL addition to the Initial shook wave and its r
*s11LS -2.9" wiD e $ 0- 041. IT 4.9- KEP. THERE WAS .o reflections, the aocumulation of gases from the '4

I(1OCEMMIV IN 1011s SlEION. explosion resulted ir a pressure buildup, and since
the venting area was '.imited, the duration of the

Vs THIS GA1( WAS PLACED JUST t0SIOE T. DOOMA V TO 400M 3 pressure was prolonged. This could be observed
from the pressure-time curve himtories obtained by
the placement of a pressure gage in eac'l of the
rooms or the test struct, re. A typical pressure-

TEST 22 time curve for a point nn a wall o' a partially H
evented room is shown In Figure 2. The high peaks

r~ 1.641 Ion .aoa, are the multiple reifleotions of the initial shook
TOOT W011 A I v*L, wave. The mean pressure has a lower pressure•€l -q* 51w"Wfo# , I.S NCHES$

35 -I Id , MCH 9 ES, reading than the pea4 pressure readinS and a longP Y-@dele 24 ,;ImQS1 duration when compared to the duration of the shook
wave pressures. In this test program, the peak

vwduce, PI s Ps Ps e I P J przsaure and speoific impulse were more Important
____________ i 4 g 1 the loading o: the structure rather than a loau;

i,.,., tsI-a cI F; 13.99 a.k s.51 8 so.l. ma a .' duration loading since the venting process was a
governoring factor. It is obvious that the

WAL6 WALL GAGE WAL L P pressure from the detonation moved throughout the
, structure. The gaged; in each of the rooms measured

LOCATION E 0 LOCATION I ROOF N/A some increase In press~ire as the rreasure vented
Wccei4"",.O, 4.8 N/A from the room of deto nation. The peak ioressures

to11 Iwere higher in the room of the event than the

DAMAGE, I GAcE flAuWcl w N - No DATA. ALL 00R WERE OPEN. surrounding rooms. The pressure decayed rapidly as

ADOlT WNAL CONCRETE SPALLED r OM THE AREAS IN RO MS it migrated to the cther rooms. As the distaOe

A V. T1E BLAST AS WEAKLENED THE CONCETE IN 74SE WALLS. ALL increased from the detcnation the peak pressure
EOUJPCNl IN NO" 2.4. AND S WERE COMPLETELY STPOVED. THE decreased. Th6 recorded pressures were ).-ar than

CONCRETE IN WALLS P AND 0 IN R001 9 WAS COIPETELY E IOV64 IV those predicted using the equationb for blast in an
THE BLAS?. WALL O'S REINFOnCEMIENT WAS KFO..IIED OUTWARDS 17.6% enclosed room. Thia oou.d be i result of the rooms
WALL E IN R00O 5 WAS PUSHED OuTWARD I.V FROM ITS OR;GINAL being partially vented. The venting of each t et
P0SITI. WALL I IN R00"1 4 SHOWS PlANY STRESS CRACAS AND ALSO could be observed. 1"s main entrance to the test
SEPARAMIN FROM TM( FL00R AND ROOF CONECTIONS. THIS WAiL structure was always left open during each tes4.
APPEARS AS IF IT WAS Nnr TIED INTO THE ROOF SLAB. DUE TO THIS

* SPARATION. SOIL FROM THE EXTERIOR FELL IMTO ROM 4 AND 0.

THE SPEACH IN WALL E IN #001 5 MEASURED 509.5 WIDE AND 5.8" HIGH.

CrVOCREIS SPALLED FROh WALL I OF 00M 4 IN TWO PLACES. THE FIRSI

AREA MEASURIED 25.9" WIDE IT 24.0' HIGH By :.?$" DEEP. 'ME SECOND
AREA MEASUIED 60,2- WIDE B

y 
39.S' HIGH IV 2.5- DEEP. CONCREI5

SPALLED FROM WALL C OF R00M 5 1EASUJIG 51.0- WIDE S
Y 

4.0- N4IGH
NY 38m DEEP. ADDITIONAL CONCRETE SPALLED FROM. WALL I OF OOM 5

MIASUING 49.9' WIE By 34.0- HIGH By 2.54' DEP. 14 BRSEACH IN

1HIS WALL INCREASED TO MEASURE 54.8" WIC IT 5.5" HIGH. P.

CONCLUSIONS 
TIME

Figure 2. Pressure-time variation for
Loading a partially -ented explosion.

The blast-pressure loading on the wells, floor,

and roof in the room of the event was a result of The pressure resulting from the charge detonation
reflected overpressure and reflected specific traveled t.roughout the structure and finally

impulse. When a charge is detonated Inside a room, vented out the entrance. Looking at the prcsaure
the initial shook wave Is identical with that data, one could see how the migration of pressure

obtained in the open air. However, once this shook occurred. If a door to a room was closed and

wave strikes the walls that surround the charge it undamaged from the detonation event the pressure

Is reflected and the reflected wave bounds back and moved around that particular room. If the door to

forth among the walls, floor, and roof until its a room was open, the pressure would move Into the

energy has been completely transformed into heat, room then move out again looking for a looatlin to

vented, or until the confining walls fail due to disperse, normally out che entrance of the test

the loading. In most tests the doors were left
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structure. The pressure sigration and the loading R1fEREECKS
*. function obtained from this series cf internal

detonation of explosives ad the effects it hs on 1. Depirtment of the Air Farce, AF4 88.-22,
equipment, per3onnel, and the overall strt.ture is "Structures to Resist the E!fete of Accidental
needed to develop predictive models. However, Explosions," June 1964.
further numerical studies inouding comparinoua ith
experimental date, will be needed to develop a 2, National Defense Research Comittee, "Effects

" predictive model for pressure migration and loading of Impact fnd Explojion," Summary Technical Report
method for this type of struoturv. of Division 2, Vol. 1, WashLngton,D.C., 1946.

3. Ferguson, P.M., "Reinforced Concrete
Spallation Fundamentals," John Wiley 8 Sons,Ino., New York,

1973.
Test results indicated the spell occurred

primarily due to direct results of interference, 4. Department of Energy, DOU/TIC-11168, "A Manual
* nenr the free surface (that area between the wall for the Prediction of Blast and Frogment Loadings

reinforcement and the outside edge of the wall know on Struoture3," November 1980.
as concrete cover), between the tail of an onoomini
incident compressive wave not yet reflected) and
the reflected tensile wave. The concrete usually
spai!-ed from the opposite side of the wall from
charge placement. This spall normally was &a thick
as the concrete cover. Only the larger, close-in
charges create spall on the interior wall faces.
In a few cases a punch through occurred. This
punch through usually was a concrete plug sheared
from the reinforcement pattern. Spall size and
pattern enlarged in size as the charge weight
increased and the standoff became less. After each
test the previously spal)ed areas increased in
size. This was the result of the interface between
the additional loading of the structure and the
previously spalled areas. The normal spell pattern
was in a conical shape. Radial cracking
surrounding the pattern area after the initial
spal] occurred. In some cases of nonreinforoed
areas, such as door Jams, large sections of
concrete broke off. No spall occurred to the
floor, roof or ezerior walls.

Structurdl Response

Ir all of the tests, the response of the walls
were siraila'. differing orly In severity. It
consisted of a local area of dUmage opposite the

. placement of the charge. "here was no structural
damage to the roof, floor, or exterior walls during

- any tests. In the final teat, one interior wall
did pull away from the roof caunirg 9k. separation in
concrete and roof reinforcement. rhe interior w:ill
movement due to charge detonation i~d'iated the
walls reacted in an overall flexure response,
typical for a two-way supported slab under uniform

. loading zoncitions. The walls tested were obloig
in shape anl when loaded they defie:te! in a

- platterlike shaie. ?his was expected since the
- moment distribution is applied in the same pattern.

The damage mechanism is a result of point source
loading. The damage area was in a circular atteorn
with redial crucking 'n a localized area with some
crdaking along the wall support edges. Sinie the
charges were bare and spherical in shape this type
of damage was expected. Theroform failure of the
concrete beeins befor. any appreciable overall
response occurs and the concrete and reinforcing
elements fail locally as the test results indicate.
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A

STRESS-STRAIN-STRENGTH BEHAVIOR OF PAVENENT BASE MATERIALS

M. C. McVay1 , D. Seereeram2, P. Linton 3

UNIVERSITY OF FLORIDA

ABSTRACT are determined for a representative point in the
ground, and 3) a Resilient Modulus Test (2,S) is

Present analysis/design of base courses subsequently performed with the prescribed
beneath runway pavements relies on simple stresses ascertained from Step Two to obtain the
compressive laboratory tests to determine permanent deformation (rutting), and an elastic
resilient and permanent deformation behavior. The resilient modulus for later use In multilayer
results and approach are shown to be unconser- analysis(distortion) (4).
vative, and improved analytical representation is
warranted. Since a moving wheel load involves However, the present approach of character-
continuous principal plane rotations, the izing the base course with regards to analysis and
significance of anisotropy on the stress-strain- design suffers from a number of severe limita-
strength response of sands under a general loading tions. For example, the laboratory Resilient
program is reported. The paper concludes with 'lodulus Test uses only cyclically varying axial
present *strte-of-the-art" analytical characteri- compressive loading with fixed principal planes,
zation of arbitrary loading, and the ongoing whereas the actual field behavior may involve
research at the University of Florida In the extension stress states as well as large rotation

, development of improved constitutive relationships of principal planes. Figure 1 depicts the stress
for granular materials subject to moving wheel paths obtained at two representative fixed points
loads. in the ground from quasi-static elastic theory due

to an approaching circular load (moving wheel).

INTRODUCTION

" One of the most significant factors affecting T
the serviceability of pavement systems is the

" physical and mechanical characteristics of the Failure Envelo
soil over which the pavement is constructed. of Far nlp

* of FairbanksCommon modes of distress, such as fatigue, aSand
fracture, distortion, and rutting, may in many /
cases be directly linked to the behavior of the
underlying supportive soil (1,2). 4-

u-

Current methods of pavement design and
analysis depend heavily on a combination of A

multiple elastic layer theory and laboratory tests
(1,3,4). The elastic theory is used to determine Mean Normal Stress,
the states of stress and strain In the soil-
structure system, and laboratory tests are in turn P- (01+2a 3 ) psi

4 employed to determine the fatigue, rutting, and
* distortion (resilient) characteristics of the

pavement and the supportive material. A typical Figure 1. Stress Paths for Moving Wheel Loading.
sequence in the prediction of rutting and
distortion of the base course is as follows (3): Since the resilient test only varies the axial
1) representative elastic parameters of the load, the positive portion or each stress path in
material are selected based on experience, 2) Figure 1 is comonly cycled in a triaxial

* using linear elastic theory, the stresses beneath environment. Figure 2 plots the response of such
" a stationary flexible quasi-static circular load a test on a typical Florida sand (7). Shown in

Assistant Professor, Department of Civil Engineering, University of Florida
2 Ph.D. Candidate, Department of Civil Engineering. University of Florida
(3) M.S. Candidate, Department of Civil Engineering, University of Florida
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simulating permanent strain buildup, as well as
resilient behavior during cyclic loading. Since
the characteristics of soil is highly dependent
upon past history, composition, and current
stress-strain state, such a model must have the-l caacity of representing rotation of planes,
inherent, and stress-induced anisotropy, but

- should remain simple enough to obtain model
parameters from readily available triaxial test.
Reported herein is the ongoing research at the
University of Florida in the development of a
cyclic, phenomenological, elasto-plastic Bounding

C Surface constitutive model for granular material
which explicitly (or implicitly) accounts for the
influence of anisotropy on: 1) the plastic flow

W' rate direction, 2) the plastic modulus, and 3) the
Axial Stress strength variation that results from a rotation of

the principal stress axes. Specifically, the
paper reports on the experimental observed stress-

Figure 2. Stress-Strain Response of Fairbank's strain and strength behavior of soils exhibiting
Sand Undergoing Cyclic Compressive Loading, anisotropy subject to rotAttion of planes, and the

• Initial Stress 12.5 psi. ability of present "state of the artu constitutive
relationships in predicting such behavior. SinceFigure 3 is the measured stress-strain behavior most pavement base and subbase materials are

for the complete stress path (Fig. 2) which has granular, the investigation dealt only with dry
undergone six cycles of loading (7). Evident from sands.
a comparison of the two figures is that the
permanent deformation (rutting) is about one and EXPERIMENTAL
one half times greater in the moving wheel test
(Fig. 3) than in the Resilient modulus test In 1944 Casagrande and Carillo (7) distin-
(Fig. 2), and the resilient modulus is guished between two forms of anisotropy In soils-
approximately twice the value calculated in the inherent, and stress-induced. Inherent anisotropy
moving wheel experiment. Since the measured was defined as "physical characteristics inherent

- behavior is on the unconservative side, the in the material, and entirely independent of the
results suggest that improved methods In the applied strains," whereas Induced anisotropy was
analysis and design of the base courses are stated as "due exclusively to the strains
warranted. associated with the applied stresses." Although

these definitions were developed to describe
strength, Arthur et al. (8) considers them equally
applicable to stress-strain behavior. The

L

- t Rigid bockinC plate-- "d Reimfofred Presure bag

C-r

*X 1
) ii .& •

• • • •-

Initi Axial Strain .. .

*: Figure 3. Stress-Strain Response of Fairbank's l .
'.'. Sand Undergoing Moving Wdheel Stress Path,

-" Intial Stress 5Spsi.

The design of optimum runway pavements is a 0 5om M rwxor.o
coupled boundary value problem involving the SCALE
interaction of the pavement, base course, and in

- situ soil. In order for the design to be viable,
improved consititutive relations for the soil must Figure 4. Directional Shear Cell Apparatus,
be developed which includes the capability of Arthur (9).
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complexity of characterizing Inherent and stress
induced anisotropy in combination with principal
plane rotations Indicates that the phenomenon Is grs . o

most, appropriately investigated by studying each 0 t t a
separately. ' -- *0 r I.- "

A tening apparatus, developed specifically /.40 -&- 71i

to Investigate anisotropy, is depicted in Fijure " / 90,0 -,V- ILI 1'
4. The Directional Shear Cell (9), sometimes "-"
referred to as DSC device, allows the 4 /0.7@ -1 211,'

investigation of inherent or stress-induced doAee Idn,4 Les.$ 1± IS- 14.

anisotropy independently nf one another under a Ia my.$ -7- tI,,.
controlled rotation of the principal planes. As 00, -
seen from the figure, orientation of the principal "
axes is controlled by the t3nsion In the pulling _ _ __"

sheets and flexible pressure begs. Plotted itn 0 I 3 4 5,

Figure 5 Is the measured stress strain responses r, 4)
of dense pluviated (air rained) Leighton Buzzard * Principal plane orientation for first load
sandi specimens tested in the USC under a number of ** " " " second "
horizontal principal plane rotations. The
measured response, within limitt,, gives a unique Figure 6. Stress-Induced Anisotropic Response In
stress-strain curve independent of principal plane Second Load Application for Leighton Buzzard
orientation. Based on such behavior, Arthur (9) Sand, Arthur (9).
reports that most sands, if deposited from a
vertical direction, and subsequently sheared under Inherent anisotropic material response is
horizontal monotonic loading, exhibit transverse usually attributed to the soil's composition
Isotropic material resporse. If however, the sand (particle shape, gradation, etc.) and fabric

(11.12). The latter Is directly related to the
' - -- mechanical processes under which a soil is formed

---/ or artificially constructed. For example, Oda
(11) used pluviation (pouring through air) to

4. -construct sand (Toyoura) specimens for a cubical
plane strain apparatus oriented with di'ferent

' - Best Estmane bedding angles from the horizontal and was clearly
n ... able to demonstrate the influence of the inherent

* anisotroplc phenomena on the material's strength

3 (Fig. 7). Depicted in Figure 8 Is the monotonic

Sa" Toyo a Sand
40-0

7

1 1 
W f

36

Figure 5. Stress Ratio Versus Principal Strain,
Under Monotonic Loading with Principal Plane
Orientation, *, Arthur (9).

specimen is subject to a prior loading, the @0.5 k/cm

stress-strain response is completely altered as *.0
illustrated in Figure 6. The results presented in + 4.0
the figure, are the measured stress-strain curves 4L
obtained from loading to sixty percent of failure o 30 60 90
under various principal plane orientations, 6 (degrees)
followed by unloading, and subsequent reloading
along new principal plane orientations (see Figure 7. Variation in Strength Due to Bedding
legend). Inspection of the figure illustrates the Orientation, 6, Oda (11).
significant influence stress-induced anisotropy
has on the measured stress-strain behavior, response of dense Reid Bedford sand specimens

, Similar results have been observed by other tested in a hollow cylinder apparatus, under a
researchers in different testing apparatuses (10). general loading program (12). Alsu shown in the

figure, are the principal plane orientations for
each test. Since moving wheel stress paths
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involve continuous rotatior of the principal Based on the presented experimental results,
planes, the tests lend considerable insight Into one can say with confidence that anisotropy plays
the stress-strain response of an inherent aniso- a significant role in the stress-strain and
tropic sand prior to the stress-induced influences strength behavior of a granular media. Due to the
(cyclic loading). Presented in Figure 9 Is an In- nature of construction (vertical vibration in

A direction of deposition) and loading (cyclic
0 moving wheel stress path) it is reasonable to

1.6 1-- A. SCR 31.75" expect that base materials will exhibit
1 0. OCR 1s' considerable anisotropic behavior during their

.- service life. Therefore, for Improved
EXT. 0. OCR 31.75, analysis/design of runway-base system, the_ O~. sO'3.S

• 0 ro constitutive characterization of the base materialLo1. 6. ac(

* H. R4** must be capable of capturing anisotropy.
. WTk 1.21' Presented next is a current *state of the artw

r. GTR 58.2', prediction of a generalized loading responseK. 07T0L. OTR 2& observed in the hollow cylinder device. Note,
0.6 o. GT W this does not Involve cyclic luading but only

os Consanti ean Strs PR investigates the behavior of an initially inherent-l G- Constant Mean Stress

'D- Constant Cell Pressure anisotropic specimen subject to a monotonic load
R - Rotation of principal planes with a fixed principal plane direction other than

-0.0 Ro 0 o 015 ts material fabric alignment; the first step
0. 0'.'10 0.16 before cyclic loading in the simulation of a

I.l." 2  passing moving wheel,
I" AKALYTICAt.

i Figure 8. Principal Stress Versus Strain
Difference of Monotonically Loaded Reid A review of Lhe literature on phenomeno-
Bedford Sand Under General Principal Plane logical plasticity theory, as it relates to soil
Orientation, Saada (12). mechanics, uncovered only a single model which was

capable of realistically simulating the nonlinear,house study on the influence of the magnitude of anisotropic, elasto-plastic hysteretic, path
prior shearing (amount of strsss-induced dependent, and, in particular, cyclic stress-
anisotropy) on spherical loading strain ratios for strain behavior of sand: the Prevost pressure-
the same Reid Bedford sand presented earlier. The sensitive, Isotropic/kinematic hardening model
loading is semi-representative of a moving wheel (13). This mel m appear intractable and too
passing points of different elevation in t he complex to mAny practitioners, but stress-induced
field. The prior axial compression load was zero, as well as inherent anisotropy is accounted for In
twenty, forty, and sixty percent of the Mohr- a realistic manner, and it may be the simplest yet
Coulomb compiessive strength. The figure also mst complete analytical representation of elasto-
depicts the response for isotropic material plastic anasotropic he prening (14).

behavior. Apparent from the figure is the

inherent and stress-induced arisotropic influences The anisotropic hardening behavior in the
and some support for the belief that stress- model Is described through a field of plastic
induced anisotropy may be erased under extremely shear moduli and a corresponding set of nested
high isotropic loading if prior shearing isn't yield surfaces in stress space as depicted in
excessive. Figure 10. The yield surfaces are both free to

translate and change size in stress space at the
same time. Individual plastic moduli are constant

Prior Loading
Istrop c A O of shear failure MGs

8Response 20% " 1 " (cy-

C 40% "A
D 60% "  "

-2-J

A

U> cE " /s

HORIZONTAL STRAIN (,0-02) Figure 10. Prevost's Multi-Yield Surfaces InAxial Stress Space.

Figure 9. Vertical Versus Horizontal Strain on each surface, however the complete
Response of Reid Bedford Sand Under Spherical description of the constitutive behavior is
Loading with Prior Shears, dependent on the stress path between the surfaces
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and the relative configuration of the surfaces __,

with respect to one another. Evaluation of the
model constants requires the initial positions and
sizes of relevant yielding surfaces from
consolidation data and conventional triaxial A.
compression (Increased axial load, CTC) end
extension (decreased axial loading, RTE) tests at
the consolidation stress level oV interest. The
model has been Independeritly coded and verified at
the University of Florida.

'* o Test Results
Fifteen presently unpublished hollow qylind6r . -

tests, subject to a general loading program _ * Predictod Results
(Fig. 9) ware made available from Saada at Case
Western Reserve University. Two of these tests, _

the RTC and CTC, and a published series of K0  .-
consolidation tests performed at the U.S. Ar P A I ....
Waterways Experimental Station, WES (15), were PRINCIPAL STRAIN DIFFERENCE (X 10.*-2)

used to obtain the model's parameters.. The rest Figure 12. Correlation Between Measured and
of the hollow cylinder results were predicted with Predicted Principal Stress Versus Strain
the Prevost pressure sensitive model. Figure 11 Difference for Reid Bedford Sand with Principal
shows the model's exact reproduction of the Planes Oriented 31.75* and a Constant Mean Stress
conventional triaxial compression data (CTC) used of 30 psi.
in the calibration.

-- tractable functional representation of the
isotropic consolidation surface along its

-" •meridional axis, 2) an allowance for the influence
- ... of intermediate principal streGs by replacing the
Z . Nises circle on the octahedrai plane with a more
S.' realistic representation (11), 3) parametric
,.• control of the size of the bounding surface whichwill be useful in modelin, jump rotations of the

principal stress axes,4) incorporation of the
"' . soil "fabric" tensor to capture the sysmmetry and
-" o Test Results intensity of the stress-induced as well as" inherent anisotropy, and 5) an option for

< x Predicted Results predicting flow using a varying non-associated
" -- flow rule (18). In regards to tasks 3 and 4, it

is envisioned that, depe!nding upon the angle
between the spatial mobilized plane and minor

PRINCIPAL STRAIN DIFFERENCE (X 10.*-2) eigenvector of the fabric tensor, a functional
relationship between strength and this angle can

Figure 11. Measured and Predicted Principal be proposed. Variations in strength are, of
Stress Versus Strain Difference of Reid course, manifest in purely isotropic processes of
Bedford Sand Under Conventional Triaxial the bounding surface. From physical intuition, we
Compression Loading also expect that this level of streqgth variation

will depend on the intensity of the anisotropy
Figure 12 depicts the model's prediction of a (mathematically depicted in terms of, say, the
constant mean stress (30 psi) test in which the second invariant of the deviatorc tensor). This

* principal planes were oriented 31.75 degrees from refined model will subsequently be used to predict
the vertical. all laboratory obtained hollow cylinder,

Directional Shear Cell, and in-house cyclic teste.~Obviously, such a brief investigation is not
sufficient for judgment, but preliminary CONi.USIONS
indications are that the Prevost analytical
representation does not qualitatively or Current methods cf predicting pavements'
quantitatively simulate the observed behavior; subbase and base deformation relies almost
this outcome underscores the need for continued exclusively on cyclic laboratory tests involving
fundamental research, only variations in axial load. However, using

more realistic representation of the moving wheelPresently, research is underway at the stress path (ninety degree jump rotations In
University of Florida in the development of 4n principal planes) reveals that the present methods
improved bounding surface plasticity model which of predicting permanent deformation and resilient
specifically addresses anisotropy and rotation of behavior to be unconservative by as much as a
planes with regards to a passing moving wheel factor of two. These variations are attributed to
load. Even though an earlier model (6) had some the complex nature of the soil In which Its
success in characterizing a cyclic ninety degree response is controlled by past history, current
jump in principal stresses, the newer version will state, composition, and method of formation. All
incorporate a number of improvements: 1) a more may lead to the development of anisotropy, and
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under a general leading program, have a -*Athur, J.R,.F., Chua, K.S., arid Dunstan. T.,
significant influence on the st.ress-strain adGeotechnigue, Vol. 27, No. 1, 3977, pp. 13-36.

PP, strength behavior of granular mterials. In order
l ifor present design to be improved, a mo.-e complete 9. Authur, J.R.F., Bekenstein, S. Germaine. J.,

analytical statement ,n anisotropy under cyclic and Ladd, C.C., "Stress Path Tests with
principal plane rotation must be develiroed. A Controlled Rotation of Principal Stress
review uf a present "state of the art" analytical Dirlactions,m a," rtt Shear Strength 'ofcharacterization, reveals its inability to capture Soil. A5TM STF 7, tncage, 10.p.S
strength under a general monotonic loading. With3W
laboratory obtained hollow cylinder data,
Directional Shear Cell results, and presently 10. Mould, J.C.. Sture, S., Ko, H., "Modeling of
ongoing in-house cyclic triaxial tests, an Elasto-Plastic Anisotropic Hardening and
improved phenomenol ogi cal bounding surface Rotating Principal Stress Directions in Sand,*
plasticity mode is under development at the IUTNM Conference on Deformation and Failure of
University of Florida which should result in a Granular Materials, Delft Netherlands, 19C2,
more realistic pavement-base analysis and design. pp. 431-439.

11. Oda, M., "Initial Fabrics and Their SolutionsACKNOWLEDGEMENTS to Mechanical Properties of Granular,

This research was sponsored by USAF/AFSOR, Soceity o ils ecac and Foundationpns
Bolling AFB. Washington under project Engieerng o . 12,TT W~f~~ No.U Foun72dap. t1-36

*AFOSR-84-0108, "Stress-Strain Behavior of RunwayEniergVl12No1,97,p.736
Base Materials Subject to Cyclic Moving Wheel 1.Saa .. inhnGFPeo ..
Loads." The cooperation and guidance provided by "Theaa.A.. Neihn c hnroerte o.f. niotoPic.
Lt. Col. Lawrence Hokanson is greatly Granular Soils," Collogue Initernational In
appreciated. The assistance of Dr. D. Bloomquist C.N.R.S., No. 451, Grenoble, France, 1953.
and R. Failmezger, University of Florida,
contributed substantially to this project and is 13Prvs, JH Cosiuve Toy fr
recognized. soil," in Proceedings of the ymoimon

*Limit E.uillrlum Pasticit and Gneralize
Stres-Srain Apgicatons in Geotachnical
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FRACTURE TOUGHNESS OF F!ER REINFORCED CONCRETE
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ABSTRACT PROPOSED MODEL FOR CRACK PROPAGATION

* A fracture mechanics based theoretical model The fracture resistance of fiber reinforced
Is presented to predict the crack propagation concrete is dominated by the coupling effects
resistance of fibei rminfor:ed cement based com- between fiher and matrix. As cracks start prop-
posites. Mode I crack propagation and steel agating in matrix, fibers terd to resist further
fibers are treated in the proposed model. The crack propagation. To accurately predict this
mechanism of fracture resistance for FRC can be fiber bridging mechanism, the crack propagation in
separated as: subcritical crack growth in matrix unreinforced matrix is first described.
and beginning of fiber bridging effect; post
critical crtck growth in matrix such Unreinforced Matrix
that KI a K where K is the net stress intensity
factor due is the applied load and the fiber Crack propagation (only Node I is considered

* bridging closing stresses; and a final stage where here) in plain matrix (portland cement paste,
the resistance to crack separation is provided mortar and concrete) can be separated into four

* exclusively by fibers. The response of FRC during stages. Prior to crack initiation, the load vs.
all these stages was successfully predicted from load-point deflection response can be considered
the knowledge of matrix fracture properties and essentially linear (Fig. la) when the stress
the pull-out load vs. slip relationship of single Intensity facto, (K ) is less than half the crit-
fiber. The model was verified with the results of ical stress intensity factor (K~c)
experiments conducted on notched beams reported

" here. The shape of the load vs. load-point curve
becomes nonlinear and significant permanent dis-

INTRODUCTION placements are observed upon unloading in the
nonlinear range (Fg. 1b). The inelastic dis-

Research conducted during the last twenty placement during ceack growth in cement based
years has shown that the addition of fibers sig- composites is primarily due to friction associated
nificantly improves penetration, scabbing and with roughness of cracks and geometrical inter-
fragmentation resistance of concrete. The pos- lock.

* sible application of fiber reinforced concrete
(FRC) include explosion and shock resistant pro- The structure reaches its critical load
tective structures. Even though the enhanced carrying capacit when the critical stress in-
"cracking resistance" is the most important tensity factor KI is reached (Fig. 1c). Note
attribute of FRC, there are no rational methods of that the value ofcthe critical stress intensity
measuring or predicting this important material factor as defined here depends on the effective
property. crack length (a) which is the sum of the effective

nonlinear crack growth (I ) and the initial notch
In this paper a fracture mechanics based (a0 ). To calculate the cfftical stress intensity

theoretical model is presented. To aid in de- factor inelasatic displacements must be separated
velopment of the proposed theoretical model, from the total response as will be detailed later.
experiments were conducted on unreinforced and
steel fiber reinforced notched beam specimens of If the structure is loaded at a moderate rate
various sizes. using the displacement control, then cracks prop-

agate in a steady state (in the sense of KI)
condition and the softening type of post-peak

1Graduate response is observed (Fig. Id). During this
Research Assistant, Northwestern state, the stress intensity factor continues to be

University, Evanston, IL 60201 equal to K co the crack continues to grow while
--'+" the load 1I dropping.

2 Prof. of Civil Engineering, Northwestern

University, Evanston, IL 60201
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* Fiber Reinforced Composites DETERMINATION OF CRITICAL SIPESS INTENSITY
FACTOR (Kjc) AND CRITICAL CRACK TIP

The prediction of the response of the fiber OPENI r DISPLACEMENT (CTODc)
reinforced composites (FRC) containing an initial

, notch of length &o can be facilitated by dividing The proposed model Is applicable in general
the response into three stages (Fig. 2). to specimens or structures of any geometry. To

experimentally verify and numerically demonstrate
(a) Linear Range: the model, notched beam specimens which were

simply supported and centrally loaded (the so-
Within the linear range of the unreinforced called three-point bend specimen) were tested. To

matrix (Fig. la) the FPC also behaves linearly, demonstrate the validity of Kic as a valid mate-
The initial Young's modulus for FRC may be dif- rial parameter, specimens of varying sizes and
ferent than that for matrix depending upon the made with cement paste, mortar and concrete were

* amount of fibers. tested.
(b) Nonlinear Crack Growth: As a result of the nonlinear slow crack

growth prior to the peak load one cannot use the
When the stress intensity factor (calculated initial notch length (ao) to calculate KIc from

using the conventional linear elastic fracture measured maximum load and using LEFM. An effec-
mechanics - LEFM) becomes greater than half the tie crack length a - a + I was defined such
critical stress intensity factor (K ) nonlinear that the measured elastc crlk mouth opening

, crack growth commences and the fibelh will tend to displacement (CMDDe) and that calculated using
* resist this growth. The fiber tridging forces this length, measured load ane LEFN were equal.
* will depend on the total crack opening displace- Once the effective crack length is determined (an

ment while the calculations of stress intensity iterative procedure was employed) then the values
factor will depend on the effective crack growth of KI and CTOD c.n be calculated using LEFN.
and the elastic crack opening displacement. It is From the experimental results and calculations it
assumed that the crack profile and the critical was observed that: 1. The value of K calcu-

* effective crack extension remain the same for FRC lated as proposed is essentially indepAndent of
as those for unreinforced matrix, the geometry of the beam specimens. This was not

true for the conventional method of calculating
The total load P acting on the composite fracture toughness based on a and P [1,2].

structure can be divided into three parts (Fig. 2. The values of the criticaT crack--llp opening
3): pM f f displacement for mortar specimens (CTOOc) can be

P P + P + 1s (1) approximately considered independent of tne dimen-
ksions of the beams [3].

where M is the cntribution due tv matrix and is
related to K , P is related to K, and accounts RESISTANCE PROVIDED BY FIBERS
far tpe singsilarty effect due to fiber bridging,
d,,d P satisfies global equilibrium due to fiber The resistance offered by fibers (only steel
bridging f')rces (Fig. 3). fibers are considered here) depends primarily on

the interfacial bond between the fibers and the
Note that the value of P for FRC does not matrix. This is because of the short length (of

ncessarily attain a maximum when K, just reaches the order of 25wm) of the fibers and rather weak
Kh. Depending upon the volume of fibers, the zone in the matrix that is observed in surrounding

, maximum load for FRC may occur for a larger crack fibers. It is assumed that the fiber-bridging
length than that corresponding to the peak lcad in forces can be calculated from the pull-out test
the unreinforced matrix (Fig. 2). results of single, aligned fibers.

(c) Completely cracked matrix: From the experimental results of the pull-out
tests [4, 5J it was observed that the pull-out

When the crack opening displacement (CNOD in load vs. slip relationship can be expressed only
Fig. 2) becomes very large, the resistance ffered as a function of the maximum pull-out stress and

" by matrix becomes negligible and eventually the the length of the fiber.
stress intensity factor (KI) becomes zero.
Further crack separation is now mainly resisted by The maximum pull-out stress will depend on
fibers. At this stage the load (P) and the the number of fibers crossing the cracked sur-
corresponding CH0D can be calculated from only the faces, that is, on the volume fraction of fibers.
global eqtilibrium consideratioti. That is:

f CALCULATION OF LOAD-CHOD CURVES
P " Ps (4) FOR FIBER REINFORCED CO1POSITES

* The procedure involves calculating the
applied load and the corresponding CP0D for a

*fixed value of the effective crack extension
(a + I ). The procedure is repeated for dif-

fer~nt icreasing values of e and the associated
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value of KI (which is a function of I ) to obtain The experimental results of load-CVOD curves
the entire P-CMOO response. For example, in the for beams made with different fiber volume frac-
stead4 state, for any given t (5 >i A) tions (itcluding unreinforced matrix) are plotted
and K , the CHOD can be cAlcllateS usiRJ LEFM in Fig. 4 and comparea with the theoretical pre-
formuTh. The associated P In Eq. (1) (see Fig. diction. The theoretical prediction is judged to
3) can be related to a and KIc as - be quite satisfactury. Good agreement was also

2 found between the theoretical prediction and
S K". b t experimental results of load-deflection curves

M Kc (3) (Fig. 5). Fig. 6 shows a plot of peak load values
1.5 /wa F , vs. effective fiber volume fractions. TheV strength of FRC beams with effective fiber volume

f To determine the stress intensity factor fraction of 2.5% is about twice the strength of
*(K ) due to fiber bridging, the stress intensity unreinforced matrix. The G- values at Ie equals

fa'tor of a crack in an infinite strip of unit 1.3 in. (3/b - 0.933) are pottea in Fig. 7 for
thickness subjected to a unit point load was used different values of Vf. It can be seen that the
as Green's function and integrated ?ver thy ener,y absorption abi ity for beams with V

- closing pressure zone. Similarly P and K can be 2.5% is about 30 times that of unreinforcesf
related by Eq. 3. The value of P_ fs detemined matrix. Ia comparison to the improvement of
from global equilibrium condition, energy absorption, the strength improvement due to

addition of fibers is less significant. This was
CALCULATIONS OF LOAD-DEFLECTION RESPONSE OF FRC also shotn * Shah and Rangan [7].

To relate the loads with the load-point ACKNOWLEDGEMENT
deflection analytically, the concept of global
energy balance was used. The total strain energy This irvestigation wa% sponsored by the Air
release rate (termed G"R) for the critical section Force Office of Scientific Research under Grant
can be derived and expressed as elastic and In- No. AFOSP-82-02-43 [Lt. Col. Lahrence D. Hokanson,
elastic energy consumption during new crack for- Program Manager].
mation.
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ABSTRACT

Concrete plates reinforced by steel an fibre have
been experimentally investigated in a blast-load- demo
simulator. The influence of the content of fibre on
the load carrying capacity is calculated for the
static and dynamic case compared with experiments. _ _ ___ .

The results of yield-line-theory are applied for
the determination of static behavior, whereas the -= OZI
dynamic response is computed on the basis of a one-
degree-of freedom system with elasto-plastic resist- ,. _ _
ance function. The loading with an ideal blast-wave

is compared with the experimental results obtained Tab. I Beam and slab dimensions
in the simulator.

INTRODUCTION The test objects were cast correspondingly in
fibre and steel reinforced concrete. The length of

The advantageous physical properties and the the fibre cuts varied from 25 mum to 55 m, their
large working capacity of fibre reinforced concrete length to diameter ratio from 35 to 125. The rein-
lead to the investigation of its application in the forcement mesh corresponded to steel type 420/500,
case of bending stress and area loading. Beside the the concrete quality to Bn 45, screening of aggre-
behaviour under static load, the dynamic response gates 0/8. Four types of plates were tested, -fibre

* is of primary interest, concrete, -reinforced fibre concrete, -concrete,
-reinforced concrete, with variation of the fraction

Since the fibre cuts are oriented at random of fibre and steel reinforcement.
their effectivity especially under multiaxial stress
is expected to be good. For the study of this behav- The plates were subjected to static anddynamic
iour scaled experiments were carried through with loads on a blast-wave simulator (Fig.1). Thedevice
slabs of different geometry and supports, consists in principle of a pressure chamber, which

is divided into two parts by the plate. At the start
. Aim of the investigation was to determine the of the load test both sections are inflated to the

behaviour of fibre concrete under flexural stress same pressure. By venting both chambers with differ-
and the conditions which allow its application e.g. ent flowrates, the plate is loaded by a resulting
in the construction of shelters. The basis for the force proportional to the time-dependent difference-
comparison are the properties of reinforced concrete pressure . Force and impulse corresponding to a
plates. The results of tests where reinforced con- larpe range of TNT-equivalent can be simulated by
crete have been compared are available in a report an adequate dimensioning of the test parameters. The
/1/. fastest rise time of the pressure pulse is in the

range of 3-5 ms, for the simulation of static load
TEST-PROGRAM this risetime is extended to 4 minutes. Pressure

measurements are carried through on the strain gage
For the experimental program a total of hun- principle, whereas the plate-deflection is monitored

dred model slabs has been cast and tested. Thirty- by an inductive displacement pick up.
five slabs thereof and the same quantity of addi-
tional model beams were available to test the effi-
ciency under different stress modes.One-and-two-
dimenisional (I-D,2-D) stresses were analysed. A
compilation of the slabs and beams under test to-
gether with their supports is found in Tab. I.
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RESULTS gj~I ~

Since the experiments only allow a livited var-
iation of the different parameters a numeriial pa-
lysi* is required. The ultimate 1 ad o~ af r05
speci men is normalized by the mx%.uml 8ddpe of a
correj)orlding reinforced cincrete model. This leads
to the following definition of the efficiency,com-
paring the same type of systems:

(ii ~ ~ t~ /' meb/pM 2 fb /e Or0 0.2 OA~ Q6 0.0 1.0 t.2 %1A

Only the ratio of the ultimate resistance mo-
ments is of signifance , other system parameters
do not matter. The moments are calculated on the Fig. 2 Effectivity factor for
basis of Equs. 2-4: fibre content Vf - 1.2 %

t~ 2  peob plb)13) Np,. = Pw* Tz 2.0 -ff

14) ='2 *O, -97 (1 -Vt+ 3,4.1 * Vf - ~ NO : jG
do Se550N/mmn'

where d * slab thickness,.

P. cube strength

P a ~bending tensil-9 strength (concrete) cA D

pfb bending tensile strength (fibre concrete)

0. tensile stress (steel)

Vt fibre content2-

#4 steel content
Ifd length to disater ratio (fibre)

Due to the difference in tension zones in con- 05
crete reinforced by bars and by fibres, the effec-
tivity factorx is multiplied with the square of the
ratio height ho to the thicknessad(ffi;.2.3). These
figures present the caklculated value of m as func-
tion of the percentage of steel reinforcement l for _________

two values of fibre content Vf. The calculation 0 O2 O 6 08 t
based on the one-dimensional case (Eq.4) overes-%
timates the efficiency factor x~ as can be seen in
comparison with the experimental results for beams
and slabs supported on two sides. Fig. 3 Effectivity factor for fibre

content Vf - 2.4 %
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The experiments clearly display the difference The static l.oad capacity together with the
* between one- and two-dimensional loading. The effi- static deflection behaviour is the basis for the

ciency factor Is higher in the latter case. Alsocan theoretical discussion of the dynamic response. Typ-
be observed that the influence of the length to width ical displacement curves as functions of applied
ratio 1/b is essential. This parameter varies for pressure are shown in Figs. 5 and 6. A concrete plate
the slabs under examination from I to 1.6, thus form- without reinforcement (Fig.5) points out an almost
ing the uppeir and lower bounds of the test results. ideal elastic behaviour, whereas the example in

Fig. 6, a fibre concrete slab, shows a pronounced
As Fig. 2 and 3 display equal load capacity for elasto-plastic behaviour. This is the same typical

both types of support is only achieved for a low deformation as it is known for reinforced concrete
percentage p of steel reinforcement. Since v is slabs, also the working capacity of the fibre con-
given for the one-dimensional case this implies crete is comparable to that of reinforced concrete
that the total steel content is twice as high in plates. V
the two-dimensional caseA tested here. For a con-
stant value ofx (hjd)C - 1 for both systems in F l

Fig. 4 the content o' fibre is compared to the total -.
amount of steel. In the 1-D-system the percentage ,

* of fibre is higher than that of steel. Since Vf= 3 % /.,,
is a limiting value for the fibre component which 53

can be handled in the casting process /2/, the max- " '
tmum load capacity is comparable to a steel rein- 1 3 7
forcement p < 0,3 %.

tih" 4W ftle

The 2-D-system contains a range between 0,3 % , , Z pa -.

<. <p <1%, which is of interest under an economical " -A
point of view. Here the fibre content is equal or Fab-

less than the amount of steel. The limit for the a- a .
substitution of steel is 1,1% < p < 1,3 % because ,i., aet,,
the maximun of Vf = 3 % is reached.

Fig. 5 Load vs deflec- Fig. 6 Load vs deflection
tion (concrete) (fibre concrete)

The dynamic response of slabs under simulated
blast load is calculated on the basis of a one-de-
gree-of-freedom system /3/. The result for the case
of the given load history and nonlinear resistance

36, function presents Fig. 7. Here the maximumdeflection
is displayed vs. time in normalized scales. The non-
linearity causes a field of curves with the par-

S3,4 ameters X the ratio of peak load p, to maximum*resistance force RO. Another characteristic set of
3,0 moxfiorecontent curves is obtained by connecting the points of 2'

multiples of the elastic deflection 1/x.

. ~// / / I2.2 I'

* _"____ .

I .A-

;0.6 t - - - "

1.8i.. . .ll
1.0 2-D

*0 0.2 0.6 1.0 14 1.8 2.2%2.6 -------- ___

Fig. 4 Fibre and steel content for Fig. 7 Maximum normalized displacement
equal ultimate load vs dimensionless time T
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By comparing these values to the actual ulti - In these diagrams the Influence of fibre and
mate deflection of a beam or slab, it is possible steel content can be observed, based on the average
to construct iso-damage curves as shown in Fig. of experimental results. The lower percentage of
8-10. reinforcement leads to a higher working capacity of
100. the slabs thus resulting in a higher deflection ra-

f Wtio for the ultimate load. The range of this ratio
spans for the fibre concrete from 8/x to 15/? ,the

t. /A precentage of the reinforcement variing from 2,4 %>
- 20/A V > 1,2 % (Fig.8). The influence of steel contentI'x . , ....... o/ p~esents Fig. with 0,6 % < v < 1,3 % and a corre-

/ spndng deflection range from 15/N to 5/x . The

" /1 combination of fibre and steel reinforcement is dis-
,,,, .hatumhmci 1'/A played in Fig. 10. Here the fibre content is kept

10 -/ v _ V constant at Vf - 1,2 %, the steel reinforcement is

LE v.aiI S  - /A varied from 0,3 % < g.< 0,6 %. This value has been
,.'i r /chosen lower than in the cases before, because the

use of fibre will only be reasonable for structures
with low percentage of steel reinforcement as demon-

Fibre Concrete strated in the static case. Comparing the deflection
ratios as displayed in Fig. 9 the working capacity
of the concrete reinforced by fibre and steel (Fig.

* 1 10 0 WT 10) is improved. An ultimate deflection of 8/x is
obtained with a total reinforcement of 1,5 % < I +

Fig. 8 Iso-damago curves for fibre concrete V < 1,8 %, whereas in the case of Fig. 9 only 5/x
F sc reached with A- 1,3 %.

Ias For a ideal blast load and the global parameters
as peak pressure P and impulse 1, i.e. the integral

S" . .. /A of the pressure-time-function, a socalled P-1-dia-
20/A gram is developed (Fig.11). There is a transforma-

x__ . tion of a dimensionless deflectiQn i-- diagram(com-
p/k..#. ~ 20/A pare Fig. 7) carried through by Pu 2/x and I T

IS/A /3/. The lines of multiples of the elastic deforma-
- 1 0 Iit--. i .,0/VA . tion are also displayed for the failure criteria as

10- 0 u /A they are given by Fig. 8-10.
~4 5/A

RE:n forced Concrete

10 10D wT - 1=
Fig. 9 Iso-damage curves for reinforced concrete

100. I I

P_" A O/).

£0/A
p1/k GA F2/

-. T . /A. - L

• ... ,i __- -- , •/A

10 S

i/A ~: ~S/A

Vf -

Reinforced Fibre Concrete

110 ED w T -IO

Fig. 10 Iso-damage curves for reinforced fibre Fig. 11 Normalized P-I-diagram
concrete
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Another importand difference between reinforced BIBLIOGRAPHY
concrete and fibre concrete, the reducing of scab-
bing and spalling effects, is shown In Figs. 12 and /1/ M.HUELSEWIG, C. MAYRHOFER
13. Endballlstisches Verhalten von plattenfbrmigen

Objekten aus Faserbeton bet punkt- und flhchen-
hafter Belastung
E4/82, Ernst-Mach-Institut, Freiburg, MXrz 1982

/2/ R.TEWES
LiteraturUbersicht Faserbeton
Universittt Stuttgart

/3/ W.E. BAKER, P.S. WESTINE, F.T. DODGE
Similarity Methods in Engineering Dynamics
Hayden Book Comp. Rochelle Park, New Jersey
(1973)

Fig. 12 Scabbing effect:
4Conventional reinforced concrete

"" Fiq. 13 Scabbing effect:

Fibre reinforced concrete

CONCLUSION

The experimental results for static and dy-
namic load, which have been presented here, show
the advantages of fibre reinforcement for structur-
al elements under multiaxial load and for low
reinforcement ratios. The influence of fibre con-
tent has been discussed by introducing a efficien-
cy factor x for the static case. Here,ranges of

* interest for the use of fibre have been demon-
*. strated for low percentage of steel reinforcement.

The effect on the dynamic behaviour is presented
' combining the experimental results with those of

a simplified numerical method. A dimensionless-
P-I-diagram has been developed which allows the
treatment of plates under ideal blast load.
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LINEAR SHAPED CHARGE PENETRATION, A PARAMETER STUDY

Charles E. Joachim

U. S. Army Engineer Waterways Experiment Station

Vicksburg, Mississippi

ABSTRACT of charge parameters on runway cutting performance.

Research has shown that removal of large, OBJECTIVE
partially damaged, concrete runway slabs is a
major element in the time required to perform a The study objective was to evaluate shaped
runway repair operation. A rapid method for charges as a means for rapidly cutting runways.
cleanly cutting away damaged sections would sig- Specific objectives were to evaluate the effect of:

" nificantly reduce overall repair time. Shaped (1) liner parameters (thickness, material, and in-
- charges are potentially just such a rapid runway cluded angle), (2) charge variables (length, unit

cutting technique. This paper presents the re- explosive loading, and standoff), and (3) target
sults of field tests designed to evaluate the ef- strength on linear shaped charge runway cutting
fect of shaped charge parameters on runway cut- performance.
ting performance. A series of 39 explosive ex-
periments was conducted on undamaged taxiway APPROACH

.- segments and aircraft shelter slabs constructed
for a recent Air Force test program at the White The experiments described in this paper were

- Sands Missile Range, NM (WSMR). Additional tests performed on full-scale runway or taxiway pavements
were conducted on a runway slab constructed for originally constructed for otaer test program. A

another Air Force test program at Eglin AFB, FL. series of shaped charge pavement cutting tests was
Parameters investigated include liner thickness, conducted on undamaged taxiway segments constructed
liner material, liner included angle, charge for Air Force quantity-distance experiments on the
length, unit explosive loading, charge standoff, White Sands Missile Range (WSMR), NM. Several WSW
and, to a limited extent, runway material tests were conducted on the intact floor slab of a
strength. full-scale aircraft shelter that had been de-

stroyed. These taxiways and shelter floor slabs
were built to design standards currently in use at

BACKGROUND USAF Europe Bases in Germany. Taxiway pavements
consisted of 8-in.-thick unreinforced concrete

The U. S. Army Corps of Engineers is charged slabs (6,000-psi unconfined compressive strength)
with responsibility for runway repairs at U. S. Air overlain by 4 in. of asphalt, and underlain by a

* Force (USAF) airfields damaged by conventional 6-in. stabilized aggregate base course over a com-
- attack when such repairs exceed USAF on-site caps- pacted subgrade (Figure 1). The shelter floor
. bilities. The importance of this wartime mission slabs were 12-in.-thick unreinforced concrete (nom-

is obvious in light of our commitments in both Eu- inally 4,000-psi unconfined compreasive strength)

rope and the Near East, where rapid aerial rein- underlain by a 12-in. stabilized aggregate base
forcement and resupply will be essential. Research course over a compacted subgrade (Figure 2).
on _epair and Restoration of Paved Surfaces
(REREPS) has been conducted at the Waterways Ex- The concrete runway segment tested at Eglin

periment Station (WES) to develop an izproved Army AFB was especially constructed for bomb penetration
capability for rapid runway repair under combat and cratering studies. The linear shaped charges

" conditions. were positioned to cut square holes through the
pavement. In addition, one test was mde to see

The REREPS research program has shown that how well the linear charges could be used to

removal of large, partially damaged, concrete run- "square off" a small crater. The runway was 12 in.
way slabs is a major element in the time required of unreinforced concrete (6,000-psi unconfined com-
to perform a runway repair operation. A rapid pressive strength) underlain by 6 in. of stabilized
method for cleanly cutting away the damaged por- aggregate over a compacted subgrade (Figure 3).

tions of these slabs is needed to significantly
reduce overall repair time. Initial investiga- The WSHR linear shaped charge parameter study
tions by the WES (Reference 1) demonstrated that investigated the effectiveness of nitromethane (NM)
linear shaped charges can successfully produce a as the charge explosive. Charge contairers 2, 3,

rapid, relatively smooth cut through taxiways. and 4 ft long were used to evaluate the effect of
This paper presents the results of later linear charge length on penetration. The study also in-
shaped charge tests designed to evaluate the effect vestigated the effect of liner thickness, liner
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materials (aluminum, brass, and steel) and apex The effect of liner material on penetration is
angles (600, 900, and 1200). In addition, one presented in Figure 6. Three liner materials were
charge was scaled up in size to investigate scaling investigated: steel, brass, and aluminum. Al-
relations, though the data are limited and there is some scat-

ter, a general trend is indicated. Steel-lined
Initial runway cutting experiments at Eglin charges produced greater penetration than either

ADB were conducted with 4-ft-long linear shaped aluminum or brass for any liner thickness. The
charges (Figure 4). Later tests used slightly results also indicate that the aluminum liners may
larger steel-lined charges containina 20 lb/ft NH. be more efficient than brass, but the data for the
Liner thickness was 1/4 in. Charges having 3/16-, two materials show a great deal of scatter over the
5/16-, and 3/8-in. liners were also tested to eval- limited number of experiments performed. These
uate the effect of liner thickness on penetration. data show that the minimum liner thickness for ef-

ficient cutting with steel and aluminum liners in
RESULTS N linear shaped charges is approximately 4.7 per-

cent of the charge width.
Results of the linear shaped charge parameter

study at WSHR, including shot geometry and penetra- The influence of the included angle of the
tion data, are presented in Table 1. Two experi- liner is presented in Figure 7. Charges used in
ments in this series were conducted with NH con- this comparison were 3 ft long with a 0.1875-in.-
tainers butted end-to-end (Shots 38 and 39). Only thick brass liner (4.7 percent of the charge

* one container was boosted (on the end of the array) width). The curve shown in Figure 7 is drawn
" but the detonation was sustained through all the through the mean of the taxiway penetration data.

charges as shown by the relatively uniform cut over Although there is considerable data scatter, the
* the entire length of the array. graph indicates a general trend of decreasing pene-

tration as the liner included angle is increased.
The Eglin AFB runway cutting test results,

including shot geometry and penetration, data are Scaled penetration data from four brass-lined
presented in Table 2. Initial tests using brass charges detonated on the concrete shelter slab are
liners failed to completely cut the concrete. The plotted in Figure 7 for comparison with the taxiway

-' penetrations shown iv Table 2 are the average for data. One charge design (600 liner included angle)
. the sides of the 4-ft-square cut. These shaped was tested at two standoff distances, one and two
" charges were less successful at cutting the con- charge widths above the shelter slab. Although

c crete at the corners. (Note: Later tests with these data are limited, a general trend can be
steei liners successfully cut the concrete all the seen: (1) increased standoff reduced penetration,
way around the perimeter (6-ft square), including and (2) shelter slab penetration tends to be
the coranrs, greater than corresponding taxiway data.

The concrete slabs inside the square charge The effect of the length of the linear shaped
arrays were depressed I to 5 in. by the blast charge on penetration is presented in Figure 8. All
loads. This indicates that, although the hrass- charges used for this comparison have a 0.1875-in.-
lined charges did not completely penetrate the run- thick brass liner (4.7 percent of the charge width)
way, the unpenetrated concrete below the charges and an included angle of 600. The taxiway data
apparently filed in shear as a result of the load shows an increase in scaled penetration with in-

" on the interior square. The depressed square was creasing scaled charge length up to a scaled length
not severely fractured; in fact, it was too coher- o/ 2

ent to be removed with hand tools. of 1.2 ft/Ib
I . As the scaled charge length In

creaces further, scaled penetration should Approach
DISCUSSION AWU CONCLUSIONS a constant value. As shown in Figure 8. a maximumD S A O Sscaled penetration (dashed horirontal line) of

The effect ot normalized liner thickness (as a 0.29 ft/lb1/ 2 was assumed for the taxi!nay data.
percentage of charge width) on scaled taxiway pene- Although only two shelter slab penetration date
tration is presented in Figure 5. These experi- points were obtained, a similar relation (dashed
ments were performed with brass liners having a 60°  lines) was assumed as shown in Figure 8. Addi-
included angle. The charges were 4 in. wide by tional data are required to further reiine these
3 ft long and were detonated at a 4-in. standoff. curves.
The height of the charge containers was varied to
provide different explosive weights per unit charge The curves shown in Figure 8 imply that the
length. Therefore, ponetration data are scalee by minimum charge length for complete pavement pee-
dividing by the square root of the explosive weight tration is dependent on the pavement thickness.

. per unit length. A single slab penetration datum For example, assuming a maximui scaled penetration
point is included for comparison. The data shown of 0.29 ft/Ib 1 / 2 , complete penetration of a l-ft-
in Figure 5 indicate little difference in penetra- thick taxiway requires an NM charge loading of
tion for brass liner thicknesses ranging from 3.1 2
to 6.3 percent of the charge width. A rapid de- (1+0.29) : 11.9 lb/ft and a maximum charge length
crease in penetration was noted for brass liners
less than 3.1 percent of the charge width. Thus, of 1.2(11.9)1/2 a 4.1 ft. Similarly, complete
the minimum thickness of brass liners for efficient penetration of an 12-in, thick taxiway requires an
penetration with NM linear shaped charges is NH charge loading of (1.5+0.29) = 26.8 lb/ft and a
3.1 percent of the charge width.
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ch~arge length of 126.)/2 6.2 ft. Thus, in- to 12.7 lb/ft. An upper bound to the taxiway pene-
4. creasing the pavement thickness requires a corr'e- tration data is presented in Figure 10. These data

sponding increase in the minimum charge loading and show that the NH linear shaped charge produced max-
minimum charge length for efficient penetration. imum penetration at one charge width standoff.

Penetration is plotted versus explosive load- Dimensional analysis was applied to the data
ing per unit length in Figure 9. Data from the producing the dimensionless relation shown in Fig-

-~ 1982 (Reference 1) and 1183 WSMR tests are pre- ure 11. The parameters involved in the relation
sented. The scaling relation suggested in Refer- are:
ence 1,

1/2 penetration, p, ft
p =0.29w1' liner thickness, t, ft

explosive detonation velocity, V, ft/sec
is included for compsrisor, target unconfined compressive strength, ay, psf

charge explosive loading, w, lb (per foot of
where: charge length)

charge length, 1. ft 2 4
p = penetration, ft and target mass density, p, lb/sec /ft.
w =charge loading per unit length, lb/ft.

Figure 11 relates the penetration (dimensionalized)
As shown here, the equation provides a reasonably to explosive loading, charge geometry, and target
good fit to the data. The shelter concrete slab characteristics. Although these data exhibit con-
penetration datum point falls slightly above the siderable scatter, a general linear trend can be
assumed relation, indicating less NH was required seen. The curve shown in Figure 11 was obtained by
to breach the slab than the taxiway. least square fit.

The effect of charge standoff on penetration REFERENCES
is shown in Figure 10. Penetration data are scaled

* by the square root of the explosive weight per unit 1. Joachim, Charles E. 1983 (May). "Rapid Runway
length to eliminate the effect of NM charge loading Cutting with Shaped Charges," Symposium Proceed-
variations. All the NH charge containers were 4 in. inga, The Interaction of Non-Nuclear Munitions with

* wide, with the unit charge loadings varied from 7.0 Structures, U.S. Air Force Academy, Colorado
Springs, CO.
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12- INCH (30 al CONCRETE SLAB
(4,000 psi (27.6 WPA) ccmpressive strength)

12-INCH (30 cm) STABILIZED AGGREGATE BASE COURSE

4-INCH (10 cm) BITUMI~NOUS HOT-MIX SURFACE
8-INCH (20 cm) CONCRETF PAVEMENT

(6.000 psi (41.4 NPo) compressi ve strength) L12-INCHM (30 cm) COPACTED SUBGRADE

6-INCH (15 cm) STABILIZED AGGREGATE BSE COURSE (0PretC-Smxmmdniy

(100 Percent CE-Il maximum density) Figure 2. Typical DISTANT RUNNER shelter

. - .slab cross-section.

.... *. 12-INCH (30 c 1 CONCRETE SLA
(.0ps141.4 1a) compressive strength)

6-INCH (11 cm) STABILIZED AGGREGATE BASE COURSE
(100 percent CE-5I maximo density)

12-IM (0 c) COWACTEO SUBGRADE
(90 percent CE-IS maximum density) 12-INCH (30 cm) COMPACTED SUBPAME

Figure 1. Typical DISTANT RUNNER taxiway(9Ps tCE5 aiudw ty

cross-section. "CE-55" refers . - ... ~ * *...* *

to a Corps of Engineers stau- .

dard compactive effort. M-1..

Figure 3. Typical runway cross-section,

site C-72, Eglin AID. Fn.
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OPTIMIZATION OF A 9O MM SHAPED CHARGE WARHEAD

David K. Davison Bertli K. Arvidsson

Physics International Company Bofors Ordnance
San Leandro, California, USA Bofors, Sweden

A1111111 CT INTRODCTICON

Physcs nteratinal' Reers Engneeing echiquewasap- In ihe present paper we describe work that was p ,rformed to Im-
Physcs ntenat~nals Rvere Eninerin tecniqe ws ~ prove a Botors charge with a baseline trumpet-shape ilner,

plied to the design of a liner fare aRofors 90 mm shaped-charge designated the 77-3 design. We describe Ils optimizalon through
warhead. A constrained optimization procedure was used In care-

*Juction with the method to derive the unique liner shape and Physics International's Reverse Engineering techniquei; we corn-
thicnes prfiletha saisfed te I an er- pairs the methods used In fabricating the optimized liners; and

fhrmknce es ts prfIeri a leld the specifiled constraints ope- we discuss the results of the tests the! have been performed to
verify the concept.

*Radiograph tssvrfldhesignif icant Increase In charge ef fI- Figrl sapcueo h oos hreadatpcltre r
ciency predicted by the calculations. Computed jet particle tra- ragment In iaptue f te ofores hare anatial wtagetr-c
jectories matched the observed trajectories very closely, and the canegoest. thae figrctomns an lre idnftiized ihgnaei

expcte le vlocty roflewasconirmd.charge designs. In the case of tha 77-3 &.atoo Irnprovojrnw~t, &lt
The unique characteristics of the jet and the exceptional efficien- goal was to replace the standard trumpet-sa1aped liner with an
cy of the optimized charge make It an alternative candidate for optimized one. Since the shaps of the optimized linier was dif-
applications where conventional shaped charges are inadequate. ferent from that of the standard one, tt* volume and the shape

- ~ The Reverse Engineering method used to design the Bofors of the explosive changed as a result of the effort.
90 mm warhead Is a universal technique In which targets are At Physics International (PI) the Reverse Engineering technique
characterized by their shapes and their material properties. It is employs two optimization methods that make extensive use Pi's
a method that can be adapted to the problem of defeating a varlaty proprietary computer programs and Its database of charge

%of structures. Several examples are Included for Illustration. designs arnd test results. The first optimizstlon method, called

>t > >S

Flgare 1. Parameters affecting the duality between a shaped charge warhead and its target:

Index Description 11ase611". 3mm Wrtiee Optimized 90 mm Wautien
* I Iniltlten CentrK POX Useate4r. 47gm- Plug(sme

2 Confnemn Seel 1223 gui Des Min IN gm (same81
3 11101040e Walsl, 1.2 guise, 716so z} 100gm
4 User capper, colw Palgd 325 gmCope
I Stan""f 7.5 camber 9A Camberb
I Thrus Armor, L& *a phte (same
7 bowndArmer Uffueta saiu
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Incremental Modification, obtains the required design by small,
modification of an existing baseline warhead. It Is a low-risk ap-
proach, but the Improvemunt Is limited by the characteristics of
the baseline desIgn. For the aiternative Constrained Optimize-
tion method, the objective is the "beet" charge for the applica-
tion. A radical departure from the baseline Is typical, but the/
charge efficiency is generally Improved. It ib a high-risk approach L
with a greater cost that Is justified by projected performance Im-
provement. it may require the use of Incremental Modification to
arrive at Pho final design.
For the Improvement of the 90 mm 77-3 design, the preliminary - .
calculations showed a significant Increase In performance when
alternative liner shapes were tried. Hence t was docaded that the
use of the Constrained Optimization method was Justifed. A ma- (A' DIAGRAM OF THE FLOW IN THE VICINITY OF THE COLLAPI POINT.
jor criterion that guided the optimization task was the achieve-
ment of a maximum jet kinetic enetgy th-.t was significantly
greater than that of the baseline design of Figure 1. The damage
that a jet can deliver to a target is proportional to Its kinetic
energy; the Target lnverwion computer program provided the
means by which the damage could be pW!toned most effectively
to achieve the desired residual effect. V.
The 90 mm warhead Improvement effort described here is only
ore application of the Reveres Engineering method. For the
90 mm warhead the required performance could be characteriz-
ed by damage to a thick steel target. When applied to the task
of optimizing a design for defeat of typical structures, analogous
criteria are applied. Several examples are described below. (s1 VECTOR DIAGRAM FIXING THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THEVECTOR$ Or. go. AMUJ go. THE COLLAPSE ANGLE 0, AND THE

EIGN APPROA" ANGLE a + 6. AT THk COLLAPSE POINT.

The objective of the program was to obtain an optimized liner
design for the 90 mm Bofors "ype 77-3 warhead capable of i he 2. Clinpe poat itmett. tia the ullati-e ointy of
penetrating 70 cm (7.8 calibers) of armor at 9.0 calibers standoff the lner materia with repect to the collapse pont,/j
with as large an exit hole as feasible. Maximum behind-armor sell .s t cola& , V is the collapxe poat velocity, V
damage is associated with a large exit hole. To achieve this goal is dh liner collipse velocity, a I- th liner angl and I
a constrained optimizationi technique was used in conjunction is the 'hylor angl. Uppe-case values am eva dated in
with the PI-proprietary Target Inversion computer program. The a statuonary fame. The lower-ese relative vearty- ia
resulting optimized liner was reflod with an Iterative scheme In evaluating !n a hams moving at the velocity Vc.
which the liner thickness profile was varied until the computed where L, Is the ength of the jet Increment Including air spaes
PISCES 2D ELK (Reference 1) jet velocity profile matched the op- (fer au is the length of the sid par-timm-ne (after bdmakup), P is the ratio of L, to the lngth of the solid W.r

Stimum one. tios In the jet (P e 1), and, f T- l for respectvu target and
The optimization constraints were chosen to yield a design with jet densities pt and p,. The rate of peletration Is given by

coherent let of maximum kinetic energy that would be effec-
tive at the given standoff. The weights, jet energies, and liner In- u = VI/(PT + 1) (2)
nor surface shapes of the candidate designs were monitored to
assure that the chosen design would be a practical concept. The When the penetration rate is small, the strength of the target
outcome of the process was the simultaneous derivation of an material Is greater than the dynamic pressure resulting from he
optimum liner shape and an optimum Jet velocity profile jet Impact, o u2I2, and penetration ceases. This occurs when the
The optimum liner shape (outer contour) was not varied In the jet velocity Is small and when the breakup factor, ., is large. It
2D ELK Iterative Refinement. After the Initially-converged iiner Is desirable to have as large a breakup time as poseble, becaue
design had been tested, a second design with the same outer con- the penetration increases when the breakup time Increase.
tour and with a modified thickness profile was derived to Incor- The breakup time and the target's specific energy (ratio of jet
porate test observations and an Improved jetting algorithm. energy to hole "olums) were assumed to be constant. The use
The Initial tests verified the significant increase in charge effi- of a variable breakup time has been recently suggestedcency tredcted by the calculations, but the predicted penetra- (Reference 4) for liner optimization studies. The steel target
tion and hole diameter were not achieved. Future tests amr plann- specific energy was assumed to be 4000 Joule/co.
ed to resolve this discrepancy. For most of the calculations the breakup time was asumed to
TARGET INVElRSION OlrlMIZTM be 135 p, relative to the time of Initiation of the Octol explosive

charge. The 135 ps breakup time lea nominal value for ean optimiz-
Tho Target !nverelon computer program takes as input the charge ed 90 mm charge when measured relative to the virtual origin time
description, except that only the outer contour of the liner Is (Reference 5); analysis of the 77-3A jet retroapectively revealed
specified. It derives the liner thickness profile and Inner contour that the choice was conservative
from a speciied hole shape and from conditions on the collapse For the Inversion calculation the shaped charge Is modeled as
ard jet velocity at the apex of the liner. a sequence of dlklike "sllcee," each of which can be treated as
Jetting values are computed by the analytical method described a one-dimensional problem insofar as the liner collapse Is con-
In Reference 2. The jet velocity V Is the sum of the magnitudes cemed. When a 20 ELK calculation of a similar shaped charge
v and V. in Figure 2. The collap; velocity V_ Is the velocity of has been previously performed, the onedimensional collapee
the liner material as it strikes the axis of symmetry. The collapse velocities can be corrected to obtain a moe accurate result. The
angle is the angle P between the tlaei and the axis at the moment estimated jet energy profiles in the one-dimensional calculations
of impact. am In error when the correction factors are omitted. The 77.3 liner
The Target Inversion code uses a hydrodynamic penetration modal ;iptlmization was performed in three stages, each distingulshed
(Reference 3) In which the Incremental penetration ,p is given by by thw, correction factor profile appiled to the collapse velocities.

The design parameters computed by the Target InrmIon program
Ap = At./,7 (1) In the course of the optimization are listed in Table 1. Each design
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is designated by a string of three symbols that respectively define tion. In the second stage, several liner shapes were tried; the hole
the liner shape, the apex collapse and ~et velocities, and the hole was made more narrow to Improve the penetration; and the X55

* shape. Table 2 lists the liner shapes tried; the parameterization desipn was selected for derivation of the correction factors to
is illustrated in Figure 3. Tables 3 and 4 list the velocities end the be used in the final stage of the optimization. In the final stage,
hole shapes. the liner shape was fixed, and the apex velocities and the hole

* Experiments a Physics Internationai of jets penetrating steel saewr aidt ~ti h otsial ein
* tavgets Indicate that the target apecific energy may be greater Figure 5 shows six of the designs described In Table 1. Fig-

at the bottom of the hole than at the entrance. The reverse taper ures 5a, 5b, 5d, and Se are the four designs derived In the first
of the holes indexed 4 to 9 correspond accordingly to experimen- stage of the optimization. Figure 5c is an example of a trumpet-
tal holes that should be, at the worst, approxim~ately constant In shaped liner. Trumpet-shaped liners gave low-energy jets in the

* diameter to a depth of 70 cm and bulbous at the bottom. The study, and bell- or tulip-shaped liners were favored accordingly.
energy distribution In a target with such a hole Is concentrated Figure 5f Is the design selected for Iterative Refinement and even-
deep Inside, where It should be. tual fabrication.

The collapse velocity correction factor profiles are Illustrated In The entries at the top of Table 1 are the optimization constraints.
Figure 4. For the first stage of the optimization, the co'rrection The limits are Imposed to assure that the jet will be coherent,
factor proflile for the Bofors bereline trumpet design was used. that the liner can be fabricated, that the computed penetration
Four favorable designs were obtained; they are Indexed 7, 8, 16, value Is valid, and~ that the design satisfies the limits on weight,
and 20 In Table 1. All four designs had bell- or tulip-shaped iners, energy, and penetration. The optimimum X88A design derived
The D13 design (index 8) was considered the best of these, and from analysis of the entries in Table 1 was the unique "best"
a 2D ELK jetting calculation was pr -formed to obtain an Improv- choice among those that were tried, and It was considered to be
ed correction factor profile for the second stage of the optimize- the candIdata most likely to attain the required performance. The

Tabble 1. Summary table of computed values for the UIrget Inversion calculations. For designs indexed 1 to 20,
the Baseline 'ftumpet collapse velocity correct'on factor profile was used ( Figure 2); for designs indexed
21 to 37, the DI 3 correction factors; and, for aesigns indexed 38 to 49, the X55 correction factors. In the

* table headings maxima and minima are signified by ro.pective up and down arrows I t and I I. V0 is the
collapse velocity, V- is the jet velocity, r is the thickness, 0 is the collapse anglt, v is the velocity relative
to the collapse poinl, ai is the slope angle of the inne: (metal-aix I surface of the liner, u is the rate of penetra-
tion. MHE is the high explosive mass, ML is the liner mass, MTOYI is the total mass, KE is the jet kinetic
energy (the number in parentheses is the ratio of the jet energy to the explosive chemica energy I, and
p is the penetration for the given hole shape. The numbers above the table headings are the optimization
constraints. Designs are designated by a string of symbols. The first symbol describes the liner shape
(ibhble 2); the second, the apex collapse and jet velocities (71Nble 3); and the third, the hole shape
(Table 41. The tabulated explosive and liner messes include 26 gmn each of material not included in the
T1arget Inversion calculations.

.401.09 1.101A40 501.0 - 25 A44 3. .10 10f0 w00 70.
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37 X57 5.0 .014 .310 420 42US.3 51 1 62 53 721.2
31 M5 151.0 .901A4 .31.10 41124 A3 4.1 .13 515 576 1051) 7.
360 15.0 .601.4 MAO 5.10 42124 41 4.4 .12 113 1613 50024 74.
41 375 .251.49 .501.4 .1901 42125 A3 4.4 .12 515 M2 50 (4 74.3
4 I75 151.00 .501.4 IW.0 4322 AS3 4.5 .13 B15 45 101 070(24) 7527
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jet velocity profile of the X88A design waa selected as the velocity Table 4. Hole shapes for the optzization calculations. d, is the
profile toward which the 2D ELK Iterative Refinement would con- diameter at the target surface; d2 i. the diameter core-
verge; It is shown In Figure 6. sponding to the penetration p2; and d3 is the diameter atthe penetration of 100 cra.

Table 2. Liner shapes for the optimization calculations. The liner

contoure were continuous piecewise conics with
continuous slope angles at single, intermediate join Index d(cm) p 2 (cm) d 2 (cm) d 3(cm)
points. Liners H, J. and K had no join point. AlU liners
extended from coordinate x = - 1.0 cm to x = 11.9 cm; 1 2.10 76 1.85 1.85
the radius at x = 11.9 cm was 3.9 cm, a constraint 2 1.75 - 1.75 1.75
imposed by the hardwar, 3 1. • 70 4.003 1.90o 70 2.00o 4.00

Liner Shape 4 1.50 70 2.00 4.00......................................................................

Sal 5 1.20 70 2.00 4.00
Apex ( I I SCI)

,. - I 0(;M center Ir -*. ) 6 1.30 70 2.00 4.00

.................. .................................- 7 1.20 70 2.10 4.00
symbol r(cm) al(deg) x(cm) r(cm) a(deg) g(deql Description
------- --------------- --------. --------. ----. --. --------- 8 1.40 70 2.0 0 4.00

A 1.0 30 7.0 3.2 6 10 t ell 9 1.20 70 1.80 4.00
B-, 1.0 30 7.0 3.0 6 12 bell

C 1.0 20 7.0 3.2 6 1) bell

D 1.0 25 7.0 3.2 6 10 bell

E 1.0 25 7.0 3.4 5 8 bell

r 1.0 20 7.0 3.4 5 S bell

C 1.0 15 7.0 3.4 a 5 tulip

H 0.8 10 - - - 20 trumpet

1 1.0 15 7.0 3.2 10 8 tulip 1A

J 1.2 10 - 20 trumpet - .. . fliUTNOJUPr

K 1. 2 10 - - - 25 trumpet

L 1.0 30 2.4 2.2 14 5 tulip .... DI Su ,'

S ;2 15 7.0 3.2 10 8 tulip 3
N 1.2 12 7.0 3.2 10 5 tulip- UXs..ms /
O 1.2 12 7.0 3.0 10 a tulip

P 1.2 15 6.5 3.2 10 a tulip

o 1.2 :5 1.0 3.C 10 a tulip /

R 1.2 15 7.0 3.4 10 1 bell /

4 S 12 15 6.0 3.4 10 1 bell /
1 1.2 1i 7.0 3.2 10 10 bell R ,

C .. 2 15 ( 0 3.2 1Q I bell -
V 1.2 1 b.0 1.2 10 10 bell

W 0.6 15 7.0 3.2 Il( i tulip

X 0.8 is 7.0 3.2 a 10 bell '. ""

,. -- ,- --------; - it-- -

re we a Isim 2lIN• m

me I me

Figure 3. Liner shape parameterization. The liner Figur 4. Collapse velocity orrection factor profile Collapse
contour is piecewire cubic between the velocity correction factm are ratioe of collapse velocities
indicated points. Parameter values are in two-dimensional calculations to those in one-

indicated in Table 2. dimensional calculation.

Teible 3. Collapse velocities Vo and jet velocities V for the .. xmmm5 i

liner apex in the optimization calculatiohs.

a ell6L in HIS

Vo Vi
Index (cm/s) (cm/A&s)

A 0.300 0.950
2 0.300 0.980 . i .

3 0.300 0.900
4 0.280 0.925d.ML3 XI

5 0.200 0.900
6 0.200 0.930
7 0.210 0. 900 Figure 5. Selected U derived by the Mhrgt Inversion/

8 0.200 0.910 constrained optimization technique.
9 0.220 0.900
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.i - Figure 8. 77-3H test assembly.

lencles are compared to those of the baseline 77-3 design below:
" : - "-in place. The computed masses, jet energies, and charge effic-

Design

--s _____ 77-3 77-3A 77-3H

I -.. . 7--- Explosive Mass (gm) 755 493 493
-. Liner Mass (grn) 325 591 617

0.4 ... . Jet Energy (kJ) 568 639 694
a 2 3 4 S 4 7 4 9 10 11 12 Charge Efficiency (%) 14 25 27

UNR POllrON, X (NMI
The sum of the explosive and liner masses is slightly greater with

Figure 6. 2D ELK iteration convergence jet velocity the optimized designs, and, although the explosive mass decreas-

profile. ed by 35 percent, the jet energy increased by 13 and 22 percent,
respectively. The charge efficiency is the ratio ot the let energy
to the explosive's chemical energy (5.3 kJI/gm for Octol explosive).

2D ELK ITERATIVE REFINEMENT OF THE 77-3A AND 77-3H The efficiency of the optimized design is significantly greater than
UNERS that of the baseline.

_ The setup for the PISCES 2D ELK calculations is shown in Fig- ASPECTS OF UNER FABRICATION
ure 7. The charge confinement and base ring were modeled with

Lagrange zoning. The detonator plug was modeled as a rigid ob- There are several manufacturing techniques for liner fabrication.
ject, and the liner, as a jetting thin shell. The explosive is located In a minor research program such as the 90 mm design improve-

in the Euler-zoned "background" mesh; the boundaries of the ex- ment program, the object of the testing is to get only an approx.

plosive within the mesh coincide with the appropriate boundaries Imate estimate of the penetration capability of the new shaped

of the previously mentioned objects. The explosive was allowed charge design; accordingly, not only the technical but also the
economical aspects of the fabrication were considered.

The liners from the 77-3A and 77.3H tests reported here were
machined from OFHC copper bar stock. The grain sizes were

.... large, and they were thought to have preciptated an early breakup
. . . . . . . . .._ of the jet, The results of the limited number of tests with the

I .machined liners justify the fabrication of a larger number of liners
for future evaluation. It is planned that the liner grain size and
other material properties be controlled to minimize their influence
on the test results.

- We considered mach!ning more liners from small-grain bar stock,
1. ,.5 but we also examined other fabrication processes as well. The

7]p cold-forging process offers a method by which consistently high-
- , quality liners can be fabricated, but the tooling costs were con-

sidered to be too great.

- - - - -. • * Computer-controlled shear-forming with intermediate heat
, .treatments and a finish machining on both the outside and the

inside of the liner was a very promising technique for making
Figure 7. Setup for the PISCES 2D ELK iterative liners of sufficient quality for test evaluation. Accordingly, the

refinement calculations of the 77.3 charge. 77-3H liners for the subsequent testing will be fabricated by this
method. Grain size will be constrained to be less than 25pi; hard-
ness, less than 50 V; and symmetry and wall thickness variation,
less than 0.01 mm. Texture patterns will be obtained to document

to vent through the cracks between the components and through the preferred crystal lattice orientation, and microphotographs
a hypothesized fracture at the base end of the confinement. The will be taken to determine the grain orientation and size. The liner
basic setup of Figure 7 was modified during the course of the material examination methods are described In Reference 6.
refinement to accommodate changes in the initiation hardware
and to speed up the calculations. COMPARISONS OF CALCULATIONS AND EXPERIMENTI

When the converged 77-3A liner thickness profile was obtained, The 77-3A and 77-3H charges with machined liners were fired

* It was altered at the base end as a conservative measure to com- against stacks of armor plates, and flash radiographs were taken

pensate for the potential confining effect of a charge body that of the charges and of their jets. The tests verified the computed

does not vent appreciably after detonation. Tests of the 77-3A shape of the expanding body and of the collapsing liner, and they

liners indicates a moderate amount of venting through the confirmed the oredicted jet trajectories and the jet velocity pro-

aforementioned confinement fracture. The model was altered for file. The jet velocity/mass relationship agreed with the ex-

the refinement of the 77-3H liner to simulate the observations; perimence, but there appeared to be additional material in the ex-

the 77-3H liner thickness profile was accepted without alteration. perimental jet that accounted, in part, for the conservative value

Figure 8 is a diagram of the 77-3H test assembly with the liner computed for the jet kinetic energy. The computed penetration
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depth and hole diameter were greater than observed; reasons for corresponds to position 14.5 cm in the calculation. Trajectories
this inconsistency are explored below, from the jetting calculation were shifted to the experimental

frame by the indicated amounts before they were plotted on
Figure 9 compares the computed outlines of the collapsing liner Figure 10.
and of the expanding steel body to the outline observed on a
radiograph taken 40 pe after zero time On the radiograph It was Trajectories of particles from the front, center, and rear of the jet
observed that the explosive appeared to be venting through a gap were extrapolated to early time to estimate the position of the
near the base of the charge; the observed gap is represented by virtual origin. Intersections of the respective front-center, front-
a dotted line In Figure 9c. rear, and center-rear trajectorlet are (-26.0 cm, 1.1 p1), (- 16.2 cm,

, , 13.1 ps), and (- 10.4 cm, 27.6 ps). The centrold of these Intemec-
tIons Is (- 17.5 cm, 13.9 ps). By comparison, the (shifted) centrold
of selected trajectories from the jetting calculation was
(- 20.9 cm, 7.5 p8a).
When the time of liner collapse is plotted against the position
of collapse, the curve that Is generated is called the collapse

c'" cu ,m, A. ,,, locus. Each point on the collapse locus is associated with a uni-
que point on the liner. Particle trajectories were extrapolated to
the computed collapse locus to associate them with points on
the liner. By this method jet velocities were assigned to points
on the liner for comparison to the computed jet velocity profile
(Figure 11). The solid line In the figure Is the profile for the 77-3A
design computed with an early jetting algorithm. The velocity of
the tip of the jet matched the experimental value of 0.81 cm/ps

--"., ,, when the improved algorithm was used instead. The 77-3H liner
-.."_ _was derived with the Improved algorithm; Its tip velocity was

measured to be 0.86 cm/ps, which was In better agreement with
the 0.90 cm/ps value expected from the calculations.
Figure 12 shows that the computed relationship between
cumulative jet mass and velocity for the 77-3A design was

,. , bracketed by curves derived from two of the experiments, but the
observed jet mass was significantly greater than predicted. As

____ _a consequence the expeimental jet kinetic energies were greater
than expected. The kinetic energy of the 77-3A design was

Figure 9. Comparison of calculated and experimental outlines of measured to be 689 kJ and 880 kJ In the two tests depicted In
r body and liner for the 77-3A design. Figure 11; the computed jet kinetic energy was 639 kJ. By com-

body parison, the observed jet energy for the baseline design was

e t500 kJ, and the computed value was 568 kJ.
pThe trajectories of selected points on the computed jet are com- Both of the optimized warheads, 77-3A and 77-3H, were fired into
plosive was detonated at time zero in the calculation; In the ex- stacks of armor at moderate standoff. The holes were round and

pI-v wasiht detonatedg ato time zeromen ind thed calulaionsintheex
periment, detonation occurred 5.6 ps after zero time The origin straight, suggesting good jet alignment and good dimensional
of the axis In the experiment Is the base edge of the charge; this control In the liner fabrication. Figure 13 Is a comparison of the
o i r ecomputed and the observed hole shapes. The volume of a hole

In armor is proportional to the jet energy. It was expected that
the hole volume would be greater than that computed because

g- 13

Cf. CS
lug.. / .

at.

'30 -

A A 4 * S1 a ,

Figure 10. Comparison of trajoctories of computed and experi-
mental jet trajectories for the 77-3A design. Time-of-
arrival data from range switches between armor plates Figure 11. Comparison of calculated and experimental
is indicated by the points, jet. velocity profiles.
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Figure 12. Relationship between jet velocity and 1i iSur 13. Comparison of calculated and experimental
cumulat~ve mass for the 77-3A design. hole shapes in steel
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_-. ~the experimental let energies were greater than the c( , uted _.j.._.
-- ~ones, but the opposite was tooe cawo. "lie hole volume vaiue. are ,

Standoff Hole Volume Jac)

- Design (Cellbers) Calculation Test
" 77-3A 9.0 161 68

77-3A 7.5 161 73

77-3 7.5 174 1-- 8 .1--1!! i

"i By contrast the agreement between the computed hole shape and
" the observed hole shape for a 100 mm charge with a conical liner

Fis much better (Figure 14). b1 on
ebuThe 100 mm charge was ftired cIto a different type o sto, armoe

,than the optimized charges, and It Is lieved tht 'he 35 Jlcc

specific energy estimate Is more accurate for Itat type of armr
ethan was the 4000 Jlcc estimate for the armor used In the tests

';' ~Illustrated In Figure 13. Other tests at Physics International sug-" '
gest values as great as 7500 Jlc for the armor. For such a value . --..
the computed hole volumes In the table above are scaled by the
factor 400017500 (53 percent).

.The cutoff penetration velocity In the calculations was assumed F.;igurze 14. Comparison of calculated and experimenalto be 0.10 cm ts. Figure 13 Illustrates he Influence of the cutoff ho shape in stool for 100 mm charge
velocity on the penetration. It appears that the discrepancy!n the with conical inepenetration can be resolved by assuming a value of 0.16 im/se; this data and from measurements of the lt particle lengths, It

- this also reduces the hole volume to a value close to that of the was deduced that, whereas the cumulative lot particle length toexperiment. On the other had he 0.16 cms value is unuuualy penetrate the fat 23 cm (nine Inches) of armor was 18 cm, the
high; other experiments with the armor Indicate value between
0.10 and 0.14 cmits. It should be noted that the computed pntr-

tlon Is greater for shorter standoffs when the cutoff velocity Is Jets from shaped charael with liners made of copper with soft,

"greater than 0.10 cmls, small grains have smoothly-shaped particles that are moreelongated thu those ooled In tts with materil suh as that

,., The lts were observed on the radiog-aphs to be ragged, an oc- used In the optimized liners. In view of the evidence o! dis'up.,currence that has :)en associated with large grains In copper ton and mlalgnmnt In the previous tests, 11 appears that a
shaped charge liners, The tell of the lt was also large In diameter, change In liner fobriction of ld imcoa the observed penetra-almost s large as the observed hot A large-diameter, high- ion performance of the optimized designs, because the factors

velocity tal was expected; it Is consistent with the design require- that lcad to the hypothesized degradtion durng penetrtion
ment of n large extolve During target penetration gaseous could be mitigated by this stop.materi l flows around the jet and out or t e hole, and the shapes

eand sizes of the observed l et p 0rticles may hvae Ithem moreunhaiy pnerte the i 0 mm snane che ofarra bc the
susceptible to misaignment Ihd disruption than otherwise cold-forging process, wheres the prWously-teted 77-3A andoMisaligned and disrupte lots are ineffi cient; they give high values t-3H liners were machined from OFHC copper wtr stock. Th,
for the specific energy and low values for the penetration aves grain size was 150 , significantly larger than than is

typioal of coldorged lierv; constenswtly, It is suspected thatFigure 10 provides evidencl of jet dwsturbance during pnetr- the mateial properties influenced the obeea h poor correltion
mion. The data for range switches located between thro-Inch-thick illustrated In Figure 13 and the good correlation Illustre ato r

blocks of armor u superimpod on the ht trajectory dat From Figure 14.
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. The iadlographs and hole symmetry suggested good jet allpn- both in a thin steel plate and in a thick concrete slsb. It was deduc-
ment, so poor dimensional control In fabrication has been ruled od that a charge capable of defeating the composite target of

% out as a factor in the teats of the optimized liners. As Indicated Figure 18 would be capable of the combined requiroments. Hence
above, additional teasts are planned wit'i shear-formed liners that the composite target was chosen as the target inversion hole
will have smaller grains than the ones tested previously. The description for der;vation of the optimized liners.
agreement betwen calculation and experiment Is expected to
Improve accordingly.

RIPRII!!NTATION OF STRUCTURES FOR DERIVATION OF
OPTIMIZED CHARGE DESIGNS

Target defeat requirements are affected by system constraints
such as attack obliquity, target spectrum, and method of opera-
tion and by countermeasures. Figure 15 shows the representa- T T

• tion of a concretelgravel target for a system with a nonzero at- 2'

tack obliquity; the thickness of the concrete layer is equal to the i
thickness along the line-of-sight of the jet. The representation is .f '
an axlsymmatrlc idealization of the oblique target, and the effects

* of spell at the surface and of reflections at the interface are com- L%-1 h
tensated by choosing a conservative diameter for the hole.

'.\

T ARMOR AIR CONCRET2

MFigure 18. Compraite target defeat constraint. A charge
capablc of defeating the taiget in the manner

- indicated will defeat, separately, a one-inch
" ,. -armor plate and a ten-inch concrete slab.

-- ccoNcW8, 't
- The Reverse Engineering method has biwen shown to be an ef-

/1,11 fective technique for derivation of an optimized shaped charge
liner design with significantly greater st kinetic energy than the
s"arting baseline design. The constrainkJ optimization technique

'. used In conjunction witf, the reverse engineering method was
described by examole for a 90 mm warhead imprnvement effort.

Conservative design practices were observed in the optimization
Figure 15. Schematic ,f concreta/grave target with task. Both calculations and experiments verif led a significant in-

oblique hol. crease in let energy and charge efficiency for the, uptimized

Figure 16 is a typical spaced armor target; the target is repre- design, when compared to the baseline.

sented by alternating layers of steel and air with line-of-slght When the optimized designs were tested against armor targets,
dister,ces more than twice the distances at normal obliquity. the performance was not as good as expected. It is believed that
Spaced steel plates are counteemeasures that are often very ef- the penetration was degraded by tho propertIes of the copper liner
fective in reducing the performanced of a shaped charge. material, Further 4ests are planned to verify this assertion.

--- . , The Reverse Engineering methoo can ba applied to the design
of waiheads to defeat structures othsr than the.hick steel *target

-for the 90 mm warhead. Examples of applicalicns to other types
o' targets are included for illustratio,,.
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DYNAMIC COMPRESSIVE TESTING OF CONCRETE

Lawrence E. Malvern, David A. Jenkins, Tianxi Tang, and C. Allen Ross

Engineering Sciences Department, University of Florida
Gainesville, Florida 32611

ABSTRACT specimen must be used in order to obtain repre-
sentative properties of the composite material.

A Kolsk7 Apparatus (split Hopkinson's Pres- The new system reported here, with 75-mm diameter
sure Bar System) with 3-inch diameter pressure pressure bars, was developed for this reason.
bar! has been built at the University of Florida The larger specimen and larger-diameter
for dynamic compression of specimens up to 3 pressure bars, however, introduce two problems.

. inches (75 mm) in diameter. Equipment and For specimens longer than about 1.5 inch (37.5
procedures are described and some early results mm) the deaired degree of uniformity along the
reported. length is not achieved. Maximum stresses are

still reasonably well measured, but the stress-
INTRODUCTION strain curve determination involves some un-

certainty about what stress to associate with the
Numerical finite-eletents codes for analysis average strain at each instant. The larger di-

- of reinforced concrete structural response incor- ameter also leads to more noticeable Pochhammer-
porace the unconfined ultimate compressive Chree radial oscillations in the incident pres-
strength f c' of the concrete as a parameter. For sure bar, which interfere with the interpretation
dynamic impact loadings this parameter is some- of the longitudinal strain measurement in the
times increased by an arbitrary factor over the incident pressure bar and hence interfere with
static value. The objective of the investigation the force and displacement recording at the
reported here is to determine the strain-rate specimen's incident-bar interface.
dependence of the ultimate strength cf selected Despite these problems, the SH B system

- types of concrete at rates of interest for the appears to be the best available system for
structural response in order to permit a more determning dynamic compressive properties in the
rational correction of the static value, with a moderately high deformation rate range. For
dynamic factor that may vary from element to three-inch-long plain concrete specimens, the
element and with time during the deformation, system to be described here has performed tests

For over-all structural response (as dis- with earain rates at failure ranging from 10 to
tinguished from such intense local response as 100 a-
occurs in cratering, for example) the strtin-rate

*range of interest isy-sually below 100 e- . in BACKGROUND
the range above 10 s , wave propagation effects
in the specimen and in a dynamometer mounted in Early work on rate effects in concrete was
tandem with the specimen complicate stress and reviewed in a 1956 ASTN symposium [1]. At stress
strain determination. loading rates from I to 1000 p3i per second in

The Kolsky Appartrus or Split Hopkinson's testing machines, compressive strength was re-
Pressure Bar (SHPB) system consists of two long ported to be a logarithmic function of the load-
strain-gaged pressure bars with a short specimen Ing rate, with recorded strength increases up to
sandwiched between them. Analysis of the ob- 109% of the strength reported at "standard rates"
served longitudinal elasttc stress wave propa- (20 to 50 psi par ee). By using cushioned im
gation in the two preusure bars furnishes infor- pact tests Watetein [21 obtained strengths 1852
matton about both the iorce and displacement of the standard. Whtstein also reported rate
versus time at each srec~me*i interface. The effects on the measured secant midulus of elasti-
specimen is supposed to be so short that waves city, energy absorption (up to 2.? times the
propagate back and forth between its two inter- static value) bind strain to failure.
faces and achieve ati a' p:rmately uniform state Read and Maiden [31 surveyed the state o9
of stress ad deforms >n ilcng the specimen knowledge on the dynamic behavior of concrete at
length, except during .he initial rapid rise of high stress levels in 1971, including the data of
the stress. Various versions of the SHPB system Gregsor (41, who used a gas gun to provide flyer

* have been used in recent years for testing rock plate t mpacts at pressures from 40 to 8,000 KSI.
and fine-graitied concrete. Mcst of the existing Seebold [5 represented the rate effects on
systems have a maximum specimen diameter of 25 uncoe1fmped compressive etrrugth in concrete up to

- mm. In structures of interest, concrete eggre- strain rates of about 5 s by an empirical for-
,*: gte sizes up to 0.5 inch (12.5 mm) or even ,stla containing both a linear term and a logs-

larger may be used. For such concrete, . larger rithc term in the train rate.
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More recently Hughes and Gregory [6) have £hey obsered high radial acc-jleratioas, which
used a drop tester and concluded that the Impact they attribnuted to dilatancy in their granite
strengths averaged about 1.92 times the static specimens, and suggested that the lateral con-
compressive strength. For some of their "itrong Etnement induced ny this radial inertia causes
concretes" dynamic compressive strengths above the core of the cylinder to be more nearty in a
260 MPa (37.7 KSI) were found. Hughes a,, 4atson state of uniaxial strain than uniaxial stress.
[71 used a similarc t-t technique and concluded Their testu invoived direct iupact of tie striker
that the percentage Lncre.cse in compressi%:e against the specimen at such high speeds that
strength in dynamic tests over the static failure occurred during cbe first cransit ot the
strength was greater for low-strength concrcte wave through the specimen.
than for high-strength concrete. Young And Powell [201 investigated lateral

The compressive SHPB, introduced by kolsky intrtla effects in SHPB tests on Solenhofen lime-
[8] is widely used for determining meterial p5op- stone and WeLterly granite. By mearfis of embedded
er4ties in the strain-rate range from about 10 tO wire loops and an egternally applied longitudinal
10 a- . See, e.g., Lindholm [9] and Icholas magnetic field they measured radial velocities,

" [10]. Geotechiiical materials and concrete have and hence determined radial accelerations and
been investigated with SHPB. Christeigen et al. calculated radial-stress confinement in tests
[111 tested nugget sandstone specimens under con- with loading pulse lengths of 50 microsec in
fining pressures up to 30 KSI. The> also used specimens of length 46 to 52 mm. The impact
truncated-cone striksr bars to spread out the speeds used (299 to 61.4 ms) apparently caused
rise time of the loading pulse in order to Lm- failure drrirg the first passage of the slress
prove the accuracy and resolution of the initial wave through the specimen. They concluded that
portion of the stress-strain curves. Lindholm et the induced radial stress field is capable of
al. [121 tested specimens of Dresser basalt under producing a crnfining pressure sufficient to

* confininj pIessures up to 100 KSI at strain rates account for increases of compressive strength
, up to 10 a and considered also temperature. observed in SHPB experiments.

They found unconfined strength variation by a Bertholf and Karnes [211 made a two-dimen-
factor of 3 over the ringe of rate and temper- sional numerical analysis of the SHPB system and
attire examined. Lundberg [13] investigated concluded that with lubricated interfaces the
energy absorption in dynamic fraRmentation of one-dimensional elastic-plastic analysis was
Bohus granite and Solenhofen limestone. Specimen reasonable if limitations are imposed on strain
strain rates were not reported, but general rate and rise time in the input pulse and
fracture of the specimens occurred when the specimen length to diameter ratio is about 0.5.
stress was about 1.8 times the static strength
for Bohus granite and about 1.3 times for EQUIPMENT AND PROCEDURES
Solenhofen limestone.

Bt.argava and Rehnstrdm [14] found unconfined The experimental facility consists of a gas
dynamic compressive strengths of 1.46 to 1.67 gun, which propels a strker bar to impact
times the static strength in plain concrete kind axially the incident pressure bar, which trans-
fiber-reinforced and polymar-modified concrete. mits the loading pulse to the specimen sandwiched
Their failure strengths were identified as the between the Incident pressure bar and the trans-
maximum amplitude of short-pulse ,trsses that mitter pressure bar. Figure 1 is a schematic of
could be transmitted through the specimen and
were more associated with the onset of failure
than with complete crushing of the 100-mm
diameter by 200-mm length cylinders. Their 250-
rn-long strilker bar gave a loading oulse duration
only about twice the transit time througb en
elastic specimen.

At the University of Florida, Tang et al.
[15], tested 28-day mortar specimens in a 3/4-
inch diameter SHPS and found a linear dependence
of maximum stress on the strain fate at the maxi-
mum stress at rates up to 800 a- . Few other I-T
applications of SHPB technology to concrete have I

been made. Kormeling et al. [16], adapted it for
dynamic tensile teats. They reported dynamic
tensile strengths of more then twice the statij
value at strain ratec of approximtely 0.75 -

Suaris and Shah [17] have recently surveyed OW.W__.__
mechanical properties of materials subject to
impact and rate effects in fiber-reinforced con- J
crete. Many investigators ha,e found significant
increases in impact tensile srrengrh in fiber-

, reinforced concrete over that of plain concrete Fig. 1. Schematic of Bars and Lagrange
,[ 18 ]. Diagram.

Radial inertia effects in g'otechnical mte-

rials, which may be mi.taken for strain-rate ef- the pressure bar arrangement, with a Lagrange
fects, were discussed by Glenn and Janach [19]. diagram above it illustrating the elastic wcve
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propagation in the pressure bars. The gas gun time of the leading edge of the pulse through the
was fabricated by 'erra-Tek Systems, Inc. As specimen. Also shown are records from two strain
currantly conftgured, it fires a 30-inch-long, gages mounted on the specimen midway between its
3-inch-diameter 61.28-lb steel striker bar to ends, one measring axial surface strain Fz and
impact at speeds V. up to 50 ft/sec with firing one measuring transverse (hoop) strain ce. The
chamber pressures up to 500 psi. Higher speeds drop in e at 424 microsec corresponds to a
are possible with a lighter impactor )r a higher failure in the specimn, bt the gage continued
firing pressure. The propellant gas is furnished to function. At 466 microsec the ce gage failed.

. by a nitrogen bottle (2000 psi maximum). The For purposes of analysis, the digitally re-
firing chamber was proof tested to 3000 psi, but, corded pulses are tim shifted, so that tim zero
a currently configured, a safety valve in the coincides with the initial arrival at the speci-
control panel limits the firing pressure to men interface, as illustrated in Figure 3 where
750 psi to avoid damaging the pressure gauge.
The whole system including gas gun, pressure bars
and a shock absorber with 6.5-inch stroke at the
far end is almost 30 feet long. 40~j TRS Sa

A full strain-gage bridge is permanently
*" mounted on each pressure bar, 60 inches from the

'specimen interface. Each bridge consists of two / a2  200
double element strain gages (Micro-Measurements I
Type WA-06-250TB-350) mounted on opposite sides 2o
of the bar. The gage elements are oriented to
coincide with the longitudinal and transverse
directions of the bar. The amplified signals are sO.
recorded by a transient recorder consisting of a ,.

*" four-channel Nicolet 4094 digital storage oscil-
loscope. The recorded signals are displayed by
the oscilloscope and also stored on floppy TIME(ss)
diskettes for subsequent analysis.

* Figure 2 shows an example of the axial
* strain signals versus time, recorded by a Hewlett Fig. 3. Pressure Bar Interface Stresses

Packard 7470A digital plotter from the stored (time-shifted) From Record of Fig. 2.
* signals in the digital oscilloscope. Compressive

the pressure-bar strain pulses have been con-
verted to stress pulses by multiplying by the

WCMNT elastic modulus of the steel. The reflected

424 ETpulse aoR is shown inverted, and all pulses have
been shown as stresses in the pressure bars at
the interfaces with the specimten. The total

" stress a at the incident ictrface, which is the
sum of tAe incident 0 and r!flected a is also
plotted. The ol recoid rises very slowy at

-2s... ".. ssssssfirst, and then rises smoornly until about 14
*StSI*SSIt, where something resettbling a small step

a 1 occurs. The reason for this is not certain, but
Ti46) it cou' be associated vtith three-dimensional

EV en effects at the pressure-bar end interacting with
the axita' stress waves propagating back and forth
in the sp ;ean. Sinie the specimen cross
section is the :ame # that of the pressure bar,

Fi. 2in the one-diment',.tnal analysis the stress 0 is
Fig. 2. Strain Pulses in Pressure Bars and considered to be the specimen stress at th first

Axial and Transverse Specimn Surface interface, and the specimen stress 02 at the
S trains. second interface is equal to the transmitted

stress OT . For this 2.6-inch long specimen, 01
strain is plotted upward. After the passage of a "2do not bcom equal bfore th maximum

- the first incident pulse, of nominal length stress.
-. 300 microsec (from the beginning of the rise to Figure 14 shows the stress 0 , the average
__. the beginning of the fall), there is a dwell time stress a "- (a + a ), the aveage strain rate

fore the arrival of the reflected pulse from £ deduced to1 he dfference in the two
the specimen, which is recorded at the same gage interface velocities as calculated from the one-
station as the incident pulse. Another channel dimensional elastic bar-wave analyses in the

* shows the pulse transmitted through the concrete pressure brs, and th average strain £ obtained
. specimen into the transmitter bar. because the by numrical integration of the average strain

" two gage stations are equidistant from the speci- rate, all plotted versus the time measured from
men, the transmitted pulse arrives at the trans- the first pulse arrival at the first interface.
mitter-bar gage station at approximately the saw Note that the strain rate is approximately con-
time as the reflected pulse arrives back at the stant in the vicinity of the maximum stresses,
incident-bar station, delayed only by the transit
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average stress and strain-rate curves. The drop

STRESS in £z, which is attributed to a fracture in the
STR2SS specimen, occurs well after the maximum stress.

(Ki) 0AWPe) iS-8 s) The gage failure in c6 occurs still later. There
30-200 is a plateau in the co record near the middle oft the stress pule. As may be seen in Figure 7

this plateau is near the maximum of o •
20-Figure 7 also shows the trensverse strain------ lO- ,,/ 4 "~

100 rate I 6I obtained by numerical differentiation
t of a smoothed co record. Its rapid rise from

0 so Ie 2,40 320
TiE (Pe) (KSI) ( )

Fig. 4. Transmitted and Average Stresses, 3o-150 S
Strain Rate snd Strain Versus Time. I \

/ / 150

except for some oscillations introduced by the %

oscillations in the incident pulse. Figure 5 20-100 r/ 0.4
shows a and a2 versus the average strain C. I -1OO

STRESS 10- 50 1 0.2
30- (K S 1| (u p s ) 5 0 %' s

20 0 s0 160
*oTIME (/M$)

10 //, 2 Fig. 7. Transverse Strain Rate Indicates That
Significant Radial Acceleration Occurs

Only After Maximum Stress is Reached.

0 1 2 3 about 100 to 140 microsec corresponds to a
STRAIN() radially outward acceleration of the surface,

which could cause lateral inertia confinement of
Fig. 5. Streis-Strain Curves, the interior of the specimen. Since this only

appears after about 100 microsec, it cannot
1account for the dynamic enhancement of the

STRESS /STRAIN maximum stress that can be attained. The static

(KSI) (MPs) . (%) strength of these secimens Lo not more than 15
30j-0 IKSI and O, a2 and a have all far exceeded this

30-100 0.6- value well before the 100 microsec time at which
- ' radial inertia effects appear. In these tests at

I moderate impact speeds, failure occurs well after
a single transit time of the stress wave through

the specimen (of the order of 16 microsec). The
20- rise time of the a pulse is about 100 microsec.

20 igeRESULTS

10 Figures 8 and 9 summarize preliminary re-
- 0suits on four types of high-strength zoncrete.

The maximum value of a attained is plotted
versus the average strain rate at the maximum
stress. The suitability of this choice of

0 100 200 abscissa is open to question, but it seems to
correlate the deta. All four concretes have mist

TIME (,As) specifications [see Appendix] with water/cement
ratio around 0.24 - 0.27 arid are specified as 14
KSI concrete, based on standard static unconfined

Fig. 6. Specimen Gage c Compared with SHF5 compression tests. They differ mainly in the
Determination of Average Strain c. type of aggregate used. Three of them were pre-

pa'ed, cured and cored from blocks by Terra Tek,
Figure 6 compares the average ctrain c to Inc. nf Salt Lake City. The three aggregates

the specimen-gage strain E'. and also repeats the they used (maximum size 1/2 in.dia.) are
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designated as Andesite, Seattle gravel, and a
lightweight aggregate called Solite. The fourth (KS1) iMPa)
material with a manufactured limestone aggregate 30 S 200-
(maximum size 3/8 inch) was prepared at the U. S. h
Army Waterways Experiment Station, cast in PVC

- pipe molds of three-inch diameter and cut to
length after cure. They were further machined 6"

and ground at the University of Florida to ensure
end face parallelism within 0.0005 inch. ISO

"" Figure 8 shows Andesite and Seattle gravel
* specimen results. The 3-inch diameter by 3-inch ,o * *

long Andesite specimens had a static strength of
16.1 KSI and dynamic strengths varying f om 20.4
up to 28.0 1SI at a strain rate of 77 s-. 0

100-

(KSI) (MPg)
* 30-

200-

& A 50-

A 150
A

ISO

* 20- SYI i I p p p p

0 s0 100

Sy STRAIN RATE (sec -1 )
100-

F Pig. 9. Maximum Stress Versus Strain Rate at
T Maximum Stress: Limestone Aggregate

-(circles) and Solite Lightweight
0- Aggregate (squares).

so- There are some very important questions
involved in these dynamic tests for which we do
not yet have answers. For example, what is
happening in the limestone aggregate specimen of
Figure 5 during the time from about 100 to 140

, I I I microsec where a and the average axial strain

0 so 100 rate are approximitely constant? This cor-
responds approximately to the previously men-

STRAIN RATE tioned interval of radially outward acceleration
of the sprface where lateral inertia confinement
may be important, associated with the dilatancy

at Maximum Stress: Andesite (upper) in this part of the deformation. The end of this
and Seattle Gravel Concrete (lower interval also matches approximately the drop in
inverted triangles), the recorded specimen axial strain at about 135

microsec, which we have attributed to a fracture
The inverted tria.gles in the lower group in where the part of the surface on which the axial

Figure 8 represent specimens with Seattle gravel strain gage was mounted broke off and was no
aggregate. The four hollow invertei triangles longer subjected to the axial loads.
represent tests where the 120-tnch-long incident
bar impacted the specimen directly in order to CONCLUSION
provide a longer loading pulse. Two of these
direct impacts induced fai ures at strain rates Despite the uncertainty in the interpre-
as low as 3 s- and 4.8 a- . The dynamic tation of the later part of the deformation, it
strengths by the conventional S1PB method vried appears that the SHPB technique is a useful tool
from about 12 KS at a strain rate of 10 a to for determining the dynamic strength of concrete,
18 KSI at 118 s- at least at the moderate impact speed eading to

Figure 9 shows that the limestone aggregate failue stai t ratebl abt 100ea e Itspcmn sld ice)hd.yai tegh failure strain rates below about 100 s-. it
specimens (solid circles) had d amic strengths appears that these maximum stresses cannot be
.varying from 20.6 1 at 9.31 s- to 29.9 KSI at attributed to lateral inertia confinement. The
59.2 s - 1 . One specimen (not shown) supported a analysis of the part of the loading up to the
dynamic stress of 19.2 KSI without fracture. The maximum stress my be possible with some sort of
highest failure stress recorded in the.Solite damage-accumulation model, but this has not yet
tests was Dl.6 KSI. been attempted.
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EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM TO INVESTIGATE RATE EFFECTS IN CONCRETE'

S. M. Babcock

New Mexico Engineering Research Institute
University of New Mexico
Albuquerque, New Mexico

ABSTRACT adequate material models for frictional materidls
subjected to high rates of loading was proposed in

Concrete structures and members are sometimes Reference 1. The experimental program was to be
exposed to high rates of loading. The loads may be conducted in conjunction with the development of a
from earthquakes, explosively produced airblast or third-invariant plasticity model. The program was
ground motion, or impact devices. The response of scheduled to consist initially of uniaxial stress
the material to high rates of loading must be known tests, but the techoique to be used was one that
to provide an adequate design that is not overly ciuld be developed later for performing multiaxial r
conservative for these members or structures. The stress tests at high rates of loading. The results
knowledge of material behavior is also important of these tests were then to be used to verify the
for the analysis of experimental data. To enlarge material model and to identify areas requiring
the cjrrently inadequate data base required for the improvement.
development of concrete constitutive models that
incorporate strain rates up to 10/s, an experimen- To accomplish the-e goals, the following tasks
tal program was initiated. The data from the were scheduled for this work phase: complete the
experimental tests will be used to advance the design of the experimental testing device, con-
development of a viscoplastic model for frictional struct the device, and begin the evaluation tests.
materials. This paper includes a detailed descrip- The evaluation tests were to be used to develop
tion of the new experimental device used in the needed instrumentation, operation procedures, and
program. Also included are preliminary uniaxial apparatus configurations that would provide the
stress results. Limitations and extensions of the required data. If the evaluation tests were suc-
current device are discussed, as are the conse- cessfullv completed, production tests were to be
quences of some design features. These features initiated. In this paper, the progress mde toward
include the specimen size and the appropriate range meeting these objectives is described.
of strain rates.

DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS FOR
EXPERIMENTAL TEST DEVICE

INTRODUCTION Concrete has been tested in uniaxial stress at
high strain rates frequently enough that signifi-

Many of the mechanical properties of concrete cant parameters are becoming apparent and a data
are affected by the rate at which the concrete is base is being built. Data from multiaxial stress
loaded. The extent to which a property is affected tests at high rates of strain, on the other hand,
depends on the property being considered and the are virtually nonexistent. Because of the lack of
method used to prepare and test the concrete. As multiaxial data, any attempt to nodel the multiax-
the first step in the investigation of strain rate ial behavior of concrete requires that assumptions
effects in concrete, a literature survey was per- be made. The effects of high strain rates on the
formed (Ref. 1). The survey revealed a basic lack three-dimensional behavior of concrete are unknown.
of experimental data that could be used for mate- To fill this void, a relatively simple and inexpen-
rial model development. Although data from uniax- sive testing procedure is proposed.
ial stress tests at various strain rates are avail-
able, significant pieces of information, such as Concrete is used in a number of applications
lateral strains and static behavior, are often that expose the concrete to high strain rates.
missing. Almost no data exist for any other stress Airblast and ground motion loadings from explosive
path. shocks are two examples of such exposure. Other

examples include the impact driving of concrete
A two-pronged approach that will help close piles, the accidental dropping of concrete struc-

the gap in the experimental data and provide tural members during handling, high winds, earth-
quakes, and sudden increases in pressure in con-

IThe work is sponsored by the Air Force Office crete vessels. Most of these events can involve
of Scientific Research, Contract strain rates ranging from virtually static (10-6/s)
Nc. F29601-81-C-0013. to as high as 10 /s. It has been shown that at
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strain rates of less than about 0.1/s. insignifi- calculation of stress may involve the use of the
cant or confusing and unconfirmable results are equation of motion.
obtained (Ref. 2). On the other hand, for the
large majority of strain environments that struc- Figure I (Ref. 4) shows typical examples of
tures are expected to survive, particularly air- pressure histories for some propellants, It is
blast, ground shock, wind, and earthquake, the evident that rise-times of less than 10 ms can he
strain rates are less than lois. For these rea- achieied; thus, these materials could be used to
sons, the strain rates sought in an experimental obtain the required loading rates. Gunpowder,
program should fall between 0.1/s and 10/s. another readily available propellant, can produce a

faster rise-time as well as higher pressures than
The rise-time to peak stres can be determined those shown in rigure 1 and thus represents an

for a particular concrete once e Is given. The option to be considered.
stress rate, ;, can be approximated for uniaxial
stress by DESCRPDTION OF APPARATUS

=aEe Several designs for the testing device were
considered. The final configuration consists of

where E is the modulus of elasticity. To find the cylindrical segments bolted together with flanges.
approximate rise-time for a given strain rate, the Figure 2 is a schematic view of the device. The
stress rate is calculated, and the time required to overall height of the apparatus is about I m. rwo
reach f can then be determined. For example, at a chambers are included to provide more control overC
strain rate of 10/s and a compressive strength of the burning of the propellant used as the driving
27.6 MPa (an average-strength concrete), E is cal- force in the tests.
culated to he 2.5 x 104 hfa tRef. 3), and & is
25 x 104 MPa/s. Therefore, time to fU is 0.1 Ms. The walls of the barrel are madi from 4142

steel tubing with a 10,2-cm (4-in) inside diameter
The size of the concrete test specimen is and a 16.5-cm (6.5-i) outside diameter. rhe

constrained by two factors. The minimum size is flanges are standard 1500-lb flanges. A plate is
limited by the nonhomogeneous nature of concrete. inserted between the top two flanges to close off
The specimen must be large enough to ensure that the upper chamber. This plate is 2.54 cm (1 in)
the nonhomogeneities in the concrete can be thick and has two safety rupture disc devices. The
neglected. Generally, the specimen must be at discs are calibrated to rupture in case the pres-
least 10 times the size of the largest aggregate in sure should rise above 68.9 MPa (10,000 lb/In

2).
the mix. Usually, a 3/8-in coarse aggregate is Another plate is inserted between the lower chamber
used, which means that the minimum specimen size is and the upper chamber. In this plate, which is

about 100 mm. Conversely, to eliminate the effects also 2.54 cm (1 in) thick, are venting holes that
of inertia the maximum specimen size must be allow the pressure created by the burning propel-
limited in order to minimize the transit time of lant to escape Into the lower chamber, where the
the wave (or to maximize the number of wave reflec- load cell and specimen are located. The venting
tions). If the number of wave reflections is not has two purposes: (1) to reduce the temperature
sufficiently large during loading, the strain load on the cell, and (2) to provide some control
across the specimen cannot he considered uniform over the rise-time. The second purpose is of
and the equations of motion will have to be solved particular interest if a high-density or a fast-
and constitutive information backed out indirectly, burning propellant is used. These types of charges
For a large number of reflections the response can will give a very fast rise-time, and the venting
be considered homogeneous and quasi-static. The plate can be used to reduce the rise-time to the
transit time is calculated from the wave speed in desired value. However, the charge currently in
concrete (about 3000 m/s) and from the specimen use is producing an appropriate rise-timn without
size. The minimum specimen size of 100 mm gives a the venting; therefore, the plate is used primarily
transit time of about 33 us. With a strain rate of to prevent the burning propellant from coming into
10/s, the rise time is calculated to be 0.1 ms, and contact with the load cell.
three reflections will occur before failure. A
strain rate of 0.1/s requires a rise-time of 10 ms, PROPELLANT CHARGE DESIGN
and 300 reflectlons will occur before failure.
Three hundred reflections are more than enough to The Department of the Army has issued a po-
ensure that the effects of inertia will not signif- pellant design handbook (Ref. 5) that includes an
icantly affect the results; three reflections prob- algorithm for determining the characteristics of
ably are not enough. The minimum number of reflec- burning propellants. The propellant parameters
tions will have to be determined analytically by a have been identified at arsenals where these pro-

- comparison of the dynamic solution with the static pellants are in common use. The algorithm is coded
. solution. As an initial estimate, at least 25 to to include a "closed bomb" configuration, which
. 50 reflections will be required, which would limit corresponds to rigid boundaries, and a configura-

the highest quasi-stftic 4 to about 1/s. If the tion that permits displcements of the boundary
specimen is loaded fron both sides, which effec- based on the linear elastic constitutive properties
tively reduces the transit time by one-half, a of the material surroundinq the propellant.
quasi-static 6 of about 2/s couldbe obtained,

A Higher strain rates can be achieved, but the
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Figure 1. Pressure histories for some propellants (after Ref. 4).
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disks

Upper chamber

Lower plate for venting
between chambers

Base plate bolted onto a
concrete slab

Figur, 2. Isometric drawing of a rapid loading device.
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Pressure histories, which are particularly repeated tests; its physical dimensions are
relevant for observing rate effects in concrete, restricted; and it must provide linear response
can be obtained for various propellants using the over the pressure range of interest.
propellant burn algorithm. These histories indi-
cate that the peak pressure in a chamber depends on The inItial calibration tests indicated that
the density of the propellant. Rise-times depend the original load 'ell was linear and reliable up
on both the Initial density and the propellant to the desired force level. To measure the Poisson
type. Higher initial loading densities give faster effect, the cell was instrumented with two vertical
rise-times and higher peaks. Iterating for differ- and two horizontal semiconductor strain gages
ent densities and propellants showed that for the mounted on a column. The full bridge provided
desired pressure histories, a fast-burning propel- temperature compensation and a good response. The 'N
lant at a low density was required. The difficulty difficulty with this load cell was that because the

with low charge densities, however, is that the gages and wires were exposed to the heat, gage
propellant may extinguish itself if any movement of survivability was poor.
the boundaries of the chamber occurs. This reac-
tion is due to the interaction between pressures To obtain better survivability, a second load
and burn rates for propellants. To ensure that the cell was developed. On this cell the strain gages
propellant would burn properly, a relatively high are mounted in the interior of a hole drilled part

density (35 percent by weight) of a fairly large- way through the wall of the aluminum cylinder. A
grain, and therefore slow-burning, propellant was side exit is provided for the wire, and a steel
used. This charge gave too high a peak pressure-- pipe screwed into the exit protects the wires from
over 138 MPa (20,000 lb/in 2)--and too short a rise the heat. The first of this type of load cell was
time and caused some minor damage to the device, instrumented with U-shaped strain gages that could
Once the device had been repaired, lower charge not provide linear results because of the curvature
densities were tried to determine whether the of the hole. In the next model, a straight strain
charges could maintain their burn. A small charge gage that did not have to be curved around the hole
at a 5-percent density was tried next. Only the was used.
lower chamber was used in this test. One continu-
ous solid steel cylinder was used to simulate the Gage survivability for this load cell was
load cell and specimen in order to avert a cavity adequate. However, the gage did not provide a
expansion that could cause the propellant to stop linear response because of the response of
burning. The results of this test were encourag- the hole to compressive loads.
ing, except that the top of the solid steel cylin-
der was scorched by the burning propellant. The third design was again a column-based load

cell design. For better protection, a cover for
In an attempt to reduce the heat load on the the strain gages was added. Further tests will be

load cell, a plate was introduced between the upper conducted to verify the adequacy of the design.
and lower chambers. Vent holes in the plate allow
the high-pressure gas to vent to the lower chamber EXTENSIONS
where the load cell is located. Because the pro-
pellant actually burns in the upper chamber, away Because of the difficulty of developing an
from the load cell, the cell is not subjected to adequate load cell, production tests have not been
the intense, direct heat. The propellant density accomplished. These tests will be made early in
was increased gradually over the next few experi- the new work phase, while a new device is heing
ments to bring the peak pressure up to about designed and built for biaxial testing. In addi-
41.4 MPa (6000 lb/in 2). The shortcoming of the tion to the experimental program, models will be
current setup is the occurrence of leakage, which developed from the data from the uniaxial stress
prevents the pressure from increasing to its full tests and from biaxial stress data if available.
potential and also causes the pressure to decay to
rapidly. In the next set of tests, gaskets will The design for the biaxial testing device will
be used to reduce or prevent leakage. be based on the latest design for the uniaxial W

device. Essentially, two devices will be oriented
A summary of the propellant type and charge to load orthogonal axes of a cubical specimen.

density for each test fired to date is provided in Several difficulties that are immediately apparent
Table 1. The peak pressures achieved, as measured include using a cylindrical barrel to load a square
by the pressure gage for the lower chamber, are surface, instrumenting three-dimensional concrete
also included. Typical pressure and concrete specimens, and firing two devices simultaneously.
strain history plots are shown in Figure 3. These and other difficulties will be addressed as
Because of a time shift between the concrete strain the designing of the device progresses.
record and the record of pressure in the lower
chamber, no pressure-strain curve is included. ACKNOWLEDGMENTS

LOAD CELL DEVELOPMENT The work described in this paper 4as sponsored
by the Air Force Office of Scientific Research.

Commercially manufactured load cells are not The author is also grateful for the aid and encour-
designed to Se inserted into a cylindrical barrel. agement of Howard L. Schreyer of the New Mexico
Therefore, a special developmental effort was con- Engineering Research Institute.
ducted. Specifications for the cell included the
following: it must be rugged enough to survive
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TABLE 1. TEST SUMM4ARY

I Peak
I Charge p res sure

Test Propellant density Total Load in lower
No. flate type by volume, charge, Specimen cell chamber Comsments

% kg (lb) MPa (lb/In2 )'

1 6-29-84 M5 35 2.27 (5) Steel Aluminum 138 (>20.000) Damaged device
*2 8-3-84 M5 5 0.16 (0.35) Steel Steel aSmall chamber

on ly
3 8-31-84 MS 4 0.32 (0.70) Steel Steel 98.3 (4.100) Larger chamber

with vent plate
4 9-6-84 Black powder 4 0.39 (n.95) Steel Steel 31.7 (4,595) Larger chamber

with vent plate
*5 9-13-84 glack powder 5.2 0.39 (0.85) Concrete Aluminum 26.9 (3,900) Larger chamber

with vent plate
*6 10-5-84 glack powder 6.2 0.45 (1.0) Concrete 4luminum 20 (,0)Larger chamber

with vent plate

apropellant burn test; peak pressures not available.

5000 1 1 120
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3000 20 MPa -8
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Figure 3. Typical plots of pressure versus time
and concrete strain versus time.
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A NEW TECHNIOUE FOR STUDYINO THE DYNAMIC TENSILE RESPONSE OF CONCRETE

James K. Gran

SRI International Menlo Park, California 94025

INTRODUCTION EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUE

The concept of the experiments is sT.swn in

Tensile failure in concrete is produced by the Figurt' 1. A cylindricsil r~d is initially held in L
nucleation, growth, and coalescence of micro- static compression, in both the awial and r,,dial

cracks. The tensile strength is the stress at direi:tions. The pressure at each end of the rod is
'  

which this process of accumulating damage becomes
* locally unstable. Once the material has become

unstable, its resistance to further deformation
quickly vanishes. An ideally brittle material - o
would lose all its strength Instantaneously. In P1 re '"se-'n-': P1

real materials, including concrete, the strength i 4\\ \

reduction is a function of further accumulating
tensile damage and requires a finite time to occur. P2 JA-31453-11

*.. The objectives of this work were to develop FeGURE 1 DYNAMIC TENSILE LOADING DEVICE
and demonstrate exptrimental end analy.ical -.ech-
niques to released simultaneouisly, sending ,axial relief waves

tov rd tbe cei.ter. Ind-vidua.ly, tiese wavcv bring

(1) Obtain a measure of the tensile strength tte rod only to zero Arxial stress, but ,hen they
and the strength reduction as a function superpose at the midpoint, they bring the rod to a
of acrumulating tensile damage for cun- tensile stress equal to the origival axial comprer-

crete at strain rates of about 10/s. aton. Fracture occurs at the centar of rte rod if
the original ,-Aial compression exceeds the tensile

(2) Study the effect of confining pressure on strength and If the rod is long enough that

concrete tensile failure at these utrain ,ompreaatqe reflectiuns from the ends do not
rates, inhibit fracture.

A photograph of the tensile testing device

with an unconfined saecAmen is shown in Figure 2.

.1-4451-6

FIGURE 2 DYN.AMIC TE4SION TESTING WITH UNCONFINED CONCRETE ROD
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The device t'.sts 5.1-cm-diameter, 76.2-cm-long rods at the midpoint of the conrining pressure chanber,
at stresses up to 20 tiPa. The static end piessre tht diaphraga flush w!th tie ins'de srface of Lhe
is removed in about 30 As, producing strain rats!s chambf_-. (1.3 cm from the ':ad'a. surface of the
in concrete of about 13/s. ron).

The essential component of the tensile testing Axiel and circmfotential Purfice stroins are
apparatus is the relief wave generator at cach end Aeaurcd at several lr-actions on the rod. using
of the rod. A drawing of its design ik shown in r.ommercially available 2.5-cm-long fail-type strain
Figure 3. It consists of an aluminum Lore block gages. Axial strain is measured at four loco-

tiant: 10 ca from each end of the rod and 7.6 cm

fr'om the midpoint on both halves of the rod. Cir-
/ cumferential strain is measur2d only at he symme-

Reaction Piste tric points 7.6 cm from the midpoint. At aach
Rco t // measurement location, threa gages see mounted n!

Spacer _ 120-degree intervals.
Explovively 5.1 cm

Rer led Ring - -0.3 cm

Support Tube 2.5 cm FXPERIMENTS ON bNCONFINED RODS

Piston133c
Bureblack /7.3 cm Test 42

Oil Charnb-i Test 42 was a dynasic tension test 4f a con-

R pcmpreload of 10.55 MPa. The static unax-lal tensile

liiistrength of the concrete was about 3.5 Mpg, the
static urc.axial compressive strengtht was about 5011 [ii~.lips. The static elastic modulus was 24.1 CPa;

Poisson's ratio was f.2.t The rod failed in dyna-
mic tension nt a single location, 0.46 cm from the

I2 midpoint, and no secondary damage was visible.

5.1 -m The axial strains at +/-7,6 cm are shown in
JA-4451-iA Wigureq 4 and 5. In the time scale of these plots,

FIGURE3 RELIEFWAVECENERATOR the explosive charge was initiated at t - 0.100
'ca. All the strain records ,were scaled to cor-

into which the end of a rod specinen and a plas~c -espond to the average static elastic moduli. At
both locations, the strainr are fairly uniform evenpison fit to form a chamber for oil. The of! is after the ccfects of tensile failure arrive.

pre3surized via a small orifice through the wail of
the bore block. The rnd and piston se.al the pres- The P" iects of dispersion are noticeable In
rurized oil in the chamber with rubber 0-rlags. the axil strains at +/-7.6 cm at the beginning of
T
he piston is held in place by a thin-walled steel the pulse. At about t - 0.180 ms, these strains

siprort tube, which presses against a reaction stow the effect of tensile failure. The nominal
plate bolted to the bore block. The rod 's hold in wave speed, calculated from the times of arrival of
place by an identic-il unit at the other ersd, with the input and fracture waves at +/-7.6 cm, was
the two bore blocks bolted together. The aupport 3.175 km/s. This is 5Z lower than the bar speed
tube comprises three sections, one of which is a computed from the measured density and static else-
segmented ring that is explosively driven tnrard to tic modulus.

free the piston jnl lnitia-e deccmpression of the
oi. The rings in the sopport tubes are removed The strain rate at the front of the fracture
with an estimated simultaneity of less than signals is about 10/a, so the strain r.te at the

5 ps, using strands of sheet explosive, failure location was about 20/s. At -7.6 cm, 7.1

cm from the failure location, the peak average
The radial pressure (confinement) remains con- strain Ras 160 strain. At +7.6 cm, 8.1 cm from

stant during an experimcnt, but is an independent the failure location, the peak average strain was
parameter that can be varied. In experiments with
confinement, an aluminum tube is used to hold the
radial pressure and to space the bore blocks. In * The tensile strength was determined from
experiments without confinement, a Plexiglas tube split-cylinder teste o-n sauples taken
is used. from the rod after the dynamic tension

test.
To define the loads in these experiments, the t The compressive srrength was determined

pressure is measured in the chamber at each end of from tests on specimer.s taken from a
the rod and In the confining pressure chamber sur-
rounding the rod. The measurements are made with ttThe leaslic constrainrs oer determined

commercially available diaphragm-type pressure from the measurement ot the static axir.l
gages. One gage is mounted in each bore block so preload and the average initile strains.

that the sensing diaphragm Is flush with the wall pht

of the oil cavity. A single gage is also mounted
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Test 43

z Test 43 was essentially ide.ntical to Test
-"200 42. It wtis ccnducted with no confin.ment and a

static axial preload of 10.55 MPa. The specimen
was made at the saice time as th3 one tested .n Test
42. 1'v static unaxial tensile strength of the

-200 concrete waG .tsout 3.75 KPa, the staric uniaxial
compressive strength was about 50 HPa. The static

-400 elastic moeulua was 2s.7 GPa; Poisson'r ratio -ias
0.2. The rod failed in dynamic tennion at a single

0.25 0.3 0.35 0.4 0.45 0.5 location, only 0.10 cm from the midpotnt, and no
TIME (mi)

(I) Individual Strains secondary damage vas viuible

400- The individual alial strains at +/-7.6 cm are
shovu in Figure 6 ard 7. The stiains are not &,

< 200 -uniform as in 'rest 42, espetially after the effects
" "of fracture arrive. However, the average strainu

-0 are very nearly the same as in that test. The
nomiiial wave speed was 3.243 im/s. Thit is about

U-200 3% lower thao the bar speed couputed from the
weasured density and state elastic mwdulus.

-400OL 1J

0.25 0.3 0.35 0.4 0.45 0.5 400

TIME (rni)
(b) Average Strain < 200

JA-4451-39 cc

FIGURE 4 AXIAL STRAIN RECORDS AT -7.6 cm IN TEST 42 0

(7.1 cm from fracture location) i-(-200-

-400

400h 0.25 0.3 0.35 0.4 0.45 0.5

0.25 0.3 0.35 0.4 0.45 0.5 o-0TIME (mT) (;
200"(a) ndividual Strains -

400 0.25 0.3 0.35 0.4 0.45 0.5
TI TIME (ns)

" <20 (b) Average Strain
JA-4451-45

0 0 FIG'JRE 6 AXIAL STRIAIN RECORDS A7 -7.0 cm IN TEST 43

U -200 (75 cm from fracture kIpetIon)

-400 The strain rate at the front of the fracture
-_ _ _signals is about 10/s, so the strain rate at the

0.25 0.3 0.35 0.4 0.45 0.5 failure location was about 20/s. The peak average
TIME (ms) tensile strains at these locations are 170 and 190

(b) Average Strain I~strain, the hInher of which corresponds to an
JA-4451-40 elastic stress of about 4.7 MPa. This is about 25%

FIGUREr AXIAL STRAIN RECORDS AT 7.6cm IN TEST 42 higher than the static tensile strength.

(8.1 cm from fracture location)

EXPERIMENTS ON CONFINED RODS

21C 4strain. The elastic axial strcres computed
from the highest measured strain is about 5 MPa, Test 44
more thaa 40% higher than the static tensile
strength. Test 44 was a dynamic tension test of a
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At about t - 0.380 me, the axial strains at
4001 +/-7.6 cm showed the effect of tensile iailure at

z +2.2 cm. Thereafter, the stress waves propagated
< 200 and reflected in separate rod segments. The fre-

quency of the reflections In the left half of the
(A 0 rod indicates that the fractire at -15.2 cm must

,C.c 0 have occurred when th6 tensile wave arrived there.
)-

The strain rate at the front of the fracture
400 signals waa about 10/s, so the strain rate at the

0.25 .3 .3 04 0failure location was about 20/s. The peak average
TIME (0.s) strain at +7.6 cm was 390 pstrain. At -7.6 cm it

(a) Individual Strairs was 315 pstraun. These strains correspond to

axial stresses of 6.9 MPa and 5.6 Pa, respec-

.400 tively. The higher of these stressef is about 90%

z g-eater than the static tensile splitting strength

R measured on sections of companion rods. It is also
about 40% higher than the unconfined tensile

strength at the same strain ratc, observed in Tebts
42 and 43.

0-200

0.25 0.3 0.35 0.4 0.45 0,5 8TIME (ms Lu
(b) Average Strain

T (s JA-4451-46 4

FIGURE7 AXIAL STRAIN PtCORDS AT 7.6cm IN TEST 43 2

(7 7 cm from fracture location) C._2-

concrete rod with a hydrostatic preload of 10.31 0.1 0.15 0.2 0.25 0.3 0.35

KTa. The specimen was made at the s3me time as the TIME (ms)

ones tested in Tests 42 and 43. The static (a) End Prssure at -38.1 cm

uniaxial compressive strength was about 50 PPa.
Thn static elastic modulus was 28.4 GPa. The rod
failed in dynamic tension at two locations, +2.2 cm 12
and -15.2 cm. The fracture. passed through the 10

*mortar, voids in the mortar, mortar/aggregate 8
interfaces, and some of the larger aggregates. No 8

large voids existed at either section. 6
4

The dynamic pressure histories are shown in 2
Figure 8. The axial unloading occurs in about a 0
25 ps and is simultaneous at the two ends. The -2 _2 . ____ .
radial pressure is constant until the stress waves
in the rod reach the gage location (midpoint of the 0.1 0.15 0.2 0.25 0.3 0.35

" rod), an it remaina within I MPa of the initial TIME (ra )

value. The variation in radial pressure appears to
follow the circumferential strain (not shown),
suggesting that the pressure variation is caused by
volume changes in the specimen. 12

~10
The average axial strain histories at +/-7.6 0

. cm are ahown in Figure 9. The records frca the u" 6
- three gages at each location were averaged eslec--/tronicilly before recording. The records were also D 4

scaled to correspond to the average static elastic 1 2
nmoduli. Because the preload was hydrostatic c 0
compression, the initial strains are all equal and 0"-2 A ___ _____

" negative. The axial strain carrespondinh to zero 0.25 0.3 0.35 0.4 0.45 0.5
axial stress is 145 pstrain. The nominal wave TIME (ms)
speed, calculated from the times of arrival of the (c) Confining Presurs at Midpoint
input and fracture waves at +/-7.6 ca, tes 3.544 JA-4451-47
km/s. This is 1% lower than the computed bar

speed. FIGURES PRESSURE MEASUREMENTS IN TEST 44
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• ,CONCLUSIONS

400-
The experimental techniques developed and

200 demonstrated in this research effort provide a new
method for studying the dynamic tensile response of
concrete and, possibly, many geologic materials.

S0 In its present configuration, the tensile testing
0 apparatus will produce up to 20 NPa tensile stress
u. with tip to 20 HPa confining stress at a strain rate
-2W of about 20/s. The primary failure location occurs

within a few cm of the midpoint of the rod, and
-400 secondary failures can be inhibited by testing at

, I load levels only slightly higher than the strength
0.25 0.3 0.35 0.4 0.45 0.5 of the opeciaen, The boundary conditions are well-

TIME (ms) defined by the pressure measurements. The effects

(s) X--7.6cm of fracture on the stress waves in the specimen are

captured in the surface strain measurements.

400 - Assuming the measured strains to be elastic, a
first-order interpretation of the data indicates a

SZ 200 significant enhancement of tensile strength at a
-"< 0 strain rate of 20/s. The data also indicate a
H- dependence of tensile strength on confining pres-

0 sure. However, a wave analysis of the experiments
0 (not shown) suggests that the response of the rod
. 200 is inelastic even several centimeters from the
-- failure location. Thus, to obtain a measure of the

40 stress and fracture volume growth at the failure
-400 location requires an analysis beyond the classical

Hopkinson bar wave-tracking approach.
0.25 0.3 0.35 0.4 0.45 0.5

TIME (m)
(b) X - 7.6 cm ACKNOWLEDGEMENT
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TIE TENSILE STRENGTH OF CONCRETE UNDER DYNAMIC LOADING

J. Weerheijm
and

W. Karthaus

Prins Maurits Laboratory TNO
P.O. Box 45 2280 AA Rijswijk

The Netherlands

ABSTRACT depends on the loading rate. The way in which this
enables the calculation of the uniaxial tensile

On the basis of the principles of fracture strength of concrete as a function of the loading
mechanics and the most significant properties rate is presented in this paper.

.* of concrete, a new rodel has been developed
which describes the failure under uniaxial 2. TENSILE FRACTURE OF CONCRETE
tensile loading. Thanks to this model the
strength can be determined as a function of the Concrete is a composite material consisting of

" loading rate. The results are in very good different sized aggregate particles embedded in
agreement with the data of uniaxial tensile cement paste. Because of the heterogeneity there
tests with loading rates of i04 to 1012 Pa/s. are voids and cracks at all dimensional scale

levels. Many of the microcracks are formed during
I. INTRODUCTION the hardening process and therefore exist even

before any load has been applied. The heterogenei-
From recent investigations it appeared that in ty, the existing microcracks and voids and the
structures under impulse loading the force differences in stiffness govern the mechanical
distribution differs a great deal from that behaviour of concrete.
under static loading. In the structure there
appear to run high peaks of shear forces and Under tensile loading the stress-strain curve is
moments (5). Since the numerical values of the linear up to a stress level of 602 of the ultimate

* corresponding stresses are high, the chance of tensile strength (fc). Above this level tne bond
failure under these loading conditions is microcracks start to grow but due to crack arrest
expected to increase. crack propagation remains stable.

From experiments, however, the resistance of Beyond a stress level of about 0,75 f the micro-
structures against explosion and impact loading cracks in the mortar start to grow anS bridging of
is known to be higher than is to be expected from the bondcracks occurs; macrocracks are formed;
theoretical force distribution, crack propagation becomes unstable and finally one

major crack develops.
The strength of concrete is apparently greatly To explain and determine the strength of a material
influenced by the loading rate. This influence of like concrete fracture mechanics may be suitable
loading rate on the uniaxial tensile strength of as it considers materials that are not homogeneous
concrete has been proven experimentally by and not continuously distributed. This gives the
several investigators. An increase in the loading opportunity to describe the mechanical behaviour
rate from 104 to 109 Pa/s causes an increase in of materials with internal damage or of hetero-
tensile strength of about 75%. The experiments of geneous composition.

-- D.L. Birkimer have shown that the strength
in jeases steeply at loading rates higher than Fracture mechanics uses two criteria for crack
10 Pa/s. To enable the loading rate to be taken propagation. The first is the strength criterion.

" into account in response calculations a model has The stresses in front of a crack tip must exceed a
been developed which describes the influence of certain stress level to enable the crack to pro-
the loading rate on the strength. pagate. The second is the energy criterion which

states that only :hen the strain energy release
Concrete is a composite material with components rate equals the energy required to separate the
of different stiffness. Because of this concrete new crack surfaces is crack propagation possible.
is always more or less cracked and the mechanical Application of fracture mechanics for a precise
behaviour is complex. In the model the internal description of the behaviour of concrete until the
damage is characterized by uniformly distributed ultimate strength is reached requires that the
cracks and the expansion of these cracks under internal stress dictribution and the energy demand
dynamic loading is described by the principles of for crack propagation are known at all dimensional

. fracture mechanics. The speed of crack extension scale levels. The above review of the behaviour
depends on the rate of energy supply which again and the cowposition of concrete shows that the
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stress distribution and the energy demand cannot be scale level gets smaller.
described in detail.

3. LINEAR ELASTIC FRACTURE MECHANiCS (LEFH)
The energy demand is not ccntinuously distributed
due to the heterogeneity of concrete, which reveals Before the model is described a summary of the ,..-.,
itself in crack arrest, and because the tensile basic concepts of the L.E.F.M. will be given. As
fracture of concrete is not limited to one single mentioned in 2 fracture mechanics deals with the
crack. In front of the tip of a macro crack there balance of energies involved with the propagation
exists a highly stressed zone with micro cracks. oif a crack. Griffith formulated this balance
The expansion of these micro cracks determines the for crack propagation in a brittle material as
energy demand for the propagation of the macro follows. Propagation occurs when the strain energy
crack. Due to this micro cracking and crack arrest release rcte is at least equal to the rate of in-
the energy demand for expansion of the macro crack crease in the free surface energy due to the for-
increases with increasing crack length. Although mation of new crack surface area.
the fracture phenomena under tension are known
quite well, modelling of the mechanical behaviour In case of the basic problem of a single elliptical
of concrete is only possible when it is focussed through thickness crack of length 2a in an infinite
on the most significant features of the behaviour, ideal Hookean plate subjected to a plane stress
These have been wentioned earlier. First of all field (a), the elastic strain energy (U) is given
there is the linear elastic behaviour until a by:
stress level of 60% of the tensile strength (f c).
Apparently the criteria for crack propagation are o2 e2

fulfilled for the existing micro bond cracks with U - - ()
average size. The propagation of these cracks is E
hard to predict but the development cf the final
failure crack is determined by: Where E is the modu'us of elasticity. In the energy

balance the strain ener release rate per crack

tip is used, defined by I'Iadusually replacedI: the number of cracks and their average size: Tb a
the internal damage; by G which is also called the crack driving force.

When G equals twice the specific surface energy (y)
II: the quality of the undamaged material around of the crack surfaces, crack propagation is

the cracks; possible. So G must exceed a critical value (G~c)
for crack propagation to occur.

III: the rate of energy supply. 02 Ila
-c

G c 2y (2) " -

The point mentioned as I, can be expressed in a GIC E -2y.(2)
geometrical parameter: the ratio of damaged and
undamaged material (a). In this exnression a is the stress leiel in the
The quality of the ukdamaged material (II) is critical situation. c.-*.
characterized by the energy demand for crack pro-
pagation together with the strass level which must Another criterion for crack propagation is the
be exceeded. For determining the ultimate strength stress criterion. The stress field around the crack
the average value of the energy demand between the tip is determined by the stress intensity factor
oaset of crack propagation and failure (CIC) may be KI . This facor is a measure for all stresses and
chosen as the characteristic paranter of material strains in this zone. When the stresses, and so Ki,
quality. exceed a critical value crack propagation can occur.
The loading rate (6) determines the rate of energy For the elliptical through thickness crack of
supply (III) length 2a in the infinite plate subjected to a

plane stress field (a), the critical value of KI is
With the parameters (a), (Glc) and (6) the expan- given by:
sion of the existing crack. can be modelled if the
stress desribution is known. For describing the K ' a V i (3)

Ic cinfluence of the loading rate on the tensile
strength the material around the cracks is assumed
to be brittle and linear elastic so that the stress with c tstreashed.
distribution can be determined with the Linear situation is reached.
Elastic Fracture Mechanics (L.E.F.M.).

Crack propagation will only occur when both the f
linear elastic the stress and energy criteria are fulfilled. For aAlthough concrete is not linereelsticmatrialtheshcrteri areful

L.E.F.M. has been chosen as a too] because of its linear elastic material these criteria are ful-

simplicity and its possibility to take the parame- filled simultaneously becaue:
ters (h), (GI ) and (6) into account. Furthermore 2
the pu pcse of the model is to describe the K- EG (plane stress) (4)
strength of concrete which is specially governed by
the resistence of the material to crack propagation 2 E
on small-scale levels while the behaviour of con- K 2 G (plane strain)
crete becomes more linear when the dimensional- - v)
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*. For geomatries different from the elliptical
. through thickness crack the stress distribution

around the crack tip changes and equations (2) and
(3) for the criteria and the stress field must be mw
ad'usted. In the model the geometry of a penny- / _

, shaped crack, of radius (a), in an infinitely long b.
cylinder of radius (b) is used (Figure I). In this
case the criteria are given by (1) a

K - a 4 a f (5)
IC i c a

G - -I( 0 2 (6)a
IC2

where f() is a function which takes the finite
dimensions of the cylinder into account (8). For
a penny-shaped crack in an infinite medium the
radius of the crack is the only relevant dimension
of length. In case of the cylinder wi~h internal
crack the most relevant or characteristic dimen-
sion of length is the crack radius adjusted with Figure Ia Figure lb
the function f(b). The characteristic length is Cylinder of undamaged Section through the
given by: material with one cracks;

a crack in the centre, the potential plane
[ a %)Jof failure.

4. DESCRIPTION OF THE MODEL

With the main features of the mechanical behaviour
of concrete as described In section 2, and with
the L.E.F.M. the influence of the loading rate on
the tensile strength is modelled. The criterion for crack extension is given by the
The concrete is schematized as a homogeneous ma- energy or stress criterion. The extension itself is
terial with penny-shaped cracks in the potential determined by the difference between the energy
plane of failure. The cracks in the unloaded ma- release rate (GI) and the energy needed to form the
terial have a radius (a) and the intermediate new crack surfaces (0 Ic). Thie difference equals
distance between the crack-centres is (2b)Xa The the kinetic energy of the material around the crack

geouctry is given in Figure I. The ratio () is tip.

characteristic for the degree of internal amage When the radius of the crack increases from a to
• *' of the material. a2 the kinetic energy per unit length of the crack

_p is given by:

i2The cracks with radius (a), representing the (G52 - C' d (7)
present cracks in the .real material, start to ex- 'kin I  i a
tend at a stress level of 0,6 fc. a1
The energy demand (GIC) for crack extension is, . asumd t b cnsantduin te etesin.The displacement field (u) around the crack tip,
assumed to be constant during the extension.16
roe complex failut.a process of concrete can now be under constant loading, is given by:

described by the ccack extension in the given geo-
metry by the L.E.F.M. The ultimate strength is u - C . °-. (1-v 2 ) (8)

E
reached when the radius of the cracks equals b.

where c is a vector which only depends on the point

cordinates.
The kinetic energy of the material per unit length
of crack tip is given by.

i B ff (u2
Ekn . (') dA (9)

The integration area A is proportional to the
square of the charateristic length of the problem
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E a f2()]. By using eqs. (8) and (9) in tite case where index (d) stands for "dynamic" and (a) for
of a cofstant stress rate (.) the kinetic energy "static". Parameter a will approach one because the
can be determined by: average value of (k) depends on the enorgy supply

which is directly coupled to the loading rate (6).

1f2!_)2 1 The average value of (1) determines the time needed
Ekin - P(A+ a)2(Z)2(-v2)2 )af2( ) (0) for the growth of the crack radius from (a) to (b),

b which interval ib independent of the loading rate.

with A as an unknown constant. As the strength increases with increasing loading
rate, parameter a must not only be nearly-one but

The propagation velocity of the crack tip (k) also smaller than one,
follows from eqa. (7) and (10). Substitation offollws. fro eqs.(6 (7) and (0) ySubsta n o- To determine the unknown parameters the model is
eqs. (5) and (6) in (7) and (10) yields the ex- fitted to the behaviour under static loading and to
pression: the composition of the concrete.

(11) Constant K11 , is determined from the specific sur-

2 face energy of the crack surfaces (8) with the
a-cs 2(a a b components of the matrix, bond and aggregate frac-

VT a f2) c b c b ture.

-with . c I 2E Before loading ratio (b), damaged vs undamaged mate
a p(-vt) riel is a parameter of the quality, the amount of

ac) cracks, voids and their size. For a great deal
_ / af2(tda these are determined by the water-cement ritio and

b a b
c are expressed in the oyosity (n). Ratio (r) is there-

Sfore estimated by (n)3 . The value of (a) for the
,74(9)6 unloaded concrete is equal to the critical radius(a) at a stress level of 0,6 fcs, which is known

K2 fr m static tests. (f is the static tensilea I .. . - strength) cs
4 o2 (t) f2(,_c-) Constant C follows from:

Eq. (11) is valid until the velocity () equals A
the Rayleigh wave velocity which is an upper fdt b-a(0,6t*) (13)

boundary for the propagation velocity of the crack 0,6t

tip. with fca

By integrr .ing (A) it can be verified whether the as
crack radius equals (b) in a certain time as a All parameters can be determined by means of the

* result of the loading o(t) - 6-t. The unknown material properties under static loading except
parameters in eq. (II) are the constant A or C, parameter a, which almost equals one.
the ratio (;) and 3. COMPARISON OF THE T EORY WITH

In the expression for (A) the influence of the EXPERIMENTAL DATA
loading rate has only partly been taken into
account. The influence of the stress or strain The tensile strength calculated with the model will
rate on the tensile strength has been investigated now be compared with the available experimental
in several research prograus. It has been proven data. The strength follows from:
that for high stress rates the cracks extend not
only through the cement matrix and along the bond ba(t i(aca,b,6,a)dt
surfaces but also through the aggregate particles. b (14)
Since the specific surface energy of the aggregate 0

is more than the surface energies of the cement f *6t.

matrix and the bond surfaces the critical value of cd
the elastic energy release rate increases with in- with a(t ) the radius of the characteristic cracks
creasing loading rate. Due to the increasing in the mgterial before loading and t the time when
loading rate the inertia effects become more and (A) becomes positive. o
more important. The stress field around the crack
tip will change and fracture will not be limited Figure 2 gives an overview of experimental data of
to one main fracture plane but multiple cracking uniaxial tensile tests at different loading rates.
will occur. As a first approximation all these
effects have been compressed in a parameter (a)
and the propagation velocity of the crack tip is

given by:

ad (ss) (12)
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Figure 2 Relative tensile strength *d-) as a Figure 4 Relative tensile strength -( as a

function of loading rate (a) cs (8) funtion of loading rate (6)

-experimental data. -variation of KIC

The results obtained by the model are given in the in spite of the simplifications and the assumptions
Figures 3 and 4. Figure 3 shows the influence of a made in the model the results demonstrate that the
change in the value of a ani the good agreement most relevant phenomena deterldning the influence
with che experimental data for "-O,93 which is al- ost leant on te r trie in
most I as was expected. In Figure 4 the influence is of the loading rate on the failure proces a d* f ultimate strength have been taken into account. So

shown of a chanpe in material qualtity expressed the uniaxial tensile strength of concrete can be
in the parameter KIC. calculated for all loading rates using the

As the model is fitted on the static behaviour and aproah o the exeding ratersic cak

the material properties the influence of a change approach of the extending characteristic cracks.

in the parameters (KIC) (Figure 4) and (C is The influence of the loading rate on stress distri-
small as tong as the crack velocity (A) ,oes not bution, multiple cracking and crack surface are

equal the Rayleigh wave velocity. taken into account by just one parameter, a. Some

remarks on this influence are in place.
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Figure 3 Relative tensile strength i (cd as a Figure 5 Dynamic to static stress intensity factor
fuction of loading rate (6) time for strip subjected to normal die-

-variation of a placement (3)
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In (3) the stress intensity factor KI is given for in this paper can be determined from the behaviour
the stress field around an elliptical crack of and properties of concrete under static loading. In
length 2a, in a strip with finite height (h) under practice the stress situation of unlaxial tensile
sudden loading or displacement (Figure 5, with c stress is an exceptional case. In most cases there
the longitudinal wave velocity), is a multiaxial loading condition of compression.

and tension (eg. shearing, spalling). To enable the
4 The stress distribution around the crack differs strength criterion to be taken into account in
* only a short time from the static stress field. The response calculations the influence of the loading

time delay by using the dynamic stress field in rate on the strength in multiaxial conditions must
stead of the static field has the magnitude be known. Because of the good results for the uni-
C(At) - 10- 5 sec so the influence on the maximm axial tensile case the same approach w!.ll be taken
strength (0(Afc) - N0S [Pa]) is relatively small, to uniaxial compression and the biaxial case of
The influence of the increasing energy demand for tension - compression.
crack propagation under increasing loading rates

, is shown in Figure 6 for an extreme case. It is LITERATURE
assumed that under static loading there is no crack
extension through the aggregate particles and at a (1) Broek, D.
loading rate of 6 - l0' I Pa/1 there is nb bound Elementary Engineering Fracture Mechanics.
cracking left. Noordhoff International Publishing, Leyden 1974

(2) Chen, W.F., Saleeb, A.F.
Constitutive Equations for Engineering mterip-
ale. Volume I: Elasticity and Modelling.

__________________ OWN9 John Wiley & Sons, 1982.

4- 0.95 (3) ahen, E.P., Sih, G.C.
0~c('tat) .95 2.6.+0 z u., - Transient response of cracks to impact load#

st 1 261 In: Mechanics of fracture 4, Elastodynamic
&/b - 0.4 crack problems,

3- f 5 3 s1 cd. G.C. Sih, Noordhoff, Leyden, 1977 pp 1-58
0 irktw 0

N Tak.da (4) Billemeier, B.; Hilsdorf, HK.
2- *.Hatano Fracture mechanics studier on concrete compound

2-4P aa //Cement and Concrete Research, Vol. 7 1977,
A TH-Delft pp 523-536

- (5) Karthaus, W., Leussink, J.W.
- -- Dynamic Loading: More than just a dynamic load

am4±
4  e+ 6  0+8 e+0 m 12  r+ 1 4  factor.Proc+ of The Interaction of non-nuclear

6[Pa/e] munitions with structures
US Air Force Academy, Colorado, May 10-13 1983

Figure 6 Relative tensile strength 44--fcd) as a (6) ShahP.; Asu, A.M.; Mc Garry, F.J.
fcs -

* function of loading rate (6) Griffith fracture criterion and concrete Jour-
-KIC as a function of 6 nal of the Engineering Mechanics Division,

Proc.ASCE, December 3971 pp 1663-1676

The results of this extreme case 
show that when the

influence of the changing energy demand (changing (7) Wittmann, F.H. ed,
crack surfaces and multiple cracking) is taken into Fracture Mechanics of Concrete
account more correctly the value of a almost equals Elsevier, Amsterdam 1983
one. Because of this and the negligible influence

* of the changing stress field under dynamic loading (8) Zielinski, A.J.
on the maximum strength the further development of Fracture of Concrete and Mortar under Uniaxial
the modal will concentrate on a more precise des- Impact Tensile Loading.
cription of the energy demand for crack propagation. Delft University Press, Delft, 1982.

6. FINAL REMARKS

It can be concluded that the approach to determine
the maximum tensile strength by describing rhe ex-
tension of characteristic cracks give Rood results
for loading rates from 6 - 10" to 3012LPa/s ]. The
extension is determined by the energy demand for
crack propagation (KIC) and the rate of energy
supply (%)

Further the parameters used in the model described
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Behavior of NIMS Composites During Impact Loading

William E. Wolfe and Robert L. Sierakowski
Department of Civil Engineering

The Ohio State University, Columbus, Ohio
and

Vincent P. Chiarlto
U.S. Army Engineers Waterways Experiment Station

Vicksburg, Mississippi

approximately 9,000 psI (62 MPa). Some of the
ARSTRACT static properties obtained with these NIMS

specimens are summarized in Table 1.
New inorganic materials (NTMS) offer the

promise of widespread useage in areas currently It is apparent that a material with the above
dominated by synthetic organic polymers and metals strengths would be suitable in a wide range of
at substantially lower energy consumption for applications previously not thought possible for a
fabrication. One of these new materials is a hydraulic cement product. Some of these
hydraulic cement in which the forming process applications have been discussed by Birchall and
minimizes the size of the pore spaces. This paper Kelly (1). Because initial tests cited above
describes the test procedure employed and presents indicate that the NIMS material has several
some results obtained from a work effort designed desirable static properties, laboratory programs
to evaluate the stiffness and damping seeking to fully characterize the behavior of this
characteristics of one of these new inorganic material have been started at Ohio State. This
products during an impact type loading. In this paper will describe the first results obtained in
program, a force was applied to laboratory a test program designed to characterize the
specimens using an instrumented impact hammer. and dynamic properties of NIMS, specifically its
the amplitude of the resulting vibrations stiffness and material damping.
measured.

TEST PROGRAM

The test apparatus used is shown
schematically in Figure 1 with the cantilever test
sample included in the schematic. Sample size
measured 178 m long by 25 mm wide by 3 mm
thick. A photograph of a typical specimen is

INTRODUCTION shown in Figure 2. From this 178mm long sample,
three cantilever beam lengths (152mm, 127mm, and

Ordinary concrete is a common composite 102mm) were tested. The experimental approach
consisting of sand and gravel in a hydraulic taken to obtain damping data was similar to that
cement matrix. Although it has long been a described by Suarez et. al. (2) in which they
dominant material in the construction industry, a applied an Impactive load to a sample fixed at one
low strength to weight ratio and a low tensile end. The specimen to be interrogated in the
strength has limited the range of problems for present tests was impacted by a hammer equipped
which concrete could be considered. In recent with a force transducer located in the head which
years there have been many attempts to increase measured the magnitude and duration of the force
the strength of concrete. As a result of some of pulse. The point of impact was approximately as
these efforts, hydraulic cement concrete can now shown in Figure 1. The resulting sample
be routinely made with static compressive vibrations were monitored using a Bently Nevada
strengths of 5,000 psi (34.5 lPa) and, with the SOmm probe and proximitor which operates by
addition of plasticizers, strengths in excess of generating a magnetic field that induces eddy
10,000 psi (69.0 MPa) are commonly obtained, currents in a conducting target. The strength of
Recently a cement product manufactured by Imperial the eddy currents is related to the distance
Chemical Industries (ICI) with the product name separating the probe from the target. Because no
NIMS, for New Inorganic Materials, was transducer physically touches the vibrating beam,
introduced. Initial tests on NIMS specimens this type of recording device is well suited to
conducted at Ohio State by the Department cf Civil the vibration tests conducted in this program.
Engineering and at the University of Florida have However, In order for the probe to be able to
indicated that the material has a static sense motion the target had to be conductive.
compres~ive strength in excess of 43,000 psi (297 This was accomplished by attaching a small
MPa) and a static tensile strength of aluminum foil strip to the free end of the beam.
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Because of the small size of the aluminum target, frequency range of interest.
the linear range of the displacement transducer in
the experimental configuration used was only about Figure 5 shows plots of the applied load and
4.0 mm. Thus care had to be taken to keep the tip displacement for a typical time history
specimen at the proper distance from the probe. recorded when one of the 127mm long specimens was
The outputs of the force transducer and of the impacted. The average peak applied load was 2.84
displacement probe were sampled and recorded using kg (6.25 lbs). and a typical maximum tip
a Zonic 6080 multichannel Structural Dynamics displacement was 0.2 m (0.008 inches).
analyzer (5). Data collection was triggered off
the force transducer. The data were displayed on The natural frequency of the concrete
a Zonic 6081 Real Time Display terminal and hard cantilever beam specimens was determined using
copies of screen displays produced by a Zonic plots of the real and Imaginary portions of the
printer/plotter, frequency response (transfer) function. The FRF

is defined as the ratio of the Fourier Transform
TEST RESULTS of the output signal (displacement) over the

Fourier Transform of the input signal (force). In
The usefulness of the impulse technique as a actual calculation a less noisy signal will be

method for exciting structural components is obtained if the FRF is determined as the ratio of
primarily due to the ease with which tests can be the cross spectrum between the input and output
performed and the quickness with which results can time histories over the power spectrum of the
be obtained. In fact, the speed and simplicity of input (3). This is the method used to generate
the test gives the experimenter the opportunity to the graphs shown in Figure 6. In this figure are
overcome one of the test's chief weaknesses. As a shown typical plots of the magnitude and phase of
result of an individual impact a relatively small the frequency response function, determined by
amount of energy is imparted to the structure over taking the ensemble average of tcn individual
a wide frequency range. This can result in any impact events, as a function of frequency. The
individual measurement being relatively noisy. By magnitude plots are given in terms of system
conducting several tests and averaging the stiffness. A point of minimum dynamic stiffness
response much of this random contaminating noise (maximum displacement per applied force) was
can be eliminated. A measure of the amount of observed at 172 Hz for the 102mm long beams (Fig.
noise remaining in the response can be made by 6a) and 117 Hz for the 127mm beams (Fig. 6b).
calculating the coherence function between Input Additional tests gave maximum displacements at 62
and output signals. The coherence function which Hz for the 152mm beams. Having measured the
i is defined as the ratio of the cross-spectrum to frequency of the damped free vibrations, the
the power spectra of the two signals is equal to dynamic stiffness of the NIMS specimens was
one when there is no noise and the system is calculated. The stiffness was found to be between
linear. For a system with an output uncorrelated 31.7 and 35.9 kN/cm (4.6 to 5.2 Mpsi).

*. with the input, the coherence function is zero. A
- high value of coherence function over a wide range Material damping was determined using the
- of frequencies such as the one shown in Figure 3 logarithmic decrement method. In this approach,
. for a typical test sequence on the 127mm beams, the relative magnitudes of successive peaks in the

indicates a relatively small amount of noise response time history are compared. Specifically
remaining and therefore a high degree of the logarithmic decrement, c , is equal to the
confidence that the measured system displacements natural log of the ratio of the amplitude of a
are in response to the hammer impact. response peak, xt, to the amplitude of the next

Because the specimen is being impacted with a response peak x The dampidg, t , given in
hand held device, it is not possible to precisely terms of a pe4 fltage of critical damping is
control the force applied. However by specifying related to C by:
the hammer weight and tip material reproducible

--.- results can be obtained. Due to the relatively
* small physical size of the samples, a small force

was desired. In order to restrict the magnitude
* of the impulse, the hammer weight was kept to a

minimum. By estimating the stiffness of the 2 (4)
material an expected value of the system's 4, + C
fundamental frequency of vibration can be
calculated (4). For the NIMS material, an
estimate of the stiffness determined from the
static tests gave a range of 50 to 70 Hz as the
likely region for the fundamental frequency of the A plot of beam tip displacement as a function of

" 152mm cantilever beam specimens and 100-130 Hz for time as shown in Figure 5 was used to determine
" the 127mm specimens, and 160-180Hz for the 102mm the logarithmic decrement from which damping was

specimens being tested in this program. A plastic calculated. A good determination of the material
hammer tip was chosen to provide the best waveform damping can be made by this method when
over this frequency range. In a plot of the interrogating lightly damped systems. For the
energy density for the plastic tipped hammer as specimen tested the material damping was found to
measured by the force transducer located in the be approximately 2% of critical. A comparison of
hammer tip (Figure 4), it can be seen that the the properties of NIMS with other materials Is
energy content is fairly constant over the given in Table 2.
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SUMMARY Material Damping

Vibration tests were performed in the
laboratory on specimens of a new high strength
hydraulic cement concrete. The results of the Steel (cold rolled) 0.0006
tests reported herein show that a flexural Conventional Hydraulic Cement 0.02

* stiffness of approximately 32 to 36 kN/cm2 with an
internal damping on the order of 2% can be Wood 0.003
expected with this material. These values are Rubber 0.04
similar to the values obtained for conventional
concretes. While these results are only
preliminary they are encouraging, since it appears
that the high strength values which have been
measured in static tests need not be accompanied Table 2. Representative Damping Values for
by significant reductions in material damping. Selected Materials (4)
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Compressive Strength c  = 43,000 psi

Strain at failure Cf 4%
(compression) lfc

* Tensile Strength = 9,000 psi

Strain at failure (tension) eft 0.4%
Flexural Strength Of = 17,000 psi Figure 2. Typical Test Specimens

Compressive Modulus Ec - 1.5 x 106 psi

Flexural Modulus Ef = S x 106 psi
Unit Weight - 146.8 lb/ft 3 = 2.35 g/cm 3

Table 1. Static Properties of NIMS
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HOPKINSON BAR SIMULATION USING D~hA2D*

Joseph A. Smith
and

Tracy A. Glover

Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory
Livermore, California

ABSTRACT with a striker bar. This compression wave
propagates along the rod causing multiple

A finite-element simujation of a Split reflections in the sample, rebulting in distorted
Hopkinicn's bar (Kolaky apparatus) technique waves reflectcd from the sample traveling back

-' involving mortar specimens is accomplished with along the first rod and transmnitted through the
DYNA2D, an excplicit two-dimensional finite- sample and into the second rod. Average stress
element fode. Calculations are compared with can be found from the strain histories recorded in

* experimental results contained in 2i University of the two elastic rods if the following assumptions
Florida report Dynavic Res?onse of Concrete and are maintaineu by the conditions of the
Cuncrete Structures, and, with analytic solu-tions experiment: (a) th_ specimen is in a state of
of the ap!)roprrLate wave propagatian problem. one-dimensional stress, and (b) the stress and

strain r-re uni.~orm throughout the specimen.
2

Average stress along the specimen length
"aa,)ayg in computed from the tollowing
equat ionsi

INTRODUCTION (as ) -1/ (7. + a .)

In 1982, personnel of the Department of (is, - E (A/A,)(e1 + R
Ziineering Sciences, University of Florida,()
ptrformed a series of split Hopkinson pressure bar asT - E (A/A.) CT
(SHPh) tests on mortar specimens as part of an
investigation into the dynamic response of El =T C I
concrete and concrete structures to impulsive

*loads. R'!sults of these tests are presented in wh~ere cT and el are the strain pulses
the first annual technicalJ report of the three recorded at the transmitter and incident bars,

year program.1 The aim of ouch an investigation respectively, after these pulses have been
was to develop representations ct dynamic translated iur time to obtain the strain pulses
structural response of concret2 that can be which occur at the specimen edgesi. These waves
incorporated into structural analysib codes. are assumed to propagate without dispersion or

attenuation in the elastic bare. The quantities A

More recentl-, these tests have been modeled anA 5 rpenttecs-etial raso

at Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory as the the elastic bars and the specimaen, respeztively.

* simplest of a series oi benchmark zalculations.
*The aim of these calculations is to demonstrate In the University of Florida 2xperiments,

1

the growing accuracy with which the dynamic cylindrical mortar speacis~en; of diameter 19 a and

* respotse of concrete can be predicted by DYNA2D Lm oia egh 01 awr tse naSP
*improved inputs to existing watcrial models sre ~ 5'uigicdn ~ rnmte aso
* developed. This report sumarizes the results of lenLh 1.83 m, and a striker bar of length 0.584 a

the opkisonbar odelng.(Table 1). All three elastic bars had diameter
* th Hokinon br mdelng.19 mm ard %ere ETD-159 ground and polished,

THE EXPERIMENT MODELED cold-finished steel bars, comparable in analysis

The SHPB test is uted to obtain compression SW&W bm Incidunt bw Spaimn Tranmior ber
properties of mortar in the follo-.iing manner. A L L.....-u~.... ' _
sample :)f the material to he studied i3 placed -----V
between an"' in contcct with cwo elastic rods of Initiol VsOWlty

* the same dijreter (Fis. 1). A compression ntreac
wtve is initiatel in the incident bar upoo impact Figure 1. Hopkinson tar apparattns.

-Work perfor'e under the auspices of 'he U.S. Isapitment of En~r6,' by the Lawrence

Livert'ore Laboratory tinder c.3ntract. number W-7405-ENG-48.
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Table 1. University of Florida SHPB tests.S
Striker Incident Transmitter

bar bar Specimen bar

Initial velocity (m/s) 12.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Length of bar (m), L 0.584 1.829 0.010 1.829
Diameter (m), D 0.019 0.019 0.019 0.019
Ratio L/D 30.7 96.3 0.5 16.8
Density (kg/m3 ) 7.83E+03 7.83E+03 2.40E+03 7.83E+03
Young's modulus (Pa) 1.99E+11 1.99E+11 -- 1.99E+11
Shear moduluc (Pa) .... 1.36E+10 --
Rod wave velocity (m/s), C 5053 5C53 -- 5053
L/C (s) 1.16K-04 3,.62E-04 -- 3.62E-04

Mesh specifications

No. Elts in axial dir., Nz 125 390 8 390
No. Elts in radial dir., Nr 16 16 16 16
No. vf elements, (Nz x Nr) 1000 3120 64 3120
WAD of elements 3.93 3.95 1.05 0.69

CL/c of elements (a) 9.2E-07 9.3E-07 -- 9.3E-07

to 4140 steel. The mortar mix (by weight) was Memumd by Malvrn9nd Ross1

0.55/2.5/1.0 water/sand/Portland Type I cement,
with sand particles of maximum diameter less than
1/8 the specimen diameter. Strain gages were

* mounted on the lateral surface of the transmitter
" and incident bars, midway along their axes.

For the striker bar length above, Malvern and
Ross, 1 report an interval of 230 jm for the
elastic compression woe in the striker bar to
return as an unloading tensile wave. A stress
pulse of approxiuate amplitude 240 MPa [Ref. 31
was measured in the incident bar prior to
reflection and transmission at the ipecimen. This

* pulse, as well as the subsequent pulses reflected
* in :he incident bar and transmitted through the

specimen into the transmitter bar (Fig. 2), are
the object of the simulation.

3
ELEMENTARY THECRY OF LONGITUDINAL WAVES

IN THIN RODS

Prior to ikte~action at the specimen
boundary, wave motion in the elastic bars is
approxinated by the wave equation

2 22u /2 3 2a; -. (2)

At2 at.

*. where C9 - E/p is tht red wave velocity, u
u(z,t) is the longitudinal d-splacement, E ins
Young's modulus, and p is the density of the
rod. Se.reral assumptions 4 have been made here,
the validity of which will be discussed along with

r. the results of the finite-element calculations.
They 

are:

( The steel bars are elastic, of constant
cross section, and homogeneous.

Figure 2. Strain histories--incident and
(ii) Plane, par,liel cross sections remain transmitter bar gagzs as measured by Malvern and

plane and parallel. Ross (Ref. 1).
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(iii) A uniform distribution of stress bar (in the negative z direction) and an initial

exists. position corresponding to a 0.0001 m spacing
between the striker and incident bars, as seen in

(iv) Uniaxial stress, but not uniaxial Fig. 1. In addition, all nodes along the axis of

strain, is assumed. In other words, there exist the elastic bars and of the specimen are

lateral contractions and expansions arising from constrained in the radial direction.

the axial stress, due to Poisson's effect, but the Slidelines are specified at all three
associated lateral inertia effects are neglected. interfaces, with an appropriate steel-concrete

friction coefficient allowing for appropriate
Based on V'Alembert's solution of Eq. (2),frcinoeiintalwgfraporaeBae nDAemetssltono q 2,relative radial displacements of the bars and

assuming a semi-infinite bar, the stress pulse specimen. Intrusion of one ear into another is

which piopagates in the incident bar after impact disallowed.

is rectangular with magnitude a - Vlo1 Cl/2

and duration T - 2L1 /C1, where 1 denotes
. properties of the striker bar. For the system Extensive use of DYNA2D at Lawrence Livermore

under consideration, Ll = 0.584 m, V1 - -12 m/s, National Laboratory has verified DYNA2D's ability

and C1 = 5053 m/s so that this simple theory to correctly model events of metal plasticity
predicts a rectangular pulse of magnitude 237.4 involving inertial effects. The work with

MPa, duration 231.2 ps, and length 1.168 m. The concrete under discussion is a comparatively

ratio of bar radius to wavelength, R/A is 0.011. recent event. It was found that this work
required modification of an existing material
model available within the code before correct

ia In actual Hopkinson bar experiments, the calculation of the dynamic response of concrete
measured pulse is usually found to have rounded could be obtained. The behavior of homogeneous

* corners, finite rise and fall times, and an concrete was originally modeled using an
oscillatory nature. The strain history of Fig. 2 elastic-plastic isotropic hardening model with an
affords an example. Graff

4 suggests that the associated tabulated compaction equation of

imperfect contact surfaces of the impact bars and ssated tabulat ed s a tion
a finite response time of the measuring system state. The yield stress was modeled as a function
cause these first two deviations. The of hydrostatic pressure using tabular values.

oscillations of the curve about the straight line, This material model permitted plastic flow with

which would be obtained for a distortionless bar, strain and pressure hardening and also included a
are shown by Davies

5 to be a consequence of the rudimentary description of material failure

lateral inertia term 84u/az
2 at neglected in the (spall) due to tensile stress. The behavior of

wave equation. concrete was not adequately represented by this
model because fracture which occurs in the absence

THE SIMULATION of tensile stress (i.e., deviatcric stresses) was
not permitted. Similarly, the strain rate
sensitivity of the yield stress was not

DYNA2D is a vectorized, explicit, two- represented. Fig. 4(a) illustrates the strain
dimensional, axisymmetric and plane strain pulse calculated by DYNA2D with this original
finite-element code for analyzing the large model. Here, the reflected and transmitted pulses
deformation dynamic and hydrodynamic response of (marked "2" and "3" in the figurc) clearly do not
inelastic solids. Spatial discretization is accurately represent those of Fig. 4(c). This
achieved by 4-node solid elements, and the
equations of motion are integrated by the central model was accordingly modified to reflect failure
difference method.6 Again, the objective of the as a result of deviatoric stresses as well as rate

*" Hopkitson bar simulation is to determine the sensitivity. Tne resulting equations are
.. degree to which DYNA2D is capable of reproducing described below.

the results of an experiment involving concrete
under significant dynamic stresses. Dynamic yield strosses are calculated as

follows:

When the problem geometry is defined, the
striker bar is modeled in addition to the elastic 02 [ O 4 fh(P) + EpE~ffJ

bars and the specimen, eliminating the need
to specify an initial velocity or initial x A(DijDij)' ] exp[-B(t*) 2  ,
displacement curve at the incident bar boundary
and thus ensuring a correct input pulse at the Inci et b Specmen Trnk bar
specimen edge. Axial symmetry is assumed so that I I
the problem is two dimensional and only one half I1 =
of the longitudinal cross section of the bars need :LEIE=
be considered. MAZE, an input generator for -- [
DYNA2D, was used to discretize this cross section ,U
into a rectangular mesh with elemental length-
to-diameter ratios of 1.96 in the striker,
incident, and transmitter bars, and 1.06 in the Axi Isylmmfry

specimen (Fig. 3). The resulting number of
elements was 7304.

All nodes of the striker bar are given an
initial velocity of 12 m/s towards the incident Figure 3. View of finite-element mesh near specimen.
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(A) Calcultod by (B)Clculatedb' (C)MeMsumdhy specified by an elastic-plastic model with mixed
DYNA2D - ginal DYNA2D - modified Malv id kinematic and isotropic hardening. Striker bar

materialmodel maerialmodel Rou1  velocities are below the damage threshold,
requiring that only the elasticity portion of this
material model be exercised. Aa will be readily

2 seen from the results, DYNA2D accurately
reproduced the experimental response.

3 3 RESULTS OF THE SIMULATION

The initial strain pulse calculated by DYNA2D

at the location of the incident bar strain gage
is labeled "1" in Figs. 4(a) and 4(b). The

1 1.. experimental result of Fig. 4(c), which

_corresponds to the calculated incident pulse, has

&mplitude 1.18 x 10
- 3 and pulse length of 230

Figure. 4. Strain histories--incident and us. Pulse length is measured from the initial
transmitter bar gages. incident pulse'L downward movement to -he end of

the approximately flat maximum amplitvie portion.
These calculated and experimental pulses have

where amplitudes and pulse lengths which vary by at most

O = initial yield stress 2% for this gage location, and remarkably similar
pulse shapes. This pulse is identical in Figs.

fh - hardening function 4(a) and 4(b) because ot,ly the maLerial model for
steel is involved.

p pressure
For similar ru.,s with different element

E Young's modulus dimensions, the incident strain pulse was found to
have slightly steeper sides and leas rounded

ET tangent modulus corners as the element size decreased. This is as
expected because the homogeneity assumption in (i)

Ep = plastic modulus I = ETE/(E - E,)j is more nearly obeyed, and the finite response
time of the measuring system minimized, in the %

t Limit of infinitesimal element areas. Pictures of

iff f (2/31i/ij) 1 / 2 dT the mesh in the elastic bars for various times
- 0 falso indicate that the cross sections of the bars

* =j plastic strain rate remain plane and parallel as in assurption (ii).

Plots of strain histories calculated along the

A, m, B = constants (input to model) incident bar at different radial and axial
positions show that the assumption (iii) is

D similarly obeyed. As mentioned above, therate of deformation tensor deviation of the pulse from a rectangular shape,
particularly its oscillatory nature, illuszates

. D the inappropriaterness of nusumption (iv). The
J DiDi. dT frequency of the first few oscillations following

the initial rise oi the incident pulse vary by no

The hardening function, fh(p), may be more than 1C percent between Figs. 4(b) and 4(c).
specified in a tabular form with Meff or Also obser ,ed are the curved initial portion of

pressure as the independent variable. The rate the pulse near the time axis which begins to rise
sensitivity function (I + A(DijDij) m ] is a slightly before the 181-us time predicted by
slight modification of a standard form for rate elementary theory. This phenou.ena was also
sensitive materials. 7 The rate of defermation predicted by Davies's analysis.

tensor is used in place of the strain rate i for p c y v s s
programming conveniences as well as for tracking The reflected and transmitted pulses
volumetric strain By selecting the appropriate are those labeled '2" and "3" ini Fig. 4,

constant in the exponential softening function respectively. Strain pulses computed using the

exp[-B(C*)2 ], ore may model psuedo fcacture. modified concrete material model show a vast
The exponential form was selected to permit a improvement over those .alculated with the

reduction of strength over several calculational original model. The maximum amplitudes of cach r
time sceps. This approach reflects some of the pulse in Fig. 4(b) varies from its experimental

features of "damage accumulation" models
8 as counterpart in Fig. 4(c) by no more than 2 percent.

well as ensuring smooth changes of material

strength. While this approach lacks the elegance C..
of the more sophisticated models, it does permit CONCLUSIONS

an easily implemented simulation of fracture in
concrete. It has been shown that with fairly simple

modificaLions, existing corstitutive models in
The material comprising both the striker bar DYNA2D can effectively simulate one-Jimensional

and elastic bars on either side of the specimen is wave propagatior behavior in homogeneous
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Department of Engineering Mechanics
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ABSP.AT A total of four reflected waves are produced

by these source-generated waves at the free sur-

face. The reflection of the source-generated

This paper discusses the ihock wves pro- compressive P wave results in a reflected ten-

duced in soil by a buried rim-spherical charge Bile P wave (P-P wave) and a reflected S wave

and provides techniques for estimating the time (P-S wave). In adition, the source-generated S

of arrival (ICM) for each type of wave. wave also produces a reflected P wave (S-P wave)

Although these techniques may have a vtriety of and S wave (S-S wave) at the free surface. Since

app]ications, they were developed primarily to P waves and S waven travel at different veloci-

assist the analyst in determining the sources of ties, the IVA for eadh type of wave at a point

ground moticns or soil stresses oeserved in data of interent, such as a gage location, can be

obtained from explosive field tests. estimated if the P wavespeed, S wavespeed,

cbarge location and the ocordinates of the point

BAC13AC11D of interest are known. This paper presents one

method for estimating arrival times using this

information.

In general, the detonation of a non-

spherical charge burled in soil of uiform geol.- APPAOAM

ogy generates two major types of waves: those

produced directly by the detznatlan of the

charge (source-generated waves), and those As seen in Figure 1, the six 'eves am-

caused by the reflection of the source-generated sidered in this paper can take a variety of

waves at the soil's free surface (reflected paths to get to the point, of interest. An

waves), arrival time for a wave can be calculated fairly

easily if the length of each portion of the

wave's path can to determined and if the velo-

As expected in any buried explosion, the city of the wave along eadh prrtice is Jruna.

detnatia of a non-sherical charge produce a The required calculations can be quite simple ;f

source-gmerated cmrressive longitudinal wave the following assupticns are made.

(P wave). In addition, the mn-spherical

geometry of such a charge gives rise to a I. The soil geology nmsists of one tzdform

source-qenerated shear mve (S wave), layer of infinite depth. If this assumption is
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FIgure 1. Wave produced by a buried non-phereel dwe.
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made, wave ref lection and refraction caused by AM semi in Figure 3, the P wave and the S
_-lti-layered geologies can be ignored, wave take the most direct route from the charge

to the point of interest. The length of this
2. All waves emnate from one point in the path (BO) is given by:

charge. Rough estimates can be made using the
charge's center of gravity (CG). However, more

accurate results can be obtained if the point on 11O - Ix - X2 ) 2 +(yl - Y)2+(Z1 - Z2)
the harge closest to the point of interest in
the soil is cosen. If the CGI is used, prelim-
inary calculations indicate estimated arrival A variable of interest in other wave paths
times will be within 54 of the orrect answer is R, which is the projection of the P0 vector
for points of interest at least 10 charge in the x-y plane. Its magnitude is given by:
lengths frra the charge.

3. Airival times are governed by eismtic -. 2 ( 2)
wavespeeds for P waves and S waves (Cp and C.,

respectively). Since Assumpticn 1 limits this
discussion to a uniiform layer, refraction caused The wave path for the P-P wave and the S-S

S by dnges of Cp and C. with depth are rot co- wave is given in Figure 4. An important durac-
sidered in this paper. Therefore, the source- teristic of a P-P wave or S-S wave is that the
generatod waves travel in straight lines between reflected wave travels at the same velocity as
the charge and the point of interest. In addi- its associated Incident wave. Therfore, the
tion, reflected waves travel in straight lines angle of reflection 402 ) is equal to the angle

*betweeni the charge to the surface and from the Of incidsnoe (e1), as is evidmt In Figure 4.
surface to the point of interest. Using other relationships given in this figure,

the length of the incident portion (RI) and

ref lected portion (112 of the P-P or S-S wave
path can be determined using

Using these assumptions, the arrival times

of the waves thown in Figure 1 can 1-* estimated 2-.-2(3
if the variables listed below are specified.

and
Cp seismic P wavespeed

C.: seismic S wavespeed 2

xl,, y and rl: coordinates of the apzopri- 2 \ 22 d24
ate point in the charge

were
x2' Y2 and z2: coordinates of the point of
interest in the soil

WAVE PAHS 121-

The coordinate system used to locate the d2 -
charge and the point of interest is shca in l+ J
Figure 2. Figures 3 through 6 illustrate the

wave paths for the waves depicted in Figure 1.
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The wave path for the P-S wave is shwn in The distance traveled by each portion of the

Figure 5. Since the P-wve and S-wave o- S-P wave path, illustrated in Figure 6, can be

ponents of this wave travel at different veloci- determined in a similar fashion. Shell's law

- ties, the angle of reflection (04) does not for this path is:

equal the angle of incidence (03). The rela-

tionship between these angles is given by an sin 05  sin 06

adaptation of Snell's Law El', given in Equation - (8)

5.

sin 03 . sin 04 (5) Ueing this equation, d5 and d6 can be calcu-

P lated using the iterative technique sham in

Figure 6. 'Once acceptable values for these dis-

tances are found, the lengths of the S-wave and
Because of this oruplication, the lengh of

the P-wave and B-wave portions of the wave P-wave portions of the S-P wave path (PS and R6
respectively) can be calculated using

not be calculated in a straight forward manner.

One possible calculation technique, presented in

Figure 5, is suewarized below. P5 = *\l d5  (9)

* 1. Choose a value for e3.

2. Use Equation 5 to calculate R4. \ 2 + d6  (10)

3. Calculate d3 and d4 as showm in Figure

5.

4. Compare the sum of d3 and d4 with the UA CALCLATIONS

value of Re.

5. If the difference between this sum and

is not within the specified toler- After the lengths R0 through p6 haw been

ance (c), dhose a new value for '03 determined, the arrival times for each wave can

and return to Step 2. Repeat this pro- be calculated using the following equations.

cess until acceptable values for d3 and RO
rd4 ae found. (T1)

p
6. After d3 and d4 are obtalned, use the

following equations to calculate the

lengths of the P-wave and S-wave por-
ticos of the wave path C3 an R4 ' T (2)

respectively). a

2 (6) R+ P2

R4 - \kIz22 T4 2 (7) T =R, 4 R2

T s5-. (14)
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T R3 R+
p P

where

T - ave -A s Swae Op
7 - P-P wve T - 8 S-Swave U
p-p -P.

- P-S wave TMA T p - S-P wave VA

O~CtLXZIONS

* Ibis prw resents omrenlent, t6c.3miqU@S
2"" for estimating arrival times of waves pToduccd

by a huried run- q*hrica2 chare. CA estismates

obtained using these teclque mhould be help-

ful in aralyzing ground ick data. A110ugh
the required asiculatico can be mwe quite

easily by hafti, the equations giwan in this

paper can be readily programmed am hle ad-ld

• .calculator meking 0A estimation an even

simpler task.

if these techniques pove useful, several

subsequent efforts shold be considered. First,

the Jx rtance of assuming all waves wenate

.frm the charge's CK; rather than m other

Vo nt ;ii the ctarge should be inwstigated. In

- additicn, techniques for calculating *rA'-val

tit e of waves frmc a buried ron-0herical

charge in a multi-layered geology should be

developbd. Finally, systematic methoft of using

VA& estimptes to walyze ground * data

should be eadpted and docuented.

1. Rinehart, John S., Stm s Transients in

Solids, published by Hyper Dynamics. Santa Fe,
N.M., 1975.
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SPATIAL AND TIME VARIATIONS OF LOADING ON BURIED
STRUCTURES BY UNDERGROUND CYLINDRICAL EXPLOSIVES

C. A. Ross
E. L. Jerome

SL. E. Malvern

University of Florida

* Abstract waves in soils the transverse or side-on
-~--Ts study presents some discussion pressure varies with the moisture content,

on spatial and time pressure variations of and at low humidities of 5 to 7% the

the loading on flat-sided buried struc- transverse pressure in sandy soils may be

tures when subjected to pressure waves 30 to 40% of the free-field or radial

* from a general cylindrical-shaped under- pressure. Then for a plane or spherical

ground explosive. Non-normal incidence, pressure wave in soil a triaxial stress

triaxial pressure conditions, and condition as shown in Figure 2 will exist,

reflected/transmitted coefficients are and the transverse stress at may be ex-

discussed relative to pre~sure waves in pressed in terms of the free field or

soil impinging on buried flat concrete radial stress a

walls.
ka

introduction t r.

___ Tests associated with measurement of For fully saturated soils kt would ap-

* pressure waves in soil are generally con-

* cerned with three pressures, namely a proach unity. Experimentally determined

free-field pressure. a side-on pressure variations of k t with moisture coutent are

and a reflected prescurt. The free-field not available, but later in this paper

pressure and the side-on pressure measure- this parameter variation will be investi-

mrents are made with instruments whose gated.
pressure measurtng faces are aligned
normal. and paratIlel respectively, with che 

determined and calcu-

pressure way jirection traveling radially lated radial stresses and transverse

- from the expa eive. These are shown sche- stresses for pressure waves tn soils were

-atilally in Figure Ia. These devices are reported by Baum ec al [2], In that study

designed and mounted in such a manner so two tvpos of stress gauges were used to

* Ss not to interfere with the wave as it measure normal pressures up to 5.0 iP& at

xnc ves over the measurin devices. The three different orientations w shown in

,ormal reflected pressure measuring de- Figure 3. Results of both calculation and

* vices are rigidly mounted in such a tash- experiment showed normal pressures as a

ion that the measuring face is ncrmal to straight line variation of cot(26), where

the wave direction as shown in rigure lb. e is :he angle between the nomal to the
gaugv face and the impinging wave direc-

In climentary wave mechanics analyses tion. Thiu suggests a ,arlation of the

for normal reflections and transmissions, normal stress at the g uge, an, 'ith am

" the free-field and the associated side-on 
and a as

piessures are usually denoted as the inci-

dent stresses, and the so-called re !ected 1 a + + I '' 2e, (25

pressure equals the transmitted stress;
while the true reflected stress wave which

is reflected from the rigid face is where an is the normal stress as shown in
usually not measured in soil. Figure 4. Equation (2) is an expression

If the pressure wave is truly hydro-- of the normal st-ess at an angle 6 2or a

static, then the side-on pressure is equal cylirdricrl stress state of principal
to the free-field pressure. The assump- stress a and two equal ,rincipal stresea
tion of a hydrostatic stress state in the r
wave at very high pressures is reasonable of at . The shear street on this plane is

but at lower stress levels soils are known constant for a given e and reaches its
to exhibit shear resistance; therefore a maximum value for -45O . Experimental
triaxial stress condition is expected. results of ReF. 2 indica that the normal

Cristescu [1] reported that for pressure
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stress measurement is relatively unaf- where K is a constant for a given depth of
fected by the sliding of the soil along burial, a given explosive type and given
the gauge surface. I units of pc, R and U1 where

Using the identity cos 2e - (2 cos-0 p is soil. density
- ) and Lq. (1) .n Eq. (2) yields an c soil sonic wave speed
expression for the normal stress an as R standoff distance of explosive from

1) point
On = Or (l-c) cos 0 + It  (3) U1 explosive weight

n negative slope of pressure vs
Reflected and Transmitted Stresses

For,: nor~a refTcZticn andT tErans- (R/ J11 ) curve
mission from an interface, by using A formula for the stress trans-

elementary wave mechraics, the reflected mitted to a buried wall by the pressure

stress ao and the transuitted stress aT wave from a buried conventional explosive
Iwill be developed using all the previous

. may be expressed in terms of the incident equations. This development is made for
stress OT and Lhe char,:teristic impe- any explosive lengch; however, in practice

d honly for close-in explosions is it neces-
dances of the media on opposite sides of sary to account for explosive length. The
the intcrface. For jan incident stress al, followiag assumptions and procedure will

* traveling in material I that impinges on be use.
an interface between .raterial 2 and 1. MHathematically break the cylin-
"material'2, using equilibrium conditions, drical charge into N1 parts, each weighing

the stress ratios are given b, Rinchart 17/1 pounds, where N is the closest odd
[3] as integer to L/D, where L is the cylinder

length, D ij the cylinder diameter and U
is the total explosive weight. Asame

__ that the free-field pressure et any point
aI  p1ci+p2c2  contributed by each part can be calculated

(4) as though it were a spherical explosive.
aZ = 

2 p~c 2. Calculate the free tield pres-
rO-i c!+P2c 2  sure according to Eq. (5) at a given pointas a tunctfou of time for each part.

where p and c are density aLd stress-wave Assume that the transverse pressure is of
speed, respectively, for materials i and the form of Eq. (1) and that the normal
2. ror a soil/concrete interface the pressure is g.ven by Eq. (3), and apply
transmission ratio uT/C I varies from the transmission factor of Eq. (4).
13 r 3. Assume that each part has Its
y1.43 s a saturated clay to 1.92 for own peal: pressure, transit time, pulse

dry sandy soil. There appear to be no duration and attenuation, based on its
. experimenotal data for transmission ratios fndivikual weight, stand-off distance and

in soil at other than normal incidence. wave speed in the soil,
Data prezented by Kingery et al [4] for w . At the desired point, su, all
explosions in air sbox that conditions the pressures spatially and in proper time
which produce normal transmission ratios phase to give an overall pressure time
of 2.0 also give transnission ratios of function for each desired point.2..ucto for eacne othere point.noma
2.0 on planes other titan at normal For a given point (x,y) on a flat
incidence. Based u this it will be plane which is a known distance from a
assumed that transmission ratios in sell cylindrical explosive (Figure 5) the itia
are independent of the angle 0. Then the part of the explosive will produce a
transnittcd normal stress on a plane prtssure time curve similar to the ache-aligned at given angle 6 will be equal to natic of Figure 6. The following symbols
th,- incident vornal stress on that plane are lised in Figures 5 and 6 and in the
tines i-he transmission ratio for the development of expressions for stresses
soil/structure interface. The shear from a cvlindrical explo:ion. Here,
stresi is assumed tc- be negligible in i;j~yjZj) are the relactve co.rdlnates of
comparison to the norrmal stress. theYpo i  )  are the relative to ore nte r

the potnr (x,y,o) relative to the center

Clindrical Explosive l1odel of the ith part.
----- Tle-TG'-s-iiTeFr-ils-srom spherical Xi - (x-XI ) - (X 2 -X)(i-)/1/

explosive charge1; have been measured by n (Y-Y]) - (Y 2-Y)(i-%)/N
many researchers and reported in Yi -
detail in the clasHsic II1?IC documenlt iz ZI + (Z 21ZI(i- )/N
and expanded by many others such as Drake Ri  ( + y4 + z2)
et l 15]. The general expression for the N earest odd integer to (/D
free field pressure in soil is given in , ea e t on o ex l)

XI'Y.,Z Location of explosive ends
1f5] as 1

X2'Y2' 2 Z2 > Z1' Y2 > Y1 , X2  X-"V} ( ) (R /1Jl / 3 ) n  2(5 )22
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arrival time of the first pressure pulse
01 Tme of arrival of first at (xl,yl,o). The pulse duration is alsopressure pulse from the

first element i = 1, time assumed to be a function of pulse arrival
"ero for structural re- time, based on experimental observation of
sponse. Reference [5]. For these assumptions the
Tarrival time and pulse duration become*t Time of arrival of pressure

pulse from ith element t 0 i (R-Zl)/Cs  (11)

At Pulse length of pressure Ati I i/Cs
pulse from ith element These two items of Eq. (10) then set the

range of time given in Eq. (10). Use of
o(xi,Yi ti) Pressure time func- Eqs. (8), (9), (10) and (11) gives the

tion of pressure pulse stress transmitted to a structure at a
from ith element at a point (x,y) at time t as
point (x,y)

G(x,y,t) - I G(x i,yi t i) (12)
F(t.) Time function for a pros-1 sure pulse of ith element Soil/Structure Interaction

at a point (x,y) A method of accounting for motior of
the structure is given in References [6]

a(Xi,y i )  Spatial function for and [7]. The general procedure is to
a pressure pulse of double the free field pressure value and
ith element at a then reduce this by a PcV term, where V is
point (x,y) the normal. velocity of the structure.

STe a nDoubling of the free field pressure
-a Time decay constant for assumes a completely rigid structure and a

pressure time curve transmission ratio of 2.0. For the
cylindrical model given, the pressureIf a denotes the normal stress trans- calculated by using Eq. (12) has already

* mittod to a buried concrete wall (z=0) accounted for the transmission ratio;
. from a buried explosive and on the inci- therefore this pressure may be corrected
*. dent 9tress, the transmitted stress at a by using the following

posItion (x,y) of Figure 5 from the ith
element of the explosive is ass(x,y,t) = a(x,y,t) - p c5V, (13)

O(xiY i ) = n (xjYi)[oT/G1 1 (6) where ass(x,y,t) is the pressure
transmitted to the wall, o(x,y,t) is given

If 'q. (3) is used for a and Eq. (5) for by Eq. (12) and V is the normal velocity

.r, Eq. (6) for tbc ith element becomes of the wall." K~s (R III/)_n[Results

o(xi,Y i) = s (R 1 /11/)_n[oT/I], (7) Req. (12) is easily programmed, and
[2 -It cos2 i+k distributions for transmitted stresses forc t any position (x,y) may be determined. A

- :,ince U. = U/U and cos = /Ri Eq. (7) set of normalized pressure-time curves areI t 5OEq. (7) given in Figures 8, 9, and 10 for an
*. nay be written as explosive positioned at some distance x -

- c(W/U)n/ 3  1[/ (8) a, y - 0 of Figure 7. The curves are
i [(s s ][0 T/0 ] (8) normalized by calculating the spatial

S[(l-kt )(Z2/Rl2 )+k t/R distribution for a given time and dividing
t i I t'Ri by the maximum peak pressure for kt - 1.0.

The stress a at (x iY i ) at time ti  Figures 8, 9, and 10 are given for kt -

* is assumed to be given by a separated 1.0, 0.5 and 0.0 respectively at various
. variable function times for variable x along the line y - 0.

The effect of kt on the peak pressures
_(xi,Vi,ti) = (xY) F(ti)(9) underneath the explosion at times imedi-

where F(ti) is given as ately after detonation is almost negli-
F(ti= [1(toi)/At ]. gible; however, increasing kt tends to

p [ -0 . increase the pressure at points further
exp [-(t-ti)/At away from the center of the explosion at

for (Ri-z )/cs <t< (2R-z )/cs  (10) later times. The peak of the curves showisu Sthat for the assumed model the effect ofanid F(ti) = 0 the magnitude of the transverse stress is
I for (Ri-z )/Cs >t> (2 Riz)/c negligible, but variations due to time

Sphasing should be accounted for since the
The arrival time t0 is measured from the entire surface is not loaded at zero time.
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Discussion observations. Reflections and trans-
The cylindrical explosive model is missions for soil/concrete interfaces at

based on the spherical model of References incidence angles greater than ten degrees
[4] and [5]. Experimental data on cylin- of incidence are undefined using simple
drical explosives which might be used to refraction laws of physics. This occurs
check the model predictions, is very due to the large differences in wave
scarce; however, an extensive set of speeds of some soils and concrete. The
experiments were conducted by Ilestine, et major problem is that the simple laws
al [8]. Comparison of the data of Drake based on light propagation do not hold for
[5] and Westine [8] shows that the peak the complicated shock waves in soil and
maximum pressure of Reference [5] is two soil/structure interactions. Both experi-
to three times greater than the cylin- mental and analytical studies are needed
drical data of Reference [8]. This is to define soil/structure interaction at
rather surprising since the data of non-normal incidence angles.

*: Reference [5] is free-field data and that
of Reference [81 is reflected pressure. Conclusions
These differences as yet are unexplained st formula has been developed for the
but some interesting curves result whenstress transmitted to a buried wall by thepressure wave from a buried conventionalthey are compared in a normalized fashion, explosion of cylindrical shape. The
If (I denotes the standoff distance fromn a formula seems to give reasonable
flat plane as shown in Figure 11 and R the predictions, but has yet to be checked
distance for a given angle 0, a normalized preins, butas yet t e efre-fildagainst experimental results. Very few
free-field pressure expression of Eq. [5] experimental results are available formay be written as pressure from a cylindrical explosive, and

-- (s , (what is available seems to be inconsistentn = (cos 0 )f (14) with the results for spherical explosives

wwhich were used as a basis for the modelwhere o is the pressure calculated using developed for the cylindrical charge.
R - d in Eq. (5). If the transverse Additional experiments are needed before
stress is taken into account, the nor- the validity of the model presented here
malized free field pressure expression can be considered verified.
becomes

2_ Acknowledgementa /CF= (cos e)" (1-k )cos 2 e+kt]. (15) A4 esarchsponsored by the Air Force
f1 0( t t Office of Scientific lesearch, Air Force

Note that Eq. (15) reduces to Eq. (14) Systems Command, USAF, under contract
when ht - 1.0 Number AFOSR F49620-83-K-0007. The U.S.t Government is authorized to produce and

Eq. (15) is plotted in Figure 11 for distribute reprints for Governmental-the two extreme values of l and a con- purposes notwithstanding any copyright
stant value of n = 3.25. Also plotted is notation thereon.
a norrmalized curve of the cylindrical data References
of Reference [8]. Except for the region
near E = 45', all the curves are very 1. Cristescu, ., Dnanic Plasticit,
similar, and as d Increases the cylin- North Polland Publishing Company,
drical data of Reference [8] smooths out Amsterdam, 1967.
at the 0 = 45' point.

The solid curves of Figure 11 using 2. Baum, N., and Kovarna, J., "Dynamic
Eq. (15) are ratios of free-field pres- Soil Stress - Its Calculation and
sures; however they could very well be Ieasurement," AFWL-TR-81-89, USAF--- ratios of transmitted pressures for a Keapons Laboratory, Kirtland AFB,
constant transmission ratio. The dashed ew Mexico, arch 1981.
curve of Figure 11 shows the ratio of
transmitted pressure of Ref. [8) and ex- 3. Rinehart, J. S., Stress Transients in
cept for the area near 0 - 450 the curve Solids, HlyperdynamTcsT ant7 Fe,

- falls within the bounds of the curves for fe-Mexico, 1975.
the extremes of kt. This may suggest that
a smojthed curve of the reflected cylin- 4. TIDTC Surmary Technical Report of the
drical data indicates a relatively liat-onal Defense Research Committee,
constant transmission ratio. Because of 1946.
the sirn.larity of the two different typesof curves of Figure 11 these observations 5. Drake, J. L,, and Little, C. D., Jr_
r. av indicate that the differences in data "Cround Shock fro Penetrating Cor.-
of References [5] and [8] may just be that ventional Ueapons," Proceediags of the
of a constant factor. Symposium on the Interaction of Noa-

The assumption of a transuission Nuclear Munitions with Structures,
coefficient independent of incidence angle pp 1-6, USAFA, Colorado Sp-ings, Colo-
is based on very limited experimental redo, May 1983.
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PROPASATION OF SHORT DURATION AIRBLAST INTO PROTECTIVE STRUCTURES

J. L. Drake and J. R. Britt

Applied Research Associaten. Southern Division
Vicksbug, Mississippi

*

* ABSTRACT internal reflections separately from the filling
and mass flow, even though they occur simulta-

This paper describes a combined analytical and neously. The injury to personnel and damage to
experimental effort to study blast wave propagation equipment within a structure associated with Pach
into the Interior of rooms from short duration air- of these cofnonents is dependent upon the position
blast produced by conventional weapons detonated within the building, the magnitude and duration of
near entrances to these facilities. Data from the incident pressure, the room dimensions (vol-
small-scale high-explosive tests were analyzed to ume), and size of the openings into the Facility.
study the effects of opening size, incident blast
pulse duration ard peak pressure levels on the Airblast "filling" or "leakage" into chambers
blast transmitted into structures. Peak entrance from long duration blast loads ;-*s been studied
pressures ranged from 0.07 to 1.5 MPa (10 to 220 extensively and is well understood, particularly
psi). A computer code--CHAMBER--was developed for large structures with small openings. Filling
based upon a modified ray theory combined with em- is essentially a quasi-steady process where a jet
pirical formulae derived from the experiment and of air flows through the opening due to the iif-

- non-linear shock propagation and shock on shock ference In the interior and exterior pressure.
addition rules to describe the diffracted shock at Initially, the abrupt rise in exterior pressure
any point in the room. An existing code was incor- couses a high velocity jet to enter the chamber.
porated to account for the quasi-steady flow. Cal- The average interior pressure ,gradually builds as

. culated waveforms compare well with the measured additional air is forced into the structure until
' blast pressure-time records, including high order it eventually attains a near equilibrium condition

reflections, with an accuracy comparable with the with the outside blast environment. The time at
-est 3-0 hydrocode calculations. which equalizatior ocju~s (fill time) ray be esti-

mated by the formula UI,
, INTRODUCTION

Personnel areas and equipment within hardened Tfill(msec)= A (ft) I)
military facilities must be protected against the

blast produced by explosions outside entrances and
openings to these facilities. Methods for predict- where V is the chamher volume and A is the area of
ing the interior blast pressures are riot well the opening. Thus for sal chamber VOILMreS,
developed for short duration pulses charecteristic equilibrium occurs almost inviidiately. An
of those from conveqtlonal weapons. Previous excellen, revlew of the Important.rrsearch for the
research by others LUi emphasized the quasi-steady fillirg roh'em is given in Ref. LII Chapter 4).
gas flow (fill) through openings into rooms for Coulter 2-31 performed experiments in a shock tube

- long duration pulses, simulating airblast from ustng model rooms to study the filling process.
. nuclear weapons. Because the short duration The volumes and entrance areas as well as the inci.
* diffracted pulses that accompany the filli,4 pro- dent pressure and opening geometries were widely

cess are not included in this technique, interior varied. Primary interest in most of these studies
peak blast pressures can be grossly underestimated was on long duration pulses (typical of nuclear
for conventional size threats. explosionsJ against civil defense-type structures

such as bssemerts and parking garages.
The transmission of the blast environment

starts with the diffraction of the incident shock .everal theoretic treatents of the filling
wave through the opening of the Wilding. This process are available and 7 . Most of there
wave expandc into the structure with a correspond- ignore the shock wave interaction problem and focus
ing drop in pressure due to geometrical expansion on the jet that forms at the entrance.
and rarefactions. The pressure differential bet- Experimental verification of these compitations is
ween the exterior anc interior causes an inflow of qtite good for simple room and entrace geometries
3ir which results in an eventual equalization of and for relatively small openings 1U. However,
the interior pressure with the exterior blast cn- for large openings and for locations near the
vironment--so-called "filling". It is convenient entrance, the interior pressure may he domlnated by
to consider the shock propagation and subsequent the shock propagation into the facility.
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EXPERIMENTS
The incident shock generates a pressure wave

at the opening thnt subsequently propagates into A series of high-explosive experiments was
the facility. This wave expands geometrically into conducted during the period of July 1980 through
the interior, decays In amplitude, and reflects September 1983 at the U. S. Army Waterways
from internal surfaces. Decay rate and pulse durs- Experiment Station (WES) Big Black Test Site to
tion of this wave are governed by the size of the study the propagation a.d subsequent multiple
openings into the structure. The attenuation of eflqctions of a diffracted shock into a room
the pcak Is inversely proportional to the opening L4,5u. It was desired to nodel the short duration
diameter (or mean opening dimension), while ts but high amplitude diffracted shock that would be
duration is proportional to the opening diameter. present downstream fror: j blast valves or transmitted
Shock diffracticn and interior refle~tion problem through small penetrations from large explosions as
was recognized in early studies Ll-3J, but little well as the interior airblast produced by conven-
experimental data were obtained on the propagation tional size weapons detonated neAr entryways. In
and attenuation of this wave into structures. all, twenty-seven tests were conducted using C-4

and TNT charges ranging from 0.11 to 12.3 kg deto-
In this paper, a combined analytical and nated outside small-scale instrumented rooms. The

experimental effort is described that studied blast charge mass and stand-off distances were selected
wave propagation into the interior of rooms from to provide the desired peak pressure and duration
airblast waves incident to openings in rooms. of the incident airblast at entrances to the test
Twenty-seven small-scale high-explosive tests were article. Entrance blast peak pressures from 0.07
conducted to study the effects of opening size, to 1.5 Wa and pulse duruieons just outside the
incident blast pulse duration and peak pressure entrance ranging from 0., to 2.8 msec were
levels on the blast transmitted into a structure. achieved.
Interiors of the model rooms were heavily instru-
mented to measure both the blest entering the room Typically, the interior pressure history con-
and the subsequent reflections at several locations sisted of a rapid succession of short duration
on the walls. An analytical method was developed pressure pulses corresponding to superposition of
based upon a modified ray theory combineo with non- multiple reflections from the interior walls.
linear shock propagation and shock on shock addl- Normally, the first peak associated with the direct
tion rules to describe the dffracted shock at any wave produced the greatest pressure. However, at
point it. the room. Epirical formulae far the non- some locations, constructive interference between
linear shock propagation were cerived from fits to reflectr4 waies produced peak pressures greater
experimentel data. An existing jet-fill theory wh tha' the direct pulse, Fig. I shows records taken
incorporated to account for the quesi-steady flow. Inside the structure. Gage I shows the pressure
Comparisons of clculated waveforms with measure- pulse entering the rom, and gages 2-6 illustrate
ments are given, the dramatic variation of the waveform at different

locations in the facility.
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A plot of the side on peak pressures from the Eq. 2 fits the side-on pressure measurements
first test series normalized by the peak incident w!thln about ±20 percent. Because of instrumen-

* pressure in the tunnel is shown in Fig. 2 plotted tation limitations associated with measurements of
as a function of the distance in tunnel diameters explosively generated nirblast, such as the fre-
from the opening to the gages. The relationship quency response if gages and the recording system,

between normalized pressure and range is gage overshoot, and vibration of gage mounts, this
accuracy is within normal experimental scatter.
Measurements of pulse duration have a much larger

Pmax = C(R/D)-.. 35  (2) random scatter which is characteristic of most
Pc airblast data.

where Pmax is the peak side on pressure in the test The analysis above treats only side-on blast
structure, P0 is the entrance pressure, R is the which is equivalent to the free field blast in a
distance from the center of the opening to the chamber before reflections occur. All of the test
gage, and 0 is the entrance tunnel diameter. The records from the steel chamber and many from the
coefficient C, was found to be a function of the wood chamber are reflected blast requiring a much
angle a, between the normal to the center of the more complex analysis procedure as discussed
opening and the gage location as given by the below.
expression,

SHOCK DIFFRACTION MODEL
C = 0.65 (1-0.25as) (3)

A semi-empirical modified ray tracing proce-

for a in radians. dure was developed to model shock wave diffrac-
tion through an opening into a room of rectangular

The duration of the input shock was folnd to cross-section. The blast at the opening is treated
be controlled by the size of the opening, as originating from a point source located at the

Rarefactlon waves are developed at the edges of the center of the entrance. Interior walls are essumed
opening that propagate across the entrance and drop to be perfectly rigid reflecting planes. Each
the pressure behind the incident shock. This encounter with a wall generates a reflection which
effect can be measured by the time the rarefaction can be treated as a pulse originating from an
wave taces to transit the opening. A linear rela- Wimage sources located behind the wall. The pres-
tionship for the positive duration, t+ , was sure at any location in the room is then a non-
obtained as linear superpositlon of the direct shock and a

contribution from an "image source" for each of an

= _ (4) infinite series of reflections.
CO The outline of steps for ccmputing a waveform

where Co is the sound speed in air. If the is is follows: First, path lengths for rays of
externdr pulse duration, t , Is less than D/Co  successively higher order reflections are
then t+ =tc . generateo. Arrival times are calculated by inte-

grating the pressure dependent shock propagation
1.0- velocity along the path. The shock wave pressure

attenuation with distance for each ray is assumed
I _to be the same as for the direct shock expressed by
-I Eq. 2. Orders of reflections having arrival times

greater than the times of interest d not contri-
-- bute and are not computed. Next, pressure, par-

Li-cle velocity and density waveforms for each ray0.SR are e~culated neglecting the presence of other

-- rays. Finally, the pressure waveforms are combined
using non-linear shock addition rules to produce

0. I the total diffracted pulse. Each of these steps is

V _ Path Lengths
A n infinite number of ray paths are possible

V- -within the room due to combinations of reflections
from the six walls. The order of the ray is
defined as

N = j C)

where ni is the order of the reflection in each ofI JIthe rectangular coordinate directions, i = 1, 2,
.01 and 3. Let rNi be the components of the Nth order

ray, then
WWALEI 31STA NE. R/i

Fig.2. Peak pressure transitted into tne chamber
r. a fuintion of dIstance frcm the entrance.
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Shock Addition Rule Number 2 - "Conservation ofMomentu N
Ns

0 1 -11 t
Sad where V Is the total material Xelocity, pi is

where X and X are the coordinates of the the density for shock I , and Vi is the particle
source ;Ad receivir, respectively, and Li is the velocity for shock i .
dimension of the room In the I th direction. Note
that for each non-zero order of reflection, niO , Shock Addition Rule Number 3 - "Conservation of
two values of the ray component are possible; e Energy
from each of the opposite walls of the room in that
plane, for example, floor and ceiling. Wen ntzO, The total overpressure from Ns shocks is
then only one value Is possible for the I'th ray
component. The total ray length is found from all ,N

combinations of rni as 1 P=I1 2

RNr?,() where Pi is overpressure for shock I.
Arrival Time

In qeneral, six ray lengths are possible when ni 0
for I = 1, 2, and 3. The arrival time, to . for each ray Is evalu-

ated by inteqrating the pressure dependent shock
Pressure Histories wave propagation velocity using a polytropic

Aofu iequation of state for air with a ratio of heat
An examination of the measurements indicated capacities. 1.4

that pressure histories for any ray can be ade-
quately computed from the commonly used exponential Other Shock Wave Parameters
formula

These shock combination rules require not only
Pi(R,t)- Pmax(R.a) [1-(t-to)/t+ (8) pressure, Pi(t), waveforms, but also velocity,

x exp L-(t-to)/t+] for t > to ?i(t) . and iensity. pt(t) . waveforms.
Experimental measurements provided only PiCt)

where t+ is the positive phase duration given by Particle velocity , Vi x . and density, pmex , at
Eq. 4, and Pmax is the peak overpressure given by a shock front can be related to the pressure,
Eq. 2. Peak pressure, Pm xCR,a) , is the only Pmax , through the Rankine-Hugoniot conditions.
factor whtch changes in ths expression for dif- These conditions do not hold exactly behind the
ferent rays and observation points. The total shock front.
waveform Is constructeo by superuosition of these
pressure histories for all rays using the following In the current analytical model of the measured
non-linear shock addition formulae. blast environment in a room at low to moderate

overpressure (0.07 < Po < 1.5 We5 ) the following
Shock Combining Rules approximations (whose accuracies are supported by

Non-4ear shock rules were postulated by
Needham L1 combining shocks at a point from
multiple sources and incorporated into the LAMB
model. hile these ssock addition rules cannot be
aupported from first principles, they have proved
to be accurate in comparisons with measurements and
hydrecodb calculations for many shock combining
situations. In this method the wveform for each -o-

ray is computed ignoring the presence of other P
shocks. These results are then combined using the
three shock addition rules as follows: - -

Shock Addition Rule Numer 1- "conservation of I.."' -
mass'

It Is assumed that at a point in space, the
density, , is the utient desity, pa , plus -,..the sum of the overdensitles, apj , due to all . ... , -
shocks that have passed that point at a given tir,:e o.

SN V9 IM...L

w Figure 3. Calculated versus measured peak initialwhere Ns  is the number of shods, reflected pressures.
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Of,5110! 70 0001t
*if comparison of the calculated pressures with .

measurements) have been made to obtain parameters j 1,EASURED
behind the shock front. First, assume adiabatic I I
expansion behind the shock front to obtain the c

density I o - . -
Pj(t)+Pa ] l/-Y0.

Pi(t) = Dmax rPtr*P. (12)

0 5 0 20 25

where PI is obtained from Eq. 8 for each shock rTIs iN nstc
wave and Pa Is atmospheric pressure. Next. ... - . ........
title velocity applies, approximately, behind the .' C ILAT

Iasuetha proie anke-on iote rcdreto for a-
* ~shock front to obtain :j\

(i-8/0 )P~t) (3 lV1(t) z C0  ] * 8 4 6 .8 to in H I am 3 6

These approximations, along with the shock addition 0.5 SHOT 70 GAGE ,O
rules, provide a reasonable procedure for calcu- I
lating the shock waveforms produced by the many re- EA.4
flections from the walls of a room. In the follow- Ill z
Ing section, the accuracy of this procedure is 0
evaluated by comparison with measurements. 00

WAVEFORM CALCULATIONS
I I l

Using modified ray theory model discussed above 00 ,s 20 to
fnr the diffracted pulse and the fill code of Ref. N:l IN nstc

.131 a computer code, CHAMBER, was developed to* [1 acomute cdeCHABER ws dvelpedtoFigure 5. Comparison of calculations with measure-
• .calculate the combined pressure pulse in a room.

This code was written in FORTRAN. oriqinally for mepts from symmetrically located gages.
mainframe comuters, but has been converted tu run
on a microcomputer. CHAMBER is an outqrgwth of an Eqs. (2)-() derived from the measurements in the;
earlier code, WESFILL, reported in Ref. 141 which wood test structcre. this comparison with data from
treated only the low-pressure region where reflec- the steel chamber provides an independent check on
tions can be treated acoustically. the generality of these formulae. Several test

cases were run to verify the accuracy of the wave.-
Fig. 3 is a comparison of the CHAMBER computed form computations. Fig. 4 is an example of the

values of the initial peak reflected shock wave low Pressure measurements made in the wooden struc-
ovepressure with the data measured in the steel ture. Agreement between tho amplitude of the peaks,
chamber. The 45-degree line represents perfect the time of the peaks, and apparent reverberations
agreement. The maximum deviations from this line within the structure are reproduced well by the
for 90 percent of the data is about 35 percent code. Fig. 5 is an example of comparisons with
which is within the normal experimental scatter for the high pressure measurements made in the steel
measurements of this type. Since the code uses chamber. Measured records from two symmetrically

located gages are shown with the computed wveform.
The calculated values are intermediate between the
two measurements. Fig. 6 shows another comparison

... -kr Abetween calculated and masured records. The cal-
culated curve and the input data at the too of the
figure are from an actual CHAMBER run, In this
case the second peak resulting from higher order
reflIctions is greeter than the first peak.

.CONCLUSIONS

The explosive tests discussed in this paper
M % J- 'I I " "w I, IN provided an experimental basis for developing and

verifying a semi-empiric(al calculattonal procedure
for short duration blast entering a room through an

.- __opening. The code CHAMBER based on this procedure
, I I ,, reproduces the blast pressure-time records,

S is 20 zs including high order reflections, with an accuracy
comparable with the best 3-0 hydrocode calcula-TIE, =sc tions. Further improvement of the procedure will

Fig. 4. Example of a calculation with measured require incorporating more expreirontal data and
pressure history at midpoint of the mid- more accurate formulae for density and particle
plane wall for low pressures (Pmtl4 KPa). velocity histories.
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The analysis presented in this paper CAV-71
* embodied in the CHAMBER code - Is in excellent

agreement with ssure men ts obtained in two experi-
iental structures. While this analysis may rot be I RECORD

applicable to all openings, the measurements on 4

which the analysis Is based cover a fairly broad
range of parameters as follows.; Ca) the pressure IZ-
pulse just outsic the entrance ranged from 0.07 to 7
1.5 WPa, Cb) the positive phase durations of the 0 40 8 ,20 too to
incident pulse ranged from 0.9 to 4.3 acoustic TIME.M,,LUSCONOS

transit times across the opening, Cc) the ratio of
opening area to entrance wall area varied from .006 Figure 7. Pressure history for Prairie Flat
to 0.1, Cd) the ratio of room volume to opening structure.
area ranged from 20 to 350 m, (e) the angle a
with the entrance, described in Eq. (), ranged
from 0 to 69 degrees for the first arrival at gages. of 3.7 psi at 30 msec and is approximately equal to

the input record for later times. his psit of the
For the short duration blast in our tests, the total pulse aopears to be accurately computed.

quasi-static fill contributed only a small fraction
to the total internal pressure. However, for long ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
duration blast incident on the entrance, fill will
become a more dominant part o the total waveform. The experimental work and much of the analysis
Since Coulter's fill model L3J is included in were performed by the authors while employees of
CHAMBER, calculations can be perforoed for long WES. Support for the project at ES was provided
duration pulses. Fig. 7 is an example of com- by the Air Force Engineering and Services Center at
putations compared with airblast reasuremins in a the Army Office, Chief of Engineers.
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to the square root of the entrance area, i.e., 4.5 Research Laboratory, Aberdeen Proving Ground,
ft on a side. The calculated values follow the MD, June 1969
shape of the measured curve, but the peak is 35
percent lower. The triangles, computed using an 3. G. A. Coulter, "Blast Loadr'.In Existing
opening 5.5 ft on a side, are in better egreement Structures - Dasement Models, BRL MR 2?08,
4th ir peaks. This result suggests that for U. 5. Army Ba i stlcs Research Laboratory,
long, rectangular openings an effective opening Aberdeen Proving Ground, MD, Aug 1972
size greater than the square root of the area
should be used for the refracted shock calcula- 4. 3. L. Drake and J. R. Brltt, "Airblast
tions. The quasi-static fill contribution to the Penetration into Semiherdeiied Structures"
calculated pulse gradually rises to a maximum value ESL-TR-80-6O, Air Force Engineering and

Services .enter, Tyndal AF6, FL, Oct 1980
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BLAST CHARACTERISTICS RESULTIdG FROM INTERNAL DETONATIONS INSIDE A BLAST CHAMBER

Larry Hare

Computar ScienCLS Corporation
NSTL, Misstcsipp±

ABSTRACT Cottiuter Sciences Cotporation to determine

resulting damage from a partially confined
A series of tests were conducted in an effort explosion and some of the parameters associated

to determiae blast characteristics resulting from %ith interior loading. In the early stages of test
the detonation of a high explosive inside a blast planning, it was decided to achieve some defini.te
chamber, rhicb was designed to simulate cmnditions objectives in the preliminary testing:
in a multiple bay undergiound structuire. Test
specimens of varytng concrete strength and .ein- 1. Simulate a. internal blast in an under-
fort.',d steel were tested to determine feilure modes ground buri-d structure;

under Intcrior blast loadings and to determine
blast effects to an adjacent space. Test analysis, 2. Construct a reuseable test fixture that
including a brief narrative discussion of the would all's indefinite testing for a
results and the anomalies are presented. definite cost effectiveneos;

3. Establish damage criteria for different
design of reinforced concrete walls;

INTRODUCTION 4. Measure the parameters associated with an
internal blast.

The use o- existing blast wave data is quite

difficult for the practitioner. For free-air It has been stated that when an explosive
burrs and surface bursts, the effects of blast charge is detonated inside a structure, the initial
waves can be readily estimated from existing shock wave is identical with an initial shock
experitaeni:ci data. low-ver, when an explosion wave obtained in the open. When this shock wave

occurs within a structure, the use of eaisting data strikes the wall that surrounds the charge, it is
for estimation purposeu is quite difficult, reflected, and the reflected wave bounds back and
ru:thermore, the resulting damage cannot always be forth among the walls, the floor, and the roof
clearly correlated with the values of peak until the wave's energy has been completely
overpressure and impulse. transformed into heat or until there are no longer

confining walls, that is, until the structure is
When an explosion uccurs within a structure, demolished.

the peak pressures associated with the initial
shock front (free-air pressrres) may be extremely Varioun approximate methods for the

high, and in turn, may be reinfnrced within the calculations of different parameters have been
structi're. In addition, the gases from the developed, &nd the structures are usually designed
exrposior. may exert additional pressures and for impulse loading rather than for the peak
increase the load duration within the structure, pressures., The total impulse is assumed to be
The combined etfccts of tie shock front and distributRd vniformly, whereas the actual
additional pc-sures may eventualiy destroy the distribution of the blast impulse Is highly

structur. unless 'antIng fic the gas and th. shock Irregular due to the multiple reflections and time
pressu.:e is provided. The pressures eflActed and phasing. Only recently has it been shown that a

retnforzed within the structure could be refirced combination of peak overpressure and positive phase
to as interior-rhock front pressures while those impulse is responsible for the damage.

preszures prcduced by the accumulation of the
gaseous product- of the explosion could be TESTING PROCEDURES
iorn.ifi- d -s gas pressures.

To meet the need for experimental data, to

Experimencal data for comparison with make predictions for damage to reinforced concrete

theoretical data is not readily available. For structures from internal blast and the resulting
this reason, a series of tests were designed by the internal pressure associated with such a blast, it
Air Force Armament Laboratory and conducted by was determined that a blast chamber be designed and
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built to contain such a blcet, The assembled blAsL attempt has been made to produce some experimental

chamber is shown in figure 1. datn tor explosive bursts in enclosed rooms.
Without relterating established theory and

There are three basic parts tc the chamber: a experimental curves, bear in mind our attempt was to

bottom cylinder, top cylinder, and dome. The simulate an internal blast in a ruuseable test
q, cylinders are 6-ft sections ol 5-ft O.D. pipe with f:xture and observe the darage to determine how
. a 1-inch thick wall, Three cyclinders were pr&ctical and useful this approach would be for

constructed to be interchangeable, and three future testing.
cylinders were constructed with flanges in order to
hold a concrete specimen between them. A hemi- Radial distances of 9, 12, and 15 inches were

spherical domc was also constructed to sit atop the initially determined to be the area of interest for
blast chamber tc aid .u uniformly diet.ibuting the the assessment of damage criteria. Damages on a

blast lozd at the top of th cylinder. reinforced concrete wall from nearby explosions may
vary from minor cracks up to complete perferatior

The reinforced concrete test specimens were Our main objective was to get complete perforatio.t,
- designed and constructed as shown in figure& 2a and so we could get pressure migration to the bottom

2b. The concept was to have a target area 30 by chamber and record the pressure. Simply stated, the
30 inches which would simulate a reinforce4 de ired result was to measure the area of damage at
concrete wall. Fourteen concrete test specimens . certain distance for a .ertain weight of

were constructed. The specification foe each explosive. Using these cadial distances and a
window design is Siven in table I below, charge weight of 0,5 It would give scaled distances

(9) of approximately 1.57, 1.26, and 0.94. At a
Table 1. Fabrication Details scale( distanLe of 1.57 using a 0.3 lb charge, there

_____was no damage. At A scaled distance of 0.89 using
approximately a 1.5 lb charge for the aame opecimenv

Bar Spacing there was no damage. At a scaled dltance of 0.66
#3 Bar using 1.5 lb chcrge again with thi same eecimen,
(O.C. Fabrication Compressivo there was only spilling on the beck side. Using the

Sp.ciren each ay) Details* atren th sane specimen at a scaled distance of 0.44 and a
_ _- i~ h~s-T--- ud. (psi) 1.5 lb charge, thete was a perforation. These tests

were with a 3-inch spacing and 3000 psi compressive-
1 3 Fully 3000 strength concrete. Using the same sie charge and
2 ' Fully 3000 the same stand off but with a 6-inch spacing and

3 Fully 3000 6000 psi compressive-streagth concrete, there was a
4 3 Partially 3000 perforation with spelling. Perhaps a significant
5 6 Fnlly 3000 development at. this stage of closi-ir, very near
6 6 Fully 3000 contact test* was the relationship observed for a
7 6 Partially 3000 spherical shock wave. That is, for a spherically
8 3 Partially 6000 shaped source, the front a3 it propagates through
9 3 Fully 6000 the medium, ivs the surface of a sphere. A second
10 3 Fully 6000 result was couplets sealing of the test chamber was
11 6 Partially 6000 not achieved as expected.
12 6 Fully 6000

13 6 Fully 6000 Testing %was continued in an effort to gain as
14 6 Fully 6000 much information as possible for future testing.

___This was done using different charge weights with
**Fabriation details with reference to window different scaled distances in an attempt to generate
reinforcement connection to rolled steel frame, some type of data base. There was a clear

_ _ _difference between the pertormance of the reinforced
concrete specimens with a u-inch spacing and those

with a 3-inch spacing. However, to describe this
TEST RESULTS performance adequately in terms of damage criteria

for a simulated reinforced concrete wall is very
A tetal of 17 tests w, re conducted. Initial difficult. For a contact explosion, the time

tests were conducted with a 0.5 lb spherical integral of the total force exerted on the wall is
* pentolite charge at stand-off distances of 9, 12, the impulse. This includes both the intense
* and 15 inches. The basic pravise is that If a shock instantaneous pressures and the longer bLsting

wave strikes a wall, the wall can b, subjected to a quasi-static prestures associated with a detonati-n.
blast ef constant prcssure equal to the pressure 4n Conversely, for an indirect explosion in a confined
the shock wave. At some point the wall will space, the impulse is affected by this confinement,
collapse and the migration of pressure through the and the effect may apear to be a difference iv
collapsed wall could he measured as well as the behavior for the materials being tested. Thus, an
pressure rise in the adjoining area. Based on this ideal condition would be to determine the amplitude

. reasonfng, it is not possible to predict whether of an explosion, the amount of presstire delivered

confined blasts with small tombs or external blasts for a period of time, atsd the exact final condition
with bige bombs is the ietter choice. Epertmenttl of the structure. Thus, to correlate this type of
curves for free ai= h:rsta, surface burst-, and testing with different, perhaps more realistic
refletrg phenomena are readily evallable. and an specimen designs, is a future task.
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STable 2 gives a record of some of the param- CONCLUSTONS
eters measured during the tests. Figures 3a through

16b are photographs showing the damage criteria with

front and rear damage. In the initial design, it No specific conclusionas from the actual test
was decided to put presture transdu.cers in the con- series were made because of some of the varlationn

crete specimen where the reinforcement was greater in the results. However, an attempt will be made to
to determine if it would be practical. Transducer describe these results in conjunction with our

* stations in the side of the cylinder were based on stated objectives:
S.,* all tests being conducted at either 9, 12, or

15 inches. Figures 17 through 25 show a sampling of I. There was a marked difference between the
pressure time histories. Also shown &re some repre- 0.5, 1.5, 3.0, and 4.0 lb explosive charges

sentative histories of pressire migration in the at approximately the same scaled distances.
bottom cylinder. The effects could not be explained in

simple charge weight differences, nor could
Table 2. Damage. Parameters Observed they be explained in simple differences

between the strength of the reinforced
concrete specimens. Perhaps the fact that

." Dataut.

Co..t. Dxp t*-6 coap~esov- 5- Per-ent nearer the charge to the test specimen thes ~ l .. v ht Red i 1 s trle.. _ d V M e a t_ uf~ ._ . . g r e a t e
.z........-. .L -- '0 l less uniform the loadidsg, uhile at greater

distances, the wlore uniform the leading is
I 0.5 1.25 1.56 3000 3 2 No de.&4 a critical factor.

1.42 L.0 0.89 3000 3 2 No de,,Z, 2. Spacing of the reinforcement steel relative
to the thickness of the concrete specimen

1 1.46 0,75 0.66 3000 3 2 sp.11tig is a more critical factor than the
(3) =-i ',compressive strength of the concrete.

1.46 0.5 0.44 3000 3 2 Par forst io

0.&4 3000 1 Perfotoo 3. There is a certain peak pressure apart from
( 1.8 0.5 the total time phase which will perforate

$ 4.09 0.,5 0.47 6000 3 2 2.,foV.ti- the reinforced concrete specimen.
(6)

1.' 4.13 2.1 1.31 6000 6 1 przoretion 4. No comptete analysia could be made because
(7) of the disparity in the behavior of the two
11 .. 6 3.2 1.97 6000 6 1 Perfo.tion patterns to a blast.

8)

9 3.01 2 36 1.53 6000 3 2 ,o .. a. 5. Valuable informatio, was gathered for
(9) future testing, and our basic objectives

3.02 2.89 2.00 3000 3 2 ,to d.ag. were accomplished: to construct a test
(10) fixture that could be ured to simulate an

3 3.03 1.91 232 3000 3 2 Liatt internal blast and use concrete specimens
(11) crAL..lt to simulate reinforred concrete walls.

9 4.16 4.02 2.50 6000 3 2 Se.er
(12) dn.gS.

14) 4.17 4.52 3.00 6000 6 1 P~rforatlon Based on tha results obtilined in this test
(1 3 series, a test program will be. developed whereas the
(1)7 4.18 5.6 3.50 3000 6 1 petrto'ston concrete specimens will be redesigned using various

wall thickness, percent reinforcement, and different
10 4.1q 6 3.00 6000 3 2 S.ou-. cconcrete. Tm.t fixtures with a
(15) .p.111i cmrsie-tngh.~s.....rsut

minor modification will be completely sealed. Here
4 1.5 5.2 3.25 3000 3 2

* ' ,(16) .. el, sophisticated arrangement of instrumentation will be

2 4.17 4.4 2.75 3000 3 0.0*,. utilized. As a result, a practical means of
'17) 6p.aIuog* preJicting blast effects for confined detonations

within a structure for static pressure, pressure
. po -o1*.. pe.00. migration, and damage criteria will be developed.
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TESTS OF SHYAR FI&CiVJLE .iD ETR fl*-SOFIUNING IN CON4CRETE

Zderfk P. blaat
and

P'hillip A. Pfeiffer

sib

Center for Concrete and Geomateriale
Northwestarn University, Evanston, Illinois 60201

ABST~kC' Therefore, a program to investigate the shear

fT.acture or ccncrete has been undertaken at
The paper report. fracture tsts of doubla Northwestern University, and presentation of the

*loadea in shear. It io demonstrated tht~t sheer

* fracture propagation exists provided that tt'ere TEST SPECIENS
* exists a concentrated shear zoue. The results tend Teta pcmn eebaso osatrc
* to confirm the maximum energy release rate criteri- Tets pcmn eebaso osatrc

* onforfratur proagaior. Tsts f gcacriclly tangular cross section and constant length-to-depth

*similar specimons yield ax~im=m loads that agraee rto83(e i.1. Todtrietesz f
with Vi~e receatly established size effect law for fect, a cruial aspect of fracture miecharics, goo-

blunt fracture, jprevioualy verified for Mode 1. motrizally similar specimcns of various depth&, d-

2reliminary results also indicnte agreiment with 1.5, 3, 6, d 12 in. (Fig. 2), we-e tact-d. The

* fitite elemetit analyeis based on the strain-soften- ar-ecimens of all Lir.es were cast from the same batch

in1g crack band model, in which the same material o oceeo otr n hi hccessbwr
*properties are assumed for fracture in Mode T and the same; b - 1.5 in.I

* Made II. The results are ol particulir Interect For comparison of specimerns 2f diffe:ent size,
for the iaiure of concr.-te structures subjented to the ihotIce of their thicknesses is a subtle ques-
blast loacings. tion which has no clear-cut answer. The question

arises with respect to the effcct of the probable
IHTRODUrTION Variation of fractuze energy along the crLck edge

across the thickness. This variation is princip-ally
Cracks in c-rncrete or mortar have been goner- due to two effects: 1) The fact that che crack front

aily ass',uned to propagate in the dire-tion normal ia the interior of the specimen is essentially in
to the niaxiauzm principal tres, which :represeilts p_'ene strain, while near the surfuce it is esseu,
the cleavage (or opening) fracture mode, desig- tially in plane stress, which causep for cOAstic
nated as Mode I. This type of cracking has been behavior an additional stress singularity at the
verified even for ths failure of many structures sraetranto ftecakeg 2;a.'2

* loaded in shear, e.g., the diagonal shear failure The fact that ricip:.anar deformat!,n at crack front
of beams, the punching shear failure of slabs, the near the surface my be caused by failures along
torsional failure of beansa, the shear failure hof planes nonorthogn"I to the species sides, simi-

* pane~s, etc. Ingraff ea (11 jhowed recently that larly to the shear-lip phc.oomenon in plastic frac-
in a shear-loaded beams with a starter, notch normal ture of metAls (3,4,5]. The forwer effect would

* to the beam axis the crack does not propagate in, prevail for structures very Jorae compared to the
this d~restion but roughly 'n the direction normal aggregate size, which would basically follow linear
to the mnaximuum principal stress. Thus, many it,- fracture mechanics. Tbe latter effect acorns to be
vestigators have thcu~ht that shear fr.rture does more Important for structures of normal sizds De-
not exist, and even the claim tiat "shear fracture cause the size of the fracture procesa zone affected
is a sheer nonsense" has been heard in some recent by the surface would be proportionAl to th4a sure-

* lecures.gate size and independent of tht bptmcive size.

Shea 5 rctues re evetheessobsrve in Theref~ore, the latter effect was deemed to bt 15ort
Shapractic.Fre amlrenfoerhees cortslbsedi important, and this was the reason for choosing the

pracice Forexaplereiforcd cncree sabs same thickness for specimens of all sizes, easuring
loaded by an iater.se short-pulse blast often fail th saehik s-tagratszeaio

* by shearing off at tlte support along a crockcd/ n
* normal to 0~e slab. Penecration of projectilee A pair of symetric notc~ies, of driptd/ad

i at-7 concrete 2lso apparently Involves shear- thickness 2.5 wi (same thickness for tli &.9ecimen
* proauced cracksj. OIn the mode'.ing side, applica- sizes) was cut with a diamond saw into the hr-rdened

tions of the recently developed crack band model specimens. (Compared to the specimen witit a one-
with sCrain-aboftening [13,16,17,10] have Lndlcated sided notch used before, the Symmetrically notched

that ch~e crack band which models fracture .zan specimen, in whicki two cracks propagate simultan-
rrnpagate,uader re-tein conditions, in the shear isously, is simpler to analyze.) The specimens ware

mode (Mode II). cast with the side if depth d in a vertical posi-
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Fig. 1 - Mode It Fracture Specimen and

Loading Apparatus.

Fig. 2 -Spe cimens of Four Difterent 
Sizes, after

Made 11 fracture
Fig. 3 -MTS Testing M~achinet with
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tion, using a concrete Lix with water-cement ratio placement rate of the machine. For each specimen

0.6 and cement-sand-gravel ratio of 1:2:2 (all by size the displacement iate was e'lectod so as to

weight). The maximum gravel size was da 0.5 in., achieve the maximum load In about 5 min. (!30 sec.).

and the maximum sand grain size was 0.19 in. Min-
eralogically, the aggregate consistd of crushed TEST RESULTS
limestone and siliceous rive.: sand, The aggregate The measured values of the maxim-im load meas-
%nd sand were air-dried prior to mixing. Portland ured are given in Table 1 for all specimens of all
cement C150, ASTM Type I, with no admixtures, was sizes, along with the mean values.
used. Table 1. - Measured Maxiaum Loads

To illustrate the effect of aggregate aize, a

second series of specimens was made of morter, with Type Depth Maximum Load P, Mean
water-cament ratio of 0.5 and cement-sand ratio of of d (lb.)
1:2. The same send as for the concrete specimens Test 3(in.) 7 2 3
was used, the gravel being omitted. Thus, the max-
imum aggregate size for the mortar specimens was da- 0.19 in. The water-cement ratio differed from 1.5 1380 1465 1475 1440
a 01 incTetercmenrai dMode II 3.0 2792 2816 3012 2873

that for concrete specimens in order to achieve ap- concrete 6.0 5300 5580 5590 5490
proximately the same workability. 120 00 9990 1010 10

Companion cylinders 3 in. in di&meter and 6 in. _ .0 10 9990 1010 13

in length were cast frem each batch of concrete or Mode 3.0 3200 3300 3350 3283

morcar to determine the compression strength. After Mortar 6.0 5280 5400 5500 5410
standard 28-day moist curing, the compression 12.0 9200 9700 10000 9633

strength wan fc - 5500 psi with standard deviation . ......

S.D.- 125 psi for the concrate 3pecimens, and 7100 1.5 405 408 417 410
psi with S.D. -107 psi for the mortar specimens Mode I 3.0 676 705 710 697
(each value det.rmned from 3 cylnders). Concrete 6.o 984 1034 1090 1036

12.0 1715 1716 1750 1727

The specimens were removed from the plywood - .5 4 508 543 502
1.•5 456 508 543 52

forms after 1 day and were subsequently cured until IMode I 3.0 702 751 176 743
* the moment of the test, fjr 28 days, in a moist room 6.0 999 1053 1098

of !15% relative humidit:, and 78F temperature. Three 12.0 1461 1559 1565 1528
Identical specimens were tested for each type of
Lest.

The tests were carried out in a 10--ton servo- The cracks propagate as shown in Fig. I. This

controlled closed-loop MTS testing machine (Fig. 3). proves that shear fracture exists, i.e., the crack

The laboratory environment had relative humidity can propagate in Mode II. icroscopicaliy, of

about 65% and temperature about 78F, and the speci- course, the shear fracture is likely to form as a

mens were exposed to this environment approximately zone of tensile microcracks with a predominantly
3 hours before the start of the test. 45*-inclination which only later connect by shear-

ing; but the fact is that in the nacroscopic sense
The shear loading was produced by a system of the observed frrctures must be d1.scribed as Mode Ii.

steel beams shown in Fig. 1, which applied concen-
trated vertical loads onto the specimen. Three ot As already mentioned, the presently observed

the loads were applied through rollers, and one crack direction contrasts with that observed by In-

through a hinge, wnich produced a statically deter- graffea [1] in his test sketched in Fig. 4a. This

minate support arrangement. The steel surfaces test differed by its wider separation of the load-

were carefully machined so as to minimize the fric- ing points. Therefore, the present type of test
tion on the rollers. was also made with a wider separation of the load-

inj points. In that case the cracks propagated
The distribution of shear force V in i-he ver- from the notch tip basically in the direction nor-

tical cross sections, produced by this locd arrange- mal to the maximum principal stress, same as obser-
ment, is bhown in Fig. 1. Note that the loads were ved by Ingraffea; see Fig. 4b. Iu both the present
applied relatively close to the notches, so as co type of test (Fig. 1) and the tests with thc wide
produce a narrow 2egion of a high shear force. How- shear zone (Fig. 4a,b) the stress fields near the

ever, the loads could not be too close to the notch, fracture front are similar. So the crack somehow
or else the concrete ander the cupport would shear &enses the stress field remote from the cracks, and
off locally before the overall sheaz fracture could responds to it. Consequently, the stress field
be produced. To prevent this from happening, the near the fracture front, as well so the strain and
load-C istributing steel plate under the roller strain energy lensity fields near the fracture

could not be too small, and after some experimenti- front, does not govern the direction of iracture
tion a suitable size of the support plate was de- propagation. What is then the governing law'
termined. FDr the four specimen sizes, the support
plates under the rollerr and the hinge had the The answer Is that a Mode I cr'cck propagating
widths of 0.25, 0.5, 1 &nd 2 inches, The distance sideway from the notch tip would, for the present
of the loads from the notch axis was always kept type of test with a narrow shear force zone, quickly

ruai intu a low stress zone of the material, and
as d/lz. The thickness of ill loading plates vat; wud therefor res e litl enery. Ont0.25 i. w-Juld, therefore, release little energy. On the

other hand, a verticaliy runniag crack (Mode 1I)

The specimens were tested at constant dis- continues to remain in the highly stressed zone of
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the material, and can, therefore, cause a large re- points, while the size effect law is plotted as the
lease of strain cargy, This appears to confirm smooth curve, and a good agreement is apparent.
that Lhe fracture propagation di'rection is governud Parameters B and yo of the size effect law can be
b! the criterlimn of the maximum eoergy release rate. most easily obtained by the linear regression plot
This criterion has been known in theoretical frac- in Fig. 6 because Eq. 1 can be rearranged as Y -

cure mecaanics and Is in fact a direct tonaequence AY+ C where X -d/da, Y - (f /N) 2 , C" 1/B2 , A -

of the basic laws of thermodynamico. L/(Y 0B
2 ). This means that B - 1/, y0 l/(AB2 )

where A represents che slope of the straight re-
The conclusion tboi he criterion of maximum grescion line in Fig. 6 and C represents its inter-

energy release rate should govern the direction of cept with axis Y.
crack propag4tion is confirmed by the finite ele-
ment studies reported by Pfeiffer at al. (6-9]. In An advantage of the regression plot is that P
thesi studies, the crack band model was used, and it also yields statistics of the errors, i.e., of
among all finite elements adjacent to the crack the deviations of the measured data points from
band front the cr&ck band was advanced into that the size effect law. As is clear from Fig. 6,
element for which the energy release ftam the finite these deviations are random rather than systematic,
element system was maximum. These finite element and their coefficient of variation is found to be
simulations indicated the crack band to propagate wylX = 0.0911, which is quite acceptable for a
sideway when the shear force zone was wide (Fig. 4b), heterogeneous material with statistical properties
and vertically when the shear force zone was narrow such as concrete. This "alue is calculated as
(Fig. 1), which is in agreement with the observed wYIX - {[Z(Y-Ytest)']/(N-2))t/j, which is an un-
directions of crack propagation, biased estimate; Y-Ytest are the deviations of

data points, N is the number of all d.ta points,
SIZE EFFECT AND FRACTURE ENERGY and Y - (EY)/N - mean of all measured Y. When the

statistics is based on the mean P for each specimenThe sructural size effect, a salient aspect size, then wylX -0.0668.
of fracture machanics, is observed when geometri-
cally similar structures of different characteris- To calibrate tne size effect law once its
tic dimensions d are compared. It can be described validity is already accepted requires specimens
in termk of the nominal stress at faildre, defined whose sizes differ at least as 1:3. However, to
as N - P/bd where P-load at failure (maximum verify the validity of the size effect law one
load) and b- structuru thickness. While according needr a much broader range of sizes, at least 1:10.
to the strength or yield criteria used In plastic This necessitates inclusion of very large specimens
limit design or elastic allowable stress design, oN in the test program. The smallest specimen is
is inderendent of structure size d, in fracture me- chosen as small as possible for the given size of
chanics ON decreaces as the structure size in- aggregate. This is the reason for choosing the
crease%. This is because fracture mechanics is depth of the smallest specimen tc be only 3da. The
based on energy criteria for failure. largest practicable specimen for the available

nd an approximate ut apparently testing machine was then of depth d - 12 in. (d/da
=Introducing aaprxmt uaprely- 24). For concrete, however, this size is not

quite reasonable hypothesis that the energy release
caused by fracture is a function of both ths frac- large enough to verify the size effect law (Eq. 1),ture length and the area traversed by the fracture since the last data pointe for concrete in Fig. 6
process zone a ant showed [10,11] by defrensional lie too far from the limiting inclined straight

pline of slope - 1/2 corresponding to linear elastic
ana' ysis and similitude arguments that, for geomet- fracture mechanics. This was the main reasou for

rically similar structures of specimens, adding a second series of mortar specimens, which

' ON - Bf'( + d) ( makes it possible to extend substantially the70da (i) range of relative sizes aida without baving to

in which fL is the direct tensile strength of con- test sti.l much larger specimens. Even though
some additional error is no doubt introduced due

crete, da is the maximum aggregate size, and d, Yo to the differences between mortar and concrete
are empirical parameters characterizing the shape other than those due to aggregate 3ize de, the
of the structure or specimen. According to this meaured maximum loads for concrete and mortar,
size effect law, the plot of log ON vs. log (d/da) when put together, appear to follow qnite well the
represents a gradual transition from the strength size effect law (Eq. 1), and thus to verify its
criterion (i.e., ON proportional to strength ft) validity.
to the failure criterion of tne classical, linear

* elastic fracture mechanics (i.e., oN proportional Note also that according to Fig. 6 linear
to d- ). This size effect law is verified, within fracture mechanics would govern -he behavior of
the limits of inevitable statistical scatter, by specimens with d/da= 200 or larger. This implies
all available Mode I fracture tests of concrete for concrete the beam depth of over 100 in., and
and mortar. Moreover, this size effect law has for mortar over 40 in.

also been shown applicable to the diagonal shear
failLre of longitudinally reinforced beams without Another advantage of the sz effect law is
stirrups [12], and is probably applicable to all that it allows the simplest way to deermine the
the so-called brittle failures of reinforced con- fracture energy Gf. As recently shown 1141,

" crete structures. Does the size effect law also g( 0 )f
apply tc shear fracture? Gf - (f-- )2d (2)

The measured maximum load values show that it in which A- slope of the size effect regression
-. does. They are piotted in Fig. 6 as the data
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Fig. 6 - Test Results of Mode II (shear) Fracture Tests
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lins (Fig. 7b in the prese-,nt rase), E -elastic quires that these etruts be broken by compression
Young's mc-i:lus, and g(ao) -G(a )EcbPd/12; G(u) crushing (ivhicli would most likely consist in comn-
represents the linearly elastic energy release rate prosoton-shear faitlure of these struts). Th, refore,
as a fuaction of a -aid where a -a 0 + c, ao- lergth the Zracture energy for shear also incaLudes f-he
of the aotch and c - length of the crack fromr the area uivier the compression Btiess-strain diagram
notch tip, GOO~) is the value of C evaluated for f or tiieie inclined struts, including the str~in-
a so and g(a0 ) with no - ao/d is the nondlimon- softening portion of this diagram, mul'ipl:ed by

*sional energy release rate. The values of C(a0 ) or the width oi the frantture process zone. Now, the
g(a 0 ) can be found in handbc-oks fl-5] or textbooks asee undex the complete compression strecs-strain
[3,4,5] for many typical specimen geomatrica, how- diagram is many times larger than the area under
ever, not for the present spzcimen. Thezefore, the the comeplzte tensile strecs-strain diagram. Thus,__
value of g(o) was obtained by linear elastic finite it ic not surprising that the Gf-valucs in Eq. 3
element anaiysis; g(a0 ) - 2.93. are Zar larger rf.in those for Mode I fracture, It

.ruoi be Lept in rind, hewev.er, that these values of
Note that fj and da axe used in Eq. 2 because GfIincueteeng obektese- eii

the regreseion plot in Figo. 6 and 7 is in nondirnev- *ance due to AgL,!egate interloc' (crAck surface
*sioiial vaiables in order to allow comparing msortar rogns.

and concrf , Alternatel), tha regrebsiou could be rugns)
*done in the plot of jN--' versiis d, r,, i then ftU -nd The size effect 1ev aleo makes it possible to

d, du not appear in Eq. 2. Thereft)re, thE. prec13e easily detirmire the R-ce'vae, i.e., the plot of the
values of ft' (andW da) are immaterial for the valute energy requireC. fox crack growth as a funtt.,.n of
of Gf calculated in Eq. 2. the crack length, c (meacured from the notch tip).

Applcaton o Eq 2 o th prnen 3at yilds As shown in Ref s. 14 and 19, the P-curve representG.
Applcaton o Eq 2 o th prcen Jat yilds the envelope of the fracture equilibrium curves of

the folLowi ng values for Made II fracture energy geome~rizalli s.1milar apecimens of P-11 sizes; see
Cf -Cf ; Figs. 7, 8 and 9, in' which the convex curve for

C, -5.8 lb/in.(l00 Nrn) o~ onceteeach specimen depti d can be plotted from the max-
rf 5.5l.i.(00Nm ( oceeCI) inum load va.Lue, j? [14,13]. It is essential to ase

G ,25 lb./in. (539 N/rn) fcr murtbr. for this purpose the maeximu lo~ad values smoothed
f by the size effect law, If the use of unsmoothed,

From prcliminary results Of the compardiou Mole scattered data (as meast.ro.d) i. 3 attempted, then the
I test series for the same type of concrete anti mar- fracture equilibrium curver do mot yield any envel-
tar, application ef Eq. 2 (for L.ke three-point bernt ope [14,191. As elready remarked, thc limniting
specimen geomeri.y) yields approximately the value aeyisptctic value of tP.e envelope, i.e., cf the R-
CfI - 0.184 lb./in. (32.2 N/rn) for concrete and Gj' curve, is the fvacture eaergy obtained fU. Eq. 2.
- 0.123 lb./in. (21.5 N/rn) for :Portar, The linear Fig, 7 saows the R-curve for shear fracture obtained
regression plot and size cffect are plotted In 7t%. after smoothing witi' the regression line in Fig. 6.

* 8 tor individual maximun, load val.ues. The loaJ (Fig. 9 nhows the K-curve for -.lode I fractuie hion.
values for Mode I fracture tests are- given in '.able1. regrescton line in Fig. ).) Availability of th3 R-

*It is striking how mitch larger Lhe fracture curve makes it pose ibli to apptoximately calculate
enery i fo ~A~e l a copard t Moe I The failure loads of structures witp an equivalent enal,
rati apparsto b abut 3 fo conret and26 sis based on linear elastic fracture mechanics,

fator mortar s obhut 32itfrcnsee ander e6ven though the fr,-vture law is evidently highly

explicabl9t in terms of tho cracic but~d fitite elen .F nnlner
model [16] which, was shown to sao descrite ::orrect-- A more detailed Ftudy of tkte fini..P element

* ly the crack shear resistance [17]. modeling of shear fractutre with the crack oand
The esuts f ten. an ~F relrinry inie model is planned for subsequent work. While the

element cal,:ulations compare as foll.aws. rc' admcladtefnt lmetmdl ae
U on a sress-displacement relation for a line crack

Tests: GCI - 0.184 lb./in., Gf 11 5.85 1b./its. (Hillerborg's model, Refs. 10 and 19.' are essential-

Finite f'-026l.~. 1 -50 (4) ly equivalent for Mode '. fracLuie te,#ts of concrete
Finte GI 0236lb/;..,GII 502lb./in. and cern represent them equally ijell, there aspears

Elements; f to be a sign~ificant difference for shear fracture

It rust he emphasized that the cme s~~~~l tests. It seems that both Mode I and Mode II frac-
properties, defined b~y the same tensile strain- t.,re ' eats car be described with one and the same
softening diagram [16j were used both for Mode I crack band model. This is not true for the model

and Mode II finite element simulations, based -3n the stress--displenent ralati..-., for

In Mode I fracture, the frac-tui-~ nergy is in which some additional rules apparently need to be

the crack band nodel represented by the Asre% %nder added to make it work also for shear fracture sed,r

the tensile strain-softening diagram, multiplibO by in partirular, to represent the contribution of
* th with o th fratur prcesszon. InMod II surface coughness (aggregate interlock) to the

(shear) fractu.re, tensile :racking is not all that sea rcueee~
* is needed f o' failure. The cracks produced by

shear are inclined about 45*, and cu.Kej?! remains a CkCUIN
connection accoes the fracture after these ciracks 1. Shear fracture (i.e., M4ode II fracture) of con-
torm, consisting of inc!Jned struts between the crete exists.

craks panin acos th f,.,ure(Fg. ).2. The direction normal to the maximum principal

The full shearing of the materfeJ. also' re.- stress cannot be considered in general as a
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criterion of crack propagation direction in con- Transactions of !?th International Conferi:ice or
crete. RAther, fracture seems to propagate in StructuraZ Mechanics in Reactor Technlogy,
the direction for w'iich the energy release rat.e Paper H5/2, Nortn-hRllend, Amsterdam, 1983,
from the fracture is maximized. pp. 227-234.

3. Li'ke hode I iracture, the shear (I1Lde 1I) frac- 8. Pan, Y. C., archertas, A. H,, and Kennedy, J.
ture follows the size effecL law of blun. frac- M., "'inite Element of Blunt Crack Propagation,
tule [11j. Th.s implies that a largc fracture A Modified J-integral Approach," Transactions
process zone must exist at the fractitre front, of ?th InternationaZ Conference on Structural
and that ncnlinear fracture mechanicn should be Mechanics in Reactor Technology, Paper H5/3,
used, except for extremely large structuies. Nortb-Holland, Amsterdam, 1983, pp. 235-292.

4. The maximum aggregate size da appears acceptabla 9. Pan, Y. C. Marchertas, A. H., Pfeiffer, P. A.,
as a charactaristLc length for the size effect aud Kennedy, J. M., "Concrete Cracking Simula-
law. This further implies that the size of the tions for Nuclear Applications," Theoretical and
fracture process zone at maximum load is app~ox- Applicd Fracture Mechanics, 2, No. 1, 1984,
imately a certair fixed multiple of the maximum pp. 27-38.

aggregate size. 10. Saiant, Z. P., "Fracture in Concrete and Rein-
for.-.ed Concrete," Preprints, IUTAM Prager Sym-

5. !he shear (Mode 11) fractire energy appears to posium on M-chanics of deanatersals: Rocks
be aoout 32-tt4es larger than the cleavage (Mod2 Coporctes, Soils, ed. by Z. P. Batant, North-
I) fre, ture eaerpy. This large difference may western University, Sept. 1983, pp. 281-316.
;robably be explained by the fact that shear
fracture energy includes not only the energy to 11. Baiant, Z. P., "Size Effect in Blunt Fracture:
create inallned tansile miCrozraeks in the frac- Concrete, Rock, Metals," Journal of Engineering
i ure process zone, but also the energy required Mechazice, ASCE, 110, No. 4, 1984, pp. 518-535.
to break the 6hear resistance due to ircei.lock 12. Baiant, Z. P., and Kim, J. K., "Size Effect in
of aggregate and other asperities on rough Shear Failure ol Longitudinally Reinforced
crazk surfaces behi'id the crak front. Beams," Journal of the American Concrete Insti-

6. The R-curve.describinq the shear frscturo eiergy tute, 81, No. 5, Sept.-Oct. 1984, pp. 456-468.

required for crack growth as a function of the 13. Bazant, Z. P., "Crack Band Model for Fracture
crack extension from the notch, way be obtained of Geomaterials," Proc. 4th Intern. Conf. on
from ,.he size effect law. it results as the en- Numer. Methods in Geomechanics," ed. by
velope of the tracture equilibrium curves for Z. Eienstein, held in Edmonton, Alberta,
geometrically similar specimens of various 1982, Vol. 3, pp. 1137-1152.
sies. 14. Baant, Z. P., Kim, J. K., and Pfeiffer, P.,
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A N04LIMEAR THEORY FOR REINFORCED CONCRETE

G. A. (lagerier* and H. Murakami*

S-CUBED, A Division of Maxweil Laboratories, Inc.
San Diego, California

ABSTRACT THEORETICAL

A large class of theoretical modeling
A nonlinear model for reinforced concrete is problems concerning the constitutive description

* discussed. The theoretical fremework is of reinforced concrete fall into the general
nonphenomeroological in the sense that the global cetegory of ohomogenization". The term, as used
equations are synt-sized from the properties of here, implies construction of the macro-consti-

* the constituents and constituent Interfaces. and tutive relations via micromechanical considera-
the component geometry. The model is crst in tiors together with appropriate smoothing or
the form of a binary mixture which resmbles ttie avee•aing operations. The final result may, on
overlay of two cortinua: steel ard concrete. the macroscale, be an "equivalent" single-phase,
Validation studies reveal good agrtement between multi-phase, or nor-local continuum.
simula t ions and experimental data for both mono-
tonic and hysteretic deformation histories. As use of the prefixes "micro" and "macro"

above imply, homogenization typic.lly enters the
INTRODUCTION picture when one wishes to determine the

response of a coatinuum for which two widely
- The nonlinear response of reinforced differing length scales can be identified. The

concrete is dominated by complex Interactions large scale, or macroscale, is determined by the
- between the steel and coicrete. Such intor- specimen geometry and/or the loading condition;

actions have a major efrect on structural the small scale, or microscale, is determined by
- cnaracteristics such as stiffness, strength, material heterogenieity. !n the case of rein-

damping, and ductility. Consequently, it is forced concrete, the typical steel spacing
necessary that a model of reinforced concrete constitutes tha appropriate microscale.

* reflect these phenomena. Further, in an effort
to minimize the number and type of tests The homongen;zation prublom is para-
necessary to define model parameters, it is meterized by the small ratio of the two length
desirable that the model be nonphenomenological, scales. e. The fundamental probl m is to
i.e., that the global properties of reinforced determine the *proper" macroscopic response

_ concrete be synthesized from the properties of equation as c o 0. Once obtallned, it is natural
the steel and concrete, the .el-concrete to introduce asymptotic (small c) notions into
Interface physics, and the steel geometry. the analysis to determine a physically man-

ingful sequence of equations ordered In powers
In this paper a candidate model is discussed of e. The higher order equations are intended

that satisfies the foregoing reqtiretnts. The to provide additional simulation capability on
theoretical formulation is validated, in part, the macroscale.
by detailed comparisons between numrical
simulations and experimental data. These Using homogenization concepts, a nonlinear
validations concern two primary stee;-concrete model of reinforced concrete with a Odense"
interaction mechanisms: (1) The steel-concre'e unidirectional steel layout has been con-
bond problem and (2) the steel-concrete dowel structed. Typical such meshes are depicted in
problem. Problem (1) plays 3 dominant role in Figure 1. The construction techniue was baseJ
the bending and the nonlinear stretching cf upon the use of multiwariable asymptotic expan-
reinforced concrete beams, plates, and shells. sions, a variational principle and certain
Problem (2) plays a major role in the transverse smoothing operations. The resulting model has
shear deformation of reinforced concrete beams, been cast in the form of a binary mixture which
and the transverse and in-plane shear resembles an overlay of two continua: steel and
deformation of reinforced concrete plates and concrete; these continu3 interact via body
shells, forces which are functionals of the relative

- " *onsultant, also Professor of Applied Mechanics, University of California, San Diego.
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global displ acements of the continua. A
complete mathematical description of t.ae model
ana the construction procedure can be Found In
Reference [1]. For brevity, remarks in this
paper *re focused primarily upon comparisons - .
betweeii theoretical simulations and experimental
data in our effort to demonstrate the simulation
capability of the model.

, .. -Figure 2. Global uniaxial loading.

Relation's (1) are the equilibrium
equations for each material; the latter Interact
via the interaction body force P1 which

6 reflects interface shear transfer between the
concrete and steel. Equation (3) shows that
this interaction term depends upon the relative

- displacement history. Equations (2) represent
the global constitutive relations for each
material.

4W r(n.I n

Figure 1. Unidirectional dense steel arrays. For the elastic response regime, the
i 1 d t dtangent mwduli are determined, through a micro-

-STEEL-CONCRETE BOND PROBLE mechanical analysis, to have the form:

The steel-concrete bond problem concerns the () (+2) )  -) (E () ) . (4)
manner in which aormal forces are transferred
across cracks In reinforced concrete, and the

. stiffness degradation that occurs due to -1 ,21 1 [2+e(2)+(2en n~l )/n(2 ' JK-1
progressive cracking. The phenomena considered Kep -rT - It=

* include bond slip and degradation, concrete p(5)
cracking, and yielding of the rebar. In the
literature, problems of this type fall Into the where ( 6, (c) denote Lamd constants of

•categry of " stiffening" material a. Equation (5) implies that no slip

Consider the problem of predicting the occurs betwemn steel and concrete.
global response of 2 unidirectional Jy reinforced When steel-concrete slip occurs, Equation
concrete specimen where a state of global uni- (5) must be generalized. For monotonic global
axial stress is applied in the steel direction, deformation, a simple elastic-perfectly plastic

- Figure 2. For small deformations, the theory model Is sufficient. For hysteretic deforms-
developed In Reference [1] which is valid for tion, detailed studies [2) of steel-concrete
multiaxial stress states and large deformations, pull-out specimens have guided the construction

_ reduces to the elementary relations: of an elementary bond-slip model which is

depicted in terms of the Interaction term P1
p11) 1 P 0 ( " Pi 0 (1) in Figure 3. For a wide range of concretes,

the folloiog saton of parameters Is appro-
priate; Pc. 24nL'Orxcr/ 6  - G PF:'' i(QP)- n(GY1) -  -(G)E(') 6,l Q2) 0O.r ;c,PJ" 0.2 Pcr POE- -PG14 ! 0.1Pr

11.11 " ep ,1A' The menl fIonIn Fgure 3 is eas 1 paced in

analytical incremental form. The descri tion
K ((1)., 0(2)) ep [6 (3) involves two parametirs. K as defined by (5) and- I(orx)cr which represent. a critical steel-

In tconcrete interface shear stress.e. ~in the above, a . , v efe' to steel, concrete,

respectively; U , h r ) denote axial dis- Global inelastic material behavior can,
placment pl axial stress (averages), respe.- within the context of the problem under
tively; E and Ke are tangesit moduli; consideration, take place via cracking of the
t1411 denotes voluta fraction of material a; concrete or yielding of the rebar. Typical
and ( ), a a( )/Xi, ( 3 a a( )Iat where t global tangent moduli for these phenomena are
represents tife. shown in Figure 4.
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atp

~ ~ 1 DPhysical Cracking

Figure 3. Bond-slip model. 2 b' 21i

w(1lMatlhwTiatical Reprhsenttionl

/Figure 5. Crickiny sequence issumed.

%9 V Stqes of IllDonme

all M . ORMLIZEll STU011

- (a) Ccret (b) Steel I.

Figue 4.Behavior of constituent~s for
* Figure 4. imonotonic extension examople./0.

Stl A:? Z0.2

Consider now monotonic extension. 7or t1f1 0. 0.L...Steel Otnly

- case, an analytical solution oT-tfie foregoing
-model has been obtained [3). with retlerance to 0. -A 0.0 __

*Figure 5; the analysis reduces to the con- 0.0 1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0 910 6.0 0.0 1.0 2.0 3.0 0.0 6.0 6.0

1%sideration of a typical 'cell" ' Figure 5(d) is WM0ILIZED STUNLI

*the starting condition; in Figoire 5(b) the
concrete has reached the tensile strength; the Figure 6. Stages of response predicted
crack location is flaw-dominated and for con- thecreti~all .

*venience is placed at the specimen center;
*thereafter the theory predicts the appropriate

-. crack location as deformation increases. Figures
SM(b-5(d). The mathematical boundary conditions .0
and cracking sequence are show~n in Figures

*5(0)-5(h). Figure 6 shows the various response
stages predicted theoretically; these con~lst of Is
elastic response with no cracking, debondliog, or 14

-slip (1), progressive cracking with debondingb
and slip (11), and slip only (111). Figure 7 4 2 -
shows a typical comparison betwee'n theory and AIL

*experiment (scaled sreciiuens, Soiuoyaji [4]).
*Agreement is observed to be good (stress drops

were not clearly observed since the tests were £6 E-,.
condu~cted under load-control). The quantihiesMh
(ee)'r. (e*o E11  in Figures 6 and
7 deoe aeae strain, stress at first Q2

concuee a in and mixtyrp u oeoj-
oe-n N1 +)n )N&l) and Em=n E I'? *n E 0 1 2 3 4 5

Figure 7. Comparison of test and simulation:
tens 4on specimen B3 from Sotoayaji [4).
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A more critical test of t"+e model concerns
hlysteretic deformatior. A coaq~ris~n cf cyclic,
tens on-compression tst data by ieq mier, et e
bl. [S] on full-scale reinforced concPete-typ"
rpcimens and simulated test data Is illusr ated
In Fivure $ for test panel No. 87. Shawn here
is the entire lofC-unload-reload history of the /

specimen as given by the experiment (Figure ,
8(a)) a d as given by the simulation (Figure
8(b)). In Flgure 9, the envelop of the experi-
mental data has been superposed oi the simulated 1"

data to Illustrate model accuracy. The agree-
wont is generally excellent. Figure 10 gives a

*, closer look at the experimental and simulated , .
,," response for the first and second cycles of t,-- *

Figure 8. The overall agreement Is good
although the experimental data Indicates crack Figure 10. Comparison of test and simulation:
closure (i.e., steepening of the stress-strain O -e curves for first two cycles.
curve) at larger strains than does the simu- e 0
lation. Possibly this difference is du_ to a
mismatch of the asperities of the actual crack
surfaces during reloading in compression. -

Hysteresis damping is apparent In the simulated I

rvsponse as well as the test data. The extent *,

of this damping in both cases is clearly shown -

in Figure 11 in the reproduction of the third, l o

fourth and fifth deformation cycles. Although
the shapes of the hysteresis loops are not 4.-

identical, the enclosed areas, which are
measure of the damping, are similar. Finally. ,
the tangent stIffness degradation as a result of 1. ,i." t 1,
progressive damage was determined by measuring
the average slope of the unioad-reload curves. Figure 11. Comparison of test and simulation:
Excellent agreement between theory and experi- op-ee curves for third, fourth and
ment for the tangent stiffness degradation Is fifth cycles.
shown in Figure 12.

Stnns A tgtI y ie f 4.uo

-an IT

It.-t~

- 01

[ele..i". .I 40 [fti" Stral. UG
J

Figure 8. Comparison of test and smulation.

-03 .4.3 IIS

g 8Figure 12. Compison of test and simulation:

A tangent stiffness degradation due to
cracking and debonding.

STEEL-CONCRETE OWEL PROBLEM

The dowel problem concerns the manner In
which shear forces are tranferred across cracks
in reinforced concrete. Three distinct modes of
shear transfer exist at a crack: (1) Interface

*1 * . shear transfer (IST) on the rough surfaces of

Figure 9. Comparison of test and simulation.
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the crack; (2) dowel action (DA) in the rein- these relations. Based in part on micrumech-
forcement crossing the crack; and (3) components anical considerations, the models shown tn
of axial forces in the reinforcing bars Inclined Figures 3 and 14 were utilized to represent the
to the crack direction. IST includes the effec- interaction relations (12) and (3). The
tive frictional and bearing forces generated at boundary conditions of the problem depicted in
a slightly open crack as the protruding Figure 12 correspond to
particles on each side of the cracked surface
come into contact. UA is induced by the shear U(1  U(2 )  (1P) . 0 at xi . 0 (14)
and bending deforwations experienced by the " 11
reinforcement when shear displacements are
applied to the crack. Where the dowel trans- M *-1) " "11 N 0 at V 0/2 (15)
verse displacements become sufficiently large, 11 12 11
axial force; in the rebars crossing the crack
contribute to effective shear resistance. The
example to follow focuses upon a single 4/
preexisting crack In the absence of IST with
rebar ipitially normal to the crack surface.

The dowel problem Is illustrated in Figure
13. Of interest here is the prediction of the
global shear force or stress across the crack
plAne for" a prescribed relative displacement of
the concrete. To eliminate IST, it will be
assumed hat the crack surface is smooth and
lubricated; thus the contact shear stress
between concrete segments is assumed to be
negligible. Une-er this condition, together with A/2 .o ,.a

the assumed prescription of the average global
concrete displacements, the theory developed In Figure 13. The dowel problem.
Reference IIj reduces to

(1[p) ,PI =  0 (6)

* .P) .(l ) +

12,1 11 2,1 2 0
-140~P ) _ (1P) 0

- *- a0 (8)
" 11,1 12

"ip) n,1)AEt(1 ) + *ll, (9).
11 ep U,1 2,1 2.1

i(2p) n().(1):(1) )) (10)12 ' 2,1 1

(lp) -dL) E( s ) (1  
(11) Figure 14. Interaction term P2 for dowel problem.II " ep "1.12

(12) With use of the abov model, a simulatim of
the aotIc dowel tests by ?auley et al. [6]
was performed. The test specimen andieSlp are

6"2 *2 2 illustrated in Figures 1S and 16; wax was usedto lubricate the Joint surlace. A comparison of
-2). ] d() is the tkhoretical and experimental results are shoes

where Cup = r - nd u ies s . e In Figure 16 for three different steel volume
diameter o the rebar, and A represents a cer- fractions. Agreement is observed to be good.
tain 'cell" area. In the above, Ml') is The "shear stress" in Figure 17 Is based on the
the partial stress associated with the steel, specimen area.
P is an .nterac11o body force in the ith
direction, ind MjjP1 is a weighted stress A more critical 'test of the model simulation
average, i.e., a some.nt. Equations (6) to (8) capability Is represented by the cyclic experi- -.
are equilibrium relations while (9) to (11) are mets of Jimenez, et al. [7]. The specimen and
constitutive equations. An assumption of test setup are isf-ted in Figure 18. Thin
moderate rotations of the steel is implicit in brass sheets w.re used to lubricate the Joint

surface. A typical slnalation versus experiment
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4.Is shown In Figure 19. The agreement i s
observed to be goo considering the complexity

*1 -~~ of the response. 4

9- =4WAg

Figure 15. Details of test specimens, Paulay, 5

st a). [6].

7 i"sMs Figure 19. Load-slip relation for the dowel test

by Jimenez, et al. [7].

CONCLUSION

An advanced nonlinear model for reinforced
coacrete has bows developed for dense unidirec-

*Figure 16. The test set up, Paulay. !t al. [6]. tional steel layouts. The description takes the
form of a binary mixture of concrete and steel.
Validation tests performed to-date Indicate that
the model correctly simul ates porssive

:am concrete cracking, steel -concrete bodd ada-
qua. tion and slip, and steel-cnrt oe cin

Curret efforts are focuised upon extensions to
* ,,Include more general steel layouts and inclusion

* - 0 of a more accurate plain concrete model.
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A COMPOSITE FRACTURE MODEL FOR LOCALIZED FAILURE
IN CEMENTITIOUS MATERIALS

Kaspar J. Willam
and

Stein Sture

University of Colorado at Boulder
Boulder, Colorado

ABSTRACT that complicate the identification and the formu-
lation of "proper" strain-softening properties:

Stroke-controlled post-peak experiments on
cylindrical mortar and concrete specimens will be - Triaxial post-peak experiements are extremely
utilized to develop a continuum based model for difficult to perform requiring sophisticated
localized strength degradation in cementitious servo-control and sufficiently stiff test
materials. The revulting composite fracture apparatus;
formulation is based on the postulate that the
fracture energy release rate Gf - const. which - The post-peak response is really a structural
is implemented into a non-associated plasticity characteristic associated with particular
formulation with equivalent strain-softening specimen geometries and boundary conditions from
properties. The non-local character of the size which generic fracture properties are to be
dependent constitutive relation will be verified extracted, e.g. via inverse identification;
with finite element convergence studies of
different post-critical experiments. - The co.putational difficulties of post-critical

response studies are compounded by the lack of
normality and the progressive localization of
local material instabilities Into a structural

INTRODUCTION failure mode.

The response behavior of cementitious meateri- In view of the overall objective of computa-
als can ba broadly classified into three regimes, tional models for the failure analysis of complex
(i) cleavage in the form of mode I type cracking, three-dimensional structures we will pursue a tri-
(it) decohesion in the form of mode II type fric- axial fracture formulation based on a continuua
tional clip, and (iii) compactive hardening due to approach. To this end we will resort to the basic
pore collapse. The first type prevails in tension postulate of a constant fracture energy release
and leads to a predominantly brittle appearance of rate such that the work expended to generate a
the load-deformation characteristics shown in fracture surface per unit area will remain cons-
Fig. I for the direct tension test of a eylind- tant, Gf - const. The equivalent strain-soften-
rical NX-size mortar specimen (1]. The second ing model will be set within the framework of
type exhibits in contrast far more ductile behav- non-associated plasticity which leads to a non-
[or with a softening post-peak regime which dimin- local constitutive format in which the governing
ishes with increasing confinement. Figure 2 illu- stress-strain law deoends on the mesh size. Since
strates the hardening and softening behavior of a the main focus concentrates on the post-peak
cylindrical If-site concrete specimen which failed behavior, hardening In the pre-peak regime will be
under increasing axial compression at constant neglected in favor of predictive studies of
confining pressure (21. In contradistinction to different post-peak models for tensile cracking
the first two cases the third type does not exhi- and frictional slip.
bit any softening response whatsoever for highly
confined compressive loading paths. In fact the Although substantial experimental evidence on
volumetric response behavior of a cementitious post-peak behavior has been assembled for soils
&aterial exhibits the typical compactive behavior and rocks, there are very few test data available
of poroas satter (3) when subjected to hydrostatic for cementitious materials. In fact most of the
loading in compression. experimental resultn on mortar and concrete have

been obtained within the scope of fracture machen-
Clearly, the safety of unconfined cementi- ice studies on notched specimens. Only very rec-

tious structures depends to a large extent on the ently have limited post-peak data been secured by
ductility and thus on the underlying post-peak van Mier 14], Mazars 15) and Hurlbut [21 on un-
response characteristics. The principal thrust of notched samples which can be used for continuum-
this investigation is therefore directed towards based formulations of triaxial fracture. Figure 4
the softening post-peak behavior and the shows a conceptual plot of the triaxial failure
transition from brittle cracking to ductile shear surface in the Rendulic stress plane in which the
slip. Unfortunately, there are several problesa residual post-peak strength values are inserted in.
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* order to delineate the zones of tensile cracking E (2)
and frictional slip. While fractute along the s 1 22
compressive meridian can be loosely related to 2f 2t
tensile straining in two directions with associa- __-7 rb - - b

* ted distributed cleavage along orthogonal surfaces f

fracture along the tensile meridian is accompanied Generalization of the uniaxial relationship to
by tensile straining in a single direction that three dimensions involves the elementary volume V

• exhibits highly localized cracking along a single defined by the determinant of the Jacobian in a
* fracture plane. This broad classification is"'" ompicatd b mod IItyp-fratur in ompes-finite element environment. This spherical

complicated by mode 11 type-fracture in compres- interpretation of the fracture geometry leads
sion which leads in our terminology to the forms- directly to the scalar relationship developed
tion of localized shear bands. In brittle titer- previously by the authors 8] which does not
isle this phenumenon is normally attributed to the account for the directionality of oriented
coalescence of distributed initial tensile crack
feathers which ultimately lead to continuous faul- microcracking.

-ing. In the case of cementitious materials there Since the orientation of the crackband is
is considerable controversy about the fundamental defined by the direction of the principal stresses
aspects of shear banding because of the complexi- it is simply a question of refinement to account
ties of matrix-aggregate interaction on the meso- for the particular geometry of the elementary
mechanical level. In this context the distributed volume at a pivot point of the numerical
damage formulation of interacting continua by inteatio poTet rc teneroa h
Ortiz [6] should provide further insight into the integration scheme. The metric tensor of the
underlying fracture mechanisms within the matrix- Jacobian provides the necessary information toSaggregate composite, define the fracture surface area A and the
ag a range of debonding b within the elementary volume

In this paper we will focus on the fracture V. For the case of two-dimensional rectangular

mechanice interpretation of softening in the dir- elements the geomeric quantities have been
tension and the riaxial compression tests in previously detailed by the authors in [1]. Figureecteso the tr e orpreseionte n 4 illustrates the composite fracture model for

terms of the fracture energy release rate con- tniecakn ftercaglreeetr
Scert. To this end we w.11 incorporate this fre- tensile cracking of the rectangular elementary

*" cvolume V - aht. This leads to the following
"* ture postulate into &n equivaient non-associated
" elastic-plastic etra~n-softening formulation which generalization of the aquivalent tensile softening

'" leads to a non-local size-dependent format of the modulus in Lj. 2
resulting stress-train law. In this sense the
current composite fracture model bears similari- E - _ I - E (3)
ties to the recent strafn-softening proposal by s 2G Ih 2,t h
*azant and Belytachko [7] who resorted to non- f -I1t t
local continuum theories. abE ab

COMPOSITE CRACK MODE. This expression clearly demonstrates that the
softening modulus of the equivalent continuum ele-

The proposed formulation is best understood ment depends not only on the fracture energy but
in terms of the uniaxial tension test. To this also on the geometry of the elementary volume. In
erd ve consider an elementary volume V composed of other words, E. varies with the mesh size of the
an elastic zone Ve and a localized crack bard of particular finite element lay-out if the fracture
width 2dt and area At - htt oriented normal to energy release rate Gf remains constant. As a
the direction of major principal stress. In the result, the composite fracture model leads to a
simple case of a linear degradation of the tensile non-local format of the equivalent strain-soften-
strength af the fracture energy release rate ing formulation which is fundamentally different
for cracking the cross-sectional area A results in from traditional strain-softening plasticity and

t plastic fracturing theories.

0 2  a. f 2  
Note that the composite fracture formulation

Gf _-- - "- 1 () reduces to the fictitious crack model off KHillerborg eat 1i [9] when a displacement discon-

tinuity is introduced along the fracture band
* where the characteristic leng~h it defines the which separates the elementary volume into two

range of interacting bond forces partaking in the intact elastic portions interconnected by a degra-
separation of the specimen into two competent ding interface conditlo . The homogenization
parts. Let us now consider the equivalent contin- procedure above monitors the fracture energy rel-
uum element in wich the localized crack band is ease rate hy equivalent strain-softening of the

" homogenized uniformly over the height b of the continuum element. Contrary to the previous blunt
composite element V - bAt. Equating the energy crack model of Dazant et al [10] the mesh lay-out
release in the crack band of the couposita element is in our case independent of the orientation and
with the enecgy dissipation characteristics of the the width of the crack band 2dt providing full
equivalent continuum element the following elemen- flexibility of the finite element idealization
tary expression is obtained for the tensile soft- irrespective of the particular crack orientation.
ening modulus of the homogenized composite element Therefore the composite fracture model results in

a spatial mesh description of fracture in contra-
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distinction to the material description of discon- tension specimen has separated into two competent
% tinuous macrodefects within the discrete fracture parts. Therefore global softening at the
Iapproach. In our case tensile cracking is entire- structural level involves localization of a single

ly defined by two fracture parameters, the tensile crackband which cannot be translated into local
strength a and the critical fracture energy strain-softening properties relating point
release rate Gf. In fact there is no need to measures of stress and strain.

' speculate on the width 2dt or the unknown soft-
. ening properties Ef of the localized crack band. COMPOSITE SLIP HODEL

Examination of the denominator in Eq. 2 leads The proposed fractt:e model Is readily exten-
to two important observations. There is no res- ded to include mode 11 type frictional slip. In
triction on the minimum mesh size, i.e. any non- this case the elementary volume is composed of the
zero value of the element size can be adopted as undamaged elastic region Ve and the localized

* long as the following condition is satisfied shear band of width 2ds with the surface area
As - hst. Adopting the Mohr-Coulomb condition

2 Efor frictional slip, the shear 'and is oriented at
f2G E the angle 0 - */2 + w/4 with regard to the major

0 < b i <--2- U t  (4) axis of principal stress. Figure 7 depicts the
-f basic lay-out of the composite slip element for a

Equation 4 infers on the other hand that there is rectangular geometry of the elementary volume.
* a restriction on the maximum mesh size, i.e. the For linear softening of the shear strength at peak

height of the elementary volume bi must remain T to the residual strength level 
T
r, the

smaller than to times the characteristic length lacture energy release rate for advancing the
smaler han wo imesthecharcteisti legthshear band by the surface area A. Is

x
t 

partaking in the formation of the crack
band. Figure 5 illustrates the equivalent strain- (T _T)2 (T )2
softening behavior for three idealizations of the GII f d f rf 1s (5)
uniaxial tension specimen with mesh lay-outs of f -G G
constant cross-section and different heights. The
plots clearly demonstrate the decrease of ductiLt- where the characteristic length X. defines the
ty with increasing mesh height necessary in order range of the decohesive force during the formation
to maintain constant fracture energy release of the shear band. Equating the energy dissipa-
rates. For mesh heights bi > 

2
et we observe tion characteristics of the composite slip element

' the dynamic "snap back" condition [11] which re- with that of the homogenized continuum element the
suits in instabilities of the underlying strain equivalent shear-softening modulus is analogous to
driven computational strategy. For this reason it Eq. 3
Is recommended to resort to mesh lay-outs which Go- 1 (6)

* satisfy the mesh size restriction in Eq. 4. Here a
we note that the equivalent reduction of the frac- 2Gf h 2sh

• .. ture strength of can not be adopted in general (-3
7
ab C ab

. without undue alteration of initiation and propa- TfTr

". gation of the fracture process.* The shear softening modulus of the equivalent

The predictive value of the composite frac- continuum element exhibits again a pronounced size

ture model is illustrated in Fig. 6 with the re- effect because of its dependence on the geometric

4 suits of a finite element convergence study of the parameters ab and h. of the elementary volume.

direct tension test shown in Fig. 1. We observe In other words, Gs has to be adjusted to the

A* little disagreement between the three mesh lay- particular finite element configuration under con-
sideration in order to enforce a fracture energy

uts of the cylindrical ortar specimen in spite release rate which remains invariant during the

oft e nformation of shear bands within the stationary
- formation of a tensile crack band through the fraino ha ad ihntesainr

frorm tion. tnl ack ban ruthrou the mesh lay-out. As a result the underlying fracture
* cross-section. In fact, the results of the rec-

. tangular 4 x 2 mesh correspond closely to those of mechanics concept leads to a non-local format of
the equivalent softening relations which differsthe square 2 x 4 and 4 x 8 idealizations in which fundamentally from the local constitutive theories

othe softening modulus is adjusted according to
. Eq. 3 in order to enforce the fracture energy of strain-softening plasticity and progressive

- release rate Cf - 44 N/m. In contrast the con- fracture.

stant softening modulus formulation Es - 0.82 E
* leads to post-criLical response predictions which For the verification of the composite rlip

are perfectly brittle [I]. Consistent mesh-rein- model let us consider the post-critical response

forcement of the direct tension test results in an behavior of the triaxial co:zression test reported

* excessive decrease of ductility because each ele- previously for NX-size mortar specimens [1]. To

" ment subdivision contains the fracture energy this end let us compare the predictions of the

release rate of the entire specimen. Therefore, constant fracture energy release formulation above

we cannot extract softening properties from a with that of the smeared strain-softening approach

" direct tension test wtth a single crack band which in which G. is assumed to be a mesh size

are expected to hold locally at every point of the independent property of distributed fracture Gs
specimen. In fact post-mortem inspection of the - 0.05 G. Figure 8 illustrates the computational

." cracked specimen clearly illustrates that the
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results of the non-associated Mohr-Coulomb foru- tive relation within a spatial description of the
lation in which a plastic potential corresponding domain. The equivalent strain softening model
to the maximum strain condition has been used to involves the fracture energy release rates as well
account for splitting tensile failure. Previous as the particular finite element geometry.
convergerce studies have indicated that both post-
critical response predictions are virtually tnde- REFERENCES
pendent of the particular mesh lay-out. Similar
to the results of the direct tension study the [1] K.J. Wtllas, N. Bicnic and S. Sture, "Cons-
constant softening approach fuevishes predictions titutive and Computational Aspects of Strain-
that are far too brittle. On the other hand the Softening and Localization in Solids," ASME/
results of the constant fracture energy release WAV '84 Symposium, Volume GO0274, 1984,
rate approach are on the ductile side. pp. 233-252.

The corresponding poet-peak results are shown 121 B. Hurlbut, "Experimental and Computational
in Fig. 9 which illustrates the deformation and Strain Softening Investigation of Mortar and
distribution of principal stresses and strains Concrete Specimens," H.S. Thesis, University
within the cylindrical specimen. We observe the of Colorado at 3oulder, CEAE Dept., 1985.
formation of two elastic cones near the frictional
end platens and the localization of conical shear [31 T. Stankoweki, "Concrete under IMultiaxial
faulting throughout the specimen because of the Load Histories", M.S. Thesis, University of
axisymmetric idealization. A close-up indicates Colorado at Boulder, CEAK Dept., 1983.
that the shear band consists of distributed vert-
ical tensile cracks due to radial splitting which 14] J, G.M van Mier, "Strain-Softening of Con-
results in an outward motion of the lateral sur- crete wuder Multiaxial Loading Conditions",

, face. The fracture mode agrees with the accepted Ph.b. Dissertation at University of Technolc-
failure behavior of triaxial compression specimens gy, Eindhoven, The Netherlands, 1984.
when subjected to low confinement.

[5] J. Mazars, "Application de la lecanique de
In conclusion let us consider the underlying L'En:oaragement au Comportment Non Lineaire

- issue of calibrating the critical fracture energy at a I& buprure du Betoki de Structure", Uni-

release rate Gf for the formation of shear versite Pierre et Marie Cur~e, Paris, 1984.
bands. In our case we have assumed that failure
of the cylindrical NX-specimen takes place in form [61 M. Ortiz ard E.P. Popov, "Plain Concrete as a
of a single sbear band inclined at the slip angle Composite Haterial", Mechanics of Materials,
8 - #/2 + w/2 with the major principal stress. Vol, 1, do,, 2, May 182, pp. 139-150.
Therefore the surface area A. is of the same
order of nagnitude as the cross-sactional area in L7] Z.P. Iaant, r.U. Selytschkc and T.-P.
tension At. This leads to the fracture energy Chang," Contixum Theory for Strain-Soften-

II In," ASCE, J. Erg. Mach., Vol. 110, No. 12,
release rate Gf - 2452 N/m and the characteris- iec. 19C4, yr g.Mch.
tic length for decohesion is - 1.465m beca.ie of Dec. 1984, ,p. 1 66-1692.
the large amount of straia energy stored in com- [81 K.J. Willam, "Experimental and Computational
pression. In view of the far smaller values forI ~Aspects of Concrrata Fracture", Coup -Alded
mode I type tensile cracking, Gf - 44 N/a and Analysis and Desigi of Concrete Structures,

"t - 0.12 m, the question arises if Girl is an Pineridge Press, Swansea, 1984, pp. 33-70.
independent fracture property or simply the result
of our elementary interpretation of shear fault- [9) A. illerborg, N. Modeer atd P.E. Peterson,

* ing. Clearly, in brittle materials shear fracture "Analysis of Crack Formation and Crack Growth
is initiated by distributed tensile cracking, thus in Concrete by Means af Fracture Mechanico
the subsequent formation of a single shear band Is u:d Finite Elements," Cement and Concrete
the result of coalescing crack feathers along an Research, Vol. 6, 1976, pp. 773-781.
inclined slip plane. Because of the limited reso-
lotion of our computational tools to trace each [IG Z.P. Mzan,. and B.H. 0h, "rack Band Thecory
individual crack it is natural to lImp distribited for F-acture of Concretr-, k!LW4, Materiaux
mode II type cracking into the faulting concept of at Constructicns, Vol. 16, 1983, pp. 156-177.
an independent fracture energy release rate for
shear banding. [11I N.A. Crisfield, "Overcomans Limit Points with

CONCLUDING REMAKS Material Soften.ng and Strain LocstigaetoG',
Numerical Methods of Nun-Linear Problems

The composite fracture model above provides a Pineridge Press, Swansea, lORi, pp. 244-27/.
systematic methodology to incorporare fracture
energy concepts for the formation of localized ACKNOIILEDGMENT
crack and shear bands in the strain-softening
formulation of an equivalent continuum. In This work was supported by the U.S. Air FPrce
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accounted for by an equivalent non-local conatitu-
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CONSTIIUTIVE EQUATION FOR GEOLOGICAL MATERIALS
UNDER HIGH DYNAMIC LOADING

J.K. Park and Y. Horie

Department of Civil Engineering
North Carolina State University, Raleigh, North Carolina

ABSTRACT CONSTITUTIVE MODEL

A constitutive formalism for geological The following is a summary of Swegle's model
materials has been tested by use of an elliptical with an emphasis on the stress-strain relation-
and a lemniscate yield surface which include pore- ship. Stress components Oi are determined by
related strair-hardening. We present a procedure those of the solid component and the solid volume

* for determining material coefficients through fraction ot.
mechanistic modelling. The models have been used
in numerical calculations for spherical blast wave = -P6 +  (1)
propagation with an aim to study the stress-strain lj - Sj
paths experienced by material elements. P = P = cf(Vs'E) (2)

INTRODUCTION sij = xSis (3)

Continuum plasticity theory has long been where P is pressure, o = V /V, the subscript "s"
used for modelling the mechanical behaviors of stands for the solid, V thi specific volume, E the
geological materials such as soils and rocks, internal energy and SiJ deviatoric stress
Many of recent models [1,2] involve a complex components.

combination of multiplastic potential surfaces Strain increments are partitioned in terms of
and a non-associated flow rule. However, as the volume components.
complexity of these models increases, so does the
difficulty of determining their material dE = (dO /d8)dC(4
parameters. For example, a recent model [3) for djs i(4)

sand contained twenty adjustable parameters. where dO - dV/V and dOs - dVs/Vs.
Hence, the determination of parameters, such as

the yield surface and the plastic potential as Elastic response is formulated by use of the
well as elastic moduli, is rarely complete when P-u model and a frame indifferent isotropic
various paths in stress space are involved. Hooke's law. That is,

Recently, Swegle proposed a constitutive
model for porous materials based upon the (2P - L4 --" 

- i) (5)
extension of the P- model [4]. This extension is dPelastic 2os h u)
physically motivated and is simpler in the deter-

ination of the material parameters than many where
other plasticity models. The Important features C
of this model are (1) that the overall stress h+a . ..... - 1)
components are described in terms of the stress in 1-o Cso
solid components and porosity, and (2) the plas-
ticity behavior is described by a conventional K -* solird bulk modulus at zero pressure,
closed yield surface and the associated hardening
flow rule. We used this model tc study the shock • sound velocities at zero pressure,

--*- -' coripaction of metal and ceramic powders and found C°,C so
it very effective [5), This paper describes a dS - 2G deijs + (ikSkj.kiSikdt
further application of Swegle's formalism to the sjs
blast wave loading of geological materials and a where G_ is the shear modulus of the solid compon-

mechanistic procedure for simplifying the deter- ent, an are the components of the rotation
mination of some of the material parameters tensor, an k de4  are th,; increments of deviatoric
involved in his model. strain tensor Ufined hy

de14 m dl - (dO/3)S1 j. (7)
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If Eq. (4) is used for the partition of the strain
components, it can be shown that irrespective of ag - 0 - (.-)dJ + (-.9--)dV'-+ (+ )d =  .
deformation modes, a)j I I2 a

_ detjs = de1jE1+(da/a)(dV/V)'
1
]. (8)

inelastic state of the material Is determined 0- (dP - (17)
by a yield function g such that the material is -VT
behaving plastically if

" f(JI, V ) - o. (9) Hence, on' finds

and elastically if 3j ) d )

dA-9, ,d 9KCI-, )2 +GC 3-9) 2(18)

where 2

J1 "KK " -3P, where

* and (19)e GS ide( 1

1 (1/2 Sijsij)(12.0) 2

When a material is plastic according to Eq. (9),
the increment of strain is defined by SELECTION "F MATERIAL PARAMETERS

dc1 j - dc j + dj (I) An advantage of Swegle's model is that the
elastic moduli can be independently and accurately

where the superscripts describe the state of the determined through acoustic sound velocity mea-
materifl, and the plastic components are surements. Also, they are easily accessible in
prescribed by the associated normality rule given standard handbooks. Hence adjustable parameters

. by deal only with yield criteria.

dej - dx (12) There are many yield criteria including the
t well known Mohr-Coulomb and Drucker-Prager models

(21. We considered two representative functions
where dx is a non-negative scalar. to examine the process of material-parameter
An expansion of Eq. (12) yields the increments of determination. They are an elliptical and a
stress components, lemniscate function [6) given in Eqs. (20) and

dP = -Kdkk-e - K(dckk dek) = dPe (21), respectively.
g - (P/PI(.))2 + (O/Dl(,))2 _ 1 _ 0, (20)

+ 3KdX(!a!-, (13) g - (P-k(a))2 + D2 - B2 () cos2n (1/2e/#)
0. (21)

2Gdee 2Gdetde where D0- (l )1/2, P1 .1. k, and B are
dSt i 2Gide1i.dei parametric functions1 o( the solid volume fraction

0, and tane - (J2) 7/(P-k(o)).

S These selections have been made based upon
" dSe -' _ GdX(-'. (14) the observations that they describe the general

2 a,/3 2 "  features of yield surfaces whicr, are observed
experimentally and that their parameters can be
understood through mechanistic interpretation of

where K hnd G are 1he elaslic moduli of the medium flow mechanisms. For example, P (a), which is the
as a whole, and dP and dS could be looked upon hydrostatic inelastic compression of the porous
as instantaneous elastic rkponse of the medium as material, can be determined by a spherical pore-
a whole. The shear modulus can be simplified by collapse model [71. Then,

use of Eq. (3).

G a -(1ell(da/a)(dV.V) 1  (15) P1  Y !(a 2 o/3 J,(3

The yield function g provides an additional
incremental relation for the scalar parameter where Y and 0 are related to the cohesion C and
dX. That is, the angle * of shear resistance as follows.
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Y = 2Ccos*/(1-sin0) and Table 1. Material Coefficients for Model

Sandstone
= 2sint/(1-sino). (24)

Similarly D (a) can ba estimated by model calcu-
lationsHowever, the latt!r is not yet Pso= 1/vso = 2.7 g/cm
well developed as PI( ). Hence, in this paper
their interdependence is expressed by a polynomial = 2.0 g/cm 3, a i 0.74
function O(0) Eil] such that o 0

Y1) = Q(c ) = o(1-")mPi(). (25) Ks 25 GPa, Gs = 18 GPa,
11 0Ps = 25(Vso/Vs'1) + 68(Vso/Vs' 1)2 GPa

Similar Interpretations can he made of the s + s/ a

parameters i, the lemniscate function. e is Y = 0.072 GPa, a = 4.0
related to the friction angle of the material, and
the functions k(%) and B(s) express effective work
hardening. We made the following identification D = 0.48 P 1(P' 0.72 GPa)
of these functions.

= 0.019 (1-,) -4 PI(P1 > 0.72 GPa)

(26) Ko  = 0.01 GPa, C , = 0.1

g(A) = PI(a) - k(a), 0

n = 0.5
wheip P (W) is given by Eq. (23) and K and C0 are
constants. 0 = 60*

There are still four to eight parameters
which are needed for describing plastic flow. But Ficires 4 through 7 show the stress-strain
a significant reduction is achieved in the number paths generated from the numerical solution for
of truly adjustable parameters. the lemniscate yinhd criterion. The paths depend

sensitively o the location of material elements
SPECIFIC APPLICATIONS and the decay constant. As is expected from the

shape of the yield surface, the qualitative
The models have been applied to Kayenta sand- feature of the stress-strain paths are similar to

stone. Table 1 sumnarizes the model coefficients those found fUr the Drucker-Prager model by
which have been determined based upon static labo- Johnson et al. [11). At R = 1.5 R and R = 2.0 R

ratory data shown in Fig. 1 during uniaxial strain the stress paths intersect the faidure surface
loading of the sandstone [101. No attempt has during loading and remain in contact during
been i ade to optimize curve fitting, because the unloading for certain duratiois. Rut at
coefficients already describe important features R = 3.0 Ro, this phenomenon is no longer observed,
of the stress path under the uniaxial loading, and is already close to elastic loading.
The purpose of this exercise is to investigate the Initially, the loading is approximately uniaxial
loading characteristics of such model materials strain, but subsequent paths develop considerable
during spher;cal blast wave loading, transverse strain.

It has recently been recognized that standard Figure 8 shows a feature of the stress-strain
hydrostatic, uniaxial-strain, and triaxial tests path for the elliptic yield surface at R = 1.5 Ro .

are not adequate for developing accurate constitu- The intersection of the stress path with the
tive models that are valid for the stress-strain failure surface Is significantly different from
paths experienced by material elements in actual that for the lemniscate function. However, such a
field conditions [11). Therefore, following difference cannot be discerned from the data
Johnson's idea [11], we simulated the blast wave during uniaxial-strain loading showii in Fig. 1.
loading of the nodel materials through finite dif-

ference calculations of spherical wave propagation These results illustrate the importance of
[12). The results are shown in Figs. 2 through 8. determining, as accurately as possible, the in-

situ stress history due to blast-wave loading.
Figures 2 and 3 show elastic and elastic-

plastic axial stress profiles resulting from a REFERENCES
pressure wave,

1. P.A. Vermeer et al., Deformation and Failure
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* AN ENDOCHRONIC PLASTICITY THEORY FOR CONCRETE

K. C. Valanis* and H. E. Read

S-CUBED, A Division of Maxwell Laboratories, Inc.
San Diego, California 92121

ABSTRACT to a small subset of the data from Reference
[6], and then exercised around a variety of

An endochronic plasticity theory for plain complex non-standard stress paths also investi-
concrete is developed which is intended to gated in Reference [63 but not used in fitting
describe its nonlinear behavior over the stress the model. It is shown that the model can
range where significant cracking does not successfully predict the nonlinear behavior of
occur. The model is isotropic, rate-independent plain concrete under these complex loading
and thermodynamically sound. It exhibits the conditions.
major features of concrete behavior, including The endochroniv model presented here differs
shear-volumetric coupling, effect of hydrostatic
compression on shear response, hardening, hys- in a fundamental manner from previous endo-

* teresis and stress-path dependence. The theory chronic models of plain concrete developed by
is applied to, and successfully proof-tested others [7-93 on the b&ses of earlier versions of

against, an extensive set of complex multiaxial endochronic theory. In the present model,
plain concrete data obtained by others using a proper closure of hysteresis loops is guaran-

true triaxial device, teed, so that artifices, such as the jump-kine-
matic hardening introduced in Reference [9], are
not required. Also, the instantaneous response

INTRODUCTION at points of unloading and reloading is
elastic. Uiscussions of the basic inelastic

A new endochronic plasticity theory was properties of the new endochronic theory have

developed by Valanis in 1979 [1] which has since been given recently by Trangenstein and Read

" been applied with remarkable success to various [103 and Murakami and Read [113.

.. problems in metal plasticity [2,3] and geo-
materials [4]. The theory is founded on the THEORY

concepts of irreversible thermodynamics of In Reference [5, a comprehensive formula-
internal variables and formulated on the tion of the governing equations of the new
hypothesis that the current state of stress in a

material is a linear functional of the entire endochronic plain concrete model, starting from

history of deformation, with the history defined the concepts of the irreversible thermodynamics

with respect to a deformation memory scale, of internal variables, is given. The model
called intrinsic time, which is itself portrays the major features of nonlinear

property of the material at hand. Such a theory inelastic behavior exhibitd by plain concrete
does not require the notion of yield surface nor at stress levels where significant cracking does

the specification of unloading-reloading not occur; this includes shear-volumetric
criteria; it predicts that plastic flow will coupling, effect of hydrostatic compression on

occur from the onset of loading, a feature which shear response, hardening, hysteresis and

makes the theory particularly attractive for stress-path dependence. In that which follows,

describinig plain concrcte, which does not the basic equations of the model are given

exhibit a well-defined yield peint. without derivation and the interested reader is
referred to Reference [5] for further details.

_ The purpose of this paper is to describe It is assumed that the material is isotropic,
recent work that we hate done [] to explore the rate-independent and deforms Isothermally. In
potential offered by the new endochronic this case, the governing equations for the new
plasticity theory for describing plain concrete endochronic model of plain concrete are as
behavior, with particular focus on the extensive follows:
data recently reported in Reference [6j. An
endochronic model of plain cocrete Is developed
which exhibits the major features of concrete zs deP
behavior over the stress range where significant A =j p(Z S - z')i-r dz' (1)
cracking does not occur. The model has been fit

*Consultant; also, Professor of Mechanics, University of Cincinnati, Cincinnati, Ohio.
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OUR z ) r dz' (21 integrals in Eqs. (1) and (2) is reducible to a
0 "- system of coupled linear ordinary differential

equations; this greatly simplifies the
ds computational strategy for dealing with the

--. d p  de - (3) model. In the present study, it was found that
sufficient accuracy could be obtained for

d o present purposes by taking r . 2 in Eqs. (10)
c , dc (4) and (11).

61,2 MATERIAL PARAMETERS EVALUATION

_Z2  l I IdThe material parameters in the model

dz dz described above were evaluated specifically for
dz & a . (6a,b) the plain concrete considered in Reference [6J,$ dH H which had an unconfined compressive strength

(C) of 3.65 ksl. Due to limitations on text

Here p denotes the deviatoric stress tensor length, the details of the procedures used to
ise he dresta t c stress resr, ccomplish this will not be given here, since
is the hydrustatic stress (pressure). XP they can be found in Reference [5]. In general,
represepts the plastic component of the this was accomplished In a direct fashion
deviatoric strain tensor C, while gP Is the Uirough the use of a relatively small amount of
plastic component of the volumetric strain c. data from Reference [6], requiring only a virgin

.'Moreover, P and K are, respectively, the shear hydrostatic compression curve, data on the
and bulk moduli, while k Is a constant Wh ,esponse to shear under several different fixed
determines the wh9 ude of shear-volumetric hydrostctic pressures, and triaxial failure data
coupling. The double bars surrounding a syabol at varicus confining pressures. Also, an
denote its norm, while single bars denote examination of the data from the shear tests at

- absolute value. Furthermore, Fs and FH are, several flxed hydrostatic pressures revealed
respectively, shear and hydrostatic hardening that the initial unloading slopes In the
functions which, in the present model, are taken octahedral shear stress-octahedral shear strain
in the fore: space exhibited a nearly linear Increase with

the octahedral shear strain, o. Accordingly,
Fs . . + YU (7) the shear modulus, 2p, was taken to depend on

yo in the form:

FH = 1 + heP (8) 2P - 2po + 0 o (12)

where a, y and P are positive constants. In On this basis, the following values of the

addition, z denotes the intrinsic time scale, material parameters were determined:

- while zs  and are, respectively, the 3
Intrinsic times Zfor shear and hydrostatic K a 2.1 x 10 ksi p 64.8

. behavior. Finally, p(z) and O(z) are weakly
singular kernel functionc satisfying the 2 o * 1.9 x IO

3 ksi m a 1.04 x 10 ksi
condition p(O) O (0) - , but integrable in the'"domin 0 < z < o.The weakly singular nature of - 0.33 Y - 0.083 kst "1
the kerneT functions is a crucial feature of the

model for two reasons: (1) It provides for
closure of hysteresis loops in the unlaxial or A1 V 1.46 x 103 ksi a 1 a 100

* shear stress-strain space, however small they
may be, and (2) it ensures that, at points of A2 - 19.0 x 103 ksi *2 * 6,554

, unloading or reloading, the response is always
elastic. The specific forms of the kernel B1 a 1.55 x 103 ksi aI .570
functions found to be appropriate for the
present model: B2 a 5.87 x 103 ksi *2 * 2,224

0(z) * Are rs (10) k -l.5
°" r r

"" zExamples of the extent to which the model with
SBrz H (11) the above paramters describes the data to which

H  Br it was fit are given In Figure 1. Here, *o
r"and T o denote, respectively, the octashdral

normal and octahedral shear stres,;. while a
where the constants Ar, B or and Or and Yo are, respectively the octaedral normal
are all positive and finite. ith such forms, and octahedral shear strain.
it can be shown [5] that each of the hereditary
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1ODEL VALIDATION

14.
In this section, the capability of the model

12 - described above to predict the measured behavior
of plain concrete around stress paths that dif-
fer greatly from those used in fitting the model

o 10 parameters is examined. For this purpose, a

-'8 number of complex stress path tests conducted In
tile test program reported in Reference [6) is
considered. The specific test cases selectedfor discussion here were chosen because they

------ Data from Single Test reveal a variety of different response features
of plain concrete and exercise various features
of the model . In that which follows, the test
cases considered are referred to by the numbers
assigned to them in Reference [6]. None of the

0 .............. L tests considered below were used in fitting the
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 model parameters, and no optimization techniques

coX 103 were employed to achieve the results presented

(a) Pure hydrostatic compression. below.

Test 1-1

- -aMode Ii This test was designed to explore the
---- Data response of plain concrete to triaxial load

3, cycles which do not exhibit stress reversals.
- 7 The loading, shown in Figure 2(a and b), con-

Ile sisted first of cyclic hydrostatic loading up to
/ / 8 ksi, followed by cyclic deviatoric loading

2 //along the triaxial compression path, as depicted
12 in Figure 2(b). The predicted and measured

-- /responses for this loading history are given in
/. /Figure 2(c). As this figure reveals, the pre-

dicted and measured responses are in good
_ n / /agreement, considering the data scatter, which

/, /1 is apparent from comparing tihe data front Test
/0/I 1-1 with those from the replicate test, Test

0 4 1-10, given in Reference [6].

Yo X 103  
qz Failure

(b) Shear at fixed hydrostatic pressures of 7u
o - 4. 6 and 8 ksi. Wo 3.54

I, 
0

x 0 ~ o

4 .0 4e 021
-. . Data Goo  8 ks s

'* Oos I I -

1.5I - Oy

-,3.0 4

"static loading. (b) Cyclic deviatoric loading2.5 along the triaxal compres-

". ? .5 I S S alh
/i/ ...

."I I / I ."" Os I 17

0 I I i, ,~~I ,1 " ";
0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20

" X x 10
3  / -b el

(c) Shear-volumetric coupling.

-I 0 1 2 3 4 6 1 8 9 t0 ,, l 1 14
PRIKIA SIRAINS5 1 10

Figure 1. Capability of model to describe the Figure 2. Cyclic triaxial loading (Test 1-1).

data to which it was fit.
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Tests 3-3 and 3-12 Tests 4-11, 4-15 and 4-17

Test series No. 3 was designed to examine These tests wtre part of a larger group of
the behavior of plain concrete to circular tests designed to explore several aspects of
stress paths In the deviatoric plane. The response to complex stress paths for which two
stress paths shown in Figure 3(a) consisted of the principal stresses were equ3'. While the
first of monotonic hydrostatic compression to stress paths for Tests 4-11, 4-15 and 4-17 were

* ome pressure 00, followed by a circular load quite different, they nevertheless have a common
path in the deviatoric at some fixed value of stress state, i.e., 00 - 8 ksi and vo
octahedral shear stress, To. Comparisons 4 ksi, thus permitting som insight into the
between model predictions and data for the stress-path dependence of response. Comparisons
deviatoric loading portions of Tests 3-3 and between the predicted and measured responses for
3-12 from this series are shown in Figures 3(b) rests 4-11, 4-15 and 4-17 are given in Figures 4
and 3(c). The overall agreement is quite good. to 6, where the applied stress histories are
Also, it is of Interest to note that the tests al so shown, As an inspection of these figures
in this series apparently provide the first data reveals, the present model describes the
on the response of concrete to "loading-to-the- measured response quite well, with an accuracy
side" [12], which the present model appears to that appears to be well within the data scatter.
describe It quite well.

T..

* t.o tit

Data

7 12

10I~

22

(bTest 3-3in whch i-4 ksi andTo 2 ksi.

io IP3) Principal stresses versus
principal strains.

S --- --- 4 --- 001

37 3

a c gos l-2I a~h * i and * 15 il

a (dq)

(c) Test 3-12 in which 00 * 8 ksi and
To. .5ki. (c) Octahedral shear stress versus octahedral norstal strain.

Figure 3. Circular stress paths in the devi- Figure 4. Complex stress paths in the devi-
atoric plane. atoric plane.
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Sr t Major principal stress versus principal strains.
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tt --
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PRINCIPAL STUtIRS X 1O3

(b) Major princIpal stress venus principal strains.o e
I I Data

----- Model
Figure 5. Measured and pedicted responses

for Test 4 .15,

Testsa5-1 5-2 and 5-3 a x 103

" .t purpose afchee. Te wredas t to(b) Octahedral shear stress versus octahedral shear strain.
metrc ress poas e e t ti ievitic

gate te response of plaein concrete to unsym-
plane. The stress paths consisted of hydro-I
static compression to the 4 'ksf deviatoricI
plane, followed by proportional deviatoric .- Data

*loading paths which makes angles of 30", 60" and ...Moe
* 90' with the triaxial compressive axis, as shown

in figure 7(a). The predicted and measudred
*responses for these tests are shown in Figure

7(bcd); also included in the figures are 6.4
S corresponding predictions reported by Stankowski

[121. As indicated, the present model capures
the measured responses very well, and is clearly

* superior to the Stankovski- Gerstle model [i3J. 4

Test 6-2 2-

In Test 6-2, the response of plain concrete
to the piecewise linear loading path shown in
Figure 8(a) wa explored. The loading war! 0
applied so that all possible uniaxial and equi- -2 0 2 4 6
olaxial stress states at a peak stress level of to X 1
3.6 ksi were achieved. The predicted and 10) Octahedral normal stresa versus octahedral normal atrain.

* measured responses are depicted in Figure 8(b).
In view of the typical scatter of concrete data,
the agreement between model and experiment is Figure 6. Measured and predicted responses
considered excellent. for Test 4-17.
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CONCLUS;ON 8. Bazant, Z. P., and C. L. Shieh, "Endochronic
Model for Norlinear Triaxial Behavior of

An advanced nonlinear constitutive model haE Concrete," Nuclear Engr. Design, 47 (1978)
been developed, on the basis of the new endo- 305.

e chronic plasticity theory, to describe the
general behavior of plain concrete over the 9. Bazant, Z. P., and C. L. Shieh, "Hysteretic
range of stresses for which significant cracking Fracturing Endochronic Theory for Concrete,"

. does not occur. The model is isotropic, rate- J. Eng ezh. Div., ASCE, 106(EM5) (1980)
independent and thermodynamically sound. The 92
model exhibits shear-volumetric coupling in the
form of shear compaction, dependence of shear 10. Trangenstein, J. A., and H. E. Read, "The
behavior on hydrostatic pressure, hysteresis and Inelastic Response Characteristics of the

- stress-path dependence. The wide variety of New Endochronic Theory with Singular
proof-tests to which the model has been sub- Kernel," Intl. J. Solids Struct. 18(11)
jected clearly demonstrate that, over the (1982) 947.

- intended range of application, the endochronir
plasticity framework described above captures 11. Murakami, H., and It. E. Read, "Some Basic
the essential features of the nonlinear behavior Inelastic Response Features of the New
of plain concrete. Endochronic Theory," Presented at 21st
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A POLYMER PRESSURE GAGE FOR DYNAMIC PRESSURE MFASUREMENTS

Anthony J. Bur and Steven C, Roth

Polymers Division, Center for Materials Science,
National Bureau of Standards, Gaithersburg, MD 20899

ABSTRACT

The construction, calibration and use of a
polymer pressure gage is described. The
transducer material in this gage is polyvinylidene

- fluoride (PVDF) which becomes piezoelectrically
- and pyroelectrically active when subjected to a
. large electric field (2 MV/cm at room tempera-

ture). The sensitive region of the gage consists
- of two 12 jim thin films or PVDF for which the ac-
* tive area is I cm in diameter. These films are

laminated together and subsequently sandwiched be-
tween two protective layers of polycarbonate.

-- Compensation for signals generated by temperature
" changes is described and demonstrated.

INTRODUCTION

The pressure sensing element of the pressure
gage, polyvinylioene fluoride (PVDF), has been the

.subject of many laboratory studies and has been
- ustd in many applications during the past decade

[1-5]. PVDF is available as thin films or sheets
which become piezoelectrically and Figure i. The coordinate system for a polarized

- pyroelectrically active by "poling" a specific PVDF sample is shown. P, the polarization vector,
" region of it with a large electric field (2 MV/cm is in the 3 direction.

- at room temperature). Upon removal of the field
PVDF possesses a permanent elrztric polarization.

- Switching from the unpoled to the poled state is of the coordinate system, d is the piezoelectric
.iewed as a ferroelectric transition [6]. coefficient and E is the marcoscoplc electric

field which must be zero for equation (1) to be
A model of transducer response to changes in true. The six j indices correspond to three

hydrostatic pressure and temperature was developed tensile stresses and three shear stresses.
by Broadhirst et al [1]. In the model, the po-
larization of the sample changes in response to By inspection and by carrying out gedanken ex-
changes in volume and dimensions of the PVDF periments Involving the application of individual

- transducer when stressed, the dipole moment per stresses to the polarized specimen of Figure 1, it
unit volume changes because of the volume change, is found that the d matrix contains only five
but the aipole momenL remains (onstant. This ef- non-zero coefficients. Thus,
fect is called secondary piezoelectricity. 0 0 0 d15 C0 1

In Figure l, a permanently polarized sample is d 0 dpM 0 . (2)
shown with th± polarization vector in the 3 d31 d3 2  d33 0 0
direction. The I and 2 directions are equivalent If electrodes are placed on the transducer norm, l

. as is approximately the case for the pressure to the 3 direction, changes in P3 can be detected
gages which we describe here. The change in the as charge or current in an external circuit. From
polarization P in the ith direction produced by an equations (1) and (2),
applied stress T is given by

AP3 - d3  T, d32 T2 + d 33 
T 3 (3)

d: P Tj Ei 0 (I)
-P-_ j.iij - If hydrostatic cond~ticns prevail, then

T T2 - T3 and dh, the hydrostatic d

where i-1, 2 and 3 corresponds to the directions coefficient, is equal to d3 1 + d32 * d3 3.
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It must be emphasized that the d matrix of Since T depends on the dimensions of the

equation (2) is the result of the model; transducer, it is often possible to adjust r in

experimental verification is incomplete. The accordance with the requirements of the measure-

coefficients d 3 1, d 2 and d have been measured ment. For thin film t-ansducers, i, as determined

but the values o; toe otherT5 coefticients remain fram the solution to the heat flow equation in one

unknown. In particular, the effect of shear dimension, depends on the square of the thickness,

stresses on the piezoelectric response of PVDF or 1, o the transducer. For example, for a PVDF

Sof a pressure gage made from PVDF has not been transducer with I - 0.7 mm, i - 1s. We will show

reported. that accurate p:,essure measurements for t < 1/20

are possible without active compensation.

Since the poled active material is both

pyroelectric and piezoelectric, measurements are We will also demonstrate in this paper a

usually carried out in an isobaric or isothermal method of active compensation for some applica-

" environment so that only one effect is activated, tions for which it is not appropriate to

- For the measurement of dynamic pressures, an iso- change I in order to accommodate the time scale of

thermal environment is not always present because the measurement. For this situation, t Z -. Com-

pressure pulses will be accompanied by temperature pensation is achieved by using a thermocouple with

pulses due to adiabatic compressional heating. a fast response time to measure temperature

This eftect was discussed by DeReggi et al. who changes in the PVDF gage. The dynamic range of

considered the relative time effects of pressure the compensated measurement can be as broad as 0.1

induced temperature changes in PVDF and tempera- Hz to 10
5 

Hz. Pressure measurements at higher

ture changes which occur in the surrounding medium frequencies, up to 10 Hz, can also be corrected

(7]. Adiabatic heating of the PVDF will occur in with the 8% temperature compensation.

coincidence with its pressure change. When

adiabatic heating of the surrounding medium oc- TEMPERATURE COMPENSATION

curs, the thermal time constant, T, for diffusion

of heat into the transducer will determine its The method of active temperature compensation

pyroelectric response as a function of time. If we have ahosen is: (a) to measure the temperature

the temperature changes in PVDF and its surround- change of the PVDF transducer using a thermocou-

ings are identical, then there will be no heat ple: (L,) to amplify the thermocouple voltage to

transfer and the pyroelectric response will be due equal that generated by the pyroelectric response

to adiabatic heating of the PVDF only. Calcula- of the gage; and (c) to add the transducer voltage

tions for this special case show that the to the amplified thermocouple voltage yielding a

pyroelectric charge signal is approximately 8% of corrected transducer voltage. This corrected out-

the piezoelectric charge [7]. In general, put is proportional to the pressure which is ap-

adiabatic heating in both PVDF and Its surround- plied to the active area of the transducer.

ings along with the time scale of each effect must

be considered. For pressure measurements at t ( I In Figure 2 we illustrate a skeleton diagram

temperature compensation can be achieved by apply- of the compensation circuit. Since the PVDF

ing the 8% correction to the transducer signals. transducer is a charge generating device, Its sig-

For longer times the conduction of heat from the nal is converted to a voltage via a feedback ca-

surroundings must be measured in order to apply pacitor C r, in a charge amplifier. When the

the appropriate correction to the electrical sig- transducer responds to both temperature and pres-

nal from the PVDF gage. sure simultaneously, the transducer charge, qt

- :e t

PVDF Charge Filter a

TreabduCer Amplifier Amplifier

S_- 0ep
, Adder

et,
Thermocouple Amplifier Filter

A Amplifier

Figure 2. A pkeleton diagram of the compensation e is proportional to the thermocouple voltage;

circuit is shown. Here, e is the uncompensated e e is the ontput of the compensation circuit

output of the charge ampli ier ; t is called the and it proportional to the pressure applied to the

transducer voltagq; transducer.
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EPOXY

12 Pm PVDF FILM

PROTECTE LAYER

THERMOCOUPLE

Figure 3. A cross section of the PVDF transducer is PVDF or another material. The aluminum and indium
shown. The shaded areas are the piezoelectrically electrodes are not shown.
ative regions. The outer protective layers can be

q:) - 4th, where q is the charge oroportional to together using epoxy. The inner two films are
:-essire and q .. the charge proportional to each 12 urm thick biaxially oriented PVDF films.
temperature. Wese charges combine out of phase rhe shaded regions of Figure are the active ar-
because a positive pressure and a positive tem- eas on which electrodes of 103 nm aluminum fol-
perature will generate charges of opposite sign. lowed by 102 nm indium have been deposited. The
After inverting the output of the charge ampli- active area is 1 cm in diameter. The outer two
fier, we have et - qp/Cf -qth/Cf - eg -eth where layers, whose thickness is adjusted in order to
eth is the voltage proportional to the Lemperature achieve a particular ,alue of T, can be PVDF or
change AT, ep is a voltage proportional to the another material such as polycarbonate. A commer-
pressure change AP, and et is the output cial copper-constantan thermocouple junction, made
(transducer) voltage as shown in Figure 2. In with 12 um (0.5 m1l) metal strips, is placed be-
terms of pyroelectric and hydrostatic piezoelec- tween the inner two sheets and within 2 mm of the
tric coefficients A and dh we have active transducer area. Prior to lamination the

electroded regions are made piezoelectrically ac-
qp - dhAeAP (4) tlve by poling them at room temperature with an

electric field of 2 MV/cm. Other details regard-
qth - -AAeAT, (5) Ing gage construction can be obtained from pub-

lished reports [10,11].
where A. is the area of electrodes. Equations (4)
and (5) define the coefficients A and dh. In the symmetric geometric configuration of

Figure 3, the transducer charge qt(t) and the
- The thermocouple junction, which is positioned thermocouple voltage, Vth(t), have nearly the same

close to the active area of the transducer as response time to a change in external temperature.
. shown in Figure 3, provides a voltage, Vth - KAT We have used the heat flow equation in one dimen-

where K is the thermocouple constant. Vth is am- sion to analyze the two functions. The solutions
plified to equal the quantity eth by an amplifica- are that Vth(t) an qt(t) are expressed as a
tion factor, Af, so that eth - AfVth. When eth is Fourier series both of which contain the same
set equal to eth by adjusting Af and when et and dominant time constant,
oth are added, we have

et + eth - ep - eth + eth - ep. (6) Lr,=. (7)
where K is its thermal diffusivity [12].

Since c is proportional to pressure only, compen-
sation .s achieved. EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS AND RESULTS

The amplification factor A. of the thermocou- Two experiments were used to examine tranducer
pie circuit is established by subjecting the behavior. One is designed to investigate
transducer to a temperature change at zero pres- transducer response to pressure changes in the
sure change. Under these conditions e should be time regime, t Z i, and the other is concerned
zero. The procedure consists of Immer te with t
transducer into warm or cold wate and adjusting
Af until ep is ero. For Cf - 10 pf, Af is of For the t Z T experiments, the outer two lay-
the order of 10 . Details regarding the compensa- ers of the gage are each 25 pm thick films of PVDF
tion circuit and calibration procedures can be and the overall thickness is 0.13 mm. This gage is
found esfswhere [8,9]. placed in a steel pressure chamber which is filled

with oil at room temperature. A pressure pulse is
DESIGN OF THE TRANSDUCER initiated by dropping a 16 kg mass onto a plunger

in the chamber4  Typical pulses have peak values
The PVDF transducer with thermocouple is shown up to 2.8 x 101 Pa (4000 psi) and a half width of

in Figure 3. It is made from four sheets or films
of polymeric mate:,ial which have been laminated
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Fior 4.Presur pules rowthecompensated
* FYDD transducer, P (t), and from the reference

* pressure gage, P (1). are shown. The curve
* having the larget noise component is F (t);
* the source of the noise Is the the Lc~pl.

amplifiLer.
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*Figure 5. The pressure response, P(t). of a PVDF
* transducer to a step function applied pressure is
* shown. Also, the t onerature, T(t), at Its center

is ehown. The transducer hais polyearbonate pro-
tective layers which are 375 gom (15 nil) thick.
Its thermal time constant is 1.36 a. The dashed
line Is the actual pressure.
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- 10 ms. A reference pressure gage, which is a in the compressibility of PYOF as pressure

resistive device having a response time of 60 ps, increases. Calibration of the gage in the
is positioned in the chamber. Pressure can also non-linear regime is being carried out.
be meaaured using an accelerometer which is
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0.5 0C accompanied the pressure pulse for which NBSIR 76-1078, June 1976.

the compensation correction was 15% of the gener- 8. A. J. Bur and S. C. Roth, National Bureau of

. ated transducer charge. The accuracy of the pres- Standards Internal Report, NBSIR 84-2862,

sure measurement is estimated to be ± 10%. April, 1984.
9. A. J. Bur and S. C. Roth, J. Appl. Phys. 57,

For t < r, we used a transducer with outer 113 (1985).

layers which were each 375 iur (15 mil) sheets of 10. J. M. Kenney and S. C. Roth, J. Res. Nat'l.

--* polycarbonate and the overall thickness of the Bur. Stds. 814, 447 (1979).

transducer was 825 pm. The thermal time constant 11. M. G. Broadhurst, W. P. Harris, F. I. Mopsik,

was calculated to be 1.36 5, which means that the and C. G. Malmberg, in Electrets, Charge

* approximate range of time for accurate pressure Storage and Transport in Dielectrics, M. M.

measurements is up to Y0 ms. A value of dh for Perlman, Ed., Electrochem.cal Soc.,

this transducer was obtained from an independent Princeton, NJ, p. 492 (1973).

measurement, either the drop test or the static 12. Conduction of Heat in Solids, by H. S.

measurement. Carslaw and J. C. Jaeger, Oxford University
Press, Amen House, London, 1948, p. 79.

The transducer was placed in art air pressure

chamber in which the pressure of the air was This work has been supported in part by the U.

changed in a step function manner. The resultant S. Air Force, Eglin AFB, Florida and by the

transducer temperature and pressure (as calculated Defence Nuclear Agency.
from its charge output) are plotted versus time in

Figure 5. We note that the pressure is constant
at 3.5 x 105 Pa as long as the temperature remains

unchanged. As the temperature increases due to
adiabatic compressional heating of the air the

pressure appears to decrease as the pyroelectric

charge begins to accumulate. At t - 70 ms, 10% of
the piezo-cnarge has been neutrallized by the op-

* posite polarity pyro-charge. For t > 117 ms, the
pyro-charge so dominates the transducer output

that the apparent pressure becomes negative even
though the real pressure has been held constant at

3.5 x 105 Pa. This transducer can be used for
satisfactory dynamic pressure measurements if

t < 70 ms.

We have demonstrated two types of temperature
* compensation. For t k T. an active temperature

compensation circuit is used. For t C t, tempera-

* ture effects are avoided by adjusting the thick-

ness of the transducer.

in other published work [8,9], we have
reported the linearity of the piezoelectric

response up to 1.8 x 107 Pa (2600 psi). At higher
pressures, non-linear response in due to a decrease

..
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LABORATORY EVALUATION OF AN
NBS POLYMER SOIL STRESS GAGE

Riley M. Chung and Anthony J. Bur

National Bureau of Standards, Gaithersburg, Maryland

and

J. R. Holder
Eglin Air Force Base, rlorida

over the gAge surface lateral stress rota-ABSTRACT tion; methods of gage placementl methcds of
gage calibration; necessity for temperatuzeThe NBS polymer gage, which is made of compensation; capability of the gage to

thin sheets of polyvinylidene fluoride resist adverse environments; natural fre-
(PVDF) sandwiched between polycarbonate quency of the gage; inertia force due to
sheets, has been tested extensively at the the weight of the gagel and gage response
National Bureau of Standards to evaluate time.
its ability to measure soil dynamic
stresses due to blast loading. The most important factors are the

aspect ratio, the modulus ratio, and the
The present gage design, which has an uniformity of stress distribution over the

aspect ratio of 0.024 and a modulus ratio gage surface. A Waterways Experiment Sta-
of at least 35 provides an excellent dimen- tion study in 1944 recommended an aspect

- sional and physical characteristics to ratio of less than 1/5 and this criterion
- assure good soil stress measurement. A has since been followed by the gage desig-

linear relationship between input stress ners. Studies have also been conducted to
and gage output has been established for establish the relationship between the
stress levels up to 2000 psi. This rela- aspect ratio and the modulus ratio (15,
tionship is not affected by the location of 12). Figure I shows a revised plot from

- gage placement, the thickness of the pro- Loh's work (12) where a typical Poisson's
tective cover, the frequency of impact
load, and the length of cable used for 0 I i .

signal meaurement. 0 , , ,,

INTRODUCTION wl

Many studies have been conducted in 4 *8,.
the past to develop stress gages to proper- b
ly measure soil stresses. Most of the
research was focused on gage development 0.1
for measurement of static loads, e.g., the .
work reported in refs. 1, 8, 6, 14, 17, 10, 0
18. A very comprehensive review and

*'.' summary of these studies is provided in
*-. ref. 18. In recent years, gage design has , /
* also concentrated on its capability to

measure stresses due to impact and dynamic
loads such as result from blasting.

* Examples are listed in refs. 2, 4, 9, 11,
and 16.

*" A number of factors should be consi- 0.1 I.0.1 1.0 to

dered in gage design. They are the MOOUSMRATO .R[@Mm)
aspect ratio, the ratio of total gage
thickness, T, to total gage diameter, D; Figure 1 Theoretical Soil Stress
the modulus ratio, the ratio of gage modu- Gage Response (Ref. 12)
lus, Eg , to soil modulus, Em ; gage
deflection and arching; stress distribution
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ratio for sandy soils is used in the formu- sional characteristics that assure good
lation. The figure suggets that good stress measurement. The ratio between the
stress measurement can be expected from a sensitive area of the gage and the total
gage with an aspect ratio less than 1/11 gage area is 0.44 which is less than 0.45
and a modulus ratio greater than unity. and is satisfactory. It should be noted
R2search on stress uniformity over the gage that the dimension of both the sensitive
surface led to the recommendation that the area and the total area of the gage has
sensitB-e area of the gage be less than 45 been fixed for the convenience of labor-
' of its total area to avoid stress over- atory soil testing. These dimensions can
registration (13). Another factor influen- be made to any sixe and any shape to fit
cing the stress distribution over the gage the specific need for which the gage is
surface is the possibility of measuring used. Thus, a ratio much less than 0.44
point loads due to the particulate nature can be accomplished with no difficulty.
of soil. A criterion requiring the ratio The ratio between the diameter of the ac-

" of active gage diameter to mean soil grain tive area and the mean grain size (0.30 mm)
size to be at least 10 was suggested in for the fine to medium sandy soil used in
ref. I8 to keep the error from point loads testing is 33, which far exceeds the value
to less than 3%. of 10, recommeuded in ref. 18.

At preseat, two types of gages are
commonly used for in-situ soil stress mea-
srrement durang blast testing: The RES-SE
gage is a diaphragm type gage with an NOR--I-O--
aspect ratio of about 0.1 (11) and the SRI
gage is a high modulus and low aspect ratio Tomoa// / 7=7'7. . =/...
gage consisting of a piezoresistance foil " -- -, . - ._, 4,
made of ytterbium (9). The NBS stress
gage uses different principlet for its....----
operation than either of these two gages. its___Is__, ._ ,_

These principles and the gage calibration
* and testing are briefly presented in the

following sections. Figure 2 Schematic View of The
Present NBS Polymer Gage

THE NBS POLYMER GAGE

The NBS gage is made of a polymer
material called polyvinylidene fluoride

*-- (PVDF). Properties of the PVDF mate:ial
and methods of gage fabrication are des-
cribed in a companion paper by the second
author (3). Several versions of the gage A ,1
were developed and tested during the pro-
gram. The final gage design is shown sche- .. \
matically in figure 2, and a photograph of
the gage in figure 3. It consists of two Ollie
layers of PVDF sheets, each of them con- own
tains an active area 10 mm in diameter.
The overall diameter of the gage is 15 mo.
Both aluminum and indium are deposited over Figure 3 An NBS Polymer Gage
the PVDF surfaces as electrodes and a ther-
mocouple is placed in between the two PVDF The gages were fabricated in the
sheets before they are epoxied together. laboratory of NBS Polymers Division.
Two polycarbonate sheets are used to cover Pyroelactric characteristics of the gage
the gage surface to improve its ruggedness. have also been studied in detail to deve-
Overall thickness of the gage is about lop a compensation amplifier for tempera-
0.35 mm. ture compensation. Methods for temperature

measurement and hydrostatic gage calibra-
tion using a drop test set-up are presented

An assessment of this gage is made in the companion paper by the second author
with respect to the important factors (3). It should be noted that temperature
listed earlier. The gage, with T - 0.35 mm compensation is important when the gage is

. and D w 15 mm, has an aspect ratio, T/D, used for air pressure measurement due to

. of 0.024. Using a gage modulus of 2 x 10+6 blasting. However, as will be shown later,
. psi (1.4 x 10+4 MPa) and a soil modulus of temperature correction is not required for

b,7 x 10+4 psi (4 x 10+2 MPa), typical of the stress level tested (up to 2000 psi)
sandy soil (determined considering impulse when the gage is used for dynamic soil
load condition), a modulus catio of 35 is stress measurement since the temperature
obtained. Referring to figure 1, it is seen rise in aii embedded gage is very small
that this design offers excellent dimen-- (about 0.6 OP).
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An impact load conbisting of a half
- GAGE TESTING IN GEOTECHNICAL LABORATORY cycle inverted sine waveform was dialed in

through the use of ar. MTS testing system.
A typical sandy soil obtained from the The magnitude of the input load as well as

future field test site at Eglin Air Force the specimen defoxmation were recorded on
Base, Florida was used in testing and is channels 3 and 4 of a strip chart recorder.
referred to as Florida sand. It is reddish Refer to figure 5, the gage output was
brown in color and was slightly moist when connected to the input port of a compenra-
received with an average moisture content tion amplifier, which is the aluminum box
of 6.0 %. The soil can be described as shown next to the test specimen. Outputs
fine to medium sand, trace to some fines or from the compensation amplifier, which
SP-SM under the Unified Soil Classification include the temperature measurement from
System. it has a maximum dry density of the thermocouple, and the corrected and
114.5 pcf at an optimum moisture content of uncorrected qage responses with respectto
12.5 %. temperature, were recorded on channels 5,

1, and 2, respectively of the same
A number of test variables were recorder. A typical strip chart output from

included in the test program including gage an impact load test is shown in figure 7.
type, gage location, type of protective
cover, cable length, frequency, and mold
insulation. An overall view of the test
set-up is given in figure 4 and a close-up

" view is given in figure 5. Figure 6 pre-
sents a schematic drawing of the test
cylinder and its accessories.

Two arrangements were used to test
gages in the test cylinder. In the first
arrangement, a concrete pedestal was placed
into the test cylinder and the gage was
then inserted through a slot cut in the
test cylinder to rest on the surface of the
pedestal. The space above the pedestal was
filled with Florida sand and compacted to

* the top of the test cylinde. for testing.
In the second arrangement, Florida sand was
poured into the test cylinder and compacted

"* to the slot level to receive the gage. The
*" gage was then covered with additional sand

as in the first arrangement. The compacted Figure 5 Close-up View of NBS
densitj of the F)orida sand was about 95

To MTSLI-
L.c4E post"

r

Figue 4OveallVie of BS oly Tet Clin ead cytsa

mer Gage Test Set-up Accesgories
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In most tests, loading-unloading- found that a linear relationship between
reloading characteristics of gage response the input stress and the gage output signal
to impact loads were studied. The task was can be established throughout the stress
carried out by applying impact loads to the range used in tests. Although corrected
test specimen in successively greater in- gage output signals were used in plotting,

A crements up to 2000 psi. Unloading was the strip chart outputs iii figure 7
- conducted by reducing the impact load mag- actually indicate that the difference bet-

nitude in decrements to an equivalent ween the corrected and uncorrected signals
stress level close to 20 psi. Reloading is very small. This is to say that for
was conducted in the same manner as in soil stress measurement, a gage without
initial loading. Most of the impact loads thermocouple can be used to yield equally
were applied at a frequency of 50 Hz; satisfactory results. Figure 8 plots all
however, the frequency was varied between 5 the data obtained from impact load tests
and 40 Hz in some cases to study the with a frequency of 50 Hz. For each strip
poisible effect on gage response, chart output as shown in figure 7, one data

point in figure 8 was plotted. Note that
Initial tests were conducted with the test 42 was conducted by having the gage

test cylinder wrapped with insulation tape placed on the concrete pedestal, whereas
to evaluate its possible effect on tempera- the other three tests were carried out
ture rise and therefore the gage response, having the gage embedded in soil to simu-
Some tests were also conducted using a 150- late the free field condition. Results of
ft long co-axial cable to find out whether the same tests conducted using impact loads

- the length of cable (capacitance) had any at various frequencies are given in figure
effect on the gage signal output. Several 9. Frequencies at 5, 10, 20, 30, 40, and
types of gages, combined with a number of 50 are noted and show no effect on the
gage protection measures were experimented linear relationship established in the
in the test program which led to the final figure.
gage design as shown In figures 2 and 3.
Details of these studies are documented in
an NBS report entitled "Development of an o. 4 !04

' NPS Polymer Gage for Dynamic Soil Stress 00
Measurement."(5) wl 150' cable 7

~~ So HE loadino

ESPONSi Of POL MER GA.G 7O OYNAMIC LO0 (GAGC ON
CONCRETE PLOiSTAL AiO SUIICO 114 SOIL) T ..-1 1 ,'

In Go"4 Locatlm

_________ 0 4 Gage d~~l

- I _ __ 0 50 0_-,SO 0

In.: .4 , 39.... .. i

-~ -Soo 1000
______,-___ -_____ _#-U IN T STRE88, O. psI

Figure 8 NBS Polymer Gage Test
Result, Gage PC #64

3

smile PC #64ii " i' :: ,,l !Teal No. " "

:~~~i to-::::I: 38t °

Gage In so"l
W/ 1S0' cabe

iII "! "I
"'" Figure 7 Typical Strip Chart Output ,"Z %

T"S REULT . I I I I I I I 00

"-P.lo STRESS, 
0
i IFigures 8 and 9 how typical plots of

test results. Plots presenting the results Figure 9 N5 Polymer Gage Test
of other test variables studied are in- Result, Gage PC #64
cluded in the report cited above. It was (Effect of Frequency)
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we should mention that four gages, PC 2. Baum, N. and Kovarna, J., "Dynamic Soil
#49, 54, 58, and 64, were tested in the Stress - Its Calculation and
laboratory to establish the relationship Measurement,w Contract Report AFWL-TR-
between voltage output and stress similar 81-89, U. of N. M., 1982

to that shown in figures 8 and 9. These
- gages were used in a field test program 3. Bur, A. J. and Roth, S., "A Temperature

conducted at the Eglin Air Force Base, Compensated Polymer Pressure Gage,"

Florida in June, 1984. The field test This conference
program and results are presented in a
companion paper at this conference.(7) 4. Burcham, R. L., "Evaluation of

Piezoelectric Polymer Soil-Stress
Gage," Contract Report to AFWL, U. of
N. M., 1974

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
5. Chung, R. M., Bur, A. J., and Reasner,

The following summary and conclusions E., "Development of an NBS Polymer Gage
may be advanced from the results of the for Dynamic Soil Stress Measurement,"
test program: An NBSIR publication, in preparation

1. A gage made of two thin sheets of PVDF 6. Hamilton, J.J., "Earth Pressure Cells:
material, a thermocouple, and two thin Design Calibration and Performance,"
polycarbonate sheets for gage surface pro- Tech. Paper 109, Division of Building
tection, has been developed to reliably Research, NRC, Canada, 1960
measure dynamic soil stresses up to 2000

* pbi due to impact load. 7. Holder, J. R., Chung, R. M., and Bur,
A. J., "Field Evaluation of the Poly-

2. The gage design, which has an aspect mer Soil Stress Gage," This conference
ratio of 0.024 and a modulus ratio of at
least 35, satisfies dimensional and physi-
cal requirements for accurate stress mea- 8. Ingram, J.K., *The Development of a
surement. Free Field Soil Stress Gauge for Static

and Dynamic Measurements," ASTM, STP
3. The gage design further offers the 392, 1965

-' flexibility and feasibility to build the
gage with any aspect iat jci ard shape 9. Keough, D., Decarli, P., and Rosenberg,
required for its specific use. J.T., "Development of a High Modulus,
4yi egPiezoresistance Gage for Dynamic In-

pyroelectric igage stu Soil Stress Measurement," Contract
been considered In designing the gage. Report to DNA, Proc., Conf. on

- Temperature correction is necessary when Instrumentation for Nuclear Weapons
- air pressure measurement is of interest. Effects, 1982

Gage signal output does not need to be
compensated for temperature if the gage is 10. Irizek, R.3., Farzin, N., Wissa,

. embedded in soil for stress measurement (to A.E.Z., and Martin, R.T., "Evaluation
- the stress level tested in the program) of Stress Cell Performance," J. GED,

because the temperature rise in the gage is ASCE, Vol. 100, GTl2, 1974
small.

ll.Labreche, D., Beam, J., Baum, N., and
5. A linear relationship between the input Boor, D., "Soil Stress Gage Placement
stress and gage output can be established and Testing," Contract Report AFWL-TR-
through the data points dezivid fron the 80-126, U. of N.M., 1981

* clading-unloading-reloading sequences of
specimen testing. This relationship is not 12. Loh, Y.C., Internal Stress Gauges for

* affected by the placement of the gage Cementitious Materials," Proc. Society
* (whether on a concrete pedestal or freely for Experimental Stress Analysis, Vol.

in soil) nor by the frequency of the impact XI, No. 2, 1954
loads applied to the specimen.

- 13. Monfore, G.E., "An Analysis of the
Stress Distribution In and Near Stress
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Field Evaluatici, of ';he Polymr Soil Stress Gage

J. Rick Holder

USAF Armament Laboratory

Vulnerability Assessments Branch
Eglin AFB, Florida 32542-5000

and

R. M. Chuug and A. J. Bur

National Bureau of Standards
r;a. ,herehmjrg, Maryl,-nd

ABSTRACT In response to this need, the USAF frmament

• , The feasibility of a new type of pressure gage to Aboratory and the National Bureau of Standard

" measure dynamic soil stresses was evaluated. The jointly developed a flush mounted pressure gage to

pressure gage is made from thin sheets of measure dynamic blast prcssure in a soii medium, as

polyvinylidene flouride (PVDF) sandwiched between well as at a soil and Joncrete interface. The

polycarbonate sheets. Tests were conducted to polymer gage .s shown in figure 3. It iz made from

measure dynamic soil stresses and stresses on buried four sheets of PVDF vhich have been laminated

structures resulting from the detonation af buried together using epoxy. The inner two shoots (12.0 ppn

high explosive charges. The work was conducted by thick) contain active areas on which aluminum

the laboratories of National Bureau of Standarda electrodes have been deposited. The uuter two

. under the sponsorship of the Air Force Armament layers (25.0 Mp thtck) serve as protection for the

- Laboratory, Eglin AFB Florida. This paper presents inner two so that the gage can be used in

the field test results of this gage when subject to environments requiring mechanical ruggedness. The

" high intensity blast loadings. The paper was overall thickness' of the transducer is approximately

prepared in conjunction with those being presented 0.35 mm. Prior to lamination the electroded regions

- by Dr Riley Chung and Dr Anthony Bur entitled are made piezoelectrically active by poling them at

"Laboratory Evaluation of an NBS Polymer Soil Stres room temperature with en electric field of 2.0

. Cage," and "Development of a Polymer Pressure Gage mv/cm. The active areas are then laminated face-t:-

with Temperature Compensation," respectively. face so that the polarization vectors in each

element point in opposite directions. In this

bilaminate pattern, the ground electrodes are on the

INTRODUCTION exterior surface and the inner electrodes carry the

signal potential. This paper describes the results

-aekground of field testing the gage at Eglin AFB range

facilities.

. The Air Force Armament Laboratory (AFAIL) has

,. responsibility within the Air Force for the

lethality evaluation of conventional munitions Objective and Approach

against ground and air targets. Hardened, high

value targets such as radar sites, airfields, and The objective of the field tests was to evaluace

command and control centers represent high priority the gage in the fleldi environment when dynamically

threats in a tactical. scenario, and are consequently loaded. The loading of the gages was accomplished

of considerable importance in current Air Force with explos03e charges detonated it different

munition development programs. Part of the distances from the emplaced gages. Two PVDF gages

" engineering knowledge necessary to evaluate the were attached to a buried concrete wall and twr% were

lethality of conventional munitions against high placed in free soil near the explosive charge. All

value targets includes near-field explosive blast test gages were calibrated in the laboratory up to

effects against concrete structures. Problems 1000 psi. With this limitation on the dynsmic

* presently exist with the methods of measuring blast range, the field tests were deiigned to encompass

* impulse and pressures on underground structures, pressure lcading up to 500 psi.

For example, gages must be placed on mounting

brackets inserted in holes drilled through the EXPERIMENTAL rROCEDURES

* structure wall. As a result, the structure is

weakened. A need exists to develop a flush mounted Test Configuration

pressure gage that permits the measurement of blast
loads on a buried structure. In turn this will Two successful field tests took place. Both tests

illow accurate vulnerability evaluations to be made took place in the same geographic looatinw. The

* ,f structural targets attacked with massive unitary test setups are shown in Figures I and 2. Both

jarheads without weakening the targets with the figurea shov a plan and side vie,' of a buried 1/3

-ns3trimentation. scale reinforced %:oncrete structure. The figures
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• show the different standoffs each gage has in When the charge was detonated a loading was placed

* respect to the charge. All gage's sensing elements through the soil and impacted the concrete wall.

were buried at the same depth, 28.0 inches below the The gage reacted from being compressed causing an

top surface of the buried structure. The 5 foot electrical signal to move through the cable to the

compacted fill over the structuro in the test area charge amplifier. At this point, the signal is

was removed so as to maintain uniform depth of amplified and moved to the frequency modulator and

• burial. The gage sersing elements were positioned oscillograph. The oscillograph allows a quick look
roughly perpendicular to the charge. Thus at the wave form. The frequency modulator stores
reflective pressure was expected. Four gages were the signal on antilog tape. At this point, the
used during each test. Two were placed in the free signal is transferred from the tape to the computer
field, and tw were attached to the exterior wall of where its software calculates the 9ressure-time
the buried concrete structure. The two gages placed history curve and impulse. Peak pressure and
in the so.l were positioned to th4 proper depth and impulse are also determined by the computer program.
hand compacted to allow free fiela movement. The This data is then plotted for permament record.

- . remaining two gages were attached to exterior wall
of the concrete structure by positioning to the
prnper depth and taping them direotly to the wall Tea' Results

with reinforced nylon tnping tape. The sensing

element of P1 gage was placd 2.0 inches to the Before each test two pressure measurements were

left of a perpendicular line drAwn from the charge predicted for each polymer gage location. The
--: to the concrete wal and the sensii element of P2 predictive equations used were developed at

gage was 2.0 inches to the ithe smne line. Southwest Research InstitutP (Reference 3) and US

The soil was composed of fine, uniform sanu with a Army Engineer Waterways Experiment Station
void ratio of appro.Jmately 0.7 and a unit weight of (Reference 4). The following tables indicate the

approximately 104.0 pounds per cubic foot. The sand pressures predicted and the pressures measured at

- was dry with some moisture during the day of the the individual polymer gage lccation.

tests. Swiss Hammer tests indicated the concrete
wall compressive strength was 6300 psi. Photo 1 TEST 1
shows the two gages installed against the concrete
wall. The soil was carefully backfilled and brought Gage Predictive Pressure (PSI) Polymer Gage

back to normal compactioa conditions before each No SWRI WES (PSI)
test. Photo 2 shows the layout of the test. The
hole in the soil shows the position of the charge. P1 20 17 89

Explosive Charge P2 20 17 42

All charges were fabricated by forming composition P3 102 102 89

C-4 explosive Into a sphere weighing two pounds. 375 439 413
F ach chargers center of gravity was positioned at a

depth of 28.0 inches (same level as the sensing
elements of the gages). TEST 2

Instrumentation Gage Predictive Pressure (PSI) Polymer Gage

The four gages were attached to RG-62 coaxial

cable which ran approximacely 300 feet to the
follnwing recording sequenue:

NO SWRI WES (PSI)

P1 41 37 40

P2 41 37 29

1. PCB 463A Charge Amplifier P3 102 102 101

2. VR 3700B-Wide Band Group II-Frequency P4 375 439 a

Modulator Tape Recorder
eGage saturated, No data.

3. Bell and Howell 5-133 Oscillograph

4. Hewlett Packard 5180 lJaveform Recorder

5. Hewlett Packard 9825 Computer SU14MARY and CONCLUSIONS

6. Hewlett Packard four-pen plotter 1. The teat results indicate that the polymer gages
perform well. As presented in the tables, the
pressures obtained are, reasonably close to predicted
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values for the soil type, standoff, depth of burial, REFERENCES
- and charge weight.

* 2. Figure 4 indicates the relationship between peak 1. Bur, A.J. and Roth, S.C., "Development of a
stress and scaled range for free-field data and Polymer Pressure Gage with Temperature
interface pressure data on the concrete wall. The Compensation," National Bureau of Standards,

- graph of the test data falls in the region of each Gaithersburg, Maryland, April 1984.
-- of the predictive equation curves using the same

criteria. Therefore the accuracy of the polymer 2. Chung, R.M., Bur, A.J., and Holder, J.R.,
gages is comparable with the accuracy of the PCB "Laboratory Evaluation of an NES Polymer Soil Stress
gages used by Southwest Research Institute and the Gage," This conference.

*- WES-SE gages used by US Army Engineer Waterways
Experiment Station. 3. Westine, P.S. and Friesenhahn, G.J., "Free-Field

Ground Shock Pressures from Buried Detonations in
3. The gage design offwrs unlimited use as a flush Saturated and Unsaturated Soils," presented at the
mounting gage. The gage was extremely easy to interaction of Non-Nuclear Munitions with Structures
install and would result in no struictural damage to Symposium, 10-13 May 1983, US Air Force Academy,
any structure due to installation. Placement of the Colorado.
gage in free-field was unconstrained., No special
mounting support was required. The gage design 4. Drake, J.L. and Little, C.D. Jr., " Ground Shock
further offers the flexibility and feasibility to from Penetrating Conventional Weapon," presented at
build the gage with any aspect ratio and shape the interaction of Non-Nuclear Munitions with
required for its specific use. Structures Symposium, 10-13 May 1983, US Air Force

Academy, Colorado.
- 4. The tests showed that the gage's construction

was rugged. Thus allowing the gages to be dropped,
bent, and handled not so carefully yet continue to
be operationable.

5. The laboratory tests indicate the polymer gage
will be as operationable in wet soil as it is in
dry soil. 10,000

6. The polymer gage has a fast response time and 
EE

produces a clear signal. Thus the gage performs --
well in the dynamic soil loading case for both free-
field and interface ith concrete measurements.

7. The polymer gage is more flexible, easier to swNi tara curve

'Install and use, and rugged in design than etisting
gages used for the same purpose. APvI) .,ta urv,

*_ ". 8. Finally, by no means do two field tests indicate l.", -- I
final conclusions in regards to gage accuracy. WF iars Cur;.

* However the gage results from the field tests were
encouraging. Additional tests should be conducted - -

including cmparison of the polymer gage to other
ground shock gages, as well as expanding the dynamic ;
range of the measurements. / LEUEkit

LI PVDF Ts t
-0 WES Prediri oat

0 SWIl Predict v, lata\

0

=.,u

2-2

% Ic

1/ 3
SCALED RANCE k/W

3
, ITIL/

FhK',te Rei liun betwev-n peak .treds and scaled range

tre- field data and interface pr-ssure data o1

nrte .. I I.
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ACCURACY OF ANALOG-TO-DIGITAL
CONVERTERS USED FOR BLAST DATA

"* Gary P. Ganong

R and D Associates
Albuquerque, New Mexico

ABSTRACT experimenter can exactly predict the
necessary range of his data and use 100%

Previous analyses of the accuracy of of the full scale range. If he uses only
analog-to-digital converters by Stough and 10% of the full scale range, his error is

* this author used simulated gauge records ten times larger (±7.8%).
for a particular record from the MISERS

. BLUFF test series. To increase our under- When accelerometer records are
standing of the accuracy of converters, integrated to obtain "elocities and dis-
accelerometer records from a small gauge placements, the errors produced can far
calibration test have been analyzed. This exceed the inherent quantization errors.
paper will show that 12 and 16 BIT systems Stough (Raf. 1) analyzed a simulated
can produce very high accuracies, using MISERS BLUFF gauge record and incorrectly
only a small percent of the full scale concluded that only a 14 BIT word size
range of the system. Eight BIT systems would be sufficiently accurate for single
may produce as much as 10 percent error in and double integration of blast data.
final displacement, using the entire full This author analyzed a simulation of the
scale range. Six BIT systems produce very same record (Ref. 2) and concluded that
large errors in velocity and displacement 5% accuracy in displacements is possible
even when the entire full range of the from 8 BIT accelerometer data, using 80%
system is used. of the available range.

INTPODUCTION ANALYSIS OF FOUR GAUGE RECORDS

* In recent years, some organizations The previous analysis assumed that
" have collected blast data in digital form experimenters would be willing to use 80%

directly in the field, rather than con- of the full scale range. It was also
verting analog records in a laboratory. based on the use of a simulated gauge
This permits experimenters to quickly record. It did not answer two questions:
process and display their results. Data Does the conclusion hold for real gauge

- systems can be adjusted and follow-on records? How much of the full scale range
tests can proceed more rapidly. must be used to get adequate results?

Previous analyses of the accuracy of To answer these questions, this
analog-to-digital converters by Stough author analyred the four records provided
(Ref. 1) and this author (Ref. 2) used by Baer. The records were digitized on a
simulated gauge records for a particular computer with 40 BIT precision, and then
record from the MISERS BLUFF test series, truncated to achieve desired accuracy. In
To increase our understanding of the equation form, this operation can be
accuracy of converters, four accelerometer written:
records from a small gauge calibration
test have been analyzed. These records Digital Value - Digital Increment x Integer
wer - provided to me by Mr. R. C. Baer of (Analog Value/Digital Increment +h)
the University of New Mexico and are shown
in Figures 1 through 4. The value of the digital increment was the

full scale range divided by 2 to the power
* All successive approximation analog- of the number of BITS: 1000 data pairs

to-digital (A/D) converters have an were used for each record. For each
inherent quantization error of ± least record, the errors were computed for 6, 8,
significant BIT(LSB). The LSB is defined 12, and 16 BITS and for ratios of signal
as the full scale range divided by 2 to amplitude to ftill scale range of 0.01 to
the power of the number of BITS. Thus, a 0.99.
six BIT system has an inherent quantization
error of ±0.781. This assums that the
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RESULTS REFERENCES

Tables 1, 2, and 3 summarize the 1. T. A. Stough, "Effect of Digital Word
results of the error analysis. The values Size on Precision of Data Recovery From
in the tables were obtained from 72 graphs Field Instrumentation," DNA 5510T, November
of percent error vs. signal amplitude. 1980, approved for public release,
Since the tables were assembled from distribution unlimited.
graphical data rather than printed values,
only one significant figure is used for 2. G. P. Ganong and S. L. Humphreys,
each value. Percent error does not mono- "Accuracy of Analog-to-Digital Converters
tonically decrease as the ratio of signal Used for Blast Data," 8th Military
amplitude to full scale range increases. Applications of Blast Simulation Symposium,
There are many local maximums and minimums June 1983, approved for open publication.
for each record. The tables do not show
local minimums, but instead show the maxi-
mum error when at least that fraction of
the full scale range is used.

Peak velocity (Table 1) was always
adequately computed by 12 and 16 BIT
systems. Eight BITS provided sufficient
accuracy (4% error) when 50% of the full
scale range was used. Six BITS was always
unsatisfactory for record MN08.

Peak displacement (Table 2) had only
small errors for 12 and 16 BIT systems.
Eight BIT systems were adequate when 70%
of the full scale range was used. Six BIT
systems could not provide sufficient
resolution for records MN07 and MN08.

Final displacements (Table 3) were the
most severe test of A/D systems. Twelve
and 16 BIT systems always proved to be
satisfactory. Eight BITs produced 10%
error for record MN07 even when the entire
full scale range was used. Six BIT systems
failed to provide adequate resolution for
records MN07, MN08, and MN17.

CONCLUSIONS

Assuming that the four selected
records are typical of blast applications,
one could draw the following conclusions:

1. The records from 6 BIT systems
cannot be singly and doubly integrated with
sufficient accuracy to adequately describe
velocities and displacements.

2. When 70% of the full scale range
is used, accurate peak velocities and peak
displacements can be derived from 8 BIT
accelerometer data.

3. Accurate velocities and displace-
ments can be obtained from 12 BIT systems
even when as little as 10% of the full
Ecale range is used.
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TABLE 1
Percent Errors In Peak Velocity

Fraction of Full
Range Used

Number of Bits Record 0.9 0.7 .5 0.3 0.1

% Errors in Peak Velocity

6 MN 07 2. 2. 2. 2. 2.
MN 08 20. 30. 50. 60. 60.
MN 10 1. 1. 1. 1. 10.
MN 17 2. 2. 2. 6. 40.

8 MN 07 0.2 0.3 0.8 2. 2.
MN 08 1. 2. 4. 8. 60.
MN 10 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 1.
MN 17 1, 1. 1. 1. 5.

12 MN 07 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.05 0.08
MN 08 .01 .01 .01 .01 1.
MN 10 .01 .02 .02 .03 .07
MN 17 .02 .03 .06 .06 0.2

16 MN 07 .000 .001 .001 .002 .005
MN 08 .002 .002 .002 .006 .02
MN 10 .0005 .001 .002 .002 .008
MN 17 .001 .002 .002 .002 .002

TABLE 2
iercent Errors In Peak Displacement

.1

Number Fraction of Full Scale Range
of Bits Record Used

0.9 0.7 0..3 0.1

% Errors in Peak Displacement

6 MN 07 90 100 100 300 300
MN 08 10 20 40 50 50
MN 10 i. 3. 7. 40 100
MN 17 2. 2. 4. 10 50

8 MN 07 2. 4. 10. 20. 200
MN 08 1. 1. 2. 4. 40.
MN 10 2. 2. 2. 3. 7.
MN 17 1. 1. 2. 3. 8.

12 MN 07 C.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 1.
MN 08 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.05
MN 10 0.04 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.4
MN 17 0.02 0.05 0.07 0.07 0.2

16 MN 07 .006 .006 .006 .01 .03

N 08 .002 .003 .003 .005 .01
MN 10 .002 .002 .008 .008 .04
MN 17 .001 .001 .003 .003 .01
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Nube

Pecet Error n Final Displacement

N umber --

6- MN 07 200 200 300 500 700
M 4 08 10 20 40 so 50

M N 10 3 3 8 40 100

8.. MN 07 10 20 70 200 400
.'MN 08 1. 1. 2. 4. 40
'-MN 10 2. 2. 2. 3. 7.

MN.14' 17 3. 3. 5. 6. 20.

-- 12 M 07 0.3 0.5 0.6 1. 4.
-- MN 08 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.3
.- N 10 0.04 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.4
-M 17 0.1 0.2 0. 04 07

16 M4N 07 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.05 0.2
M 08 0.9002 •.003 •.003 .005 0.01

_ MN 10 0. 002 .002 •.008 .008 0.04
- M 17 .008 .008 0.01 0.01 0.03

-o
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CALIBRATION TESTS OF PRESSUREMETER IN CLAY

An-Bin Huang, Robert D. Holtz, and Jean-Lou A. Chameau

Purdue University

West Lafayette, Indiana

ABSTRACT imposes a boundary condition corresponding to zero
lateral strain. To minimize the effects of this

A calibration chamber has the unique capability boundary condition, the sample size must be signifi-
of subjecting a soil sample to known stress history cantly larger than that of the device to be

. and boundary conditions. Although the technique has calibrated (Chapman, 1974). Therefore, testing is
been used with success in cohesionless soils, its use costly and tim consuming.
in cohesive soils is unprecedented. This paper
presents the laboratory equipments built to perform In a flexible-vall chamber, the sample is
chamber calibration tests of model pressuremeters in encased in a soft membrane and confined with air or
clay. Due to the cohesive nature of clay soils, spe- water. It provides several types of boundary condi-
cial considerations are necessary to insure that the tions (Table 1) which makes the simulation of field
test is performed under favorable conditions. Those tests possible, even with relatively small samples.
include procedures of constructing high quality clay Several large scale calibration chambers of this type
specimens, optimum sizes of the sample, and tech- have been built throughout the world (Bellotl et at.,
niques for pore pressure measurements. A double-wall 1982, Jewell et al., 1980, Chapman, 1974, and Laier
calibration chamber which can accommodate a clay sam- at al., 1975). These chambers were used primarily to
ple 20 cm in diameter and 34 cm high, a slurry conso- porform calibration tests in sands. The sand was
lidometer, needle piezometers, and scaled down model deposited into the chamber through a carefully con-
pressuremeters are described. The perfor ance of trolled pluvial process to provide a highly reprodu-

* this experimental system is evaluated based on prel- cible and uniform sample with a desired density.
iminary test results. Diameters of I to 1.5 meters and heights of less than

2 meters were the usual dimensions of these samples.

A CHAMBER SYSTEM FOR CLAYS

INTRODUCTION The main capability oZ this system is to create

a uniform and reproducible cohesive soil sample
A research program on "Fundamental Aspects of around a testing device, such as a pressuremter,

Pressuremeter Testing" is underway at Pirdue Univer- with known stress conditions and essentially no soil
• sity. The goal of this study is to determine why and disturbance. The time required to consolidate clay
. how the nature and characteristics of different soils samples is craers of magnitude longer than for

can explain their response under the loading condi- sands. In addition, the handling of a large clay
tions imposed by the pressuremeter. Phase I of the sample comparable to the ones mentioned above would
research involves a series of chamber pressuremeter be difficult if not impossible. Thus, it was decided
tests in cohesive soils under krvown stress history to build a small scale chamber system and to use
and boundary conditions. A calibration chamber eye- scaled down nodal pressuremeters. The design was

* tem has been designed and built to perform these based on a sample size of 20 cm in diameter and 34 cm
. tests. in height. The experimental system consists of a

slurry consolidometer, a double wall calibration
* The aim of this paper is to present the capabil- chamber, model pressuremetera, and needle plezome-

ities and features of the calibration chamber system, tars.
including the pore pressure monitoring devices and
the scaled down, single cell, model pressureseters. The basic concept behind this design is to con-
Preliminary results are used to evaluste the perfor- solidate a clay sample in two stages. During the
mance of the system and future Improve--nts are indi- first stage, the slurry is consolidated into a clay
cated. sanle inside the consolidometer. This technique is

known to provide high quality samples of cohesive
PREVIOUS EXPERIENICE IN CHAMBER TESTLNG soils (Krizek and Sheeran, 1970). Following the con-

solidometer stage, the sample is placed in a chamber
There are basically two alternate designs for and consolidated to a higher pressure. A model pres-

calibration chambers, rigid-wall (such as a test pit) suremeter and needle piezomaters are inserted in the
" or flexible-wall chamber. The rigid-wall chamber slurry btfore consolidacion. Since there is no need
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" of boring the soil for pressurmeter insertion, the Note that, with the boundary condition BC3
% main source of soil disturbance is eliminated. The (Table I), a sample can be consolidated under a K
, pressureamter test follows imediately after consoli- condition. The loas of sample volume due to consoli 2

dation. Details of theme equipants and techniques dation is replaced by the piston movement, therefore
are described irs the following sections. allowing consolidation in the vertical direction

only.

The Slurry Consolidometer

This device (Figure 1) is used to consolidate a
slurry from an initial maximum height of 90 ci to a Table 1. Boundary Conditions in
final height of slightly more than 34 cm. It is made a Calibration Chamber Tests.
of a nickel plated steel pipe with two compartments.

- Both compartments have an inside diameter of 20 cu. I. BCi: constant vertical stress and constant
A pressuremeter is fastened to the center of a lateral stress.
chamber top cap together with five needle piezoam-
terse This top cap is placed at the bottom of the 2. BC2: zero vertical strain and zero lateral

* lower compartment as a base. A filtered piston strain.
' placed on top of the slurry is pressed by a I ton

capacity rolling diaphragm piston. 3. BC3: constant vertical stress and zero
lateral strain

The lower compartment has the same height as
' the soil sample after consolidation (34 cm). It is 4. BC4: zero vertical strain and constant

split longitudinally into two halves which are bolted lateral stress.
together. The interior is lined with a sheet of

* sandpaper facing a rubber membrane. The sandpaper
prevents slippage of the meabre caused by adhesion

. between clay and membrane as coneolidation proceeds.
The upper compartment which provides additional space uhn16mDa

- for the slurry in the early stage of consolidation is Stainless Stool
bolted to the lower one. The rubber membrane extends Rod
out of the lower compartment and provides a sealing

-.between the two.

Upon completion of slurry consolidation, the .
sample is confined in the lower compartment and *i
encased in the rubber membrane. This arrangement '0 ' "PorousDsI
eliminates the need of trimming the sample and there- * ..
fore minimizes the chance of disturbance.

The Double Wall Calibration Chamber • • .s cm i;0 •

The double wall calibration chamber is shown in Nick I Platod
Figure 2. The device can accommodate a sample 20 cm St"l PI p e

in diameter with a maximuAm height of 34 ca. Figure

3 shows the arrangement of the calibration chamber
- and its control system. The vertical stress is pro- Rubber

vided by a piston at the bottom of the rhamber. This obr=o
piston has the same diameter as that of the sample. .ba
The sample is encased in a 0.0635 cm thick, custom 20.32c Diameter
made latex membrane. The annular space between the S.mp.e
sample and the chamber wall is filled with desired E
water. Since both ends of the sample are isolated U

• from the cell water, the stresses in the vertical and 04
horizontal directions can be controlled indepeon- . . ...

* dently. Porous discs are placed at both ends of the 0•"
sample to permit double drainage. The chamber to POrou Dic
installed in a constant temperature room. The saria- 0
tion of temperature in this room is lees than I F. odor

Four different boundary conditions (Table 1) can
be imposed on a soil sample. The rondition of zero
vertical strain can be imposed by locking the piston.
The condition of zero lateral strain is maintained by
balancing the chamber cell pressure and that between
the two walls, while locking the cell drainage. The Figure I SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM OF THE
balanced pressure insures a stationary position of CONSOLIDOMETER FOR
the inner wall (Figure 2) and simulates a rigid sye- CHAMBER TEST SAMPLES
tem.
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Th Moe Prtarsmeer

W 1 Porou Disc schematic diagro.a of the model pressuremeter. The

K* 6PN er)hasa dtame.ter of 1.11 cm aiud a length of 11.1
c. Latex tubing of 1.11 cm 0.f). and 0.24 cja wall

* 20.32cm D motor -was utilized an the probe membrane.

C3layc ight.4 The design concept of the model pressuremeters
is similar to a commercial single cell pressuremeter

2 5.c I.d c made by OYO Corporation, Tokyo, Japan (Suyama et al.,
0.95ci1982). It recognizes that head losses occur a~l the

Ailumindm Pipe r= fluid is forced to flow through tubing. and fittings
' before it reaches !he probe. Thus, in order to

0 obtain accu,.ate pressure readings it is essential to
" -9. cm .Q.measure tho! fluii pressure within the measurement

1.27probe. T3 achieve this, the pressuremeter Is
Stel Alumnu peequipped with a piazometee which extends to the

Rod -6center of the probe. The piazoceter is connected

Porous .Draing directly to a pressure transducer (Figuare k).

DiscPortThe pressuremeter test can be performed either(Dr stress controlled or strain controlled. In the case
of stress controlled test, the volume change of the
presauremeter probe is monitorid by a glass burette

-~ with a sensitivity of 0.03155 cm /cm. An increase of
10% of the probe radius would corr~espond to a drop off

W burette reading of 72 ca. For strain controlledWat I orpressuremeter tests, the fluid is pumped into the
probe by a high accuracy flow pump system similar to
the one proposed by H.W. Olsen (Too, 1984).

The Needle Piezometera

Fiue2 OVERVIEW OF THE DOUBLE Five miniature piezometers were specially
Figuredesigned to mnitor the variation of pore pressure

WALL CALIBRATION CHAMBER. within the soil sample during a test. They are
installed at distances of 0.3 to 9 cm from the pres-
suremeter. The piezometev tips are at the same level
an the center of the pressuremeter probe. Each
piezometer consists of a 0.0762 cvn O.D. stainless

Pressure Gage -- Air

Air-.--Burette

*Cell Water Reservoir Pressure Gage
Transducer -Pre sure Gage

Preesu e Gage Transducer

Rod Piston
outerReservoir

TransducerWal Si

Wall 3Si5

* -. -0

* 4. . 4MMembrane.

~ **4.45. - -----



steel tubing soldered to a transducer port. The tip dation was monitored by taking pore preasure readings
of the piezometer to filtered %iith strings of very through needle piazuseters extended to) the rtenter of
fine bronze fiber. The transducer ports were custom the sample.
made to minimixe the volume of f luid in the sensine
syste.i. All the transducer ports together with the A stress controlled pressuremetej. test wav pev-
model pressuremeter are fastened to the top cap of forusd Imediately af ter eotsolidatlor. The boundary
the chamber. condition BC4 (Table 1) was applied du,,ing the teat

by maintaining the lateral stresa reacbed at the end
PKRFORHANrE oF THE SYSTI( of consolidation. The probe pressure inas increased

in two minute intervals.
Before making extensive use of this no equip-

ment in the research, a preliminary testing program Sixteen dr~ys were required to complete the teat,
is currently (December, 1984) utderway to eses the 8 days for slurry consolidation, and 8 days for
performance of the different components of the eye- chamber saturation. consolidation, and pressurester
tem. A chamber pressureestor taot has been per- teat. The clurry Lonsolidation can be conducted
f frmed using Geoorgia krolinite (speciftc Erav- simultaneous, with chamber testing and thus, two
ity-2.5 7 , PL-28, LL-63). Powdered kaclinite w1C5 tests can be completed in 16 days. The sample weighs
mixed with desired, deionized vater to form a slurry appvoylmstely 20 kg and is easily portable while con-

*with a vater content of 150 1. The slurry which had fined in t~he lower compartment of the slurry consoli-
an initial height of 76 :am in the consolidomlterb VOs doeeter.
consolidated under a pressure of 2 .25 kg/ca . Upon
completion of the first stage consolidation, It yes At the end of chamber consolidation and pres-
placed in the c~hamber 2and saturated tindev a back surerer test, samples were taken fr-om different
pressure of 7 kg/cxm . Consolidation of the sample locations. Averaged water contents in a range of
was performed under a K condition following the pro- 42.9% to 43.6Z were obtained. There was no clear
cedures suggested by Ca~panella &ad Vaid (1972). The trend of water content variation as a function of
vertical (piston) and horilonta. (cell) presstirez distance to the prebsqremeter oz locations within the
were increased to 9.84 kg/ts simultaneously. Double sample. These water contents are essentislly the

* drainage was then allowed while maintaining the boun- same as there recorded during K tria2:ial tests per-
dary co~dition BC3 (Table 1) under a back pressure of formed earlier. The tria-dal t~ats used the same
7 kg/cm . The cell pressure (sample lateral stress) kaolinite, consolidated under the same procedures.

*decreased as consolidation continued ani stabilized The water contant mcasuremants show thet the chamber
at the end of consoiidation. The degree of consoli- consolidated sample is uniform and the procedures

Pressure Transducer should be repeatable as indicated by comparing with

Tee shape 1 /8"1 0.D. Femalo previous dt,

P ipeFttingjs S agelok Tube Fitting It is well recognized that significant soil die-
turbanc is very difficult to avoid in field tests

1 /8" N.P.T. -Water-Air even witb the self-oring pressuremeter. The distur-
* lntorface ban.ee c'an nause variations in horizontal stresses and

- habermask tbe sol response under the pressuremeter load-
Chambering condl-tions. It is of great interest to perform

op Cap chamber pressuremater tests under a "disturbance4 free" condition. The pressure and radial strain
1 I6" N.P.T. values recorded during the pressuremeter test arv

given in Figure 5 ("raw, data"). The date points
represent not only the response of soil under the

-Piezometer applied pressure, rit also the effects of the pres-
euremeter system compliance and membrane stiffness.
To measure these, a prescuremeter test wua performed

I in an emptj chember under essentially the same

0.635cm O.D lateral stress (cell pressure) and conditions as in
"&s ubn the previous test. The pressures and radial *trains

Tuin measured during this teat are &lwo given in Figure 5
("empty test"). The data show a clear breaking point

I *I Icm Wall S thl probe pressure reach"s the cell pressure (8.4
Lae 0.2cmWan kg/cm ). To the left of this point, the curve

Latex ubingcorresponds to system compliance and the rest of the
------ curve represents membrane stiffness affects, The

E corrected pressuremater data are obtained by sub-
tracting the "empty test" values from the raw data
("net" values in Figure 5). The net pressure-strain

UiL curve (Figure 5) shovs a sharp "lift off" point as
the probe pressure reaches the soil lateral stress
(cell pressure). This feature indicates that a "dis-
turbance free" condition, at least in a sense of no
lateral stress variation, was present during the

Figure 4 SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM OF chamber test.
THE MODEL PRESSUREMETER
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The piezometers were located at distances of 15.0
* 3.12 cm to 7.7 cm from the center of pressuremeter
. probe. The pore pressure readings were found very

-ensitive to the chamber pressure variations. The 12.0 RAW DATA
pore pres&ure variations measured during the pres-suremetef test are plotted versus the radial strains

in Figure 6. The pore pressure increases are more
significant towards the probe as predieted theoreti- 0 9.0

* cally (Oarter et al., 1979). Quantitative interpre- ,
tation of these pore pressure changes as a function

of the soil characteristics will be an essential pert .O
of our research program. 6.0EMPTY TEST

Two undesirable features were noticed during the (0

chamber test. The measured K value of this normally W

consoitdated sample was 0.53 at tbe end of consolida- a. 3.0
nion. This value was lower than those obtained from
K triaxial tests (0.56) performed on the same
m°tectsl. A slight bulging was noticed at the center
of the sample. This is a strong indication that the 0.0 _, _-- _ _

sample may havq yielded locally during K consolida- 0.0 3.0 6.0 9.0 12.0 15.0

tion. For an ideal performance, the net pressure-
" strain curve (Figure 5) should indicate zero strain RADIAL STRAIN, %

before the lift-off point. However, the results Figure 5. PROBE PRESSURE vs. RADIAL STRAIN
showed a positive strain immediately after the begin-

* ning nf the test which increased with prc Ao pressure.
This is most likely due to some air trapped in the 0.20
pressoremeter system. DISTANCE TO CENTER

OF PROBE, cm

CONCLUDING REMARKS 0.15 3.2 -

A caltibrstion chamber system has been developed Z
to perform model pressuremeter tests in cohesive
soils. This system 

includew a slurry 
consolidoweter, 

0 0.10 
'

a double wall calibration chamber, scaled down model L5
, pressttremeters, and needle piezometers. A prelim- 5.28

• nary test was performed to evaluate the performa.ce 7.37
of this system. Based on the available experience, W
the following conclusions are made: M.0

1. A uniform &ample can bc made using the slurry O0L- 0' 0
and chamber consolidation system. The complete
consolidation cycle to create a sample from
slurry took approximately io days.

-0.05 1
- 2. The test result indicated a clear "lift off" 0.0 3.0 V. 9.0 12.0 15.0
. point which corresponds to the soil lateral

stress. This is a strong indication that a dis- RADIAL STRAIN,
turbance free conditton, at least in a sense of
no lateral stress variation, can be accomplished Figure 6. PORE PRESSURE CHANGE
in the chamber. Vs RADIAL STRAIN

3. The performance of the pore pressure measurement
system (needle piezoseters) was excellent. How- AC(NOWLEDGEHNTS
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APPLICATION OF THEORIES OF MIXTURES TO BEHAVIOR
OF FLUID-SATURATED DEFORMABLE POROUS MEDIA

Mahantesh S. Hiremath and Ranbir S. Sandhu

The Ohio State University
Department of Civil Engineering

Columbus, Ohio

ABSTRACT Oliver[46,47], Williams[61] and Sampaio[50 used a
different approach to the theory of mixtures. In
the so-called volume fraction theories, in addition

Various approaches to description of motion as to usual variables of classical theory, volume frac-

well as formulation of the equations of balance of tions of the constituents are taken as variables.

mass, momentum, and energy for a mixture are dis-

cussed with special reference to the mechanics of In developing a rational theory of mixtures,

fluid-saturated porous solids. Truesdell[59] laid down the following 'metaphysical
principles'.

1. All properties of mixture must be mathemati-
cal consequence of properties of the constit-
uents.

INTRODUCTION 2. So as to describe the motion of a constituent
we may in imagination isolate it from the

* Terzaghi[56]'s theory of one-dimensional consol- rest of the mixture, provided we allow prop-
idation was extended [40] to the case of variable erly for the action of the other constituents
material properties and later to finite strain [23]. upon it.

Blot [6-11] proposed theories for three-dimensional
"' problems of fluid-saturated solids based on certain 3. The motion of the mixture is governed by the

postulates. Theories of interacting continua, based sane equations as a single body.

on principles of mechanics and thermodynamics, first
prcpused by Truesdell[57-59], were further developed Green and Naghdi[27,2931 , however, used differe
by several investigators [1-5,13,25-32,36,45] and set of assump ons in developin balance laws for

applied Lo the prolem of flow of a fluid through an in this breix review, we outline variou scheme

elastic solid [16,51.551. Ithsbifrvewoulnvaoescms- elsticsold [1,sets .to describe the motion of a ml~i-coredItuent mo--
* Various investiators have used different sets t e ri ba to mt ion e f a o' bi- a ce of m oss

".terial and to set up equations of balance of mre,
of assumptions to develop self-consistent theories. linear momentum, angular momentum nd energy. Our
The notion of the motion of the mixture as a single inere t ma n mxtu of imescbl On-
material is often introduced. This is open to objec- nteres. o is primarily In mixture of immiscible con-

" tion except for certain special cases. Some investi- s.ituents so that the results might be applicable to
S gators(e.g., Green nd Naghdi) assume partial the problem of fluid-saturated soils. The relation-

stresses in the constituents to be additive. Others sl'ip of quantities associated with the constituents
(e.g. Truesdell) would so define the mecnanical and with the mixture aa a whule is reviewcd.
quantities that the form of the equaticuc of the
mixture be same as for a single vaterial. Still oth-
ers consider the notion of the partial streises to
be irrelevent to the development of a consistenI
theory for the mixture. Truesdell assumed the sum of
internal and kinetic energy of the nixtre to be the To apply the principles of continuum mechan-
sum of all such quantities for the constituents. ice, it is customary to regard a fluid-saturated
Green has derived a relationship between the ener- solid 2s superposed continua. The mixture is de-
gies of the constituents and that of the mixture fined by the current coincident configurations of
consistent with his set of assumptions. The quanti- the constituents. It is assumed that, in the current
ties for which constitutive relations are required configuration, each point is occupied by a particle

are ioentified by considering the energy equality. of each of the corAtituent. This necessitates the
Different notions regarding dlffuiive resistance introduction of 'bulk' description of the ateria,
have been proposed. Recent work [13,15,42-44,49,60 instead of the 'Intrinsic' description, which would
has extended these applications to finite deforxa- apply if the material were the single constituent of
tions and nonlinear constitutive laws. Other theo- a body.

ries oi mixtures have been rroposed. Gurtiu[33,31.],
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a Density of each constituent and the mixture Components dhe rate of deformation tensor, for the

material sa9, at time t are defined by [161

For each constitoent to fill the body, & 'bulk' dij (k) Fij(k) (k)
description of density is used [4,5,13,16,17,18,25- = F k -

32,42-44,48,49,54,58,60]. Thus, - V(i.j)(k) (10)

" 1 LP(k) (1) Westmann[60] and others[e.g.151 htve used Eulerian

where p(k) is the bulk density of the constituent description of deformation. Vorticity tensor is the

ao anti-symmetric part of spatial velocity gradient te-a~ ) andp is the density of the saturated solid. The nsor Lj(k) an is rp e ntd b

bulk densiti tre related to the intrinsic or true
densities 7 ) [.3,14,20,42-44,48] as rij(k) - Lrijl(k)

9 (k) . n(k) p(k) (2) where the square bracket around the pair of indices

h ren(k)ren denote 'anti-symmetric part'. Often, a mean or bary-
wher resens the volume frautlon of the co- centric velocity for the mixture in terms of veloci-
nstituent s(k) Jn the current configurati-n. Combin- ties vi(k) of the constituents iw introduced by
iq (1) and (2), for a binary mixture,

p * n(k) P(I)* + n(k) p(
2 )* - z n(k ) 0(k)* (3) vi - 1 P(k) vi(k)/p (12)

" t i rAtkins[4] noted that the mixture velocity has no
T anh's theory differs from most others in that particular meaning in continuum mechanics. This is

because a nixtuxe defined by (3) is a set of centers
nt' bulk density of mass and cannot be regarded as a set of material

-(1) .p - D(2)* particles in motion [521 except in t. case of no
P- relative motion between the constituents. A material

- n(1 ) ( p(1) _ p(
2 )*) (4) rate, executed on the mixture is defined by [531

b. otion of the constituents P[D/rtl - I (kW [D(k)/DtI (13)

Another quantity, found convenient, is the diffusive.. Several approaches have ben used to describe velocity. This is the velocity of & constituent el-

the motion of constituents. One is to refsr the not- veo this is the vity o ni t
ion of each constituent to its reference configurat- ative to that of the mixture i.e.

ion, another is tc refer to the motion of each cons- ui(k )  vl(k) - v
tituent to the current configuration of the solid and i i i (14)

often it is convenient to refer to the current conf- Biot[lO], for the case of binary mixture of a solidiuainof each constituent. If xl(k)(.r) is h itIfotecaefbnrymxuefasld
iuato ofeachdcosti te Ifteiak)( r ite and a fluid, introduced a nominal relative velocity

. place occupied st time r by the material particle vi.

. described by X (k) in tIreference configuration vl .9

for the consCituent s 'i, the displacement gradient (2) (2) i(l(1
is [13,16,17,27] wi - n (vi(15)

(k) This and its invariants were used by Ghaboussi and
vij(k) -x(k/ - 1 (k) (5) Wilson[21,22J, Krause[39] and Kenyon[37,38] among

with Fothers.

det I i(k)I > 0 (6) BALANCE LAWS

The velocity vectors are derived from x(k) as

vj(k) - (D/Dt) xi(k) a. Treusdell's theory

For each constituent of the mixture, Truesdell
- /bt + vj(k) /xj(k) ) xik) (7) postulated the balance laws in point form. This was,(nc laws inpitfrm aws

wher using notation of [311,
* where

1) . Continuity of masS[59)Svj(k) - ax(k)/ t (8;

An Eulerian description of motion too has been used -at) 0(k) . (k) I(k) ) . P c(k) (16)

[15]. where p(k), c(k) are, respectively, the density
and mass production fraction of the constituent s(k).

The acceleration vector at time t for constituent Indices following the subscripted coma denote the
s(k) is denoted by spatial derivative with respect to the space coordi-

fit(k) . [D(k)/Dti vi(k) (9) ntes.
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ii. Balance of linear momentum[59] Total stress tensor

T_ (k)
(O/t) ((k) vi(k) ) + (p(k) v1 (k) vj(k) )1 tj -v, vj i - (k) vj(k) v(k) ] (24)

= (k) = (k) + p(k) bi(k) (17) Total heat flux vector

HPre tji(k), p(k) bi(k),pmj(k) are, ree ectively, q1 + p viU + 1/2 vj vj] - tjj vj
the components of the partial Cauchy stress tensor, 1+ v) + 1/2-= [ [qi~)(k) v4 (k){u(k) + /2v(k) v~

)

the body force vector per unit mass and the partial 1 p =
momentum supply density for the constituent. - tjI(k) v (k) }  

(25)

iii. Balance of momentum of momentum[59] Specific energy supply
(k (-8 t1 (k ()(k) [~)()

tiJ(k) - tij(k) M8(k)) p(r + bi vi) I P (k) + bi(k) vI(k)1  (26)

Here Mi are components of the skew-symmetric tensor I
. describing the partial production density of the mome- Further, it was asumed that the mixture is
- nt of momentum of the constituent. thermodynamically isolated i.e.T1 1 n (k=O, e k )

=0()

iv. Balance of energy rates[59] I c( k ) . 0, 1mi(k). (k) -0, e(k) - 0(27)

(k) [D(k)/Dt] u(k) + qjt(k) - (k) r(k) Summing the equations of balance of the constituents

over all of them gives, in view of the definitions
= tij(k) v(lj)(k) + p A U(k) (19) introuduced for the total quantities

where v. Balance of mas- for the mixture

A U(k) . e(k) - U(k) - 1/2 vi(k) vi(k) ]c(k) (8P/8t) + (Pvi),i n Pc ( k ) . 0 (28)1
vi (k) mi(k) - 1/2 M.(k) v. (k) (20) vi. Balance of linear momentum for the mixture

Here u(k), qi(k), r(k), e(k) are, respectively, the (b(k)(29)

specific internal energy, components of the partial = ,
heat flux vector, the partial energy supply and the Bowen[12] introduced a body force for the mixture

-, patpial energy production density of the constituent
-e k. Bowen[12] wrote the energy rate balance equ- (k)
ation for a fixed volume in the form, b k bi (30)

f(k) [Uk) + 1/2 (v Then the equation of balance of linear momentum is
(P/O )~k +uk (+ 1/2 vljk) vjk) dV j+pbi (1

+ fp(k) [U(k) + 1/2 vi(k) vi(k)]vj(k) nj dA (8/8t) ( pvl) + ( vi vj),j = tji~j + pbi (31)
A

SAf iij v(k) - qj(k)] dA vii. Balance of angular momentum for the mixture

+ fip(k) r(k)+p(k) vi(k)bi(k)+pe(k) +pv,(k) mi(k) tij . tji (32)
dV (21) i.e. the total stress tensor is symmetric. It also=-¢ + pl c(k){u(k) + 1/2 v,(k) vi(k) }  V(1 olw rm(3

follows from (23)

* Application of the divergence theorem and subtitu- I ti(I1u- zi k tit(k) (33)tion of equations of ma~s and linear momernum give 1 1
the point form viii. Energy balance for the mixture

-(k) [D/DtIU(k) + qjj(k) - p(k) r(k) p(DU/St) + q " tiJ vi,j((D/)t ++~ k (22)~jI

t ij (k) () ,pek) (22) P r - p(k) jr(k) + 1i(k) ui(k)] (34)

Several alternative forms of the above equation can
be stated (12,591. Truesdell postulated balance An alternative derivation of the equations of
equations for the mixture as well. These equations mass, momentum and energy balance for the mixture
can be derived oy summing over the equations of the was presented by considering a volume V of the mix-ture hounded by an arbitrary fixed surfaceA* constituents. Truesdell introduced the following t36,59,31,12]. The conservation of mass is expressed

* quantities to ensure that the resulting equations [a
for the motion of the mixture have the same form as by
the equations of motion of a single constituent. M/ t J (k) dV + f Pn, dk) vj(k) dA-0

Specific internal energy of the mixture V I A'n (This is equivalent to (28) upon use of divergence

([U + 1/2 V1 vi] =, (k) [,j(k)+ 1/2 v1 (k) vi(k)I(23) theorem. Equating the linear change of momentum to
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T

the force exerted on the material inside the region Allowing for interactions between constituents, the
V, Green and Naghdi[311 obtained in point form the energy equality was restated as [29),
balance of momentum as,11k  Wio/a u 1k [(k)+ 1/2 v1 wildv
pDlDt v I + T1 ( P (k) u (k) uj(k)) j f p

I b(k) + I (+f (k) nj vj(k)[U(k) + 1/2 v1 (k) v (k)]dA

P ji,j (36) f k) !r(k) + b1 (k) v1(k)j dV
Green and Naghdi[311 pointed out that (36) is same V ( )(k)

as (29). However, if total stress is taken as equal +A(rt,(k) vi(k) - qi(k ) ] dA
to sum of partial stresses, (36) reflects the fact
that the total rate of increase of linear momentum +f[ (I (k) vi(k) + Ai,(k) r1 j(k) + O(k)] dV

is not equal to the barycentric rate of increase of
momentum of continuum of density moving with veloci- f (k) dA (40)
ty Vi. A

where 01 (k ) , (k) sre the Internal f rce coup-
b. Green and Naghdi's theory le acting due to interactions and up', ''repre-

sent contributions to the balance of energy arising
The theory for a mixture of two constituents origi- out of interactions of n constituents. Also,
nally presented by Green and Naghdl[27,29], was gen- gI i
eralized by Hills[41] to the case of multicomponent ZOi(k) - 0 A (k) - 0,I I(k) - 0 (41)
mixtures. Green and Naghdi proposed that the total 1 i
stress and total heat flux for the mixture should be (39) can be writen as [531
equal to the sum of the corresponding quantities for
the constituents. Thus, V JPDU/Dt - jpr + 1 p(k) vi(k) (f (k) - bi(k)) dV

tij= Itij (k), q. qi(k), r 1- 1 () ri(k)/p (37) +fJpc(k) [U + 1/2 vi(k) vi(k) ] dVI Iu V " f

Green and Kaghdi[291 stated that Truesdell's equa- A- [ti(k) vi(k) - q] dA (42)
tione were correct but found it difficult to accept A I
the interpretation for some of the terms. These are Invariance of the energy equality under superposed

* of special significance if boundary conditions on uniform translational velocities yields, for arbi-
* the surface of the mixture involve total stress and trary volume V

total heat flux. In Green and Naghdi's theory, the
equations of mass and momentum balance are derived Y pc(k) dV - 0 (43)
from the material frame invariance of a rate of en- i.e. the mass elemento of the mixture are conserved.

. ergy equality. For a volume V enclosed by a fixed (0) yields
surface A, Green and Naghdi(311 wrote

(8/ fP[ + 1/2 vi dV DP /Dt +Pvii - 0 (44)
SfV c vAlso,

fnj vj [U + 1/2 vi vil dA f [n (k) f(k)) pc(k) (k)] dV

AI- J( (k) (bi~k ik)~ck Vi~ki. (k) jr(k) + b(k) v dV-fLIp~k [r • (kiid

V +fit,(k ) dA = 0 (45)- + vfta -j ni dA (38)A I
+"jtjn Applying (45) to an arbitrary tetrahedron gives gen-

Here the left ha'nd sidt represents the rate of eralization of Cauchy's stress principle viz.,
change of energy in volume " bounded by a fixed sur- n n
face A plus the energy flux of the mixture across fti(k) - " tji(k) nj (46)
the boundary. Green and Naghdi[311 accept the form i

of (38) and 1,34) but not the interpretations Use of (46) in (45) and of divergence theorem yields
associated with some of the quantities occuring in (i
them. I[drk)(bj(k)f(k))-c(k)v(k) + tjlj(k) , 0 (47)

Green and Naghdi[2i] gave energy equality in the (47) has same form as (31). leplacing fi in (47)
form we get [53]

( (PU + 1/2 ndk) vi(k) (k) dV b (k)-(0/t )pk) (k)- ( ) W (k)v

+fudk) vj(k) + 1/2 JD(k) vi(k) vi(k) vj(k)] nj dA + ji,i~k)] 0 (48)

[r+ k) bt(k) v (k)] dV This is the equation of linear momentum balance for
.an arbitrary fixed voume. Now (42) can be restated

+f ftj(k) vi(k) - q] dA (39) as [531
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(/[ fDU/Dt -pr + hj,j - v1 (k) + /2pc(O) pDU/Dt - PDU*/Dt + K (59)

n k v ) (k) (k) dV - 0 (49) Then (55) becomes
1(V/(k) , .(k) -dtkj 

(i re+] " n
where we define rIDU/Dt -

k ) ( r(
k ) + bt(k) v,(k))

V

ei(k) . tJi,j(k) + P(k) -(k) f1(
k )j (50) n

Zpc (k)(U + 1/2 v,(k) vi(k)) +1np(k) vi (k) f (k) dV- In consequence of (47) n
n~,k W --nk

(k ip (k) v, (k) (51) 1A tik Vy (k -qk A (60)

This is identical to (42). (59) defines the rela-
Invariance of (50) under a superposed uniform rigid tionship between the specific energies of the con-
body angular velocity gives stituents and that of the mixture for the two rate

fi of energy equalities (42) and (55) to be equivalent.
It[ji](k) 0 (52)

--- I c. Other work

i.e. the sum of partial stresses 
is symmetric. The

partial stresses do not have to be symmetric. In i. Mass continuity equation using relative velocity
S" view of (28), (43), (51) and (52), application of

" (49) to arbitrary volume gives Krause[39), referring to fixed volumes in space, for

n rcontinued saturation, wrote,-" pDU/Dt -pr + h t (k) d (k) F1
j-j to o 1j In(k) = 0 (61)-"P -

-1tj (k) rj(k) -r(,)ra- -r1 .(nl)Uin

1- 1 Using (16) and (2) and assuming intrinsic density to

- p (k) (vi(k) - vi(n)) (53) be specially constant, mass continuity equation be-
_ -. i comes

where (k) + [n(k) vj(k),j (62)

p(k) . tj li(k) + o(k)(bi(k)-fi(k))
For binary mixture (61) and (62) give

-1/2 C(k) (v(k) - vi(n)) (54) [ vj(1) + n(2) (vj(2) - vj())] - = 0 (63)

For binary mnixture, this is same as given by [28).

Green and Naghdi[311 established a relationship be- Using (15), (63) can be rewriten as 137,38]

tween internal energies of the constituents end that
* of the mixture. They wrote the rate of energy equal- [vj( 1 ) + wJ, - 0 (64)

- ity in terms of the energies of the constituents,

ignoring external body couples, as follows Hsieh and Yew[35] added the equations (16) for the
n" constituents of a binary mixture and for no chemical

(a8at)f p(k) u(k) + 1/2 p(k) vi(k) vi(k)] dV reaction obtained-" Vfnlv(',

If- nj[ p(k) vj(k) u(k) P i ( + P(2) Wi), . 0 (65)

-+ 1/2 P(k) v(k ) v(k) vj(k)] dA as the mass continuity equation.

fp .f k) [r(k) + bi(k) vi(k)] dV ii. Mass balance in terms of porosity

+jj fi(k) vi(k) - q(k)] dA (55) Fukuo[19] used the equations of the mass balance to
A set up equations in terms of volume fractions of the

Let PU* be the sum of the energies of the contitue- constituents. Using intrinsic densities mass balance

- fnts i.e. equation is writen as

-. W U(k) (56) n Pk(K)* + n(k)h(k)*+ (n(k) (k)*vi(k)),i 0 (

Also define, [311 Fukuo used Gibson's[231 approach of referring to the
% Kset of particles in the reference configuration to

K P(k) ui(k) u(k)i (57) get

-, Then it can be shown [53] that no(1) p( 1)* - n(1) l (1)* iet [Fii] (67)

jI (f+l For small volumetric deformatione in solid it was

(S/at) P (k) u(k) dV + k) vi(k) k) dA

V _1 1 p/utID shown 53

ejDU*/D, + K ) dV (58) n0 (l) ej(
1) (n(2 ) (2 )) (68)

Define the total energy of the mixture so that (31]
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Hsieh and Yew[351 conmidered a porous solid satu- Discussion
rated with incompressible fluid and undergoing small
defoLeations. They established a compatibility con- -_.__

dition of volume change of a fluid-saturated porous Truesdell's theory requires that che form of the
medium as equationa for the mixture to be the same as for a "o,.

(bfbt) (n()- n + . single material. For the case of -io relative motion *,

)(n(2 )  n(2))+ nO( 2) e between the constituents, mixture will have motion
and deformation as a material body. However, if rel-

+ lt, i - 0 (69) ative motion is present, the mixture does not satts-
fy the axiomc of continuity and its corollary, the

iii. Energy balance in terms of porosity (Volume principle of impenetrability. Hence, the third me-
fraction theory) taphysical princple' stated by Truekdell[59] appears

irrelevant. We also note that the sum of the inter-
Goodman and Cowinr241 postulated the equation of nal energies of the constituents does net equal the

energy balance for a porous material with porosity n internal energy of the mixture. The balance eqia-
in local form as tionS due to Truesdell and to Green and Nighdi have *

(U/It - t similar form and are essentially equivalent but the
np - Lij v(i,j) + Sj (ii),j quantities appearing in the two sets have different

interpretations based on the relationships postulat-
jj +ed between the quantities associated with the con-

stituents and with the mixture. The equations energy
where g is the intrinsic equilibrated body force and balance contain scalar products of the corresponding
Si are components of the equilibrated stress vector, quantities. This indicates the quantities for which

constitutive relationships would be required. Some
iv. alternative form of linear momentum balance Investigators, considering the special problems of
equation flow through porous .,edia, have attempted to write

the balance equations in terms of relative motion
ih ndy fores obtaine foraand porosity, which is essentially a mpasure of

reletive deformation. It would appear that a theory

based upon the balance equations written for a ref-PDilD)+ ) v+ erence set of particles of the porous solid would be
(71) the most appropriate for this case. For one-dimen-

vj vij] tii,( sional case, Gibson developed such a theory for the

v. Other forms of the energy balanct equation quasi-static problem. This needs to be developed
further to include inertia effects and a generaliza-
tion to three-dimensional problem. This would re-

Bowen[12] postulated the point form of the rate of quire a convected coordinate description for the
*energy equality as stresses and deformations in the porous solids.

p(i/lt) [U + 1/2 vi vi] - [tji vj - qil],i +pr

+ I P (k) vi(k) bi(k) (72) ACINOWLEDGEMENTS
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DAMAGE PREDICTION FOR IMPACTED CONCRETE STRUCTURES

H. Adeli*, A.M. Amin**, and R.L. Sierakowski***

Department of Civil Engineering, The Ohio State University
470 Hitchcock Hall, 2070 Neil Avenue

Columbus, Ohio 43210

*ABSTRACT

MODIFIED PElRY FORMULA
Available formulae for predicting the

penetration depth, scabbing thickness, and The Modified Petry Formula developed
perforation thickness of concrete structures originally in 1910, predicts the penetration depti
impacted by solid missiles are summarized, in inches as follows [1 ard 15].
reviewed, and compared. In addition, based on
quadritic and cubic regression analysis of XpX12 Kp A Log 10 (1.0 + V2/2150GO) (1)
existing data, two new formulae are proposed for
predicting the penetration depth of concrete due Where V is the impact velucity in ft/sec, A, is
to the impact by solid missiles. The new the weight of missile per unit projected area in
penetration equations are compared statistically

. with NDRC penetration formula and two other recent lb/ft2 , and Kp is a coefficient taking into
penetration formulae, account the effect of reinforcement. It has the

value of 0.00799 for massive concrete, 0.00426 for
normal reinforced concrete, and 0.00284 for
specially reinforced concrete. The coefficient Kp

has been modified to account for the effect of
concrete strength by Amirikian [1]. The modifiedINTRODUCTION K is a function of f, , the compressive strength
P c

Effects of impact of solid missiles on of concrete. When Eq. (1) Is used with the
concrete structures can be classified into local original values of Kp, we call it Modified Petry
effects and global dynamic response of the 1, and when it is used with the values represented
structure. If the kinetic energy transmitted by the r in Re w e call itpModified
through the zone of impact by the missile is 'by the curve in Ref. [1] E w call tt Modified
considerably smaller than the strain energy perforation thlckness be determined by
capacity of the structure, the local effects will
probably be governed by this consideration. This d * 2 X (2)
paper is concerned with local effects of solid p p
missile impact on concrete structures.

The problem of impact of missiles on concrete Lnd the scabbing thickness be determined by
structures is extremely complicated. A complete d - 2.2 X (3)
physical modeling of the problem has yet to be p
developed. However, for design of concrete
structures against impact, simple but reliable

" equations are urgently needed. At present it
appears that only empirical and semi-empirical

* equations have been developed for design AMY CORPS OF ENGINEERS FORMULA
purposes. In the following sections, available In 1946, the following formula for
formulae for predicting the penetration depth, in w9vo, the Army Cor
scabbing thickness, and perforation thickness of Ener wltC
concrete structures impacted by solid missiles are Engineers (2):
summarized, reviewed, and compared.

l 282W V1.5

*Associate Professor, ** Graduate Student, D2 -785f 0 .5 10001. 5 + 0.5 (4)

* ' ***Professor and Chairman
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6- -L h.

where 0 is the diameter of the missile in inches, enerated fragments traveling over 1000 ft/sec

W is the weight of the missile In pounds, arC f

is the compressive strength of concrete in psi. X 1.8
In 1943, high-velocity ballistic tests were - 28 K W V

'r. carried out on 38, 76, and 155 mm steel n (f1)0 .5 (1000D).8
cylindrical missiles and the fol luwing C
relationships for scabbing and perforation were

-.obtained using regression analysis :o d r s aTHE BALLISTIC RESEARCH LABORATORY FORMULA (BRL)

d 2.12 + 1.36 0.65 < -. < 11.75 (5) Trie Ballistic Research Labs (BRL) have
D - D-- proposed the following formula to predict directly

the perforation thickness for concrete walls

- d having an ultimate compressive strength of 3000

-- 1.32 + 1.24 g 135 ' -p < 13.5 (6) psi (6):
. 0 ".3 - D -

d W V1.33
MODIFIED NATIONAL DEFENSE RESEARCH COMMITTEE V 1000

(NORC) FORMULA
This equation has heen extended for other values

In 1946, the National Defense Research of the ultimate compressive strength as follows:
Committee (NDRC) proposed the following formula
for predicting the penetration depth (12): d 1.33

J18
X 4 K K 1 WV. . XD2.f15100.3

I- I 1 for < 2.0 c

D (10000) The scabbing thickness ds can be obtained from:
(7)

1.8 ds 2 d

S K K 1 W V1 "8 s p
1. + for > 2.0

D D (1000D) 1 .8  0

BECHTEL CORPORATION FORMULA

Where K1 is the concrete penetrability factor and The Bechtel Corporation has proposed an

is given as a function of concrete strength fc as empirical formula for calculating the scabbing
-" c thickness of conciete panel under the impact of

follows: cyl6ndrical har-1 miss ies as follows (13 and 14):

K 18/ VT_7 (8) da~* 0.4 V0."K1 - 80 F-c  181 15.5 W0" V°

As defined previously K is the missile nose shape d f 0.5  DO0.2
factor. It is equal to 0.72 for flat-nosed

- missile, 1.00 for average bullet nose (spherical
end), 0.84 for blunt-nosed bodies, and 1.14 for
very sharp nose. All the quantities are expressed STONE AND WEBSTER CORPORATION FORMULA
in U.S. customary units. Kennedy and Chelapati
[11l proposed the following equations for scabbing Stone and Webster have proposed a formula for
and perforation thickness for use in conjunction predicting the scabbing thickness for a concrete

* with Eqs. (7) and (8): panel under the impact of solid missiles as
follows (9):

-',s e _0)5 ()2 cV)/
- 7.91 - 5.06 (0.65 (9)

s c
where c is a coefficient that depends on the ratio

d X of the target thickness to the diameter of the
"3.19 (I) - 0.718 < 1.35 (10) missile. The ranges of test parameters for this
-- '%'formula were: 3000 psi < f' < 4500 psi and

1.5 < d/D < 3.0.

AIIANN AND WHITNEY FORMULA COWISSARIAT A L'ENERGIE ATOIQUE-ELECTRICITE

The following formula has been developed to DE FRANCE (CEA-EDF)

predict the penetration depth of small explosively In 1977, Berriaud et al. (3) proposed the
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following empirical formula for calculating the
perforation thickness of concrete on the basis of - 1 1.5 2
experiments carried out in France by CEA-EDF: D 0 -

dp 0.765 (f )
0 375 V0.75 ( )0.5 where:

The limits of validity of this formula are: b - (Em/E) (24)

1. Reinforcing steel - 9.34 - 18.68 lb/ft3. and a is half the concrete aggregate size.

2. Concrete compressive strength fP * 4300 -
7300 psi.

3. Missile impacting velocity V-82-1476 ft/sec. DEGEN FORMULA

4. Ratio of target thickness to missile dimeter
d/D - 0.349 - 4.17. In 1980, based on statistical analysis, Degen

proposed the following perforation formula £53:

KAR FORMULA ddX

p 0.69 + 1.29-
- In 1978, using regression analysis, Kar o o 2.65 < 18

revised the NDRC formula to account for the size
of aggregates and the type of missile material. d X X X

. His equation for penetration depth is as follows * 2.2 D -0.3 (R)2 D < 1.52
[10): D ..,(..2) D<15

X 4 K K E 1.25 W V1.8 0.5 X The test data from which Degen statistically
"" = - 1-- ()15 -1 < 2. derived his equation cover the following ranges of
-, , IO0D variables:

_ KKReinforcing steel: 9.97 - 21.8 lb/ft3.+_ K KI E W V1 "
> X 82 < V < 1023 ft/sec.

IO~~ 00 D18!  D ->2.
33 < W < 756 lb.

Where E is the modulus of elasticity of the
missile material and Em is the modulus of 4116 < f < 6245 psi

elasticity of mild steel. The shape factor K
-:" equals 0.72 for flat-nosed hard missiles. For 6 _ d _ 24 in.
- missiles with special noses, it is calculated from

the following equation: 4 < D < 12 in.

----i K = 0.72 + 0.25 (n - 0.26)0.5 < 1.17 0.5 < d/D < 27

in which n is the ratio of the radius of the nose
- to the diameter of the missile. Kar stated that

CHANG FORMULA
the factor (E/E_) 425 is approximate; its use is

recommended until sufficient test data is In 1981, using Bayesian statistics and
- available for making necessary changes, and for classical mechanics principles, Chang [4) proposed

most practical cases E Em.  In this case, his the following two formulae for evaluating scabbing
and perforation thicknesses of a concrete panel-

penetration equation for flat nosed solid
cylindrical missiles becomes identical with the
NDRC formula. He also proposed the following 200 0 1 ( 0.

- scabbing and perforation equations: d -1.84 (-)0.13 (M

-- s V D0 2  f 0 .4

0 D ' D~.6 200 0.25 M V 20.5
Xd

bt b--!-r2.12 + 1.36R 0.65 < -!2< 11.75

7.D D ¢) D - o+

000-The test data from which Chang developed his

* 3 X Xequation cover the following ranges:

0. 3.-9 0.718 ()2 2<1.35D " u D D 13
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55 < V < 1023 Ht/sei. His equations for scabbing and perforation are as
- 102-fs follows:

0.24 < W < 756 lb.
dX

2 < d < 24 in. - 1.74 + 2.3 > 0.7

0.79 < D < 12 in. d S  X
- 5.0k <0.7

3300 < f < 6600 psi. D D
- d X dt 1.58 0 + 1.4 > 3.5

HALDAR A MILLER FORMULA,d^ X. d
Introducing the impact factor % 3.6 !k < 3.5

D D

I . 12 x 0.72 
W V

2

32.2 ) f ADELI - SIERAKOWSKI - AMI (ASA) FORMULAE

where the units are the same as those of the NDRC The present authors noticed a proportional
formula. Haldar & Miller (7] found the following relationship between the observed penetration
equations for penetration based on a bk-linear depth X and the dimensionless Impact factor I
regression analysis and connecting the resulting defined as follows:
two lines by a third intermediate line.

* - 0.02725 + 0.22024 I 0.3 < I < 2.5 9 K WV

* X After using the least ;qu,.res technique and trying
0 .592 + 0.446 I 2.5 < I <3 various forms for this unkncwn relationship,

quadratic and cubic polynominals were found to
best fit the test data. Using the test data from

+ 0.53886 + 0.06892 I 3.0 < I < 21. the test programs conducted in Europe and U.S.A.
during the last 10 years [16J, the following two

Wequations for estimating the penetration depth ofWhere Xp/0 < 2.0 . the concrete are proposed:

~X
H E R A . 0.0416 + 0.1698 I - 0.0045 12
HUGHES FORMUJLA D

In 1983. assuming a parabolic impact force- ! - 0.0123 + 0.196 I - 0.008 12 .000, 13
penetration depth relationship, Hughes developed 0
three formulae for predicting penetration depth,
scabbing thickness, and perforation thickness
[8. He defined an impact factor in terms of the
concrete tensile strength, fr: COMPARISON OF PENETRATION EQUATIONS

M V2  In 1976, Kennedy compared the modified Petry,
ACE, NORC, and Anmann and Whitney penetration

fr D equations with the experimental results available
at that time [11l. He found the NDRC equations toHe proposed the following formula for predicting be the best among the concrete penetration

the penetration depth: equations available in 1976. These equations
along with other recent penetration equations

X i.e., those of Haldar and Miller, Hughes, and ASA
0.19 K' V/S were compared in this work using the recentexperimntal results compiled by S11ter L'161. The

Where K' is the nose shape factor and equal to recent concrete penetration equations along with
1.00 for flat nosed missiles, 1.12 fo,- blunt noied the available data are shown in Fig. 1. Figure 2
missiles, 1.26 for average bullet nose (spherical shows scatter diagrams for Xp/A (X is the
end), and 1.39 for very sharp nose; and experimentally observed depth) versus X/D. The

following observations are made:

S-strain-rate factor = 1.+12.3 Ln (1. + 0.03 1').
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1. For X/O > 0,6. 4, ified NDrC, Haldar &
M iller, -Hughes and the ASA formulae tend
to agree with the experlnental resuits

0c AS (PARABOLIC) * within t250.

X a U 2. For k/D < 0.6, Modified Petry 2, Haldar &
Cn' ;-W- Miller, and ASA formulae agree oith
3: 'D 0 0 experimental results better than the other

8' ones.
-J

3. ACE formula and Modified Petry 1 practically
a: overpredict the penetration depth with a big

L! margin.
* =C

4.00 'L.0 ma0 00 1.00 2b.00 21.O0 Generally, Hughes. Haldar & M iller, and ASA
IMPACT FACTOR I

formulae predict the penetration depth better thai
other predictors. Therefore, two statistical

_comparisons were carried out on these particular
formulae. In each comparison, the variance and

. .the coefficient of variation have been
M. ASA (CUBIC; calculated. The first comparison was carried out
. a- on all data points (33 points). The second

0 -- comparison was carried out for high velocity data
-a-o points (velocity > 475 ft/sec) (22 points).

In the first comparison, when al', data points
were used, ASA quadratic fornoula gave the least

a coefficient of variation of 0.1433, then ASA cubic
., formula, Haldar & Miller, NDRC, and Hughes gave
_ coefficients of variation of 0.1444, 0.1506,
>X a

2 0.1803 ani 0.1956, respectively. For dal.I points
n 0 0 8 00 2.0 -20 24 00 with velocity > 475 ft/sec., the coefficients of

iMPRCT FRCOF I variation of 0.1203, G.1299, 0.131, 0.1476, 0.1481
were obtained by NDPC, ASA quadratic ASA cubic.
Haldar & Miller, and Hughes formulas,
respecti vely.

c RLRRAD MILLER e
WJt

C3 COMPARISON OF SCABBING EQUATIONS

a: The Moified Petry, ACE, NDRC BRL, Btchtel
* C" Corporation, Chang. and Hughes scaobing formulae
* uwere compared with the data compiled by Sliter

Cc o [16). The results are summarized below

1.1. The Modified Petry and BRI. formulae provide
I.P-T.oo CT -ATOO Ib.00 20. 0J0 .oo the worst fit with the experimentally
IMP*CT FACTOR I obtained data for scabbing thickness and

underestimate the scabbing thickness in many
0 cases.

HUGHES fi
2. The Hughes scabbing formula is the most

'" conservative equation in predicting the

scabbing thickness and overestimates the
scabbing thickness sometimes by a factor of

"j three.

3. The ACE, NDRC, Bechtel, and Chang formulae in
70 general predict the scabbing thickness safely

with a few exceptions, however, the tI)RC and
* ACE equations give more conservative results

- - . than the other two. In terms of closeness of
-no -- 8.0 12.00 00 fit, the Bechtel fomula appears somewhat

|MPACT FACTOR [better than the other equations.

Fiqure 1
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COMPARISON OF FERFORATION EQUATIONS
7. Haldar, A. and Miller, F.J., "Penetration

The Modified Petry, ACE, NDRC, BRL, CEA-DEF, Depth in Concrete for Nondeformable Missiles",
Degen• Chang, and Hughes perforation formulae were Nuclear Engineering and Design, Vol. 71, pp. L
compared with the data compiled by Sliter [16). 79-88, 1982.
The results are summarlzed in the following
paragraphs: 8. Hughes, G3., "Hard Missile Impact on Rein~forced ,

Concrete", Nuclear Engineering and Design,
1. The Modified Petry and BRL formulae have the Vol. 77, pp. 23-35, 184.

worst fit with the experlmentally obtained
data and underestimate the perforation
thickness in many cases. 9. Junker, Z.D., Shanahan, J.A., and White. M.P.,

"Missile Tests of Quarter-Scale Reinforced
2. The Hughes perforation formula in general Concrete aarriers", Proceedings of the

" overestimates the perforation thickness more Sympos1 um on Tornadoes, Assessment of
than the other equations. Knowledge and Implicatlons for Man, Texas Tech

University, Lubbock, Tex s, June, 1976.
3. The CEA-DEF, Degen, and Chanq formulae have

the best fit for perforation thickness 10. Kar, A.K., "Loctl Effects of Tornado-Generated
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PENETRATION OF FRAGMENTS INTO SAND

A. Stilp, E. Schneider
and

M. Holsewig

Ernst-Mach-Institute. Freiburg, FRG

ABSTRACT EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

. Penetration mechanics of steel fragments Idealized fragments, steel spheres with a
into ennd have been experimentally inve- diameter of 1 cm (mass 4.07 g) and steel
stigated for a range of impact velocities cylinders with length-to-diameter-ratios
between 100 m/s and 3500 m/s. In order to of 1, 5 and 10 and masses between 10 g and
obtain systematic results,idealizod frag- 50 g have been used as projectiles. They

m sent geometries have been chosen, i.e. were accelerated within closed launch

spheres and cylinders were used as pro- facilities. Depending on the velocity
jectiles. The results obtained show that range, the launchers can be operated as

sand is well suitable as a protective me- compressed air/powder/and light gas guns.
dium against fragment threat, however, it They are equipped with velocity measure-
is not useful as a diagnostic recovery ment stations and flash-X-ray channels.

material for fragments. Impact velocities Dry, loose sand with a density of 1.8
of fragments cannot be derived from g/cm 3 and maximum grain sizes of 1.05 mm

" penetration depths. and 2 mm, respectively, were used as
target materials. It has been placed

INTRODUCTION within a box sufficiently large in order

to avoid confinement influences on the

In the field if fragment bal]istics, penetration process. The sand box had an
material properties of fragment catcher entrance opening for the projectile,
media are interesting with respect to the closed by a paper strip, and was set up

* following aspects: within the target chamber.

1) Protection properties
2) Soft recovery of fragments 1) RESULTS FOR SPHERE PROJECTILES

3) Diagnostic properties concerning kine- (Schneider and Stilp 1977)
tic fragment parameters

The steel spheres were shot into the sand

For shelter purposes the overall stopping target at velocities between 118 mis and

efficiency of a given material is of 3553 m/s.
primary importance, i.e. short penetra-
tion paths, deformation, erosion and Depending on the impact velocity the
shattering of fragments rre highly desir- following processes have been observed:
able. Up to a few hunared m/s the projectiles

are decelerated by sand displacement and

A different problem arises, if soft frag- compaction. The kinetic projectile energy

* ment recovery is desired, for example if is dissipated as internal friction ener-
masn, shape, and spatial distributions of gy. Slight scratches are observed at the

fragments are to be measured. In this front side of the projectiles (fig. I a).
case, fragments must not be affected
during their deceleration within the cat- Starting et about 400 m/s, sand grains
cher material. In addition, it is very become fragmeited, projectile erosion
advantageous, if relations between pene- effects and mass losses occur. Fig. I b
tration depths and impact velocities can shows a projectile after penetration at

be established. Taking these aspects into an impact velocity of 1745 m/s. Proje-
account, sand as a cheap and widespread tile material is eroded up Lc a distinct
material has been experimentally studied. boundary line. Agglomerates ot fine frag-

mented sand at the projectile are ob-
served.

For comparison fin. 1 c shows a sphere
which had been annealed prior to the

experimet. The velocity was 1746 m/s.
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Much more *ete-ial is eroued int thlas case, Fig. 5 shows how cylindrical projectiles
s!nce the projectile had a ccnszdernbly are deformed and eroded with increasing
lower hardness. impict velocities. The projectile moes

was 48.8 g with a length-to-diameter
*At impact velocities beyond aboout 100( m/s vrqtio of LID =1. They become "mushroom-

the project lea break into parto (fig. 1 shaped". At, a consequence the cross sec-
d .. 1) . tiorr~l area increases which leads to

higher deciiJeretion forces.
The sharp boundary, lines between t~ie
eroded and unercd"r rarts of the projac- In the diagram of fig. 6 th. penetration
tiles indicate that the projectiles ra- depths normalized by the projectile
main strictly orie'ttmd during the pens- diameter aro plotted versus the impact
tration, at least as long as material velocitie- for cylinders with a mass of
erosion processes tji ke place. Fig. 2 10.54 g (,L/0D 1). These experiments have

*shows a flash X-ray photograph of a been performed using two types of sand
splere during penetration. A cavity-like targets with maximum grain sizes of 2 mm
transient penetration channrA is formed and 1.05 mm, respectively. No grain size
behind the projectile. effects have been found for such projec-

tile size. Fig. 7 shows the residual
Fig. 3 presents the penetration curvie for masses normalizid by the original projec-
sph3rss into sand. The penetration depth tile mass for the same projectiles at
normalized by the projectile diameter is velocities of up to 1345 rn/s. Fig. 8
plotted versus the impact velocity. The shows the respective normalized residual

*curve reflects the penetration behaviour projectile lengtho. Within this range of
*already described qualitatively. Up to impact velocities, the length reduction
* about 40') m/s a steep increase of pens- is predom~inantly caused by deformation

tration depths is obtained. Between and not by erosion.
400m/s and abodt 2000 m/s the penetration
depths increase by only a factor of about Figs. 9 . .. 11 present normalized pae-
1.6. The data scatter considerably. Above tration depths, residual masses and
2000 rn/s the penetration depths are lergths 'o cylinders Lct / n
steeply decreaoing which is due to, pro- masses of 10, 20, and 50 g. The scatter
jectile fragmentation. T~it data points of tho data is enormous. The data points
marked by crosse8 Pre penetration depths in brackets within fig. 10 refer to
of annealed aphersq. They are not frag- projec'.iles which have been accelerated
mented, but become much more eroded then without a fixed pisher plate at the rear
the harder spheres. Fig. 4 shows a dia- end of the projectile.
gram, where ti-s ebsollite mass loss of the
projectiles is plotted versus the jmpa, t Figs. 12 ... 14 present the same plots
velocity. Storting at aoout 500 rmis the for c,,linders with L/D =10 and masses of
mass loss increases nearly lir'early. 13J g and 20 g. fhe panetration depths in

this case showe a steep decrease at about
80)0 rn/a Impact velocity. This decrease is

2) RESULTS FOR STEEL CYLINDERS caused b.y bending of the projectiles,
(H~lsewig and Stiip, 1978) leading to high yawn angles and deflec-

tions fiom the original trajectory. Above
In a similar way steel cylinders heve &*)out 1000 m/s also breaking of the
been shot into the sand targets at velo- projectiles haai been observed.
cities between 93 rn/s and 1400 rn/s. The0results obtained can be chorkctarized For comparisoi a test ser.ea has also
qualitatively as followaz beer, perfctmed involving natural frag-

iaenLs with L/D -ritios of SbOLt I end
a) Thi penetration depths incroarp etoep- masses between 2 q e..id 14 g. Fig. 15

ly up to an impact velnvity of about shows ti.nr 'jirmalized aenetration depths
400 m/s. iosrtus trisir iriact u,locities. The

s,_a'_torinq is8 very big mnd d velocity
*b) Settveepn 400 am an4 a lovt JC ,O rn/a t,,e deppnden~e of the penetration val~ues

depAha of panetrmAL'on increase only between 1J0 rn/s and 1200 m/s cpnnot be
very weakly. established.

c) Beyond about 1000 rn/a the pcnetratio,
dspthe decresse again cue to prt Jec- Dhi CtJSSION
tile deformatlon and Eror-ion.

The existunci of mnaxima~ in the penetra-
d) In all cases, .eonaiderable scuttering tion ci rves of' idealized f?-39rnnts into

of penetration date her been observed, sand as woall as the occureno of projec-
tile deformsation, erosion And frr.gmenta-
tion d..ring the penstraLion provese,
charactibrize, sand sa material ahiLh can
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be used very effectively for protection LITERATURE
against fragment threat, e. g. shelter
constructions. For the same reasons, E. Schneider, A. Stilp
however, it is not appropriate as a Vsrhalten von Sand als Auffangmaterial
diagnostic fragment recovery matirial, far Stahlsplitter
since projectile masses and shapes are EMI-Bericht E 13/77, Juli 1977
not preserved, especially fragment velo-
cities cannot be estimated from penetra- M Hulsewig, A. Stilp
tion depths. Untersuchung uber das Eindringverhalten

von Splittern in Sand verachiedener
Kbrnung
EMI-Bericht V 1/78, Januar 1978

FIGURES

a b C
v 4 &S3m/s 1 7 tTSr/s v - 176 m/s

Fig. 21 Flash X-ray photograph of a
sphere during penetration

d f
v • 2073m1,s v . 2011?mis
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20 -

Y" 2171onia -

vimls)

M am wo io nW3M 300 ONs

- Fig. 1: Steel spheres after penetration Fig. 3: Penetration curve for spheres
into sand
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ANALYSIS OF RANDOM IMPACT LOADING CONDITIONS

L. A. Twisdale

Applied Research Associates, Inc.
4917 Professional Court

0Raleigh, North Carolina 27609

ABSTRACT impact and the effects of oblique, spinning, aid
noncollinear Impects In reducing the impact velo-
city that is effective in damaging the barrier

Probabilistic methods are developed for the are thus critical to an accurate and realistic
anilysis of random impact loading conditions that analysis of random impact loads.
arise from oblique, noncollinear, and spinning
missile impacts. Models are developed for the This paper presents a collection of probabil-
dnalysis of impact orientation of rotating ity formulations and analysis of several problems
objects; expected values of effective Impact that arise in certcin classes of fragment and
velocity are numerically calculated for rardomly missile impact loads. It will report the results
oriented rod-type missiles; and a probability of research into probabilistic safety analysis of
model of multiple missile impact effects is pre- nuclear power plant structures sublected to frag-
sented. An integrated methodology is outlined for ment and secondary missile impact. The general
the general treatment of random Impact loading formulations and results should provide insights
conditions. to impact, penetration, and survivability analysis

of protective structural design, particularly
above-ground hardened and semi-hardened struc-

INTRODUCTION tures. In this paper, the term random is used to
denote stochastic behavior of the missile orienta-
tion and velocity vectors in space and time. The

Impact loads form an Important class of emphasis is oi slender rigid body missiles
loading conditions in the analysis and design of (L/d 2 4) and local effects target response,
structures for non-nuclcar munitions effects. The although most of the results are independent of
sources of these loads include munition fragmenta- the specific mechanistic model of response

- tion loads, direct impact loads from unexploded (penetration, perforation, scabbing, overall
bombs and projectiles, and secondary missile dynamic response). The effcct of missile Y'otation

. impact produced by scabbing or spalling of on impact orientation for rod-shaped missiles is
. structures and protected facilities. In general, developed. Estimations of the effects ot oblique,
_ these sources of impact loads are highly variable spinning, and noncollinear impacts In reduciig the

with respect to time, position, and the conditions impact velocity that is effective in damaging the
of the fragment or missile on impact with the barrier are made using the normal impulse model
barrier or comporent. Hence, the loading condi- developed in Refs. 1 and 2. A probabilistic
tions are fundamentally stochastic in several formulation of the potential for a number of
parameters, including geometry, mass, orientation, missiles to impact a barrier randomly and induce
velocity, angular velocity, and load position. cumulative damage effects is also developeo.

Finally, an integrated methodology is outlined for
In view of the fundamental uncertiinty in the general treatnent of random impac. loading

characterizing these types of multiple, random conditions.
impact loads, probabilistic formats are relevant

-, for survivability/vulnerability analysis. In
' general, however, conventional analysis and design IMPACT ORIENTATION OF TUMBLING MISSIlES

procedures treat certain important aspects of

:impact loading conditions deterministically. This
includes the conventional assumption that missile A convenient starting point for the analysis
impact occurs in a normal collinear orientation (and eventual simplification) of missile impact
with no angular velocity. Such impact conditions conditions is an assessment of the effects of
are relatively unlikely for fragmentation type angular velocity on impact orientation. Such an
loads. Hence, questions arise as to what effect analysis provides a basis for determining whether
these assumptioos have on survivability/ or not angular velocity can be neglected in the
vulnerability calculations. Estimation of the development of a probability density furction
relative likelihood of near normal. collinear (pdf) of missile impact orientation. A general

,%%
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formulation iL. developed for a rod-type missile
with missile center line vector M4 undergoingZ
genieral mation in space. Results are illustrated
for e. od-type missile and an irreguliar fragmnent. t40

Model Formaulation. The notation for the 12 Soiino A
scalars that fuetevcos or the missile,

Mtranslational velocity, Vill and angular 100v
vPit , is given in FTg. 1. For conven----------

ionce, sphierical coordinates are used to specify---*----
vectorS--1.e., M Y= (LW*,~

An~i ej. Also shown in Fig. I are the
angl;es anJ t, where r it; the angle of yaw (the s
angle between 1 and Vi) ind t: is the angle

!ivep 4 .n ATl of these variables are Al At
fn.itns of tfmie, t. and, hence, represent a

fdiily of stoc.hastic processes that describes the ~.a
instantanieous orientation and motion of the IA1 F
Ini SSI 10. In the arialysis that follows, Vi, PitI
d'id tare assumed0 to remain constant constant for AI .9_

0 i 2 3 t

Figure 2. Motion of the Leading Edge of a
/ Spinning Missile

I function of time by a straiqht line with slope V.
Yj Hence, the hit probability would be equally likely

for any tfioe, t, and any fixed orientation sincP
the .lopA of all such lines, dz/dt, is constant.
However-, if the missile is dlso rotating, the
leading tip Z coordinate is given by the curve in
Fig. 2 (for d '< L). The hit probability is no
longer uniform in time since the advancementt of

L/2 the leading edge is not a linear dine function,
but has sin~usoidal characteristics and a period of
it/i for slendepr bodies with riondistinguishable
Pnds A and B. It is proportional to dz/dt over

0 ~the tfine interval I tj,t 2l durngn which the leading
edcqe is advancing towara the surface dfnd the

0. forward Z position has not been previously
A reached. Mathematic,illy, these conditions in

te~rms of arn Arbitrary time t* are written as

Figijr, I. Not,:itioti For Missile, Velocity, onn tv r,(t~,i c
iiqoair Velocityv Vectors dt

nm , ,irti trri ly srll1 time ittcreiiient , st. dt 0
0-ve, l!ring k.Ws time increment, the ~'Iriular It

-oSlt inn of the iWsile is not fixed but is
*is,. mle to changq Il the angle w6t, which i s, z(t > t") > Z(t < t*)
n1oe.;turedi dbolut tre ist,;.ltcoious axis of rot ition

* ~ e110 (iT'vt~ Q tv u,(ly, 0 ,otherwise ,(1b)

To deteriiinte ':e probability of Iipac
:,re'~turfor a -atatilg mis-,;iie ac. it where ftpi,1,tl 1i,2i,T) denotes the proha-

;' sthe target, the hit nrobcability within hility density function of t, given Vj, Pi, And T.
ifi~f Iterval 6t is oi: ,sumree to be. proport iondl to

* ~ I. in , en the Ivadin deo h isl rh pcirmetric equations of motion of the
ii' , , o rd che stirfice. This ron--ept ift 4eadiny eklg of the missile provide the relation-

2
yvisualiza! in the planar ey,,mple Illustrat- ship for tlz/dt in Eqs. 1. Usina the notation in

IiiFig. ', ill Whi-Jh thO leadinq tip motion of a Fiq. 1 'where Z is ass;iimed to be the outward
i~ t! ILI? z 11.6 is plotted vs tinie. For is rorm I from the target surface), the Z position
wi~ rvat~ ith fixeO oriontit ion in the of the lpadiii3 tip is
I r' ~ OflTa ito the1 tvqot '.irtd(,e), the

Crd tip 4:ooroIit,, wOuld oe represpeni ed as 4
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z = Vt cose5 + Once the ItI,t 2l interval is known, the pdf
(2) ft(t) is easily calculated. First, for those

L cases in which Eq. 4 Is satisfied, the normaliza-

; (cose* cosi + sin@* slni slnat) , tion constant, k, of ft(t), Is determined from

= [f," d z 1
where Vt cose' is the position of the body center k = - dt] = (7)at time t and thus C dt TV cose'

dz= V cose' + L Q sine* sir cost . (3) which is simply the inverse of the path length
dt 2 traced by the leading edge. From Eqs. 1, 3, and

7, the conditional pdf is
The condition that the leading edge advances (the
first inequality of Eq. la) is satisfied when dz

k --
2V sine* sint dt-k(4)
LO cose' a L%2 sine* sini

- + cos~t

in which case the position time curve of 
the w 2wV cose'

leading edge is similar to Fig. 2 for the entire (8)
period t = {O,wIaj. If Eq. 4 is not satisfied, 0 S t S
then a time interval exists within which the
leading edge recedes, as is illustrated in Fig. 3, The development of a general closed-form pdf for

the case in which Eq. 4 is net satisfied is not 0
possible because of the transcendental character-
istic of Eq. 6. However, the nrocedura Is similar

Wto that developed above; that is,

t2 -z -1
so k 4 dt z(t2 ) - z(tl) - (9)

and an expression similar tc Eq. 8 is developed
30 that applies to the interval {tl,t 2l. Outside

this interval, the probability density is zero.
20

........- Fer given Vi, ai, and i, Eq. 8 (or its
equivalent deveTope2 using Eqs. 1, 3, and 9) is

10 1used to determine the pdf of the angular positionat of the missile by a transformation of variables
o io~st2  '.-_j [e.g., 51,

0 j0.5 t2  11 1.0 1

Figure 3. Motion with Leading Edge Recession (10)

which is based upon the same parameters as Fig. 2 t
except that V/LQ = 0.4. To determine the time
interval, (tl,t 2 l, in which the missile advarces Two final relationships are needed for the
(and, hence, to satisfy the second inequality of conversion from at to the impact orientation
Eq. 1a), t2 is obtained from the condition relative to the barrier normal. For angular
dz/dt = 0. Thus, position at the orientation of the missile is

determined from

t2 = Q cos
-I  (5) e = cos-l(oost cose* + sinT sine* sin~t) (Ila)

and
Then t1 is obtained hy solving the transcendental
equation + tan~1[(tar4[cos#* cosat + cose* sin#* sinat) -

sine* sin#*) / (tani[sin#* cosQt -
z(tl) = z(t2)- z (-) , (6)

cose* cos.* sirQt] + sine' cos+*)] (1lb)

where z(t) is given by Eq. 2.
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- Expected Angular Orientation for Rod Missile The expected value of missile position as
Irplct.-sngt rev Fouslyevel pd-ratn- defined by at can be expressed in closed-form for

Sships, the probabilities of missile impact those cases in which Eq. 4 is satisfied. From
orientation are illustrated for a rod-type missile Eqs. 8 and 10 and the definition of expected
for specified values of Vi, pi, and T. value, one obtains

As a first example, consider the conditions I La sine* sinx
illustrated in Fig. 2 with e' = 0O and 0* = go°. E(Qt) = - -
Hence, the missile is translating directly towards wV cose'
the barrier and rotating about an axis parallel to (12)
the barrier surface. Equation 4 is satisfied and 2V sine* sinT
thus the relevant pdfs are given by Eqs. 8 and 10. -- __

Figure 4(a) shows the pdf as a function of La cose

-00 -0 -30 0 30 6o 9o #:d", Similarly, for the variance a2([lt], the following
,!t , j . .expression can be derived:

U" 2 (it)=2 L2 sin 2O* sin 2

04 12 12V2 cos2e'
0(13

2V sire * sini
' " 0.2 I,

LA cose'
0.1

I For this example, the expected value of missile
- "orientation is E(Dt) = 1.37 tad, or E(e) = -11.4'~0 W. ., oil .red,

2 as shown in Fig. 4(a), and 02 (gt) = 0.783 rad2 .
(a) No Recosson Tim Interval (n I rod/set) Thus, the effect of rotation is to bias the

impacts toward orientations in which the missile
-90 -00 -30 0 30 so 3k) . edge is rotating into the surface; i.e., e < 0.

As noted in Refs. 1 and 2, the effects of rotation
o. d .. add to the normal impulse for i < 0 (missIle edge

07 A. 'rotating into the surface) and subtract for
3,4o orientations in which e > 0 (mPissile edge rutating

away from surface). Since the above analysis
0 .5 shows that e < 0 impact orientations are more

0 likely, the total effect of rotation on the
0.4 expected normal impulse would be an increase over

the case in which a effects are neglected.
0.3

As a second example, consider the motion ir,
E10.1). Fig. 3, which illustrates an interval of leading

0.1 edge recession. From Eq. 5, we find that
t2 = 0.625 sec, which corresponds to Qt2 = 2.50

fl• - - rad, or 0 = 53.10. With Eq. 6, t1 is determined
o 11 t2 0 ra, to be 0.012 sec, corresponding to st = 0.048 rad,

(b) Rces1son Tirm Interval (a 4 rad/sec) or a = -87.25'. Thus, as shown in Fig. 4(b), the
probability of impact orientations outside the
interval -87.25' 5 * 5 53.1* is zero, and from

Figure 4. Probability Density Functions of Eqs. 7, 8, and 9, the probability density of at is
Missile Impact Orientation

fat(Qt) = 0.318 + 0.398 cosat

orientation angle. The mast likely impact 0.048 s at e 2.50
orientation is e = -90", when the velocity of the
leading edge (point A in Fig. 2 for t = 0) toward The most likely and least likely orientations
the surface is maximum. Correspondingly, the occur at the lower and upper limits of at,
least likely orientation is e a 900- (point 8 In respectively. The expected value of missile
Fig. 2 for t c v/a), as the leading edge is orientation is E(Qt) = w/3.61 rad, or e = -40.1',
rotating away from the surface. The orientations which indicates an increased bias toward advancing
e -90' and e = 90' define the same condition, oblique orientation over the case where a =
i.e., the missile impacts perfectly flatly. Thus, rad/sec.
as the missile rotates thrcugh this orientation,

* there is a step change in the pdf from maximum to These simple cases illustrate the effect of
minimum, rotation on the impact position for a spinning

missile translating towards a target. For small
aL/V, the impact orientation is nearly uniform
over the complete interval (9 = -90 to * = 90°).
As the relative angular velocity Increases, bias
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toward o a -90' occurs as noted in Fig. 4(a). PROBABILITY DISTRIBUTIONS OF
When the relative angular velocity is increased to EFFECTIVE IMPACT VELOCITY
the point that Eq. 4 is not satisfied, certain
impact orientations become physically impossible.
As illustrated in Fig. 4(b), this further shifts In conventional design for missile impact,
the expected impact orientation. Further in- the missile is often assumed to strike the barrier
creases In 01. cause Qt2 to approach w12 from the at Its most vulnerable positions with maximum
right and Qt1 to approach (more slowly) v12 from velocity, with the velocity vector oriented
the left. For example, for a = 100 rad/sec in the normally to the barrier surface, with the major
above problem, at1 = 65.9' and at2 = 91.8. As axis of the missile oriented normally to the
aL/V -+ -, a spike forms at at = w/2, and only barrier surface, and with zero rotational velo-
normal impact orientations are possible. city. For many impact loads, except perhaps

certain ballistic targeting situations, the
Distribution of Angular Orientation for probability of all of these conditions being met

Framen- -Hissie. For nonslender body fragment- simultaneously at the instant of impact is quite
type missil s, the previously developed solution low. Hence, typical impact conditions include
is complicated by the shifting (both continuously off-normal missile orientation, oblique velocity

and in steps) of the impact point of the leading vector, and nonzero rotational velocity.
edge. A combined analytic and numerical solution
has been developed by applying the previous method To account for conditions of oblique, non-
to a failed sector of a large steam turbine disc collinear, and rotating missile impact for
[31. Figure 5 shows the resulting pdf on e for a probabilistic assessments of random impact loads,

an effective velocity relationship for local
effects damage assessment of slender body type
missiles was derived In Refs. 1 and 2. This
relationship was developed using impulse analysis
methods assuming in~lastic interaction between the
target and the surface. The effective impact
velocity function, g, is defined by g = V'/V,6- " where V' = effective velocity. For primatic rod-

type missiles, this analysis reduces to

I 3 L
| g(Le/v,e,,e,0') = (1 - - sin2e)cose"- - sine +

4 
8V

__ 3 (14)

+ - cose sine sine' cos(' -

and the equivalent impact velocity, V', is thus
determined from

Figure 5. Probabilitj Density Function of
Turbine Fragment Orientation V= V g (15)

Equations 14 and 15 provide a means to predict the

120' sector disc translating at 500 ft/sec effects of ublique, noncollinear, and spinning

(152 m/s) towards a barrier and spinning at g00 impacts in terms of V' for local effects damage

rpm in a plane normal to the barrier. The three assessment. Evaluation of Eq. 15, based upon

steps in the function corresoond to shifts in the known or assumed pdfs of Ee/V, e, *, o', and ',
leading edge from the outside rim to the inside enables probability estimates of barrier impact

hub at e = 1500, from one inside hub to the other with velocities greater than a specified equiva-

inside hub at 8 = 1800, and from the inside hub to lent normal collinear velocity, V'. If the

the outside rim at e = 210
o. The results indicate angular velocities are high relative to the

that the most likely impact orientation (at component of translational velocity that is normal

e = 210') is about 2.7 times more probable than to the surface, then, as developed previously, the
the least likely orientation at e = 150'. Also effect of rotation on biasing the impact orienta-

shown is a uniform distribution, which tends to tion should be considered. In cases where QL/V is

underpredict the peak of the actual pdf by about small and can be neglected, special solutions of

50 percent and overpredict the minimum by about 78 Eq. 14 are possible, as noted in the following

percent. If a is increased, the deviation from paragraphs.
uniform would be Sreater and, similar to the rod
example, the e would be some impact orientations Probability Distribution Function for Equal_Z

that would not be possible. Likel Orientations. Of general interest Is the
case in which Vi and M have independent and
equally likely directlons in a three-dimensional
half space relative to the impact surface. For
this case the input pdfs are fe(e) sine,
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040,12]; a'(e') = sine, o''r[O,u/2]; and which is characteristic of ballistic impact
= 1/w, -#'c[-w/2,/2J, where the problems, g reduces to g(0,e'=o,0'=0) = case andI

orientation of the XY axes on the impact surface solutions of the expected value normal impulse are
ia assumed to be arbitrary and, hence, only the calculated by
relative azimuthal angle (#-#') is needed (see
Fig. ,3). Using these pdfs and Eq. 14, the cumu- E(g) = ff cose fo(e) f4 (q)de do (16)
lative pdf, Fg(g), can be calculated numerically.
These results are shown in Fig. 6 and indicate For equally-likely solid angle Vi direction in

space, one obtains E(g) = 0.5. If the plane of
missile trajectory (plane Z Vi in Fig. 1) is
is limited to a plane normal to the surface,
E(g) = 2/ = 0.637. Table 2 sJmmarizes these
results as Case 2 and indicates about a 100
percent increase in E(g) over Case I, which is the
general case that includes noncollinear M des-
cribed in the preceding section.

Also given in Table 2 are several results for
ballistic-type trajectories in which the missile

.m pdf on e is approximated by fo(e) = sine in which

.': the reference Z axis is normal to ground surface
(as opposed to the impact surface). For this

-: . class of problems (Case 3 in Table 2), expecta-
tions on normal impulse indicate that E(g) = 1/2

GAD for random V over a half space for both horizontal

.. and verticaY surfaces, an apparently paradoxical
.a WO result in view of toe preference for horizontal

09 0 . . direction (fo(e) is maximum at 90') for the
CAD assumed pdf. However, the solid angle integration

' ~o ... := :::;: ::CAC:: ' in both cases reduc.e to identical forms, which are
S. .. .also equivalent to the general collirear situation

tED> (Case 2). These results for the horizontal and
CO ": .vertical surfaces are actually special cases for a
--'s.surface rotated through an angle from the Z

......: axis. Case 3c in Table 2 summarizes the generalof 04 as

results for an arbitrarily inclined plane, which
reduces to a vertical and horizontal plane in the
limtits (E = 0 and r = %/2, respectively). The
resulting E(g) expectations are 6 function of C.

Figure 6. Probability Distribution Function of For a half space, plots of E(q) indicate that E(g)
g(o,0,,-4') is insensitive to the angle C. E(g) varies, fron

0.5 to about 0.48, with the minimum attained at
about 45 degrees. For normal plane trajectories,

that there is a SO perceent chance that a ra,,dom E(g) increases monotonically from 1/2 at E = 4/2
imnact will result in an impulse that is less than to x/4 at C = 0 and thus the results are more
.0 percent of a normal collinear impact in which sensitive to C.

,* = I, d 75 percent chance that the impulse is
_s than 41 percent of a normal collinear impact;

and a 90 per,:ent chance that the impulse I,; less MULTIPLE IMPACT PROBABILITIES
. than about 60 percent of the normal collinear

.ii se. Hence, for equally likely solid ankl(
directions on Vi arid M nine out of ten (idepend- The potential for multiple impacts, produced
e;it) missiles would impact the surface with an by random loading processes, introduces the risk
Pffective impact velocity less than 60 percent of of enhanced target damage from cumulative local
, norm al collinear impact. The expected value of damage effects, i.e., the potential for accumula-
,, denoted E(g), integrated over all directions, tion of damage from succeeding impacts at the same
is 0.2658. A table of exceedancp prooabilities, location on the target. This type of damage mayI - F (q), of the effective impulse is sunirized take the form of increased penetration depth,

in Tatle 1. These values indicate, for example, additional back-face scabbing, complete barrier
that the probobllit y of a single randrm missile perforation, or increased vulnierabIlity to overall
impictina with g > 0.90 is 0.00562. response damage mechanisms. The probability of

cumulative impact damage from random impact loads
pulses s. is dependent on the number of impacts, the target

Another special apl ictio the impulse size arid the effective damage area of each impa(t.

equation exists for no-spin collinear impacts; The following analysis presents a simple model of
i.e., A = 0, ' a, and ' = *. In this case, these effects.
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TABLE 1. Exceadance Probaoilitles for Ridom Impact Orientation

Equivalent Velocity Coefficient Eseedencee Pro~bblity .
I Fg(g) I Pig

0.01 CAM36
0.10 0.IA

0.21' a0 WW.
0.25 0.4334
0.272 0.4210

0.50 0.16!9

0.75 0.0364
'3.90

0.95 0.00139 ~ ,.

0.99 O.000054

0. 99 0.0000013

A Wotan of g - 0.21.
- Plean of g *0.27.

TABLE 2. Expectations of Normal Impulse for Random Impact

Case g(0.eO*0e,*) Half Space Mama)l trajectory

9.'niforn El. 14 0.??7-
Noncollinear

7. Unifo-w C049e 11? 21.
Colit er

3. Ballistic
CotI Inear

a. HerI~na (Wo1 I /P 01 1/2
SurleI cc

b. Vertic,3 SlnI sI;# 1/?
SurfAc.. One --

c. I nefIIncd sin* sine ,:ost I2(..tCjsC ?on51"r COO(
srae - cost Onc v sin Cj/j2nt1+coS()I

O"Ct sin 4iOcost - ln/

Probah -iIi stic 'fnlain The prbability where P(Ac 1i) is the probability of at least ore
of Cumul~ative damnare is formulated or the case in impact that induces cumulative damage effects out
which the impact points of the missilps are uni- of a total of "J" impacts on target A.

* formly distributed o'ver the barrier's surface.
This assumption simplifies the analysis and, in The assessment of P(A 1j) requires assump-
addition, a barrier can gencerally be partitioned tioris on the geometry and characteristics of the
into regions such that, within each, the impact riissile-induced damage area and a proximity
distribution is approximately uniform. Denotp the relationship for cumulative effects. For z simple
damage probability of a single random missile on parametric analysis of Eq. 18, the dimensionless
tarr.,t A as P(A). The probability that at least parameter, 5, is definedi as the ratio of damage
one cumnulative dacmage impact occurs out of N area, ad, for a single missile to the barrier

* missiles, PN(Ac},, can be expressed &s surface area (or Fubarea), A. Thos-, 8 ad/A is a
measure of the vulrnerability of a barrier to

N N (N)r- cumulative damage fr'om multiple independent
P o'C) I'PIJA)j[1-P(A)]JP(AcI1) ,impacts. Sni.all values of a indicate a small

(17 darace-influence ar-ea compared to the subarea A,
(17) and, as 5 3pproaches uniLy, cumu'ative damage

N 2
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becomes more likely to oEcur on succeeding
- impacts. For & L 1, P(A 1j) - I for j 2 1 since
4 the influence area aquals the target area. to.

r pN(All)
For a given target, A, ad may be defined to I(A!

correspond to the penetration zone, the zone of
scabbing, or the crocked region. For example, in 08
Fig. 7, the parameter ad Is repretented as a A.oi

o.6

Tanil A

Are ofEiermeOm04
of t,,W i02 o

- "' .*+ 1 .,,a +, , 0.2
Aeset~BWS OF" 0.01

A *2 4 I 3 10
, * N. P(AII)

+' Iglh mllb 'mIC

Figure 7. Cumulative Missile Impact (a = 0.01) Figure 8. Multiple Missile and Cumulative
Impact Probabilities

circular area corresponding to the case in which
a = 0.01. For this case, the probability of cumu- GENERAL METHODOLOGY FOR RANDOM IMPACT LOADS

. lative damage on the second impact is 0 01. A
conservative upperbound estimate to P(A 1j) Is
given by The collection of topics presented herein

form a basis for an integrated approach to the
J probabilistic analysis of random impact loads. A

P(AClj) 5 1 - w [1 - (k - 1)8] , general approach Is useful when a probability
--.=2 dcnsity function of the lcad (effective impact

(18a) veloc'ty) is desired separately from, or as an
1 input to, the target damage assessment.

2 s -+ 1
a Figure 9 outlines the approach for integrat-

ing impact orientation, effective impact velocity
-A 1 1 (and offset impact relationships. With the missile
P(ACj) s ,J >- + , (18b) transport characteristics defined by

" , , the first step involves the
development of the joint density functlon,

if the areas of intersection of effective impact fvi,i,,t(VRl,,t), that defines the angular
areas are counted more than once (see Fig. 8). poslIZon of the missile at the instant of impact.
For two nissiles, Eqs. 17 and I8 combine to yield From Eq. 10 and the geometrical relationshlips
the egact cumulative damage proLability, that iFe6.P(A)2. defined by Eqs. 11, the joint density function of

impact variables defined in Fig. I is developed.
Exan lpe Calculation. Figure 8 illustrates Once , defined, probabilities

conservative estimates of cumulative impact damage of parilar impact conditions such as V*,
probabilities for N • P(A) > 1. This range is of M can be calculated can be calculated in the
p.actical interest In the evaluation of cumulative standard manner. From Eq. 14, the normal impulse
damage probabilities for the case in which a associated with the orientation) car be determined,
siligle inpict is *ncapable of causing damage. and, hence, the probability density function of
However, if two impacts within a damage area ad by the equivalent velocity function, fg(g), can be
this missile could damage the target, Fig. 8 can derived. This function caa then be used with a
be used to estimate the upperbound cumulative deterministic or probabilistic damage model to
damage drobability as PN(A) + 1. Fo. example, if determine the required barrier or target proper.-
P(A) is 0.01 ad if 200 such missiles are avail- ties for specified risk levels.
able, PN(A) is about 0.87; if s = 0.1, the
upperbound probability estimate of cumulative
damage effects is 0.16.
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as aL/V -4 cc, the probability distrilju-
tion function reduices t3 a unit impulse
correspond to normal missilc
orientations.

( 2) The effect of oblique, noncollinear
* orientations is to red.ce the velocity

of the missile that is effective in
ulti 001TNs damaging the barrier. Using an imnpulse

~~ ~models the expected value 6.f the normal
inppulse for a missile witii random

*,~ ~ larlentation and velocity vector is 27
ftfiw "11,40111411-1 percent of that produced by a normal

11 colinear impact. The probability of a
single random impact with an effective
velocity > 90 percent is about 0.006.

a~t..~fg,.,.I~i.-j~gd"X.3I'~(3) The potential for cumulative damage from
multiple impacts are modeled using
conditional probabilities with the

*w~~~Jbinominal distribution. Curves of the
PFAU UIIUTAT1111 $"$ vW' probability of cumulative effects are

W~Ij.IV- 10 4110 11. WWII ~ given In terins of a dimensionless damage
aq -4 (t04 area ratio a and the expected number of

fw al I girs relstn isL. INW isimpacts N.P(A). As 6.N.P(A) 4* 1, these
-- _ curves approach unity.

mo 109.1 -Izurm An approach for integrating these elements into a
ad (~4~ 1 4 ~I,,~ comnprehiensive methodology for analysis of random

""1.. 14imopact loading conditions has also been outlined.

Mai 110111110 ','.IRFEEN E
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SUMMARY 3. Yoshimura, H. R., and Schmaun, J. T.,
"Prelimin~ry Results of Turbine Missile
Casing Tests," EPRI RP 399, Electric Power

By virtue of their loading generati iand Rosearch Institute, Palo Alto, Californiia,
transport mechanisms, impact loads are fundlanient- October 1978
ally stochastic with respect to missile orienta-
tion, veloLty, angular velocity, and position of
impact. However, conventional methods of analysis
end design generally troat these loads as determin-
istic with worst case impact conditions (normal,
collinear, no.-spin, midspan impacts). Several
models have been developed herein to assess the
effects of random impacts on conventionally
assumed impact conditions. Some of the key
results include:

(1) The effect of missile .ngular velocity a
is to bias the impact oriontation of a
spinning missile toward orientations in
which the loading edge is rotating into
the surface. With increasing a certain

d impact orientations become impossible;
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CALCULATION OF IMPACT- AND PENETRATION-EFFECTS
ON HARDENED REINFORCED CONCRETE STRUCTURES

R. Schwarz, P. Foros, F. Scharpf

Industrieanlagen-Betriebsgesellschaft mbH, West Germany

ABSTRACT better understanding of the ballistic resistance
of the respective components and their interaction.

The evaluation of the survivability of hardened
structures against conventional weapons essential-
ly requires the realistic calculation of impact THE NUMERICAL MODEL
and penetration effects.

The numerical simulations are based on the lrF-
With respect to the large number of influencing Lagrangean code DYSMAS/L, a code developed for

parameters on one hand, and the capacity of cur- calculating the resnonse of structures under ex-
rent computersystems on the other hand, there is a tremely dynamic loading as e.g. high velocity
real necessity for the simulation of impact and impact or nonlinear shockwave propagation by means
penetration processes by means of advanced conti- of continuum mechanical relationships and numeri-

. nuum-mechanical codes able to solve complex pro- cal solution algorithms /l/. The appendix /L re-
blems. fers to the Lagrangean description of the physical

process within a time dependent, material fixed
SThe specific objective of this work is to de- reference frame. The spatial discretization is

monstrate the efficiency of the numerical simula- accomplished by dividing the structure into finite
tion of weapon effects including the interaction elements; the disc-etization in time results from
of projectile and impacted target with respect to subdividing the time domain into adequate tine

* the design of protective structures. steps.

Within the time loop the airect intogration of
INTRCDwUXTION the equations of motion of the finite system i3

carried out by means of a central difference sche-
Within this computational study the response of me /2/. For this the elemeit masses are proportio-

structural reinforced concrete members to high nately assigned to the corresponding nodal points
velocity impacts of postulated missiles is simula- supplied by potentially additional nodal msses

• ted using the fully 3D-code DYSMAS/L, extended for (Iluped mass mcel'). Referring to stability the
a realistic modelling of the material behavior of explicit scheme demands for a time step less than
reinforced concrete. Conforming to available expe- a critical value. As however explicit methods fa-
rimental data a nonlinear stress-strain curve and a cilitate the descriptioii of nonlinearities and
continuous triaxial failure-surface is composed to arbitrary constitutive equations, and as the ana-
include nonlinear behavior of concrete, cracking lysis of shock wave propagation calls for small
of concrete in the tensile region, the inelastic time steps anyway, the conditional stability of
response in the compressive mode and the mixed the chosen scheme appears not too restrictive.
modes of failure.

Using the kinetic quantities of the nodal
The interaction between projectile and concrete points the element strains and - based on the

structure is considered by a 3D-multibody contact corresponding constitutive laws - the element
. processor which calculates geometry and exchange stresses resulting from straining and damping are

of momentum in the contact zone, based on a gene- calculated. The resulting element stresses are
ralized master-slave algorithm, assigned to the nodal points in terms of inner

forces to enter the integration within the next
The application of the code is demonstrated by time step.

simulations of projectile impact and penetration
of different configurations of shelter doors made
of reinfored concrete and steel componenes. For MATERIAL MODELS
some realistic parameters, the deformation and
damage of the target, the stressing of bending and Due to the intense stressing of material during
shear reinforcement, the failure of concrete ele- impact and penetration the numerical model has to
ments as well as the deformation and stress beha- include the entire domain of deformation characte-
vior of the impacting projectile is shown for a rized by linear elastic behavior, nonlinear beha--
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*vior as well as failure- and post-failure-behavior Contrary to steel the stress-strain relation of -

*of the respective materials. concrete is dependent an the hydrostatic pt- ssure
/4/. The application of the 'MROZI sublayer model

The mvols implemented in DYSMAS/L use a fully to this relation leads to yield surfaces in the
increment&1 plasticity modiel, capable vt strain principal stress space which are dependent on the

*hardening, tar the representation of a0rM.-rary hy.drostatic pressure and moreover are affine to
*stress-strain relationships ter ductile and britt- the failure surface for concrete -here modelled
*le materials. This imod eoccribes the arbitraity accoriing to WILLAMA/ABNKE /5/,
*material behavior by means or mechaninal sublayers.

Each sublayer has a different yi...d stress and Consequently the yield surface - geometrically
croFns-sectional area in order to force the mate- similai tu the failure surface - represents an
rial to confr.rm the input stress-strain relation- elliptic paraboloid with the axis as the equisec-
ship for the uniaxial ::a3e. Th_ stress calculation trix of the principal stress space and with the
is performed independently for the respective apex in the region of hydrostatic tensioi, (fig. 2).

* layers. The resulting stress is calculated by a
weighted summarizing of the sublayer stresses.

ITELDNG COITION

Within the sublayer model according to MiXZ /3/

yiel.d stresses are defined only for the individual
sublayers with ideal-eplastic-plastic characteri- -(~.Prbl .

*stics. The yield stress of the one-dimensionally
*loaded cross-section corresponds to the yield sur- .-

the case of triaxial straining. The yield surface is
encloses the regine of ideal-elastic material Le- ..

havior, i.e. a stress pattern within the surf~ace5
effects ideal-elastic deformation. States of .. .

stress on the yield surface indicate plastic de- a'!b1
formation whereas states of stress outside the
yield surface are not allowed. Generally the yield Fig. 2: Yield surface accord. to WillauiVWarnke
surface is related to the first invariant of the
stress tensor, i.e. the hydrostatic pressure, as
well as to the second and third invariant of the The hydrostatic section consists of two diffe-
deviatoric stresses. rent parabolas above and below the equisectrix.

The The position within the principal stress space is
Teyield surfaces implementcd in the code determined by the angle 9 . The shape of the para-

DYSMAS/L with respect to the penetration of rein- bolas is defined by five parameter;, collectively
forced concrete structures are the yield surfaces related to the uniaxial coupessi~e strength of
according to v. MISES and to WILEAM/AANKE. The concrete:
former, appropriate for steel, representf a func-
tion of the second deviatoric invariant 1 2 of the - biaxial compressive strength f,11 I fc
stress deviator ; and of the octahedral shear - uniaxial tensile strength ft I I f
stress To respectively: - hydrostatic stress

; 1 3 1 average shear stress r11.,e.t~t

"s F 2 0 F - average shear stress r 11 #.Wd).z Ta1
This formulation is independent fromr the hydro- 21 0

static pressure. In the domain of principal stres- Moreover both parabolas are required to pass
ses this yield surf~ace constitutes a circu.lar cy- through a coffoon apex at the equisectrix thus pro- *
linder with the radius r and the axis as equisec- viding another constraint condition for the de-
trix (fig. 1): scription of the hydrostatic sectio~n along the

'tensile' (0. 00) and and the 'compressive& (8
fteld Sujrface 600) mferidian.

DQvIftqr!c sectionr 03 F -7 Te deviatoric trace is composed of triple-sym-
metric elliptic sections defined by the position

/ ~~vectors r IL*O C.-0 . Consequentty the posi-
tion vector r in2 the deviatoric sec:io. of the
paraboloid results as

a. r ar (9,r (j,r (9))
1 2

The surface couposed in this way is still indepen-~5' dent from the uniaxial compressive streiigth of the
at ~concrete fcu in case of a failure surfa, e, or from

the sublayer yield-stress V. In came Af a yield
surface according to to the "MROZI sublayer model

Fig. 1: Yield surface according to v. Mises respectively.
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According to /5/, the position vector i is pro- FAILURE- AND POST-FAILU1E-BEHAVIOR
portional to the octahedral shear stress T. of the
yield state: J To As in penetration pro.cesses the material strai-

r=: 5 ning generally lead; not only to plastic deforma-
a. tion, but also causes material failure, the code

The octahedral shear stress v. again is direct- is supplied with different fracture models. The
ly proportional to the equivalent stress 0. accor- respective concepts however do not simulate the .
ding to the hypothesis of minimization of deforma- formation and propagation of cracks in a pure frac-
tion energy: 2 ture mechanical sensej but rather enable a more

7 - a global description of the post-failure material
3 vf2 behavior adequate to the problem.

Herewith the uniaxial equivalent stress OF can be
assigned to any state of stress on the yield sur- Material failure occurs, if an appropriate mea-

* face described by the position vector r: sure for strain exceeds a certain value. In the
post-failure regime the steel is capable of car-

aF r a -. rying hydrostatic pressure, whereas hydrostatic
Consequently there is yielding within a sublayer tension cannot be transferred. Therefore failure

" if the equivalent stress, calculated from the in the tensile region causes the stress tensor to
actual state of stress, exceedL. the yield-crite- be set to zero, whereas in the compressive mode

S rion. only the deviatoric components are set to zerowith remaining hydrostatic pressure. For concrete
the calculation is continued with reduced sublayer

FLOW RULE yield-stresses. After severe element distortions
in the post-failure regime, the element is removed

If the stress pattern violates che yielding cri- from the structure distributing its nodal masses
terion a redistribution is accounted for when cal- to newly generated nodes; the kinetic energy is
culating the internal forces. The redistribution kept within the system during the further computa-
requirer: additional information concerning the tion, as the newly generated nodal points preser-
relation between increments of plastic strain, yes the coordinates and velocities of the corres-

* stress and stress increment in order to describe ponding nodes of the temaining rtructure. Moreover
the plastic behavior of the material, a contact-problem for the resulting structural sur-

face arn the additional nodes will be defined such,
In the case of material flow, defined by the that the fragments will be able to interact with

occurrence of an inadmissible state of stress out- arbitrary parts of the residual structure.
side the yield surface, the stress vector will be

* set back to the yield surface, splitting the state A.a alternate concept allows the opening of the L
of strain into an elastic and a plastic part. structure at the boundaries of failed elements; in
Plastic straining does not contribute to the ela-- this case the generation of new nodal points and

- stic strain energy; only the elastic part contri- the defirition of contact-zones between disonnec-
butes to a stress increment. Moreover it is assu- ted elements prevents an overlapping of the struc-
med that the stress deviator resulting from the tural parts in the case of repeat#73 contact.
elastic part is proportional to the strain devia-
tor. CONTACT PROCESSOR

According to HENCKY, the instantaneous state To model the interaction between projectile and
of plastic straining is deteemined directly from concrete structure during the impact and penetra-
the elastic state; contrary to the al.so ipleen- tion process a 3D-multibody contact-processor
ted forrmulation of PRANDTL/TEUSZ, hysteresis con- describes the structural removal within the con-
nected with cyclic loading cannot be described tact zones, effects the exchange of momentum het-
with this type of flow rule. The updated state of ween the structures in contact and finally deter-
stress is assumed to be the intersection between mines the contact forces. The nodes in contact are
the stress increment A. 2-2, and the yield surfa- assumed to strike fully plastically. The spring-
ce which leads to the following distribution of back is accomplished by the elastic reaction of
the strain tensor i ' with the elastic part the elements behind the contact zone. The proce-m L., and the plastic part Lp: dure is based on a generalized master-slave algo-

.--. -rithm. For the bodies in contact, master planes
Ail' and slave points are defined. The slave points

of one body may not intersect the mster planes of r
Herein 0v represents the equivalent stress calcu- any other brdy. During time integration the con-
lated from the state (L,.g) and from the dilata- tact processor controls whether different structu-
tion of volume e. ral parts are overlapping each other. In case of P

a dynamic contact the state of motion is modified A%
.Th1e flow rule according to PPANIrL/REUSZ is based in such a manner, that nodal points belonging to

on the normality principle which means, that the one of the structures in contact, which have pas-
plastic strain increment is normally, the elastic sad through the interface, are reset. Furthermore
strain increment tangentially directed to the the velocities of the nodal points are corrected
yield-surface, defined in the stress-domain; this with regard to the conservation of momentum, and
is prerequisite for the description of elasto- the contact forces are calculated according to the

"" plastic redistribution of stresses. dynamic equilibrium. Dring the penetration pro- 9
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cess elements showing large deformations are eli- steel plates covering the inside and the lateral
minated; new master surfaces and slave points arn- faces of the second gate-type are modelled by
sing from this elimination process are created by plate elements supplied with a moment-curvature
the contact processor autonomously. relationship. In table : the characteristic quan-

tities of the analysed gate types are summarized.

STRAIN-RATE DEPIIU4DCY OF MATERIAL STRENGTH The casing of the assumed representative AP-
projectile is idealized by means of 4-node-plate

High rates of straining which may be signifi- elements with again four integration points res-
cant for impact and penetration processes, affect pectively. Tte explosive charge -in the simulation
the strength behavior of most materials end conse- supposed to be inert - is modelled by 8-node solid
quently to a certain extent the dynamic response elements with 12 intcgration points respectively. b
of structures too. As far as experimental results The characteristic values of the projectile are
are available, the shock- and penetration-nodel shown in table 2.
accounts for these effects by the application of a
relevant set of stress-strain curves depending on Parameter Din Value
the rate of straining. Overall length W 1.00

Max. diameter m 0.36

APPLICATION OF THE CODE Total mass of structure kg 450

The application of the code described above is Table 2: Characteristic values of the projectile
demonstrated by the simulation of projectile
impact and penetration into different configura-
tions of shelter gate, made of reinforced concrete MATERIAL PARAMETER9
and steel components involving the interaction

, between penetrator and target. The concrete's uniaxial stress-strain rela-
tionship is derived from the parabolic-quadrilate-
ral diagram which is basic for the German stan-

FE-MODEL OF PRXJECTILE AND TARGET dards. For both gate-types an uniaxial compressive
strength 33 N/m is assumed. The parameters for

To enable advantageous axisymmetric simulations, the failure surface according to WillamVWarnke are
the shelter gates are represented by circular pla- taken from /5/. For the sublayers yield surfaces
tes with radius R and thickness T, modelled with are used which are affine to the failure surface.
hinged supports at the boundaries. The concrete of Table 3 contains a summary of the respective input
the gates is modelled by solid elements characte- values.
rized by 8 nodal points and 12 integration points.
The bending reinforcement - arranged at the outer Concerning steel, the stress-strain relations
and inner concrete elements - is described by are characterized by the strain-values within the
means of membrane elements with each 4 nodal- and region of reduced cross-sectional area and conse-
integration points. The shear reinforcement is quently by the inherent 'true' stresses. The true
represented by bar elements defined by two nodes stress-strain relation is supplied in terms of a
and one integration point. According to the con- polygonal function with the following data base (0,
crete grid which becomes coarser with increasing 0), (F 0 F ),0(16o), (%E'E ). Table 4 shows the
distance from the rotational axis, the cross-sec-
tional area of the bar elements increases. The . .

Paraeter re. Dim. Gate 1.11
Parameter Aktrev. Dim. ate I Gate 1 Yong's adulus a Nlad 3.0504

Gate thickness T a 1.40 0.68 Poisson's ratio , 0.2

Thickness of cncrete IC m 1.40 0.46 Strain 1 ' 0.0008
layer Stream 1 Ld. t 24.6

Outer radius of plate RI a 4.00 1.85 Strain 2I '2

Inner tedius of plate R2 a 2.00 1.208Sea 2 K 32.0

Thickness of inside I: a - 0.02 Ultimate strain - 0.0100
steel plate St520 nial comressive fcu i 33.0

Thickness of outside ISA a - 0.12 strength
steel plate 6t520 Concrete model *c.

Bending reinforcemnt aI cma/M 20.1 49.2 to NUdt4W.SUB
inside BSt 420/500 bisl orsiw fi' ,,

Bending reinforcemant rBA cd / 7.7 10.1 strength - 1.80
outside 56t 420/500 tenrile atrengrth " l - 0.15

Shear reinforcment FS cn'/' 6.8 78.5 hydrostatic preure &i - 3.67
Bst 420/500

Coessive strength -U KM 33 33
of conrete - -mean st r rcm.e... - 1.94

Table 1: Characteristics of the gate discretizations Table 3: Stress-strain curves for concrete
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general pattern of the stress-strain diagram and - - - - . ,

contains the parameters for the respective sorts '..-ot steel.

For the explosive charge of the projectile - - ,
ideal-elastic-plastic behavior is assumed with the - AP-Projectllo (vo-250 r1/s) / Gate I
parameters from /6/. 2- . . -

Fraaeter Atibrsv. Dsie. ii - steel Projectilas I
forosmnt plates hullN%

Sort of steel N4?W BSt420/500 St520 8t1200

Young'Is Mdulus 3 Ind~ 2.1310 2.0310 2.1310 -rr-

Yield limit OF NiM 420 330 1150

* MWe. ultimate go Woofi 500 520 1200 % .0 0' f .0 030 03 .0 '3 n 06

strem DEFORMATION Z IM)

Yield strain -F 0.002 0.002 0.006 Fig. 4: Kin. energy of projectile during penetration
Tsctw. ultiatel e. 0.150 0.2201 0. 00
strain demonstrated by the time history of the equivalent

stress and strain at it's tip (fig. 6). In this IT-,

Table 4: Param. of the stress-strain curves for steel case the equivalent strain reaches 25% without
exceeding the ultimate strain after all. The stres- .
sing of the rear of the projectile remains within

RESULTS OF NUMERICAL SIMULATION the elastic region. For time intervals of 0.45 Ins,
the respective states of deformation of the gate- 0

For gate-type I, fig. 3 shows the penetration inside are drawn on fig. 7. During the first 4.5
process - characterized by an impact velocity of ms the maximum values of deformation are located
250 nVs of the projectile - at different times.
The corresponding time history of the projectile's n 0.000.00 CE *I
kinetic energy shows a first strong decay down to CC. 5.UISBUOD' 1 at first failing ,sent-CD 1.89U E.01. A ' ... atls aligeeot
20% of the initial value within the first two ms; g i.i9IfltOP A ... at last faili, asent-
this is followed by a less inclined part which 4c- 1: -___.
finally leads to a nearly total exchange of the ', .* . E-01--l 5.056 01 "-% -

initial kinetic energy into deformation energy J: s:SSE2E,:i, - -,K- 6 50E.01.

H1 - 7.5769f*0l'

89.18,737E 0Ol-

GATE I (J. 0 s f, R 1.0105 02 '-

- -- Fig. 5: Sequence of failing concrete elements

GATE 1 7.2 ma .. L ......

Fig. 3: Penetration of Gate I

gy is plotted versus the depth of penetration in
fiq 4. Fig. 5 pictures the time dependent failure
sequence of the concrete elements; the elements * ,.4.4
inside the gate near the rotational axis are fai-
ling later than the more distant situated elements,
i.e. a cone-shaped failure surface results. -_ _

Although there is no perforation, the concrete at '' ,0 '' * ,

the inside of the door is severely damaged. The TIME T . E-3 (sec)
interactive stressing of the projectile's hull is Fig. 6: Equivalent stress and strain (projectile tip) ., 4
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- - berring reinforcement indicate elastic stressing
for the elements arranged at the inside of the
gate. Table 5 summarizes the essential results for
the evaluation of survivability.

£ G ,-TE I W1L II

S.Penetration depth 75 10.5 "
* -- of the projectile (cm)

Rex. deformtion at the 2 2 t
inner side of the gate (cm)

I -- -- Outer bending reinforcmnt failure yielding

Inner bending reinforcemnt yielding elastic
U." s, , . ~. iqe a. ii . ~. .behavior

INSIDE SURFACE OF THE GATE ()

* Fig. 7: States of deformation for 'the gate-inside Remaiing ilatm.) enryiednalr
~inng kinetic energy ,

of the projec--tile (0) r -

in the axis of the penetrator; later they are Ca" i.f
transferred to the outer regions, effected by after 1.2m 50 46

after •.5 me 17 --
the failure-induced vibrations of the center of after 5.0e 4 -

the gate. She inside positioned bending reinforce-
- ment is stressed up to the yield-point reaching an Perf o of the gate
*- equivalent strain of 1.2% in the elements near the pbln

axis, which indicates plastic deformation (fig. 8) Fig. 9: Penetration Table 5: Summary of results
However the bending reinforcement on the impacted
face is destroyed by exceeding the ultimate strain of Gate II
within the impacted region.

The efficiency of numerical methods for the
simulation of impact and penetration processes is r

GV demnstrated by means of the code DYSMAS/L, espe-
I. -- cially developed for the analysis of extremely

dynamic continuum mechanics problems. The presen-
ted numerical results just give an insight into

.- " the extensive possibilities of the use of adequate
code formulation especially in connection with r.4

*. experiments and model testing.
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/I/ The Program Family DYSMAS,
""T,, .T, ., , ,, , B-TF-V197, IABG, Munich (1984)711E '1 *10"1(&*0
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* Fig. 8: lquiv. stress/strain for inner reinforcement Explicit Time Integration of Structure-Mecha-
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*steel shielding at the impacted face, the impact European Communities, Ispra, Italy (1978)
and penetration process is shown for intervals of
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derably deformed especially within the impacted ra- On the description of Anisotropic Work Harde-
gion, the projectile however is unable to further ning, J. of Mathematics and Physics of Solids,
penetration it's hull is destroyed within the ogi- Vol. 13, 1957, pp.163-173
val zone, recognizable by the intensive folding. /4/ Schickert, G., Winkler, H.
The time-history of the projectile's kinetic ener- Versuchsergebniss- zur Festigkeit und Ver-
gy firstly reveals a weak, then an increasing li- formung von Beton bei mehraxialer Druck-
near decay to 23 % of the initial value at 0.38 ms. beanspruchung , DAfStB, Heft 227, (1977)
Subsequently the kinetic energy is reduced in a

*parabolic manner to 43 % of the original amount. /5/ Argyris, J.H., Faust, G., Szimat, J.,
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Finite Element Ultimate Load Analysis offurther penetration of the projectile, but leads Freit Emenn Concrte Structuesi
rather to the extensive destruction of it's hull. Three-Dimensional Concrete Structures
The bending of the inside surface increases up to ISD Lecture held at Jablonna, Poland (1974)
a final value 2.4 cm. Comparable to gate I a fai- /6/ Schwarz, R., Scharpf, F.
lure region of conical shape is proceeding with an Fachband 'Durchdringungsuntersuchungen'
inclination of 300 to the impact axis. The time- zur Studie 'Simulationzmdell fUr Kern-
histories of equivalent stress and strain for the kraftwerke' IABG-B-TF-1286/01, Munich (1982)
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Flash X-Ray Pseudocinematography of the Penetration Process
of Bamb-Models in Concrete

A. 3. Stilp, M. HOlsswig and E. Schneider

Ernst-Mach.,Institute Freiburg i. Br., FRG
Terminal Ballistics and Impact Physics Division

H. Pahl, NATO Br~isel, Air Field Section

ABSTRACT factor in our laboratory tests was 1
Sp rm4.5. At such a relatively small scaling
This paper summarizes some experimental factor we expect no significant scaling
work on penetration of GP-bomb-modela in effects.
concrete slabs. The objectives of these
teats were to study the deformation
behaviour of the bomb-case during pene- FACILITY DESCRIPTION AND

. tration, and to measure the X-t-diagram EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP
of the bomb nose in the first phase of

* penetration. These laboratory scale expe- The launcher system consists of the
riments were devised in order to comple- energy reservoir, the hydrolic cuppling
ment field tests to verify design as- device, and the 100 mn diameter smaoth-
sumption of burster slabs for Avionics. bore launch tube. For low impact veloci-
For these tests an impact velocity of ties (up to 250 m/s), compressed air is
about 300 m/s was of interest, used as driver gas. For higher velocities

a powder chamber replaces the air pres-
Flash X-ray pseudocinematography was used sure reservoir. Energy reservoir and
to measure the penetration depth-time- launch tube are coupled together with a
diagram and the case failures at the be- hydrolic clamp. The launcher is mounted
ginning of the penetration. This method on a stable support without a recoil
can be applied, because the impact pro- system (Fig. 1).
cess can be repeated in exactly the same
manner. The gun fires into a closed range consis-

ting of two parts, the blast-tank with
The test results show that on the bomb- the velocity measurement system and the
model no case failures are observable sabot catcher, and the impact chamber.
during the first 1000 sec after impact. Fig. 2 shows a schematic drawing of the

range.

BACKGROUND The projectile velocity was measured by
two exact positioned velocity pins at the

NATO countries are vitally concerned with muzzle of the launch tube or by two
the protection of Avionics - buildings direct shadowgraph stations. The projec-
against direct hits of conventional tile velocity is determined to an eccura-
weapons. Several test programs (NWS, cy of about 1%.
Meppen, Eolin AFB, ect.) have been under-
taken to determine the level of protec- The sabot catcher in the blast-tank is
tion provided by various overlay systems. built up by bundles of strong chains
As antipenetration systems concrete hanging from the top to the bottom of the
burster slabs with different thicknesses blast tank (Fig. 3). The bundles of
and rock/rubble burster slabs are in chains have a low drag against ths muzzle
discussion. blast, but they are able to stop the

Ssabot parts.
The purpose of our effort was to verify

thickness assumptions of the concrete The impact tank, an octogonal steel
slabs, and to study the behavioir of the construction with windows on each side,
bomb-case failure and the penetration has a large door at the rear side to
depth-time function within the first insert the concrete slab. The largest
phase of penetration. To perform such target size which we can insert into the
tests with large caliber projectiles chamber has a dimension of 1 m x 1 m x
against concrete slabs in full scale, 0.5 m.
means high costs, and they are time-con-

. suming. Therefore, we h0 ,e performed our
test program on a model scale. The scale
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Impacts in concrete or rock& produce a A four piece styrofoam sabot with a poly-
lot of dust during projectile penetra- ethylen pusher is used for launching the
tion; therefore, high speed photographic projectiles (Fig. 6). For the measurement
methods using visible light sources fail of the depth of the penetration the case
after a short duration of the impact was equipped with thin brass rings at
event. This is the reason why we used the exact measured positions. On the X-ray
method of flash X-ray cinematography, ehadowgraphs these rings can easily be

" especially the method of pseudocinemato- seen.
* graphy. This method consists of repeating

the whole phenomenon, with gradually All targets were constructed of concrete
increasing delays between the beginning using a mix design intended to yield a
of the process and the time of X-ray compressive strength of BN35 quality. The
flashes. This method can be applied if slabs have a low reinforcement with one
the phenomenon to be studied is exactly mat each at the front and at the rear
reproducible. For the cinematography of side. The details of the projectiles and
the penetration of the bomb-model in the targets are summarized in the following
concrete target, three separate flash-X- table I. The impact velocity for all
ray sources are used. The frame separa- tests was about 248 m/s + 10 m, and the
tion is sji,ieved by a simple arrangement angle of incident for all Tests was Nato
of X-ray tubes and film cassettes as 0o.
shown in Fig. 4. The X-ray sources (180
kV Field Emission tubes) are triggered
successively. Tube axis are oriented in TABLE I
the direction of the concrete plate at
grazing incidence with respect to the
target front side. The X-ray tubes are porometersof concrete stabs
located outside the impact tank and
radiate through X-ray transparent windows model original
into the tank interior. The film casset- dimension: SOx6Ox3Ocm 320x32Ox120cm
tea are arranged inside the tank, fairly 80xa0x35cm 320x3,10x140cm
close to the target, in order to obtain Sx0cm 320x20x1s0cm' sharp shadowgraphs of the penetrating @x0&c 2x2xac
bh hb. reinforcement : one mat each at front-and rear side

thickness of
The first flash tube is triggered by a reinforcement 4mm 16mm
contact foil at the front side of the meshdistance 5cm 20cm
target. F:,ducial marks are installed to compresslonstrength ON35 BN35
measure exactly the position of the bomb max. grain size amm 32mm
model during penetration. The delay time
between the flash X-ray bursts is measu- purameters of the bonb
red by electronic counters on the same type MK83
tinge basne. model original

At the rear side of the concrete slabs, dimension:

thin strips of cupper foils are glued to 'length 2,6cm
the surface. If cracks run over the 191.7cm
foils, electric circuits are interrupted, diameter 7.9cm 35. cm
The electric signals indicate the begin- loading resin and quartz composition b
ning of crack formations at the rear side powder
of the target. tensile strength ft ON/mm2  k 800 N/mm z

TEST PROGRAM RESULTS

* The type of projectile used in the pro- A typical series of flash X-ray pictures

gram is shown in fig. 5. It is a subscale with the reconstruction of the penetrated
(1: 4.5) model of the GP-bomb M83. The part of the projectile in the concrete
laboratory projectiles were fabricated of slab is presented in Fig. 7. From this
a steel with tensile stzength larqer series and from others no case failurea
than 800 N/mm. Only the main dimensions were detected.
of the bomb are scaled exactly, details
like fins, fuses, support elements, etc. The flash X-ray pictures with the posi-
have been ignored. The bomb-models are tion of the projectile, and the measured
loaded with a resin quartz powder mixture time delay between contact and exposure
having roughly the same mechanical pro- are the fundamental basis for the calcu-
perties as the explosive filler composi- lation of the X-t-diagram. Such a X-t-
tion B of the MK83-GP-bomb. diagram is shown in Fig. 8. The vertical

dashed line indicates the occurenco time
of the first cracks at the rear side of
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* the target. At thicknesses of 30 respec- SUMMARY
* tively 35 cm, that means in full scale

120 respectively 140 cm, the bomnb-model * The accordance uf our results with full
perforated the burster slabs with a scale tests is satisfactory.

* surplus of residual kineti:: energy. The
* consequence of this was a larve defornia- * A target thickness of about 36 cm
* tion of' the bomb noses caused by an (original 16U cm) guarantees a suff'i-
* impact on a steel plate citcher benind cient protection le~vel acainst MK83-

the target (Fig. 9 lett). At a burster bomb threat at impact velocities lower
slab thickness of 36 cm (3rigirai 160 cm) than 256 m/'o and attack angles larger
the bomb-model can perforate the slab than zero degree.
with a small surplus of' residual kinetic
ernergy. In this case, no significant case *No significant case failures were ob-
failures were observed on the recovered serveble at impact velocities smaller

* bomb-model (Fig. 9 right), than 250 m/a.

The typical target damege is shcwn in *The method of flash X-ray cinematogra-
Fig. 10 a - d) witi photog.'aphs from the phy is applicable for concrete penetra-
front arnd the rear side. tion tests.

FIGURES

*Fig. 1: Photograph of the launcher Fig. 3: Sabot catcher

Velocily moasuroInft
blast tar* .ffipoct tank

-% 4 Fig. 2: Schei'atic drawing of the range
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X-ray films impact tankc

Fig. 4: Arrangement of the X-ray tubes

Fig. 6: Bomb-model with sabot 0

LL ~

Fig. 5: Dimension f theorgialan

the model

* Fig. 7: Series of flash-X-ray pictures Do
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Fig. 8: X-t-diagram A

Fig. 9: Recovered bomb-models i

Fig. 10 a -d: Target damage
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EFFECT OF STRESS STATE ON VELOCITIES OF LOW-AMPLITUDE
COMPRESSION AND SHEAR WAVES IN DRY SAND

K.H. Stokoe, II, S.H.H. Lee, and H.Y.F. Chu

Department of Civil Engineering
The University of Texas at Austin

ABSTRACT An overview of the second series of tests withthis device are presented herein. These tests were

The effect of stata of stress on compression performed to study the behavior of P- and S-waves
and shear wave velocities wa. examined for waves polarized along principal stress directions; that
propagated as body waves through a dry sand mass. is, the seismic waves were excited so that the

* Testing was performed in a large-scale triaxial directions of wave propagation and particle motion
device in which cubic soil samples measuring 7 ft on were always parallel to principal stress directions.
a side were loaded in isotropic, biaxial, and triax- Results from the second series of tests were
ial states of stress. Compression and shear waves selected for presentation because of the more exten-
were propagated along principal stress axes of the sive testing performed in this series of tests as
sample over a range in pressure from 10 to 40 psi. compared with the first test series.
All testing was performed at low-amplitude strains
(less than 0.001 percent) and at wave frequencies LARGE-SCALE TRIAXIAL DEVICE
less than 3000 Hz. Compression wave velocity was
found to depend almost solely on the principal The large-scale triaxial testing device is a
stress in the direction of wave propagation. Shear free-standing, heavily-reinforced steel box with
wave velocity was found to depend about equally on interior dimensions of 7 ft on a side. The purpose

- the principal stresses in the directions of wave of the device is to confine dry soil under triaxial
propagation and particle motion and was determined states of stress. A sketch of the device with soil
to be relatively independent of the third principal and some instrumentation in place is shown in Fig.
stress. I. To date, the only soil tested has been dry sand., Equipment associated with the device is used to: 1.

place sand into the device, 2. pressurize the sand
mass to the desired stress state, 3. generate com-

INTRODUCTION pression or shear waves in the sand mass, 4. monitor
and digitally record these waveforms, and 5. monitor

Shear and compression wave velocities of soils stress and strain throughout the sand sample during
are often obtained ,om field testing or laboratory testing.
measurements. Once velocities are determined,
shear, constrained and Young's moduli of the soil
ri- be calculated. These soil moduli are used in excitation
dy.namic . --tructure interaction analyses for port accelerometer
S 1j, Lraii problems such as machine foundations
and as refere-:e values for la-ner-strain problems
sv-h , e- thquake sha!:ing or blast loading. A tho-
r,,:jn understanding Of Lne iiiterela:_'ship betwee..
wave velocity a d state of stres s, therefore,
requi-'ed for the prediction of ground response uider u:i: lOf t 2 in.dynamiL loading

,4ith lunding from the U.S Air Forca Office of
Scientific Re-;ea-ch (AFOSR). a large-scale triaxial
testing dev.ce for sei nic wave propagation studies
nas been designed and constructed (References I and
2]. The device is used to load 7-ft cubes of dry
sand under various states of triaxial stress with
principal effective stresses ranging from I0 to 40
psi. Measurements of velocities of compression (P) .if
and shear (S) waves propagating through the sand 7

skeleton are performed with accelerometers embedded. .
within the said body. Wavelengths and frequencies
are generally in the range of 0.5 to 1.5 ft and 500
to 1500 Hz, respectively. Strains in the soil skal- Fig. 1 - cut-Away, Iaontric View i
eton are less than 0.001 percent. Large-Scale Triaxial Device.

(Reference 1).
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Each wall of the triaxial device i: designed to The generated waves in the soil mass are
" rspresent a principal plane so that axes perpendic- recorded and interpreted with various electronics.

ular to the walls of the device represent princlal An array of 24, low-frequency, high-sensitivity pie-
directions. To permit irdependent control of the zoelectric accolerometers has been used. These
pressure in each of the three principal directions, accelerometers, packaged in 3-D configurations, are
confining pressures are applied to the soil mass placed in the soil mass during construction. The
using three wembranes (water pressure bags) placed pattern inside the soil mass used in these tests is
on the inside of the triaxial device; one on the top i'llustrated in Fig. 3. Two digital storage oscillo-
and one on each of two adjacent sides. Each membrane scopes with floppy disks for permanent storage were
has two ports Iccated at opposite corners so that used to reccrd the accelerometer signals.
water can be allowed to fill up or drain from the
membrane. When the membranes are full of water, air i ald-plane in the
pressure is used to pressurize their. To protect the T vertical direcion
membraies from damage by soil particles and to mini- 1.5 ft
mize any frIction (henre shearing stresses) t the

" soil-membrane interface, several layers of plastic N"', North

sheets with grease between them are placed between I
- the soil and each membrane.

1.5 ft
In the center of ea:h wall not covered by a mer- boundary wall 2

brane, ports have been constructed so that mechan- of triaxial 2 f,

ical coupling can be made between the soil in the device
device and mechanical exciters outside. Mechanical , f
impulses applied at the ports are used to excite P- 1.5ft 2t 2 ft &E
and S-waves in the soil. A single impulse parallel
to the axis of the device is used to generate
P-waves. A single impulse perpendicular to the axis Imd-plane in
(parallel to the wall of the device) is used to 1 ft the horizontal
excite shear waves. However, two different shear
waves can be excited. The waves have the same direc-
tion of propagation which is parallel to a principalaxis but have dfferent directions of particle ft
motion. Particle motion of the first S-wave is S
polarized parallel to one principal stress axis
while particle motion of the second S-wave is polar-
ized parallel to the other principal stress axis. *-excitation port
All of these waves, exzited at one port, are shown in

.: Fig. 2.
Legend: 1. NS = north-south principal axis

a. Compression Wave Principal EW - east-west principal axis
.: Stress TB - vertical (top-bottou)
Direccions principal axis

particle 2. S, E and B are locations of
motion excitatior ports.

l"ll *Fig. 3 - Schematic View of 3-D Accelerometer

propagation Locations.
excitation direction SOIL TESTED
port *

The soil used in these tests is a medium dense,A: washed mortar sand which classifies as SP in the
b. Shear Wave Unified Soil Classification System. The sand ha5 a

(SH type) F specific gravity of 2.67 and a mean grain diameter-" Me of about 0.46 mm. This sand was selected for several
reasons. First, it is easy to handle ano place, and
when placed by the raiiing technique, uniform medi-

* um-danse samples can be obtained which can be dupli-
cated from one test series to the next. Second, the

- sLLtic and dynamic properties of the sand are essen-C. Shear rave tially independent of time cf loading which means
(SV type) testing can proceed as rapidly as data can be gath-

ered. Third, seismic waves transmitted through the
.- dry sand evaluate properties of the soil skeleton

which is the purpose of this project. Finally, the
dynamic properties of dry sand are insensitive to
frequency and number of cycles of loading in and

Fig. 2 - Types of Seismic Waves Generated at below the strain and frequency ranges in these
One Excitation Port. tests.
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- The sand sample was constructed by raining the times were estimated from fi.,st arrivals of the
, soil through air (pluviation). This technique was waves at each accelerometer.

chosen over other methods because of the efficiency
and uniformity of placement attainable with this ISOTROPIC CONFINEMENT
technique. Raining sand through air yields uniform,
medium-dense samples when the height of fall is a An initial series of tests was performed under

*,, few feet. A 7-ft wide rainer was therefore con- isotropic loading to evaluate any effe:t of stress
structed. The rainer travelled in the east-west history. Confining pressures were increased from 10

- direction on a collar which elevated the rainer 3 ft to 40 psi. The sand specimen was then unloaded to 10
above the top of the triaxial device. With tnis psi. At each state of isotropic confinement, P- and
ralrer, a uniform sand sample was constructed with S-wave velocities were determined as the average of
an average density of 101.8 pcf and a standard devi- two interval velocities along each of the principal

- ation of 2.0 pcf. Instrumentation was placed in the axes, except for the north-south axis along which
sample at the desired elevations by simply stopping three interval velocities were used. Average inter-
the filling process at those elevations. val velocities were then plotted against the corre-

sponding confining pressure on log-log paper for
TESTING SERIES each of the principal axes.

Once the sample was constructed, wave propa- The variation in P-wave velocity with isotropic
gatlon measurements were performed under various confinement is shown in Fig. 4. Compression wave
states of stress. The first step was to perform velocity increases as confining pressure increases,
tests with isotropic confinement (51=o2=3). This with the relationship well represented by a straight
state of confinement is the simplest state that can line. A least-squares method was used to fit the
be applied with the triaxial device, and the effect data for loading and unloading separately. The
of stress state on velocity is the easiest to ana- unloading data exhibit slightly flatter slopes than
lyze. Moreover, this state of confinement elimi- those for the loading data. The slops of each log VP
nates stress as a contributing factor for different - log )-0 relationship is denoted as m (n for the
values of P- and S-wave velocities measured along S-wave). The hysteresis effect shown in Fig. 4
each of the principal axes at a given stress. Thus, results in wave velocities being slightly larger
this state permits evaluation of structural aniso-
tropy (also called inherent anisotropy) and stress 2000

* history. m2 0.19

After studying the effect of isotropic confine- V_
ment on wave velocities, an exhaustive set of tests 1500o
with biaxial confinement was performed. Conditions m=0.25 o loading
of biaxial confinement were obtained by keeping the A unloading
intermediate principal effective stress equal to m =slope
either the minor principal effective stress CL (a) Propagation in NS Direction
(1>U=3) or the major principal effective stress 1000 J _ ,
(=-2>o3). The complete set of biaxial tests was 1 I00

composed of two test series: the first with confin- > 2000 1110
ing stress varying in only one principal direction , m=0.19
and the second with confining stress varying in two . 15o0
principal directions. Only a few of the results are
presented herein because of space considerations. I W0
Also, testing with triaxial states of stress are not
presented herein because of space limitations. W m 0.21

WAVE VELOCITY MEASUREMENTS (b) Propagation in EW Direction

-..* Waveforms of compression and shear waves were , 1000 I I
monitored under each confining pressure and were 2000
recorded on magnetic disks using the two digital L
oscilloscopes. These records were then analyzed for

" propagation velocities, frequencies, and strain M 0. 18
amplitudes. However, only wave velocities are dis- 1500
cussed herein. The other information is found in
References 1 through 4. M 0

Determination of wave velocity was quite
straightforward. With known distances between (c) Propagation in TB Direction
accelerometers (measured during sample con- 100
struction) and measured travel times of the waves, 10 20 30 40
wave propagation velocities were simply calculated
by dividing the distances by the corresponding tray- Mean Effective Confining Pressure, got psi L
el times. The waveforms recorded on the magnetic
disks were recalled using the same digital oscillo- Fig. 4 - Variation of P-wade Veloc4ty with
scopes used in monitoring the vaves, and travel I;otropic Confining Pressire.
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upon unloading. This effect -;s most important at As seen in Fig. 5, the log Vs - log~o relation-
the lowest pressure. However, the largest variation ships can be represented by stra4ght lines just as

- in wave velocity upon loading and unloading was only in the P-wave case. Also, the slopes (n) of these
6 percent for the P-wave and only 5 percent for the relationships for the shear wave are nearly the same
S-wave. The hysteresis effect upon velocity was, as those found for the P-waves. Only the values of
therefore, iot significant, and averages of values wave velocity differ, with V < VP,
obtained from both loading and unloading were used Structural anisotropy is the inherent anisotro-
in all analyses.

py in the soil skeleton which causes a difference ii,
Results from shear wave tests are more compli- soil properties (locluding wave velocities) in dif-

cated to present than the P-wave results because six ferent directions under isotropic loading. (Soil
shear waves were mesured at each confining pressure. properties will vary with direction if th'e stresses
Therefore, only averages of velocities for loading vary, and this is referred to as stress-induced ani-
and unloading are shown in Fig. 5. Inserts in the sot-opy). A certain amount of structural anisotropy
figure illustrate the six waves. The nomenclature was believed to have been induced in the sample as a

- used for each shear wave consists of four symbols, result of the raining operation used to build the
The first two symbols denote the direction of wave sample. Therefore, it was necessary to evaluate the
propagation and the second two symbols denote the magnitude and importance of the effect of structural
directioh of particle motion. Therefore, the shear anisotropy on P- and S-wave velocities before the
wave denoted as NSEW, for instance, represents a general effect of isotropic confinement could be
wave propagating in the north-south (NS) direction studied.
with particle motion polarized along the east-west Average P-wave velocities are plotted against
(EW) direction, isotropic cLnfinlng pressure using logarithmic paper1500 15-40 , , in Fig. 6 (top three cu,'ves). The resulting curves

are represented by three best-fit straight linas
that are almost parallel. The curves fall into two

15-40 15 (2) EWNS n 0.22 (2) groups: 1. for waves propagating along horizontal
40 _directions (NS and EW) in which case the velocities

.0 are within 3.5 percent, and 2. for waves propagating

100o- (1) INSEW along the vertical direction which falls 6elow the
other two curves. As such, structural anisotropy is
essentially not present in the horizontal plane but

n 0.18 (1) does exist between the horizontal and vertical
directions. This condition is often modelled with a
cross-anisotropic model.

700 Shear wave velocities shown in the lower part
150C P 15-40 of Fig. 6 fo." the six shear waves aiso group accord-

ing to what would be expected for a
(4) EWTB c-oss-anisotropic model. The two wave, in the hori-

-4 zontal plane (NSEW and EWNS) exhibit nearly the same

415-40 n0.20 (3) velocity while the four waves in the vertical plane
(EWTB, NSTB, TBNS and TBEW) show some scatter in

(3) NSTB - velocities but are more nearly similar.
1000 -2000 -
,.. ": ~ ~18u0] ,N) (W

n=0.18 (4 Vp(NS)

1600
700 Vp(EW_ > 700, 1400

. (2)
1500 () TBEW 12 V (TB) (1*)

.0 (5) TBNS
5-40 1000

15-40

() (4) S-waves shovni in

.• n2i Fig. 5
6~00

10 20 30 40
15 20 30 40

Mean Effective Confining Pressure, , psi
Mean Effective Confining Pressure, psi

Fig. - Effect of Structural Anisotropy on
Fig. 5 VariAtion of Sheer Wave Velocity Variation of P- and S-Wave Velocities

with Isotropic Confining Pressure. with Isotropic Confining Pressure.
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The variation in wave velocities with isotropic it is first necessary to deveiop a notation for the
confinement can then be represented by linear stress components. The notation is:
relationships on a log-log plot in a power form as:

m ( &a = effective principal stress in direction of
p (cia 1) wave propagation,
p-(2) ab = effective principal stress in direction of
Vs C20 (2) -b particle motion, and

= effective principal stress in out-of-
* where: plane direction (the direction perpendic-

V= P-w&ve velocity, in fps, ular to the-a and-bdirections).
V_ = S-wave velocity, in fp s,
- = isotropic confining pressure, in psf,
C= constant (C1 = V when o = I psf), 2000
C2  constant (C3 = V5 when o = 1 psf), V (TB)
T = slope of straight line for P-wave, and P
n = slope ot straight line for S-wave. Biaxial, I=n 0.1 -

The general form of the equations is unaffected by 1500 15-40
* structural anisotropy, which only affects the con- eat

stants C1 and C2. 15 Isotropic, m =0.17

BIAXIAL CONFINEMENT 1000

Numerous tests were 'onducted using biaxial > 2000 '
" confinement. For the series k.,esented herein, test- isotropic 0. 2

ing started at an isotropic state of stress of 15 -I
psi. The stress in the vertical (TB) direction was a
then increased from 15 to 40 psi. Finally, the ver- ,2 ICUB
tical stress was unloaded from 40 to 15 psi. The two C- Biaxial, m 0.0
horizontal stresses were held constant at 15 psi
during the entiri series. ea

15 Vp(EW)

.. The variation in velocities of P-waves propa- P
gating along each principal axis for these biaxial "j 1000 1I *

loading conditions are shown in Fig. 7. All wave a) 2000 * , ,
velocities are plotted against the confining stress I Isotropic, m=0.Z,.-" °

- in the TB direction in the figure. Compression wave 15-40
velocities under Isotropic conditions (assuming that , 1
the isotropic pressure equals the pressure in the TB 1500
direction) are also shown in the figure for compar- 15 Biaxial, m= 0.00
ison purposes.

As shown in the upper portion of Fig. 7, P-wave
velocity in the direction of increasing confining Vp(NS)

* i stress under biaxial confinement varies with stress 1000 I ,
in essuntially the s_me manner as under Isotropic
confinement. These results suggest that the 10 15 20 30 40
relationship between wive velocity and confining

- stress for biaxlal confinement can be patterned Effective Confining Pressure in TB direction, psi
after Eq I for isotropic confinement if ai (stressin the drection of wase propagation) is sutituted Fig. 7 - Variation in P-Wave Velocities Underfor t (i otropic confining stress). The resulting Biaxial Conditions for Stress Increasing

7 equation is: along TB Direction.

Vp = C1  (3) The variations in shear wave velocity with (aJ -- 'and °h ar' shown by the solid lines In the lower and~

This equation for biaxial confinement only relates middlg portions of Fig. 8, respectively. In each
P-waqe velocity to the stress in the direction nf case, the slope of the log V_ - log Fa or - log b

. wave propagation, stresses in the other two prlnci- relationship is about half of that found under iso-

pal directions perpendicular to the direction of tropic cnnfinement. The dashed lines in the figure
propagation nave very little effect on P-wave veloc- shows the behavior of each shear wave under isotrop-
ity. This behavior is clearly shown in the middle Ic confinement, if the Isotropic stress is assumed
anu bottom portions of Fig. 7. Compression wave equal to the stress In the TB direction. The effect
eiocities along directions of constant stress are of 0i on shear wave velocity is shown in the upper

essentially constant. porton of Fig. 8. As can be seen, ? has essential-
ly no effect on velocity. This behavor leads to the

As with isotropic confinemert, the behavior of following equation [after Reference 5):
the shear wave inder biaxia) confinement is more
complex than the P-w.ve. To discuss this behavior, Vs c °na -nb

2 Za 0b (4)
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where: -cntn

2 where: CONCLUSIONS
na slope of log Vs - log oa relationship, and One sample of dry sand was tested in the
nb s e large-scale triaxial device. Extensive tests were

--* in this equation, the mean effective principal p-rformed under isotropic, biaxial and triaxialstates of stress. In each case, velocities of P nstress is replaced by the stress components (ex- s-aves opgt in aln all pricipalstressS-waves propagating along all principal stress
V. pressed in psf) for shear wave motion. Ideally, the directions were measured. Results from these tests

sum of the slopes for each strass component (ma + mb) lead to the following conclusions: 1. the effect of
should equal the slope m in Eq. 2 (slope of the log stress istory on P-and S-wave velocities is negli-
-- log relationship for isotropic confinement) gible, 2. the sample can be treated as a
for each shear wave type. The constant, C2, repres- cross-anisotropir material under isotropic confine-
ents the physical characteristics of the sand used ment due to structural anisotropy, 3. complete ani-

"* in testing, including the structural anisotropy of st_..the sand sample. sotropy resulted by the coupling of stress
anisotropy and structural anisotropy, 4. P-wave

1500 1 15-40 velocity depends on the principal effective stress
in the direction of propagation, with principal

._t4-157p (2) n =0.22 (2) stresses perpendicular to the direction of propa-
50 gation having a negligible effect on velocity, and15 n=0.18 (1) 5. S-wave velocity depends about equally on the
2'7 -"' ~a principal effective stresses in the directons of

1000 (1)1 0.00 (1) wave propagation and particle motion and is essen-
tially independent of the third principal stress.
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Numerous tests were also conducted under triax-
ial confinement. Unfortunately, !pace limitations
preclude presentation. The results did show, howev-

* er, that Eq. 3 holds for P-waves and Eq. 4 holds for
S-waves.
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ANALYSIS OF RESPONSE OF SATURATED SOIL SYSTEMS
SUBJECTED TO DYNAMIC LOADING

Ranbir S. Sandhu, S.J. Hong, and Baher L. Aboustit

The Ohio State University
Department of Civil Engineering

Columbus, Ohio 43210

ABSTRACT id behavior led to nonsymmetric damping matrices.

The metL.odology developed for solution of two-dimen-

Biot's equations of wave propagation in fluid- sional problems was used to solve a one-dimensional
saturated elastic solids allowing for relative mo- problem with finite length. For relatively large

tion between solid nd fluid were implemented in a permeability, Prevost compared his results with the
finite element computer program. Nodal values of exact solution for a solid with no pores.
the solid displacement and relative displacement of
the fluid were used as the unkown quantities. The As part of an ongoing research effort at the Ohio
program was applied to several one-dimensional dy- State University, a finite element computer program
namic problems for which the exact solutious are based on the Biot's theory was developed and evalu-
available. The results showed excellent agreement ated rcainst analytical solutions. A Galerkin-ap-
between the numerical and the exact solutions. proach was used to set up the semi-eiscrete matrices

spatially and, following Ghaboussi and Wilson [9],
the A-Y-B algorithm was used for the time domain in-
tegration. Nodal values of the solid displacement

INTRODUCTION and relative displacement of the fluid with respect
to the solid skeleton were used as the unknown quarn-

Most analytical solutions for the initial bounda- tities. A computer program was written to handle
ry value problem of wave propagation through satu- one-dimensional as well as plane-strain problems.

* rated porous media provide only the harmonic compo- One-dimensional linear element and four node and
nent of the solution. Deresiewicz [5,61 obtained eight node isoparametric two-dimensional elements
solution for the reflection of plane waves [2] and were included. The program was applied to several
Love waves at a free plane. Garg et al.[8J present- one-dimensional dynamic problems for which exact so-
ed the exact solutions for transient as well as the lutions are available. Herein, we report some re-
3teady state compressional wave propagation through sults.
a porous elastic aslid and developed finite differ-
ence procedures for numerical solution. Chakraborty DYNAMIC EQJATIONS OF FLUID-SATURATED ELASTIC SOILS
and Dey !4] obtained the solution for Love waves in
saturated media underlain by heterogeneous elastic Biot's [31 equations of motion for an elastic po-
media. rous medium saturated with a compressible fluid may

be written in standard indicial notation as;
Althouj,.: the finite element method has been ex-

ter-, -y used for analysis of quasi-static coraoli- [Ejkluk,l + M(auk,k + wk,k)bij "j +Pfi
datsjn proalems, e.g. Sandhu [13], its application
to the dynaanic response of saturated soils is still
in its infancy. Chaboussi and Wilson [9] used Sandhu |P
and Itater's [12] approach to construct a varna- i P2wi (1)
tionil princple, of the Gurtin type, equivalent to
Biot's 3] field equations including initial as well [ a( uk, k + wk,k) i +_L
as boundary conditions. The S-Y- method was used f
for the time domaii integration. In the spatial
di .cr.d-ization, a one-dimensional element was used 2 + ()

with nodal values of the solid displacement and the f f2 P201 + K *i
relative displacement o :he fluid as generalized
coordinates. Chaboussi and Wilson [9] did not prts- where u, 4wf, Eig denote the cartesian compo-
eant any comparison with an exact solution. Prevost nents, tespcti ely, i the solid displacement vec-
(11] used the Galerkin approach for spatial discre.- tor, the relative fluid displacement vector, the
tization and Hughes' [D0] implicit-explicit algor- body force vector per unit mass and the isothermal
ithm for time-domain integration. Biline-ar four-node elasticity tensor. pis mass density of the saturated
isoparametric elements were used witb nodal point soii and P2 that of water per unit bulk volume. f,K,
values of displacement of the solid and the fluid as 6, M are, respectively, the porosity, the permeabil-
the unk.nown parameters. Asnumption of Newtonian flu- ity, the so.id compressibility and the fluid cost-
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presbility. The superposed dot implies a time de- f

rivative. All the functions are defined over the lf dv(p r s i b l t y h e s p e p s e o t i p l e £ t m e ~ H . . * H d v ( 1 2 )

cartesian product Rx[O,o) where R is the spatial re-
gion of interest and [0,ea) is the positive interval
of time. With these field equations, we associate f N dv (13)
the following boundary conditions. "ff f P2 d

v

Ui(t) - Gi(t) on Sxi (3)
- nijj .(EiJklUk,l46Iiij)nj-t on S Cf) Cjk .N #M dv (14)ti .(14)j(4

Zv

Ir(t)" M( uk,k + w,k) - #(t) on S3  (5) . ( H dS
wi"t fi d+ p2fj #M dv (15)

wi(t) - wi(t) on S4 (6) 153 fnj
A V

where S Si are complementary subsets of the , d
boundary S of the spatial region of interest and so FS f i dS+JfiOHdv (16)
are S S4 . The initial conditions for the problem 2 i v
are given by:

In which #14, *m denote the test functions for Equat-
u(E, 0) - uo(x) ions (1) and (2). and #N,, #N the interpolating func-

tions for the solid displacement and the relative
6(1, 0) - 6o(x) displacement of fluid, respectively.

w( , 0) - Vo(x) Equations (1) and (2) assume no inherent damping
in the system as a whole. The only damping component

*'(x, 0) - 4o(x) is associated with relative motion. Rayleigh type
_. damping for the system, introduced by Ghaboussi and

Wilson (9], has the form
FINITE ELEMENT FORMULATION2

CBS - al(M- f 2 Mff) + a2 (Ks- 0K2 ) (17)
a. Spatial Discretization

Spatial discretization of the governing equations where a,, 82 are constants and f,a have been defined
for the two-field formulation leads to the following previously. The structural damping matrix is a
matrix equations; linear combination of the mass A the effective

stiffneal of the soil. Comparing with Equation (1),
Kos %f 0 0 16 -ta Kff)u to corresponds to ( * The_ ',q us n it]( Hiscorresponds to Pin Equlh o n: ( )'A d Mf y

+ to P2/f in Equation (2). Hence, H5S- f Hff corres-

-. sf T  f f w Cff ponds to Pi

P b. Trime Domain Integration

Mo Hof ii Re Introducing structural damping defined in Equa-
tion (17), the discretized equations of motion,

+ f (7) Equation (7), can be i-ritten as

M sf T  M f lM + dI + KU R (1

The elements of these matrices and the load vector in which
are:

#NJ #N 2 . UJe*M Cgs 0
kl + a M b .tdv ' (8) U- C.

w s1 T o ff 0 Cff)

/H Iij k#,dv (1) a 19)

v

N #Wilson's 0-1-0 algorithm was used to integrate

ma8 d J N #M dv (11) the equations of motion. For the choice of these
fv Parameters, Zienklevtcs 1141 has given the following

conditions for analysis of undamped response of

linear system.
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Y > 1/2 nite element solution and the analytical solution
throughout the spatial as well as the temporal do-

> 1/4(1/2 +y)2 (20) mains. At the point y/L-O.99, the error at t-0.03
and 0.05 second was 4.6 and 5.4 percent, respective-

" 1/2 + P +y7> 0 ly. But at the other time stages it was less than
1.0 percent.

RESULTS OF NUMERICAL IMPLEMENTATION
Figures 4(a) through 4(c) illustrate the dis-

Two one-dimensional problemR for which the ana- placement, velocity and stresses along the elastic
* lytical solutions are known were used to check the column under unit step load at the free surface, at

validity of the code. These include an elastic col- time t-O.08 sec, i.e. after 40 time increments.
umn of single material and the fluid-saturated soil Two different time integration schemes were used

- layer solved by Garg et al. [8], and Ghaboussi and viz,p -0.167 andi4-0.25. For both the schemes,8 -1.0
Wilson (9]. All the problems are concerned with and 7-0.5. Figure 4 shows that both schemes give al-

" compressional wave propagation in an initially un- most the same displacement response. However,
* disturbed, homogeneous, isotropic, elastic system P-0.167 was better for velocity and 0-0.25 better for
* subjected to spatially uniform surface traction stress distribution. Despite this fact, large error

q(t). around wave front is observed and numerical results
are not reliable.

- (a) An Elastic Column of Single Material
An elastic layer under spatially uniform excita- (b) Response of a Fluid-Saturated Soil Layer

. tion applied to its surface can be regarded as an (Garg's Problem)
elastic column, constrained in its lateral dimen- In the example, the exact solution for wave pro-

* sions and subjected to excitation at the free end. pagation in a one-dimensional fluid-saturated porous
The characleristics used in the finite element model soil layer was found uy Garg [81. The material prop-
were; erties were assumed to be the same as used by Garg

T[81. The finite element model for this problem was;
Total length L -500 -m

" Number of nodes - 51 Total length L - 50 cm
Number of elements - 50 Number of nodes a 51
Lengtth of each element - 10 mm Number of elements - 5u

. Modulus of elasticity E - 20000 kg/mm2  Length of each element - 1 cm
* Poisson's ratio - 0 Modulus of elasticity E - 0.2319xIO dyn/cm

Density P 0.0008 kg.m.sec2 /mm4  Poisson's ratio v - 0.171
Wave velocity Co [(25+A)/p ]1/2 Mixture mass density P - 2.3612 gm/5 m

3

--5000 m-/,ec Fluid mass density P2: 0.13 gm/s
Time interval At 0.002 masec Porosityf- 0.18
Number of time steps 50 Fluid compressibility X - 0.102x10 1 2 dyn/cm 2

Lower bound of wave
- where jL, A are Lame's constants for isotropic linear velocity Co  354875 cu/sec

elastic material. The following two types -f load- Upper bound of first kind
ing at the free end were considered, wave velocity C+ 358193 cmse

Upper bound of second kind
i. Steady state response wave velocity C = 127941 cm/sec

A sinusoidal loading in the form
The velocities Co, C+, C_ were defined by Blot [21

- q(t) - qo sin(40vt) (21) and Garg [8]. Using the notation of this report,
these quantities are given by the following expres-

was applied to one end of the bar with the other end sions [81.
fixed.

C2 - (A+ 25a+ a2 M)/p
ii. Response to step load

. A load was suddenly applied and allowed to stay, I - ( A+ 25' + His-f)2)/ pl
i.e.

q(t) - qo H(t) - PC H(t) (22) 2- Mf(-f)/ P

* where H(t) is the Heaviside function, It should be

noted that the loading in Equation (22) will induce C2

a unit particle velocity [1). The analytical solu- 21 - Pf(a-f)/ P2

tion for this problem which contains both the har-- + - 4)2 + ACf2 C1]1/2
monic and the transient solution is well known [7]. ±

Here, P1 a p - P2 is the bulk mass density of the
Figures 3(a) through 3(c) illustrate the stress soil. These velocities are applicable to one-dimen-

response when fixed at one end and subjected to *i- sional compressive wave propagation. A unit parti-
nusoidal loading at the free end at time stages cle velocity for each phase was imposed at the free
0.038, 0.064 and 0.10 second. The numerical solu- surface, i.e.,
tion was based on values of qo.-4, 0-0.25, I -0.5
and L-1.0. Good agreement was shown between the fi- b(L,t) H H(t) (23)
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" (L,t) - 0 (24) the two extremes of "strong" and "weak" coupling are
plotted in Figure 7(a) and 7(b). A single phase

Equation (24) implies "strong" coupling at the free description is seen in Figure 7(a), in which the

surface. In reality, this may not be true. However, pressure wave is propagating with speed CO. Figure

- for the purpose of comparison with Garg, the same 7(b) clearly demonstrates the existence of two waves

assumptions were made. As reported by Garg [8], as travelling with speed C_ and C., in the fluid and

permeability K -)4 0, the relative motion between the the solid, respectively.

two constituents vanishes and phase velocity C -3o CO
This is termed "atrong coupling". In this case the (c) Response of a Fluid-Saturated Soil Layer

material behaves as a single continuum whose proper- (Chaboussi and Wilson's Problem)

ties are combination of those of the two constitu- The final example was the problem of a saturated

ents. On the other hand, as K->a0o, the coupling be- half-space subjected to a unit step load. Chaboussi

tween the two constituents vanishes and C --> C+. and Wilson [9] obtained a numerical solution of the

This extreme is termed "weak coupling". The bounda- problemi, but did not present any comparison with an-

ry condition given by Equation (23) can be replaced alytical solution. The finite element model had the
by the traction boundary condition, while the following properties.

boundary conditions expressed by Equation (24) can
be replaced by the displacement boundary condition, Total length L- 50 cm
i.e. Number of nodes - 51

Number of elements - 50
q(L,t) - PCH(t) (25) Length of each element - 1 cm

Modulus of elasticity E- 0.2319x101
2 dyn/cm 2

w(L,t) = 0 (26) Poisson's ratio v- 0.171
Mixture density P- 3 gm/cm

3

where q(L,t) is the traction applied to the free Fluid density P= 0.18 gm/cm 3

surface. In order to investigate the effect of flu- Porosity 0.18
id-soil interaction on wave propagation, two differ- Fluid compressibility M- 90x10 1 1 dyn/cm 2

ent values of the permeability coefficient were se- Solid compressibilty a- I
lected to approximate "strong" and "weak" coupling Wave velocity for the Co. [(20+A+ 12M)/p] 1 / 2

extremes described by Garg [8]. The numerical val- mixture (no relatlve - 1.755895xlO 6 cm/sec
ues for the permeability and the time steps corre- motion)
sponding to strong and weak couplings were; Coefficient of permeability K- O.19xl0 - 6 cm/sec

Time interval At- I micro sec

i. Strong Coupling (Low Permeability)
Generally, the solid density of soil falls between

K - 0.148x]0 -8 cm3 /gm sec the range of 2.0-2.7(gm/It 3 ) and the compressibility
At - 1 micro sec of pure water is 2.OxlO (dyn/cm 2 ). Thus, it should
Number of time steps - 50 be noted that mixture density and the fluid compres-

sibility given above are far from real soil proper-
ii. Weak Coupling (High Permeability) ties, but were taken to match the problem solved by

Ghaboussi and Wilson [9]. The values of k and f,

K - 0.148xl0 -2 cm3 /gm sec not given explicitly in (9), were chosen to repre-
At - 2.4 micro sec sent the 3ixLure of very fine sand and silt in very
Number of tme steps - 50 dense state.

Figures 5(a) and 5(b) show the velocity of both Figure 8 presents the pore pressure distributions
* the solid and fluid at 10 cm from the traction at several time stages. In this figure, the non-di-
- boundary in the case of "string coupling". The nu- mensional pore pressura wr/q is plotted against y*-

"erical results are based on calculations with 0-, y/(KCO). For a - I and M -+- the pore pressure
Y-0.6, 9 -0.3025. Reasonable agreement is seen be- should be equal to the applied traction. This does
tween the finite element and the analytical solu- not match Ghaboussi and Wilson (9].
tions. But while the exact solution has the sharp
discontinuity in the wave front. numerical one was CONCLUSIONS

" diffused. A single wave front exists. The wave is
propagating with velocity - CO, and the solid veloc- Results of the analyses indicate the fcllowing:
ity is the same as the fluid velocity. This is be-
cause, for this problem, relative veiocity 4 ap- 1. The integration parameters 0,Yand 9 should be
proaches zero and the two constituents effectively carefully selected to avod oscillatory error.

act as a single continuum. 2. The scheme, with proper selection of p., y and
e showed exellent agreement with the analytical so-

Figures 6(a) and 6(b) shows the results for lutions.
"weak" coupling. The values of p, Y. 0 were the same 3. The numerical and analytical results show the
as for the "strong" coupling. The results for a sta- importance of the role of permeability in single or
tion 10 cr. away from traction boundary (y-40cm) are double phase description for fluid-saturated porous
quite close to Garg's analytical solutio, [8]. Ex- media. For low permeability, there is little rela-
istence of two wave fronts travelling with speeds C tive motion and the strong coupling on single ma-

and C. is noticed. teriLl description would be valid. For high perme- v
ability, the two phase description is necessary.

Pore pressure distribution at different times for 4. The computer code was checked only for one-di-
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mensional problems. Its effectivene for two-dimen- 14. Zienkiewicz, O.C.; 1979, The Finit Eltsment
sional (plane strain) problems is yet to be estab- Method, 3rd Ed., McGraw-Hill,-- o
lished.

5. Further investigation in the choice of damping
matrices is requircd. The solution process for a few
idealized problems has been checked, but the assump-
tiona regarding various couplings may not represent
actual soil behavior.

6, The computer code implemented haboussi and
Wilson's version of 3iot's theory. The entire fluid
mass is expected to be in relative motion. In other
theories, an interaction mass is introduced. This
would Imply a "partial" coupling somewhere between
the "strong" an "weak" coupling defined by Garg
[8]. Some work to quantify this coupling has been
done and will be reported in the near future.

7. The computer code needs to be extended to pro-
pagation of shear waves and Love and Rayleigh waves.
Studies are needed to allow for reflection and re-
fraction of waves at interfaces or boundaries. Dy-
namics of nonhomogeneous, anisotropic and nonlinear

* soils needs to be investigated.
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DYNAMIC PORE PRESSURE RESPONSE OF SATURATED SOIL UNDER SHOCK LOADING

Wayne A. Charlie
- Steven R. Abt
* George E. Veyera

Department of Civil Engineering
Colorado State University
Fort Collias, Colorado

ABSTRACT pressure increases have been reported by Terzaghi
(1956), Florin and Ivanov (1961), Kummeneje and

This paper describs an experimental Eide (1961), Lyakhov (196]), Puchkov (1962), Ivanov
laboratory testing program which is subjecting (1967), Damitio (1972), Langley et al. (1972),
water saturated sands to shock loadings. The study Perry (1972), Banister and Ellett (1974), Yamamura

. is being conducted to evaluate potential blast and Koga (1974), Charlie (1977), Studer and Prater
* induced short- and long-term changes in porewater (1977), Rischbieter (1977), Arya et al. (1978),
* pressure and soil shear strength. The laboratory Charlie (1978), Damitio (1978), Kok (1978), Marti

data obtained to date indicates that residual (1978), Studer and Kok (1980), Charlie et al.
porewater pressure increases and soil shear (1981), Long et al. (1981), Prakash (1981),
sitrength decreases may occur under sho~k loads if Fragazzy et al. (1983), Veyera (1983), Charlie et
peak compressive strains exceed 10 percent. al. (1983,1985), and other researchers. Such soil

behavior may indicate that liquefaction may have
INTRODUCTION occurred at these sites. As such, an explosive

detonated in a soil having a high liquefaction
Explosive induced ground motion prediction potential could result in damage dicproportionate

models and engineering designs presently incorpo- to the energy released.
rate the assumption of little or no blast induced
soil property changes. However, Charlie et al. EXPLOSIVE INDUCED GROUND MOTIONS

• (1981) report that blast induced soil property
* changes, such as fairly long-term decreases in For a deeply buried charge or a NEST charge

shear strength, shear wave velocity, and damping, layout, most of the wave energy is in the form of a
as a result of fairly long-term increases in water compressional stress wave. For rock, clay and

' pressure have occurred after blasting in loose unsaturated granular soils, the compression pulse
* saturated granular soils. Therefore, blasting near from a single charge detonation typically has one

slopes may result in inducing sufficient residual sharp peak of acceleration with a duration near the
* excess porewater pressures to reduce the soil's blast on the order of a few milliseconds for rock

shear strength for a period of time which may be and teas of milliseconds for soil (Stagg and
long enough to allow gravity to fail the slopes. Zienkiewicz, 1968; SHE, 1973). For a single charge

- Residual porewater pressures may also lead to detonated in loose saturated granular soils and
flotation, sinking, or differential movements of sensitive marine clays, the compression pulse
structures. typically has one sharp peak of acceleration

followed by a period of low frequency oscillation
For porewater pressure response, the three (Charlie et al., 1980). After the stress wave

stages of interest which may occur as a result of impinges upon interfaces, su:h as soil-rock
blasting are: boundaries, the water table or the earth's surface,

reflections produce compression (or tensile), shear
The millisecond transient response directly and surface waves.
associated with the stress wave.

EXPLOSIVE INDUCED RESIDUAL POREWATER PRESSURES
The residual response shortly after the
passage of the stress wave. For two-phase materials that are vibration

sensitive, such as loose saturated sands, the fluid
4 The longer-term dissipation of the residual phase may act elastically while the sand skeleton

porewater pressures. acts plastically, resulting in a residual increase
in porewater pressure after passage of the stress

Of major concern for the stability of earth wave. The state-of-the-art for assessing blast
* structures and foundation behavior is the residual induced residual porewater pressure increases and

porewater pressure occurring after the stress wave liquefaction potential is limited at best. The
has passed. The resulting decrease in effective literature indicates that nonsensitive cohesiv-
stress would lead to a decrease in the soil's shear soils are least affected by vibrations while loose

- strength. Blast induced residual porewater saturated cohesionless soils are most sensitive to
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saturated :ohesionless soils a:e most sensitive to assessing blast induced residual porewater 2 ressure
vibrations. Theoretical. approaches are almost increases. Shear strains of less than 10 percent
nonexistent and have not been verified by experi- are generally considered to be elastic (Dobry et
mental testing (Charlie et al., 1981). Empirical al., 1982). Under elastic plane strain conditions,
scaling factors have been derived from a limited the peak shear strain is equal. to the peak com-
number of field terts. A logical approach would be pression strain (Timoshenko and Goodier, 197022

• to determine possible threshold particle veloci- Therefore, compressive strains of less than 10
ties, stresses or strains below which blaer induced percent should also be elastic and not induce

- porewater pressure incrcases should not occur. It residual porewater pressure after passage of the
is emphasized that such threshold values would be stress wave. Utilizing equations given by Rinehart
for soils having a high Llast induced residual (1975) and R~chart et al. (1970), a compression
porewater pressure increase potential. strain of 10 percent in water saturated soils at

a void ratio equal to one corresponds to about
Marcuson (1982) suggests that liquefaction 15 cm per second peak radial particle velocity.

should not occur where the peak particle velocity Table I presents several empirical scaling factors
- is less than 2.5 cm per second. Sanders (1982) based on threshold strain, particle velocity and

related earthquake induced liquefaction to peak field tests to determine the potential radius of
particle velocity indicating that a threshold liquefaction and residual porewater pressure
particle velocity of 5 to 10 cm per second was a increases for various charge weights. Although
value that may also hold for underground4 blasts.
Charlie (1983) suggests that residual porewater Table I. Predicted Maximum Radius of Liquefaction
pressure increases should not occur in saturated and Residual Porewater Pressures for a
loose sands and silts if the peak particle velocity Single Contained Point Charge Detonated
is kept below 1 cm per second. in Loose Saturated Cohesionless Soils

(Charlie et al., 1985)
A few field tests have been conducted where preti.td Msai=a 3.3. (mWtes)(1

porewater pressure responses induced by contained We@o Lgafastle
t 2

hs h .om,. Iesl.,eo

explosives have been measured. Lyakhov (1961) W,*ih, kasslan
(4

) la,,i"
(
5 L,. ( 1

) reki
)

noted that blast induced liquefaction did not oc'ur TNT P k3V 3
/3 

Liq. () ..(7) cee. Partle
in water saturated sand with densities greater than P.ailei cast. Stests 0.1 Velally
1.6 gm per cubic cm. For saturated soils at lower ts) vozf.is, 3tvo Desit7 1.0 JOS 1 s./see
densities, Puchkov (1962) found that soils did not 7eeWass a 4

liquefy below a peak particle velocity of 7 cm per 1 25 s 2 4 19 ii

second. Ivanov (1967) and Studer and Kok (1980) 10 18 s5 0 2 a Ws

have reported empirical relationships to predict 100 40 120 40 is 40 s0 120

the maximum radius of liquefaction from contained 1.00 100 250 so - 120 - 400

point charges. These relationships indicate lique- 10.0 g 540 170 - 400 1- 100

faction may occur in loose saturated sands if peak 100.0", t0 1100 370 - 1200 - 4000

particle velocities exceed 4 cm per second. Notes: (1) Predicted maximum radius may be higher
Residual porewater pressures from other contained under multiple detonations and some
explosive tests have been reported at peak particle geologic and confinement conditions.
velocities as low as 1 cm per second (Charlie et (2) Maximum radius for the residual pore-
al., 1985). Residual porewater pressures have also water pressure increase equal to the
been genecrated by surface explosions. For a initial effectivc vertical stress.
4 150,000 kg TNT surface explosion, Langley et al. (3) Maximum radius for some increase in
(1972) measured residual porewater pressure residuol porewater pressure.
increases exceeding 75 KPa in saturated glacial (4) Estimated peak particle velocity and
deposits out to distances where the estimated peak Puchkov (1962) for threshold velocity.
airblast over pres S re and peak compression strain (5) Ivanov (1972).

* was 350 XPa and 10 P percent, respectively. (6) Studer and Kok (1980).
(7) Estimated assuming a compression wave

Perry (1972) conducted shock tube tests and velocity of 1500 meters per second and a
determined that a loose saturated sand could b void ratio of one.
liquefied at peak over pressures as low as 600 KPI (8) Studer and Kok (1980).
(estimated peak compression strain of 1.5 x 10 (9) Estimated peak particle velocity.
percent). Fragazzy et al. (1983) report that in
centrifuge modeling of blast induced liquefaction, there are differences in the predictions, residual
residual porewater pressure increases occurrei/in porewater pressure increases ocfur where predicted
water saturated sands at scaled distances (R/W ) compressive strains exceed 10 percent, an order
from buried charges as large as 20 (estimated peak of magnitude less than expected by considering only
particle velocity of 13 cm per second). Liquefac- compression wa-.! i iduced attains. This may indi-
Lion occurred at scaled distances as large as 15 cate that other factors such as shear wave induced
(estimated peak particle velocity at 20 cm pcr strains, multiple stra.ins and other fartors are
second). The tests were run on sznd placed at also important.

*relative densities of 50 percent and saturation of
97 percent. LABORATORY FACILITY AND INSTR-MENTATION

* Charlie et al. (1983,1985) suggest that a Laboratory testing is currently being
threshold strain approach may prove very useful for conducted at Colorado State University to evaluate
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the empirical scaling factors presented in Table 1, i M,
to evaluate the effects of multiple shock loadings [
and to extend the state-of-the-art in understanding •
stress wave mechanics of two-phase materials. The M am o , 41'

objectives of the program are to generate and
determine the number of axial compressie stress M
pulses required to induce liquefaction in saturated
cohesionless soils as a function of: initial
relative density, initial effective stress, peak
particle velocity, peak compressive strain ampli- t
tude and peak compressive stress amplitude. Since |v_,/
little or no drainage would occur in deep field
deposits of saturated soils during the passage of
the stress wave, the laboratory tests are
undrained. The laboratory facility is shown ,, .0

schematically in Figure 1. It consists of separat-.
Figure 2. Response of the sample's porewater

pressure leading to limited increase
in residual porewater pressure under
the first shock loading: initial
effective stress of 690 KPa (I psi =

6.895 KPa).

I mia 101..:-M E1 
WM' 1W.1 44pU

Figure 1. Schematic of laboratory facility to
study shock-induced liquefaction.

but intimately related elements which include a
gas-charged cannon, a fluid-filled stainless steel
tube, a rigid sample container, a flexible inter-

*y face membrane, an electronic concrol system and an
electronic recording and monitoring system. The 9L

* membrane is utilized to apply the confining pres- Tl scm
sure to the soil sample and allow variations in Figure 3. Response of the sample's porewater
effective stress (depth). The cannon is designed pressure leading to liquefaction
to fire a projectile .hicn impacts a piston which under the second shock loading:
imparts the stress wave to the confining sluid initial effective stress of 690 KPa
which in turn applies the compressive snock pulse (0 psi = 6.895 EPa).
to the soil sample. To minimize reflections, an
energy trap, which consists of a pclyvinyl chloride wave for the saturated sand at a dry density of
(PVC) rod, is utilized. In current testing p oce- 1.47 grams per cubic cm under an initial confining
dures, the energy trap is placed at the end of the stress of 6.90 Kha. Each plot combines both the
sample container. A pressure transducer, posi- input shock and the sample's porewater pressure
tinned just upstream of the soil sample, is used to response. Figure 2 shows the simple's residual
determine the intensity of the applied compressive porewater pressure increased by 200 KPa alter being
stress. A second pressure transducer is located in subjected to a peak strain of 2 r 10 percent.

* the wall of the sample container and is used to This porewater increase is about 30 percent of the
aeasure both the peak and long-term transient increase required to cause liquefaction. Figure 3
porewater pressure response in the soil. The shows that the same sample liquefied2 when subjected
pressure transducers (ENDEVCO Model 8511A-5kl) to a second peak strain of 7 x 10 percent. The
have a resonant frequency greater than 500 lkz over relationships given earlier in this paper predict
a pressure response range of from 0 to 35,000 KPa. residual porewater increases at these peak straJ'ns.

The results of 20 test series are currently being
* LABORATORY SHOCK TESTING analyzed.

Tests have been conducted on saturated sand at CONCLUSIONS
densities ranging fiom 1,4 to 1.7 grams per cubic
cm (0 to 100 percent relative density). Initial Today's understanding of blast induced
effective confining stresses are being varied from porevater pressure increases has advanced only
100 to 1000 KPa. All tests to date have been ccn- slightly beyond the point of recognition of its
ducted using water saturated Monterey No. 0/30 existence. The possibility exists that an explo-
sand. Figures 2 and 3 show the response of the sive detonated in a soil having a high liquefaction
potewater pr-essure as a result of the input stress potential could cause fairly long-teLm decreases in
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ABSTRACT ever, an additional incompatible mode was included
in the displacement approximation. This element has

, Finite element solution for the consolidation of the economy while the additional "local" mode gives
the saturated soils are reviewed. For the spatial it the character of a "higher order" scheme. Smith's

* discretization, Sandhu's 8-4 element and Ghaboussi's [19] formulation was similar to Ghaboussi's except

formulation are compared. Performance of "singulari- that no incompatible modes were used. Prevost [9]
ty elements" designed to improve the accuracy of proposed cautious use of "reduced integration" in
pore pressure distribution near the loaded surface conjuction with Smith's "44" element. Yokoo [201

" right after loading is discussed, and Vermeer (211 used triangular elements with lin-
ear interpolation for both the displacement and the
fluid pressure fields. Other interpolation schemes,

based on use of quadrilaterals built up from linear

INTRODUCTION four- or five-point triangles were tried by Sandhu

[8].
Since the first application of the finite element

. method to the coupled problem of flow and deforms- In evaluating various candidate schemes, Sandhu
tion [1,21, considerable progress has been made. proposed that an acceptable method meet the follow-

Recent advances include variational formulations ad- ing requirements in addition to efficiency and accu-
= mitting limited smoothness of finite element bases racy.
-," [3,4], experimentation with several different spa-

tial interpolation schemes and investigation of var- i. The interpolation scheme must conform with
ious temporal approximation methods (5-151. It has the assumptions regarding continuity and dif-
been difficult to reproduce accurately the pore flu- ferentiability used in setting up the govern-

id pressure distribution near loaded free-draining Ing variational formulation.
boundaries immediately after application of the ii. It should be possible to generate the "un-
load. Special elements capable of modeling linear drained" solution, i.e. the state of fluid

* singularities have been proposed to overcome this pressures and displacement at time t - 0+.
difficulty. iii. For sufficiently small time steps, the scheme

should be insensitive to the choice of the
In spatial discretization, Sandhu [11 proposed time-step size.

that the order of terms appearing in a convolution
product in the variational principle be the same. Elements "63" &nd "84" satisfy these requirements.

This produced the "composite" element in which the However, the composite elements are too expensive to
order of polynomial interpolation for displacements be used in large problems. This has discouraged ex-
was higher than that for fluid pressures. The con- temion of ta.e analysis to three-dimensinna, and to
posite element first proposed by Sandhu [1,21, a t

4  
nonlinear and dynamic problems. The 4-4 element is

. used by Hwang [161 and others, was the "63" element more economical but was found by Sandhu [8] to have

. with quadratic interpolation for displacements and spatially And temporally oscillating errors. he

linear interpolation for fluid -.ressurej over trian- "63" element has been videly used because It was the
gular regions. Later, Sandhu [7,17] introduced the first one to be introduced end gave satisfacLtry re-
"84" element which had eight point hiquadratic in- sults in most cases. However, the 8-4 element gives

* terpolation for displacements and was a four point results almost identical to tho3e from the "63" ele-
isoparametric quadrilateral for fluid pressures. ment but is more economical as it requires fewe" no-

" This element was also used by Runesson [131. Euch- dal points and has smaller band-width.

mater 1181 experimented with five, six ar seven
- point quadrilaterals for fluid presaur( as tran- Iamoed-ately after application of a surface load
. sition elements near loaded surfaces. to a free-dra,.ning boundary, the excess pore water

pressure remains zero at the surface but has a very
Several spatial interpolation schemes, besides steep gradient and rises, over an extremely short

the composite elements, have been tried by various distance into the soil mass, to a ma,'.nItude compara-
investigators. Ghaboussi [5] used four p,)int iso- ble with the applied stress. Finite eloeaent interpo-

. parametric quadrilaterals for both the fields. How- latlions cormonly used cannot model this 
1
,cally high
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pore pressure gradient near the surface. Yokoo's Ui(xj, 0) - ui(O) on R

[19) formulation, not requiring the fluid pressure
to satisfy the prescribed boundary condition at the V (xi, 0) - r(O) on R

free-draining boundary gave good solution immediate-

ly after loading. Buchmaier's [181 studies showed

that transition elements, using higher order inter- SPATIAL DISCRETIZATION

polacion, near loaded boundaries had only limited
* success. Vermeer [211 suggested that the fluid pres- Discretization of the governing function for the

sure boundary condition be enforced as a "ramp" con- two-field formulation followed by application of the

dition to limit the error, variational principle (31 leads to the following ma-
trix equation,

In this paper, we compare Ghaboussi's element
(hereafter referred to 6-4 element) with the 8-4 el-
ement. Terzaghi's problem of one-dimensional consol- 'Sju cp u u(t 1 )
idation and Gibson's problem of a half-space under a I 1 j i

"" strip load were taken as the example problems. To T JJ - (7)simulate consolidation of the half-space by a finite K~ p u <tl PJ 'W- P1
domain model, an approximation to the conditions at
infinity is required. Three alternative assumptionu
regarding the "cut-off" boundary were considered, where (to,t,) is the single time etep of interest,
To satisfactorily model the pore-pressure distribu- and

tion in the vicinity of free-draining loaded surfac-
es, "singularity" elements were developed by Lee {u(t)},(u(to))- vectors of nodal point values of
[22]. Several variants of the scheme in solution of the components of the displace-

' one-dimensional consolidation were discussed in [231 ment at time t ,to, respectively.
* and (24]. Herein, we summarize some of this work as {I(t 1)),{Ir(to) vectors of noai point values of

well. i.;e pore water pressure at time
EQUATIONS GOVERNING SOIL CONSOLIDATION te v t , to, respectively.

I- the vector of nodal point iade including
applied nodal loads, boundary tractiona,

For linear elastic soils, the equations of force body forces, initial stresses and effect of
equilibrium of elementary volumes and mass continu- displacement constraints.

ity, over the spatial region of interest R, may be {P 2 )" the vector of nodal point fluxes including
written in standard indicial notation as applied nodal fluxes, boundary fluxes, body

force effects and effects of specified pore

(Ekijuk j + air,1 + f - (1) water pressures.

ki () [Kuu1 - the spatial "stiffness matrix" for the ela-
-r- u (2) (K stic soil.

pp the spatial "flow matrix" for the compress-

" where ui, fi, Eklii, Kij, denote the cartesian comp- -ble fluid andt-c.

onents, respect v ly, of the displacement vector, (9 the coefficient characterizing single-step
the body force vector per unit mass, the isothermal temporal discretization.
elasticity tensor and the permeability tensor. P is (Kpu ] the coupling matrix representing the influ-

the mass density of the saturated soil and P2 that ence of pore pressure in the force equili-

" of water. iT is the pore water pressure, a is the brium equation.

solid compressibility and H is a measure of fluid [K puT the coupling matrix representing the infl-
compressibility. Equation (2) is for compressible uence of soil volume change upon the nodal
fluids. For incompressible fluid, M --*mand conse- point fluid pressure.

* quently the right side vanishes. With these field [Cpp] the spatial fluid compressibility matrix.
eqa,,,tions we associate the following boundary condi-
tions; The matrix [K I depends on the interpolation scheme

for displacemVnts and [C J, [, ] depend upon the
Ai interpolation scheme fo? the p6e-water pressures.

The coupling matrix [K I involves spatial interpol-
A ation for both the fI'ld variables. The temporal

". ti nijnj - ti on 52i (4) discretization tor the single step scheme is re-

flected in the value of the coefficient 0. For ltn-
r -W on S3 (5) interpolaton0-O,5. Elements of matrices are

Q - aini - Q on S4  (6) defined as
Here, t, qt are components of the traction and

f u lux vectors associated with surfaces embedded Ku- D 3 dsdt (8)
in the closure R. Tij are components of the total
stress tensor. S S are complementary subsets of
the boundary of the batial region of lJ rc n K j I~ dsdr (9)
so are S , S4 . Even though the equations given above - I"d!

a lytocompresible fluids, the applications re--~r
ported herein assumed incompressible fluid i.e. M Kup ,p ar J dsdt (10)

- a. The initial conditions for the problem are I
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r I T ity element would use interpolation functions
* C14 TJ dsdt (11)

p-1 -1 Ixx

,.*

K - [- OAti p-Cp (12) where n is suffciently large. For n-i, this reduces
*" P1 pp to linear interpolation. Noting that the error in

Kpu - r-(I-6)tKpp+Cp1 ]  (13) pore water pressures near loaded free-drainingP, boundaries is of relevance only immediately after

.{l (I) + {M3) (14) loading and decays with advance in the time domain,
it appeared reasonable to use a composite element

P1 -0) which would approximate the singularity for small
values of the "elapsed time" after loading and re-

- OAt{M4(tl)) -(I-0) At{M4(t0 ) (15) duce to linear interpolation for large values of the
time variable. This led to use of variants of the

I type
* where (M1 ) Xj(f st(16)

In(x) - I - ax - (-a)xn (21)

(N2 } k {kf J dadt (17) where a-O approximate the singularity element and
a-I gives linear interpolation. Thus, the coeffi-
cient a has to be assighned a value growing with

_N3 } '7 t__u dS2i (18) time from 0 to I. The scheme investigated was based

on

(M N 1  T {Q) dS4  (19) a - I - exp(-mT) (22)

and in which m is a scalar coefficient and the non-di-
At = tl-t °  mensional "time-factor". The investigation covered a

range of values of n and m.

Here 0, k are matrices describing the elastic prop- (b) The three-node singularity element
ertLes and the permeability, respectively, of the This element would directly involve three functions,

* porous material. f is assumed to he constant over viz.,
*. each element.N ±j , N u, . represent interpolating

functions for boundary tractions, boundary flux, 1, x
n

displacements of the solid and fluid pressures, re-
- spectively. The interpolating functions Q , P4 for where n is sufficiently large. This was expected to
* the consolidating region and for its boundary will include linear interpolation and approximation of

S he different. the singularity at the same time.

* Equation (7) includes the "natural" boundary con- ii) Two-Dimensional Elementsditions expressed by Equation (4) and (6). Equations Corresponding to the two types of one-dimensional(3Z and (5) are satisfied by explicity requirings elements, for the two-dimensional case, two types of
( aon (5) anre satisfid by explicity qui ing ui elements were considered. The displacement interpo-
tou e Si and il on S As the fluid is assumed lation was the same as for the two element, viz.the mri essihle in oth the example problems, the same as In R-4 element. The pore pressure inter-tematrix C is 7ero. It is included in the theo- potincreoddtohe woass icuedn'. retical dtscGsion for completeness. polation corresponded to the two cases discussed in

the preceding paragraph. Fig.l shows the arrange-

ment for the two elements. The line singularity Jm-
INTERPOLATION FUNCTIONS OF SINGULARTTY ELEMENT plies singularity in one variable only. In the fol-

lowing, we assume this to be the variable t. For the

To set up singularity elements, Lee (221 used 8-4 element the interpolatinw functions are [22);
"- special interpolation schemes following the proce-

dures given by Hughes and Akin 125]. In the present
* work, only line singularity was considered in the
- context of a two-dimensional problem. Cons'-der the
*. sequence of functions (N) - (23)

=f(x) - l-xn (20) a 
t n

'." [(I-s)t
n

over the domain [0,1]. In the limit as n->as, f (x)-
-. 1 for x in the interval [0,I) and equals 0 at x-1.

This is the type of discontinuity encountered in
d" consolidation analysis. where the range of s, t is [0,1]. If the variant ex-

aasspressed by Equation (21) is employed;

i) One-Dimensional Elements

(a) The two-node singularity element
In one dimension, over range [0,11, the singular-
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(ls){l-at-(1-a)tn time domain and was in goot agreement with the ana-

lytical solution, except at early time, i.e. t <

* s(1-at-(la)tni 0.1. The pore-presoure distribution generated by Lhe

(N) = (24) two elements for different time steps is shown in

sfat+(l-a)tn) Fig.4 The vertical axis shows the ratio of depth be-
low surface to the total height h of the soil column

(,_s)(at+(la)tn} considered. The horizontal axis gives the pore fluid
pressure as a fraction of the intensity of the con-

stant surface load. The plots are for values of time
For the 8-6 element the interpolating functions are; variable equal to 0.000001, 11.1, 201.1, and 901.1

corrp.eponding to non-dimensional time factor T -
et/h of O.lxlO 8 , 0.01165, 0.2110, 0.9195 where e -

(I-s)((1-t)n)-(2-b)H) 2Gk and k is the coefficient of permeability. The
plots of pressure distribution history generated by

s((1-tn)-(2-b)M) the two schemes coincide. At early stages, the error
in the pore pressure at points near the loaded sur-

(N) - a(tn-bM) (25) face is quite large for both the schemes. This is a
feature of the popular spatial interpolation schemes

(1-s)(tn-bM) mentioned earlier [8].

2aM In solving the half-space problem, the CPU time
for 8-4 element was 315 seconds while for the 6-4

2(1-s)M element it was only 33 seconds. For the settlement
and pore pressure history, good agreement between

where b - 21-n the results for the two finite element procedures is
seen at all time stages regardless of "cut-off"

M _ (t-tn){l-2(.5)n1 boux.dary conditions. Fig.5 compares the settlement
and pore pressure history for cases (a) and (b), us-
ing the 6-4 element under different conditions at

NUMERICAL EXPERIMENTS the "cut off" boundary. A non-dimensional measure
of the settlement is introduced as Gu/aq where G is

Terzaghi's one-dimensional consolidation problem the shear modulus, a the half-width of loaded strip
and Gibson's problem [261 of a half-space under a and q the intensity of load per unit width of the
strip load were solved using Sandhu's 8-4 element strip. The fluid pressure is represented by the
and Ghaboussi's 6-4 element. Fig.2 and Fig.3 show fraction t/q. The quantities are tabulated for di-

the dimensions and element mesh used in the ansly- mensionless time given byt9- t/h. Table i shows
ses. In Gibson's problem, the infinite domain is that the location of the "far" boundary was selected
required to be modelled by a finite one for numeri- far enough so that, for the case where horizontal
cal implementation. Three alternative boundary con- displacements are assumed to vanish at this dis-

. ditions were considered to represent tie "far" tance, prescribing vanishing fluid pressure or flu-
, boundary where the half-space is cut off. td velocity at this boundary had little effect on

the displacements and fluid pressures near the cen-
Case (a) Pore fluid pressure and horizontal dis- ter of the loaded area.

placement prescribed.
Case (b) Fluid flux and horizontal displacement Comparing Case (c) with Case (a), i.e. consider-

prescribed. ing the effect of prescribing traction or displace-
" Case (c) Pore pressure and traction prescribed. ments at the "far" boundary for prescribed fluid

pressure, it was found, Fig.5, that the settlement
In order to model the singularity, the 8-4 element in the early stage of loading was significantly af-
was modified and applied to Terzaghi's problem. fected. The solution for Case (c) was in excellent
Throughout the numerical experiments, material prop- agreement with Gibson's [261 theoretical solution.

* erties for the test problems were assumed to be as
follows: b. Pore pressure distribution by singularity element

Fig.6 shows the history of pore water pressure
" Modulus of elasticity E-6000 using the 8-4 element with functions of the type ex-
" Poisson's ratio V-0.4 pressed by Equatioin (20) at depth 0.03h below the
, Permeability coefficient k-4xlO -6  top fr-e-draining boundary of the soil column of

height h. Results show that the "immediate" pore wa-
For Tertaghi's porblem, soil and water particles ter presrure obtained by this method was more accu-
were assumed to be incompressible, i.e. a-l and rate than by using the 8-4 element. However, the
M->n while for Gibson's problem linear variation in pore pressure dropped sharply after application of
displacement and pore pressure was assumed, i.e. the load and accuracy in pore pressures was worse

,-0.5. than that of the 8-4 element in later time stages.
Apparently, the error in pore pressure at later time

a. Comparative results of 8-4 and 6-4 elements. stages was due to the abscence of the linear term
In solving Terzaghi's problem, Fig.2, CPU time from the interpolatior scheme. For time factor veal-

was 13.92 seconds for 8-4 element while for the 6-4 ues upto 0.03, the error reduced with n increasing
element it was 10.03 seconds. The response of the upto 5.0. For tie factor values greater than 0.3,
two elements practically coincided throughout the the error increased with increasing n. Fig.7 and 8
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. represent, respectively, the results at a point In summary, for the soil consolidation analysis,
O.06h and 0.09h below the loaded surface. As would Ghaboussi's 6-4 element appeared distinctively su-
he expected, the error at these points is throughout perior to the 4-4 element in that it gives the solu-
smaller than that at O.03h. The pattern of deper- tion at time-O+ and does not have the oscillating
dence upon n and the value of the time factor is es- error. It is also superior to the 8-4 element in
sentially the same. that it generated numerical solutions which were as

accurate but were an order of magnitude more econom-
To combine the ability of the singurality inter- ical to obtain. This advantages make the Ghaboussi

polation to give more accurate "immediate" pore and Wilson's 6-4 element be a good candidate for
pressures and the accuracy of the 8-4 element for nonlinear and dynamic analysis as well as for exten-
later time stages, it appeared reasonable to set up sion to three dimensional applications. Use of sin-
shape functions such that the element has the char- gularity elements was successful in modelling the
acteristics of the singularity element at earlv pore pressure distribution in the vicinity of free-

- sLagus and has those of the 8-4 element as time in- draining loaded boundaries. However, only one-dimen-
creases. The shape functions given by Equation (21) sional problem was considered. It is necessary that

" would accomplish this. A parametric study was car- the procedures be extended to problems of two and
red out to investigate the effect of variation in m three dimensions (point singularity as well as sur-

* for values of n. Fig.9 compares the results for face singularity) before firm recommendations for
various values of n paired with the optimal (out of routine use of certain elements can be made. More

* the set tried) value of m in each case. The least investigation is also needed in the selection of in-
error in initial pore pressures was realized for dices n and m used in the formulation. Further, re-
n=48, m=40. However, the error was seen to grow with alizing that the consolidation of soils is a decay
time. The best overall accuracy was obtained for process, use of more than one exponential terms in
nm=30, m=32.5. For this case, maximum error was less the time domain could possibly enhance accuracy.
than 3%.
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Table 1: Comparison of cases (a) and (b,); Vertical
lisplacement Rnd pore pressure at O.0%14a
below the center of the loaded area

4!t cu/e iU

*f'72 Cae Case b case'sj CaSe b
10 0.1 ------ 7859 0.177012 -- 0.89619 - -0.90026

x ft u h0 9.6dIOr 0.)7926 0.17769 0.73221 0.73562

* 5 0.01054 0.192738 0.191296 0.32014 0.32164
* Standari 8-4............. ............1... .....
Elossent 0.04896 0.229296 0.22779 0.16341 0.16434

0.10656 0.265962 0.264S34 0.11406 0.11526

0.814i6 0.4335411 0.434202 0.017116 0.016U63

I3.06 0.4OM3 0.445914 0.011439 0.011163

-ERROR fFARCTIOW OF APPLIED SURFACE LOUD)

Figure 8: Distribution of the 'relative' error in
pore pressure (8-4 singularity element,
shape function based on f(x) .*l-xn) at
0.09h
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A VISCOELASTIC CONSTITUTIVE RELATION FOE
COMPACTED COHESIVE SOIL

S.V. Ramaswamy
and

M.R.M, Alwahhab

Yarmouk University
Irbid, Jordan

ABSTRACT deformation under the load is substantially larger
for the first cycle of _oading than for the subse-

A constitutive relation is suggested to quent cycles of loading (4,9). The deformation
characterise the nonlinear viscoelastic behavicur under the first cycle of loading is the sum of
of compacted cohesive soils based on triaxial com- plastic and viscoelastic deformations while plastic
pression creep and relaxation tests conducted at deformation is essentially absent in second and
different water contents and confining pressures. subsequent cycle- of loading. In this paper a
The material behaviour was characterised by two constituti E relation proposed by Schapery (8) is
functionals, nonlinear creep compliance and used to 'escribe th_, nonlinear viscoelastic
equivalent Poisson's ratio. The nonlinear creep behaviour of compacted cohesive soils in triaxial
compliance was found to be a power function of compression creep tests under second cycle of
time and was expressed as a function of linear loading. The experi&-ent,%l results of an earlier
creep compliance and stress dependent parameters investigation is ised in this analysis (4).
independent of time. Poisson's ratio was found to
be almost time independent, but highly stress Sections 2 and 3 summarise the properties of
deperdent. the soil used in this investigation and the

expeeimerital procedure for trisxial compression
INTRODUCTION creep tests. Section 4 analyses the time-dependent

and stress-dependent characteristics of the visco-
In order to obtain acceptable results in elastic parameters for the compacted soil based on

estimating stresses and deformations in soil masses experimenta] observations. Section 5 gives a brief
due to changes in load, a reasonable characterisa- description cf the proposed nonlinear viscoclastic
tion of all aspects of the stress-strain behaviour characterisation. 2he magnitudes of the viscoelas-
of the soil is essential. Numerous research tic parameters and the influence of stress level
efforts in recent years have led to the development and other factors ara discussed in section 6.
of a number of comprehenrive constitutive laws for Conclusions for the Investigation are given in

soils based on concepts from elasticity, viscoelas- section 7.
* ticity and plasticity theories. These models

delineate the nonlinear stress-dependent inelastic SOIL PROPERTIES
behaviour of soils. Generally greater attention
has been devoted to elasto-plastic deformations and The soi± used in this study was Edgar plartic
major proportion cf these models do not include the kaolin. Its liquid limit was 59%, plastic limit
time dependent bahaviour. But creep and relaxation 37% and clay fraction 81%. Test specimens of
behaviour of earth materials are to be taken into 1.31 cm diam. and 2.81 cm height were prepared at

- consideration in the analysis and design of a different water contents by kneading compaction
number of practical problems in geotechnical which was accomplished with a Harvard uiniature
engineering such as long term deformation of earth compaction equipment. Specimens were compacted in

* embankments, stability of excavations and tunnels, five layers with twenty tamps of spring loaded
relaxation of stress in the anchorages for retair- compactor per layer, compactive force being 27.3 kg.
ing st uctures, displacement of piles driven in The optimum water content was 7.5% and the maxhm
clay and a variety of other soil.-structure inter- dry unit weight, 1.77 g per cm . The specimena
action problems. thus prepared were assumed to be homogeneous and

isotropic.
* Compacted soils are extensively used in the

construction of embarkments, highways, airfields EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE
and railroads. They have be4!n considered as non-
linear elastic materials in the analysis of soil The compression creep testw were carried out
enginecring problems. However their behaviour in a Norwegian triaxial chamber which had rotating
under load is complex and they exhibit plastic and ball bearings for reducing the piston friction.

* ,,Jscoelasti- behaviour also. When a compacted The loading on the specimen was by dead weights,
clay sample is subjected to a load, the total which was transferred to the specimen as aii
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instantaneous step load by a hydrullc Jack ad a Figure .shows the relation between D(c) and time
loading platform, for various stress levels and the relation can be

expressed as,
In the tests reported herein, the specimens

were allowed to creep for one hour under the stap D(c) = klt0  (3)
load and then to relax for 30 min. Two cycles of

" such creep and relaxation tests were conducted at whe'-e k is constant for a particular stress level,
each stress level before tncreasing the load to 1
npxt higher stress level. The process was repeated confining pressure and water content. Both D(O)
until the desired stress level was reached, a and D(c) are functions of water content, confining
single specimen being used at all stress levels. pressure and strees level.
Both axial and lateral strains were continuously
measured and recorded with time. After the creep Equivalent Poizison's Ratio
and relaxation tests were completed the strength
of each specimen was determined. The creep tests Two material functions are required to
were conducted at various co.fining pressures with characterise the load-deformation-time behaviour
different water contents. Further details about of an isotropic homogeneous material. The second
th- materials and testing procedures are available parameter proposed in this investigation is the
eleewhere (5,6). principal strain ratio or the equivalent Poisson's

ratio, u(t), which is defined as the ratio between
VISCOELASTIC PARAMETERS the lateral strain, c3(t) and the total axial

strain, c(t). Figure 2 shows the relation between
Elastic and Viscoeltstic Strains Poisson's ratio and time for various stress levels.

The relation between total shear strain and The magnitude of Poisson's ratio increabed withTihe atituher streossleves raio decreased with
time was found to obey a power law with time for time at higher stress levels and decreased with

compression creep tests of longer duration on time at lower stress levels. However, the
s(4). Similar relations have been magnitude of the increase or decrease was found tocompacted clays .be comparatively small. Hence Poisson'e ratio can

observed by other nvestigators for triaxial creep be reasonably assumed to be independent of time.
tests on saturated clays (10) and compacted clays However it is highly stress dependent.
(7 ) and for torsional shear creep tests on

* compacted clays (2). CSUTIVE RELATION

In this investigaton, the total axial strain, A general nonlinear viscoelastic sonstitutive
ctwas tvonsidered a' the sum of initial elastic relation derived from thermodynamic principles

strain, c(O), and the net creep strain, e(c). The rposed byeSivapery i therodramc riestran mesurd ata vry sall ime(0.0 orproposed by Schapery (8) is used to chara-:terise
" strain neasured at a very small time (0.02 or the time dependent behaviour of compacted clay.*" 0.04 mn. ) was assumed to he equal to e(0). A power For uniaxial loading, the relation can be written

law relation was fitted to correlate c(c) and time, Fe

t. Hence,

c(t) = c(o) + Atn (I) C(t) - gODL(O)o + g ft DL(c)(Y- ! )0

where A and n are constants for particular stress dg d

level. A and n were determined for each creep test dT dr (4)

by the method of least squares. The magnitudes of
n varied from 0.15 to 0.35 with the majority of where DL(O) and DL(c) are Ahe initial elastic and
values between 0.2 and 0.3. There was no systematic transient creep components Lf linear viscoelastic
influence of water content or stress levels on n.

The average of n values was found to be 0.26 and creep compliance, D(Y )

this can oe considered as a material constant for
'kneading compacted specimens. T - T(t) 0 tdt' : , (r)

a
Creep Compliance t dt'

I - (5)o aO
The creep compliance, D(t), at any time can be 0

defined as the ratio between total axial strain, got gig g2 and a0 are stress dependent material

c(t) and the principal stress difference, (Ol-a3). properties. The equation contains one time

This can be considered as the mim of initial deperdent parameter 2,(c), one time independent
*: elastic compliance, D(O) and net creep compliance,

parameter DL(0), both independent of stress level

and four stress dependent parameters g., g7 p g2,:D(t) -D(O) + D(c)
and a . These four parameters teud to unity at

C~) + C(c) (2ao
-0 a 0 (2) low stress levels axrd equation 4 reduces to the

superposition integral of linear behaviour.
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* The transient creep component of the linear
creep compliance, DL(c) can be expressed as a power D (i) = (co) A (1.2)L C_-3); C = -S_3 12

function of time for the compacted soil, 13 1 3 5
D (0) was found to be equal to 44.7 x 10-  cm /kg

D,.(c) = Ctn (6) L inti
and C equal to 5.8 x 10- 5 cm2 /kg in this

Ji investigation. The magnitudes of go and
where C and n are material constants. Hence in a
creep and recovery test, where the stress, a is (glg2 /a0

n ) were found from substituting the values
removed after a time t, the total axial strain, 1 2 a

1')adtercoeysrieW a eotie of C and DL (O) into equation 10. It has been
yt) and the recovery strain, £r(t) can be obtained observed (7) that the range of scatter was rela-

- by, tively small upon expressing the viscoelastic

t) FD(0) c( l)tn1 a parameters as a function of SSR for different
L L a an confining pressures end water content values thus

0 normalising their effects. The stress dependent

C)
n (1 + a ( n parameters go and (glg2 /aan) are plotted against

r -g) L ( a (a 0- j SSR in figures 3(a) and 3(b). The magnitudes of
these parameters approach unity at the lowest
stress levels and show an increasing trend with

where = t 1 increasing SSR. They can be approximately consi 1-
t ered as linear functions of SSR beyond the linear

viscoelastic range.
Z(c) t C(-) tin
c C t Poisson's Ratio

The nonlinear viscoelastic parameters can be Polsson's ratio, )j, has been shown to be

evaluated from the results of creep and recovery aliost independent of time (figure 2) and it

tests using a graphical shifting procedure (3). increases with increasing stress level as observed
The results of unconfined compression creep tests by Daniel and Olsen (1). The Poisson's ratio can
on compacted clays have been analysed in an also be considered as a constant in the linear
earlier investigation (6). viscoelastic range. At higher stress levels it

can be expressed as a function of the initial

PARAMETERS FOR COMPACTED SOIL Po!sson's ratio, u 0 , as

Creep = )m0  (13)

An examination of equation 7 shows that the The magnitude of m at different stress levels for

nonlinear viscoelastic creep compliance can be 0
- written es, all the tests in the series was determined and m

(12 n is plotted against SSR in figure 3(c). The magni-
D(t) = g0DL(0) + (_--_-) Ct (10) tude of Poisson's ratio increased from about 0.03

a in the l.near range to about 0.24 near failure.

The Polsson's ratio and SSR can be correlated by a
- n can be assumed a constant for a particular type linear function beyond the linear viscoelastic

of compaction for the soil and its magnitude is
-- equal to the average of n values for all the tests

in this series 0.26. Recovery

A parsateter, str-ess-strength ratio, SSR, is The parameters required for predicting the
- defined as the ratio between the principal stress recovery deformation are the net creep strain (c)

difference (a -o 3 ) and the principal stress and the parameters gl and a0 as shown in equation

difference at failure (al-a3)f for the same 8. The shifting procedure (3) to determine g, and
confining pressure

a makes use of a master recovery curve for the
13) particular n. The parameters were determined from

SSR = -r----y (11) the recovery tests on two similar specimens. The
-1 -3f average n value obtained from the creep tests,

The material behaviour was assumed to be 0.245, was used to draw the master recovery curve
linear viscoelastic at the lowest magnitudes of by setting gl=l and a =1. The master recovery
stress-strength ratio, which was about 0.1. The curve and the shifted recovery curve are shown in

* average values of DL(O) and C determined for these figure 4. After obtaining the values of gl and

tests in addition to n were taken to be the a by the shifting procedure, the magnitudes of g2
parameters needed to characterise the linear a

- viscoelastic behaviour of compacted clays, can be determined from the creep strain for these
tests, using equation 9. The magnitudes of gl1g2
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Fig. 1. Relation between net creep compliance and time.
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ABSTRACT radial inertia, forcing the sample to experience a
state of nearly uniaxial strain. Thus, sample die-

The results of corpressive high strain-rate tortion or barrelling was prevented by the
experiments on compacted sand are presented. elimination of friction at the specimen/bar
Experiments were conducted on a 60.3 mm split interfaces.
Hopkinson pressure bar (SHPB). The experiments When the confining cylinder containing the
showed that the assumptions necessary for a valid sample was placed in the bars, approximately 19 mm
SHPB experiment are satisfied when using compacted of the cylinder overlapped the bars on each end.
sand samples constrained to a nearly unlaxial To determine if the confining cylinder was trans-
strain state. Results show that the sample stress- ferring any stress to the transmitter bar, a test
straia response is governed principally by the was conducted with Lhe bars separated a distance of
initial sample gas porosity, and that no strain- 3.0 mm (a distance greater than the anticipated
rate dependence is exhibited at sample strains less displacement of the incident bar) and the confining
than the initial gas porosity. Several stress- cylinder placed over the air gap between the bars.
strain curves are presented for samples prepared at If the confining cylinder did transfer stress to
several combinations of moisture content and den- the transmitter bar a signal would be recorded at
sity with applied 'tresses and strain rates up to the transmitter bar strain gige; if not, the strain

520 MPa and 4000 sec 1, respectively, gage record would be flat. The results indicated
that the confining cylinder did not transfer any
measurable stress to the transmitter bar.

INTRODUCTION
SAMPLE PREPARATION

This paper presents the results of a
laboratory investigation into the high strain-rate The clayey sand (SC, Unified Soi
behavior of compacted soil using the split Classification System) was obtained in bulk quan-
Hopkinson pre3sure bar (SHPB) technique [I]. This tities from the McCormick Ranch test site located
work has been performed using a 60.3 -m SHPB which on Kirtland Air Force Base (KAFB), New Mexico. In
is located at the Los Alamos National Laboratory, order that the soil be as free of organic material
Los Alamos, New Mexico [2]. as possible, the surface vegetation was removed and

For the experimental program, samples were the samples were taken at a depth of I to 2 meters.
staticaliy compacted into thick-walled confining After arriving at the University of Utah soIs
cylinders at lengths of 6.35 mm and 12.7 m. The laboratory, the material was slaked o achieve a

thick-walled confining cylinder provided a means of uniform mixture as well as to break epar. large

containing the sample and producing a condition of clumps of soil.
nearly uniaxial strain during the experiment. The The majority of samples were prepared near the t
compaction moisture and density combinations ranged optimum moisture iontent (13.3%) and dry density
from drier than to wetter than optimum conditions (1.87 g/cc) as determined by the Harvard miniature
as determined by the Harvard corpaction test. The compaction test (see Figure 1). To achieve as

applied stresses and strain rates ranged from uniform couditi ins among samples s possible, the
sec to 4000 [cc 1  soil was mixed in batches of enough material to

240 s to 520 MP& and 1000 see' prepare a minimum of five uxperimental samples.
respectively. Before the addition of water, the soil was passed

through a No. 4 sieve (4.75 - opening). The soil
CONFINING SYSTEM was then carefully weighed and placed in a large

flat pan. The correct amount of motstuta was added
To achieve a nearly uniaxial strain environ- by using a spray bottle so that an even diatribu-

sent for the experiments, the moll samples were tion could be obtained. The sample material was
compacted into thick-walled bearing-bronze then mixed thoroughly. After mixing, a damp cover
cylinders. The dimensions of these cylinders were was placed over the soil for a period of 20 minutes
60.35 m inside diameter, 102 a outside diameter, to allow the sot i-water mixture to stabilize.
and 44.5 mm in length. These confining cylinders Following the stablisation period, the

served two purposes; first, to contain the soil sample ws again mixed to ensure that an even mix-
sample itself, and second, to cancel the effects of ture was obtained.
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The individual experimental, samples were then to as "end effects" or "friction effects." A

prepared by removing the appropriate soil mass from result of these end effects is that the sample

the batch mix to yield a given volume when tends to be clamped at the specimen/bar interfaces

compacted. The *ample* were statict.illy compacted [31. This prevents the sample from expanding

in the confining cylinders by using a hydraulic uniformly; hence, barreling of the sample is

press with spacer rings to control the sample observed. By preparing the sample at the same

length (and hence, density). Two sample lengths diameter as that of the barn and confi ;ing it so

were used: 12.7 ms and 6.35 m. Each sampl, was that no radial expansion is allowed, these "end

then sealed in a plastic bag to reduce any moisture effects" are eliminated.
* loss that might occur prior to the actual An analytic method for determining when stress

experiment. The same procedure was followed for uniformity is achieved in an SHPB sample was
samples prepared on the wet and dry side of optimum developed by Davies and Hunter [4) based on energy
conditions. considerations and use of the Taylor-von Karman

theory for the plastically deforming sample. This

EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM expression is written as follows:

The Information reported here represents the do 1
2
ps1

2

results of twenty-six experiments. In most cases, -
>

a minimum of two experiments were conducted at each "
combinatton of moisture content and density, in or- where do/dr is the slope of the stress-strain
der that data replication could be obtained. Due e i
to the nature of the specific Hopkinson bar a cure, p the density of the specimen, I is the.

paratus used, the seating strains could not be length of th* specimen, and T is the time required

controlled with greet accuracy, hence the for the stress to equilibrate In the sample.

pre-experiment sample length differed from sample Figure 2 shows results from a typical experiment.

to sample affecting the abili'y to achieve exact Using the above expression with the stress-strain
experiment replication. In addition, there existed curve (Fig. 2a) and the appropriate sample length

a friction force between the launch tube and the and density, T is computed to be 66 microseconds.
striker bar such that it was difficult to achieve From Fig. 2b, it can be deternined that after about
duplicate impact velocities. The applied stresses 65 microseconds the stresses at the two interfaces

(i.e., the amplitudes of the incident waves in the are indeed approximately equal. The stress dif-
bar) ranged from 240 MPa to 520 MPa. At the ference across the interfatues as a function time is
completion of the experiment, the sample was shown in Fig. 2c. If axial inertia forces are ab-
removed from the confining cylinder and a sent, this stress difference should be zero. It

post-experiment moisture content determined, can be seen that after about 63 microseconds the.
stress difference is very small.

EXPERIMENTAL ASSUMPTIONS ' "-

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In analyzing the strain gage data recorded in

the SHPB %xperiment, several assumptions need to be Figures 3 and 4 show typical stress-strain
addressed. These are: curves for sample lengths of 12.7 mm and 6,35 mm,

1) That there exists a uniform distribution respectively, over a range of applied stresses. "'
of axial stress over the length of the sample; The experimental conditions are given in Table 1.

2) That there exists a uniforn distribution In both figures, the initial portions of the curves L
of radial stress over the length of the specimen; are slightly concave toward the stress axis. The

3) That the interfaces between the bars and average stress experienced by the specimen in-
the samples are frictionless. creased with increasing applied stress independent
Assumptioas two and three will be addressed first, of the sample length. The stress-straLn response
followed by assumption one. was very similar for applied stresses up to 400 ?Pa

A nearly uniaxial strain state is forced upon with some increase In stiffness observed at higher .
the sample oy the fact that it in contained in a applied stresses. For all applied stress levels,
thick-walled confining cylinder. As the nominal the samples began to stiffen at strains ap-
inside diameter of the confining cylinder is the proximately equal to the gas porosity. For both
same as the diameter of the bar, the stress applied sample lengths and at all applied stresses, the
to the sample will be constant across the sample strain at peak stress experienced by the sample ex-
diameter (provided that the stress is constant over ceeded the gas porosity of the material. This
the diameter of the bar) 121. This configuration discrepancy will be addressed in the next section.
will also constrain the sample such that there will To observe how moisture content variations af-
be no appreciable radial strain. fect the stress-strain response of the soil,

As briefly mentioned earlier, this configure- samples were prepared at the following nominal
tion will prevent sample distortion or barreling soisture contents; 7 percent, 13 percent and
during the experiment. In the traditional SHPB ex- 15 percent (see Figure 1 for relationship to the
periment a sample with a diameter slightly less Harvard compaction curve). Figures 5 and 6 show
than that of the bars is placed between them. This the effect of moisture content on stresr-strain
is to allow the sample to expand radially during response for sample lengths of 12.7 mm at an ap- ON
the experiment while not exceeding the diameter of plied stress of 400 NPa, and 6.35 mm at an applied
the bar. As s'ress is applied to the sample, stress of 250 MPa, respectively. From Figure 5,
radial shear forces are created between the bars there is a clear indication that the average stress
and the sample. These have commonly been referred experienced by the samples increased with
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TABLE 1 (experiment 117) received an impact stress somewhat

Summary of experimental conditions, higher than the other three.
To determine the straln-rate sensitivity of the

Experiment Sample Water Gas Wet Applied compacted soil, stresa-strain rate curves were con-
Number length content porosity density stress structed at constant strain levels. Such a plot is

(mm) (M) () (Hg/m
3 ) (NPa) shown in Figure 8 for 6.35 mm samples compacted to

112 6.44 11.8 7.9 2.09 425 moisture and density condititns near optimum. The
113 6.45 12.1 7.7 2.09 385 dashed lines show the stress-strain rate trajec-
114 6.55 12.1 9.2 2.05 386 tories averaged for each of two sets of experimeuts
115 6.45 11.4 10.6 2.04 395 conduct4d at the same applied stress. The solid
116 6.37 11.2 8.1 2.10 243 lines connect points of constant strain between the
117 6.35 10.7 8.5 2.10 268 two sets. From Figure 8, it can be seen that there

118 6.45 10.6 10.3 2.07 244 is no strain-rate dependence at strains less than
119 6.45 10.4 9.9 2.08 246 the initial gas porosity. This is in accord with - .
131 13.13 12.4 9.6 2.04 387 the findings of Gaffney et al. [21 that strain-rate
132 12.69 12.5 6.9 2.10 375 dependence effects on loading occurred in dry al-
133 12.91 12.4 8.0 2.07 368 luvium only at strain rates tbove 5000 sec

1
.

134 12.59 12.4 5.8 2.12 399
135 13.07 7.0 23.4 1.84 385 DISCUSSION
136 12.23 15.1 5.2 2.08 397
138 5.96 13.0 4.9 2.13 251 in most cases, the strains experienced by the
139 6.09 7.0 17.7 1.98 249 samples exceeded the initial gas porosity. Several

145 12.65 11.8 6.2 2.13 269 phenomena may work together to account for this
146 12.67 11.9 6.3 2.13 523 observed discrepancy: 1) Water compression,
147 6.36 11.9 6.6 2.12 237 2) Radial expansion of the confining cylinder,

168 6.31 13.4 7.4 2.04 249 3) Water loss, and 1) Soil loss. The first three
have the potential to be examined quantitatively,

163 6.31 12.9 4.8 2.13 522 while the last can be looked at qualitatively, at
164 12.98 12.9 7.5 2.07 507

best. Addressing the potential strain contribution165 12.89 12.7 7.1t 2.09 254
of the above factors individually and then summing

166 6.24 14.0 4.4 2.12 261 their contributions would seem a natural approach
167 6.22 14.0 4.1 2.12 261 to the problem. However, the experimental environ-

ment complicates this approach. At the incident

) o the bar/sample interface the initial compressive stress
increasing moisture content (Table 1). Als wave is reflected as a tensile wave due to the
samples became stiffer with increasing moisture lowr mpednce of the sample relative to the bar.
byothe samedecsreaedath ikresi mexperienced This tensile wave travels back down the bar toward

* by the sample decreased with increasing maoisture thenatwihmpcocurd Ashe matthe erd at which Impact occurred. As the impact
content. As with the other stress-strain curves anshow, tereis makedbrek i slpe earthe end of the bar is not a free end, the tensile wave
shown, there is a marked break in slope near the is reflected as a compressive wave travelling once
gas porosity. This change is slope is not observed again toward the sample, and hence, reloading the

sample. Because of this multiple impact situation,
experienced by the sample at peak stress decreased there is no way to determine the contribution from
with increasing water content. The 6.35 mm samples water loss and soil loss during the period of the

also became stiffer with increasing moisture con- first applied pulse alose (about 150 ps).
tent with a change in slope near the gas porosity Because a sample moisture was determined before
(Figure 6). However, this change in slope is less and after each experiment, a measure of the amount

abrupt than observed in the thicker samples. As of moisture loss is available. The average mois-
with the 12.7 mm sample, the 6.35 mm samples ex- tore loss for all the experimenta was 11.0 percent.
perienced decreasing strain at peak stress with Also, it can be observed that some soil mass is
increasing moisture content. lost from the confining cylinder during the

There is a difference in the response of the dry experiment. However, there is no way of measuring

sample for the two sample lengths. The 12.7 m how much is loot or the distribution of the loss
sample, which had a gas porosity of 23.4 percent, (if the loss occurs during the period of the first
experienced very little build up of stress at the applied pulse or later in the experiment). It is
maximum strain of 16 percent. For the 6.35 mm also certain that the pore water does compress and
sample, which had a gas porosoity of 17.7 percent, the confining cylinder does experienca radial
the accumulated strain approached that value with a enon.
substantially higher build up of stress. expansion.
sT anreforeta hear buildhu strffeng e .aBecause of the uncertainty in the evaluation of
Therefore, it appears that stiffening begins at tesri otiuinfo h bv-etoe

the strain contribution from. the above-mentioned
strains slightly less then the initial gas factors Individually, a gross strain adjustment has
porosity. been made even though it is possible to calculate

Another major interest of this research was the effect of water compression and cylinder
whether or not a sufficient degree of experimental expansion. This was accomplished by plotting the
replication could be achieved. Figure 7 difference between the tain at maximum average
demonstrates the success of this effort. There is dfrenc the in at maim ave
virtually no observable difference between the four str e fore i oit a the mxiy a verage
experiments in this figure, except that one sample stre mliie bypte aa the ampe aMtess multilied by the area of the sample). A
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. simple linear regression line was then fit to the COHCIUSIONS

data for samples prepared near optimum water con-
tent (Figure ). Using the regression line and the From the results of this experimental study

average force experienced by the sample, a sys- conducted on compacted sand samples at strain rates

tematic strain correction was then computed for up to 4000 see- , we draw the following
* each experiment. The strain correction was then conclusions.

* added to the sample gas porosity to yield an acco- a) The assumptions necessary for a valid SHPB
* untable sample strain which could be compared to experiment can be satisfied for compacted sand

the strain experienced by the sample at the maximum samples constrained to a nearly uniaxial strain
_ average stress. The discrepancy bntween the acco- state.

ustable strain and the strain at maximum stress is b) Experimental replication can be achieved
then used as a measure of the success of the cor- if sufficient care is taken in sample preparation

rection (Table 2). and generation of the incident stress wave.
c) The stress-strain response of the soil

TsLE 2 studied ic governed principally by the initial gas
Accountable strain for sample at optiu coditions porosity of the sample,

Test Gas Strain Strain at d) Compacted clayey sand samples appear to be

No. porosity correction Sun peak stress Balance insensitive to strain rate (at least up to 4000

112 7.9 7.87 15.77 19.79 4.02 sec ) so long as the strain experienced is less

113 7.7 7.67 15.37 17.40 2.03 than the Initial gas porosity. At strains in ex-

114 9.2 7.61 16.81 19.10 2.79 cess of that value, there is an apparent strain-

115 10.6 8.07 18.67 18.03 -0.64 rate dependence; however, caution is recommended

116 8.1 4.98 13.08 14.24 1.16 until further experimental confirmation of this ap-

117 8.5 6.54 15.04 14.50 -0.54 parent behavior can be obtained.

118 10.3 5.18 15.48 14.06 -1.42
119 9.9 4.93 14.85 14.07 -0.76 REFERENCES

131 9.6 6.10 15.70 12.68 -3.02

132 6.9 6.43 13.33 10.67 -2.66 [1) Kolsky, H. An investigation of the mechanical

133 8.0 5.52 13.52 12.52 -1.00 properties of materials at very high rates of
134 5.6 6.57 12.37 12.22 -0.15 loading. Pruc. Phys. Soc. B62, 676-700 (1949).
138 4.9 5.75 10.65 11.80 1.15 [21 Gaffney, 2. S., J. A. Brown and C. W. Falice,

145 6.2 3.51 9.71 10.12 0.41 Soils as samples for the split Hopkinson bar. This

146 6.3 9.41 15.71 13.30 -2.41 volume.
147 6.6 4.78 11.38 12.99 1.61 131 Green, S. J., and R. D. Perkins, Uniaxial com-

162 4.4 9.74 14.14 20.60 6.46 pression tests at strain rates froe 10' 4/sec to
163 4.8 L2.52 L7.32 15.27 -2.05 10

4
/sec on three geologic materials. DASA 2199,

164 7.5 9.28 16.78 12.43 -4.35 Defense Atomic Support Agency (now Defense Nuclear,

15'S 7.1 2.70 9.70 9.27 -0.43 Agency), Washington (1969).
[4) Davies, E. D. H, and S. C. Ilunter, The dynamic

After making the strain adjustment, experi- compression testing of solids by the method of the

ment 162 is th3 only experiment that has a split Hopkinson ___er_.__.____spli Hokinsn pessre br. .MHch. Ph~e
significant discrepancy remaining. The stress- SopLrs 11, 155-179 (1963).

strain curve for that experiment (Figure 10) o_ - 1
suggests that a greater amount of soil and water
extrusion may have occurred in that experiment then
in the other experiments. At about 270 KPa, the.

sample begins to accumulate strain with very small @.New____
changes in stress. Similar behavior is not .
observed to this extent in any other sample, and we

believe that it can be attributed to excessive ex- _ _8

* trusion of soil and dater during the course of the

experiment.
It was observod in Figure 8 that as the ac-

cumulated "apla strain approached and exceeded the 1.7

initial gas porosity a dependence on straLn-rate
"seemed to develop. However, this apparent behavior

should be viewed with s*es caution for two reasons. 1.1 ""
First, the constant strain curves used to show this
apparent strain-rate dependence are only rough -

averages developed from a few data points. Second, 1.51
the factors identified to account for the dis- G 10 15 20 25

,repacy between the strain at maximum stress and MOISTURE CONTENT IN PERCENT OF DRY WEIGHT
the initial gas porosity cannot be quantified with , c"

the necessary accuracy to determine their effect on Figure 1. Sample moisture and density in comparison

the apparent strain-rata derpndence. to the Hanvard compaction curve. + Harvard compac-

tion data, a wet of optimum, a dry of optimum,
a near optimum. %

°1
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SOILS AS SANPLES FOR THE SPLIT IOPKINSON BAR

--4 E. S. Gaffney, J. A. Brown,and C. W. FeLice*

Earth & Space Sciences Div., Los Alamos National Laboratory, Los Alamos, NH 87545
*U. 3. Air Force lstLtutf of Technology

ABSTRACr pecuLaritles of testing solls with the Hopkinson
bar and the techniques we have used to overcome of

S ols frequently exhibit one or mre of the the difficulties. A more detailed discussion of

following characterietics which complicate analysis the dynamic behavior of a particular soil is given

_ of data from split Hopkinson bar tests oc -make test in a coepanion paper [51, but most of the examples

setup and execution difficults low wave speed, high here are taken from a Los Alamos report describing
% attenuation of acoustic energy, or Insignificant the dynamic behavior of a dry desert alluvtum [61.
--* structural strength. Low wave speed iavslLdates

the assumption that the sample is deformed THE SPLIT IIOPIINSOU BAR
uniformly by the load at early time; but, ase of a
Lagraagian wave propagation analysis permits A typical arrangement for the split Hopkinson

derivation of useful information from the standard bar, or Kolsky apparatus, is shown schematicalty in

suitt of lat&. Use of gauges within the sample Figure t. The system consists of two long

- woult facilitate this technique. High attenuation cylindrical harst the Incident or input bar and the

requirrs thin samples, which restricts the straia triismttter or output bar. For compression test-

pathe which can be achieved. The weakaess of %on- in&, the cylindrical specimen is placed between the
cohesive soils presents liffculties in two bars end a compressive stress pulse is

- preparatLon, handling and control of boundary generated at the end of the incident bar by impact

condLtions. One simple solutlon is to support the of the projectile or striker bar. The amplitude of

samaple in a rtgid sleeve; this results Ina the Incident stress pulse is determined by the is-

unlaxial straia experiaent so that the results are pact velocity and the material properties of the

directly comparable to shock wave data. projectile eei the incident bar, while the duration
of the put~e is dependent on the length and modulus

.. of the projectile.

INTRODUC£ON The stress pulses incident on and reflected
.4fre the Incident baor/specLmen Interface are

For the past 35 yeas, the split Hopkinson batr recorded with strain gauges mounted at some point

has been usod to *asure the hlgh-stratln-rate along the incident bar sufficiently distant from

sech.nical behavior of many materiLas. Kolsky's either end to prevent overlap of wave trains. The

pioneering work in 1949 [11 investigated elastoesra stress transmitted through the specimen is

and metals in very thL discs. Later work treated monitored by similarly mounted gauges on the trans-

similar matecials in other shapes (a.&., (21) and sitter bar. A somentue-absorbing arrangement at

extended the work to other metals and to ceramics the end of the transmitter bar preveat. multiple

and cocks (e.g., (3]). Some wok has even heen refLections of the transmitted stress wave. It is

reported on very low density foams [41. In recent assumed that the bars redmLn elastic during the

yeArs, thece has been interest in the possibility passage of the stress wave so that, except for the

of applying the split Hopkinson bar to the deter- dispersive effects discussed below, the strain

- aination of the hLgh-str.ain-rate response of soils, gauges accurately reproduce the appropriate stress

- The driving force for ,most of this Interest has histories it the bars.

been the need to ievelop predictive methods for as- The split Hopkinson bar apparatus operated by

- tiating structural damaga to *Llitary systems Lit the Geophysics Groap at Los Alamos National

or ou sell. However, Information on the high Laboratory consists of incident and transmitter

straLn rate deformation of soils Is potentially bars as described above supported by a massive

useful Lit other technlcal areas such as mining,2 reaction frame and includes several other features.

overburden removal, earthquake engineertg, con- The bars are 60.3 m diameter, 1.22 m Long,

* tai ment of uuderground nuclear teets, and the Vascomax 350 maraging steel heat treated to a yield

-, study of impact and explosion cratering phenomena. strtss of about 2 GPa (300 ksL). Teflon bushings

* In the past two years we hava conducted over In the cross members of the reaction frame support

• ' 150 tests of soil specimens in a split Fopkinson the bars at about half meter intervals. For

bar .t Los Alamos National Laboratocy. These tos control of specimen pore pressure, each bar is

- have provided a coneLderable challenge and a sub- proyLdwd with a 3.2 m diameter axial hole vented

stant-l LtearLng process. The purpose of this radially about 0.3 i from the specimen end. Wdhen

paper is to share with the community some of the not required, the cone-shaped openings of theme
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hola at the specimen ends of the bars are plugged must ccrcrt the masuced *trAtm& historits fot dii-
wi I th *tching cones of the game steel. Stress person in addition to ehiftbng thee in tin. 4
waves i the bars -ar ,onitoced by straln gauge method ham Seen dLscribed by FoLlanbsee nd Frans
peLts mounted 061 a free the specimen esds. The [91 which is very eay to Lisuplamnat in a numerical
pairs are eed in a half-bridge configuration to data reduction code. They have approxisated the
null beading str tts. dispersion relation for m ragLag steel, which Is

The Lncident rtress puts* is generated by i- derived In terms of Besse1 functions, as a
." pact of a projectile from a small gis gun. polynomial:

Pruojutlles nrc available to generate pulses q4th C(j) 0.4236
nomnal durations of 50, 100, and 200 0. -----Its---0--

pact by trei pairs of doe Laseto sod
photouietectors ,counted Ln the muzzle of ths guu. whe!:4 r Is the c.%Jus of the her and X is the

A statLc pre-loaJ of up to 200 Hp (30 ksi) tavtlagth. n our standat data reduction, we
" can be appLien by a hydraulic rem locatel ct the make this cort-ection by transforming the tanaslred

downstream end of the transmitter bar. Finalty, a pulses to the frequency domain, applying the
' mo,4e tan-tr.pping steel slug is attached to the desired phase shift, atd iverting the transform.

rear .'f the rame by a breekaway bolt and altoNed to This procedure also ceaoveu the sigh ftaquenctes In
fly off into a rag-filled basket. the data which are mostly digitizing noise.

ransLnt signals from the two conti uou*ly-
powered strain gauge bridges are filtered and SOI,S AS SASPKS
premplifted, then routed to the dats acquisition
and control area in the adjacent room. The signal Soils trequently exhibit one or sore
conditioning amplifters also bays a provision for propertLes that make them difficult sateriaLs for
switchLg to a atlibration signal which verifies Hopkinaot bar tstLag. They often have so little
the overall gain of the Uta acquisitioa system. strength that -lveu putting them into the bars Is
Further aapliftcation is nrovided as requtred prior not trivial. Soils with substanttl fractLon of
to tgital recording of the signals. The atalog air-filled void volume have very tow wave speeds
bandwidth of the signal reo.ot.liag systms is I N1s, and very bLgh rates of attunuation; these
to prevent altastng of the digitat record'. pvopetLee limit the enepie thickness sad/o?. coo-

The data are recorded by CAHAC (Eiif-583) plicate the dat- analysis. And, of coarse, the
basad wavefoa diLgitizers. The Incident ani trang- msual difficultxies of getting samtplSs that are
sittec bac rceocd are recorded on separate characteristic of in situ nehivior to the
channiels with 8-bit resolutLon. At the usual rte i'boretoty apply to Hopk{is3obar tests 4s to cost
of 0.5 js per point, a total of 8 ms of data are other Laboratory testr of soll samples.

. recorded per channel, and a timing siLgac derived 1xcept for very cehesEva, clayey solls or
r from the projectile velocity mesusring system to sutls that ar:- very wel-indurated, it is usually

-"used to posetion the u.efuL data approprLately necassn-ry tc pcovtd radial support to a soLL
within this windov. The data ace automatically sample ,eraly to keep it iy position for the test.
teed by a small microcomputer and stored on The most obvious choics of support Is one that is
flSXible dlisK for later processi8 g on a lZrger as compliant as possible In h,,pes that the lack of
machine, radial confinement of the standard Hopkinson bar

In the standar,i analy*s of opkinson bar data test could b reproduced. However, when one con-
[V1, the stress at the incident bar/sample Lnter- stiers even the ftimsiest of sleaves they still
face is calculated as provide a radial restraint thst would be sig-

niftcant retative to the strenglth of -most sils.
"-al.K(i[), The opposite ectreas of a vety stiff radial support

Is eesy to Lmplemsect .nt has the added advantage o
4hen 9 is Younefs modulus for the bar, I L thu providing a strttn path that --an be easily duptL-
t,xcl.Ient strtn an! t R is the r.iflected str4.a; the cated a-t both hLher and lower strain rates--
stresi at the enmple/cranscittter bar intsafcac is uanLat strain. This straIn path also facilitates

dat. aalsfis, as we shalt see below. A third el-
at.RET). termative ts to provLde some Intermediat4 degree of

shoci T is the transmittd strain; and the str ai, conflnmant; however, in thst .ase it would be
raA Li thes specimen iL given by neceseary to determine the radiel strain ami stress

-. (ZA-T)/lo his toteas so that the overall s-tint path and
So stress history Is known.

wheta C 2 -t/p, p is the density of the bar, and I For toils with several percent or 'sore of air-
ish 0 fLLted porosity, it can be sho-m that radial stra~n
1.5 the Lttt sample length. In order to get is negligtble when a thick-walled metal sleeve Is

_* ,stres-stran paths tor the deformation, the stress used to cenfine the specimen, Figure 2 shows the
L is calcuLated as the average of cthe stress at tts sample holder cumfigvsratlcn we have used at Los
two tI.nterfaces aid the strain is the tis integ&cl Alamos. The holder is a cylinder of bronae or
of the 'strain rate.Ste the~ aboe i allthesteel witli an enaL hole just slightly lerier than

Ino the above npretsLons, all the strt~ te diameter of the bar. The sample to compacted
pulsesG irs shifted in ties to coiaclse with thes Into 4 disc of the desired thickness at the center
transit ties to or from the center ot the sample. of the holder, and then the holder is slipped over
Propagation of rod waves is ispersni L7,81, so we *a* bit and the other bar is moved into the free
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end. Teats with no sample have uhown that the stress levels (which may still be large enough to
sleeve carries cubstantialLy less than 0.1 pnrcent achieve considerable pore collapse) may b very
af the p iLse during dynamic loading. The radial low; values of about 200 to 250 m/s are common. ks
expansion, Ar, of a tube of modulus 9, Poisson's mentioned above, the deformation L3 very nearly

* ratio 0.3, inside diameter r. outside diameter R un'axial if the sample is confined in a massive
. and radial stress P #.s given by sleeve, so we can adopt a data analysis techniqjue

Ar t (0.7-l.3R2/r 2) originally developed for shock wave expertisents
which also produce uniaxiat-strain loading. In

r o (i- 2/r2 ) that case, the equattins of motion of the soil can
" For our sample sleeves, this formula gives a radial be cast into a fors wherein the stress Is expressed

strain of l.6x10l 1/Pa. This will actually be an in terms of the velocity and the te4poral and spa-
oversatimate because the intern a load is not ap- tial derivatives of velocity. Seaman [101 has
plied over tihe entire length of the cylinder. The developed a method which uses Lagrangian measure-
extrime case occurs when the soil has no shear cents of stress or velocity to estLmate the

* strergth so that the radial stress P is equal to temporal and spatial derivatives of the measured
* the axial utress measured by the bais. !or our quantity. This method, called LagrsagLan analysis,

typical soils, a7al strals of 10 percent or ,more ts particularly developed for analysis of uniaxial
are attatned -at only a few tens of NPa so that the strain waves which attenuate as they propagate.
radial strait is less than 0.1 percent cf the axial Because the calculation of the stress at the incLd-
stra in. In some of the experiments described by eat ilmterace of the sample involves subtraction of
Felice et at. [51, stresses were hundrteds of 4Pa two large numbers, better accuracy can be obtained
and rtdial strains may have been as high as it few by analysing the velocity at both sides of the
percent of alat. sample than could be obtained with stress data.

. The Low wave speed and high attenuation in Iry The velocity calculated ta the standard analysis
- soils lead to another sample constraint--that the for the incident intnrface is Lagr4Lian, but that

sample be thin. Because we are deforming the silts for the other irterface is definitely not.
in unLaxial strain we do not have to worry about Nevertheless, we can estimate the Tagrangian wave
friction effects at the ends of the bars or radiat amplitudes from the ,measured ones if we can deter-
inerti as were consliered In detail by Davies and mine the reflection propertLes at this iaterface.

- Hunteir [21. The low tvare speed Limits sample Consider the experiment in pressure-particle
length in two ways. First, thick sAmples will velocity space as ilustrated in Figure 3. If the

- never reach equilibrium because of the tow wave impedence of the wave reflected back into the
speed; the ilopkinaon bar test will then be :a wave sample at the transmitted interface is equal to

* propagation experiment rather than a homogeneous that (if the wave incident on that interface, the
deformation experiment. Fortunat-ely, for unlaxial ratio of the Lagranglan particle velocity, u a to
stratn we can still derive useful information from the measured part'cle velocity, urn, can be calcu-

. such a test (sea below). The second, and fre-
quently more Limittng, result of Low wave speed is lated from the geometric relations: (UL/u.) -

that the amplitude of the stress wave dclivered to (D/2 po)l/2, where p is Jenstty, D is wave
the incident her/sanple interface will be very low. (bb
If the amplitude of the incident wave in the bar is speed, and subscripts b and a refer to the bar and
P and the Impedance of the bar and soil are Pb~b the soil, resL, ectively. As a check, we can also

la-3 p.., respectively, tihe stress of the first note that the pressures are related by (P L/Pa) -

w wave tlirough the soil will be approximsatety (psDs/2PbDb) l/2. If, on the other hand, the i-

P-ZPp /PaD b . For our dry alluvtun [5], we fLd pedence of the reflected wave is n times that of
0- h're the Incident wave (as Illustrated, for e"aple, by

* P o.0OZ Subsequent reflections hst'.ra the bars the dashed lines in Figure 3), we find thet the

lncrease the aimplitude, but very many reflectLona ratios are (UL/U.) - (pbDb/'u+}ps%)r u/(nl) and
* would be needed before P approached eveni half of (p/i (upsos/(nl + it is asually(O.L/ a aoss{+ a )pbOb)+l/ ,n+l).

P .
0 poss-blo to letermine the velocity of the first

lim The high attenuation rate of tr soils also loading wave and the first rcflection from the
, l"[[.it us to) thin sauaples. The stress Incident to) lok~o a Jr;w ~aocelnLydtce

the sample, which Is already low, will decay as It Hopkineon bar data; we have occaonalLy detected
the second arrival at the transmitter bar.

S propagates through the iimple. Thus the stress ac The technique outlined in the preceding
the s,;L:ple/traatsmttter ha" interface will be very paragraph will work well as long as the crush curve
low and subject to measurement merrors, of the soil is fairly smooth and the two waves ace
Furthecur, the variability of all these both compressive. However, io two situations of
propertias 'akes It difftcutt to set measuremen'-  intecest the procedure will break down. riret, if
levels so as to precisely measure transmttter bar the crush curve of the soil is not smooth, the
si .refLectton coefficient will not be nearly constiant,

U)ATA ANALY(S F OR SOILS end a simple sultiplicative factor will n-t
represent the true variability of the Lagranglan

With solts as specLeeks, the conditions as- wave form. This might occur if the soil has a very
With sl s e n the codits Ia sharply defined yield point or If all of the gas-

s.ei for the reduction o late from tee ideat filled porosity is crushed out. In the former c4se
spit opknson bar experent y ot be et. In the reflection coefficient may decres draati-

S partcular, the wave speeds im dry soils at low cally as the yield poLt .s exceeded, whereas in

-b
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the other cise it jiay increase sharply. Second, if in the qujasistatic test (i-5xl0 se 2. prcn

the iittent 4wve hia s a ircfaction phian, this wst-tr) is inditingishable froue Close of the ___

,,iL Likety hat's a substi'taLiy higher Uopedance Ilopkinsogn bar loading over ilisoet -All of the cringe
thani thes comp,,nssio which woijU occurC upjon its of the data and coincidte with thu, inloAding data
com f i.c tiori f rusm tie tr tssatt..r b-ar. The result fr.o. time gas Su tets We concluie, thevifoce, .-

.~uIbe 4u *Jry C0-GlttAJ ge014etrcL conlfigmretl0on thmt the oniset of stritta-raite effects is rather
in tie pressurq-particle2 velocity please. 4 1thouSh sudden, affecting the loatding path (bet not the
i s':heoe co4)tir-ible to thle one deCcibed above sto~ -it ueak strtiss) for strata rAtmes ahova 5000
coullI probably be devaloped, thi~s has aot been io'ie

*to la to. Co;.sequeaty, we pceseat diai below only see . We also 'mote- theat the -1ya-Aiic unloading
for tie Littel loading portion of tike clapobErsent. oa th is considerabLy less stiff than the .Ija.%s-

To iiustritu thi~s aethod , consitler the data to ttc amninding i-%d Ice ting the t the -a tr iln-rate -

*.froma Faur ecperi-aenti onl A wiry dry (, hout I per- effect is -iso present an unloading far strain -i

*cent k'it.; 2r by dry weight) desert altuium frose Luke r-itts as low as 2010 see- . Our jinrsea. tinabiLity
Atc Force 3aae, AZ, shown in Figure 4. The mecLd- to reuc daa o the unloading portion of til
eat wa aiapiitaizes are 411 within 2 pecent of the moiisnba etpaet l rmlctn o

*sam, vailie; twrm of the oaiteranteat aseI a ample 25 precisely the lower licit str.*la rate for " ,L cIt
iam 0biik 1,2 and 14) aned tie otlicC twio -ssel a 13 mm sttt 1-r-ite effects otre Laportdat oni unloading.
sampl-e. The mditt ttken frosa ecl-ariseti 21, 23 Red
24 show tat t ritfiectine fro.. time tr-knimi ttor 44r 4LrgI(NArive 1UAMIRE1N'rs
intprcec tres'mi ahout 1.6 tireta f-aster 'XAgCreamgLim
wav 3 speed ) thani tile wave iacide4n t .it the t 1)er in add i.tion t-o tCioe technI.queti which we
through too ;a:%2l-? so we hairs ust0 ai1.6 in our hat'se used to obtain valid data f rom. iiopkiasoi bar
datti r-tductto)'. Thera 4r-t two ways ia which the -aeperimenelts in soils, there ar-S sever-si. other ttch-
dati frosa the four eucpiLsents zouldt be grctuped far niquea whic~h a&I~ht lie applied, but ha-ve not yet
La4gringiarm antalysis; we could either ztialyse each been (to 4)ur knowled3ge). These include Lagr%4ang
exppci-nent .ep-ratuly or vie could alnalyst' both ea- me.4aijeaents #ithinx the simple, use of s treess~
pecienti with tit- -ijur projec ti s as ai unit. We gauges ;it the titerfaces betweeni the hars end thi

haendp-±lthe tittir -Approatch, using the intcid- saasple, and afternative -aethods of support.
at it-cface %vnl.,city -as the first eauge, the Wi hiat. condu--t-eI a few expeci-aent.4 with
trcsiiI tt-d lnto~cf-ice velocity from the 3 to strqmCs gauges emebedded in a Hopkimisoa bar %paciseni

*sample is tile sleconld jiauga in-I Cie tCaneni t teal Theen -aKPeri-mentsi ha-es incluied carbon foiLs ina
vel)city troue the compaior 25 ims eapeimeat as t!"W thick stack of electrolytic gritde mica (muscoite)
thic- gnuge * The tmp1i I.,- of the seconid traa- qead a tr.a iq gauges po tt -A Lito ai cylinder -of
Mitte-l velocity Coeord was SCAlelt up or down by the potyacric sea tisral. Both types of expeciment

* niuin .- se--y to hc leg the Inc ident it.sal ')C y is ded good data,9 but, -is of this 4ritlng,

* ~~the Suon uperl-nt L-it.) coicidence with thait - nlssoftei aersetf~ ntcmlt
*the fit. Furtlieesor'm, neither o)f these types of gauges could

eThe results of the iAgr%1gisn analysis Of the be used in soil with our current iisastive contaia-
U ilti-il loading portione ):tiy of tile Fo-ur K pOei- Meait sethuod.
-neat4 i ihowni Li Ftgurui 5 and 6. As cani be 8001i Quaertz stracai &auges have been used betwenes
fr -4 Plguri 13, the i tc- a r.t t-t k c tu-ill ex- the rijiecisen and the ba r to meaaure Airectly the

parnanced ara% 1,900 to 500') soc 1, 4bout twitce as stress 'it tile satapl-/bm. interfaces in H~opkinsson
* great a i- taoein I a t-cmane 4 f r om th o: ateiad'4rI binr tests of foilis ilatrertals 141 . Thes-i foams

4a 11 fs I i . This is h-teuc-u the difoviviti-in Is not present -problers of low wit's speed and highat
AItst-itr Ito uritForsly tairvigh 0-a ia..sple turing the tetiAtion co partble to those ancountered toin ,r
wiv-!))i~ii) por)to f. tithe i(pi-5'iiaet (which soils but -1I not hsvt tie aidded co~spliettion of

Vierurmrt~Ih ti:iittliI temlti). The d Lf. - lac.k of sheair strengtth. As with the trciyf
fatI -u'ac- 'J~tCe.-l t'lrloain (i is )C take twoU Lagtingtan mairet of the pcecedi.g paragraph,
n!,cparitat (Figurt 6) aret pro)bably riot it io-A4 hn vary difficult to cosabiae this -%pproach

f ydfin t. withl the seiecot sse.
Figure 7 Vipesste itr-ss-st-in pathsm f-or Ways can cusrt-any bit found to provido auffi-

tie 11-3jkii5oa bir vw.jeri.maati witi Llh men fro-a gis cienkt ritdial -lupgoLt ta, keep) the sample in plic,
* ~ ~ ~ ~ l' 'u eea.ets-nI a uaittat: ti ni-siiAl strait- for tVie %ya-Ait loai without risorting to 4assit'

t-e t )-i the Psamoas t'triatI. The at i-i rates for cont<'.qesent. 48 isentiosed in a previous section,
the~~~~~~~~~~ onm- fu t.et ar, men _* th1, o OA0 u ib 2~ does not invaLiiate the

t.) 30,000 s3c -l is .o-liareni with 1800 sec-1 L.) 5000 strint can I -anr0, it would Ite possible to
-1 derive str-i-%-strsin raleitions for szr-itn paths (,A-

ja.1O f.ur Viea liopkiiea b-xr. There ti. apparently a1 tCaxm'1aRti0 he tweun urUitwiil stress and Uniiial
coaaiterable affect oja the loading 'modulus vilvin the s tr In. Such information woul" be very valu-tble in

ItC11 c-At-I [it lncr-iis-il fmu.. 5000 suc 0o 11,O00 dettving constitutive eoaLs for gener.%l deforsue
- I tio paths. Thai-% -ts oeva cAl possihle ways to

3'.. * Te g. ~~n it- wars fr cntt~uos cs- tppr,4chz this problev, and we era% pursoing soes of
preo Li ova r set'sra I scrs'i.d ,nt for the-i. rtelastion of our urrent meltis contain-

-1~c~ut ioi hock we-eec; the gins sun dtiriC5- mn Condfitions wil also facilitate the use
strila pithls ucs, ther-3fora, true lading paths amni
not Just !Layteigh Ilns zonnect.ig sou initial andi
fil st.at-es. The strass-stria path for 1-oadinig
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of Lagrangian gauges which we have shown in the [5 Felice, C. W., J. A. Brown, X. S. Gaffney and
previous section will permit the use of very power- J. . Olsen, Au investigation into the high strtin-
ful analytic tools. rate behavior of compacted McCormick Ranch sand

using the split Hopkinsoc pressure bar technique.
This volume.
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Figurs 1. Schematic drawing of hplit Hopkinson bar
apparat us.
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Figure 3. Pressure-particle velocity plot of split
Hopkinson bar experiment showing relations used in
converting transmitter bar data to free-field
Lagrangian equivalent. See text for discussion.

Fiure 2. Sample containment scheme used to conduct
iL.axial strain tests of soils in the split
Hopkinson bar.
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Figure 4. Interface velocity histories for four
Hopkinson bar tests of dry desert alluvium 161. Figure 6. Stress-strain paths deriver for initial

loading of desert alluvium in Hopkinson bar.
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Figare S. Strain-rate histories derived from data
in Figure 4.
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Figure 7. Stress-strain paths for several types of
I, *naial strain deformation of dry CAllS alluvium:

dashed a gas gunf, solid *Hopkinson bar. chain
dash *quasisatic.
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IMPULSE RADAR FOR DETECTION OF
INTERNAL DAMAGE AND SOIL FEATURES

John G. Lyon
Dept. of Civil Engineering, The Ohio State University

Columbus, OH 43210

and
Ted Zobeck

Agricultural Research Service, U.S. Dept. of Agriculture
Big Spring, TX 79720

ABSTRACT and objects. Radar applications include detection
Impulse radar can help locate and determine of cracks and voids in concrete pavements (3, 10,

the extent of Internal damage or cracking in 4] and airport runways [1). Radar has also proven
structures. Radar data can be interpreted for valuable for locating underground voids such as
damage such as broken rebar, cracks in concrete or mine shafts and sinkholes (5, 13), mapping the
delamination, and the presence and size of position rock fractures (11, 5), determination of
voids. Radar systems are useful for location of the positions of drums in hazardous waste sites
buried structures, and for accurate measurement of (7, 15), detection of soil features (12, 17), and
depth to sewers, tunnels, and plastic pipe. location of buried plastic and concrete pipe have

been determined [6, 2).
- A project at OSU evaluated capabilities of

radar for detection of objects buried in soils Laboratory and field tests have demonstrated
(17). Radar data were used to discriminate soil the capability of radar and other NDE instruments
features such as clayey and rocky layers, and to for detection of structural damage (14, 8, 9].
precisely measure depth to targets Including air These studies compared the capabilities of radar
filled voids and steel pipe. Targets buried in a to other devices including chain drag, acoustics,
meter of wet, silty soil were measured with a electrochemical methods, and thermal Infrared
precision of plus or minus 1.2 cm. sensors. Evaluation of sensors in the above

pro~ects and work at OSU (6, 2, 17] indicate radar
Analysis of literature and results of our capabilities were very good in comparison to other

projects Indicate radar can locate cracks and sensors.
voids in materials above and below ground, and
radar is potentially valuable for measurement of The capability for precise and accurate

* damage. measurements of varying conditions of materials
makes radar a potentially valuable NOE method for
determinations of internal damage. Radar 4ata can
be used for classifying cracks and voids into

INTRODUCTION damage classes and for determining serviceable
concrete structures and damaged ones.

Evaluation of internal damage is difficult
because it is often hidden by materials. For Radar and other NDE techniques are useful
concrete, Internal damage can be examined by components of a multiple-test approach for
serial sectioning or coring. This alters the determination of internal damage in structures
integrity of the structure, and makes it difficult (9). The multiple-test approach includes visual
to ewaluatc effects of multiple damage. Hence, inspection, selective sectioning of the damaged
methods for nondestructive evaluation (NDE) are structure, and an electromagnetic technique such
necessary for determinations of internal damage. as radar.

Impulse radar is a promising technique for
nondestructive evaluations. These systems differ
from conventional aircraft radar in several BACKGROUND
ways. The Impulse radars are operated near or on
the ground, and are used to evaluate features or Radar responds to 'nhomogeneity of the
structures near the unit. A relatively short m a ar re c o Cnhorog en t as* nanosecond pulse witnt frequency between 10 and nmaterials in the crack. C,,acks are apparent as
n1000 MHz is used to obtain good pentration and radar return altered from the normal resoonse byS resoluton of internal features. The returned differences in dielectric properties of air orradar wave i s altered by varying conditions of water In the crack. Concrete has an approximateadmaterials and produces a sgnal whitch can o dielectric constant of 6, water is 81, and air ismanterialseted rodolos asructurs w h ane• I, The difference between the materials affectsinterpreted for anomolous structures or damage, the radar signal returned from the material with

Radar has proven useful for applications cracks. The resulting altered signal can be
requiring measurement of Internal conditions of Interpreted for the location and size of damaged

- structures and ground probing of buried structures areas.
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The radar signal also responds to reflection as determined from two different scans of the
of radiation at the crack interfaces. Ray pit. The actual depth of the marker was 61.0 -

analysis can explain part of the signal returned cm. The difference in measurements was 0.3%. For
to the radar. Both dielectric constant and radar the second calibration the radar depth
reflection characteristics may be used to detect measurements were 101.7 cm and 101.6 cm. They
fractures, compared well with actual depth of 101.6 cm '

measured in the pit.
Impulse radar systems operate in the time

domain _and distances to internal features are Radar traces from the Wooster pit (soil 2)

calculated from the time of return of signals. indicated a similar capability for measuring
The time history of radar returns is displayed as depth. The first calibration depth was measured
a wave with varying amplitude, whose peak height from the radar trace and calculated to be 48.0 cm,
is associated with the strength of signal compared to the actual depth of 50.8 cm. The
returned. The characteristics of the signal second calibration depth was measured and
amplitude and position of peaks are used to locate calculated to be 100.5 cm, as compared to the
cracks, actual value 101.6 cm. The values for both soil 1

and 2 varied no more than 5.0% from the actual
The results of lab tests have shown that depth. The radar system was generally precise to

radar can measure the separation between concrete plus or minus 1.2 cm in the silt or clay loam
slabs at small increments from 0.0 to 30.Ocm soils evaluated in the study.
[1]. For separations of 0.0 to 7.5 cm between two
similar materials, the change in amplitude of CONCLUSIONS
radar signal is proportional to the change in
space between slabs. As the space increases in Impulse radar systems can be used to measure
increments to 15.0 cm, the peak increases depth of subsurface features in situ with good
primarily in width. For spaces greater than precision under suitable soil conditions. For
15.0 cm, the radar signal splits into two soils tested, the precision of measuring depth to
separate waveforms, thereby resolving the a metal auger or air void was within 5% of the
reflection from upper and lower boundaries of the absolute measurement value, or within plus or
crack. These signal characteristics allow minus 1.2 cm of a given depth measurement.
location and identification of crack sizes or size Results of this experiment are representative of
classes, the capabilities of radar for subsurface

measurements.
THE EXPERIMENT

Radar has potential as a nondestructive
This study determined some capabilities and evaluation technology for assessment of damage to

precision of radar for evaluation of mineral soils structures. Impulse radar systems can help to
with numerous coarse fragments (soil 1) and soils locate damage and assist prioritization of areas
derived from till and loess (soil 2). Careful for further detailed examination.
determination of precision was necessary to ensure
proper interpretations and to facilitate
measurements of depth to subsurface features from FUTURE WORK
radar traces. This study was part of a larger
project to evaluate radar in the variable soil The experiment illustrated some of the
conditions common to glaciated and unglaciated precision of radar systems. These capa)ilities
regions of Ohio. have been used with good success in studies

mentioned here. Our work is directed to greater
The impulse radar system has been described applications of radar for evaluation of damage in

[12, 17]. For this project, the Geophysical materials. We are currently developing a program
Survey Systems radar (Hudson, NH) and ARS operator of research in that area.
(J. Doolittle) were moved to Ohio and the system
was operated as described.. The program of research involves testing of

materials and enhancement of radar scans to
Radar scans were made on undisturbed soil improve interpretation and measurement of internal

next to the face of a pit 1.5m deep. Markers were features. This involves use of signal and image
placed at different levels in the pit to calibrate processing technologies developed at Ohio State
radar measurements of depth. A 4.5 cm diameter [2, 16, 17] to enhance signals, reduce artifacts,
bucket auger was used to bore horizontal holes at and present data as profiles or map-like products
selected depths in the face of pits. Radar scans (Fig. 1).
were repeated with the steel auger in each hole.
Two depths (60.9 cm, 101.6 cm) were tested in soil
1 at the Coshocton site and In a pit of soil 2 at ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
the Wooster site (50.8, 101.6 cm). The authors wish to thank James Doolittle,
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(ARS), USDA, Florida, for his assistance in

The precision of the radar system was very operating the radar and other technical
good as judged by depth measurements. For soil 1, assistance. Appreciation is extended to the staff
the radar measured depths were 60.9 cm and 60.8 cm at the North Appalachian Experimental Watershed,
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Fig. 1 a) Raw radar data scan of buried pipes.
b) Scan after enhancements by OSU Electroscience
Lab [2, 16]. c) Simulated map of plan view of
damaged areas from radar transects of a pavement
[17], d) Simulated three dimensional plot of
damaged areas in c). The last three figures were
developed to enhance the value of radar imagery
for the operational user.
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EFFECTS OF STRESS STATE AND STRAIN AMPLITUDE
ON SHEAR MODULUS OF DRY SAND

K.H. Stokoe, II and S.H. Ni

Department of Civil-Engineering
The University of Texas at Austin

ABSTRACT low. The basic operational principal is to excite
. the cylindrical specimen in first-mode torsional
- The effect of stress state on the nonlinear motion. Once first mode is established,measurements
* shear modulus of the soil skeleton was examined for are made of the resonant frequency, ampiitude of

a dry sand. Testing was performed using a resonant vibration and free-vibration-decay curve. These
column device with which isotropic and biaxial measurements are then combined with equipment char-
states of stress can be applied. Both sulid and hol- acteristics and specimen size to calculate shear
low specimens were used. Testing was performed over wave velocity, shear modulus and shearing strain
a range in shearing strains from 0.0005 to 0.2 per- amplitude using elastic theory [Reference 1). Mate-
cent and over a range in major principal stresses rial damping ratio is calcuated from measurement of

* from 3 to 48 psi. This work was performed to decer- the free-vibration-decay curve.
mine if the behavior found in the large-scale triax-
ial device (described in a companion paper) could be Fixed-free resonant column devices have been
duplicated with the resonant column. These tests used at The University of Texas at Austin for over a
confirmed the finding from the large-scale triaxial decade. Each device consists of a confining pres-

* device that low-amplitude shear wave velocity, and sure system, height-change measurement system, drive
hence shear modulus, depends about equally on the system, and response measurement system. However,
principal stresses in the directions of wave propa- several modifications were made for this project.
gation and particle motion. Additionally, the tests First, a computer was added to the system so that
show that the resonant column can be employed to data collection and reduction was completely auto-
study the effects of stress state and strain ampli- mated. Second, the top cap and base pedestal of the

. tude on shear modulus and material damping. resonant column were modified to permit the soil
specimen to be loaded isotropically or anisotropi-
cally. Arisotropic loading was accomplished by add-
ing an additional vertical load to an isotropically

- INTRODUCTION confined spec;men through a thin central steell wire.
Figure 1 shows the anisotropic mechanihm axially

The effect of stress state on the low-amplitude loading a hollow specimen. The central wire was
stiffness in shear and compression of the soil skel- used so that boundary conditions independent of

* eton has recently been studied with the large-scale stress state remained essentially unchanged. The
triaxial device. These tests resulted in the new performance of the thin wire was verified by a
finding that, when low-amplitude body waves are pro- series of analytical and ex?erimental tests (Refer-
pagated elong principal stress directions, only ence 2].
stresses in the directions of wave propagation and
particle motion affect the waves. Wive velocities
are essentially unaffected by pricipal stresses
perpendicular to these directions. Unfortunately, Calculation of shear wave velocity and shear
only small strains could be generated in the sand modulus in the resonant column is based upon the
specimens in the large-scale triaxial device. thecry of elasticity. By using the wave equation,
Therefore, a torsional resonant column has been the basic data-reduction equation can be expressed
developed with which larger strains can be gener- as [Reference 1]:
ated. In addition, the effects of stress state and
strain amplitude on material damping can simultane- 1/10 = (wl/V 5 ) tan (wl/Vs) (1)

a. ously be studied. Results from initial tests withthis equipment are presented herein, where
r I = mass moment of inertia of soil specimen,

RESONANT COLUMN I0 
= mass moment of inertia of drive plate,

w = resonant circular frequency,
Resonant column equipment used in this research 1 = length of the specimen, and

is of the fixed-free type. !n this configuration, VS = shear wave velocity.
the bottom of the soil specimen is rigidly fixed to
the base while the top (free end) is connected to a Once the value of shear wave velocity is determined
drive system that is used to vibrate the specimen in from Eq. 1, shear modulus, G, is calculated from:
torsional motion. The soil specimens have the shape
of a right circular cylinder and may be solid or hol- G P x Vs (2Y
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where specimens. The inside diameter of the hollow speci-

p = mass density of the soil. mens was controlled by the inner mold which was cov-

ered by an inner membrane during construction. The

By assuming a viscous material, material damp- inner split mold has a small gap which allows the

ing in shear is calculated from a decay of free mold to collapse slightly upon withdrawal so that

vibrations. Because of space limitations, damping any friction between the inner split mold and inner

calculations and measurements are not presented. membrane is nearly eliminated when it is pulled from

the specimen.

Values of shearing strain, r, are presented as
single-amplitude values. For solid specimens, Iwas Both types of specimens were constructed layer

calculated at 0.67 times the radius of the specimen, by layer with the "undercompaction" method described '

For hollow specimens, I was calculated at the aver- in Reference 3. Specimen information is included in

age of the inside and outside radii. Table 1. The average void ratio of all specimens is

about 0.69 with a standard deviation of 0.01.

Top Cap
-' O0-Ring Seals Table 1 - Sumn,.ry of Specimens

-- Top Inner Plug Specimen Specimen Dry unit weight, Void ratio,
Brass Cylinder to No. type rd' pcf e
Hold Central Wire

1..51 solid 98.7 0.69
IS 2 solid 98.4 0.69

S S3 solid 99.8 0.67
Outer Membrane Hi hollow 98.4 0.69
Inner Membrane H2 hollow 98.0 0.70

Thin Central Hollow H3 hollow 98.2 0.69
Wire -rSpecimen H4 hollow 99.7 0.68

CDiam. 0.062 in.l.. H5 hollow 99.0 0.68
H6 hollow 98.3 0.70

STRESS NOTATION

The confining stresses applied on an element of
Base Inner Plug soil during resonant column testing with anisotropic

Drainage Ports Porous Brass loading are shown in Fig. 2. The major principal
O-Ring Seal Plate effective stress, -9s is applied in the vertical
Base I-direction. This is a so the direction of wave prop-

-7fl ragation which is denoted as F.. The effective

U intermediate and minor principal stresses, j and
)-Rng , 3, are equal and are applied in the laeral

Seals directions, circumferential and radial. Particle
motion occurs in the circumferential direction and

Inner Pressure Port the stress in this direction is denoted as -b. The
stress in the third direction, the radial direction,

Axial Load is called the out-of-plane stress and is denoted as

Fig. 1 - Anisotropically Loaded 3c" -
Hollow Soil Specimen. TEST PROCEDURE

SOIL SPECIMENS Stage testing was employed in all low-amplitude r

testing. Low-amplitude tests are defined as those

The soil used in this research is air-dried tests in which shearing strains did not exceed 0.001 1
sand which was also used in the study with the percent. Each low-amplitude test series was com-

large-scale triaxial device. The sand is a medium posed of three major stages on a loading pressure

to fine, washed mortar sand with a specific gravity sequence. Shear modulus and material damping ratio

of 2.67. The sand classifies as SP in the Unified were evaluated at each pressure. The first stage

Soil Classification System. Based on the average of involved isotropically loading the specimen at 3, 6

five grain size analyses, the sand has an effective and then 12 psi. The second stage involved increas-

grain size, D1, of 0.28 mm and a uniformity coeffi- ing a while holding F'b constant. This was accom-

cient, Cu, of i 71. plished by increasing the load applied by the
central wire while simultaneously keeping the lat-

Two types of sand specimens were used. The eral pressure constant. Vertical stresses of 14, 18

first was a hollow specimen with nominal dimensions and then 26 psi were typically used. The third and

of: 1.43-in. inside diameter, 2.5-in. outside diam- final stage involved increasing 0b while holding 'a
eter and 5.6-in. height. The second type was a solid constant. Lateral stresses of 14, 18 and 26 psi were

specimen with nominal dimensions of: 2.0-in. diam- used. Stages 2 and 3 represent anisotropic loading

eter and 4.0-in. height. An outer split mold was of the specimen.

used to build the solid specimens. Two split molds,
inner and outer, were required to build the hollow
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line in the figure. The equation of the straight
I ine can be expressed as [Reference 4]:

DDirection of G S -n Paln (3)

Watre ton Wave Propagation 0.3 + 0.7e 2

-Particle Notwhere
S = material stiffness constant,

0 1 a e = void ratio,
n = slope of log Gm - log oo line, and"P atomos maxt 0~saa

kPeai=en a ospheric pressure.107  ...0

Ais of 0 -Hollow
Solid

6Scimenme So04d

_C- Gm a 718 - L0.4 .5

-Y3 , 2 Gra x " 0 3W .7e 2

24 0 2 0 3 Ob ~

Y: Effective principal stress in direction of wave"'"propagation

T : Effective principal stress in direction of
particle motion 4 0

a' c: Effective principal stress in out-of-plane
direction (the direction perpendicular to

*. Faand at directions) 10 5 10 50

Fig. 2 - Principal Stress Directions and Associated Mean Effective Confining Pressure, 'o0, psi
_ .. Wave Movements.

.W M Fig. 3 - Variation in Shear Modulus with

After this first cycle of stage loading was Isotropic Confining Pressure.
completed, some specimens were loaded isotropically From isotropic tests, it is not possible to
up to 48 psi . Other specimens were loaded with investigate the effect on Gmax of th'e three princi-
another anisotropic stage test between 26 and 48 pal effective stresses independently. As such, ani-
psi. After testing at the final pressure was com- sotropic tests were conducted in which the axial and
pleted, all specimens were isotropically unloaded to lateral stresses were varied separately. However,
12 and 3 psi to evaluate any effect of overconsol- only biaxial loading was performed in which Na and
idation. b(= 5c) were varied independently. [The assumption

was made that Gmax was unaffected by a .] Typical
High-amplitude tests were performed after all results from these tests are shown in Fig. 4. The

low-amplitude testing wat completed. The same ani- variation in Gmax with stress in the direction of
* sotropic stage loading sequence was used as in the wave propagation, °a, is shown in Fig. 4a. The log

low-amplitude tests. Both hollow and solid speci- of shear modulus increases linearly with the log of
mens were used. However, only hollow specimens were axial stress, with the slope, na, equal to 0.22. On
used in the high-amplitude anisotropic tests. the other hand, the relationship between Gmx and

the stress in the direction of particle motion 
0 I,

LOW-AMPLITUDE TESTS is shown In Fig. 4b. The relationship between the
log of shear modulus and log 1b Is also linear with

Low-amplitude measurements were performed at the slope, nb, equal to 0.23.
shearing strains on the order of 0.0005 percent. At
these strains, the shear modulus is essentially A summary of the anisotropic test results is
independent of strain amplitude and is commonly given in Table 2. The values of na and nb were cal-
denoted as Gmax. The notation of Gimax is used culated by the least squares method. As shown in the
because the magnitude of modulus decreases at table, values of na and nb are not significantly
strains above about 0.001 percent, and therefore the affected by stress level, and little scatter is pre-
largest value of modulus Is measured at small sent. This scatter probably came from experimental
strains. scatter and/or multi-stage loading effects. It is

reasonable to conclude that na and nb are independ-
The variation In G with Isotropic confine- ent of stress level. By taking average values for

m Bent Is shown In Fig. 3. Tests with both ho11ow and all stress levels employed, na equals 0.216 while rib
solid specimens an shown. Shear moduli measured equals 0.226. In the isotropic loading case, the
with either type of specime, ar statistically the average walue of n equals 0.443. Therefore, the
same within the bounds of experimental scatter. A results from the anisotropic tests correctly predict
linear log Gma x - log relationship was obtained the behavior under isotropic loading; that is, nA
from a least-squares fit and is shown as the solic' plus nb equals n. [The assumption is made that nc
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equals zero which seems reasonable from these S is a function of soil type, grain size character-

results.] This is an important finding because it istics etc. Typical values of S for sands and silty

allows the conclusion to be made that shear modulus sands are from about 400 to 800. In these tests, S

is dominated by two stress components, 
e.g. Fa (the ea s 721 for a otr t e n the

stres i th diectin o wae popagtio) d~b equals 721 for the anisotropic tests and 718 for the

stress in the direction of wave propagation)a isotropic tests. The stress index factors, na and

(the stress in the direction of particle motion). nb, seem to vary only slightly with soil type. From

This finding agrees with a similar conclusion drawn these tests, average values are: na 0.217, and nb
from tests with the large-scale triaxal device in a = 0.228. It seems reasonable to assume that na

companion paper. equals nb, and, in this case, the value is 0.22.

6 
Therefore, Eq. 4 could be written as:

. a-H1 S -0.22 _j0.22 0.56
S19 -H3 

G P (5)

& - H4 
max o7 Ga b a

- - H56 The relationship between shear modulus and

12-26 psi (aaUb)
0 2. is shown in Fig. 5. It is well defined

M (7a) by a straight line as predicted by Eq. 5. Also,
a..moduli measured with both solid and hollow specimens

- -- -" are shown.

-"l -1 2 psi= 10 7

(a()b 
.

(a) Gm = 721 uO.2 2 &O022PO 5 6
S Gma x  

b22 0.3+0.7eP 0

10 20 30 40 50 03 ."

Axial stress, Ta' psi 
60 9 r

7

/ • -Hollow
×~ -Solid04 io6 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

26psi() 1 3 1
2 3a 5 10

to ( 0.a b 0 "22, 0.441~ - (a ab) (psi)
tFig. 5 - Relationship between Shear Modulus

22-26 and Anisotropic Stress State.
I I psi

0F'J (b) A comparison between shear moduli measured in

L (b) this study and moduli measured in other studies is

I _ _ _ _ _ __ shown in Fig. 6. The agreement in both trends and
10 20 30 40 50 absolute values is good, and, when comparisons are

4a S s made with other researchers, the scatter results

L e b' psi mainly from variations in soil type.

Fig. 4 - Variation in Shear Modulus Under

Anisotropic Loading. 10 Scale--7-aarge-Devic
N-La e-SaleTriaxial Device

fAnisotropic Test Results (Companion Paper)

Table 2 - Summary of nos -- Reference 4 (A=625)
- - - -- Reference 1

oa (psi) 0 b (psi) na nb Specimen No.Thisresearch
6 - 12 6 0.22 ---- H5, H6

12 6 - 12 0.23 H5, H6
12 - 26 12 0.22 H1 - H6

26 12 - 26 ---- 0.23 H1 - H6
26 - 47 26 0.21 ---- H1, H3, H4 z

47 26 - 47 ---- 0.22 H1, H3, H4 W 06 Assume e=0.69

From these results, the empirical equation V Au e0 0

recommended by Hardin [Reference 4] should be modi- 10 20 30 50 70 100

fled as: Mean Effective Confining Pressure, O, psi

m -a -nb 1-na-nb (4) Fig. 6 - Comparison of Moduli from This
max 0.3 + 0.7e and Other Studies.
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HIGH-AMPLITUDE TESTS One convenient way of presenting the effect of

High-amplitude measurements of shear moduli strain amplitude on modulus is in terms of normal-

were performed at shearing strains above 0.001 per- ized modulus, G/Gmax, versus the logarithm of shear-

cent. One set of tests with isotropic confinement ing strain. The results presented in Fig. 7 are

is shown in Fig. 7. A second set of tests with ani- shown replotted in this fashion in Fig. 9. The value

sotropic confinement is shown in Fig. 8. As shown in of Gma& used at each confining pressure was simply.' the value of modulus measured at 0.0005 percent
the figures, shear modulus decreases as shearing te v efof o asured t en
strain increases above a threshold strain of about strain. Definition of a threshold strain below
0.001 percent. This type of behavior has been well which modulus is constant is now clearly evident,
documented in many other studies [Reference 5] and an approximate value of 0.001 percent is observ-However, these tests show the feasibility of using able. In addition, it can be seen that for the value
aotro eso tests t s tdy tis of normalized modulus at ay strain above the thresh-
behavior, old strain increases as isotropic confining pressure

increases. This behavior is typical of sands [Ref-
42erence 6]o1.r ".42..........................eene.]

1. O 0

-, 34 Fo 47 psi F~ 47ps1

0.8

5"o 26 psi p

L~0 = 26 psi Test No. HI~0=1 s
L n 0 .4 / . . .... . ...... 1.1.. ... . .

= 12 psi f4 0

* 101 Shearing Strain, y, %

10i4 I0"3  I0"2  10-1 100 Fig. 9 - Variation in Normalized Shear Modulus

Shearing Strain,y, % with Isotropic Confining Pressure.

The data shown in Fig. 8 for anisotropic load-
Fig. 7 -Variation in Shear Modulus with Ing has not been plotted in Fig. 9 because there

Shearing Strain under Isotro- would be too much data in one figure. The data falls
ic Confinement. between the two curves for isotropic pressures of 12

and 26 psi as expected. It seems to indicate at this
point that anisotropic loading is more important in

26 affecting Gmax than the G/Gm x versus log r curve.
,A, A However, more work is requiredx

C"= 26 p Although space considerations preclude a
" detailed presentation of the high-amplitude tests,

S x 22 it was found that Eq. 4 could be modified to predict
_a 1p the behavior shown in Figs. 7 and 8. The general

CL equation with which modulus at high-amplitude
strains can be predicted is:

"B18 3a= 12 psi -S _ha _ib 1-na-nb
G = - 2a ab Pa (6)

I c0.3 + 0.7e

S=18 in which , na and WS are the same factors as in Eq.
a 4 except that each one now varies with strain ampli-

14 tude. The values of the parameters and their vari-
ation with strain are easily determined by using a

- Ramberg-Osgood curve fitting technique as discussed
b= 12 psi in Reference 5. Variations of S, na, and 76 with

.10 . strain amplitude as shown in Figs. 10, 11, and 12,

i--, -W 1-" 100 respectively. It Is interesting to note that the
.,0 10 effect of strain am litude is most pronounced on S.

Shearing Strain, y, % Values of 'a and nb exhibit some scatter, but the
ge.ieral trend of na and nb increasing with increas-

Fig. 8 - Variation in Shear Modulus with ing strain amplitude is clearly evident. This
Shearing Strain under Aniso- behavior is consistent with that predicted by
tropic Confineent. Mohr-Coulomb failure criterion. These results also
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show the potential of the resonant column for inves- 0.5 .-.i
tigating nonlinear behavior under anisotropic load- 0-H2
ing. A -H3

800 0.4+ -H4

0.4X - H5

600 WI
S T 0.3 X.

400 Test No. HI *0 + W
20, psi 0. 2

G - 12
200 A.-. .

10-4  1110- 3  10-2  10- 1 10 .0.1 .

Shearing Strain, y, % 104 103 10"-2 10- 10 0

Fig. 10 - Influence of Strain Amplitude on T Shearing Strain, y, %

Under Isotropic Loading. Fig. 12 - Influence of Strain Amplitude on
........ .-Under Anisotropic Loading.
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MEASUREMENT OF GROUND SHOCK IN EXPLOSIVE CENTRIFUGE MODEL TESTS

E. S. Gaffnoy, K. H. Woblets and R. G. Mcqueen

Los Alamos NatiLonAl Laboratory, Los Alamos, WH 87545

ABSTRACT the fidelity of scaled model simulations of ex-
plosive effects on structures, it is essential that

% ~ Los Alamos hutional Laboratory has begun a tOe ground shock be measured in the free field and
project to simulate the formation and #.ollapse of in the immediate vicinity al the structure. only
underground cuvities produced by nuclear explosion& if we are correctly simulating the source of the
using chemical expLoatons at much smaller ocale an. loads on the structure can ye be assured that
a large geotechnicai centrifuge. Use of a m'easured structural responses will be similar to
centrifuge for this pcoject presents Instrumenta- the responses of the full-Peal. structure.
tion challenges which are not encountered in tests
at simstlar scale off of the aentrifu ae. BASIC GROUND SHOCK MEASUREMEZNT TRCHNIQUES
Electrosagnetic velocity meagariag methods which
have been very successfuly applied to such models Numerous techniques have bean developed to
at 1 g would bed very difficult, if not imporsible, measure orny parameters of ground shock in a
to implement at 100 g. We are investigating the variety of environments including nuclear explo-
feasibility of other techniques for monitoring the sions, large high explosive (HE) field tests and
ground shock in small-scale testi including ac- *salter HE tests in a laboratory envtroment. in
celeroaeters, stress gauges, dynamic atrain meters this section we review vome of those methods

a nd amal. mittual-inductance particle -slocity without direct consideration of their adaptability
gauges. initial results indicate that some of to centrifuko testing; that adaptibility will be
the~se techniques can be adapted for centrifuge di3cuVSd in the nout section.
appLicaticns. Accelerometer4 have been successfully7 applied

to the measurement of ground shock from large scale
explosive evetits for many decades. In their most

INTRODUCTION straightforw-%rd application, the eiceeloration it
the measured quantity, but Jit is rossible to in-

Los hiamos National Laboratory recently began tegrate the basic output of the transducer to
a project to investigate soma at the phenomena obtain both velocity and displacement. The in-
which are associated with the containment of under- tegra tion car. be done as a data reduction step

ground nuclear tests. The expermental goal is to aleAr the experiment or In rel-time, either in a
use smal ch~emical explosive charges buried in circuit packaged with the transducer or in a
simulated rock and solL on a centrifuge [1]. soerate package removed from the ground shock
Aithough the ultiAate oojective of this project may environment. Real-time, close-coupled integration

* ba outside the scoe of this conference, many of to velocity has the aivanta 4sa that the signal to
the experimental techniques that will be used are be transmitted is lower frequency (which will
directly applcable to the simulation of the ef- usually he essia"~ to separ&t. from noise) and that
ects of non-nuclear munitions using centrifuge the relaccity is frequently the ground shock

models. Because this program ties just begun, this parameter most need*4 in the application.
* paper will focus oa general considerations regard- Expecience shows that, unless the accelerometer and

in& the measuzement of ground shock on the !to cabling are oxtramely stiff, atcolerometers
centrifora; howmvero wis will brieCly discuss the follow the n~otion of the surrouading medium

* results of some preliminary tests. faithfully.
Explosives have been used for, many yeers on One difficulty of acceleromestae is that they

certrifuges. Doe of the most extensive applica- do not ."rn vseed data vhen the Inverse of the
tions has been the investigations of explosively ground shock rise time is near or above the

* produced craters by Schmidt and various co-workers resonant frequny of the ftransducer. Typically,
1,[s.g., 2-5j. One of us has also 'aeen involved in accelrometcra capable of maturing very high ac-

-. thi,! and similar studies (6,71. However, alsost colers~'ons Are small and have high resonant
all such Lavestijntions have involved no in situ frequencies (a. g., Rndevco 229L rated at lul07
measurteents of the ground shock that is-the0 0/g 2 with a rasonance at ),30 kits). Acculerometars
mechtniseA hy which the explosive does its work. We are designed to be sensitive to motion in a pnr-
have found only one report of a rentrifuge inves- ticular direction, but packages can be obtained

* tigation in which the &round shock amplitude hps with three devices mounted so that their sensitive
* been measured 181. In order to have conifidence tn
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axes are mutually perpendicular. They typically cable aligned parallel to the direction of

have a sensitivity to transverse acceleration of a measurement; a frequency domain reflectometer is

few percent of their nominal sensitivity. Another used to determine the length of the cable [141. If

difficulty with accelerometers is occasional occur- the cable is very long and the upstream end is well

rence of drift and zero shift. Finally, coupled to the flow in the ground shock, the change

accelerometer housings must be able to withstand in the length of the cable is the Lagrangian dis-

the pressure that accompanies the acceleration in a placement at that end of the cable. For shorter

ground shock pulse. However, despite their dif- cables, the gauge will measure displacement until

ficulties, accelerometers are unquestionably the the wave has encompassed both ends, and will

mainstay of ground shock instrumentation for large measure the relative displacement of the two ends

scale events, thereafter.

Induced electromotance is the basis Of Most Almost all of the above described displace-

techniques which directly measure the particle ment, velocity and acceleration measuring systems

velocity in ground shock. The Lorentz force on have the potential of measuring strain, strain rate

electrons in a conductor moving in a uniform mag- or strain acceleration as well. In some cases,

netic field was used by Zaitsev et el. [9]. When a such as the mutual inductance types of velocity

large electromagnet is used to produce a uniform gauge and the FDR displacement gauge, the potential

magnetic field perpendicular to the direction of can be achieved by using a smaller gauge and/or

the anticipated motion, the Lorentz force produces modifying the orientation. in most of the other

a current in a wire perpendicular to both the field cases, two separate gauges must be used and the

and the motion. The current is proportional to the strain derived by dividing the difference in their

velocity of the wire which is small enough that it displacement by their separation.

moves with the surrounding medium. More recent ex- In addition to parameters directly describing

periments have employed a cylindrical version to the flow field, measurement of the stress driving

measure the azimuthal average of the radial it is also desirable. Most measurements of stress

velocity produced by a spherical charge [10]. This in ground shock are accomplished with Lagrangian

azimuthal averaging can be very useful in reducing gauges which have transducers that are either

the scatter of ground shock data caused by the in- piezoresistive or piezoelectric. The most common

evitable variability of geologic materials. An piezoresistive materials are foils of manganin, yt-

electromagnetic particle velocity gauge has been terbium or carbon-loaded polymer. Piezoelectrics

developed in which the field is produced by a small include quartz, ceramics like lead zirconate

permanent magnet rather than by a large electromag- titanate (PZT), lithium niobate, and recently

net [11]; but the response of this gauge is highly polyvinylidene flouride (PVF2 ).

non-linear, and it has not been employed in diver- In order to use these transducers successfully
gent flow. to measure ground shock, they must be packaged and

Mutual inductance has also been used to emplaced to survive the flow and to deliver the
measure particle velocity. Using two coils, both proper stress to the transducer. The foil
with their axes parallel to the direction of ex- materials (the piezoresistives and PVF 2 ) can be
pected particle motion but separated in that
direction, the velocity can be measured if a cur- made into very survivable flat-pack designs which

rent is supplied to the upstream coil and the will transmit the stress at the gauge surface to

current is monitored in the downstream one. If the the transducer. Unfortunately, for the metals

ground shock enveloping the source coil will sever there is a considerable sensitivity to shear

the leads providing the current, a conductive plate stresses which may also be delivered to the

can be placed inside the source coil to trap the transducer. Carbon gauges have been shown to be

flux for a duration dependent on its skin depth and sensitive only to the component of stress normal to

thus prolong the useful life of the gauge (12). the foil [151, so they should give reliable results

After the shock envelops the outer coil, this gauge in a flat-pack design.

will only give a record of the relative velocity of The most critical requirement of stress gauges

the two coils, is that they be emplaced in such a manner that the

Yet another electromagnetic velocity gauge free-field stress is also the stress measured by

consists of two long, thin coils wound together the transducer. This was discussed in a paper

with the long direction being the expected direc- delivered at the first symposium in this series

tion of particle motion; a constant current is put [161. The flat pack design was specifically

through one of the coils and the current in the selected for this quality. However, that design

other is measured. As the end nearest the source only guarantees that the stress measured is that in

begins to move, the area of the two coils decreases the medium immediately outside the gauge package.

which produces a current in the pickup coil propor- If the gauge has been emplaced in a hole drilled

tional to the rate of change of the area. If the into the free-field medium, stress bridging may

flow is not significantly divergent, the result still occur around the emplacement hole and its

Wq.ll be a measure of the particle velocity of that contents.

cad of the gauge. As in the previous example, when
the ground shock arrives at the end of the coils CONSIDERATIONS FOR CENTRIFUGE ItPLEHTATION
the gauge measures the relative velocity of the two
ends [13]. Not all of the above-described types of gaL-te

The FDR dispiacement gauge is a gauge which will be usable for measuring ground shock in a

directly measures the dynamic displacement in centrifuge test and others may require substantial

ground shock and has been used in large HE and modification. The centrifuge environment differs

nuclear tests. The gauge is essentially a coaxial from the field and static laboratory environment in
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that thert are limitatiov on the uass and physical The FDR displacement gauge also seems to be a
dimensiL- . of the test, the entire experiment is likely candidate. The most apparent difficulty
rotatitng aboL . the aAis of the machine, and the also seems to be the trade-off between size and
initial accelerations are much greater than 10 fragility.
m/s 2 . These differences will make some of these Stress gauges should experience little dif-
methods impocsible to deploy end will degrade or ficulty due to either the static acceleration or
invalidate the performance of other techniques. the rotation of the centrifuge. Size may be some

Use o accelerometers to measure ground shock problem, but both carbon and PVF2 are available in
in centrifuge model teste is very appealing because very small (< 3 mm) sizes. Obtaining the desired
of the long history of their successiul application sensitivities from small transducers of other types
t.o full scale measurements. However, their usa in may not be possible.
the centrifuge environment will necessarily involve
some effort. Int-gration of acceleration records PRELIMINARY TEST RESULTS
to get velocity and displacement is obviously sea-
sitive to any initial acceleration; thus care must The objective of our work 3o far has been to
be taken that the tast acceleratil..n not interfere. test various gauge designs that may be adaptable to
Use of ac coupling schemes should permit the the centrifuge environment. We have tested various
. ynamic signal to bb recorded without interference package designs for mauganin and carbon stress
from the test acceleration. This consideration gauges and have identified several potential
will apply to accelerometers in Any orientation be- problems for obtaining good records. We are cur-
cause of the transverse sensitivity of the rently testing accelerometers to identify design
transducers. The small scale of the model experi- considerations. The goals have been to develop
ment can also present problems. First, because the stress gauge packages that (1) create a minimum of
experiment dimensions are small, risetimes will be reflected waves by good impedance matchinZ with
proportionately shorter if hydrodynamic similitude test materials, (2) ensure a gauge life that is
is maintatned. This may lead to accelerometers ap- greater than that oL stress signals associated with
proaching their resonant frequencies. Second, the shock waves, (3) are easily emplaced in
size of the accelerometer package may be large heterogeneous materials such as alluvium and grout,
enough to perturb the flow field. For comparison and (4) can protect the gauge element from the tast
to the same problem at full scale, consider a half- material.
centiaerer acceler~meter encapsulated in a 2 cm Our initial tests used gauge packets placed in
parkage for a 100 g test. This would be equivalent a tank of water with spherical high explosive
to a 2 meter package at full scale. charges. The charges were 1 and 2 inch (25 and 51

All electromagnetic velocity gauges may be af- am) diameter spheres of C-4 high explosive in-
fected by the rotation of the centrifuge if the itiated by Reynolds RP-87 detonators. This
ambient magnetic environment is poor. The earth-s approach allowed experiments to be setup easily and
magnetic field 2er se ir probably so weak as to be provided a harsher test for most gauges than would
no problem for gauge response, but the presence of soil. Use of C-4 permitted quick molding of the
large masses of magnetic steel moving either reia- charge to the desired size while saving expense.
tive to the test or relative to the earth's field Presently we are experimenting in a sand bed, which
may prove troublesome. Sensitivity to this poe- is also relatively simple for experimental setup.
sibility will have to be determined on a case by Simple design encourages the repetition of many
case basis. If the rocation produces a problem of shots in preparation for the limitations imposed by
varying background field large enough to compromise the centrifuge.
gauge performance, ac coupling may be useful in Figure 1 illustrates a design for the manganin
eliminating the spurious signal, gauge package that, so far, has met our goals. TheSome of the electromagnetic techniques will manganin gauge is mounted on a polycarbonate cup-
not be useful in centrifuge experiments because of port with the sensitive element at right angles to

' their requirement for large electromagnets. For the Kapton-coated leads. A coaxial cable is at-
example the coils used to produce the magnetic tached to the back of the gauge. A shorting pin
field for a recent series o' meter-scale tests with extends about I mn in front of the sensing element;
explosive sources in soil conducted at Livermore this pin is also attached to a coaxial cable. The
National Laboratory [171 employed a pair of coils whole assembly is potted in epoxy, which can be

* about 3 m high and weighing several tons. We feel doped with corundum powder to obtain the desired
confident in predicting that these coils will not density. The package is placed perpendicularly to
be used in any centrifuge testing program; in view the shock front. Upon contact, the shorting pin
of the considerable success of this technique for triggers an oscilloscope trace. The wave, with

measuring ground shock in model te3ts at I g, this reflections of minimum aaplitude, will then pass
is unfortunate, through the gauge along the axis of the wire leads.

Fortunately, particle velocity gauges of the In this manner, the wave must travel several can-
mutual inductance type seem to offer excellent timete-s before it can shear the gauge leads; hence

" potential for 6pplication to the centrifuge a relatively long record is achieved. A desirable
environment. The only anticipated difficulty is feature of using the oscilloscope trigger is that
that scaling them dawn will entail the use of thin- the scope can be set to a fact measuring window,
ner gaugo wires uhich will be mor6 fragile. which allows detail of the wave profile to be
Nonetheless, this type of gauge will almost cer- obtained. With other recording techniques this pin
tainly figure prominently in future centrifuge might be redundant. Figure 2 shoos two typical
modelling programs, records for different charge sizes and different
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gauge ranges in water. Note that the gauge orien- AFB, NM, 2-4 Aug, 1983, Vol. I, 365-378, CONF-
tation affects the shape of the measured signal. 830882, Defense Nudl. Agency, Kirtland AFB (1983).

We have also used carbon gauges in a flat pack [21 Holsapple, K. A., and R. M. Schmidt, On the
design. Figure 3 shows the gauge sensitive element scaling of crater dimensions, I, explosive
and leads encapsulated between two 1 mm thick processes. J. Geophys. Res. 85, 7247-7256 (1980).
sheets of mica. The gauge leads and mica plates [3] Holsapple, K. A., and R. H. Schmidt, On the
are strengthened by potting in epoxy well away from scaling of crater dimensions, ., impact processes.
the sensitive element. This design allows us to J. Geophys. Res. 87, 1849-1870 (1982).
place the gauge perpendicular to the direction of 14] e HousnK. R., R. M. Schmidt and K. A.
stress wave propagation. The lifetime of the gauge Holsapple, Crater ejecta scaling laws: Fundamental
is maximized by its tangential length, which deter- forms based on dimensional analysis. J. Geophys.
mines the amount of time the shockwave must travel Res. 88, 2485-2499 (1983).
to reach the leads after hitting the gauge element. T-FSchmidt, R. M., "Gravity Effects in Cratering",
Figure 4 is a typical stress record obtained with a Bimonthly Prog. Rep. 2, January 15 1983, Boeing
flat pack gauge in water. Aerospace Company on contract DNA001-82-C-0301

Since the carbon gauge placement we employ is (1983).
much different than that used for umanganin, dif- [6] E. S. Gaffney, Effects of gravity on explosion
ferent geometrical problems (e. g., reflections, craters. Proc. Lunar Planet. Sci. Conf. 9th, 3831-
gauge motion and bridging across the gauge altering 3842 (1978).
the free-field stresses) arise for each gauge. [71 E. S. Gaffney, H. K. Brown and J. A. Cheney,
Shear strength in tuff and grouts used to simulate Explosion craters in ice at large scaled yields.
it is expected to be a major problem to overcome in Lunar and Planet. Sci. XIV, 233-234 (1983).
achieving good stress records. The radial versus [8] P. L. Rosengren, Jr., Centrifuge modeling
tangential arrangements described above are hoped techniques. Symp. Proc., Pt. 2, Interaction of Non-
to give us maximum gauge life. nuclear Munitions with Structures U. S. Air Force

We have experienced problems with electromag- Academy, CO, 10-13 May, 1983, 25-28 (1983).
netic noise from the detonator because it produces [9] V. M. Zaitsev, P. F. Pokhil and K. K. Shvedov,
over 100 millivolts of moderate frequency (5 to 10 An electromagnetic method for measuring the
MHz) noise in unshLelded leads. This noise may be velocity of detonation products. Doklady Akad. Nauk
an artifact of our simple charge design. However, SSSR, 132 (6), 529-530 (1339-1340 in Russian)
we have found that by using coaxial leads wherever TI90).
possible and aluminum foil shields around the gauge [101 A. L. Florence, J. C. Cizek and C. E. Keller,
packages, the noise can be reduced to less than 10 Laboratory experiments on explosions in geologic
millivolts. With further grounding of the shield- materials. Shock Waves in Condensed Hatter--1983,
Ing and use of better, cast charges,we are certain J. R. Asay, R. A. Graham and G. K. Straub, eds.,
that the noise can be reduced to negligible levels. Elsevier, New York (1984).

(i1] J. N. Fritz and J. A. Morgan, An electromag-
FUTURE PLANS netic technique for measuring material velocity.

Rev. Sci. Instr. 44, 215-221 (1973).
Our program to measure ground shock produced (12] P. L. Coleman, Development of the Kratz par-

from small HE explosions on a centrifuge has just ticle velocity gauge. Conf. on Instr. for Nucl.
bey.un. There is still much to be done at 1 g in Weapon Effects, Mar 30-Apr 1, 1982, DNA-TR-82-17,
the line of selecting and perfecting proper tech- pp. 137-148, Defense Nuclear Agency, Washington
niques before moving onto the centrifuge. As (1982).
mentioned above, we are beginning to conduct tests [13] A. L. Florence, D. D. Keough and R. Mak,
in soil-like material. We expect to conduct tests Calculational evaluation of the inclusion effect on
in grouts designed to simulate the porous tuffs stress gauge measurements in rock and soil. Symp.
which occur at the Nevada Test Site. However, the Proc., Pt. 2, Interaction of Non-nuclear Munitions
primary thrust of these early experiments is upon with Structures, U. S. Air Force Academy, CO. 10-13
measurement techniques, not on materials. During May, 1983, 7-11 (1983).
the coming months we plan to try several other [141 T. 0. Summers, The FDR particle displacement
stress and velocity gauges. In particular, we will gage electronics. Proc. 30th Intern. Instrum.
investigate the feasibility of using the long Sp.-Denver, Colorado, 647-654, intrum. Soc. Am.
electromagnetic particle velocity gauges and stress (1984).
gauges using PVF 2 sensitive elements. Other plans [15]. W. D. Williams, D. J. Fogelson and L. M. Lee,

include attempts to measure hoop stresses (with the Carbon piezoresistive stress gauge. Shock Waves in

carbon gauge described) and strains (with the FDR Condensed Hatter-1983, J. R. Asay, R. A. Graham and

gauge and a strain-rate version of the long G. K. Straub (eds.), 121-124, Elsevier, New York

electromagnetic gauge). We hope that within the (1984).

next year we will begin testing with fully confined [161 C. W. Smith, D. E. Grady, L. Seaman and C. F.

bursts on a centrifuge. Petersen, Constitutive relations from in situ
Lagrangian measurements of stress and particle
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[i E. S. Gaffney and J. A. Cheney, Containment [17] Don Larsen, personal communication (1984).
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CENTRIFUGE MODELING OF ADVECTION AND DISPERSION PROCESSES
DURING POLLUTANT TRAVEL IN SOIL

K. Arulanandan, P. Y. Thompson*, N. 3. Meegoda, B. L. Kutter and R. B. Krone

Department of Civil Engineering, University of California, Davis, CA 95616*Tyndall Air Force Base, Panama City, Florida 32403
ABSTRACT may span decades of real time. Detailed representation

of geological structure, also possible in such models,The processes that occur during the movement of adds to the difficulty of simulation of the transport of
chemicals through soils are outlined. Feasibility of pollutants.
accelerating the transport of chemicals in the centrifuge
is studied by performing 'modeling of model' tests. The Certain of these difficulties may potentially beinfluence of stress level on chemical dispersion and overcome by the use of centrifuge rnodeling. Inadvection is studied. The results show the potential particular, it should be feasible by such models to greatlyapplicability of centrifugal modeling for the acceleration accelerate the transport processes that govern the fateof transport process during chemical travel, of pollutants as they move through soils and aquifers.

This should greatly enhance general predictive capabilityINTRODUCTION and also improve and verify the capabilities of
mathematical models now being used.-, Movement of liquid pollutants into soil and water

bearing strata from spills, waste disposal ponds, and PHYSICAL TRANSPORT PROCESSESlandfills is governed by the processes of advection,
dispersion, adsorption, and degradation. The first three The common starting point in the development ofof these processes are strongly affected by the character differential equations to describe the transport of solutesof the soil, particularly the grain size distribution, in porous materials is to consider the flux of solute intoaEgregation of particles, mineral composition, soluble and out of ; fixed elemental volume within the flowsalt type and amount, and the pore size distribution ar d domain. A conservation of mass statement for thisshape. Adsorption and degradation depend on properties elemental volume is
of the polluting compound as well as the character of. mineral surfaces and possibly soil organic matter. It 'net rate " 'flux of' flux of- 'loss or -follows that typical heterogenous soils, having strata of of change| solute 1 solute | [gain of
differhig characteristics, provide very complex media of mass out of - into ± solute
for the transport of pollutants. Prediction or evaluation of solute the the mass
of the movement of pollutants in such soils requires within thej [element element due toconsideration of all the proc-esses described above for Lelement J . LreactionsJ
the complex soil system.

The physical processes that control the flux into and
Analyses of problems of this nature are currently out of the elemental volume are advection and

carried out using mathematical simulation studies hydrodynamic dispersion.
(Javandel et al. (1984), Orlob (1984)). The accuracy of
the mathematicAl simulation studies depends, among Advection is the component of solute movementother factors, on the accuracy of the input parameters. attributed to transport by the flowing water. The rateFor example, many investigators have concluded that of transport is equal to the average linear water velocity,
values of longitudinal and transverse dispersivities in v, where v = v/n, v being the specific discharge and n
field systems are significantly larger than those values the porosity. There is a tendency, however, for theobtained iii laboratory experirtents on homogeneous solute to spread out from the path that it is expectedmaterials or on materials with simple heterogeneities. to follow according to the advection hydraulics of the
The determination of input parameters such as flow system. This spreading phenomenon is calledpermeability and diffusion coefficients in the laboratory hydrodynamic dispersion. It ca*'ses dilution of the solute.for use in mathematical models must be such that they It occurs because of mechanical mixing during fluidrepresent the in situ stress conditions which are very advection and because of molecular diffusion due to thedifficult to simulate in the laboratory. thermal kinetic energy of the solute particles.

Predictive methods, e.g. mathematicai models, are Our purpose here is to examine first as to whetherused +o indicate the major changes and the possible the physical processes (advection and dispersion) can bemagnitude of the changes during the transoorz, process, modelled in the centrifuge. The objectives of this paperbut these have been difficult to verify, due la-gely to are: 1) to examine the validity of centrifugal modelinglack of adequate data. Simulation costs are often high by performing 'modeling of model' tests and 2) to examinetor the more complex models such as two or three the influence of gravity on advection and dispersion
dimer'sional models, since the time horizon of interest prwesses.
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The physical processes of advection and dispersion Amkm ImCmtm A k I C t

in a salt water bearing sand strata subjected to leaching w - w
by fresh water is examined. m p

SCALING LAWS substituting Ap=N 2Am, p=N 3 V kp=km, Cp=C rnp m' m' p p

One-dimensional expressions for advection, and w =V /V w wc obtain t = N2 tm, (2)
dispersion, adsorption, and degradation for a saturated, P P:
homogeneous, isotropic medium, where the flow is in a where N is the scale factor.
steady state and where Darcy's Law is applicable can
be written as Dispersion The first term of the equation (1) describes

the longitudinal mixing processes that result from the
2C a 2c travel of pollutant by paths through the pores having
at2 Q - p/n ts - kdC  (i) different lengths and molecular diffusion. This t-.'-"

representation, often called "Fick's Law", holds well in
media where the diffusion coefficient D is constant.

where C = concentration of the chemical in the pore The factors that affect this term are: L
fluid2

L3 = longitudinal coefficient of dispersion diffusion coefficient, D (cm2/sec)
v = average linear velocity along the flow line cross sectional area perpendicular to the flow, A(cm 2 )

the coordinate direction along the flow line concentration gradient, ac/h (grm/cm4

p bulk mass density of the porous medium and time, t (sec)
n the porosity of the medium
s = the mass of the chemical constituent The mass flow raze f(w/t) = f(DA,ac/ax)

adsorbed on a unit mass of the solid part Using dimensional analysis, considering A,D, and &z/@ a

of the porous medium as basic parameters Influencing mass flow rate (w/t), L
t = time one can write
kd = the degradation coefficient of the chemical o n

in the porous medium wot = MILbT Ab(ac/K)c Dd

Advection The second term on the right hand side i.e. MIL°T - = L2 b '4 c+2d Mc T
describes advection of the pollutant through soil by the
movement of pore fluid. Advection in a saturated soil therefore c=l, -d=-i, 2b-#c+2d-0 and hence b=I. The
depends cn the following factors: non-dimensional constant becomes

permeability of the soil, k (cm/s), t AD c/arx
pressure gradient, 1, w
concentration, C (grms/cm) and we car write
cross-sectional area perpendicular to the flow, A (cm2 )
time t, (seconds) [t/wAn(1 = It/w)AD(-I
The mass flow rate f(w/t) = f(k,l,C,A) where w is the m P

total mass ilowing in time t. Using dimensional analysis, A t the same stress level Dm=D and if the mass of
considering (Nd), C and A as parameters influencing mass p
flow rate (w/iT) it can be written pollutant per unit volume of soil is the same i.e. w /V =

w/t = MILCT- = AbCc(ki)d = MCL 2 b- 3c+d T Wm/VmthenCp =C m

We can therefore write
i.e. MILOT-i MC~Ic2b-3c+d T-d t D / x =A Cw

therefore c=l, d=l, and 2b-3c+d=O and hence m PpPp/Pp

b = . The non-dimensional constant becomes Substituting Ap=N2Am , Xp=NXm, Vp N 3Vm Dm=cpt
w/t = A (kl) C or Cp=C and wp = Vp/V wpm p pm

=tn we obtain LP = N(t3)

where the subscript m refers to the model and p refers Te scaling calculations above show that time
* to the prototype.

would scale with N 2 for the process of advection and , ""
But if k =k i.e. same stress level, porosity, vLcosity dispersion described by equation (1). Pollutant travel F.-.

p m 2
and mass density and if we maintain Ir=nlp, i.e. same would scale N faster in a physical model than In the
pressure head in both mode! and prototype. and if we prototype. ,.

could model the amount of pollutant, i.e. w /Vp PHYSICAL ASPECTS OF MODELING
m/Vm, which means mass of pollutant in unit voiume '"

WinfmI w'ichmean mas ofpolltantin n addition to the similarity conditions established
of the soii is the same, then C = C and we could ao frdifion and a ovdition essitisw wite above for diffusion and advection processes, It is
n.)w write ~i
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= b

necessary to maintain the validity of Darcy's Law. This Fresh water supply
can be maintained if the Reynolds number Re = I <e a

where v = the velocity of seepage sand sample - .indeto mintain
d = diameter of the soil grairw t water table depth
v = kinematic coefficient of viscosity.

Pore preseat
For the condition where Re= 1, v/d =max aeluctlviy trawducer

i 6  e -6x 2o d c t v t -vna = 10-m - where v = 10- 6 meters 2/sec LJ Bucket to cotllt
;Wc mass wooer

kiThe rate of seepage in soil = k FIG. I. Model cetup used in the centrifuge for the four
sand models

* where k = permeability meters/sec
I = hydraulic gradient
n = poros ity

vkNI - .- " _

Vmodel= kn-

For vmax = VmodeI

10 6 nkdl

- The maximum permissible scale factor for a clay FIG. 2. Recording and display equipment setup.

with k = l0 - .. eters/sec, n = 0.5, 1 = i, and d 106
meters is

i N = (10- 6 X0") 8 x -0-

N 0_ XO 6 X- = 5 x 10_ (10-9XI0"6XI)

Even for a fine sand with k = 10"- meters/sec, n = 0.5,
-4I =!, and d = 10-  m, the maximum permissible scale , -

factor is

" ."(10-
6 X0 .5 ) 

5 L

,.'=(0)(0
)" N = 00

(10"10) I FIG. 3. Schematic diagram of experimental setup.

Therefore the requirements of laminar flow will not be The ange in concentration of the pore fluid at
a significant problem for soils having effective grain the mid depth of each model was monitored as a function
sizes finer than fine sand. of time utilizing a conductivity measuring system as

TESTING PROGRAM AND RESULTS shown in Fig. 4. The conductivity cell consisted of a

. Four sand models (referred to as models 1, 2, 3 -----------

and 4) varying in heights of 8.23, 6.18, 5.14 and 3.88 -
inches were prepared by pluviating and vibrating a fine
sand (a uniform sand with a mean grain diameter of
0.42 mm) into a 0.08N salt water solution contained in --------------
a 5.0 inch diameter plastic cylinder (see Fig. 1). The
modelled sand layer was prepared at a void ratio of
0.48. The permeability of the sand layer under I g

condition was determined as 10.25x10-3 cm/sec. Models 1,
2, 3 and 4 were subjected to centrifugal accelerations
of 25 g, 33.3 g, 40 g and 53 g respectively in the
Schaevitz centrifuge (Figs. 2 and 3). Fresh water was
allowed to seep through the models under a simulated
excess head of 20.63 inches in all cases. FIG. 4. Circuit diagram for the conductivity measuring

, system.
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porous filter (diameter of the pores of about 2-5 ij) and
the dimensions of the cell are shown in Fig. 4. The
change in conductivity and the pressure heads were
monitored on strip chart recorders. The schematic
diagram of the experimental setup is shown in Fig. 2 a
and a photograph of the setup is shown in Fig. 5.

us2i

PM19.1vN TL 61H -

FIG. 8. The ratio of concentration C/C as a function
0

of prototype time for the four sand models.

log tm (model time) for 50% reduction in concentration

FIG. 5. Model setup in the Schaevitz centrifuge, ratio versus log N is shown in Fig. 9. This result can

be interpreted as t .The column of sand contained in a plastic cylinder p m
modelled the sand layer. The prototype dimensions are
as shown ir, Fig. 6.

+20.63'I
Fresh Water )Excess heod

elevatiton 0 . ) 0t 52

- l28I" * .-----¢,,-Co
n

ductivity probe "6 1 " S M

Salty silty sond
poroSity - 0.32
Permeability - 9.75 x IO-Scmise ..........
average size * 0.0165 inches 5 34 Wll 3' $6 3 9 3.mO

-205.63'
Aquifer with water table
depth at zero elevation FIG. 9. Logarithmic model time for 50% reduction in

concentration ratio vs logarithmic g level.
FIG. 6. Simulated prototype of the four sand models.

The influence of g level on the breakthrough curve
The ratio of the concentration C/C measured in was investigated by comparing a I g test data with the0 model test at 53 g. In the I g test a sample height

terms of conductivity as a function of model time for of 3.88 inches was used. The height of the sample and
the four models is shown in Fig. 7. The relationship the excess pressure heads and the location of the

conductivity probe were identical in the 1 g and 53 g
tests. The model behavior based on the I g and 53 g
tests are compared in Fig. 10. The breakthrough curves

* are shown to be different with the time for 50%0 reduction in concentration ratio for 1 g tests being less
than that for the 53 g tests.

01

0 50 it 55'50 350o 4w,
MOWI TI...i S.W..-

FIG. 7. The ratio of concentration C/C as a function

of model time for the four sand models.
between the ratio of C/C versus prototype times shown 0 10 20 30 O -s

in Fig. 8 for the four models are seen to be approximately
identical with the greatest deviation occuring in the FIG. 10. The ratio of concentration C/C as a function
lower portion of the breakthrough curves. A plot of 0

of model time for 1 g and 53 g tests.
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Comparison of I g test and 53 g test to study the
influence of g level

The conventional approach for the determination lop'
of breakthrough curve is to perform a longitudinal 
dispersion test of a tracer passing through a column of
porous media. The breakthrough curve is used to
calculate dispersion coefficient (D.) and the averagei os

velocity (v). The calculated values of DtI and '. are

used to predict the breakthrough curve for any depth in
the prototype. 00  W3 0 0 - 70 o

P'St'0 TW. L. 0t-

For advection and diffusion processes for any given
boundary conditions the solution of the badc differential
equation for the concentration ratio can be shown to be FIG. 11. The ratio of concentration C/C ° as a function
f,.nctions of nondimensional parameters (7t/D) and of prototype time for I g and 53 g tests.

{(0 + t)/2(D t"h. For the same concentration ratios

for a model of size I/N and a prototype, which has DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
corresponding velocities of (Nv-) and v (this condition Modelling of model tests performed to assess the
could be obtained if the model and prototype have the validity of centrifuge modelling with regard to physical
same excess pressure head) it should satisfy thefollowing: processes of advection and diffusion show the time for

prototype behavior scales closely as N2 as predicted by
vtnD Lt/Dtp scaling laws (see Fig. 9).

The lack of exact similarity of the predicted
and prototype behavior by different models may be attributed

to the following reason. As the time for the
(t + t M)/2(Dl)nt 9m) =-- (r- p t p)/2(Dptp)'" breakthrough curve is so short due to high velocities,

the response time of the conductivity celi which is of
but t'='m ==Vm/N and Dp=Dzrn the order of a second would contribute to the

discrepancy, especially for higher g-level tests. The
error may be of the order I hour (in prototype time)

Therefore for 53 g test compared to 0.2 hrs for the 25 g test.
This contribution to observed deviations may become

vnm/D =1* (p/N)/Dp = insignificant for a fine grained soil such as silt with a
very low permeability and a low Peclet number. The
Reynolds number ranges from 0.11 to 0.21 for the four

and tests thus ensuring laminar flow.

(t + t )/2(Dtm)y = (_* Ntm)/2(Dot) There is an influence of stress level on advectionm N as well as diffusion processes as seen from the results

in Fig. 11. The self weight may have an effect of
= [L+ (,Nt )1/2[D (N t )] reducing the average velocity and the permeability, andj- p in tp In thus affecting the diffusion coefficient. The changes in

,, pthe above properties will show a difference in the shape
= ( *t)/2(D 4 t and position of the breakthrough curve.

This study shows that advection and diffusion
Therefore to have the same concentration ratio processes can be modelled in the centrifuge. If future

2 studies on fine grained soils show that the physical
tp = N tm processes of advection and diffusion, and chemicalP m processes of adsorption can be modelled in the

Therefore the breakthrough curve for the centrifuge, this technique will have a significant
corresponding point in prototype could be obtained if application to the study of the processes affecting the
the model breaktrough curve is scaled up by N2  pollutant travel in soils and the prediction of pollutiontravel. The length and time of travel can be accelerated

and the dispersivities in different directions can beThe prototype breakthrough curves predicted at inlddalog sth proyecniinsanb
middepth from I g and 53 g tests which simulate the included as long as the prototype conditions can be
real behavior are plotted in Fig. II. The shape of the simulated in the centrifuge.
breakthrough curve for the 1 g test is seen to be steeper
and faster than that for the 53 g test. This would be SUMMARY
expected if permeability decreases as confining pressure
increases. The centr'fuge provides correct prototype Four centrifuge tests were carried out on four sand
stress levels in the rodel, which are higher than the models, 8.23, 6.18, 5.14, and 3.18 inches, accelerated to
stress levels in the small model test at I g. g levels of 25, 33.3, 40 and 53. The results on the sand

models contained in a 5 inch diameter plastic cylinder
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._ were used to examine the validity of scaling relations
for advection and diffusion processes during pollutant
travel in soils. The prototype time is shown to scale

as N2 times the model time.

The breakthrough curves obtained in a I g and a
53 g test were analyzed to examine the influence of
self weight on the advection and diffusion processes.
The results indicate that self weight has an influence
in the physical processes involved in the transport of
pollutants in soil, and therefore the use of diffusion
coefficients measured in l-g tests may be incorrect.

The results also suggest that the centrifuge may
" have significant application in the study of pollutant

- travel in soiL
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DIFFICULTIES IN THES BhJWATION Or DYNAMIC EVENTS IN A CUNTrUGI
5,

I A. Anandarajah, 2K. Arulanandan and 3J. Hutchinson

1 2

The Johns Hopkins University, University of California, Davis,3University of California, Davis

ABSTRACT N3 times smaller than that in the prototype.
Hence, in simulating an explosive loading in a

This paper presents: (1) an analytical centrifuge3 model, the weight of explosive required

method of evaluating the error introduced by would be N times smaller than that used in the
- Coriolis acceleration on the centrifuge model field, provided identical explosive types are

data, and (2) a method of simulating a used. For example, a field explosive with 8000
controllable arbitrary earthquake motion in a pounds of PETN can be simulated in the centrifuge
centrifuge. The Coriolis error is evaluated by with 3.65 grams of IETN at a centrifugal

- Newmark's sliding block analysis and it is shown acceleration of l0O0.
that the Coriolis acceleration may have a TAILA1. U.wANG A.AnON
significant influence on the observed model
behavior. A piezoelec:ric shaker is used in the

Pull Scale Centrifugal
feasibility study of simulating a given variable Quantity (Prototype) Model at n fl

frequency earthquake motion in a centrifuge and
6i the results are reported. Lirea mis.m I I/nArea I I/n2

i umo tcvcn Volume ! l/n$

In ynamc Terms Iln

The centrifuge modeling technique was I Dynam T l/n2
introduced to the geotechnical engineering I i C I

in Viscous Plow Cuss I
community by Sucky in 1931 and independently by Velcity (Distance/Time) II

Pokrovsky in 1933. Since then, the technique was Aceraion (Dstance/Time2
) I n

used in the study of certain mining problems, but Mas I/n

was not pursued to any significant degree for FcI I/n

geotechnical modeling in the U.S. and in Europe. Ey Il/n3
In the past ten years, it has received a Stes (For/Area) I

4. remarkable recognition in the U.S. and around the Stran (Displacement/Unit Length)
V world. Density I

Energy Density I
The centrifuge provides a unique means of Freuency

* increasing the gravity in the form of centrifugal i Dyac prowen i n
acceleration and thereby enables small scale soil A great upsurge in the centrifuge activity
models be tested at prototype stress levels. For has taken place during the past few years in the
example, the stress level in a 100 foot tall soil study of dynamic geotechnical engineering

*- structure would be identical to those in a 1 foot p l ai resea chnas b ee nt
tall geometrically similar model when tested under

i00 g centrifugal acceleration. The scaling laws areas of earthquake response and

100g cntifualaccleatinearthquake-induced liquefaction (Anandara jab,associated with the quantities of interest can be 1980; Arulanandan at al., 19921 Kutter, 1984;
derived by using the principles of dimensional
analysis. A summary of model laws is presented in Prevost et al., 1983, Zelikson, 1981). Schmidt

Table 1. and Holsapple reported a comprehension series of
model studies dealing with explosive as well as

The simulation of dynamic events in the impact craters ( 15, 16). Nielson (1983) has
centrifuge requires that certain similitude recently conducted a series of experiments to

conditions be satisfied. Considering the study the attenuation of dynamic stress waves
solsgenerated from an explosion. Scott (1977) and Row
centrifuge at a centrifugal acceleration of et al. (1976) demonstrated the feasibility of
ceng: ug (1) moe frqencyrisa actieslrer tano modeling foundatin vibration problems in aNg: (1) model frequency is N times larger than coetifuge Ortizat val o (18)rpredmodel

the prototype frequency, (2) Model amplitude is N centrifuge. Ortis etal. (1991) reported model
times larger, and (3) model duration is N times experiments performed in a centrifuge to study the

shorter. Moreover, the energy in the model is dynamic behavior of cantilever retaining walls.
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There are, however, many difficulties and The movement of the sliding mass upward on the
uncertainties associated with dynamic centrifuge slope is neglected.
modeling which require further research and
development. The purpose of this paper is to The accelerations and forces acting on the

address two such problems, namely the error sliding mass, m, are shown in Fig. 2, where
introduced by the Coriolis acceleration, and the w - angular velocity of the centrifuge; a -
difficulties related to the simulation of a amplitude of earthquake acceleration; v .

variable frequency earthquake motion in a amplitude of earthquake velocity; r - radius of

centrifuge, centrifuge arm, 1 - tan $; 0 - friction angle of

soil; and x, i and ? are displacement, velocity
INFLUENCE OF CORIOLIS ACCELERATION OS CETRIFUGE and acceleration of the sliding mass respectively.
DATA Observe that 2iw is the Coriolis acceleration

caused by the downhill velocity of the sliding
Figure 1. shows the velocity and acceleration mass and 2 wv is the Coriolis acceleration due to

fields of a rotating mass where the component 2v the earthquake velocity. For simplicity, a
is the Coriolis acceleration. Thus, any dynamic sinusoidal earthquake motion, a - Fg sinwet , is
excitation occurring in the plane of rotation or considered
any movement ocurring within the soil model would Soil

give rise to Coriolis acceleration. Pokrovsky moea-N
(1975), by requiring that radial Coriolis
acceleration b less than 10 percent of the

centrifuge acceleration, gave an upper bound to '- idig Mss Sha Zkt
the dynamic velocity as: v < O.O5wr. Also by I
considering the motion of a particle under the Axis of -- I Armol
influence of Coriolis acceleration, Pokrovsky Ceotritig eentrilup
suggested that the error can be neglected if v>2wr
for high-velocity events (eg: cratering event).
Thus an acceptable range of velocity according to
Pokrovsky is 2 wr <v < 0.0wr. The Coriolis Figre 2.3
effect is unknown in the intermediate range of
velocities. n -2m'iy

00
In order to evaluate the extent of Coicls I0

effect, a cohesionless centrifuge model embankment 
2mwCx

subjected to an earthquake base motion in the
plane of rotation is analyzed by the Newmark's N mN
sliding block method. Goodman and Seed (1966)
have shown that the sliding block analysis yields 2x . 0

reasonable predictions for the earthquake induced 2 , w2r +
displacements. The analysis assumes that the

rigid mass begins to slide down the slope when the Figure 2.b Acceleration Figure 2.c Forces
earthquake acceleration exceeds a certain
threshold value known as the yield acceleration. Figure 2. Accelerations and Forces Acting on the Sliding

Y Mass for Case (1)

x 2 e

s (CoriolIs Acceleration)
y

s x

Of
/sJ

SVelocittes lb. Accelerations

Ficur~ 1. Velocity and Acceleration Components of a Rotating Mass, m
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By considering the dynamic equillibrium of Colmdlct f

x+ 2wit -B (x) P sinw t

-B (x) F tan (0 -a) cos t

B (x)W r (1)
- ~tan(-a

whore B(x) = g (coaa+U sin*)

The minimum value of P that satisfies the
condition - V - o yields the following t
expression for the coefficient of yield
acceleration:

-- ' 2k r tan (6-u) Fl.e 3. InspaMto of ACeokwouan to
Y (1 + c2 tan (#- a)0 9" OoWK1qo DlqOWMUot.

*' where c - 2/w . By combining the homogeneous and 26.6 -- ia

particular solutions, the general solution to AM.$ jsqg4*
equation 1 is 1 Fricft AN& :4.5

°

x =D + D2 e - 2 wt + Alt + M-F =

A2 sin wet + A 3 cos wet U.F
1.e l eeI F 21

* where 7.5
k B

- 2 4ijw 2 T2 - - 22 2 + 4w 0 
W $ I

F4EQJENCY (Hz)

and T = tan (W-0). Figo 4. Erw a Dditybw-g ft Sieg. Asio 350
& Fctm Aal 43.50.

The constants DI and r2 can now be evaluated 12 S = A = 350
by imposing the intitial conditions that x - k - o Fdcfl ho - 43.5*
at t = 8/We (Fig. 3) where - sin- (kY/F). 10

* A parametric study was cal .led out " I F =4
considering one cycle of i.tput motion for the two
Cases: (1) incorporating the Coriolis 5 F

accelerations in the analysis, and (2) neglecting
the Coriolis accelerations. From this, the

* relative error caused by the presence of Coriolis 4
acceleration was evaluated. Typical variations of

oJ errors with the model frequency are shown in F.gs. 2
4-6. Furthar results and discussion can bf' foun4
in Ref. (2). For the range of parameters O

* considered, it was Zound that the error on n in 15 2
displacement results could be as much as 18
percent. FREQUENCK (Nz)

FilO 5. EuRW 'A Ye! tt SOi Aegs 3-
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-4

Slop Angle 35*
IFrictin Angle 4.*5 PAILOAD 5

-3

C.)w PVC

C.) " 'EW

2ITIEL :T ACwTJ P .T

C, 6KAMVLATE

SIWOe FLAN"35

nwIOWN =6C AR ELO1O TO THE ATTACTWAR~ BAN OE 0170K OF "OF

P'AYLOAO SOCKET

so 10 1 50 29must be a sine wave with a certain frequency that
matches the impedence of the circuit in order to

FREQUENCY (Hz) give rise to resonance. The required shaking
capability is obtained when the system is at

FigWO 6. Ermw o Accleratiu for Slip Anle 3" resonance. The system can easily be modified to
aid Frictim Angle 4.5. produce any arbitrary earthquake motion by

directly inputing a voltage of any arbitrary
SIMULATION OF A VARIABLE FREQUENCY EARTHQUAKE pattern. A large capacity power supply is
NOTION IN A CENTRIFUGE required in this case to obtain the required

shaking capability. One problem associated with
During the past few years there has been a this method is that the dynamic characteristics of

considerable development of the technology for the shaker-bucket-soil model system will modify
earthquake motion simulation in a centrifuge. The the input voltage pattern as it is fed through the
range of predominant frequencies and amplitudes of system and consequently the bucket base motion
commonly used design earthquake accelerations would differ in shape from the input voltage.
are: fp - 10 HZ to 0.33 HZ and Fp - 0.2g to 0.6g This problem can be overcome by using the methods
as high as 1.0g. The corresponding model values of system identification and one possible method
of f and F at, for example, 100g centrifugal is proposed here.
acceleration would be: fm 6 1000 HZ to 33 HZ and
Fm - 20g to 60g as high as 100g. It is well known In Figure 8, the shaker-bucket-model
that the frequency content of earthquake motion arrangement represents the system and al(t) and
has a significant influence on the response of a2 (t) represent respectively the input voltage
structures. Due to non-linear stiffness signal to the piezoelectric shaker and the bucket
properties and damping of soils, it is further base acceleration.
required that exact prototype dynamic stresses and
strains be induced in the corresponding centrifuge
model. Thus, it is apparent that it would be SHAXER-BUCKET-
highly desirable to have the capability of INPUT SOIL MODEL OUTPUTN
reproducing the exact shape and amplitude of any a (t) SYSTES a2 (t)
selected arbitrary motion or response spectra at 1

the base of centrifuge bucket. I

Various methods of earthquake excitation are Figure 8. The Input and Output Response

presently used (4,7,8,13,20) and the exact of Shaker-Bucket Model System

simulation of any aribtrary motion can not, at the Step 1
present time, be achieved by using these methods.
A critical evaluation of the merits and In the analysis presented here, the system is

limitations of the existing systems can be found assumed to be linear. The functions g1(s) and g2(s)
in Reference 19, and the discussion here would be represent the Lapalce transforms of a1(t) and a (t)
limited to the piezoelectric shaking system (4). respectively; i.e.: 2

A piezoelectric ceramic element is an gl(s) - L {al(t)} : g (s) - L{a 2 (t)}
artifically polarized wafer which deforms when an
electric field is applied across its surface. The
magnitude of the strain is directly proportional The transfer function of the system can be
to the magnitude of the applied electric field. determined knowing the impulse response, I(t) as
The range of displacement can be extended by follows:
stacking several piezoelectric elements together. T(s) - L {I(t)}
A piezoelectric shaker-payload box system is shown
in Fig. 7. Since the strain is related to the Then, g2(s) - T(s) gl(s)
applied electric field, the motion may be and, gl(s) .g 2(s)
controlled by varying the electrical input. The T(s)
present system, however, functions on the basis of
electrical resonance and thus the input signal
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and by inverse transform, test was performed at 1g level and without the
-l g (a) payload. The apparent good comparison indicates

alt) - L }the feasibility of adopting the proposed method
for the simulation of a given variable frequency
earthquake motion in a centrifuge.

The impulse response can be derived from a step
response as follows:

(t) - d (t)
3 ------ OBSERVED

REQUIRED

It is relatively easier to apply a unit step
voltage input signal than an impulse signal. In
summaryr the procedure includes the following - A

* steps: (1) find step response AM t)1
*' experimentally, (2) derive 1(t) from At), (3) 2

evaluate T(s) and 92(81, and (4) evaluate al(t) by
inverse transform. Special attenticn should be
paid to any possible system noise and when T(s)-
0.

" Step 2

Since the system may exhibit some
non-linearity due to the presence of soil model

" and the possible non-linear nature of the shaker
and bucket, the procedure described in Step 1 may
not yield the required results. The results may | lie0

- be improved by a trail and error procedure as 0
follows: PIOD (53CR)

Figure 9. Compcrison Between The Observed and
The input motion, al(.t) can be expressed in a Required Spectral Accelerations at

fourier series as follows: Base of Payload Bucket.

al(t) - Zan sin (wnt + (n) sOgM Y AiDCN cusICs

The centrifuge modeling technique has a

Let a(t) be the required base acceleration, tremendous potential for experimentally

and s(w) and s2(w) be the acceleration response determining the behavior of soils and

spectra of a(t) and a 2(t) respectively. The input soil/structure interactions under dynamic loading
motion a](t) is modified as follows: conditions. Discussed in this paper are two

common problems encountered in the simulati~n of

a W a sn + dynamic events in a centrifuge: the error due to
1 n (n t  n Coriolis accelerations and the difficulties of

. where, an = SOn) an simvlating a given variable frequency earthquake
n S2(wn) motion in a centrifuge.

An analysis based on the Newmark's sliding
This procedure is repeatel until S ) is block method was carried out in order to quantifyreasonably close to S(u). u the effect of Coriolis acceleration on thebehavior of cohesionless embankments subjected to

The entire procedure described in Step 1 and a base shaking. It was shown that Coriolis
* Step 2 can be carried out automatically by using a acceleration might introduce a aignificant error

suitable computer set up. It should be reco-nized on the observed behavior.
*. that this calibration procedure should be repeated

for different centrifuge tests wich different A method of simlating a variable frequency
models. Nevertheless, the dynamic characteristics earthquake motion in a centrifuge is proposed. A
of the system .aust be accounted for in obtaining preliminary test was conducted using a
the required base motion. The simplicity and piesoelectric shaker system. The results indicate
controllability of piezoelectric shaker system the feasibility of simulating a given variable

" enable the system identification procedure such as frequency motion by adopting the proposed system
" the one proposed here to be performed quite identification procedure.

easily.

* A prelinmnary study was conducted using the
piezoelectric systeit available at the University 1. Anandarajah, A. "Centrifuge Modeling of

of California, Davis. A comparison between the Eazthquake Response of Embankments," themis

required response spectra and the observed presented to the University of California,

response spectra is presented in Figure 9. The Davis, California, in 1980 in partial
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MODEL TESTS FOR DESIGN OF CENTRIFUGE SAFETY BARRIER

Bruce L. Kutter

University of California
Davis, California

ABSTRACT become a projectile and serious damage and injury could
occur. It was decided that a barrier wall should be

A model test series was conducted to verify th constructed around the centrifuge that would contain a
* design of a barrier around a large geotechnical "worst case" projectile. Since the new centrifuge arm
' centrifuge. Two "worst case" parts of the centrifuge has a smaller radius than the old arm, it was proposed

were assumed to detach from the (.entrifuge at maximum to construct a gavel barrier 22 ft thick and IS ft high
speed. The model tests showed the harrier to be inside the existing building in an annulus around the
adequate with some modifications to the design. The centrifuge. A diagram of the centrifuge and proposed
barrier is designeci to resist oblique impact of irregularly barrier is shown in F*gure I.
shaped steel objects of 5,000 and 20,000 lb mass with
a 400-530 ft/s horizontal velocity. The impact occurs A report by Southwest Research Institute (1983)
near the free surface of the barrier. It is argued that identified the 4,700 lb counterweight plates with
physica! model tests are particularly useful for complex approximate dimensions of 6" x 36" x 102" as the most
problems where analytical methods are unavailable, dangerous projectile- in terms of their penetration
inadequate, or unverified. capability. Another potentially dangerous object is the

fully loaded swinging platform which weighs 20,000 lbs,
INTRODUCTION but has a much larger cross-sectional area. It is roughly

60" x 741" x 84" with an irregular shape.
"* A model test series has been conducted to evaluate

the adequacy of a proposed gravel barrier around & large At the maximum speed of the centrifuge (174 rpm)
geotechnical centrifuge. The tests were conducted for the counterweight plates would have a velocity of
the purpose of engineering design, and they were 402 ft/sec and the swinging platform would have a
therefore designed to provide a conservative, rather than velocity of 530 ft/sec. The counterweight and platform
accurate, evaluation of the barrier adequacy. The results would impact obliquely at 30 and 45 respectively from
reported hert show an example of the use of model the normal. They also would impact near the top of
tests to assist in the solution of practical engineering the barrier, with their centroids at 4.5 ft and 6 ft below
problems, where available calculation methods give the sand surface respectively. The proximity to the
inadequate or conflicting results, surface was a major concern. Would the projectiles

veer upward and escape from the surface of the gravel
A large centrifuge, designed to train astronauts, barrier? Hopefully they would stay in the gravel so

was constructed to simulate takeoff and 'anding of an that we could take advantage of the full barrier thickness
Apollo capsule at NASA Ames Research Center, Moffett to stop them.
Field, California. It was located above ground directly
adjacent to an office building. Since the completion of Preliminary calculations babied on empirical
the Apollo project, the centriuge was not used. NASA penetration equations proposed by Young (1969) were
Ames and UC Davis then commenced on a project to conducted by the writer and other calculation procedures
make use of the facility by modifying it to provide a proposed by Backman (1976), and Healey et al. (1975)
facility for geotechnical centrifuge modeling. The drive were conducted by Baker et al. (1983). The calculations
motor, power supply, buildings, and signal slip rings could resulted in widely varying evaluations of the proposed
be used for the modified centrifuge, but the centrifuge barrier's adequacy. This is, no doubt, due to the fact
rotor arm had to be replaced and a speed increaser was that the empirical equations were being used to predict
added to enable testing geotechnical models of 4 tons penetration of centrifuge parts with shapes, sizes, and
mass at up to 300 g accelerations at a 29 ft radius, velocities very different from the projectiles that were

tested to deveiop the empirical equations. Some of the
The new centrifuge arm is much more massive (it equations predicted complete perforation and others

weighs about 100 tons) and would spin at much higher predicted that the barrier would be thick enough. But
velocities (with tip speeds of 530 ft/sec) than the originai nonr of the equations accounted for the proximity of
arm which, of course, was designed to carry humans, the sand surf&ce. They were primarily based or data
This raised new questions regarding the safety of from normal (non-oblique) impact of axisymmecric
personnel in the adjacent offices. If a heavy part of projectiles downward into a soil layer.
the new centrifuge were to fail at high speed it would
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Because the empirical equations could not be relied of the gravel in the barrier was scaled down in the
upon, it was decided to conduct a series of scale model mode. tests. Monterey #30 sand was used to simulate
tests that could account for the three-dimensional nature the pea gravel that was selected as the fill for the
of the problem. prototype barrier.

MODEL TESTS In some of the later tests a heavily reinforced
concrete slab was placed on top of the sand in an

Ideally, scale model tests of geotechnical structures attempt to deter the projectile from veering upward out
should be conducted on a centrifuge in order to properly of the sand. 'The model and prototype dimension of
simulate self-weight stresses in the soil mass. Since these slabs is also summarized in Table 1.
the centrifuge was not yet running, we could not do the
model tests there, and no machine large enough was TEST RESULTS
ccnveiiently available. We therefore decided to test
the mudeis in earth's gravity using a 6" diameter gas The twelve tests that produced useful data are
gun at NASA Ames Research Center to project scaled summarized in Table 2. The tests at 1/E scale represent

* facgimilies of the critical centrifuge parts into the model modecis of impact of the counterweight plates and the
bar, ieri. A total of twe',fe tests were conducted, tests at 1/20 scale represent models of impact of the

swinging platform. Using the scale factors summarized
Apparatus in Table 3 the impact velocities should be identical in

model and prototype. The impact velocities
Figure 2 shows the general test setup and Figure 3 corresponding to full centrifuge speed are 402 ft/sec

shows the dimensions of the model and prototype and 530 ft/sec for the counterweight and swinging
centrifuge parts. Referring to the numbers on Figure 2, platforn, respectively. Tests in Group I
the projectiles (1) were loaded into an aluminum (18C,19C,38,30,31A) represented tests of the final safety
cylindrical sabot (2) that fit like a bullet shel, in the barrier design with a concrete cap on top of the gravel.
6" diameter gun barrel (3). Mylar diaphragms (4,5) Tests in Group II (iC,16C,37,37A) rtpresented tests
allowed evacuation of the barrel. The pressure chamber without the cap an top. Tests in Group Ill (17C,34,36)
(6) was then clamped to the barrel and pressurized to were conducted with no sand fill.
between 50 and 200 psi depending on the desired
projectile velocity. After starting the video (7) and high The Group II and Ill tests were conducted to
speed movie cameras (8), the diaphragm (5) was broken determine whether an incomplete barrier would be
by a hot wire and the pressure accelerated the model adequate for containing centrifuge parts at less than
projectile down the barrel and through diaphragm (4). maximum speed. It was hoped that we could use the
The sabot stripper (9) stopped the sabot but allowed the centrifuge at low speeds before completion of the
projectile to escape the barrel. The projectile then barrier. The Group Ill tests suggest (see Table 2) that
broke the breakwires (10) which allowed determination a maximum counterweight speed of 102 ft/sec may be

- of the projectile velocity. The projectile then penetrated permissible, even without any fill, but this only
the model barrier (11) with the event being monitored corresponds to a centrifugal acceleration of about 20 g.
by the movie and video cameras. Test 37A in Group I illustrated that without a concrete

slab on top of the barrier, the counterweight may escape
Details of Model Barrier if it veers upward with an impact velocity as low as

260 ft/sec (which corresponds to only 125 g).
Figure 4 shows a model barrier wall. The scale

for the tests was selected to be as large as possible Group I Test Results
subject to the limitation of the size of the gun barrel.
For the tests on the counterweight the scale was 1/8 The mode of behavior during impact of the
of full-scale and for the model of the loaded swing counterweight plate models into a barrier with fill and
platform the scale was 1/20. a slab on top was the punching of a hole In the front

wall and then veering through the sand in a direction
The model barrier consisted of a rectangular box determined by its orientation at impact. The projectile

made from a steel frame with reinforced concrete front then either escaped the barrier surface, impacted the
and back walls to represent the inner concrete block back wall, or came to a stop near the back wall. The
masonry wall and the original building walt. The walls back wall often cracked but very little spalling occurred.
were cast from micro-concrete with embedded wire mesh As the projectile entered the sand the entire slab that
reinforcement. Two layers of 2" x 3" x 16 gauge steel covered the gravel developed cracks as It lifted about
wire mesh were used in the 1/8 scale tests while for 6" off the sand surface.

* the 1/20 scale tests, an appropriate amount of 20 gauge
hexagonal wire mesh (chicken wire) was used to simulate The tests at 1/20 scale of the impact of the swing
the prototype reinforcing bars. Table I summarizes the platform yielded a different type ot behavior. A large
model and prototype concrete wall dimensions. For hole was broken out of the front wall and the projectile
practical reasons, it was decided that the curvature of decelerated much more rapidly. The model concrete
the actual wall could be neglected and hence the model caps were blown vertically off the top of the sand and
walls were cast as flat plates. However, as shown in wp're followed by the model projectiles which then
Figure 5, the angle of impact, 8, and the thickness of escaped with a low vertical velocity and almost no
the barrier in the direction of the projectile velocity, horizontal ve!ocity. The back walls were distorted in
E, was scaled precisely. As shown in Figure 4, the bending over a lurge area and extensive cracks appeared,
depth of sand, d, above tne impact point was also scaled but it was not perforated. The concrete caps ard the
precisely. The projectiles were shot so they would projectiles raised about 2 to 5 ft in the air and then
impact with the minimum frontal area. The grain size fell down.
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All of the tests indicate that if the projectile veers Damage to Back Walhs
downward, the model barrier is adequate. It was intended
that the model projectiles .mpact without an upward or In many tests, the exterior concrete walls were
downward tilt. However, observations of data from the damaged. This Ir e major concern since the centrifuge
high speed cameras showed that there was a small rotunda is directly adjacent to an office building. The
random tilting of model projectiles of +100, and this tilt damage consisted of extensive cracking over a large ,,

was responsible for the tendency a! the counterweight length of the wall but very !ittle spalling. This suggests .

model projectiles to veer up or veer down in the sand. that the gravel successfully distributes the load over a
If the projectiles had a downward angle of attack they large area, which tends to cause a bending failure of
veered down in the sand and vice versa. Two tests of the outer wall rather than perforation or splling.
the counterweight impact into a capped barrier were _-__

conducted for which the model projectiles had an upward Tfe damage to the outer wall consisted of cracking
angle of attack on impact (tests 19C and 38). Test 19C and in one case (test 38) the projectile actually struck
had an undersized concrete cap which allowed the the back wall and a few small chunks of concrete spalled
projectile to barely escape with a very low velocity, off the back wall without bkeaking any ot the re-bar in
Test 38, however, had a properly sized concrete cap and the wall. However, it can be strongly argued that the
this resulted in satisfactory containment for an impact penetration resistance of sand or gravel depends on the
velocity of 398 ft/sec which was very close to the confining pressure. Since the models were tested at
desired velocity of 402 ft/sec. reduced scale, the confining pressures in the tests were 6 =

much lower than those in full-scale structure. The _
INTERPRETATION OF RESULTS strength. stiffness, and shear wave velocity will dll be

higher in the prototype barrier. All of the above factors
The model tests suggest that the barrier design is would tend to cause the hardness and safety provided

adequate, but perhaps marginally so. It is therefore 1y the prototype gravel fill to be greater than the model
necessary to show that the models represent a sand.
conservative simulation of the prototype barrier. In
summary, the tests on the final barrier configuration The influence of scale effects and the above
(Group I) gave some results that required further analysis: arguments are supported by data from Schmidt (1980)

who conducted impact test, at I g and on a centrifuge
1) In the 1/8 scale test 18C the counterweight model at elevated accelerations. He conclusively showed that

did escape (albeit with a low velocity), for high velocity impact, crater dimensions (both depth

2) In the 1/8 scale test 38 the baLk wall was damaged. and radius) varied in proportion to L( ), where
0.146 < 3 < 0.21 and L is a characteristic dimension

3) In the 1/20 scale tests 30 and 31A, the model swing of the projectile. In other words, if L is reduced by a
platforms escaped and the conci ee slab on the sand factor N and g is increased (as in centrifuge modeling)
surface were blown vertically off the sand surface, by a factor N, then the crater radius will be reduced

by the same factor N, and proper modeling is achieved. -. 7
The above concerns are answered in the following However, if g is not increased, the crater dimensions, -.

sections. r, in the model would differ from perfect scaling by a

Undersized Slab in Test 18C factcr of

Tests i8C and 19C were conducted using an ad hoc Adopting B 0.17 as a value intermediate between
arrangement. While the front and back walls were of the extremes measured by Schmidt and assuming this

properly scaled thickness, the back wall was made from (N8 ) error factor would apply to the 1arrier wall model
two separate slabs and the cap was made from a slab tests at 1/8 to 1/20 scale, we exDect an error in crater r,_ .
that was meant to be a front wall and hence a significant dimensions in the models by a factor of 8 = 142
portion of the surface was not ccve-ed. The paths of
the projectiles is app,'oximately shown in Figure 6. In and 200.17 = 1.66 respectively.
test 18C the projectile impacted with a downward angle
of attack and buried itself safely in the barriers. In a properly scaled model test, all dimensions

should scale by the same factor. We therefore expect
In test 19C the projectile exhibited an uncanny penetration distances to be in error by a similar factor,

attraction oivard the path of least resistance. The and hence, we expect prototype penetrations to be about
projectile was til-ed upward on impact, it veered up and 42% and 6b% smaller than those directly scaled up from .
out of the uncapped area of the sand. It then squeezed the model tests at 1/8 and 1/20 scale respectively.
through the crack between the two back walls breaking
of the reinforcing wire. based on hyper-velocity impact (6,000 to 81,000 ft/sec)

much higher than our maximum centrifuge velocity of
In test 38 a properly sized cap and back wall about 500 ft/sec. It is known that as vekcity decreases,

successfully contained a model counterweight during a target density becomes less important and target
similar impact. This indicated that the escape of the strength becomes more important. 6 1%
projectile in test 19C would have been prevented if a
properly sized cap was used. Newton's law of motion appliea to the projectile

yields
dv"- -

R(v) = m
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where R(v) is the drag force as a function of velocity 1) The swing platform models decelerated much more
and m is the projectile mass. Allen et at (1957) rapidly than the counterweights since they had a
suggested that R(v) could be expressed as much larger frontal area and a lower density.

R(v) 2 2) The concrete walls, without gravel fill caused a very
= small drop in velocity of the counterweight models.

where a, 8, and y are constants that depend on the 3) Test 37 shows a significant reduction in the
projectile shape, size, and soil properties. The first deceleration at the end of the data shown. This is

term (w 2 ) s related to momentum transfer and particle probably cao:sed by the fact that the projectile wascrushing. The 13v term Is related to viscous effects approaching the surface of the barrier, and there
cruhin. Te 0 tem I reate tovisouseffctswas r.) concrete, cap.

which are small for sands. And the y term Is related
to strength of the barrier. It is apparent that at high CONCLUSIONS

speeds, the 0iv2 term will dominate and at low speeds
the f term will dominate. Since sand strength depends A set of model tests has been conducted to eialuate
on overburden and confinement, the y term will be less the adequacy of a safety barrier to resist impact of
significant in our model tests than in the prototype. high speed parts of a large geotechnical centrifuge in

case of accident. The tests confirmed the adequacy
Data from Schmidt (1980) and the above arguments provided that one modification was made. That is, a

prove that the model tests are conservative from the concrete slab should be placed on the gravel fill to
point of view of penetration resistance. Hence, it is prevent escape from the sand surface and to increase
concluded that though the damage to the back wall in penetration resistance.
the model tests was only marginally acceptable, the
inherent conservatism of the model tests indicates that The tests represent an example of the use of model
the prototype barrier is adequate. tests to assist in the design of engineering structures.

The use of model tests in design is particularly helpful
Scaling Trajectories After Impact in problems for which analytical solutions are unreliable

or unavailable. The oblique impact of irregularly shaped
The test results from the 1/20 scale tests raised projectiles parallel t a nearby free surface Is a highly

concern due to the relatively high trajectories of the three-dimensional dynamic problem for which availkible
rmodel concrete cap and the model projectiles after analytical solutions are wholly inadequate.
impact. However, the trajectories of objects cannot be
simulated in scale est at I g. As many features were incorporated In the model

tests as practical. Two "most dangerous" centrifuge
Consider an object in the prototype with a vertical parts were identified as potential projectiles. They were

velocity v. According to the modeling laws summarized fired at an oblique angle near the surface of the birrier.
in Table 3, the velocity in the model is the same as The inherent rotation of the projectiles before impaect
the velocity in the prototype. Since they both exist in was gnored, and the projectiles were shot into the model
a I g environment the prototype and mndel objects will ,arriers with minimum frontal area.

v2

both reach an altitude of h y. This presents a The use of physical model tests for design should
contradiction in the scaling for tests at 1 g. T.e scaling be similar in philorophy to the use of analytical methods

law for length should be that h in the model is N times in design. That is, while conservative assump',or are
smaller than h in the prototype, however, the height of made when cairying out calculations, conservative
a trajectory of a flying object will be the same in model facsimilies of the prototype should also be used in the
and prototype if velocities and g are the sa-ne in model model, material strengths, dimensions, and the failureand prototype. So, it is expected that since the moilel models tested shouid represent "worst case" conditions.

projectiles in tests 30 and 31A escaped with a vertical
velocities of 20 and 10 ft/sec respectively, the prototype
projectiles would escape with a similar vertical velocity. Several students have assisted in conducting the
The height of both the model and prototype trajectories
would be h = 8 ft and 2 ft for v = 20 ft/sec and ests reported hereinh 3n Song Tsal, Chaney Darlington, 
10 ft/sec respectively. While this height of climb results Julie Lewis, and Michael Ralph deserve thanks for their
in ccrnplete escape of the modeI projctiles, a simlar contributions. 3. A. Cheney at UC Davis and Lclimb would not a'low the prototype projectiles to 3. A. Hallam, T. Trower, D. Englebert, K. Mort, andecmb wolnt ima o n o the prototype je rie to 1. Matsuhiro at NASA Ames contributed to the planning
escape, since the impact point for the prototype barfar and helped to provide the required facilities and
is about 7 ft &low the barrier surface. assistance.

VELOCITY-PENETRATION DATA REFERENCES

The model tests were filmed by a high speed moi ie
camera at about 5,000 frames/sec. The films were then 1. Allen, W. A., Mayfield, E. B., and Morrison, H. L.,

analyzed to provide the velocity versus penetration "Dynamics of a Projectile Penetrating Sand," Jour.

distance relations shown in Figure 8. The data shown Appl Phys, Vol. 28, No. 3, pp. 370-376, 1957.
corresponds to the time from the first impact until the 2. Backman, M. E., "Termiral Ballistics," Naval
projectiles disappeared into the barrier. Points of Weapons Center, Technical Publication No. 5780,
intrest include: China Lake, Calit., February 1976.
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3. Baker, W. E., Hokanson, J. C., and Bowles, P. K., Table 2
"An Evaluation of the National Gecotechnicai SUMMARY OF TESTS
Centrifuge Safety Barrier,"' Report to NASA Ames
Res. Ctr. and Beam Engr., SWRI Project 06-7532, _______________

May 1983. Impact

4. Cheney, J. A. and Hallayn, J. A., '"Study oi tie Sho Veoct Scr le
* Safety Barrier Impact Resistance," Dept. of Civil #______________Factor ____Remarks __

*Engr., UC Davis, June 1982. Tests with concrete cap (Group 1)

5. Healey, 3., Wetrner, H., Weissman, S., Debbs, N., arid 18C 401/8 Veered down, contained
Price, P., "Primary Fragment Characteristics and 1C 3018 Vee 1,brlecpd
Impact Effects on Protective Barriers,"~ Picatinny und30 / Versed pnbre, ecaped
Arsenal Technical Report No. 4093, Ammann and und9 /8 Versed consl ete apae
Whitrvey, Consulting Engineers, New York, N.Y., 38c 398l 1/oeretuasightyda ge

Deemr 17.Escaped with low vertical

6. Kutter, B. L., "The Adequacy of the NGC Safety 30A 525 1/20j a velocity backs walrion

Barrier," Dept. of Civil Engr., UC Davis, January crA55 1/ a elt ackd nowall
1983. cracked no_____ spalling______

* 7. Schmidt, R. M., "Meteor Crater: Energy of - Tests with sand fill but no cap (Group 11)

Formation - Implications of Centrifuge Scaling," 3~ / erd umse hr
*Proc. Lunar Planet. Sci Conf. 11th, pp. 2099-2128, back wall, escaped

1980. 16C 390 1/8 Veered down, rontained

8. Young, C. W., "Depth Prediction for Earth- 37 300 '/8 Veered down, contained
Penetrating Projectiles," Journal of the Soil Mech. 37A 260 1/8 Veered up, not contained_

*and Found. Div., ASCE, Vol. 95, SM3, pp. 803-817, Tests with no sand, just concrete walls (Group 1ll)
1969. _____________________

Table 1 17C 350-.390 1/8 Sailed through, tore steel
guard plate

SOME MODEL DIMENSIONS 34 135 1/8 Veered up, missed short
(refer to Fig. 4 for definition of t1 ,t,,t 3 9d) back wall, escaped

36 102 1/8 Containtd but damaged
back wall

Test t1  t t3  d

*Group I Table 3

*18 C, 19 C 1.75 1.75 1.75 6.75 SCALE FACTORS FOR MODEL TESTrS
38 1.75 1.45 1.0 6.75
30 0.70 0.58 0.44 3.6

31 A 0.70 0. 5Z 0.60 3.6 Dimension Model Dimension
Prototype Dimeiision

Group H
Mass I/N 3

15C, 16C 1.75 1.75 - Dens7t
37, 37A 1.75 1.45 - 6.75 Lnt /

Group Ill VelocityI
Acceleration N

17C 1.75 1.75 - -GravityI

*34, 36 1 /1 1.45 - -Strength of ConcreteI

Swing Platform C2euinterweight Plates

Gravel FLUCJcetI
Barrier Wall

Figure 1. Cruss-ser-tion of National Ge~technical Centi.jge and proposed barrier wall.
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CENTRIFuGE MODELING OF BURLED STRUCTURES

Ron-Yim Xe
Chin-Kua Ni

and
Stain Sture

University of Colorado
Boulder, Cclorado

ABSTRACT (6) Constrvct the structure according to an

acceptable design.
. Thc complex problem of the reactio of a
* buried structure to Loads applied at the ground In spite of the sophistication in computer

surface is stkdled using physical modeling in a modeling techniques, the predictions made often
georechnical centrifuge. Centrifuge testing prove inadequate, primarily due to a poor under-
provides the opportunity to collect performance standing and representation of the complex consti-
data on scale models of buried structures under tutive properties of earth materials which exhibit
conditions simulating the prototype, since the nonlinear, time-dependent and inelastic behavior.
increased body forces in the centrifuge model Calibration of proposed constitutive models and
make it possibla cc simulate the self-weight the aethods of analysis, by comparing predictions
induced stresses rt.et control the stiffness and against measured prototype structural response, is
strength of the soil. The data collected by often hampered by a poor understanding of the site
c , entrifuge testing under controlled laboratory characteristics including the local geology and,
conditions are used as the basis foz calibrating more importantly, by the high costs and grave
i,usecical modls in whicb a major input component consequences involved in loading a structure to

N_ is the constitutive p:operties of the soil. failure.

The centrifuge experiments ire conducted in Structures with economic or safety impor-
the 10 g-ton machine at the University of Coora- tance, such as earth dams, underground facilities,
6n. A four-inch diameter pipe is tested at 50 g, nuclear power plants, or offshore drilling plat-
representing a i/5O-th scale model of - horizontal forms, and structures with defense applications,
missile f:lelter. The ttodel is instrumented with such as missile silos, are often unique in design
strain gages to measure the stresses in the pipe because of the prevalent site conditions and
and with LVDT's to measure the pipe deflections. unprecedented loading conditions. In dealing with
The behaviur of the test model under surface these structures, there is usually a scarcity of

* applied dresaure is described, data on similar prototype structures that have
been built and monitored to provide a guidance to
the selection of the proper design. This problem

t becomes much more acute in situations where dynam-
- INTRODUCTION ic loadings are involved, such as blast and earth-

quake excitation.
In geotechnical engineering, the deformations

and stability of structures bul.lt in, and of, The difficulty can be largely overcome by
ea:th materials are of primary concern. In the model testing, as is traditionally carried out in

a aialysi, design and construction of earth struc- hydi-inlic engineering and in the aircraft indus-
S r':es, thc conventional approach employs the fol- try. The laws of similitude must be followed if

towing steps: model testing is to provide meaningful results.
-- ) Investigpte the site conditions. For geotechnical structures, the primary loading
k') Obtain material properties from field function is derived from the self weight of the

testng or laboratory testing of repre- materiala. In addition, the behavior of soil
sen:atve samples. materials is stress dependent, making It necessary

(3) CasL the mater:al properties into cons- to simulate the stress level in soil masses if the
titutive modelm suitale for iacorpoza- correct structural response is desired. To simu-
tion into anclysis. late correctly the stresaes in the prctotype, a

(4) Perform the analysis, usually in a num- geometrically similar model must be subjected, in
erical fashion, for the prediztion of a centrifuge, to an iacreabed gravity whose ratio
the response )f the structure being to earth's gravity is the irverse of the length
drsigned. scale by which Che model is scaled down from the

(j) Evaluae the adequacy of the design on prototype. And if the same prototype material is
the basis of pest experience with simi- used in the model, the same strains will be
la structures and modify the design as outained in the model as in the prototype. The
lecebsary. full structural response wil, then be observed.

h'.- *%*
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There are many other advantages in testing scaled It would seem reasonable, then, to expect
centrifugal models; for example, the time scale centrifugal modeling to provide an attractive al-for diffusion phenomena such as consolidation and ternative for gathering data for validating analy-heat cdiffucion isenoma r ucb as fct or tical results. Centrifugal test results can beheat conduction is reduced by a factor of n2 ,  obtained to a high degree of accuracy, especially
where n is the gravity ratio, and the forces by employing the modeling of models technique in
required for loading are also similarly reduced. which several models of different scales are used
On the other hand, the time scale for dynamic to model the same "prototype" by testing them at
phenomena is reduced by a factor of n. the respective gravity level to bring each into

similitude with the prototype and with each
In order to model actual prototypes which are other. By eis th e anyt prc

sometimes quite large, centrifuges of a very large whether in closed for or by numerical solution

capacity may be required. The high costs involved (etg., in lee f inite diferce or

with maintaining, and testing in, such facilities (e.g., finite elements, finite difference, ormakeit mprctial o bse or dsig prcedres boundary integral methods), to analyze the centri-
make it impractical to base our design procedures fuge test in the exact manner by duplicating the
entirely on the findings of centrifuge modeling, boundary and loading conditions as well as theOn the other hand, if cvntrifuge modeling is material properties, then the accuracy of the aria-

employed in conjunction with constitutive modeling matial proere tan be a ainst the

and numerical analyses, it becomes possible to lytical procedure can be verified against the

utilize the centrifuge test results as a basis for centrifuge test results.
calibrating the numerical modeling. As illustra- Based on the above philosophy, a research
ted in Fig. 1, the numerical modeling technique program has been started to develop techniques of
can be first applied to predict the behavior of progmohas of bred toudeves tech
centrifuge models by duplicating all the details testing models of buried structures in a geotech-
in the latter, including the material properties, n C ow centrifuge uestica
and boundary and loading conditions. Only after ings. Concurrent with the centrifuge testing
satisfactory verification of the accuracy of the program are efforts to model the constitutive
numerical modeling technique has been obtained behavior of the soil used in the experiments and
through comparison with the centrifuge test data tocnumericall e the e eens.rTheaprimary
will it be applied tj full scale structures, in objective is to collect the necessary data on the
adopting this philosophy, the question of utiliz- performance of buried structures so as to identify
ing a very large centrifuge is bypassed, although the pertinent features of behavior and to validate
it is still necessary to maintain a reasonable the accuracy of the available computer codes.
resemblance to the types of problems being studied This paper gives a progress report of these re-
by employing centrifuges of a sufficient capacity search efforts.

to reach the stress levels experienced by the
prototypes under consideration. EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM

MODELING OF BURIED STRUCTURES The experimental program of centrifuge test-
ing is designed on the premise of modeling a hori-

Behavior of buried structures is governed by zontal missile shelter with a 16.7 ft. O.D. and
the interaction between the soil and the struc- buried 8.3 ft. below the ground surface. Using a

ture. For instance, if a pipe buried in the length scale of 50, the configuration shown in
ground deflects against the surrounding soil, the Fig. 2 is adopted for the centrifuge tests to be

carried out at 50 g in the 10 g-ton geotechnicalresisting soil pressure increases as a function of centrifuge at the University of Colorado.
deflection and cannot be predetermined without
analyzing the combined interaction of the two This centrifuge has a radius of 53.5 in. to
components. Soil-st-ructure interaction analysis, the surface of the swing basket which can carry a
particularly under dynamic loads derived from a payload measuring 18 in. by 18 in. in base dimen-
surcharge, or stress waves propagating from a sio ad Itsuring 18 i ty 18 a 2n b . pay-
ground shock nearby or from earthquake excitation, load to be accelerated to 100 g. It has 56 elec-
is a complex undertaking and requires considera- trical slip rings for power and instrumentation
tion of the properties of both the soil and the signal transmission, and 2 hydraulic rotary joints
pipe material as well as the interface conditions for hydraulic or pneumatic power and fluid trans-
between the two. Many computer codes have been mission. The experiment is monitored by inflight
developed for such analyses, e.g., the CANDE code closed circuit television and on-board still
for static analysis, and numerous codes used in
the defense industry for analyzing ground shock photography under remote control.
loading on underground missile silos. The The size of the payload shown in Fig. 2 is
accuracy of these analyses can best be verified by governed by the available space on the centrifuge
comparison with measurements on the full scale basket. The presence of the soil container boun-
prototype. However, as mentioned previously, such daries on the soil mass may not be representative
measurements are often difficult and costly, for of prototype conditions, but are easily duplicated
instance, when explosive loading is involved. On in any analysis (e.g., finite elements) of the
the other hand, measurements taken on reduced experiment. In fact, the possibility of exactly
scale models tested under normal gravity can be duplicating the boundary conditions allows for the
misleading because the stress level due to loading close scrutiny of the performance of the numerical
by the soil's self weight is not properly algorithm and the constitutive model in the analy-
simulated.

Ko, et al
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tis. Similarly, the choice of the pipe thickness steps. Methods of dynamic loading are also being
for these experimetts might not simulate the developed for future use.

actual conditions in the prototype missile shel-
ter, but it allows the soil-structure interaction Signal conditioning units for the LVDT's and

aspects of the experiment to be fully exploited, strain gages were mounted on the centrifuge arm.
Future experiments on thicker pipes can be easily The signals were amplified to the ±IOV range

* conducted by using the methodology described before transmission through the slip rings. In

herein, this way, the slip ring noise problem was by-
passed. The signals were acquired by a microcomp-

The soil used in these experiments was a typ- ter based data acquisition system for storage and
ical silty, clayey sand found in the valleys in subsequent analysis.
the Nevada desert. This soil had been previously
used in missile site selection studies such that EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
its basic mechanical properties are already avail-
able. Only a few experiments have been performed to

date. They involved static, symmetrical loading

The model pipe was made of an aluminum sheet, on a flexible buried pipe. Typical response of
bent and soldered along a longitudinal seam. The the pipe is given in Figs. 4, 5, 6 in which the
total length of the pipe was 15.9 in., leaving bending moments, hoop stresses and pipe deflec-
0.05 in. of gap from the end walls of the soil tions are shown in polar plots around the pipe.
container. As shown in Fig. 3, 11 pairs of strain The bending moment at a location is calculated
gages were placed around the pipe at the mid- fro,% the difference of the inside and outside
section, to measure the strains developed on the strain gage readings there, while the hoop stress
inside and outside surfaces of the pipe due to is calculated from the sum of these readings. The
surface loading. The gages were located at spac- patterns shown in Figs. 4, 5, and 6 were obtained
ings of 18' or one side of the pipe, and symmetry under four pressure increments of ±0 psi each and

* is assumed. In addition, 12 LVDT's were used to they indicate that aonlinear response had devel-
measure the deflections of the pipe. They were oped under the higher pressures. Loading of the
mounted on a strong rod which was anchored on the pipe to failure had not been carried out, since it

• end walls of the soil container and was, there- was tedious and expensive to manufacture and
fore, independent of the movement of the pipe. instrument a new model.
These LVDT's were aligned radially in order to
detect the radial deflections, and were spaced all ANALYTICAL MODELING
around the pipe in several longitudinal sections
near the mid-plane of the pipe. However, by The analytical work being pursued consists of
assuming symmetry and by neglecting end effects, finite element modeling in which the soil proper-
the 12 deflections measured by the LVDT's are ties are modeled by elastoplastic constitutive
interpreted as if they were obtained on one side relations. The interface conditions between the

of the pipe in one single section. Under such soil and the pipe will also be modeled, since it
interpretation, the LVDT locations used in the is felt that this may be a crucial factor that
experiments are shown in Fig. 3. influences soil structure interaction, particular-

ly near failure state of the pipe.

The interaction between the soil and the
buried pipe is influenced by the embedment condi- In previous research in which numerical mo-
tions around the pipe. To simulate construction dels were validated against centrifuge test re-
conditions in the field, the soil used in these suIts, it was possible to differentiate between
centrifuge experiments was statically compacted in difterent constitutive models in terms of their
layers to 95% compaction. The soil sample was effectiveness in capturing the soil structure res-

* prepared 11 two halves, separated at the level of ponse. For instance, in the modeling of soil
the springline of the pipe. A special soil cut- excavation, it was found that it was futile to use
ting tool was used to carve out a semi-cylindrical nonlinear hyperbolic stress-straln relations,
trough in each half, so that when the two halves since strain increments experienced during excava-

were put together a cylindrical opening was formed tion were generally not aligned with the prevalent
to accommodate the 4-in. diameter pipe with a snug stress directions. It was necessary to employ
fit. Successive experiments on samples prepared incremental plasticity to duplicate the observed
in this fashion produced repeatable results, deformation pattern. It is anticipated similar

S indicating this procedure to be successful. considerations will be made in the modeling of
buried structures, leading to conclusions regard-

The loading was applied to the soil surface ing the accuracy of the numerical analysis includ-
by pneumatically pressurizing a silicon rubber ing the soil material characterization.
membrane confined within a metal frame which was
mounted on the soil container, as shown in Fig. ACKNOWLEDGEMENT
2. In the experiments conducted so far, the pres-
sure was tpplied over a 2.9-in, wide strip of the This work is being supported by a grant from
surface symmetrically directly over the pipe loca- the Air Force Office of Scientitic Raserch, No.

tion. Variations of this loading to include asym- AFOSR84-0300. This support is gratefully acknow-
metrical loading will be used in future experi- ledged.

* ments. This loading was statically applied in
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VEFICATION OF IN SIT' PREDICTION OF STRESS-STRAIN BEHAVIOR
BY LABORATORY AND CENTRIFUGE TESTS

Namunu 3. Meegoda A. Anandarajah2 , ard Kandiah Arulanandan t

I Unive!rsity of California, Davis, California and 2 John Hopkins University, Baltimore, Maryland

ABSTRACT determined knowing the stress state, a distance from
a point on the bounding surface (defined by means of

The input properties for the determination of a suitable mapping rule) to the point representing the
* stress-strain behavior of a soil using the bounding surface current stress state, a plastic internal variable to
. plasticity model were predicted by it situ nondestructive account for the past loading history and the plastic

- testirg. The predicted stress-strain behavior was modulus corresponding to the projected point on the
* compared with that measured using undisturbed Shelby bounding sirfa.e.
.r tube samples.tuesml.The detailed d-scription of the theory could be

The validity of the In situ prediction of the stress- found in Dafallas et al. 1979,1980). The information
* strain behavior was also checked for remolded soil and required for the prediction of stress-strain behavior of

* oornpared with laboratory measurements. The accuracy normally consolidated soils are (1) the slope of isotropic
of the predicted strength was further ciecked by studying consolidation line, X, in the e - log p space, where
the stability of a slope in the centrifuge. p = mean normal pressure; (2) the sope of isotropic

swelling line, Kc, in the e - log p space; (3) the slope
INTRODUCTION of critical state line, M in tl q - p space, where

q = deviatoric stress; (4 the parameter, R which is
The application of any constitutive model for the dfined as the ratio of the mean normal pressure, p0

prediction of jield performance requires input properties at which the bounding surface intersects the p - axis
. that are representative of field conditions. in situations and the mean normal pressure, p1 at which the bounding
S .nere undisturbed samples are difficult to obtain without surface intersects the critical sate line (R = 2.72 in
. destroyirg the cementation or structure, input Cam-Clay theory (Schofield et al., 1968); (3) the initial

parameters need to he obtained by in situ tests. void ratio, eo; and (6) the preconsolidation pressure,
P0"

This paper has the following objectives: 1) a
comparison of the stress-strain behavior obtained from PREDICTION OF INPUT PARAMETERS FOR THE
tuondestructive in situ tests with that obtained on BOUNDING SUaFACE MODEL

. undisturbed Shelby tube samples, and 2) a validation of
the use of in situ tests by obtaining input parameters The conductivity, a, and the dielectric constant,
io' the predictdon of stress-strain behavior on rernolded s, of granular soils are shown to be independent,

- samples and u ilizing the predicted stress-strain behavior whereas a and c of cohesive soils are shown to vary
-' to examine the stability of a slope tested in the with the frequency of the alternating current

centrifuge. (Arulanandan et al., 1983). The above electrical
behavior has been used to quantify the compositional

3OUNDING SURFACE PLASTICITY MODEL and heterogeneous nature of particulate systems
* . (Arulanandan et al., 1973, 1978,1979,1982).

- A bounding sur-face plasticity model has been
developed by Dafalias (1979) to describe the stress-strain The granular soils are cnaracterized by the

" behavior of fine graed soils under a variety of luading formation factor F = a u /CF and the average
S conditions.oution aplecnin formation factor F = 1/3 (F + 2F H ) is shown to be

One of the desirable featurts of this approach is uniquely related to2pornsity. The electrical anisotropy
index A, where A = F /F is used to characterizethat the plastic deformation takes place within the tc orientation of particles,Hwhere F Is the vertical

bounding surface unlike the classical plasticity theory formation factor and F. is the horivontal formation
where the behdvior is fully elastic within the yield factor. The shape of t e particles are quantified by
surface. This feature of the model yields realistic f = -log Filog n, where n Is the porosity of the sample.
predictions for overconsoli dated soils a. uider cyclic The aggregate and gran propei ties of a granar media

.- loading conditions. could be quantified by (F, A) and T respec.tively.

yThe bounding surface concept is that the plastic"- modulus of the material at a given stress state can be A three element electical network model is used
mtlnato quantify the inter- and intr-cluster void ratios of
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cohesive systems (Arulanandan et al., 1985). The
significance of intra-cluster void r.do to swelling is --

shown in Fig. I by a correlation between the swell index --
K and el/eT, where e and e are the intra-cluster and
total void ratios respetivelyArulanandan et al., 1983).

:Si. C.. 1r.111.

FIm 140 Ah/

0o i Ro M . . ..

o FIG. 3. Correlation between the slope of the critical

N '." K for state line (M) in the bourn surface model
2=i and the electrical index A ,f.

C c FIELD TESTING AND RESULTS

In situ electrical measurement and water contents
were determined at a site containing copper mine
tailings. The in situ water contents as a function of

depth were determined in three bore holes which were
spaced at a distance of fifteen feet apart. The soil

___ profiles, the water table depth, and the average
distribution of water content as a function of depth

FIG. 1. Correlation between slope of the swelling line are shown in Fig. 4. The water content decreases with
(K) and ratio of intra-cluster to total voids, depth with a maximum value of about 65 percent at

the water table depth to a value of 50 percent at a
The magnitude of dielectric dispersion which is depth of 40 feet below the surface.

dependent on the compositional and heterogeneous nature BHO 3,14.0 X)E V W W
of the cohesive system is shown to be directly related '
to the compression index X, as shown in Fig. 2

(Arulanandan et al., 1983).

o_ Cos - S% W.

04- : rJ& Loco

9$... Cal~th + Ilk

FIG. 4. The in situ measurements - the variation of
formation factor and water content with
depth.

ZThe in situ formation factors determined by the
puse of an electrical probe (Geoelectronic Model GEIO)

ol .oin the horizontal and vertical directions, at different/1 depths, are plotted in Fig. 4. The average formation
factor is seen to increase with depth. The method of

_determining the in situ vertical and horizontal formation
0 0 , 0 60 70 factors are described elsewhere, Arulanandan et al.

GNITUDE OF IELECTRI CISPRSION. Al, (1979,1982), Ertec Western, Inc. (1982), and
Arulmoli et al. (1985). Using the in situ formation

FIG. 2. Correlation between slope ot the compression factor and the in situ water content, the in situ shape
line () and the magnitude of dielectric factor f is estimated using the relationship f = -
dispersion. log F/log n. Using the in situ values of A and ?, the

slope of critical state line (M) is estimated with the
A combination of the parameters 'Al and 7 of aid of Fig. 3.

cohesive systems is shown to be uniquely related to M,
the slope of the critical state line in the bounding surface It was found that the predicted stress-strain curve

model, as shown in Fig. 3 (Arulanandan et al., 1983). and stress path using bounding surface model (Herrmann

Correlations of ic, ), and M with electrical parameters et al., 1980) is not significantly affected by slight
have been extensively studied by Anandarajah (1992), variation in ) and K values. Hence the values of X
Meegoda (1983), Abdullah (1983), and Arulanandan and K used in the prediction of stress-strain relationship
et al. (1983). are the values determined on Shelby tube samples. The

estimated void ratio and pressure relationship for the
in situ state is shown in Fig. 5.
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The physical properties, the consolidation and
rebound characteristics, the permeability

''° characteristics, the stress-strain behavior of undisturbed
,, samples obtained from Shelby tube, and remolded

I.1 samples were determined. The properties are tabulated
in Table I. The consolidation and rebound
characteristics of undisturbed and remolded samples are

3 i1' compared in Fig. 5. An estimated in situ consolidation
-] behavior based on in situ water content and overburden

pressure is also shown in Fig. 5. Significant differences
in the consolidation characteristics of in situ, Shelby
tubes, and remolded samples are seen to exist.

Using the measured values of A and f for remolded
and Shelby tube samples, the slope of critical state

- FIG. 5. Relationship between vertical pressure (p) and line (M) is estimated with the aid of Fig. 3.
S- void ratio (e) for remolded and undisturbed

samples. The electrical dispersion data for remolded and
Shelby tube samples were used to obtain the intra-

A computer program utilizing the bounding surface cluster void ratio and the magnitude of dielectric
plasticity theory (Herrmann et al., 1980) is used to obtain dispersion.
the predicted stress-strain relationship as shown in Fig. 6.

-. - Using Fig. I and Fig. 2 the X and K values for
10 ,oremolded and Shelby tube samples were obtained.

The values of X, 9c, and M were used in the
* bounding surface pldsticity model (Herrmann et al.,
2 .- ,.'- 1980) to predict the stress-strain behavior. The
,0.5 predicted results are compared in Fig. 6 with the

measured results. The measured and predicted
electrical and mechanical properties are summarized in
Table I.

0 10

FIG. 6. The normalized stress vs. strain relationship L! Z-
(measured and predicted) for in situ,
undisturbed and remolded states.

- LABORATORY TESTING AND RESULTS

In order to validate the procedure used to predict
the in situ stress-strain behavior, laboratory tests on .. -..-. '-

undisturbed and remolded samples were carried out.
Remolded sample in the forn of a slurry was prepared

,=.'- and electrical conductivity and dielectric constant as a DISCUSSION OF IN SITU AND LABORATORY TEST
function ot frequency in the radio frequency range were RESULTh AND STRESS-STRAIN BEHAVIOR
measured at each state of consolidation. A typical set
of electrica! dispersion curves are plotted in Fig. 7.

in situ and that measured on remolded samples at the
same porosity is a clear indication of the structure
sensitivity of the soil. The structure is partially

1 "° disturbed even in a conventional undisturbed Shelby
Itube sample as reflected by the difference in formation

factors of in situ and undisturbed sample. The distinct
- difference in the strength (stress-strain behavior)

I I measured in the laboratory on the undisturbed and
remolded soil confirm the structure sensitivity of the
soil.

Cementation is a possible cause for the high

-- " strength behavior of the in situ soil. The shape factor

FIG. 7. Electrical dispersion data for remolded soils at for undisturbed soil is about 2.22 compared to that of
1.119 psi. the remolded soil of about 1.61. This difference is

mainly due to the cementation and fabric anisotropy.

Similarly, Shelby tube samples were cut and Cementation produces a higher shape factor and Is

trimmed to the size of electrical measuring cells and evident from the work of Willey and Gregory (1953).
electrical measurements were made. The values of bounding surface M of 1.72 for remolded

-.il predicted from laboratory measurements compared
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to that of 2.2 for undisturbed soil predicted from in situ accelerated at 20 g's for ten minutes with no failure.
electrical measurements shows the need for The acceleration was increased to 30 g's and after
nondestructive testing to assess in situ soil behavior, three minutes a crack formed (see Fig. 10). The sample

was kept at 30 g's for another 12 minutes but the crack
The reasonably close agreement between the did not progress. It was then accelerated to 40 g's

predicted stress-strain behavior for remolded and Shelby and immediately the slope failed with a tension crack
tube samples using the electrical measurements and the formed across the top of the sample. The failed
bounding surface plasticity theory with the measured embankment was allowed to dry in order to examine
stress-strain behavior validates the method of predicting the mode of failure. A circular arc toe failure was i%
the in situ stress-strain behavior, observed (see Fig. 10).

The predicted differences in the mechanical The q/p value at failure for the remolded zoi,
behavior of undisturbed arid in situ samples show the (see Fig. 6) was used to obtain the value of C (seeu
influence of disturbance during sampling, tr&nsportation, Table 1). The value of p was estimated from the
and testing. It is clearly evident that nondestructive measured water content.
testing is a necessary prerequisite for the proper
prediction of in situ mechanical behavior of structure
sensitive soils. Destructive methods of testing are
inadequate to predict in situ behavior especially in soiis
that are structure sensitive such as copper mine tailings.

CENTRIFUGE TESTS AND RESULTS

In order to further validate the accuracy of the
predicted in situ stress-strain behavior, a centrifuge
model behavior was analyzed using the predicted strength
(stress-strain behavior). Initially the sample was mixed ........
with water to form a slurry of uniform consistency.
The sample was then poured into the centrifuge bucket FIG. 10. Dimensions of the embankment with the
(1' x 1' x h') and allowed to settle under its own weight observed failure surface.
for one day. Then the soil was consolidated under a
twenty-six pound load for one day. The sample was ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION OF THE CENTRIFUGE
then mounted in the centrifuge and was accelerated to TEST RESULTS
fifty times the acceleration of gravity. After four hours
of consolidation at 50 g's the cen+t-ifuge was stopped A total stress slope stability analysis was carried
and a 30* slope was cut with a metal template. The out for the configuration of the slope as shown in
photograph of the finished slope is as shown in Fig. 10 Fig. 8. The value of c = 3.30 psi (at an average water
where the dimensions of the slope are gven in Fig. 10. content of 46 percent as determined from samples

obtained in the model at different depths) and values
of a = 300, r = Ya' as observed in the model test were
used to determine the critical height at which a factor
of safety of one was obtained.

The distance from the center of the rotation to
the center of gravity of the slipped mass, x, can be

* shown to be equal to

r/2 ( - cos 2m)
a - K sin 2c

For the eqifilibrium of the slide
FIG. 8. Photograph of model embankment.

2 2
The cut sample was covered by two lints of chalk dust r2(a - I sin 2a)p (Ng) sin a = 2ar c
to aid in the detection of a crack. The slope was The value of N corresponding to a factor of safety

of one 6 seen to be 41. The slope failed in the
7centrifuge test at an N value of 40. Thus the critical

height of the slope (a = 300) can be shown to be equal

to 10 feet. This research provides a valid justification
for use of in situ testing by electrical method to predict

the stress-strain behavior.

If the predicted soil strength, c = 11 psi,
corresponding to the "undisturbed" sample is used for
the slope stability analysis the cr:tical height would be
about 33 feet. For the predicted in situ strength of
c 23 psi, the critical height is about 71 feet.

FIG. 9. Photograph of the failed embankment after
spinning the centrifuge.
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The above analysis demonstrates the importance 3. Arulanandan, K. and Smith, S. S. (1973), "Electrical
of nondestructive in situ testing to obtain input Dispersion in Relation to Soil Structure," Journal
parameters for use in constitutive relationships to predict of the Soil Mechanics and Foundation Division,
deformation behavior. This is particularly important in ASCE, Vol. 99, No. SM12, Proc. Paper 10235,
soils which are structure sensitive such as in mine December.
tailings. it is very difficult to predict the in situ

* stress-strain behavior of structure sensitive soils by 4. Arulanandan, K. and Kutter, B. (1978), "A
destructive in situ testing. The difficulty of obtaining Directional Structural Index Related to Sand
undisturbed samples poses problems of predicting in situ Liquefaction," Proceedings on the Specialty
stress-strain behavior by laboratory testing. Conference on Earthqudke Engineering and Soil

Dynamics, ASCE, Pasadena, CA, June, pp. 213-229.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 5. Arulanandan, K. and Dafalias, Y. F. (1979),
"Significance of Formation Factor in Sand

- In situ testing using the nondestructive electrical Structure Characterization," Letters in Applied
method of soil characterization was used to predict in and Engineering Sciences, Vol. !7, pp. 109-112.

*" situ stress-strain behavior of copper mine tailings.
6. Arulanandan, K., Arulmoli, K., Dafalias, "V. F.,

Laboratory electrical and mechanical tests on and Herrmann, L. R. (1982), 'In Situ Prediction
undisturbed and remolded samples of copper mine tailings of Shear Wave Velocities and Stress Strain
were used to validate the nondestructive testing method. Relationship of Soils," Report to the Air Force
The measured stress-strain behavior is in reasonable Office of Scientific Research.

"a* agreement with that predicted using nondestructive
electrical method and boundary surface plasticity model. 7. Arulanandan, K., Anandarajah, A., Dafalias, Y. F.,

and Herrmann, L. R. (1982), "In Situ
Centrifuge model behavior of the slope stability Characterization of Soils for Prediction oi Stress

was analyzed using input parameters predicted by the Strain Relationship of Soft Clay," Report to the
electrical method to further vlidate the procedure used Air Force Office of Scientific Research.
to predict the in situ stress-strain behavior. The stable
height of the embankment evaluated using the predicted 8. Arulanandan, K., Anandar.iah, A., and Meegoda,
strength (stress-strain behavior) was in accordance with N. J. (1983), "Soil Characterizatior, for Non-
the observed. Destructive In Situ Testing," Symposium

Proceedings Part 2, The Interaction of Non-

This study shows that the electrical method of Nuclear Munitions with Structures, U.S. Air Force
nondestructive testing to obtain input parameters for Academy, Colorado, pp. 69-75, May.
the use in constitutive relationships is very effective in
structure sensitive soils such as copper mine tailings. 9. Arulanandan, K., Anandarajah, A., and Meegoda,

N. 3. (1985), "Qjantification of Inter and Intra
The stable height obtained from analysis of an Cluster Void Ratios Using Three Element

embankment composed of mine tailing vary from 10 feet, Electrical Model," UCD Report to be Published.
33 feet, and 71 feet when results of remolded,
undisturbed (Shelby tube samples) and in situ properties 10. Arulmoli, K., Arulanandan, K., and Seed, H. B.
using the electrical method respectively are used. (1985), "New Method for Evaluation Liquefaction

Potential," In Press, ASCF, GT., to be publisned
- In structure sensitive soils nondestructive methods in January 1985.

of sol testing are essential.
11. Dafalias, Y. F. (1979), "A Model for Soil Behavior
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MODELING OF EXPLOSIVE-STRUCTURE INTERACTION
EFFECTS IN A LARGE CENTRIFUGE

George B. Clark

National Technical Systems
Redondo Beach, California

ABSTRACT dynamic processes gives a good indication of its
applicability in other related areas of research

Small and large geotechnical centrifuges interest. One unique and scientifically usable
have been used extensively for body force capability of centrifugal loading is that, in
studies of soils and to a lesser degree for contrast to a universal type testing machine, the
rock structures. Investigations of explosive body force load on the structure is maintained
cratering, body force loading of rock masses, before, during, and after failure (Clark, 1984a,
and gravity simulation of underwater explosions 1984b, 1985).
have demonstrated the viability of experimenta-
tion for modeling explosive phenomena in DEEP BASED STRUCTURES
multiple gravity fields. Testing of a variety

* of structures and materials in large centrifuges Although not a subject of direct interest in
has proven the usefulness and the other advan- this conference on nonnuclear impact and response
tages of modeling of (1) explosive cratering of structures, the methods and techniques of

" covering several orders of magnitude, (2) hardening, and experimentation to determine the
. simulated sustained pulse loading of under- resistance to large yield weapons have many factors

ground rock structures, and (3) accurate in common with it. Some of these response factors
modeling of underwater explosion bubble can be effectively examined and evaluated by model-
behavior. These basic methods and techniques ing of loading in a centrifuge. One such experi-
of experimentation, as well as of the analyses mental program was carried out in the 7 ft diameter
of results, are applicable to other related centrifuge at the University of Missouri-Rolla
dynamic explosion-structure problems of current (Haas and Clark, 1970).
interest.

Various background studies have indicated
that an intense plane wave of long duration Impact-

INTRODUCTION ing unlined and lined tunnels in elastic geologic
media can be represented by a unit step pulse or a

Research utilizing large centrifuges for the continuous static load. The investigation by Haas
loading of geo-engineering structures has increased and Clark (1970) was designed to test tunnel
rapidly in recent years especially in static soil structures under plane stress and plane strain
mechanics, but to a lesser degree in rock mechanics conditions in a universal testing machine as well
and rigid structures; and in specialized areas in as four models under body force loading in a
the dynamic mechanics of explosion processes such centrifuge, the latter primarily to measure strain
as intense earth waves impinging on underground (stress) distribution and to observe failure
structures, apparent cratering of soils, and under- processes.

.. water explosions.e eTwo types of carefully designed artificial
" Viable physical modeling has both marked eco- rock materials were used, a mix of plaster of low

nomic and scientific advantages and investigations modulus and strength and a mix of higher modulus
of applicability of centrifugal modeling of studies and strength of Portland cement, all pertinent
of effects of intense waves impinging on under- mechanical properties being measured. The stress
ground openings, explosive cratering, and effects field intensity caused by body forces was increased
of underwater explosions, indicate that the above normal by placing several inches of lead
technique of centrifugal modeling is likewise sheet on top of the centrifugal model, but lead
applicable to other appropriate problems of shot may be preferable for uniform load distribu-
explosive-structure interaction. Experience has tion.
also shown that the centrifuge may be used effec-
tively (1) for similitude studies, (2) as a testing The radial stress field in the model in a
machine, and (3) to verify mathematical modeling centrifuge (Hoek, 1965) is given by (Figure 1):
studies. The review below of the use of basic
principles of physical modeling in the above
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isolated member of the structure is simulated in
= 2 rr2  2 r a centrifuge, which also produced the same action

or pb rdr+ I °pl r1 rdr as found in a prototype tunnel structure. 4

In the similitude study of Haas and Clark

2 2 (1) (1970) approximately 50 tests were made on models

= 2 2 2 2 2 with applied loads to simulate plane stress and
2 ppb [r2- rl ] +  2 Ppl[r r2] plane strain, and four on 12 x 12 x 2 inch models

loaded in the centrifuge. A total of 17 strain
A N measurements were made at 8 positions in each

AXIS OF ROTA TION_ _model. Side restraint was supplied with bolts,
friction minimized at the base of the model with
Teflon, and all models carefully machined for

Ir) Lead precise fitting on the bearing surfaces.

"Overburden'"

r27 Failure Centrifuge Load
r3 '

Model r

O Conventional Testing

o Machine

Figure 1. Tunnel Model with Lead "Overburden."

TIME

where. Figure 2: Loading Comparison: centrifuge and

angular velocity conventionaW testing machine.
r, rlr 2 = radii The behavior of the models with body force

loading prior to failure was similar to those
Ppb = density of lead tested with applied static loading in a conven-

tional testing machine. The failure mechanism of
"p1 = density of plaster model the model material was brittle, catastrophic, and

explosive in nature. Special sensors will be
required to instrument and observe the initiation

If the model is restrained laterally then the and progress of such failure, the energy release
strain in this direction is zero and the stress is accompanying failure, and also the degree and type
some fraction of the radial stress, depending upon of failure must be controlled to prevent damage to
Poisson's ratio. the centrifuge rotor.

As a first approximation the stresses around In summary, the viability and applicability
the tunnel can be taken as those for the average of centrifugal testing to the investigation of thevlothe strelcabess feld at thse cnte aevan stability of underground openings under explosivevalue of the stress field at the center evaluation attack are indicated by:
of the model. The above development is for an
uniaxial stress field, but the model and holder 1. Long pulses can be simulated by body force
can be designed to create biaxial or triaxial loading.
stress fields in the model and consequent condi- 2. Body force loading on elements and separated
tions of plane stress or plane strain. Of primary parts of the structure are simulated.
importance is that the centrifuge creates body 3. Loading after initial failure is maintained
force loading which is similar to that in the and simulated, a critical factor.
earth's crust, explosive loading can be superim- 4. Plane stress and plane strain can be simu-
posed, and the loading can be continued after lated.
initial failure. In a conventional testing 5. Photoelastic models can be studied for stress
machine, stiff or not, the loading may drop to distribution and structural failure.
zero or a low value with initial failure in the 6. Photostress coating may be used on artificial
model (Figure 2). Continued scaled gravity load- or natural rock models.
ing in the whole model or in a single broken or 7. Complex rock defects and structure may be
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modeled, which cannot be done with mathematical The above equation may also be written:
modeling.
8. Failure mechanisms may be observed and photo- Q/t= k2/z + k3 + k4  (5)
graphed.
9. Dynamic loading can be modeled with explo- where the first term is associated with crushing
sties. rock and other energy losses, the second to Me

, 10. Hardening studies can be simulated. cube root law, and the third with heave or work
against gravity.

*. CRATERING
Holsapple and Schmidt (1979) in definitive

The cube root law of veal cratering for model cratering studies in the centrifuge found
single point explosive charges is a well known that for cohesionless material (sand' the crater-
principle, i.e., that crater dimensions for ing efficiency or scaled apparent volume of the
charge weights (energies) in the range to several crater may be expressed by:
tons will scale acccrding to the cube root law,
that is, the cratering curves for various linear (V /W) - (g/Qe)()W/)/ 3] (6)
dimensions scale as the cube root of the charge
weight, the areas as the weiqht to the 2/3 power,
and the volume as the first power of the weight which is equivalent to the third term of Lingefors
of the explosive. However, for agparent crater- equation. The following term governs for the cube
ing, both gravity and the charge weight affect the root regime
depth of the crater, tnc larger the charge weight,
the greater percentage fall back into the crater, e (7)
which reduces the relative sihe of the apparent
crater, especially for large yield nuclear craters.

while the following takes the strength (cohesion)
One possible advantage cf experimentation in of the soil into account

modeling of effects of munitions (explosives) on
structures, or other material masses made up of Qe L(- )I(J)/3("O.l tan e'
gases, liquids, or solids, is that some of the ( ) 6
behaviorisms may be self-siiilar. Sedov (1949) e
shows that certain wave propagation processes in

---* gasses are self-similar, i.e., that velocity and where
other parameters can be expressed in terms of
ordinary linear differential equations. Also, V = apparent crater volume

for ejection of soil from a crater by explosive P = density of sand

energy for mechanical energy transferred to the g = gravity

solid, E, a crater depth h, and density p W = wt of explosive
Qe = specific energy of explosive

E = c, h4  (2) 6= density of explosive
g (2)e t angle of friction

. Thus, the relation between the volume V of a = an exponent
soil ejected and the mechanical energy is Schmidt and Holsapple (1980) made a detailed

= c(c)V4/3 (3) analysis of the similitude factors which mightE pg capply, including eight field equations, but found

That is, under the assumptions made for the deri- that if the same earth materials and explosives
vation of the above equation, the specific energy are used in the model and the prototype that the
required to produce an apparent crater is the apparent cratering process scales accurately
function of the size of the event. For a true within well defined limits. Thus with the centri-

crater gravity has little effect on the volume of fuge crater modeling, it has been possible to
material broken, but it does determine the size of define quite explicitly the mechanisms of apparent
the apparent crater. cratering which have earlier been only empirically

known, (Figure 3).
In commercial blasting in Sweden (Langefors, Both the true and apparent crater voumes are

1978), it was found that the effective breakage
and throw of rock by explosives could be expressed dependent upon the size of the charge, the depth
by a mathematical series of burial, and the physical properties of the

medium, as are the amounts of energy that are par-
Q - k 1 2 + k 13 + k Z4 (4) titioned into that required for breaking the

2  3  4  ground, and ejecting the crater material. That
where is, these factors also determine the amount of

energy that is transmitted as wave energy into the
t = linear dimension of blast ground below the crater. Vital factors that can
K = factors which are variable be examined in centrifugal testing are the rela-
2,3,4 tionships of the above and related param"_ters to

functions of t the hardening of underground structures.

Q= energy of explosive
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Figure 3. General form of cratering efficiency versus
gravity-scaled yield for a typical soil.

UNDERWATER EXPLOSIONS A d mmax m =m(gn
A(9)Amax p dp

Scaling or model relationships for a wide 0.
range of underwater explosions under high-gravity where Amax is the maximum bubble radius and d is
conditions (Zuke, 1962) are based on either two or the charge depth. The subscripts m and p refer to
three similitude criteria, including (1) Froude the model and prototype. Also model and prototype
scaling of the bubble migration, (2) near surface bubbles have the same ratio of Amax/Amin at corre-
similarity, and (3) scaling of minimum bubble sponding times, or
radius. Critical parameters for simulation (coef-
ficients Jm, Km, and Nm, where J and K are Am- Am
coefficients defined by equations (14) and (15), A A (10)
N = ratio of max ano min bubble radius), were max m max p
defined by experiments with underwater explosions
in a small evacuable tank where approximate scaling Further, experimental evidence indicates that
of bubble behavior was done by adjusting the air
pressure, charge weight and depth, and the water Am
temperature. For more nearly correct scaling, min- x - I -N (11)
centrifugal loading gives a pressure of more real- max Z
istic scaled buoyancy characteristics to utilize
for scaling of both HE and nuclear explosives: where N is approximately constant for a given

a. Geometric similarity of bubble and water explosive and Z is the total hydrostatic pressure

surface, at maximum expansion, at the charge dept..

b. Similarity of the ratio of maximum to Equations (2) and (3) give
minimum bubble radius.

c. Froude scaling at maximum bubble expan- (M)I/3 = (12)
sion. p m

The maximum bubble radii of the model are scaled Thus, for the same explosive, the ratio of hydro-

static pressures is a constant determined by Nm
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and Np. However, N for nuclear explosions is not However, the air pressure in a closed gravity tank

known but N's for many high explosives are nearly has a negligible increase with increasing accelera-

the same. tion, and total hydrostatic pressure is due to
water pressure and air pressure is approximated by:

Froude or gravitational scaling defines bubble P (19)
migration where the hydrostatic pressure, which Zm  dmgm/gp
produces the buoyant force, is caused by gravity:

In a closed centrifuge tank the pressure at
Amax m A max the bubble surface and the vapor pressure are

3-- M (13) increased. The rate of evaporation also depends
gTm g T on vapor pressure, water temperature and pressure;

hence, a low temperature, such as 48*F, tends to

where T is the period for the first bubble minimize the evaporation effects. Table I summari-

oscillation and g the acceleration of gravity. zes the ranges of the variables which were
proposed for the gravity test tank as determined

Expressions (9), (121, and (13) are the scal- from the above equations.
ing relationships which must be satisfied in
gravity scaling. In (9) and (13), the Amex and T
mdy be expressed in terms of the variables and Table I

explosion coefficients. The following equations ESTIMATED RANGE OF GRAVITY TANK VARIABLES
result in terms of the radius coefficient, J, and
the period coefficient, K, which are experimentally
determined: Variable From To

Amax = J(Y)1/ 3  (14)Zgin I g 250 g

T K W1/3 (15) dm 0.25 ft 2.0 ft

Z Pi 3 ft H20 99 ft H20

where Amex is in feet; W, the weight of the explo- 4

sive, is in pounds; T is in seconds; and Z is in ill 0.2 gm or 4.4 x 10"41b lead aztde

feet of water. For one g, Z is defined as
t Approximately 480 FZ - P +d (16) _________________

where P is the air pressure in feet of water
(equal to 33 feet of salt water or 34 feet of With the above releitionships, preliminary
fresh water for atmospheric pressure at iea level) experimental conditions for scaled explosions in a
and d is the charge depth in feet. high gravity tank were calculated. The expres-

sions for Jp and Kq, avid Amex/Amin coefficients,
Equations (14) and (9) yield mathematical law and N for the gravity tank were based on observa-

for geometric scaling of the bubble maximum: tions of the bubble bechavior in free water and in
the small vacuum tank at one g.

(= m (17) The range of pr)totype explosions which could

p p m p be scaled was detereined largely by the tank limi-
tations. The variables in the laboratory are gm,

Similarly, Equations (13), (14), and (15) give the dm, Pm, Wm and water temperature, T. An estimate
expression for Froude scaling: of the maximum experimental (centrifuge) accelera-

g m(Km2 2W / tion for a tank two feet in diameter containing
J Z 4/3 (18) three feet of water was about 250 g. Values of Jm
m A- m m used were eteriwted in a vacuum tank at depths
p p p p m between 0.5 and 2.0 feet. The range of charge

depths was to be from 2.25 to 2.0 feet. A test
In prototype explosions, J is assumed to be con- tank was to be designed to withstand two or three
stant for a given explosioh; K , however, is atmospheres pre!ssure, (68 to 102 feet of fresh

* dependent on surfaces in all s'x coordinate direc- water absolute), the lower limit being the vapor
tions from the charge as well as the type of pressure of the: water (about 0.5 feet of fresh
explosive, and mathematical-experimental adjust- water). These ranges of model values determined
ments must be made for both of these factors in the limits of the prototype conditions W and dp
the model for surface and wall proximity. which can be scaled (Price, Zuke, and Inposino,~1964).

Further, in a centrifuge, the pressure 
due to

the head of water at a depth dm is assumed to be It is difficult to derive analytical expres-
dm x gm/gp.'2 (Actually, the pressure, Equation 16, sions for one tank variable in terms of the
varies as din, but the difference is small.) other two, out some of the coefficients were known
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for some explosives (Table II). b. High explosive prototype shots, in
deep water and on the bottom.

Table II C. Under-ice explosions.

EXPLOSIVE COEFFICENTS FOR d. Shallow underwater nuclear explo-

SELECTED EXPLOSIVES sions.
e. Deep underwater nuclear explosions.

Lead Azide HBX-l TNT Preliminary research in static tanks at NOL
Lead__ Azide_ _ BX-I _ TNT and on a small NOL centrifuge included engineering

problems of (1) a layout of optical and mechanical
Jp 9.32 14.3 12.6 plan, (2) tank design, (3) windows and access

ports, (4) mirror, (5) beam for support of tank
Km or Kpp 3.23 5.10 4.35 (5) fairing structure, (6) camera and mounting,

and (7) other equipment illumination. For most of
Np or Nm 0.0258 0.0252 0.0228 the deep shots, the maximum explosion bubble

radius, Amax, and its first period, T, were
measurements of primary interest, and those of
secondary interest were the growth of the surface
water mount and plume development. For shallow

In various methods, including the iterative shots the surface phenomena were of primary
approach to solution, combinations of dm , gm, and importance.
Pm may be used and for each combination d is
evaluated along with Kp, Km, and Jm to determine Problems encountered in experimental proce-

explosive weights and depths, programmed for com- dures included the determination of the water
puter calculation. The predictive study for surface position o.:er the charge, location of
gravity studies by Zuke (1962) was based on model optical axes, and determination of radial distance
explosion data obtained in a small stationary from the centrifuge axis to the water surface.
vacuum tank at NOL with gravity and size correc- The windows bulged during acceleration, acting as
tions applied where possible. lenses, and the undersurface of the water acted

as a mirror, diverting light paths.
The required methods of scaling of two or

three criteria were met, geometric scaling at two The number and nature of parameters which
different times, and Froude scaling. The range must be carefully controlled in the modeling of
weight of prototype explosions scaled in a high- underwater explosion bubbles is probably more
gravity tank may be limited and restricted to HE critical than most other types of centrifugal
modeling. With the second method, which satisfies modeling. These include charge depth, water
only two criteria, geometric scaling at one point volume and level, acceleration control and evalua-
in time and Froude scaling, the range of prototype tion, air pressure control, and water temperature.
shots scaled is larger, and may include nuclear
weapons. The three criteria scaling could not be The data points obtained from tests were in
applied to nuclear weapons because of prototype agreement with prediction curves. These tests
information for the Amax/Amin ratio was lacking. represented the initial explosion experiments in

an accelerated test tank in a centrifuge. The
Some conclusions were: A centrifugally accuracy of predictions was evlauated by:

accelerated test tank can be used for model bubble-
explosion studies. A variety of shots was fired
and except for an under-ice shot, the difficulties A measured
were minor. The control of tank conditions IA = max m
attained was satisfactory and the centrifugally max mcalculat d

accelerated test tank for model explosion studies
proved a practical method. The data obtained T measured
indicate that the systems of scaling, especially I= m (21) , L
the three criteria method, may be applied over a 'T Tm

wide range of conditions. V

Seven series of shots were investigated For these indices, unity indicates agreement of

(Price, Zuke, and Infosino, 1964): the prediction with a measurement. For 54 shots,
the average IA was 0.990 with a standard devia-

1. General Information tion of ±.039 while IT was 0.994 ± .045. The

a. Effects of tank size or "wall standard deviation shows 68% of the Amax 's were

effect." within about ±4% of expected values and 6W% of
the Tm's within about ±4.5%.

b. Effects of charge depth, tank
acceleration, and air pressure. Since the calculated Amax m's and Tm's were

2. Scaling of Specific Prototypes based on measurements, the indices indicate the
reliability of predictive equations in the high-

a. Forms of bubble scaling, gravity tank. However, they do not indicate the
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degree of experimental control or the error: of 1. Wave propagation and attenuation on a small
interpolation and extrapolation resulting from the scale, modeling of the same.
use of charts for dm , am, and Pm.

2. Mechanics or geologic structure failure under
gravitational force.

FUTURE RRESEARCH
3. Mechanics of static and oynamic arching of

As with underwater explosions and cratering natural materials.
some of the effects of chemical explosions scale
anl some can be modeled with conventional modeling 4. Identification of structures affected by
techniques. This holds for true cratering, but gravity.
for apparent cratering gravity effects dominate
for large explosions. Full scale experiments have 5. Identification of applications of body force
been very costly, and significant gravity effects testing, non-simulation.
can be modeled with accurate simulation in a
centrifuge at a small fraction of the cost in 6. Effects of explosive loading on centrifuge
time and effort. In most model tests in the rotor and bearings, etc.
application of centrifugal loading, it is desired
to simulate the effects of gravity. In apparent 7. Mechanics of response of domes, cylinders,
cratering the solid particles generated by an slabs. and composite elements.
explosion are propelled into a trajectory by the
explosive force and move in a gravitational force 8. Frequency response, single and multiple
fieid created by their planetary movement caused degrees of freedom.
by the centrifuge rotor. Stress or pressure
fields in solids (soil and rock and water) are 9. Equipment response under gravity dnd shock
developed by the centrifugal gravitational field. ;oading.
The earth's field gravity is constant, while in
the centrifuge it varies as the radial distance. 10. Shock isolation under model gravity loading.
However, this can be compensated by calculations
or by the adjustment of given parameters where
necessary. APPLICABLE PRINCIPLES

For experimentation in the research area of 1. Body force and dynainic loading of geologic
" munitions-structures effects, a primary use of sections.

centrifugal testing will be to simulate stress and
failure effects due to combined gravity and blast a. Simulated a long period pulse with one,
effects. Other structural tests requiring body two, and three directional effects.
force loading are also possible. Areas forresarc iclue:b. Body force loading producing a simulated

earth gravity stress field.

1. Continued investigations of true and apparentcratering in soil and rock, and energy partition- cl Sustained realistic load before, during,

ing as a function of critical parameters. and after initial failure.

2. Research in rock burst effects, stress, d. Creation of local load weight effects on
strain and energy release, relation to military gravitymmbers, in addtion to the self
structures, weight due to gravity stress field.

3. Failure of surface and deep structures due to 3. Superimposed explosive-gravity loading.
gravity and explosion effects. 2. Model apparent craering.
4. Buried structures in soil, combined effects

a. Non-trivial dynamic similarity: size,
*" 5. Failure of shallow and deep unsupported density, and time.' structures in rock.

s u rb. Complete and exact dynamic similarity by

6. Failure of shallow and deep supported struc- use of same material which is rate inde-
tures in rock.pendent.

7. Failure of surface or near-surface protective c. Ottawa sand prov des reproducibility for
structures, apparent cratering phenomena ±4%.

8. Arching of soils, broken and natural rock, d. Coriolis effects are 1gligible.

static and dynamic effects. e. Large explosive (nuclear) yield can be

9. Shallow buried cylinders, simulated with small scale charges.

Some of the related basic technical subjects f. G-avity parameter (g/Q)(Q/)I/3 gives
quantitative agreement for four explo-which require investigation are: sives.
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g. Tr parameter includes g,Q,W,a, and Hoek, E., (1965), The Design of a Centrifuge for
2 Simulation of Gravitational Force Fields in
strength of material. Mine Models, Ji. of S.A. Inst. of Min & Met..

Volume 65, Number 9.
h. Defines two regimes, cohesion and litho-

static pressures, i.e., defines scaling Holsapple, K. A., and Schmidt, R. M., (1979), A
effects of earth's crust. Material-Strength Model for Apparent Crater

Volume, Proc. Lunar Sc. Conf. 10th, pp.
i. Gravity scaling 1/3.6 instead of 1/4 2757-2777.

root scaling as predicted by Sedov and
others. Langefors, U., and Kihlstrom, B., (1963), The

Modern Technique of Rock Blasting, Wiley &
3. Model underwater explosions. Sons, Inc., New York.

a. Geometric similarity attained for (1) Price, R. S., Zuke, W. G., and Infosino, C.,
bubble-water surface, and (2) bubble (1964), A Study of Underwater Explosions in
radii ratios. a High Gravity Tank, NOL TR 63-125, June 5,

1964.
b. Froude (gravity) scaling applicable 

for

centrifugal modeling of bubble behavior. Schmidt, R. M., and Holsapple, K. A., (1980),
Theory and Experiments on Centrifuge Crater-

c. Correction methods defined for scaling ing, Jl. of Geoph. Research, Volume 85,
in a tank: (1) radius coefficient, and Number 81, January 10, 1980.
(2) time coefficient obtained from small
static tank tests. Sedov, L. E., (1959), Similarity and Dimensional

Methods in Mechanics, Academic Press.
d. Water pressure scaling for gravity by

means of Froude number. Zuke, W. G., (1962), Underwater Explosion Scaling
Predictions for an Accelerated Test Tank,

4. Other areas of research. NAVORD Report 6794, 4 January 1962.

a. Situations requiring body force loading.

b. Modeling of complex structures.

c. Complement mathematical modeling.

d. Modeling of physical properties.

e. Self-similar processes.

f. Simultaneous static and dynamic effects.

g. Studies of skin and internal friction.

h. Egress studies.
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ABSTRACT However, for large projectiles, tests are expensive
and can require great efforts in target construc-

Experimental data on large bombs impacting tion and projectile delivery. Scale modeling
and penetrating layered pavement systems are very offers a useful alternative to full-scale penetra-
scarce due to the exteme costs of both target can- tion testing. Because penetration into geologic
struction and testing. Past attempts to model targets does not scale in a simple geome~ric way
physically the penetration of geological targets at [4], subscale test design is critical and requires
sub-scale have shown that simple replica modeling special considerations. The objective of this
is net satisfactory. In this study, a dissimilar paper is to present techniques used in modeled
material technique was applied to the modeling of penetration testing of layered pavement systems by
pavement penetration by large bombs. Two runway large, deformable bombs.
types were modeled, a rigid and flexible surface.
Runway material included clay, gravel, cikished SCALE MODEL ANALYSIS
stone, concrete, and asphalt. Special prciedures
were used to monitor subsurface material properties Previous studies have shown depth of penetra-

. during runway construction and ensure modeling tlon into concrete and geologic targets increases
requirements were being met. The deforming steel with projectile impact energy and decreases with
bomb case was modeled with a specia; tin-antimony target resistance. Many empirical relationships
alloy. The modeled bomb was instrumented with ac- are available with some variation in governing
celerometers mounted on the bomb nose and tail dur- parameters. The parameters basic to most penetra-
ing testing. This paper presents the modeling tion formulas include projectile velocity, weight

- techiiques and typical test results. ardd dire;is'cns, and target strengths, densities
and dimensions. Refinements can include nose shape

INTRODUCTION factors, aggregate size, moisture content and
others [3]. To model projectile ponetration into

Projectile penetration into concrete and geo- the layered pavement system, the projectile, runway
logic materials is a very complicated process depen, surfaco and subsurface layers were described with
denL upon cha-acteristics nf the target, projectile 37 parameters. Details of the modei analysis are
and impact conditions. Intense dynamic stresses are available in Reference 5. Some of the blsic para-
developed locally at the impacted target ,eqion and meters considered are shown in Figue land include:
can produce crushing, cratering, shear failure

- and tensile fractures. The target materials are Projectile
usually highly nonhomogeneous with wide eariations
in properties, thus limiting the applicaticn of rp - Case density
computational mechanics for predicting penetretions.
[1]. Early research and development of penetra- Op - Case strength (yield, ultimate, itc)
tion prediction techniques was primarity based on
empirical data [2]. The developmept of depth of Er - Case elastic modulus
penetration formulas is usually systematic and
evolves by choosing parameters considered pertinent i - Characteristic length
to the penetration process being modeled, deriving
penetration formulas from the available data base, dp - Diameter
and later refining formulas by includirng Additional
parameters [3]. Vo Imp&c velocity

Predicting penetration depths into layered S - Impact angle
geologic torgets by large projectiles involves
additional difficulties. Targets contain a number Target
of layers of nfteriaIs ech subject to large varia-
tions and ncnhomogencities. Modeling of layered - Surface Oensty

* target systems has also been predominantly empircal - Surface strength (yield, ultimate, etc)
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L

hs - Layer thickness

ds - Particle size (aggregate) PcV- Cauchy Number

P9 - Base course or subgrade The Froude number is the ratio of gravitational ef-

fects to inertial effects. When multiplied and
g - Gravity divided by pC, the numerator becomes potential

energy per unit volume and the denominator becomes
hg - Layer thickness kinetic energy per unit volume. The Cauchy number

is the ratio of inertial effects to inherent strength
dg - Particle size or constitutive effects. Three physical processes

(gravitational, inertial and constitutive effects)
Projectile Response are related to one another through these two pi

A - Deceleration terms.
If the model and prototype are to be similar,

V - Velocity the dimensionless ratios must be the same in model
Pand prototype systems. To reduce the size of the

X - Position modeled system, a scale factor x is defined as

t - time. (o:dp (Model)(1

Strength, density and geometric dimensions are given dp (Prototype) (
for both the projectile and target. Gravity was
considered for the target subgrade to account for Using the subscript m for model and p for prototype,
its penetration resistance derived from dead weight the Froude number requires similar ratios:
of overburden.

V
dpm -m gm

d dp gp (2)
p, p 13

Unless the acceleration of gravity is increased by

special techniques such as a centrifuge, the ratioVo of gm to gp is fixed at 1 which thus requires

A, V, X, t Vom(

Asphalt ha Vp

Concrete O ds hs, Ps, Os and

Vom = X VoBase Course VI dg hg, Pg, g Vp (4)

Then, from the Cauchy number

Subgrade (pcp')(ccm(5

Figure 1. Projectile Penetration Parameters \ /\c,/

The relationship in Equation 5 can be satisfied best
Dimensionless ratios were obtained using the by maintaining a material density ratio of 1 and

pi theorem (6]. The model analysis resulted in 34 selecting model materials with strengths weaker by
pi terms which were categorized as nondimenslonal the scale factor x. This technique of dissimilar
parameters and self-similar geometries, densities, material modeling was used in the penetration study
strengths and response terms. Some of the pi terms and requires careful selection of materials for
containing parameters of Figure 1 are: both projectile and target.

g ' d9 P c 9 ac 9 dSCALE MODEL DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION
The two pi terms which determired the model Candidate projectile materials were selected

law were: based on prototypical properties and limitations of
test facilities. Model projectile material proper-

gdp ties determined the scale factor, and targets were
- Froude Number constructed according to model laws. Impact veloci-

V2  ties were also scaled according to Equation 4.0
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Tin alloys have been used in past research to
simulate steel structures and were chosen as primary Aghaltlc Concrete In.
candidates for modeling the steel projectile.
Materials, ccmpositions and properties were compiled Portland Cement Concrete 1.33in.
for a variety of tin alloys. White metal (92% Sn,
8% Sb) was selected as the best material for simu-
lating the projectile steel casing primarily because Gravel Base Course 433 In.
of its high Izod value (measure of material tough-
ness). In previous research, White metal was used
to model responses of steel ship hull bottoms to
dynamic loadings [7]. Several tin alloys were
tested in the previous research for the dissimilar Clay Subgrade 2010.
material requirements. White metal was found to
be the best alloy 'or modeling the steel at high
strain rate loadings. Other alloys proved too
brittle. White metal iroperties are:

a) Rigid Pavement

Modulus of Elasticity - 5.25 x 106 psi

Hot Mix Asphaltic Concrete V .33 In.Density -. 260 psi
" Unbound Bass I in.

Static Yield - 6400 psi B

Dynamic Yield - 10,000 psi. Unbound Subbase 1.11 In.
Compacted Subgrade 1 In.

Based on the ratio of moduli of elasticity for
steel and white metal, a Ceometric scale factor
(W) of 1/6 was chosen.

Uncompacted Subgrade 3 In.
Scale factors derived from the model analysis

were used within practical limits, for designing I
both a rigid and thin asphalt modeled runway.
Linear dimensions such as slab sizes, layer thick-
nesses and aggregate diameters were scaled by x for b) Thin Asphalt Surface
the asphalt, concrete and granular materials.
Dimensions and materials of the scaled rigid runway Figure 2. Pavement Design (1/6 Scale)

*. and thin asphalt surface designs are given in
Figure 2. Material strengths were scaled according properties. Placing the scaled runway sections
to the previously derived modeling relationships. required conducting appropriately scaled plate
Asphalt and concrete strengths were scaled by A, bearing tests to make sure scaled material proper-
CBR ratios for the subsurface materials were equated ties were developed. Above the clay subgrade, the
to modulus of subgrade reaction (k) values using runway sections have different base couses, The

relationships found in Reference 8. A scaled plate main runway section has a gravel base course, sand

bearing test was devised and used to monitor sub- when geometrically scaled, whil he uredundant

-. surface material properties during scaled runway surface has a crushed stone base and gravel subbase.

construction. During the scaled plate bearing The concrete runway was formed in the four foot

tests, a steel plate five inches in diameter was sue setion and the base cr w h

loaded to a bearing stress of 1.66 psi. Required screeded for leveling at the requre thickness.

deflections for the various materials wcre deter- The base course was compacted to meet specifica-
mined from the relationship: tions, as were all layers of the runway construction.

Concrete, designed with scaled strength and aggre-

- (6) gate size, was then placed and leveled. Finally,
k the asphalt overlay was placed on the main runway

section and compacted to finish runway construction.
where: A = deflection (inches)

p = bearing stress (1.66 psi) TEST RESULTS-" k =desireJ modulus of subgrade (pci)
k =mA total of 46 baseline penetration experiments

The concrete slabs were cast in four foot were accomplished. Two tests against the rigiJ
square sections. In order to simulate construction pavement and one test against the thin asphalt
details for the nodeled runway, the sandy soil at surface were performed with instrumented projec-
the test location was excavated and replaced with tiles. Accelerometers were attached to the nose
clay. The clay subgrade was placed in layers and and tail of the projectiles. Typical accelerometer

.- conditioned to meet the appropriate scaled material data from the instrumented tests are shown in
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Figure 3. The large difference in nose and tail SUMMARY
deceleration is obvious in the acceleration-time
histories for penetrations into the rigid pavement. Using dissimilar modeling techniques, an ex-
The accelerometer data were numerically integrated porimental program was designed and conducted to
and used to compare velocity-time and displacement- study penetration of layered pavement systems by
time records as well as total depth of penetr-atton. large projectiles, The modelirig laws required
Results are shown in Figure 3. Plastic deforution raducing projectile and target strengths and impact

* of the projectile is evident. The nose and tail velocities. Instrumented projectiles resulted in
have differ(nt velocity and displacement histories. valuable insight to target penetration resistances.
A simple computational technique was developed and Experimental results comparud fevorably with a
compared with the experimental results. Since the computational technique at both subscale and full-
computational model considered a rigid projectile, scale.
the predicted values should be compared to the
average of the nose and tail values. As such, the R;FERENCES
results appear very good. Also, the differential
displacement of the projectile nose and tail was [1] Sliter, G. E., "Assessment of Empirical Con.-
determined to be 0.8 inches from integration of crete Impact Formulas," ASCE Journal of the
the acceleration-time curves. Deformations on Structural Division, May 1980.
the projectile were measured and matched the
calculated 0.8 inches. The computational model [2] "Effects of Impact and Explosion," Summary
was exercised using both modeled and prototype Technical Report of Division 2, National
dirmensions and results matched expectations from Defense Research Committee, Vol 1, Washington,
the mu.,,llng laws. An important observation DC, 1946.
from Figure 3 is the bulk of the penetration resis-
tance occurs when the projectile is pcnetrating !lJ Sierakowski, R. L., Ross, C. A., and Milton,
through the concrete which is the strongest layer. J. E., "InvestigLion of Warhead Ricochet,
Observations showed failure of the concrete by AFATL-TR-82-11, February 1982.
plugging before the projectile completely pene-
trated through the concrete layer. Figure 3 [4] Gurson, A. L., Miller, C. W., and Pepe, R. D.,
reveals L rapid decrease in deceleration correspond- "Penetration Modeling Feasibility Study,"
ing to concrete pit'gging. The weaker subgrade ESL-Th-83-20, September 1983.

- offered little resistance to penetration.
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Figure 3. Instrumented Projectile Experimental Results (Rigid Pavement)
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LABORATORY MEASUREHENT OF WAVE PROPAGATION IN SOILS
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ABSTRACT soil medium, large variations can occur in pres-
sure measurements. It is apparent that carefully

Considerable scatter is evidenced in the controlled, laboratory experiments are necessary
daCa obtained when pressure measurements are to isolate and study those parameters or properties
made In the vicinity of undergr)und explosions which influence pressure wav, characteristics in
of moderate size. A research program is cur- soils. Pressure waves need be studied beyond the
rently underway to identify and understand the seismic levels previously tested and extended to
reasons for this scatter. In this program, a magnitudes where significant alterations of soil
compression split-Hopkinson pressure bar appara- properties can be expected.
tus is being used for identifytng those soil
parameters which are most responsible for varia- This paper discusses an ongoing research pro-
tions in soil pressures measured during high gram aimed at investigating, both experimentally
amplitude, short duration loading. An investi- and analytically, the effects of soil properties
gation is also being conducted using existing on the transmission of pressure pulses through the
pressure transducers to identify the sensitivity soil and their effects on the soil-structure inter-
of various transducers to thse soil parameters. face pressure measurements. The main instrument
3ased upon parameters identified and experimen- being used in this study of wave propagation is
tal results, existing theories for wave trans- the split Hopkinson pressure bar. The main objec-
mission through a granular media will be extend- tive of the program is to identify those soil
ed or new models developed. This paper discus- parameters which are most responsible for vara-
ses results from initial testing and plans for tions fn soil pressures measured during high
future tests. A description is also given of amplitude, short duration loading events and to
the new wave propagation test facility to be better understand their effects. Initial experi-
utilized in these tests. ments were performed with an existing 0.5-inch

diameter split Hopkinson bar to determine if it
could be used to transmit pressure pulses into

INTRODUCTION the soil specimens. A two-inch diameter bar was
then fabricated to provide a larger bearing area

In conducting underground explosion tests of for the granular specimens and to accommodate
moderate size, reproducibility of measurements various transducers for measuring pressures at
from one explosion to another using the same tle soil-steel bar interface.
location, measuring device and so called "identi-
cal charge size" is not usually the norm. Stan- Split Hopkinson Pressure Bar Apparatus
dard deviations as high as 150 percent have been
reported [I]. Though methods of calculating In order to examine effects of soil proper-
these deviations way be debatable, reported ties oa pressure measurements, a device was needed
variations in measurements are quite high [2-4J. which could generate a known pressure pulse into
Assuming proper use of the pressure measuring a soil sample. The choice of instruments for
instruments, this scatter is too great to have this program was a split Ropkinson pressure bar
been caused by errors in measurement precision apparatus which uses the impact of one bar onto
or signal transmission. Scatter is more likely another to generate a pressure wave and then uses
to have been due to variations in soil properties this pressure wave to load a specimen sandwiched
between tests or differences in contact between between two identical bars. A schematic is pre-
the soil and the pressure transducer in use. sented in Figure 1 showing the apparatus config-

ured to study the propagation of compression waves.
A number of researchers have investigated Referring to Figure 1, the operation ot the system

elastic wave transmission tnrough granular media for a linear elastic material specimen iz as
both analytically and experimentally 15-10. followsi
Reasonable correlation between theory and experi-
ment has beer shown for the ranges of the test a A striker bar is put in motion by a
data. However, for high amplitude, short dura- launcher and it impacts the in:ident bar
tion pulses near high explosive sources, which with a velocity V.
cat, drastically alter material properties of the
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5 * The impact produces an almost rectangular transmitted pulse OT and reflected pulse OR can be
stress pulse of magnitude pcV/2 in the written in terms of the incident pulse al. Using
striker bar and the incident bar. The Figure 2 and Reference fTIL the following expres-,
pulse length in time is to W 2L/€c; P is siane may be found.
the bar density, c is the bar elastic

stress wave speed and Lg is the striker
bar length. _,

a The compressive stress pulse propagates IWEItAL I WITIRIAL 2

away from the impacted ends of each bar DIC1 o5c2

at a speed of c. Whea the stress wave
reaches the free end of the striker bar
it is completely reflected as a tensile
wave and it travels back toward the im-
pacted end. This tensile wave unloads
the ends of the striker bar and the Figure 2. Schematic of interface between materials
incident bar and the bars separate. 1 and 2. Initial incident stress oI moving tothe right.

* The compressive pulse travels 
down the

incident bar and impinges on the sample OR (0) 2-(0c) 1
sandwiched between the incident bar and - - (1)
the transmitter bar. Depending on the °I (0Cl+(oc)2
physical properties of the sample, por-
tions of the stress pulse are reflected
back into the incident bar and portions al . ____(2)
are transmitted into the transmitter bar. 01 (Pc)l+(Dc)2  (2)
The reflected and transmitted portions
of the stress pulse are proportional, If two elastic materials go to infinity in both
respectively, to the strain and stress inthe pecien.directioc, a simple reflection and transmission
the specimen. takes place, and this phenomenon may be treated

Strain gages, located equidistant from as a simple stress wave propagation problem with

the specimen to provide time coincident the resulting reflected and transmitted wave form

pulses, are used to measure the magnitude almost completely independent of the incident
p ursation seof sre the incidnt etede length. A rough approximation of typical ratios of

and duration of the incident, reflected tranmitted stress COy/ax) and reflected stress
and transmitted pulses. It canl be shon (Ots/a) for a steel incident bar and typical soil
that the integral of the reflected pulse solea are given in Table I. (.1e reaer is
is proportional to the strain in the reminded that these predictions asbm that the
specimen and when displayed along with soide are redigainee latic• ""the transmitted pulse (proportional to *oil samples are responding as linear elatic
th"rnmtedple(rpotoa omaterials). Further details on principles of

.. stress in the specimen) a dynamic stress- tias.Frhrdalsopinpesf
strain curvbesp determined. operation and description of the compreseion
svdHopkinson bar may be found in several publications

such as Refermces 112, 131.
""STRIKE 11100

11" S t o A INCIDNT RAN SWM 71101ITTI W Rxpersmentae Set-Up

SWICIN"a- The 0.5-inch dimnter split Hopkinson bar usedin initial experiments is similar in layout to the

WATER Sia S schematic of Figure 1 and are shown in Figure 3.
The target materials, which are granular media sad
soil samples, are encased in a hollow cylindrical
sleeve that fits over the ends of the incident and
transmitter bars. The specimen holder in all
testa was a 3-inch long PVC pipe with a 0.20-inch

.. II wall thickness. The incident end was closed with
x 0.001-inch thick steel shim circular sbeet, 0.5-
inch diameter, and the transmitter end was closed

Figure 1. Schematic Viaw of Split-Hopkinson with a 0.75-inch long steel bar, 0.5 inch diameter.
Pressure Bar It was necessary to limit the thickmess of closure

sheets oan the incident side of specimen, to prevent
Questions concerning how much of the presure "'av* trapping" in the closure sheet. During the

pulse is transmitted to the test sample and in feasibility test program, both bars were solid.
turn how much of the stress pulse in the sample is iu subsequent testing, a pressere transducer will
transmitted to the transmitter bar may be addres- be ploced in the front end of the transmitter bar
sed most easily using one-dimensional elastic next to the sample (Figure 4) or actually embedded
stress wave propagation theory. When a wava is within the soil sample. Detail* of the transmitted
travelling in a medium of acoustic impedance ol€ pulse will be measured with a strain gage mounted
and encounters an interface of enother material on the transmitter bar as well as with the pressure
of impedance 02 c2 , the stress magnitude of the transducer. Thus, the use of a pressare transducer
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Table 1. Material Properties and Stress Ratios

Material Properties 1141

Density, o Wave Speed, c PC
Material $lev3  (105) ca,se0c (105 )glc*2lsec

Sandy Top 1.39 0.23 0.32
Soil (dry)
Clayey Top 1.63 0.51 0.82
Soil (dry)
clay (wet) 1.99 1.37 2.73
Steel 7.84 5.08 39.83

Stress Ratios

Incident Bair Soil OauIO/01

Steel Sandy .02 .98
'iteel Clayey .04 .96
iteel Clay .A3 .87
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Feasibility Test Program i0_

Initially, thirty experiments were conducted
using the 1/2-inch split Hopkinson pressure bae so-

apparatus shown in Figure 3. Three different types
of soil specimens with significant differences in 60
grain size were utilized: Texas ball clay, sand,
and 3= glas beads. Typically, impact speeds of 0 -IIDENT BAN
the striker bar were 1060 feet per second (fps),
resulting in ctress waves of approximately 78.000 2-
psi propagating into the incident bar. Most mate- -

rial specimens were 2 inches in length and material 0
densities were varied as follows: 0

Texas Ball Clay y - 81.9 - 96.3 pcf 20

Sand y - 91.7 - 112.7 pcf

3m Glass Beads y - 95.2 - 95.6 pcf 
- EPRYIT

The strain gage signals were recorded and trans-
lated into corresponding stress levels. Typical
traces (Test 20) are given in Figure 5. The s

top portion of the figure presents the stress-time
history of the incident bar and the bottom portion 

4.0-

corresponds to the transmitter bar. The first
pulse in the incident bar, designated by ()2.0 - TMNSIITTEE NAN

corresponds to the initial compressive wave caused
by impact with the striker ba7. The second wave, 0 i - 1J
designated by @1 is the reflection of the initial 100 M 40 WO W0 700

wave off the interface of the incident bar and TIM (mc)
test specimen. The wave shown in the transmitter
bar is the stress wave "transmitted" through the
interface of the test specimen and the transmitter Figure 5. Typical Stress-Tim History (0.5 inch
bar. This figure presents both the experimentally diameter bar)
measured stress waves and the waves predicted
using one-dimensional wave theory and assming
linear elastic target material response. Since

the wave speed in the clay was unknown, a value
of 1000 fps was selected for comparisons. 0.0S

The close match between predicted and measured 0.04 t

stress wave profiles in the incident bar was E li
expected since the magnitude of the stresses wae

* well below the yield point in the steel bar and
elastic-wave propagation in long bars is essenti-
ally a one-dimensional phenomnon. However, the a I x
predicted and measured values of the wave profile 0.U

in the transmitter bar seem to show little resem- & £
blance. Again, this was expected since soils do 0 a
not behave as linear elastic meterials at stresses O.OtA0 £
on the order of 1000 psi. 't is, in fact, one of A

the main objectives of this program to better @ 0 l II

understand wave propagation through the soil ape- 110 I lie
cimen, so that the actual transmitted stress
profile can be predicted. SDIIPI¢ H!IN, lft

Measured values of peak transmitted stress, Figure 6. Stress Ratio versus Specific Weight
comparable to wave @ of Figure 5, are plotted
in Figure 6, as a function of iUitial soil specific
weight. For the sand and clay specimens, the
mtasured peak stress is seen to tncrasse with It should be noted in both Figures 6 and 7
increasing density. This should be expected since that the stress wave transmission of the glass
the aaount of stress transmisson is proportional bead speclmens differs from that of the other two
to the impedance of the soil, wich is the product materials. Large acatter in the data is evident
of the soil's density and local sound speed. and no increase is seen with increasing density.
Likewise, a plot of the measured values of the This behavior was probably due to the large size
specific impulse of each wave (the integral of the of the giass particles relative to the bar diam-
stress-time curve) is given in Figure 7 and similar ter (ve vs. 12.7m). Such large particles would
increases are seen for the sand and clay samples.
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not be packed efficiently in the specimen holder
and the amount of contact area between these beads
and the bar would be small. These results clearly
demonstrate the need for a much larger diameter

"* Hopkinson bar system for testing large granular
soils.

The normal rule for soil pressure measuring
devices is to keep the ratio of the diameter D
of the measuring device to that of the particle
diameter d above 50 for cylindrical measuring
devices and above 10 for diaphragm devices (Refer-

*. ence 15). Table 2 lists the diameter ratios for
*- the specimenr in the 0.5-inch bar experiments and

corresponding diameter ratios for future testing
with the 2-inch bar. A 2-inch diameter bar was
chosen for the large split Hopkinson bar in orderr. (bW Soil Specimen Holder

,. to provide enoagh surface area for typical dynamic
* soil stress gages. A larger diameter bar could be
* used, but increases in bar diameter also increase

two-dimensional effects which complicate interpre-
tation of pressure transmission pulses. The 2-
inch diameter bar is shown in Figure 8. Stainless
steel bars age-hardened to 140 ksi yield strength

- and 162 ksi ultimate strength were used for the
split Hopkinson bar. Both the incident and trans-
mitter bars are nominally eleven feet long. Three
projectiles 16-, 8- and 4-inches long are avail-
able and are launched with a compressed gas gun.

rable 2. Diameter Ratios for Bars and Soil

Par! i c s

Particle d(m) D/d(D-!2.7) D/d(D-50.8)

Glass Bead 3.0 4.2 16.9

Sand 2.0 - 0.6 6.4 - 21.1 25.4 - 84.8 (c) Soil Pressure Gage Mount

clay 0.01 1270 5080

Figure 8.)Split Hopkinson Bar Test Setup (2 inch
Diameter)
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" Future Efforts 10. Digby, P. J., "The Effective Elastic Moduli
of Porous Granular Rocks," J. App1. Mech., Vol.

The large split Hopkinson bar will first be 48, p. 803, Dec, 1981.
used to measure the effect of variations in soil
conditions on pressure wave transmissions. Soil 11. Rinehart, J. S., Stress Transients in Solids,
parameters to be varied include particle size Hyperdynamic., Santa Fe, MM, 1975.

'S1 and moisture content. A variety of pressure gages
- will be included for comparing transducer measure- 12. Lindholm, U. S., "Some Experiments with the
" ments with Hopkinson bar measurements. The labo- Split Hopkinson Bar," J. Mech. Phys. Solids 12,

ratory experimental program will be complemented 317, 1965.
with an analytical study using classical wave
propagation theories for multi-phased media. Once 13. Sierakowski, R. L., Malvern, L. E. and Roan,

' a clear understanding of pressure wave transmission C. A., "Compression Testing of Metals at
and soil variation relationship is achieved, pro- Elevated Temperature," AFATL-TR-80-76, Air
cedures will be developed for designing soil eye- Force Armament Lab., Eglin AFB, FL, Oct, 1981.

." tems to better mitigate expected pressure loadings
on buried structures. Experimental techniques 14. NDRC, Effects of Impact and Explosions, Sum-
developed will also be applicable to a variety mary Tech. Report of the Nat. Def. Res. Com.
of other geologic materials. Div. 2, 1946, AD 221586.
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ATTENUATION OF SHORT OURATION BLAST IN ENTRANCEWAYS AND TUNNELS

3. R. Britt

Applied Research Associates, Inc.
Vicksburg, MS

ABSTRACT

- Experimental results of small-scale explosive Reference [] for this configuration are reviewed
tests treating the attenuation of short duration and formulae for scaling the results to other
airblast in entranceways and tunnels are reviewed structures are presented.
and analyzed. These tests modeled the attenuation
characteristics of blast produced by conventional BACKGROUND
sized high explosive bombs in the 100-1000 kg range

H as contrasted with the attenuation of longer dura- The object of the WES test program was to
tion blast produced by nuclear detonations, obtain fundamental blast propagation information
Formulae for scaling the results to other struc- for typical tunnel structure components. The pri-
tures and explosions and for predicting blast mary aaeof intereit was approximately
pressure and impulse in tunnels are presented. 1 < W7 A" < 4 kgl/ /m where W is the charge

mass in kg T.N.T. and A is the cross-sectional
area of the tunnel. (We have used 0 = A as an
extended definition of "diameter" to refer to
structures of square and rectangular as well as

INTRODUCTION circular crosssection.) Pressure measurements from
near the entrance to at least 20 tunnel diameters

This paper presents an a lysis 9f small scale were needed. Pressures at the tunnel entrance
explosive tests (References Li and 2J) conducted at ranging from about 0.34 Pa (50 psi) to 40 MPa
the U. S. Army Engineer Waterways Experiment (5800 psi) were of interest, as well as, explosions
Station (WES) in 1981-1982 to obtain measurements inside the entrance.
of short duration, high explosive blast
penetrating into relatively large tunnels. The work of Itschner and Anet [] provides some

excellent data on blast attenuation in a straight
B Before these tests a large amount of research tunnel using the same basic configuration of the

had been conducted on the attenuation of long dura- WES tests. Pressure measurements were made at
tion blast pulses in tunnel systems, but only a distances of 0.5 to 80 diameters within thttoel,
small amount of information was available for the but therange of the tests, about 26 < Wl/3 a<

- propagation of high pressure, extremely short dura- 33 kgl /A , is almost an order of magnitude larger
tion, pulses produced by conventional explosives than our needs. This difference in scale causes
detonated near a tunnel entrance. some very significant differences in bl~At atte-

nuation. Gurke and Scheklinski-GCluck IAJ obtained._ The WES experimental program consisted of a pressure measureponts in long straight tunnels in
series of 99 spherical charges ranging from 113 to the desired W/'/A/ range, but had no pressure
907 g of composition C-4 explosive detonated out- sensors closer than 10 diameters from the entrance.
side and inside the entrance of tunnels of circular They also used cylindrical rather than spherical
and square cross-sections. The model structures charges and a slightly different entrance
were about 30 cm in diameter and from 4 to 24 tun- configuration.
nel diameters long. Both end-on and side-on burst

configurations were used. Blast pressure was mea- EXPERIMENTAL FACILITIES
sured at locations ranging from 1/6 to 24 diameters
from the entrance. Included in the program were The test structures were fabricated from steel
tests of blast propagation In a long straight tun- plate and heavy wall (0.95 cm thickness) steel
nel, blast reflection at the end of short tunnels, tubing of both round and square cross-sections.
blast attenuation in side tunnels and "t" tunnels, The straight tunnel arrangement is shown in Figure
blast propagation in 45 and 90 degree bends and 1. Explosive charges were detonated in both end-on
blast suppression with 6 vented expansion chamber. and side-on configurations. Piezoresistlve
This paper treats only blast attenuation in a long pressure transducers were mounted from the outside
straight tunnel. Measurements presented in of the tunnel so that the sensing surface was flush
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of the scaled distance = x/' , where x is the
distance from the entrance and A is the cross-
sectional area of the tunnel. 340.2 g charges were
detonated in the end-on configuration. The measure-
ments show a pressure decay and duration increase
down the tu nl sim Wlr to that observed in
References 13! and 14! but with the following dif-
ferences, (a) Pressure decays monotonically down

END-ON the tunnel. A pressure increase at two to ten tun-
nel diameters of up to 1.6 times the free-f e d
value seen in both shock tube measyrpments LJ and
in the tests of Itschner and Anet LJ does not

SIDE-ON occur in thL WS experiments. (b) The simplified
CharacteqL tic solutions used by C~u~ter and Clark
W and 16! and Itschner and Anet 13! do not
accurately model the pressure attenuation and pulse
duration of these tests.

Figure 1. Tunnel Blast Configurations Figure 3 shows attenuation of pressure with
scaled distance for 340.2 g charges detonated
directly in front of the entrance. The parameter is
the nominal (predicted) free-field overpressure at

with the inside wall to obtain side-on blast the entrance assuming 0.75 kg composition C-4 is

measurements. Gages were also located facing the equivalent to 1.0 kg of T.N.T. The upper curve

blast on the plate surrounding the entrance. The resulted from the explosion of a charge half inside

analog signals from the sensors were recorded on FM the entrance suspended at the center of the opening.

magnetic tape records with 80 kHz frequency
response, and the data was digitized at 500 kHz for Figure 4 compares the pressure decay down the
processing on a digital computer. tunnel for three charge sizes detonated to produce

the same nominal 3.45 MPa entrance pressure. As
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS observed in previous shock tube and explosive tests

there is more rapid attenuation for the smaller
Experimental results are presented for long charges which generate shorter duration pressure

straight tunnels with circular cross-section. The pulses and shock fronts with greater curvature.
diameter is 0.3048 m. Figure 2 is a plot of peak
overpressure measurements from three tests at the Figures 5-7 are plots of the positive impulse
3.45 MPa entrance pressure level as a function (time integral of the overpressure) as a function

of the scaled distance x in the tunnel
corresponding to the pressure plots Figures 2-4.

_____ IIloll],_The impulse is either nearly constant, or initially
decays slightly and then slowly increases.

3.45 MPS NOMINAL Explosions were also detonated in a side-on
- ENTRANCE PREISURE configuration. Figure 8 shows the measured peak

overpressure attenuation with scaled distance for
0340.2 g charges. Shots 1 and 3 were fired in con-

0 tact with the steel entrance plate and 61.0 cm from
Ithe center of the entrance. The nominal pressure

' at the center of the entrance was 3.45 lea. Shot 8
Swas located 15.2 cm out from the plate and 58.5 cm

measured along the plate to produce the same
= pressure. From the entrance to about one tunnel

diameter the measurements separate into two groups.
In the upper group the transducers were on the side

CMVC-rXT of the tunnel opposite from the explosion and
S SoT 1. 1082 received a head-on blast component. In the lower
SIoT 00, 1082 group of measurements the gages were on the side of
SHOT o to,, the tunnel nearest the explosion and received pri-
1.." 1 1' .. ' , , .. 1.. marily side-on blast. These two groups converge at

l 0# Is to 2 a distance of about one diameter into the tunnel.
it Figures 9 and 10 show pressure and impulse

Figure 2. Peak Pressure as a Function of Scaled attenuation for five entrance pressure levels for
Distance for 3.45 MPa Entrance Pressure 340.2 g charges detonated In the side-on con-
from a 340.2 g Explosive Charge for figuration. Pressures at one diameter correlate
End-On Bursts well with transmitted pressures measured In shock

tubes, Reference W5J, for blast side-on to a tunnel
entrance.
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- SCALING RELATIONS FOR A LONG STRAIGHT TLNEL The ranges of vall ity of these equations are
approximately I 1 /YA < 4 kgl/3/m and

The results of the WS tests were analyzed to 0.3 Wa < PI < 40 Ma for end-on bursts ai~d

develop simplified peak pressure and imulse f r- 0.6 Pa < PI < i WtPa for side-on bursts. There

mulae suitable for engineering design of tunnel- were insufficient measurements to determine the

like protective structures. The peak pressure charge weight dependence for side-on bursts.

attenuation with distance in a tunnel was fit to Equations (3) and (5) assume the same yield scaling

* the following modification of the Broh Equation as for the end-on bursts. Further experimental
, gin in Reference 8: work is needed to verify this assumption.

P =PNA 1 + tan [Cw/2) /(i + ) (1) cONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

where P = pressure at distance x inside tunnel Formulae for calculating peak blast overpres-

Pi = pressure at tunnel entrance sure and impulse in tunnels for explosions near the

x = distance from entrance entrance have been presented. These results are

A = cross-sectional area of the tunnel considerably digferent from the shock tube work

= xh/A scnled distance from entrance which modeled blast from nuclear detonations and,
"' = dimensionless empirical decsy hence, should be used instead of the nuclear blast

parameter furmulae when designing protective s'tuctures for
blast from non-nuclear explosions. Several

For the end-on burst configuration E is given by weaknesses cf the experimental data base were Iden-
tified in the course of this analysis: (a) Tests

= Ke Cw2/3/A) (Po'it 0 "4  (2) with different charge weights are needed, par-
ticularly for side-on bursts. (b) Measurements

* where W = charge weight with different diameters and other cross-sectional

P 0 = atmospheric pressure in same units as shapes (such as rectangles) are needed. (c) Tests

Pi with near prototype size structures are needed to

Ke = 0.586 for W in kilograms and A in verify scaling. Additional experimental work at

e=square meters WES has been conducted which partially addressed

Ke = 3.72 for W in pounds and A in these needs but the results are not yet avallable.
square feet ACKNOWLEDGEMENT

For the side-on burst configuration -E is given by
Ks- (W//)Coi08The analysis presented in this paper was sup-
-Ks cw2//A o 0.8 () ported, in part, under contract with the U. S. Air

iForce Engineering and Services Center.
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SOIL PROPERTIES AT DE TH FROM SURFACE MEASUREMENTS

Robert Douglas & George Eller

North Carolina State University
Raleigh, NC

ABSTRACT be reinforced or rebuilt, for unlike exposed
structures of concrete and steel, visual examina-

The use of soil-matrix overburden and tion of the surface will not give an indication of
sidefill as protective multi-layer structures the genezal condition of this layered system.

- to protect critical installations calls for a There Phould be an initial inspection soon after
regular inspection schedule. Means must be construction, with a quantitative evaluation to
developed for determining quantitatively establish a basis for later comparison, and defi-
whether such actions as settlement, freeze and nite orovis.on and established means for inspec-
thaw, microseisms, etc., have caused the struc- tion.

9 ture Lo alter its character excessively.
Several possibilities for such tests are
described that are based on wave propagation
methods: seismic refrdction, Rayleigh wave CHARACTERIZATION
dispersion analysis, and signature evaluation.
Current research by the authors is described, In determining a suitable inspection means it
with examples of several expcriments similar is useful to observe that adjacent layers of these
in character to conditions possible to soil- Protective structures may be expected to have quite
matrix protective structures. different properties in order to maximize changes

in impedavce. The designer will characterize the
properties of a layer in such terms as a density
parameter, apparent or equivalent shear and bulk

NR I moduli, particle size, perhaps a strength charac-
SINTRODUCTION teristic associated with individual particles,

Specially designed soil-matrix structures etc. The response to attack will involve exten-

are used as overburden or sidefill to protect sive motion, permanent deformation, and fracture

critical installations against attack by explo- and distortion at many levels of size. In spite

sives _r heavy projectile penetration. They of the many levels of response intended, it is

are used in en arrangement described in mecha- probable that the instantaneous conditions of the

nics as a layered medium. At least some of the various layers can be defined adequately, for*$ tine-dependent comparisons, in terms of the gross
layers will be of local materials, soil, aggre- mehanical behaio ec ler

. gate, rock, in various combinations and sizes. mechanical behavior of each layer.

One or more layers may be of concrete, rein-
forced or not, the layers of thicknesses and
combinations selected by the designer to best WAVE PROPAGATION METHODS
defeat attack by rapidly absorbing mechanical WALU ATION ETDODS
energy and by diverting, turning, or breaking FOR EVALUATION OF LAYERED SOLIDS
up a projectile so that its energy and momentum.may be brought within acceptable limits. If the early, low-stress portions of the
nunlconstitutive relationships for a material define

it adequately, if the properties of concern are
Once In place, the passive armor repre- sufficiently related to the values of elastic

sented by the soil structure will begin to suliten wae to etlu s o u bealter. Settlement, infiltration and diffusion, moduli, then wave propagation methods should be
rain, freeze and thaw, expansion and contrac- considered. Non-destructive methods of evaluation
tion, local seismic activity of whatever scale, are coming to be based more and more on wave pro-

these will combine to change the original system p-tron rather than upon simulations of service
to a blurred copy, almost certainly changed in Its f he parti on t a t he
the direction of decreased effectiveness. ts of wave propagation tests are specificallyx -ated to fundamental mechanical parameters such

Such a system must be examined from time as the elastic moduli, the densicy, and particle

to time to determine whether it still is capL ,e size. Furthermore, impulsive sources of very low

oi performing its function or whether it should magnitude are iufficient and tests can be made
easily in a hori;zontal plane, on vertica] faces,
even overhead.
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The waves generally used as diagnostic invad- information is shown in Fig. 3, a plot of first
ers are the longitudinal wave, the shear wave, the arrival time vs. position. From such a plot, from
Rayleigh wave, and the Lamb waves. The phenomena such information alone, the thickness of each layer
invoked with them are reflection, refraction, dis- and the longitudinal wave speed in each layer may
persion, and scattering. The quantities computed be computed.
from test results differ with the geometries of
individual structures, but generally consist first In a similar way, a surface source of dominant
of finding the velocities of one or more types of shear waves might generate first arrival versus
waves or of individual frequencies, or of determin- position data for shear waves and provide the shear
ing the stripping of portions of the frequency wave speed in each layer. The equations relating
spectrum of the original signal. The determination the experimentally obtained wave velocities to the
of mechanical parameters comes as a second series elastic moduli E, and G of a layer are:
of computations and requires that there be a suf-
ficient number of quantities determined from tests c - F[(l-v)(l+v)-l(l-2v)-lEp -1 ]  [1]
to provide the number of equations needed.

c -F/[G.p -1]

The Possibilities The Difficulties. where c , c. are longitudnal and shear wave-

Reflection Studies. From advertisements and speeds
conmmercials by oil companies and publicity about
the CAT-scans of medical programs, even the lay p is the density
public have some appreciation for reflection stu- v is Poisson's ratio.
dies. An impulsive source at the surface, Fig. 1,
sends waves to the layers below. Reflection takes Refraction studies have two restrictions:
place at each interface between layers of differ- first, layering must be of "normal" geologic sort,
ent densities and wave velocities and a picture can wave speeds must ircrease as depth increases;
be formed of the layering. While the method (1) second, it must be possible to assign approximate
does describe the layering and does give an idea of values for the density and for Poisson's ratio to
layer thicknesses and changes in thickness, the solve equations [1] and [2] for the moduli.
reflection method does not, of itself, provide much
quantitative information. Actual layer thicknesses Rayleigh Wave Dispersion. Layered structures
and wave velocities must come from other sources. used as armor cannot be expected to be of normal

geological type. The faster layers may be on top,
Seismic Refraction Studies. Where a system is there may be multiple inversion, or there may be

such that each successively deeper layer has a interleaving of layers of different properties.
higher wave velocity than those above (normal geo-
logical structure), the method of choice is seismic Less well known than seismic refraction is a
refraction (1,2), whether layers are thousands of method based on the dispersion of Rayleigh waves.
feet deep, or only a few feet in depth. Only the These are surface waves, extending into the medium
instruments and frequencies change. to a depth that is dependent upon the wavelength.

If the medium is not layered, and if the properties
A point source, Fig. 2, generates longitudi- do not change, Rayleigh waves are not dispersive

nal waves (and others) which expand outward beneath and all frequencies travel with the same speed,
the surface like half a bubble. Some of the rays somewhat less than the speed of the shear wave.
of the wavefront are certain to encounter each If the medium is layered and the wavelengths are
successively deeper layer at the critical angle. long enough to extend into other layers, then the
Refraction from the slower into the faster layer propagation is dispersive and wave speeds are not
will cause the wave to travel along the layer the same for all frequencies. This phenomenon,
boundary, but in the faster (and deeper) layer presents an opportunity to develop means with
and at the wavespeed of the faster layer. As the which to determine the velocities of buried layers
critically refracted wave travels on in that layer, when there is inversion or interleaving, and when
it will continually refract energy back toward the added to the capabilities present in the reflec-
surface through the layers above in the conti- tion and refraction methods, it gives to wave
nuously generated wave known as "kopfwelle". propagation studies - useful range of types of

tests that may be combined as needed.
The essence of quantitative use of the seis-

mic refraction method is that of first return. If A dispersion test involving Rayleigh surface
there is a string of transducers at the surfact, waves requires an impulnive source of waves and
each will detect and record all ground motion one or more accelerometer pairs placed along the
within its sensitivity. For transducers quite surface away from the source, each pair serving
near the source, the first signal received will be to define a gagelength. A test begins with a
that coming straight through the surface layer pulse. As the signal passes each one of an acce-
from the source. Farther away, a transducer will lerometer pair, its shape is recorded as a func-
receive and display as first signal the return tion of time. Each of the two signal shapes, if
from the second layer. Farther away yet, some not in the near-field, is subjected to analysis by
even more distant transducer will receive and a discrete finite Fourier transform, Eqn. [31, to
display a first return from the third layer, and obtain the frequency domain results of magnitude vs.
so on. The characteristic way of presenting the frequency, Eqn. [4] and, the essential information,
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- phase angle vs. frequency, Eqn. [5]. The two sets 2. that from a single test, both the speed of
of results from the accelerometer pair then are the longitudinal wove and the speed of the
evaluated to find the phare change (phase differ- shear wave can be found for a buried layer;
ence) A*x between them at each frequency of the
t:ansform 3. that the tept can distinguish between

n-i "welded" layers and layers that over tiren-0 nX nX have become degraded;S(X) -Zf(n)cs(--- 21);Fir(X) - -Zf(n)3dn(r2H) d3e

2 ( 2  4. that although there is not sufficient
JF(X)- r[Fre(X)] +[Fim(X [4 information to compute the moduli without

at Least a guessed value of the density,
-lF rthe values of the wave speeds themselves

" - tan[F (X)/F ) [5] for each layer will serve as accurate

descriptors to tell whether or not the
For each frequency, since its period T is mechanical properties of the buried layers

known automatically, and the distance of travel GL have changed.
(gagelength), and the phase change O, the velocity
possibilities for each frequency (or wavelength) We are involved in this work, concerned with the
may be computed by the deceptively simple equation problem of ow to instrument and conduct dispersion
[6] below, tests in such a way that the prmise of theory can

be realized. We also are investigating the subse-
vx = [211GL]/[A6xT ]  [ quent problems of analsiS and interpretation. Ourx subject has been the airfield runway, the inverted

Next, the dispersion curve can be plotted, system in which the surface layer is often concrete
Fig. 4, relating velocity to wavelength. The forms over a crushed stone base, then over soil. The

of dispersion curves differ considerably, for they slabbed surface cre'tes a series of problems:

depend upon the relative thicknesses of the layers,
the number of layers present, their relative and 1. The lateral boundaries are so close that

absolute properties, the condition of each, and to reflections return quickly to the accele-
what extent they are "welded" together. rometers during a record and alter the

phase information.

Dispersion analysis of Rayleigh surface waves 2. The slabs are small yet of comparable
was the subject of considerable attention in m. t e to he a l e t of iter est,
England and in this country in the 1960's because magnitude to the wavelengths of interest,
of its potential application to the same problems so that many of the accelerometer pairs

- with pavements that now appear w-th respect to the must be on the same slab with the source.

soil-matrix structures used as armor: how to Immediately one is dealing with a mixed

determine instantaneous condition; beyond that, near-field, far-field problem.
-- how to predict remaining Ilie. The theory forhi s plicto n ie als we stb Our work has been built about model studies ofSm . this application of dispersion analys is was estab- l b r t r c l . T e m d l r a e u f l y r* lished (3,4) at that time, laboratory scale. The models are made up of layers

e (of polymeric materials to provide a variety of wave

Airfield Pavements. Engineering work in the speeds. The models serve as useful testbeds for

USAF, associated with airfield pavements, was the development of instrumentation and methods, and
turned toward dispersion analysis and tests in the for reproducing problems of analysis met in the

late 1960's. In the late 70's, to boot disperrion field. They may be used to quickly create struc-
analysis into practice, the USAF embarked on a plan tures of whatever configurations are desired. Of
of simultaneous hardware development and develop- primary importance, we are able to compare easily

ment of analysis and interpretation, a plan that is the results of mathematical analysis with the

reaching maturity now with results that may be actual structure of the particular model being

useful to inspection of soil-matrix armor, studied in the laboratory, as we seek to improve
the analysis and to extend interpretation beyond

The problems have been how to move from the its present state.

* broad statements of theory to the realities of
field practice. In this work, he problems come Approach to the problem of reflections
about largely from the differences between the requires understanding of the conduct of an expe-
layered half-space of the applied mathematician or riment together with appreciation of the analysis
mechaniker and the layered system of the airfield, that follows. We have devised several ways to
where the surface layer often is made up of slabs overcome the reflection problem. The best to date

* that are less than 25 ft. on a side. is one that combines a time-frame window with
choice of the spectral content of the input signal.

The statements of theory, for the testing of It is in only minor contradiction with a beautiful
soil-matrix armor as well, are taese, thst diaper- feature implicit in dispersion analysis, that it is
sion analysis may be able to provide the following: not necessary to reproduce test conditions closely

to be able to reproduce the results. It is not

1. the shear or Rayleigh wave speeds for each necessary to reproduce the shape of the input sig-
of several buried layers; nal exactly, merely necessary that repeated inputs

contain all the same fraquencies as the original
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signal. It is not even the phase angle that counts, In all experiments the same entering pulse
only the phase differences. shape was employed. Despite the tenet that pulse

shape has no effect in dispersion analysis, we have
Instead of a single input pulse, we now use seen that changing the shape markedly can bring

two or three different ones. Each contains a entire new behavior modes into the dispersion field,

different group of principal frequencies so that therefore are careful to change the shape cautiously
there may be high, medium, and low frequency pulses. in model experiments.
Dispersion in this layered system has high fre-
quencies generally traveling most rapidly. By Fig 6a shows the result of two SBR layers
selecting the interval within the accelerometer cemented together to form a single thick surface
record (the time-frame windowing) according to the layer. The behavior is discontinuous: the SBR
nature of the pulse, we are able to minimize the layer acts independently, and both Lamb waves
way in which reflections of one group of frequen- appear. Higher wave speeds than customary are
cies masquerade as part of a different group. coaxed out of the FR base, probably an interface

wave created by the lower surface of the SBR plate.
The near-field problem is a different matter

altogether and leads first to consideration of The second, Fig. 6b, differs in that the two
altered analysis rather than altered experiment. SBR layers are not bonded together. Their beha-
The form of the solution to the problem (5) is as vior is more independent of one another. Some
shown below: minor slippage is possible at all the interfaces

and the overall behavior is more continuous and
f " oJo(kr)exp[-v(z-,)]dk (7] representative more of a somewhat stiffer single

plate over a less stiff one than the extreme con-
so that now we are working to apply the Hankel dition above. There is only a hint of the truly
transform based on the Bessel functions for near- independent behavior that is seen next.
field analysis rather than Fourier analysis of
sines and cosines. We look ahead to the proba- In Fig. 6c the two SBR layers are separated
bility that we will end up using a hybrid of the from each other by a one-inch layer of FR and are
two transforms, much more free of one another. The two humps that

are clearly visible, that were just discernible in
Experiments related to inspection of soil- 6b, show the two SBR layers each behaving inde-

matrix structures. In the course of the work pendently within an overall continuous behavior
above, experiments have been conducted that may for the entire structure.
prove of use for the evaluation of soil-matrix

armor. The sensitivity of dispersion analysis is

such that it can indeed respond to changes of
Fig. 5 shows a dispersion curve in which both structure at the level of structural degradation.

the lo-gitudinal wave speed and the shear wave
speed are displayed at the same time for a buried Signature. When overburden or sidefill is used as
layer. This is the first time we have been able armor, it may be possible to mount instruments
to produce this phenomenon and we look forward to temporarily within the protected structure. In
learning how to do it regularly, this case the concept of signature, of change in

wave shape per se may be may be used to detect
Fig. 6 shows the results of several experi- changes in the properties of the overburden.

ments using Rayleigh wave dispersion to examine Fig. 7 shows experiments on a different set of
inverted systems for several conditions of layer- models using combinations of the same materials
ing. In our work they represent several compar- described earlier. A uniformly reproducible pulse,
able structures that may exist after a pavement necessary for signature studies, was created at the
has been resurfaced. From the standpoint of soil- top of the overburden, with an accelerometer placed
matrix structures, three layerings are shown that on the underneath side to record the shape of the
could represent stages of decay of an original in-coming longitudinal wave. Fig. 7 shows the
system. The question is; can we distinguish the layering arrangements together with the shapes of
structures, one from another, and in a meaningful the respective pulses as received (tracings from
way. oscilloscope photos).

In all structures (cross-sections in Fig. 6) The signatures obviously are quite different.
the same two types of materials sere used: first, Regardless of which type of layering arrangement .
one-inch layers of styrene-butadiene-rubber (SBR) might be more desirable, it is clear that changing
used as separate layers in Fig. 6b and 6c, bonded the arrangement changes the nature of the trans-
together in Fig. 6a; second, three inches of foam mitted pulse markedly.
rubber (FR) made up of one-inch and two-inch
layers. The SBR has wave speeds several times Even at this level of modeling with continuum
higher than FR, so SBR represents a "stiff" mate- layers, the consequences of design choices can be
rial, concrete, whereas FR would represent a soil. seen. The structure of Fig. 7c results in a pulse
This simple physical modeling has proven effective; that is briefer in duration than the others, of
results compare well with those from full-scale higher magnitude, with more high frequencies in it.

structures. The other extreme (of these three choices) is

Fig. 7a, which results in the pulse of lowest
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amplitude, greater duration, loading most slowly.
Since all the initial pulses had the same shape,
the designer is able to judge the response against 2 3
the material properties at his disposal .

* D&glmsions. Although it is unlikely that any
single wave propagation method can provide all the
information desired to evaluate the mechanical i! f if I
state of a protective layered medium, it is 9 i i , -g.. _

. entirely possible that a single method will be Fig. 2 Seismic Refrection
able to provide clear evidence that there has, or
has not been a change in condition. Where addi-
tional or more complete information is desired,
several wave propagation methods can be tailored
to the particular type of layering involved and

* the information needed. tw--
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HIGH-PRESSURE BLAST DOOR AND BLAST VALVE DESIGNS

David W. Hyde and Sam A. Kiger

U. S. Army Engineer Waterways Experiment Station
Vicksburg, Mississippi

ABSTRACT shielded from the explosive source by a blast
wall, which will attenuate the pressure to a

Design concepts for blast doors and blast lower magnitude and defeat the fragmentation
valves capable of surviving the airblast and effects. The physical characteristics of active
fragmentation effects of general purpose bombs blast valves require that they be shielded from
are developed. Maximum blast pressures ranging fragmentation. The valve mechanism must be light

- from 500 psi to 8000 psi, along with the asso- enough to close very quickly, yet strong enough
ciated fragmentation effects, were used in the to survive the extreme pressures.
design calculations. Three general concepts for
blast doors were investigated: (1) a heavily BLAST DOOR REQUIRE4ENTS

. reiniforced concrete door protected from fragmen-
tation by a blast wall; (2) a steel plate stiff- Each of the blast doors evaluated for this
ened with angles also protected by a blast wall; project provides a clear opening 55 inches wide
and c3) a massive steel and concrete door with by 83 inches high. The doors are required to

* steel plates on each face and with concrete con- remain gas tight during the explosion and to be
fined by additional transverse plates. Each of operable after the detonation. The doors must
the blast valve concepts examined must be pro- also be able to prevent fragment perforation.
tected from fragmentation and extreme pressures
by a blast screen or wall. The "average" pressure and impulse distri-

butions from the Series II NATO Semihardened Wall
BACKGROUND Tests (Reference 1) were used to approximate the

alrblast loading of the unprotected door. Refer-
Although extensive research programs have ence 2 was used to determine the impulse distri-

been conducted to determine the survivability of bution across the door due to fragmentation. The
blast doors and blast valves when subjected to a "ANSWER" computer code was used to predict the
nuclear detonation, the response of these struc- loading history for the protected doors. This
tural components to conventional weapons effects code was developed at WES and is based on modifi-
is largely unknown. cations of the work found in References 3, 4,

and 5. Fragmentation effects for the protected
Blast door design parameters include the doors were neglected, and predicted impulses and

location and orientation of the door relative to durations at various points on the doors were
* the weapon, the size of the door opening, fre- averaged to obtain an equivalent uniform pressure

quency of use, and allowable damage criteria, across the door.
Blast valve design parameters Include the loca-
tion and orientation of the valve relative to the Each of the doors were represented by an
weapon, the airflow capacity of the structure's equivalent single-degree-of--freedon (SDOF) system
ventilatior. system, the sensitivity of the venti- for analysis purposes. The deformed shape of the
lation system to airblast, and the amount of doors was considered identical to the deformed
floor space available for additional airblast shape of a uniformly loaded simply supported
attenuating devices, e.g., an expansion chamber. slab. For the unprotected door, the load distri-

bution was considered uniform across the width of
The design threat for this project is a gen- the door, with a step decrease in load of 33 per-

era] purpose bomb detonated at near-miss die- cent at 60 percent of the door height (see Fig-
tance. The blast doors and blast valves must ure 1). This stap load is an approximation of
protect the occupants of the structure tram the the high reflected pressures near the bottom of
extreme pressures and fragmentation associated the door plus the loading due to fragmentation,
with this detonation. In addition, the doors which acts primarily on the lower half of the
should remain operable after the explosion, and door. The protected doors were considered uni-

- both the doors and the valves should be capable formly loaded across the entire face. Procedures
_ of surviving multiple hits. The objectives for for the SDOF analysis performed are given In

the blast doors may be met in one of two ways. Reference 6.
The door may either be strong enough to withstand

-* direct exposure to the detonation, or it may be
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As an alternative to the 20-cm (7.87-inch)

2/3P door, a lighter section with a higher steel per-
centage was selected. This door is a total of
4.625 inches thick with a 0.25-inch plate at-
tached with shear connectors to each face. This
door weighs about 3000 pounds and has a predicted

maximum response of 0.3 inch (Figure 2c).

%0 [The simplest of the protected doors selected
for testing consists of a 0.75-inch, 50-ksi steel
plate with 3-inch steel angles welded to the in-

side face at 12-inch spacings. The angles add

t t t P little additional flexural capacity, but alter
the stiffness of the door by an order of magni-

Figure 1. Idealized tude. If protected by a blast wall, the pre-

load function dicted maximum deflection of this door is about
1.4 Inches. The total door weight is about

FINAL DOOR DESIGNS 1500 pounds (Figure 2d).

A. Unprotected door.__________________

A massive steel and concrete door with steel I'PLATE

plates on each face was selected for testing
against direct exposure to the design threat.
See Figure 2a. This door Is 7 inches thick and a. UNPROTECTED DOOR

has a 1-inch-thick, 50-ksi steel plate on either
face. The outside plate serves primarily as pro-
tection against fragmentation, although it also ~I
provides additional flexural capacity. It is E " I ",T II i '0
attached to the door with welded shear connec- P T0

tors, which prcvide shear reinforcement and in- ,iO.4IN)
sure that the plate and the body of the door act
compositely during bending. Additional trans- b. 5500 LB. PROTECTED DOOR

verse plates are welded to the inside plate at
12-inch spacings. These transverse plates con-
fine the concrete and allow larger plastic defor- C;3 1 r ;3
nations than would otherwise be possible. The 415 1/4 PLATE

total weight of this door is about 6300 pounds, .

and the predicted maximum deflection when exposed
to the design threat is about 1.2 inches. The c. 3000 LB. PROTECTED DOOR

outside plate is expected to be severely damaged
by fragmentation but should be relatively easy to
repair by patching any holes or deep pits with 314"PLATE

additional plates welded to the door's exterior.Preliminary analysis indicates that some of the
shear connectors will break due to the horizontal

shear at the plate/concrete interface. The d. 1500 LB. PROTECTED DOOR
effect this will have on the response due to a

second detonation will be investigated Figure 2. Blast door cross-sections
experimentally.

DOOR HARDWARE
B. Protected Doors.

When a blast door, or any structure loaded

Several European firms now manufacture a dynamically, reaches its maximum deflection, it
gas-tight 20-cm reinforced concrete blast door. has energy stored in it and tends to deflect in
This door is lightly reinforced and was conceived the opposite direction. For pressure durations
for a nuclear threat with a reflected pressure of that are long relative to the natural period of
132 psi. The addition of a 10-mm mild steel the door or when large plastic deformation oc-
plate has been proposed as an added protective curs, this rebound is generally negligible. How-
measure. The section selected for testing will ever, for elastic response and short-duration
consist of a 20-cm (7.87-inch) reinforced con- loads, the ratio of required rebound resistance
crete section sandwiched between the two 10 mm to yield resistance approaches 1.0 (Fig. 9-14,
(0.4-inch) plates, which are anchored to the con- Ref. 7).
crete with shear connectors spaced uniformly
across each plate (Figure 2b). The weight of There are two consequences of severe rebound
this door is about 5500 pounds, and the predicted loads: (1) the negative reinforcement of a sim-
maximum deflection when protected by a blast wall ply supported door must nearly equal the positive
is about 0.5 inch. reinforcement, (2) more important for a hinged

door, either the hinges or the latch mechanism
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must be capable of resisting the rebound forces. the shock front arrived at the opening the valve
For the severe loads expected, no reasonable wee completely closed.
hinges are capable of resisting the rebound load.
Therefore, the latch mechanism is designed to One of the valves utilizing this concept
resist all of the rebound force so that the which has been selected for further testing is
hinges are only required to perform their primary shown in Fig. 4. This valve consists of three
function. concentric pipes, with a piston that closes off

the innermost pipe when activated by the pressure
As shown in Figure 3, the latch mechanism of an airblast wave. During tiormal operations,

consists of three irovsble steel plates, each air flows through the outer pipe, Into the middle
1.0 inch thick for the heavier doors and pipe, and finally into the inner pipe before
0.75 inch thick for the lighter doors, which in- reaching the vertilatioa equipment. However,
teract with a steel catch weldee to the exterior when a shock front enters the valve inlet and
of the door frame. One latch plate is mounted on strikes the piston, by the time the shock front
the hinged side of the door between the hinges has traveled through the first two pipes tie
and the other two plates on the opposite side. valve piston is closed. Given the predicted peak
The plates are caused to move by a rotating cam pressure, duration, and shock front velocity,
which is welded to the shaft of the latch handle. this valve can be proportioned to allow no dam-
The cam is designed so that the plates move in aging impulse to pass through to the ventilation
the horizontal direction only - they are not re- equipment.
quired to move vertically. The weight of each SHOCK FRONT INLET
plate is supported by a steel angle welded to the S F IL
door's exterior.f

NORMALPISTON"." NORMAL

AIR FLOW

FRflME
Figure 3. Latch mechAnism

BLAST VALVES & RESET ROD

Several international firms currently menu- Figure 4. Pipe valve
facture blast valves to protect mechanical sys-
tems from blast damage; however, most of these CLOSURE
valves are designed for the long-duration, rela-
tively low-pressure environment associated with Current plans are to test each of the blest
nuclear explosions. It is uncertain if these door concepts and the pipe valve, along with
blast valves will operate satisfactorily in the several comercially available valves, in a full-
short-duration, high-pressure environment of con- scale test at Tyndall AFB in October-November
ventionel explosions. The blast valve mechanism 1985.
must operate quickly enough to prevent a large-
magnitude impulse from passing through. REFERENCES

A large variety of blast- and blast sensor- 1. D. R. Coltharp, K. P. Vitaya-Udom, and S. A.
actuated valves were desined, built, and tested Kiger; "Response of Semihardened Facilities
in the 1950's and early 1960's under the spon- Walls to Nearby Detonations"; Final Report,
sorship of various U.S., Canadian, and European USAE Waterways ExpEriment Station, Vicksburg,
government agencies. Many of these valve designs MS. (In preparation)
were evaluated by Los Alamos National Laboratory
in 1982 (Ref 8). Unfortunately, many of them 2. J. T. haylot, et. al.; "Fundamentals of Pro-
were never put into production or have since tective Design for Conventional Weapone";
ceased production. Several of the valve design- 1984, U.S. Army Waterways Experiment Station,
era recognized the inherent difficulty in mar~u- Vicksburg, MS.
facturing a valve mechanism both light enough to

move rapidly and strong enough to survive high 3. G. A. Coulter; "Attenuation of Peaked Air
pressures. Many of the valve designers solved, Shock Waves in Smooth Tunnels"; BRL Report
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NUMERICAL AND CENTRIVUGAL 14ODELLING OF BURIED STRUCTURE RESPONSE TO NEAR FIELD BLAST

F. C. Townsend
1, M. C. McVay

2, D. M. Bradley
3

C.H. Cunningham4 , and D. J. Yovatsh 4

University of Florida

ABSTRACT However, variations in geological sitings,
structural design details, weapons, stand-off

Cent-ifugal modelling is a method of distances, etc. are precluding full-scale fielo
accounting for gravity effects on laboratory scale tests for numerical validation and/or Improvement.
models and evaluating numerical predictions of Accordingly, to reduce testing costs and safety
these model responses. The objectives of this risks, laboratory scale models provide a viable
research were (a) to develop centrifugal model method under controlled conditions for evaluating
scaling relationships, (b) a micro-concrete with numerical models, provided that the dead load
miniaturized reinforcement, and (c) to incorporate effects of the structure and surrounding soil can
a nonlinear soil model into NONSAPC. be accounted for. Unfortunately, these dead load

effects are not appropriately handled in one
Dimensional analyses identified a cet of gravity testing and thus, centrifugal modelling

scaling laws and indicate that similitude can be offers an alternative testing procedure with
achieved if both prototype and model materials are substantial potential for cost reduction.
comparable and blast yields are scaled. A micro-
concrete with miniaturized reinforcement was Faced with these concerns, the Air Force
developed using gypsum mortar and downsized sand initiated an investigation of the feasibility of
gradation, and serrated steel wire. Testing of using centrifugal modelling as an alternative
revealed this composite material compares favor- testing procedure and a substantial potenti3l for
ably with prototype predicted by NONSAPC. cost reduction for evaluating buried structures
Comparisons between linear and nonlinear subjected to blast loadings.
representations of both concrete and soil
materials revealed much higher stresses and peak Objectives - From these considerations, the
displacements occurred for nonlinear modelling. Objectives of the research reported heretin were:

(a) to evaluate centrifugal model scalinq
relationships pertinent to blast loadiugs, (b) to

INTRODUCTION develop a micro-concrete with miniaturized
reinforcement to construct 1/50th or smaller scale

Background - Economic design and survival of models, and (c) to incorporate a nonlinear soil~ackroud -Ecoomi deign andsuriva of model into an existing numerical finite elsinnt
buried structures subjected to blast loadings code (NONSAPC) to be compared with c nrlfugel

requires a thorough knowledge of the stress models.

loadings created by the weapon and generated
response. In the case of DOD protective
structures, the degree of uncertainty must he Scope of Work - These objectives were Accomplished
quite narrow and the simple application1 of safety by performing dimensional analyses using
factors is not sufficient. Buckingham Pi Theory which resulted in a computer

code PISETS. Trial mixes using gypsum mortar and

Hence, in order to evaluate design assump- sard scaled to follow prototype gradations were
tions and computer models, full scale testing of used to develop a micro-concrete. Deformed steel

. the structure over a variety of geological sites wire was used to model reinforcement. A non-
is attractive and has been done in several linear soil model (Modified Duncan) was inserted
instances, but at considerable cost and safety into NONSAPC to represent the stress dependent
risk. Presently, designs are b4sed upon e.peric3l behavior of soils. Subsequent numerical analyses
correlations of these field studies and some of the structure were performed to evaluate the

' numerical analyses of structural components. sensitivity of the structure to linear or
nonlinear analyses.

(1) Professor A (2) Assistant Professor, Dept. of Civil Eng., Univ. of Fla., Gainesville, Fla. 32611
(3) Captain, U.S. Air Force
(4) Grad. Ass't., Dept. of Civil Eng., Univ. of F%., Gainesville, Fla 32611
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Table 1. Listing of parameters for dimensional analyses of blast loadings
[After (6)] -

System Parameters
4J

Dependent Parameters W W
U W W3- -1
0 U 4 0 0

o U W 43 0
. U C'U 431 I IE

4M a 0 Z >, 'a 0 0 0 0 >
C 0U W' (A U; 434' 4 4J
Q1 3 I -1 2 - 3 1 - - - 1

4- -2 00-1 1 - -2 -1 -2 1
43 U to Af C L C -. Cn ~ . 0

U 1. -43 3 43 4' .~ 4' 3 / 0 n 0
wactua43y be tesCed depeden I tMupon therdiu 4J

ieni n An-ye - Table rset th c celraio Ceve 0n ala oftecntiue

dislac 4nt 0nd acc3eatin)an 19 ) ' 4 l4 inepnen geinosU an Sco Ul (3 ha sugete

IA U U $_ Z. 03' ) 3 C 1 3 39 aC W3 .'
4' U 1 C 'U . 'U 4J 01.4' 1 ' 0 0 _ W. 4 . .

&n) CZ U. -n o V - 0 f~ ) -C X LnC' - - C 1

o d a P0  I En R H P~ C c c' F SAT Ps Cs Es c PC k g t

L -1 1 1 1 1 2 1 1 -3 1 -1 -1 -1 2 -3 1 -1 -1 -1 1 1 0

T -2 0 -2 -2 -1 -2 0 0 0 -1 -2 -2 -2 0 0 -1 -2 -2 -2 -1 -2 1

Centrifugal Model Scaling Relationships The scale to which a buried structure can
actually be tested is dependent upon the radius,

Dimnsina Analyses - Table 1 presents the acceleration level and payload of the centrifuge.
depeet arameters of interest (stress,
displacement, and acceleration) and 1g independent Avgherinos and Schofield (3) have suggested
parameters used for determining scaling that due to the radial nature of centrifugal
relationships. In order to solve this dimensional accelerations applied to a model within a
matrix, three repeating parameters; inpulse, centrifuge, the gravitational forces on the model
height, anC concrete modulus were used to generate will vary across its base and height unlike that
the I terms ted in Table 1. Note that many of of the prototype. Hence, to limit this effect,
the i terms are dependent upon the material the height of the model should be limited to ±
properties. Contingent on using the same material 1/10 of the radial arm of the centrifuge.
in model and prototype, the scaling relationship- Similarly, Bassett (5) suggests that length be no
in Table 2 result. It is i ortant to obser.e longer than the cord of a 150 section with a
that W 1 , energy, scales as n , that is to say, radius equal to the centrifuge's arm. In addition
small 1ast energies or charges in a high g to these model size limitations, allowances must
centrifuge environment can simulated high yields be made for boundary effects. Based upon
(6). centrifugal model footing experiments, Bagge and

Christensen (4) have suggested that container
Scaling and Equipment Difficulties - The major diameters should be greater than five times that
problem stems from the conflict between satisfying of the model diameter (Dc>5Dm). Faced with these
geometric scaling laws while maintaining the model size criteria, one must also consider the
material properties. For soils a reduced grain payload weight capacity versus g level of a
size drastically changes its material properties; specific centrifuge.
i.e., modulus, stength, dilational wave speed,
permeability, etc. Hence, it is appropriate to Micro-concrete and Miniaturized
ignor geometric reduction of soil particles and Reinforcement Developement
assume consistent properties between model and
prototype. For reinforced concrete, similar Faced with the requirement of scaling both
material properties pertubations occur in that aggregate and reinforcement to construct
aggregate and reinforcement sizes must be scaled reinforced concrete models for centrifugal
to construct a model. Accordingly micro-concrete testing, the objective of this phase was to
and miniaturized reinforcement duplicating develop a micro-concrete and miniaturized
prototype properties are dictated. Ii the case of reinforcement. Accordingly, a micro-concrete was
explosives since energy scales at 1/n that of the developed after numerous trials consisting of high
prototype energy, very small explosive quantities strength gypsum, and fine sand; the recipe of
are required for a model blast loading. Nielson which is one part gypsum, 0.25 parts water, and
(10) has proposed that RDX could be used to model 0.8 parts sand. After forming the mix, specimens
explosives and estimated 2.0 gms of RDX in a 60 g were cast, allowed to cure 48 hours and then
eavironment would model a 1000 lb. bomb. Hence, coated with shellac to cease curing of the
downsizing explosive quantities may require gypsum. This procedure produced a micro-concrete
special considerations.
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Table 2. Pi Sets of Blast Load Dimensional Analysis [After (6)]

I, Terms Scaling Relationship Pt N 9's

*d/h di, - 6/n

w~R/H Rm -Rp/n

53 ST ZH ASTm. ASTP/nl

4 c /c cm. cp

W 5 - F ST/Ec FST, , FST P

' 6 -E &/ECc ES, - Esp

7C p

ii PCE /C -Pc

. O/E a -
C "m p

10 *o P0/E c Po PO

W 1 *En/H 
3 
Ec Em C1,p/

2 " , H5c ZA,-n

'13 ' 60c E c/1 Fc. -
9
c P

14 - CC/ c cme cp

isH
6
E~p,2 s Os

'16 * cs /3 c CSO C p

'17 , z/H
3
Ec km *k

18 , 
2
g/H SEc

2  
90 ITl9p

'19 *~ ET H
2
/1 T,. T /n

with the follIowing properties: compressive described can greatly extend our abilities to
strength =4100 psi, tensile strength -310 psi, evaluate designs. In fact, the testing philosophy
unit weight 136 pcf, and 50% fc' secant modulus To adapted at UF is to use centrifugal test results

* 3.3 X 10 psi. of generic simple prototypes to validate and
improve numerical models. In this context, the

Black annealed steel wire (22 gage) is used objective of this phase is to evaluate the NONSAPC
* for miniaturized reinforcement in the following (nonlinear elastico dynmaic finite element

fashion.: (a) thc- wire is passel through a program) (2) for predicting the response of
knurling machine which makes serrations on the the structure to blast loadings. Accord-

* wire similar to re-bar, (b) the wire is then ingly, the stability and convergence of the
stressed to 40,000 psi to remove kinks, bends, program was studied, a nonlinear soil model

* etc. and (c) 6the wire is placed in the model. An
E - 29 x 106 psi and tensile strength of 50,000
psi results from this procedure. The slightly R-MIOACIO(A K AN ,~~hiCCKl

lower yield strength of the wire is accounted for - N 61
in the models by increasing the area of steel
reinforcement.

Figure 1 presents the results of a
miniaturized reinforced beam (.6" x 1.0" x 7.25") k
subjected to third point loading, and the
corresponding numerical prediction (NOIdSAPC) using

* a nonlinear, concrete model. As shown, the
prediction Is quite good and the properties of L,

* this miniaturized reinforced micro-concrete are-
quantified; thus providing the means for
constructing centrifugal models.

Numerical Modelling of Buried StructureA
Response to Blast Loadiings

Bakround - Complimenting centrifugal model tests
,i~re numerical models,* which when properlyv Fio!jre 1. Predicted and Laboratory Test
"colibrited" and accurate material properties c(sults of Reinforced Micro-Concrete
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Implemented, and lastly comparisons between linear the soil-structure system. The first analysis
and nonlinear representations of both concrete and utilized all linear elements and a time step of
soil models were performed. integration of 0.1 mlliseconds, while the three -

nonlinear analyses used nonlinear elements and
Soil Model - The NONSAPC program, as received time steps of 0.025, 0.05, and 0.1 millise.onds
originally, did not contain a material model that respectively. Figure 2 presents the linear and
could represent the nonlinear stress-dependent nonlinear material elements, and nodes examined
behavior of soils. The Modified Duncan Model (9), for stresses and time displacements, respectively. t

an outgrowth of the Duncan-Chang Model (8), was The material model parameters used are described r
added to NONSAPC in order to model the in detail in Reference 13.
characteristically nonlinear stress-strain
behavior of soils observed in the laboratory. The Figure 3 presents a comparison of peak
model, being incremental elastic, was adaptable to stresses in the soil (independent of time) along
the solution scheme of NONSAPC and utilizes input the structure top in the x-y plane. As shown,
parameters obtainable from conventional laboratory smaller time steps produced the highest peak
triaxial tests. stress, with the effect greatest nearest the point

of loading. This effect is due primarily to the
Input Preparation - Due to the size and complexity nonlinear stress dependency of the soil in regions
of the buried structure to be analyzed, symmetry of high stress gradients (near the charge). At
was assumed and only one quarter was discretized. lower stress gradients further from the detonation
As shown in Figure 2, the structure consists of a time step sensitivity decreases. Predictions
burster slab and buried three bay facility, using the following equation are quite
Loading of the structure was calculated based upon unconservative (7):
a 1000 lb. spherical charge detonated five feet 3
above the burster slab centerline. Shock wave p = f.(P c).160.(R/W)l/)-n
parameters and reflective pressure coefficients o
(12) were used to determine the pressure time load where f = coupling factor (0.14), Pc = acoustic
history for the structure at selected nodal impedence (22), R = distance from explosion, ft,
points. W -weight of charge (1000), and n - attenuation

coefficient (2.75). Thus, it is concluded that an
improved numerical analysis using smaller time
steps and/or finer descretization near the

S-,detonation would better predict the high stress
gradients in this region.

PEAK rCIL STRESSES IN X-Y PLANE OF SYMMETRY

Figure 2. Finite Element Idealization : 0.05 lw.

of the Soil -Structure-System .• ,

In the linear analysis of the structure, all
the soil and concrete materials were modelled as
linear elastic, with E - 5.76 x 19 psi (1) and
for the soil E = B =f3,039.6 (a ) /2 (11). The
estimated value of a was based pon gravity and
blast loadings, with the blast 1 a ng calculated r
as Po (psf) = 39,905,539 (R)-L '-, where R =
distance from explosion (ft.) (7). In the case of
nonlinear analyses, the Modified Duncan model was
used to represent the sand, while an orthotropic _ _ _,_, _, _, _ _

variable modulus model (2) was used to represent 0 10 20 30

the nonlinear concrete behavior. Since the actual DICEALoN0x-XIss.
placement of the reinforcing steel is not Figure 3. Peak Vertical Stress, in the X-Y
represented in this model , a smeared (composite) Plane of Synietry, On the Structure
modulus based upon concrete and steel moduli was
used for the appropriate element. The sand was Figure 4 presents the time displacements of
represented by dynamic soil parameters inserted in node 5 (Figure 2) as an example. As shown,
the Modified Duncan model (9). displacements were greatest nearest the detonation

for the nonlinear analyses using the smallest time
Analysis and Results of Nurerical Modelling step. The increasing peak displacements with

decreasing time steps indicates that convergence
General - Four complete finite element analyses, has not been achieved and a finer time step and/or
ne near and three nonlinear, were performed on finer dlscretization may be appropriate.
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CONCRETE BREACHING DATA BASE SEARCH AND CONCRETE PENETRATION ANALYSIS
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The data base search summarized below was performed DMG RI IEHU
under Air Force Contract FO-8635-83-C-0557. The",AMAGOUSFEET)

-. analyses described in this paper were performed using
IR&D funds supplied by Goodyear Aerospace Corpora- o. o ICALesTMAToRBAMDONe. 0, " lJ IN US. AND ENGLAND DURING 19W'

". tion. A complete description of the search and the
", analyses is contained in document ESL-TR-84-37, 0. J05E0 ESlMATOR: BASED ON LIMITED TESTS

published by the Engineering and Services Laboratory, INSWITZERLAND DURING I9OS

Air Force Engineering and Services Center, Tyndadl Air
* Force Base, Florida. 03 -..-

1. PURPOSE OF DATA BASE SEARCH 0. -

The need for a data base search can be seen from the 0 0 1 1S 2.0 2.

graph presented in Figure 1 (References 1 and Z), which
shows that there are substantial differences among Figure 1 - Comparison of Official and Proposed

. concrete scabbing and breaching estimators. There are Estimators for Breaching Damage to
a variety of plausible explanations for some of these Reinforced Concrete Wall Panels
differences: target properties, interpretations of
damage, and experimental methods. One specific in- were acquired; the missing refernces are all British
tent of this data base search was to locate and acquire, documents. Multiple copies of these documents were
if possible, the data used to formulate the officially sent to the United States during the 1940's, and were at
sanctioned concrete breaching and scabbing estimators one time in the library established by the National
set forth in the Joint Munitions Effectiveness Manual Defense Research Committee (NDRC). Despite an
(JMEM). Given these data, it was felt that it would be exhaustive search that involved numerous telephone
possible to either resolve the differences in scabbing/ calls and on-site searches at the National Archives,

* breaching estimators by means of analysis or determine Military Archives, and United States Air Force (for-
if specific experimental programs would be required to merly Albert Simpson) Historical Research Center,
provide a sound basis for the estimation of concrete these documents were not located. The search did
scabbing and breaching. yield, however, the location and acquisition of a large

amount of reference material needed for hard target

a. Focus of Contractor's Search Report vulnerability assessments. Twenty-two valuable refe--
ences on the subjects of concrete penetration, scab-

- It was known at the outset of the search effort that the bing, and breaching were acquired for the program
data base for hard target vulnerability assessments was sponsor and 20 other important references for vulnerabil-
largely generated during the 1940's. Because the Vul- ity assessments were located and reviewed. Bibliograph-

* nerability Assessments Branch (DLYV) already had in ies of the Textbook of Air Armament and the summary
its possession or could readily acquire concrete scab- reports of the Untted States Strategic Bombing Survey
bing and breaching data generated during the past were also prepared.

*. twenty years, this search concentrated on locating and
acquiring data generated during the 1940's. 2. EFFECTOF CONCRETE COMPRESSIVE STRENGTH

ON PENETRATION
b. Results of Search Effort

a. Introduction
A major objective of the search was to locate and
acquire the 14 key reference documents that provide It is an established fact that the compressive strength
the basis for official concrete scabbing and breaching of concrete inc'reanes with age. Typical rate of strength

- estimators (Reference 3). Eight of the 14 references developments and compressive strengths at various
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ages are shown in Figure Z (Reference 4). It is also a b. Analysis
fact that several widely used concrete penetration
equations contain a target properties term that has the Large differences in concrete compressive strengths
form KS-l/Z, where S is concrete compressive strength produce large differences in the penetration of identi-
and K is an experimentally determined constant, usu- cal projectiles, as is clearly shown in Figure 4. (Note
ally at small scales. A final fact important in consider- that the ages of the targets are the same.) Now if com-
ing the influence of concrete properties on penetration pressive strength is strongly related to penetration
is that there is an inevitable dispersion in concrete resistance, one should be able to prepare accurate esti-
penetration data, regardless of the care exercised in mates of penetration into a 10,000 psi target, given the
performing concrete penetration experiments. Tests of observed penetration into a 5000 psi target. The accur-
identical projectiles at identical velocities against the acy of such estimates can best be checked, of course,
same concrete target should produce identical penetra- by conducting penetration tests against both targets
tions; sometimes this occurs, but most of the time it using identical projectiles and striking velocities. If
does not. Typical data dispersion for .50-caliber tests this is done and if a concrete properties term of the
against massive concrete targets is shown in Figure 3. form KS-1 /2 is valid, penetration into the 10,000 psi
These were well controlled penetration experiments, target will be [(5000/0,090)11/Z times fie penetra-
yet the width of the band containing all the data ranges tion into a 5000 psi tar et or P(10,000 psi target) =
from 0.5 to 0.82 calibers. Thus when seeking to P(5,O00 psi target) x (0.5)1 2 .Figure 5 shows an interest-
demonstrate that some parameter or concrete variable ing test of this hypothesis. The shaded circles are the
has a small but predictable effect on penetration, actual penetration measurements for the .50-caliber
somehow one must separate the signal from the noise; tests against a 9450 psi target with a 365 day cure. The
as noted in Reference 5: "A graph of penetration open circles are estimates formed by multiplying the
versus one of the concrete variables does not necessar- .50-caliber test data for a 4115 psi target by [(4115/
ily imply a unique relationship." 9450)]I/Z. Note that these data points would define a

CEMENT TYPE penetration curve for the 9450 psi target that would be
o essentially identical to the curve defined by the actual

tests against this targ-t. This same "test" can be ap-
plied to Figure 4. That is, assume only the data for 50-
caliber tests against the 4115 psi target is available.

SMultiply each point by 1(4115/1895)]1,2 and generate
estimated penetration points for an 1895 psi target,

6Jthen multiply the same points by [(4115/8Z40)11/Z and

TESTS O 6 I IN. CYLNORS generate an estimate for the 8240 psi target. After
Fi OG CURED AT 7oF completing this exercise it will be clear that the con-/' 1 112 INIMAX AG'.GREGATE

0 6 SACKS CEMENT PER CUBIC YARD crete properties term in major penetration equations,
SKS-/ , accurately depicts the resistance of massive

concrete to penetration.

01~o I I I I I /
? 14 2 go ISO 1 2 5 i/

DA S YEARS 0 / 2
CURE[ TIM[

Figure Z. Rates of Compressive Strength ....o s. 2 DAY IF
Development for Various Concretes / 
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so 30 2

TARGETS ONE FOOT CUBES XF

ESEOFOI.~ ~ 26DYFG UEi IMI PSI, 21 DAY IFOI,
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0
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2.0 STRIKING VELOCITY IFPS X 10 21

IFigure 4. Effects of Compressive Strength on
Penetration (.50 Caliber Tests)

Now consider briefly the problem of proving conclu-
10 -sively that an individual concrete variable significantly

affects penetration. Figure 6 shows an apparent age
effect. Since the targets do not have identical compres-

C I I . I I I I I sive strengths, a slight adjustment must be made to
2 4 6 ao ,0 ., 1. . 1. . :,14 26 remove the compressive strength effect. Even If this is

STRIKING VELOCITY (FPS X 101) not done, note that when striking velocities are nearly
Figure 3. Experimental Data Dispersion For identical, some sets of points indicate that there is a

.50-Caliber Penetration Tests Against Massive significant age effect while some sets of points indi-
Concrete Targets cate that there is little if any effect. Add to this the
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data dispersion shown previously and one can at best tion data base and to develop concrete scabbing and
suggest that these dta show some indication that con- perforation limits for .50-caliber, 37 mm, 75 mm, 3-
crete age, per se, affects penetration. It certainly is inch, and 155 mm projectiles. Lateral target dimen-
not possible with the.e data to unambigously establish a sicna varied from 7 by 7 feet (small projectile tests) to
specific relation between concrete target age and pens- 28 by 30 feet for the large projectile tests. Multiple
tration. shots were conducted against targets with no overlap of

4.. impact craters. All targets were reinforced; ages at

. ACTUAL PENETRATION: test varied from 63 to 260 days; compressive strengths

40 - 41ISPSI TARGET,2SOAYCURE varied from 3800 psi to 6600 psi, with most targets

4. * ACTUALPENETRATION: being in the 5000 psi, 180-day cure regime. Complete
94WPSI TARGT 6b DA r CURE details on the targets and tests are set forth in Interim
AO -A0JUSTEO FOR COMRSSIVE Report 30.
S7RENGTH EFFECT

o C Since this analysis is concerned exclusively with mas-
sive concrete penetration, it is worthwhile to clearly

*. define the terms massive concrete target and massive
penetration event. A concrete target is massive only

2 
with respect to a particular projectile and penetration
event. If the impact and penetration of projectile P

A2.0 -
into comcrete target T do not produce edge effects or

_ -5 - .rear face dam age to the target, this constitutes a m as-
sive penetration event and the targot is considered a

. o . massive target for this projectile and event. The most
beneficial v ay to considet concrete penetration is in

0," - terms of massive penetration events, which, to repeat,
0 o are terminal ballistic events in which the target does

0O 1 not suffer either edge effects or rear face damage.
4 0 1 4 1 1e 20 22 24 The absolute size of the target is irrelevant; the only

STRIKING VELOCITY (FS X 1021 concern is that the target does not suffer edge effects
Figure 5. Compressive Strength Accounts for or rear damage. Clearly, then, the same concrete tar-

Age Effect in Concrete Penetration get can be massive for projectile P1 and not massive
4', for projectile PZ. For the same projectile, the target

4935 PSI X UAYS can be massive for Event A and not massive for Event
40 5140 PSI " OAYS. B.

35 b. Analysis

0 35 IN. 0LICAL
3 U_ (1) G eneral

25 -Two concrete penetration equations were analyzed, an
--03 ,N .N R D C equation (R eference 7) and a British equation.

S__The NRDC and British concrete penetration equations
- o were selected for analysis because they are based on

very large numbers of tests. Theme equations were
.322 0 N -0 CAL developed during the 1940's. In the United States, a

* - large portion of the concrete penetration work was

NOTE supervised by the National Research Council.
0 NO AJUSITMENT FOR COMPRESSIVE STRENGTH DIFFERENCES

I4 I I 'II LII The final NDRC equation is not evaluated since it con-
2 0 ,2 14 16 1, 22 24 tains a partially defined target properties term , and

STRIKING VELOCITY FPSX t02) thus is not particularly useful. To the best of this
Figure 6. Effect of Target Age on analyst's knowledge, the British equation evaluated is

Concrete Penetration the final British concrete penetration equation de-
veloped by the Road Research Laboratory.

3. ANALYSIS OF PREDICTIVE ACCURACY OF TWO
CONCRETE PENETRATION EQUATIONS Figure 7 provides a good indication of the need for an

analysis of the predictive capabilities of concrete pene-
a. Introduction tration equations. For impact velocities below about

1500 fps, the equations considered provide nearly identi-
The purpose of this analysis is to illustrate a use for the cal penetration estimates. However, there are substan-
concrete penetration data acquired during the data tial differences in these estimates beyond IS00 fps.
base search and to provide a partial analysis of the For example, for a 10,000 psi target at 3500 tps strik-
predictive capabilities of two concrete penetration ing velocity, there is a 3-caliber difference in esti-
equations for massive penetration events. The data mates. in a vulnerability assessment, this could easily
used in this analysis were drawn exclusively from Inter- equate to a zero-one situation; that is, estimate I
im Report No. 30 (Report I - Data), Committee on would say the target was defeated; estimate Z would
Fortification Design (CFD), Natioval Research Council say the target received slight damage.
(Reference 6). The tests reported in this document
were performed to add to the massive concrete penetra-
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two massive target with substantially different
is WARHEAD PARAMETERS compressive strengths.

W,- "M LB
15 .,.3.05 3. Thirteen all-velocity, 155 mm massive pene-

tration tests.

- 2 o 4. Twenty low-velocity ( 1000 fps), 155 mm
massive penetration tests.

- . - For the main quantitative analysis of the equations, the
predictive accuracy criteria utilized were caliber error,
average caliber error, and mean absolute error. Cali-

4ber error is defined as actual (measured) penetration

2 minus estimated penetration. Caliber errors are
summed algebraically, and then aver .ges are derived

2 0 II 4224for several combinations of the separate sets of data;

STRIINo VELOCITY ,F , X 102 namely, all 37 mm data; all 37 mm plus the all-velocity

Figure 7. Differences in Two Massive Concrete 155 mm data; the low-velocity 155 mm data; and all

Penetration Predictors 155 mm data. Absolute error is simply the absolute
value of the difference between actual penetration and

The NRDC equation is: estimated penetration. Mean absolute error is then
simply the sum of absolute errors divided by the data

0. 215 1.5) points in a particular set; for example, all 37 mm data.
Z= 1 + 8z2)(2- Hd Vo  ) f(s) A sample of the data used is given in Table 1. The

Z \ 1 /1d 3 f\ predictive errors are summarized in Table 2. The pat-

where: terns of the predictive errors for the all-velocity data

Z = penetration (calibers) are shown in Figures 8 and 9.

S = compressive strength (psi) TABLE 1 - BRITISH EQUATION 37 MM DATA
W = projectile/warhead weight (pounds)
d = projectile/warhead diameter (inches)
Vo  = striking velocity, fps/1000 Taget 6C, 4562 psi (67 days) Target 6D, 6160 psi 1Z66 days)

f( 8) = obliquity correction (1.0 at zero striing Acal Est. striking Actu. E t
degrees; 0.85 at 15 degrees; 0.60 ,,I.)ity pent, p"a rrn) .ICiy peall leat) (co(fps) (cad) (ca&0 (cal) * I fps) (Wal (cal) (cel}"

at 30 degrees) 3oz7 12.90 11.90 .1.00 2979 11.S6 v.s9 .1.97

The one-half is an impact adjustment term that was 3006 13.66 11.80 1.86 3097 11.39 10.0 .1.37
used for only low velocity events in this analysis. Ini- ZsZ 9.31 9.24 .0.07 2488 7.94 7.85 .0.09
tial analysis indicated that an impact adjustment term Z446 9.Z1 9.ZZ -0.01 2476 7.11 7.81 0.00
would improve the predictive capabilities of the NDRC 1942 7.32 6.99 .0.33 2013 S.93 6. -0.Z7

equation if applied only to low velocity impacts. So
a 0.Z5-caliber impact adjustment term was used for 1939 7.16 6.98 .0.18 Z0oZ 5.08 6.16 -1.08

penetration events at _1000 fps. L424 3.95 4.8Z -0.87 1404 3.36 4.1S -0.79

1407 3.9" 4.75 -0.76 1385 3.64 4.09 -0.45
The British equation is not set forth because it is still 935 Z.S9 3.10 -.. t 199 Z.SZ 3.48 -. 96

classified, but it is basically similar to the NDRC equa- 98 Z.95 3.09 -0.14 961 Z.Z, Z.72 -0.50
tion; an important difference is that to convert con-
crete compressive strength by standard United States 660 1.78 1.91 -0.13 671 1.83 1.93 -0.30

cylinder tests to British compressive strengths, the 639 1.67 1.84 -0.17 671 1.40 1.13 -0.43

United States value must be multiplied by 1.39 for tests
using 4-inch cubes and 1,33 for tests using 6-inch cubes. *Error = actual penetration minus predicted penetration
Most British compressive strength tests refer to 4-inch
cubes; in this analysis, compressive strengths used in TABLE 2 - SUMMARY OF PREDICTIVE ACCURACY
evaluating the British equation are 1.39 times United FOR NDRC AND BRITISH CONCRETE
States compressive strengths. PENETRATION EQUATIONS

(Z) Data and Accuracy Criteria

Average errors (calibers)

The predictive accuracy of these two equations for 37 . 1i s S,3= 37 . 155 mm. 1ss mm. "uI 5s5,
massive penetration events was evaluated with respect s 57 te . 7 teat. 20 testc 3 teat,

to data from the following tests: 4DRC -0.0033 .0.os9 '0.0136 .:.Is: .0.13s
Srlttah -.. 072 .0.064 .0.0470 -0,083 -0.02$|

1. Thirty-three all-velocity, 37 mm tests against B _7. 0_-0_0__

three massive concrete targets with essentially identi- Wan absote oertr, I calibe).

cal compressive strengths. First, a simple, semi- 37" 1"inm 37mm *s"omm . ,as]in I Mll 15 m.
quantitative comparison of the equations was made Eqatim F! te 0ts. 33 teat

using these data. This preliminary anatysis indicated a NcRC 0.437 0.3 0.429 0.2 I 0.33s

need for a more definitive analysis of these equations. British 0. 645 1 0. Z15 0.5669 0..1-

2. Twenty-four all-velocity, 37 mm tests against 4 -All V.elCty; -I. elocity.
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--A;2 4 .21produce an adequate evaluation of the predictive

ERRR Pmerits of empirical concrete penetration equations. An
ideal penetration predictor would have small absolute

" errors with no biases. Average error can be a decep-
tive criterion if used alone. One could have a penetra-

I tion predictor that produced a very small average error
, •even though absolute errors are large; that is, the aver-

* . . .age of +Z.5- and -2.6-caliber errors is -0.05 caliber.
-- " • ", • . The error patterns of penetration predictors (see Figure

8 and 9) plus their mean absolute errors, in combina-
WES tion, appear to provide a sound basis for identifying a

AVER Gf E RO .0011 CAL preferred concrete penetration predictor.
WEAN ",SOLUTE ERROR 04" CAL1 3) 1111 TEPST DAY

20 I- ALL ELY ITY TEST 0*A* It is worthwhile to note that no rational concrete pene-
tration equation could accurately predict many of the

ASRKN ,,VEROCITY WE A 1022 data points given in Table 2. There are almost always

Figure 8. Pattern of Predictive Errors: apparent anomalies in concrete penetration data regard-
NDRC Concrete Penetration Equation less of the care exercised by test personnel. Thus,

according to current theory one cannot have a penetra-
tion of Z calibers at V1 feet per second and Z + A Z at

'230 ERROR $,vALKR NRATION4L.,0,,PRIDICTf ,PENETRAIO N . V2 feet per second in which V I >V 2 and the tests are
0' .done with identical projectiles against the same target.

There are a variety of explanations for these
* . . "anomalies, such as measurement errors, projectile yaw,

and target variances.

S.-. " . . $Y d. Conclusions

S: Due to the scarcity of high-quality, large-scale con-
,"crete penetration data, it is not possible to perform a
0.TERASE ooAIA L totally satisfactory analysis of concrete penetration

MEAN AESOLUTE ERR0O 0"CAL equations. However, since prediction of penetration*, .D 270 T E MALV YTST DATA-.' ALL AELOOTY TEST A into concrete is a fundamental necessity in most hard
IT 2 A 5 , A , , , 6 20 22 2 2 20 target vulnerability assessments, it appears clearly

TEIKIS VELOCITY TS P 1321 worthwhile to extend this analysis if possible. One way
Figure 9. Patt-rn of Predictive Errors: to do this is to consider other equations and other mena-
British Concrete Penetration Equation sures of predictive ability. Of greatest importance,

however, is to perform an analysis similar to that given
A- above using all the high-quality, large-scale data that

Figure 8 shows that, for the all-velocity data, the can be compiled. Until such an analysis is performed,
NRDC equation has a definite bias for striking the facts reported in the previous paragraph can be
velocities below about 1000 fps. Figure 9 shows that used to guide uinnerability assessments. The most

A the British equation is a reasonably unbiased predictor important are that the NDRC equation without an in-
for the velocity range of greatest interest, up to about pact adjustment is slightly better than the British equa-
Z400 fps. At the highest velocities, the British equa- tion as an all-velocity penetration predictor, and that

, tion aLqo has a bias. The all-velocity displays suggest the margin of superiority is lost for the largest scale
an obvious correction for the NDRC equation; utilize a data where even with a 0.25-caliber impact adjustment

* 0.25-caliber impact adjustment for velocities that are the British equation is superior. On the basis of this
'51000 fps. The result of using such an adjustment is analysis, it is clear that one can obtain good predictive
that, for the low-velocity 155 mm data, the NDRC accuracy for massive penetration events by using either
equation has an average error of +0.185 caliber without the British equation as is or the NDRC equation with a
an Impact adjustment. With a 0.25-caliber adjustment, 0.25-caliber impact adjustment for impacts in the
the average error is -0.065 caliber, which is about equal <1000 fpt regime.

'* to the average error of the British equation (-0.083
caliber) for the low-velocity 155 mm data. It is worthwhile to note that the differences between

the equations evaluated herein are only large for high-
For the totality of the all-velocity data (70 data velocity impacts. However, if deep penetration into
points), the NRDC equation, without an impact adjust- heavy concrete targets is or becomes important, then
ment, has a remarkable average error of +0.0136 cali- penetration at high velocities will be important. As
ber and a mean absolute errar of 0.429 caliber. the noted in the introduction, estimates of concrete pene-

- British equation has a respectable average error of tration produced by major equations differ significantly
-0.0470 caliber for the all-velocity data, with a mean for such events. Thus, if high-velocity impacts (2Z000
absolute error of 0.566 caliber. For the 155 mm data fps) become of interest for large-caliber projectiles, it
alone, the British equation is a good predictor, with a may be necessary to revise the available penetration
-0.0Z51 average error and a 0.217 mean absolute error. predictors or develop a new predictor. High-quality,
The NDRC equation is only a good predictor for 155 large-scale massive penetration data is scarce; it is
mm data if the 0.25-caliber impact adjustment is used essentially nonexistent for high velocities. Thus, the
for low-velocity impacts; it then has an average error merits of trading warhead weight for propulsion weight
of +0.135 and a mean absolute error of 0.336. (increase impact velocity) for large-caliber warheads

"%l cannot be adequately evaluated with available penetra-
There does not appear to be a single numeric that will tion data.
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DESIGN AND APPLICATION OF REINFORCED CONCRETE-ARMOURED DOORS

H.J. Hader

Ernst Basler & Partners
Consulting Engineers

CH-8029 Zurich/Switzerland

SUMMARY areas at once, such as chemical and nuclear wea-

pons. The standardized protection levels are cha-
racterized by incident olast-pressures of I bar (14

In recent years, the use of reinforced concrete- psi) or 3 bar (43 psi) respectively.
armoured doors as closing equipment for shelters
nas expanded slqniflcantly. Protection requirements
can often be met more economically by such concrete
doors than by steel doors, in particular if stand-
ardized equipment can be used. Threatto kiportant targets

A typical example is the shelter door program ac-,7
cording to the standards set by the Swiss Civil De-
fence Authority (Ref. 1). These doors were origi-
nally developed for civil defence shelters, but are
also extensively adooted for military structures in

* Switzerland and in many other countries.

In order Wu aChieVe a balanced protection for shel-
ters, the analysis of the vulnerability of the en-
trances is of particular importance.
In tnis paper, recommendations on design and proper
application of reinforced concrete-armoured doors
and data on typical protection characteristics of
existing door types are presented.

Figure 1: Example of an important protective
structure; illustration of possible

I. PROrECTION REQUIREMENTS FOR SHELTERS attack on selected parts such as
entrance ways using heavy, precisely

Before gointi into details of the door aesiqn, some placed weapons

conments on protection requirements snall be made.
* According to the importance or tarqet attractivlty

of a hardened structure, the requiremets concern- Threat t krge arema
ing the range and level of protection may vary
witiiin very wide limits. For very important tarqets
not only large, but also very precise weapons nave
to be considered. Entrances to such facilities may
represent an interesting subtarqet, and therefore

* direct hits on these aerts are to be assumed (see0
Figure 1).

However, there are also other structures Such as
civil defence shelters which, in general, are not

to be regarded as primary targets o! an enemy at-
tack (see Figure 2). Such shelters are usually de-
signed for a limited level of protection in order
to reduce the eKtent of collateral damage to the
civil population at minimum cost. As an example,
Swiss civil defence shelters are designed to pro- Figure 2: Example of distributed civil defence
viae reasonable protection against a wide range of shelters for protection against colla-
different weapon effets, whereby oarticular import- teral damage; uniform threat to entire
ance is given to Weapons which can affect large area is assumed
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The protection aqainst the effects of conventional 2. PROTECTIVE FEATURES OF SWISS CIVIL
weapons comprises - since these shelters are locat- DEFENCE-ARMOURED OORS
ed below qround level - all types of flat-trajec-
tory fire and stand-off detonations of weapons with In this paragraph, I shall brieflv discuss the pro-
hiqh impact angles. The critical stand-off distance tective features of Swiss civil defence armoured-
at which a weapon breaks a shelter, varies within doors With regard to conventional weapons. More-
certain limits, depending, e.g., on the surroundinq over, I shall make some comments on possible in-
backfill or parts of buildings located over the provements, if hiqher protection requirements are
shelter, to be fulfilled.

The protection level of the entrances is determined
by the standardized 0.2 m (8 in) thick reinforced
concrete-armoured doors and the geometry of the en- .
trance Dassway. Further data on the protection cha- 2 Stanoari ve. .ru iTensions

racteristics of these doors will be given later on. Fiqure 3 shows exa:ripies of 5wiss clvi Idetonce

The two mentioned shelter examples are of course coors. All standard doors are hned and nave a

representing extremes of rather high and low levels 0.2 Ii LhiCk door plate of reoinforced concrete.
of protection. Ordinary military protective struc- This thickness has been chosen to ensure a fir

tures usuallv range somewhere in between these li- protection against blast, flvinQ frauments, nuclear
mits. radiation and thermal effects ano to oermit manual

operation. The doors are to be ro.nted into toe

We should be aware of the fact that for shelters of forms and cast with concrete on site toqetner with

higher protection levels, the protection require- the walls of the shelter.

ments and desiqn problems for the entrance facili-
ties are, in qeneral, growing faster than those of

the protective structure itself. This applies part-
icularly to military protective structures, for 2.2 Blast Resistance

which the threat due to conventional weapons is
more imoorant than for civil defence shelters. Accordini to the minimum requirements, a olast load
Thus, the relatively cheat standardized armoured as shown in the diaqram of Fiaoure 4 has to oe Coll-
doors and other components designed for civil de- sidered (Ref. 1). It Is obvious thdt this pressure/
fence purposes may be adopted for military struc- time configuration has been deriven from a larqe
tures only after proper examination of the relevant nuclear weapon. The first peak raving a duration of
protective proerties. 30 ms is a simnlified approach to toe reflected

O~-

II

Fiqure 3: Examples of Swiss civil defence armoured doors, standard dimensions:

Personnel doors PT 1: 0.80 x 1.85 m Escape hatch PD: 0.60 x 0.80 m
PT 2: 1.00 x 1.85 m (not illustrated)
PT 3: 1.40 x 2.20 m Equipment double-door: 2.40 x 2.10 m
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pressure actinq on a building fagade. Conventional realm for a detonation at 15 m (50 ft) and wou(!
. weapons carn, under certain circumstances, produce still not be destroyed by the blast at a distance

similar pressure/time histories, e.g. at the end of of 6 m (20 ft) from the charge.
a loonp entrance tunnel. But for comnon entrance
confiqurations, the positive pressure duration from The blast resistance of these doors has been tested
conventional weapons is much shorter even in case in full scale at the experiment station of the Ro-
of detonation of relatively large bombs. yal Swedish Foirtifications Administration at Mrsta

(Ref. 2). The olast loads were produced in a shock
Ne natural period of the door plate has been meas- tube by means of hiqh explosive charges up to 15
-red to be Cbout 8 ms. Ti;e reaction to te design kq, whereby peak pressures of up to 12 bar with du-
loal (Figures 4) is of quasi-static nature, whereas rat'ons of more than 200 ms were obtained. All
tlasts from conventional weapons would act as iw- doors withstoo; the design load without any prema-
oulsives loads. In Figure 5, the blast resisting ture failures. Permanent deflections between 2 and
cauacitV of a typical standard armoured door 'is 4 m were observed at midpoint of the door plates.
snovn in terms of a P-/!-diagram. Tne three curves
indicate the elastic realm (X = 1), the limit for A detailed dynamic structural analysis is somewhat
miinor permanent deflections at which a reasonable complicated due to the changing support conditions.

- deqree of ti htness is still assured (X 5) and When the doors are subjected to small loads, they
the, linit tor serious destruction (X = 20). For behave like slabs supported along one edge and on
reasons of comnarison, the pressure/impulse combi- two points (i.e. the hinges) at the opposite edge.
nations trom the surface burst of a high-exnlosive At hiqher loads deformations will take place at the
charge (aoroximateiv equal to the net explosive hanger side, whereafter the doors will behave as

. weight of a 1000 lb GP homb) at different distances simply supported along all four edges. For the as-
tron i door are also srown. As can ue read from sessment of the ultimate resistance against re-

. his diagram, the door plate remains in the elastic flected blast pressure from outside, only this lat-
ter behaviour is relevant.

2.3 Rebound

O.w I cm peur For te rebound cycle the door slab is supported on

*3 3bw i$ pmw"we four points. The minimum requirements stipulate
that the doors resist to rebound forces equivalent

j to an inside dynaoic overpressure of

) - 2.Y x.- (bar); p >2 bar.
-" 27TM. -_l

1-30 It is a significant advantage of reinforced con.,
crete doors that the rebound energy which is con-

Fiqure 4: Design load for blast pressure tained in the door plate can be absorbed by yield-
ing of rebound reinforcement of a relatively low
load capacity. By limiting the load capacity of the
door plate in the opposite direction to e.g. 30 %

of the positive bearing capacity, the loads on
locks and hinges are limited correspondingly.

=___ Steel doors, on the contrary, usually have door
Plates of about the same ultimate bearing capacity
In positive and negative direction. Therefore. the

so- rebound supports, I.e. the locks and hinges, have

to be designed for approximately the svne loads as
. the positive load supports.

120- / Since the pressure loads from conventional weapons
may include a large nuner of pressure pea's of

-______ _ _ snort duration when acting on doors In entrance
ways, sufficient resistance to rebound effects Is
very essential

20 5 0
M "t Im I pmam(~rNew im 2.4 Shock Loaolnqs

It a shock Is transmitted from a detonating weapon
Figure 5: Pressure/impulse diagram showinq the to a shelter, acceleration forces act on the hinges

bearing capacity of personnel door PT I (see Figure 6).
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13 the qeonietrv of the entrance way (see Ficqure
-010 -10 7). Antiscabbinq ulates which May oe wepldeo onto

++ the inner face of the door olate 'are of some vAlue
in Drotectinq. oersonnel and edi~lment. If doort7 thickness and, weiqht increase siqoificantlv for

a a 8gbetter fragment Drotection, all ohrts of the doorV have to De redesiqned - rarticularly the locks arin

ahz8g hinges - in order to resist increased rebouro and
+ 9-1E + shock forces.

?.6 imerv ioi isres s
Fiqurtx 5: Sipoort acceleration acting on door

hi nqes Shelter doors raist seal tiuintly in orner t ., vvoiro
Derictration rcf nlhsr. nressure ann toxic ua. f ru-'
chemiical warfAre or fires.

i: 4jr n! htatcnc, car' resist Accleration for-
~'-rst~c~ g ~ ' lIn the fil i-scale shock ttuOC( test-, cArriea out with

rilf.'V. -,NC.fais -,rakn rflnl)1 j 13 to064, of air oertetrateu tre eleinQ cnat-Vi- 3 (r'zantdl an v'artical uirlction I.4V oc br- ~ r h~aoswr'iae ihatinu
cir )iltntu-t ;?orn~ tte oneraluility of the 4eir wr tht5 15r e- o~t e ihatinua

"olaPst ni - ;ran16i;i ejuratiOn. WbS leaKiir4feI
nneqlioitile for nractical Durooses.

For tne nrotection aqainSt toxic qdseS, a nin'nijn,
overnressure of fllterer. air has to ce maintAineec
inside tne shelters. In case of the supolv of fil-

... , Flvinq Fraqvrents tere6 air oeinq Stoooeo, the infiltration of toxic
fn- insc 'estructive eit~ccu fro- tetaues or Dorti ases from the o)utside s'1rroundinov, must oe Kefrt
actiAtin. close to rei,.forredi concrete walls -ire withn acceotauie lisi0ts. Thie ;0,si.m reauirenients

tolI vi-i, fr~iqumnts fris-9 the ca~.iiq. A% it hits (in imoerviousness for ;hplt~ir uoors trierpfore ae-
ne~. crcl.ut tr~u:invstc~aion orseited ira- reric at the caoacit-I Of thet air 1;UDDIVv ssterr and

iI; tt; the firSt of ElieSe s-,npoSia (Ref. 3), fraql- t. nl.r ou~
-riL% .4, nerfr-rate concrito strtictiures, even At Tr.'- rmioi;.Ij:' reou ire.rits for tivi atritiouee civil

tro'..tn;.. ;whretie L),,~t ; Jd-e i nefenct, Prurec donrs stiouiate a mAximum Air
,,l'a~ n~c~ikiiitia. (;f "0 ;V3/h -.t.01 insira ovroressure of 2.1,

ma.r. Pinreforei, riiuoer seaOs Are fitteo into thef:
oroovp:s .416riq Lr,, to.ir ecqes of tme coor slAb. rhe

t.Ce ~av ueenstir'. ry ia.,4iutinA the locks.

lh-' 11,st nrr~tetltur! is aCtjievej if art 6ir lock iS
fru:.~r:~~5l(Vi,i 4 t Crr,;-Cutive rloorrs*

.7 Triernal ikesistaoce

FInur-i 7: Examuole±s of entrances with imnroveo c.eftr elivyShtouri'tie fi-
fra~ilent orotection (ftprltvl hr unn ieo n

Cievifjiry wr-A-ons. rpinforce- armourtco d1oors are qP.-
flerdii' iftsensitivR to their aircct effects. A more
critical situatiron can vrise if lArce amounts of

* i' P~.r ;l .,~ ,; ~f reinfrrcen concret-.!, fliatlt- inateriaI in the surroujndinqs catch fire.
t.!- Fl.ent'ur. ir.~ir doors orovir~p :)rotrctior, Tri. nrotoction rrovided by the standard doors is

~c.:~s .rtlirvrouinds uo tc Cai 15b r-i eeto- a.,a'r etrnie by the reinforced concrete door
1'-itir~f4 -it ,Ir irare troim t"e door. tjiowever, tnit ri,%re. A therml loan~ of 300 *C on the ouitside s'~jr-
o~rotot1icoa Cr-)ied; atiainst flying fra~imnents is rAc:! for two houtrs leaus to a temoerature rise or.

.e thnta rerioi latorrsur. r, tht infnr sujrface of anoroxinately 15 'C ofliy. it
tnii er tn ,io or i 109kO lbs :P oor tii is reCjired that iunaer these coniditions no hazar-

~rtdearl)- r, ta Y.irch trhe ( onrs resist re- douts rasefs are releaser; from tne seals. This tner-
r ,1 tlt oresire, I reAlevant Oorti r. of larq -nal resistance is adeauiate for most oractical ao-

~~ AV Perforate tn '.Oor Hate. Acequate I CLln.I hle hudbcm etdu
n.rGUCt JIWI .iln~t s..cn u,trt;On,; 17-..y Le ahiEVed Pi- i ',oye an icceotan~le teruperatuire uinder extreme con-
tei.r 11 '..o Court, 7,r,! O.-iru arai~din tarideni or ditiunS, rpasona-ble time is qainen for the evaciia-

LO p~t ic:rr is rjrutic. ,! frour direct frannuent hitS Lion of its occujoants.
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2.8 Rescue Devices 3. OTHER TYPES OF REINF3RCED CONCRETE-ARMOURE'
DOORS

*: Entrances cf shelters may be blocked up, e.g. by
ejecta material from bomb craters or debris from Besides the above-mentioned standard types many
collapsed structures (see Figure 8). Rescue of oc- other reinforced concrete-armaured doors ire in
cupants should therefore be made possible from out- use, in particular as closures for large openings.
side as well as from inside without special tools. Depending on the spare which is available, both

wing doors and sliding doors have also been used
for such large openings.

In the case of large public shelters Which are oft-
en used as car oarkings or warehouses, large en-
trances are needed for peace.-time use. Such open-IIinqs are equipped with so-cailed armoured sliding
walls (see Fiqure 9). These slidinq walls remain
closed when the s, ructure is used as a shelter and
other entrances equipped with standard doors have
to be orovic(ed, too. Since ':hese sliding walls are
to be moved very seldom in this application, they• _.are usually operated manually by rocue and winch.

m Figure 8: Shelter doors blocked up by crater mate-
rial or debris

In the case of Swiss civil defence shelters, this
is achieved by observing the following principles
for the arranqement and equipment entrances: UI
.1 At least two independent escape ways shall be

provided for each shelter.
.2 One of these escape ways shall be closed by an I'i

escaspe hatch which opens towards the inside of
the shelter. This gives occupants a chance to
escape even if the escape shaft is partly fil-
led with loose material.

.3 If a shelter is located under a multi-storey "
building, escape tunnels shall be provided be-
yond the area expected to be covered by heavy
debris.

.4 Eacn shelter has to be equiDped with a so-cal-
led "self-rescue device". This is a simple me-
chanical jack which serves to open armoured
doors in case of the exit being blocked with
debris from outside. With this device tne dr-
moured door can oe pushed open by a force of Figure 9: Sliding wall for the closure of large
about 5 kN (1100 los) to make a passage way of openns in ublc shelters, which a-re-- ~a foot's widtnoeh. n ulcsetes hc rused as car parking lot

.5 All locks may be taken apart from inside as
well as from outside by the same wrench which
is included in the self-rescue device. This

i permits the unlockinq of doors even if the
locks cannot be turned open for any reason. 4. RECOMMENDATIONS FOR THE APPLICATION

It 4dditional security locks are installed for rea-
sons of oeace-time use of SUCh shelters, carp The first point to be specified for an armoured
should be taken that the aonve rescue possibilities door is of course the range and level of protec-
are not jeopardized. tion. The cowments made in this paper may be used

to check whether all relevant orotection require-
ments are clearly specified.

Reqardinq the cost of armoured doors, the operatio-
nal requirements such as size, allowable effort and
time for the operation of doors are very important.

Tne main limitations for the application of rein-
forced concrete-armoured doors ere their weight and
the space required for the bocy of the doors. The
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standardized doors, as ShOwn before, may be manual-
1v noerated by one person with a force of less than
2 4 ( 44 ibs). However, for frequent and rapid

noeration as well as for larger doors, a power
arive mray te required.

R4.inforced concrete-armoured coors offer a number
of idvantaqes over steel doors, if they meet the
oert ional requirements:

- Te ranqe of protection corresponds better to
the protective structure (e.q. flyinq fraq-
npnts, heat, all kinds of radiation)

- Internediate and high levels of orotection may
often be acnieved at siqnificantly lower cost.

Dependinq on indivttoual circumstances, otner a%-
pects such as the smal her transport weioht or the
characteristics it concrete as compared to those of
steel wit respe.ct to self-Quiaed warheads may also
be of importance.

Whatever type of armoured door is used, particular
care should be employed as to ensure that the door
fits t e protective structure in all respects,
i.e. from protection requirements up to all details
of forces transmitted to tVe supporting structure.
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